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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation of the study

It was in the late 1980s that a handful of educators-cum-tourism-enthusiasts who
worked at a Viennese hotel school picked up on the demand they could sense for
internationally-oriented applied hotel management education and designed an
intensive, two-year, post-secondary programme, in which Austrian hospitality
knowledge and expertise would meet international interests and needs. In order
for the resulting Hotel Management Programme to present itself as a viable
option for interested students outside the German-speaking areas, English was
chosen as its medium of instruction, which, as I can remember from my own
reaction to reading one of the first announcements in 1990, was a new and
innovative move for tertiary education in Austria at the time. It also turned
out to be a far-sighted one in view of the continuing success of that specific
educational programme as well as the inception of many more English-medium
tertiary programmes since then, in the field of hospitality as well as elsewhere.1

Clearly, this development was not unique, but mirrored similar ones in other
central European countries such as Germany, where English-medium university-
level education became measurable in the 1990s (Motz 2005b: 133–135). As
reflected in the doubling of such programmes at German universities between
2001 and 2003 (Nastansky 2004: 52), the trend towards using English as (one
of the) mediums of instruction and learning at European tertiary institutions has
recently become firmly established, and will most likely continue to do so in the
future.

Two reasons suggest themselves for this accelerated use of English as medium
of tertiary education (Cenoz 2006: 282). There is, firstly, the so-called ‘Bologna
process’, i.e. the implementation of the Bologna Declaration, signed by all Euro-
pean and a few non-European countries, which aims at stream-lining academic
education and making it more compatible across national systems. Obviously,
such developments support student mobility and are thus closely connected to

1. Reflecting the Austrian national policy of opening up to the European Union, which
culminated in the country joining in 1995, English started to be used as medium
of instruction in secondary and tertiary education in the course of the 1990s (e.g.
Abuja 1998). The first all-English campus, the Danube University Krems, a private
institution, was founded in 1994 (http://www.donau-uni.ac.at/en/index.php, accessed
20 July 2009), and the first English-medium classes at public universities date back
to the same time (Stegu and Seidlhofer 2003: 142).
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the second factor relevant here: the role English has come to play as the leading
international or ‘global’ language (Crystal 2003). To cut a long story short,2

thanks to sociohistorical developments, the military power exerted by English-
speaking nations and, more recently, the socio-economic power of (English-
dominated) international companies and organizations, English has become the
main language of international relations and trade, international media and com-
munications, international business and also academia. While the respective do-
mains are highly diverse, they are – as already reflected in the repeated use of
‘international’ – marked, on the one hand, by a wide linguacultural range and
diversity amongst their participants and, on the other, by English in its function
as main lingua franca or common medium of communication amongst mul-
tilinguals (for a detailed discussion of the concepts see chapters 2.3.1.2 and
2.3.1.4). By virtue of the many first and second languages that meet in continu-
ously changing constellations, people appreciate, in Crystal’s (2003: 13) words,
“the need for a global language” and have thus “adopt[ed English as their] lingua
franca”.

The same can be witnessed in the two domains of interest to the present
study – international tourism and tertiary education. The former is marked by
extreme mobility with regard to all main players; it is not only the customers who
travel internationally, but also a good part of the employees. Especially on the
managerial level, hospitality careers have already been international for a long
time and hotel managers tend to look back on working assignments and postings
in various locations all over the globe. As hospitality professionals as well as
their customers are usually in need of a lingua franca and have used English
for that purpose for a long time, education for the hospitality industry is thus
practically required to provide the necessary basis, i.e. to offer an international
orientation and English as main medium of communication. It is therefore not
really surprising that a simple internet search finds countless English-medium
hospitality training and education courses.3

While education for this specific professional area seems predestined to be
offered in English, it is by no means the only area offering such education. Ter-

2. For overview discussions cf. e.g. Crystal (2003), Graddol (2006); for critical assess-
ments of the use of English globally cf. e.g. Pennycook (1994, 2007) and Phillipson
(1992, 2003).

3. By entering ‘English’, ‘hospitality’ and ‘education’ into Google, for instance,
almost two million hits are registered, of which a single one already leads to more
than 40 different hospitality training courses worldwide (at http://dir.yahoo.com/
Business and Economy/Business to Business/Hospitality Industry/Training/Insti-
tutes/ (accessed 20 July 2009).
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tiary education in general is clearly moving towards ‘Englishization’ (Phillipson
2006), in response to the steady increase in educational mobility and the rising
numbers of international students at tertiary institutions (see also chapter 2.2).
This development presupposes the relevant language competence, which, in
mainland Europe, used to entail proficiency in the respective country’s offi-
cial language. But things have changed. In an attempt not to lose international
students, and the financial support and kudos that come with them, language
competence in the diverse national languages is no longer a conditio sine qua
non. Reflecting the more recent trends towards ‘elite bilingualism’ (de Mejı́a
2002), English has become the ‘additional’ language (Fishman, Cooper, and
Conrad 1977) that is presupposed at tertiary level and functions increasingly
as the lecturers’ and students’ lingua franca. In other words, English as a lin-
gua franca (ELF) as language of tertiary education amongst multilinguals in
non-English-speaking areas seems to be here to stay.

In view of these developments, it could be expected that the use of ELF in
education and its implications for learning as well as classroom interaction had
received applied linguistic attention and interest; the more so as the literature on
ELF in general has been intensified since the beginning of the new millennium
(e.g. Gnutzmann and Intemann 2008; Jenkins 2000, 2007; Knapp and Meierkord
2002; Seidlhofer 2001, 2010; for a detailed discussion see chapter 2.3). This is,
however, not the case. While the reality of ELF has been recognized and its
educational implications discussed for more than a quarter of a century (e.g.
Hüllen 1982; Smith 1984), “surprisingly little work has been done [on . . . ]
the use of ELF in European educational contexts” (House 2003a: 574–575).
So, in contrast to the recently burgeoning literature on ELF communication
(e.g.Mauranen and Ranta 2009; Seidlhofer and Berns 2009), ELF as medium
of education still largely awaits the scholarly interest that its rising relevance in
European tertiary education requires. Notable exceptions are some individual
studies in classroom settings (e.g. Björkman 2008) as well as those based on
the Finnish ELFA (English as a lingua franca in academic settings) corpus (e.g.
Mauranen 2006a, 2006b; Mauranen and Ranta 2008).4 While these studies offer
interesting insights into language use in educational settings, they are all based
on cross-sectional data collections and are therefore forced to ignore a crucial
feature of any kind of education: its longitudinality. Not only is the time factor
central to teaching and learning in general (e.g. Marton and Tsui 2004), but it

4. Instead of the lingua franca concept, the majority of researchers interested in students
using an additional language in their education have chosen other concepts, usually
intricately linked to bi/mltilingual education and the combination of learning content
and language. For a more detailed discussion see chapter 2.2.2.
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is also integral to the interactional processes that develop within the specific
group of learners and teachers; the more so in view of the conception of ELF
users as (emerging) communities of practice (House 2003a).

In response to this ‘investigative dearth’, the aim of the study presented and
discussed here is to explore the use of ELF as classroom language in the afore-
mentioned Hotel Management Programme, following an ethnographically-in-
spired, qualitative, applied linguistic approach (e.g. Smit 2003, 2009). Given
the understanding of English as a lingua franca (e.g. James 2005; House 2003a;
Seidlhofer 2001), the study views the participating students and teachers pri-
marily as interlocutors who try to meet their interactional aims with the help of
English as language of communication, rather than as learners of English as a
second or foreign language whose aim is to work on or improve their language
proficiency. In other words, the study focuses on language use in the classroom
and not on classroom-based language learning, reflecting its socio- rather than
psycholinguistic perspective. This does, however, not mean that considerations
of language learning are completely excluded. On the contrary, learning as one
dimension of social practice (Wenger 1998; see 1.3) plays an important role
inasmuch as it reflects developmental processes in the interactional dynamics
of the Hotel Managment Programme, which the qualitative approach chosen
here attempts to throw light on. Finally, the study is applied linguistic (Davies
2007; Widdowson 1990) in that it investigates a “real world problem[] in which
language is a central issue” (Brumfit 1997: 93) by applying “an interdisciplinary,
as opposed to purely linguistic, approach” (Poole 2002: 73).

1.2 A brief sketch of the study

As indicated earlier, the ‘real world problem’ can be traced on the macro-level
to the implications globalization and international mobility have for European
tertiary education. At the same time, it is also a micro-level reality of the Hotel
Management Programme or HMP in question. In the more than fifteen years the
programme has been running, the use of ELF remained an issue for all stake-
holders. As the qualitative research methodology applied here will show (see
chapter 3), the students, teachers and administrators generally appreciate that
they have a lingua franca that allows such an educational setting, but they also
recognize that using an additional language has its consequences. For instance,
some students need extended preparation periods for assignments and tests, be
it because of slower reading abilities in English or because of translating the
necessary information into their L1s. Furthermore, the use of ELF in education
has implications for classroom interaction itself, which also come to the fore in
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the participants’ diverse evaluations and opinions (see chapter 4.3). While all
agree that they generally communicate successfully, some feel partly inhibited
by their own level of English proficiency in expressing themselves or understand-
ing other contributions. Others sense the same problems in their interlocutors.
At the same time, most stakeholders are aware of changes in classroom inter-
actions with time and as the educational programme progresses, thus stressing
the dynamic nature of their interactional patterns. In general, the students as
well as their teachers recognize that using ELF makes the communicational
process a more conscious one in that it requires more effort to ‘make it work’.
It was most likely precisely because of this general awareness of something
special going on while interacting in the classroom, but not being able to pin
down what it was, that the present project received so much appreciation, and all
the support it needed from administrators, teachers and students alike in order
to develop into a qualitative, longitudinal and naturalistic study of classroom
interaction.

Although chapters 2 and 3 offer detailed discussions of the conceptual frame
and research methodology applied, it seems fitting for an introduction to offer
a brief sketch of the respective investigative approach. As argued by Bloome
et al. (2005: xviii), such a research perspective best integrates both theoretical
and methodological issues; a ‘sneak preview’ of what it looks like in the present
study is visualized in Figure 1.1. As the first intensive investigation into English
as a lingua franca as classroom language, the study is applied linguistic not
only in its focus on the communicative practices of schooling (Rampton 2006:
17), but also because it is conceived of as qualitative, naturalistic and longitudi-
nal, thus encapsulating an ethnographically inspired, “context-rich interpretive
orientation” (Duff 1995: 507). The context is given, firstly, by the educational
programme, i.e. an English-medium post-secondary educational programme in
hotel management, set inVienna and designed for, and attended by, international
students. More specifically, the context is structured by the social practices of
the social players (‘teachers’ and ‘students’ in Figure 1.1) in pursuing their ed-
ucational goals (‘subjects’) for the complete duration of the HMP (symbolized
by the triangular prism). In view of the complexity and dynamic development
of this context, an ethnographic research methodology is asked for, including
regular classroom observations, talks with all participants in addition to lesson
recordings (for a detailed discussion of the research methodology see chapter 3).
Given that teaching and learning processes are lastingly influenced and created
by the discursive practices in the classroom, classroom talk (for a detailed con-
ceptual discussion see chapter 2) is at the centre of investigation, but again, and
as symbolized by the circular cylinder in Figure 1.1, as it develops during the
complete programme.
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subjects

teachers students

classroom
talk

duration
of HMP

applied
linguistic

(see chapter
3.2)

discourse pragmatic

(see chapters
5.3, 6.3, 7.3)

Figure 1.1. Research perspective

Due to this investigative focus, the present study stands in the tradition of class-
room interactional research with its primary focus on language in use rather
than language learning (e.g. Cazden 2001; Christie 2002; Dalton-Puffer 2007;
Marton and Tsui 2004; Walsh 2006). As is typical of such research, the analyt-
ical frame draws on various approaches to analysing (classroom) language in
use, mainly because “an eclectic approach is not only richer but also essential
in dealing with the complexities of [institutionalized] talk” (Eggins and Slade
1997: 23). In this light, the interactional analyses of the HMP classroom talk (see
chapters 5, 6 and 7) integrate various research approaches, such as (in alpha-
betical order) classroom discourse analysis (e.g. Sinclair and Coulthard 1975),
conversation analysis (e.g. Markee 2000), ethnography of communication (e.g.
Duff 2002), sociolinguistics (e.g. Corder and Meyerhoff 2007), (interlanguage)
pragmatics (e.g. Kasper and Blum-Kulka 1993), speech act theory (e.g.Trosborg
1994; Vine 2004), spoken discourse analysis (Edmondson 1981) and systemic
functional linguistics (e.g. Lemke 1990).

While the specific research foci pursued here require fitting frameworks of
analysis, each of which draws innovatively on these research approaches (for
detailed discussions see 5.3, 6.3, 7.3), they share an underlying – or overarching –
approach to interactional analysis that is best described as ‘discourse-pragmatic’.
As explicated in Nikula (2005: 29), such an approach “integrates insights from
pragmatics, discourse analysis and socio-cultural research on [. . . ] learning.”
The research foci pursued are mainly embedded in pragmatics, but extended by,
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firstly, investigating actual interactional practices in their context and, secondly,
integrating the socio-cultural understanding of “language use as a joint process
where meaning and contexts are co-constructed by participants” (Nikula 2005:
30). This means that, for instance, speech acts are not only analysed on the basis
of complete classroom scripts, but also in relation to classroom discourse as a
whole. Discourse pragmatics thus aims at offering theoretical insights into “the
relations between language use and sociocultural contexts” (Blum-Kulka 1997:
38) and agrees with discourse analysis that description alone cannot suffice. (cf.
also Jaworski and Coupland 1999: 3–4)

Rather, we are interested, beyond description, in two things: illuminating and
gaining evidence for [. . . ] a theory that helps to explain how and why language
works the way it does when it is put into action; and contributing, in terms of un-
derstanding and intervention, to important issues and problems in some “applied”
area (e.g. education) (Gee 2005: 8).

Where discourse pragmatics differs from discourse analysis is with regard to in-
vestigative scope.While, as indicated above, the former tends to focus on specific
language functions or features, the latter aims to unveil discourse processes. Due
to the intricacies and complexities of any kind of discourse, discourse analyses
are therefore “committedly qualitative [and can thus] normally only generalize
about process and not about distribution” (Jaworski and Coupland 1999: 36).
Analyses which aim to describe distribution as well must therefore turn to other
research approaches; pragmatics is a useful contender, as comparable research
has shown (e.g. Dalton-Puffer 2007; Nikula 2007). Due to its comparatively
narrow focus on specific pragmatic aspects, such analyses can deal with the
selected feature(s) or function(s) comprehensively within a certain data base
and thus allow for distributional claims. By combining a pragmatic research
focus with a discourse analytic paradigm, it is therefore possible to undertake
qualitative analyses of discursive features and functions as well as to establish
their distributions within the data base. In the present case, this means that the
HMP classroom talk analyses are done in a basically qualitative way, supported
by quantitative descriptions of feature distributions (for a detailed explanation
of this approach see 5.3.4).

What still remains to be clarified is which ‘features’have been chosen for the
discourse-pragmatic analyses. Here, the ethnographically inspired approach has
been particularly revealing as it has offered HMP specific insights into classroom
talk that, in combination with the wider findings on (tertiary) classroom talk
(see 2.2.2) and using English as a lingua franca in general (see 2.3.2, 2.3.3), has
allowed, as it were, ‘emicly’ and ‘eticly’ supported decisions on the three crucial
and revealing aspects of
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a) ‘co-constructing understanding’ (chapter 5),
b) ‘co-directing talk and players’ (chapter 6), and
c) ‘co-explaining knowledge’ (chapter 7).

A more detailed introduction to the research questions and aims is offered below
(see 1.4).

In sum, this study is a discourse-pragmatic ethnography within an inter-
national tertiary educational programme, focusing on classroom interaction in
English as a lingua franca. It thus aims to explore new ground in ELF as well
as classroom language research by, firstly, combining the two and, secondly,
adopting a qualitative, applied linguistic and discourse-pragmatic approach in
order to investigate ELF as classroom language during the whole duration of
one hotel management educational programme, the HMP. The longitudinal per-
spective has not only been chosen because of the naturalistic approach used
here, but also because of the function of English as the participants’ lingua
franca. As hinted at above, when a group of mutual strangers use English as
their lingua franca they bring diverse linguistic and cultural backgrounds with
them. So, communication can only rely in part on shared language norms and
expectations; a major role in the meaning-making process is arguably played
by discursively developing situation-specific and -intrinsic conventions and pat-
terns. This implies a dynamic process, which I submit can be captured and
observed most appropriately from a longitudinal point of view. At the same
time, the process of establishing group-internal communicational patterns goes
hand in hand with other group formational processes in terms of group dynam-
ics, but also in respect of the main aim of the whole undertaking itself, i.e.
learning about various aspects relevant for hotel management. As all of these
aspects – making meaning, building a community, learning in an educational
programme – are social practices, Wenger’s (1998) ‘community of practice’ is
suggested as particularly fitting in describing the HMP (also Lave and Wenger
1991).

1.3 The HMP as a community of practice

In contrast to formal approaches to learning, which see it as confined to artificial
school settings, Wenger’s (1998: 3) theory defines social learning as “part of our
human nature [. . . ] both life-sustaining and inevitable.” The social organization
which makes such learning possible is the community of practice (CofP), in
which people are
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[u]nited by [some] common enterprise [and . . . ] develop and share ways of doing
things, ways of talking, beliefs, values – in short, practices – as a function of their
joint engagement in activity.” (Eckert 2000: 35)

Put so succinctly, this definition describes the complex, dynamic and partly fluid
nature of the concept, and, at the same time, gives a good idea of how famil-
iar we all are with CofPs as “we belong to several [. . . ] at any given time”.
(Wenger 1998: 6) Families form communities of practice, as do workplaces or
school settings. At the same time, a single organization usually creates more
than one CofP, as Wenger’s (1998: 18–38) example of a medical claims pro-
cessing centre at a large insurance company shows. The dynamics of CofPs can
be traced back to the understanding that they are constructed by “the shared
practice in which the [community specific] membership engages” as well as
by the meaning created by it. In other words, the concept provides a flexible,
adaptive and yet principled descriptive framework for social organizations we
participate in by co-constructing a shared repertoire in the pursuit of “a shared,
negotiated, and fairly specific enterprise” (Meyerhoff 2002: 530). In analysing
phonetic variables and their patterns of realizations, Eckert (2000), for instance,
manages to draw a highly complex, but illuminating picture of how such pro-
nunciation features function as indicators of various CofPs as well as of the
speakers’ dynamically developing memberships in them. These and other in-
vestigations have demonstrated that the CofP allows a fruitful integration of
micro- and macro-analyses (Corder and Meyerhoff 2007) and, due to its focus
on practice, affords much scope for all kinds of social constructivist research
(Holmes and Meyerhoff 1999: 181).

As one burgeoning area of social constructivism is education (e.g. Barnard
andTorres-Guzmán 2009), it is not really surprising that the CofP has undisputed
value for educational settings; not only because of its elucidation of “negotiating
and learning practices that contribute to the satisfaction of [learning as] common
goal” (Meyerhoff 2002: 530), but also, and seen more comprehensively because
of its potential as frame of critical reference, in “foreground[ing] not just success
but constraints on learning and on full participation in a community’s practices”.
(Lea 2005: 188)

This heuristic strength of the CofP as “providing a lens to examine how
meanings are contested within a community” (Lea 2005: 188) has also been
realized in research into English as a lingua franca. As ELF users

move[] in and out of a variety of contexts, which are likely to have quite dif-
ferent forms of participation [. . . and lead to] the construction of event-specific,
interactional styles and frameworks, (House 2003a: 572–573)
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House further suggests adopting the CofP as a central parameter of ELF re-
search. Given that the present study combines ELF and the classroom setting in
that it focuses specifically on such ‘event-specific, interactional patterns’ in the
ELF classroom interaction of the HMP, the aggregate of participants in question
here will be described in the following in terms of a community of practice.

As specified by Wenger (1998: 73), CofPs are characterized by three inter-
locking processes:

1) mutual engagement
2) a joint enterprise
3) a shared repertoire

The first criterion refers to regular interactions (Holmes and Meyerhoff 1999:
175), which are here lastingly structured by the nature of the educational pro-
gramme. During the four semesters of the programme the participants interacted
very frequently, while before or after the HMP they did not. These programme-
defined temporal limits led to abrupt boundaries of community formation, which
find their parallel in the second clear-cut distinction given by ‘lesson vs. free-
time’.The resulting types of interaction – ‘classroom interaction’vs.‘after-hours
interaction’ – differ remarkably in terms of participants, topics and also inter-
actional patterns (see 2.2.1). Additionally, the teachers play an interesting role
as they are clearly participants in classroom interactions, but stand in a paradig-
matic relationship, since, at a given moment in time, they interact with the stu-
dents, but not with each other. Even in after-hours interactions, HMP teachers
did not often interact with each other, and if they did, they tended to use German.

The second criterion, a joint, negotiated enterprise, can again be interpreted
at various levels. On the formal level, there are the largely non-negotiable aims
of students and teachers, which pre-determine certain practices, but do in them-
selves not constitute the ones that are ‘jointly negotiated’. Furthermore, these
practices differ from subject to subject, or even class to class. In practical classes
such as Cooking or Serving, for instance, the students have little leeway to influ-
ence cooking recipes or serving techniques. On the interactional level, however,
things look different in that

opposed to monolingual communities of practice, the ‘enterprise’ in ELF talk is
to successfully negotiate on the content plane (reach a common goal) and on the
level of linguistic (English) forms. (House 2003a: 572)

This means that the joint and negotiated enterprise in the HMP is embedded in
the communicational process itself. In other words, the students and teachers
form a CofP precisely because their classroom interaction in ELF makes up the
joint negotiated enterprise. As this is different from the practical lessons whose
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joint enterprise is to acquire mainly non-verbal skills, the ensuing analysis of
ELF as classroom language will focus on the ‘theory’ lessons and their jointly
negotiated interactional activities.

The third criterion, the ‘shared repertoire’, needs to be seen in relation to
the various potential communities of practice hinted at above. There are the
various subgroups who voluntarily spend time together after school and engage
in studying and/or recreational activities. There are the teachers, or subsections
of them, who might also form their own work- or pleasure-oriented communi-
ties of practice. Depending on their linguacultural constellations, these small
CofPs will most likely use various languages, including ELF, and will develop
their own repertoires. Finally, there is the whole HMP – all students and their
teachers – who engage in classroom interaction in pursuit of their educational-
cum-discursive goals. And it is this last case which relates to the analytical aim
of the present investigation, i.e. to find out what the ‘shared repertoire’ looks
like for the HMP classroom interaction. More precisely, the nature of the present
investigation allows a detailed analysis of how certain ‘resources are negotiated’
and ‘accumulated over time’ as the longitudinal perspective followed will throw
light on the developmental process of the HMP classroom interaction.

In sum, the discussion of the HMP in terms of the dimensions of a com-
munity of practice has shown that such a formally and artificially established
‘community’or aggregate of people pursuing one overarching enterprise cannot
simply be identified with one community of practice. Instead, it seems to func-
tion as ‘breeding ground’ for various CofPs with their own patterns of mutual
engagement, joint and negotiated enterprises, and own shared repertoires. As
typical of CofPs, most of them are informal (Wenger 1998: 7) and do not ac-
quire a label, but they are familiar to the participants (see 4.2). The present study
will focus on the most stable and, in terms of participants, most comprehensive
CofP, which is also the most central one from the educational point of view: it
includes all participants as they engage in collaboratively negotiating meaning
and practices in classroom interaction from the beginning to the end of the HMP.
In other words, it is the HMP’s Classroom Community of Practice (CCofP).

In an attempt to round off the introductory presentation of what this study
seeks to do, the next section will sketch the research aims pursued and, at the
same time, offer an overview of what is to come.

1.4 Research aims and preview

In brief, the investigation reported on here aims to give a qualitative, applied
linguistic description of discourse-pragmatic patterns of classroom interaction
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in English as a lingua franca (ELF). The community of classroom interactional
practices reported on here consists of the aggregate of students and teachers of
an international, two-year and full time Hotel Management Programme (HMP)
localized at a Viennese hotel school, which is run in English as only common
language of communication and additional language to most of its highly mul-
tilingual participants.

The combination of an applied linguistic and thus situated approach with the
analysis of classroom discourse comes to the fore in the three overall research
interests that have motivated the study in the first place and guided it through
its course:

i) What does the use of ELF as classroom language mean for classroom talk,
class participation and culture?
In view of the abundant literature on classroom interaction (see 2.2) and the
recently burgeoning discussions on ELF (see 2.3), it will be interesting to see
which characteristic patterns or features can be detected in the HMP, how they
impact on classroom interaction and what that implies for the students and
teachers. Furthermore, these implications are also relevant to cultural concerns.
As true of all sites of social practice, ‘culture’, taken in its “subjective sense
[as] psychological in nature, involving values, beliefs, and expectations” (Meier
2003: 187; discussed in more detail in 2.3.1.3), is integral to the HMP and its
discourse. It is thus interesting to throw light on the relations between classroom
talk and the diversity of cultures represented in the HMP, be they national,
educational or professional.

ii) What impact does time have on using ELF as classroom language? What
dynamic developments are observable in classroom discourse?
This study is the first to take an explicitly longitudinal approach to ELF dis-
course. Special emphasis will therefore be placed on the changes or develop-
ments observable in classroom talk as the HMP progresses. Concerns will be
the dynamics of interactional patterns, class participation, self and other percep-
tions and attitudes, all of which are integral to the locally developing community
of practice and its culture. In other words, it is the changing nature of this ‘HMP
culture’ and how it surfaces in classroom talk and participant evaluations that is
open to investigation.

iii) What implications might the use of ELF as classroom language have for the
teaching and learning processes in class? If any, which kinds of influence can
be detected?
Since all educational endeavours are inherently linked to teaching and learning
processes, investigations into classroom discourse also tend to be motivated by
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an interest in ongoing exchanges as sites of teaching and potential learning (see
2.2.1). The present study is no exception in this regard and views classroom
discourse as basis for learning opportunities. The investigative focus on HMP
classroom talk as an example of ELF as classroom language is thus also chosen
to throw light on potential influences that the use of a lingua franca in tertiary
education might have on the respective teaching and learning processes.

As indicated above, the research perspective taken in this study is novel as regards
the object of enquiry – ELF as classroom language – as well as its longitudinal
time-frame. At the same time, it can rely on, and draw on a variety of fields
of enquiry, a critical overview of which will be given in chapter 2. Based on
detailed discussions of (multilingual) classroom interaction and English as a
lingua franca (see 2.2 and 2.3 respectively), the conceptual considerations will
be outlined for ELF as classroom language (2.4).

The general research interests sketched above might make clearer why the
present study does not contend itself with classroom discourse analysis, but ap-
plies a broader research methodology involving the HMP students and teachers
as insiders to the social practices in question as much as in their roles as partici-
pants in classroom exchanges (for a more detailed account see chapter 3). There-
fore, the first investigative interest, dealt with in chapter 4, concerns the social
players themselves and aims to offer a detailed description of the HMP (see 4.2)
and, more particularly, an ethnographic account of the Classroom Community of
Practice (CCofP) (see 4.3). An important aspect of the resulting ‘thick descrip-
tion’ (Geertz 1973) is the emic perspective on what is experienced as relevant for
the social practices under investigation. When combined with what classroom
and ELF literature tells us more generally about multilingual classroom interac-
tion (see chapter 2), these insights allow for a selection of discourse-pragmatic
features for in-depth investigation that are generally central to classroom dis-
course and particularly so for the CCofP. Based on thus established etic as well
as emic selection criteria, the present study will analyse the following three
crucial aspects of HMP classroom interaction:

a. Co-constructing understanding
Confirming what the extant ELF literature reports on, HMP participants
agree that their most central concern when using ELF as classroom lan-
guage is to understand what their interlocutors are trying to get across. This
awareness, I submit, does more than simply reflect the institutional and there-
fore largely transactional nature of their interactions; arguably it also reveals
that the HMP classroom talk is, at least at times, perceived to be ‘under
construction’, or – in conversation analytic terminology – frequently in need
of repair. To which extent and in which ways HMP classroom interactions
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actually reveal line-by-line negotiations of understanding will be analysed
in detail in chapter 5 – classroom interaction ‘under repair’.

b. Co-directing talk and social players
The classroom discourse literature provides sufficient evidence of the rel-
evance of question-answer exchanges to the kind and quality of teaching
and learning. As the latter is understandably the major concern and driving
force of students on a fee-paying tertiary educational programme, the sec-
ond analysis of classroom talk concentrates on how the CofP in question
jointly develops classroom activities in general and, more particularly, those
focusing on the respective objects of teaching and learning. Since these in-
teractional exchanges are initiated by ‘directives’, in the Hallidayian sense
(e.g. Halliday 2004), chapter 6 will offer an in-depth analysis of directives
in aid of classroom organization and educational talk.

c. Co-explaining knowledge
As, due to the very nature of formal education, students are continuously re-
quired to cope with unfamiliar concepts and ideas, it is understandable that
explanations are generally considered highly relevant and a quality criterion
for successful and satisfying classroom talk. The HMP is no exception in
this regard. The students express the relevance they attach to explaining as
an aid to familiarization with new concepts. In view of the constructivist
understanding of learning, this familiarization should, however, not be in-
terpreted as a one-way road; rather, it applies to all community members
as they engage jointly in constructing knowledge. Therefore, chapter 7 will
focus on interactive explaining as negotiating knowledge.

While the three analytical chapters pursue largely independent research inter-
ests, they display similarities in terms of their method of analysis (see 5.3.4,
6.3.4 and 7.3.5) and the factors considered: each object of enquiry is investi-
gated in relation to ‘who does what and how’ within the oral practices of the
HMP lessons (as discussed in 2.2.1.2). Furthermore, all three analyses focus on
time-dependent changes in interaction, and the dynamic and thus also changing
relations between the community members. Most fundamentally, the analyses
conclude with interpretations of the respective findings that reflect the three
underlying research interests sketched above: ELF as classroom language, the
dynamics integral to the duration of the HMP, and teaching and learning in ELF.

These interests take centre stage in the concluding chapter. Based on ini-
tial summaries of the research methodology applied and the main findings and
insights gained into the applied linguistic analyses of the HMP classroom inter-
action (see 8.1, 8.2), the findings are interpreted as regards the specificities of
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ELF as classroom language (see 8.3), its longitudinal development in a commu-
nity of practice (see 8.4), and, finally, its implications for the learning process
(see 8.5).



Chapter 2. Conceptual considerations

2.1 Introduction

Globalization – and with it English as main global language (Crystal 2003) –
has hit all of us in more than one way. Even if one focuses on the field of edu-
cation alone, ‘global’ and ‘globalization’ have become seemingly indispensable
descriptors. A simple search for ‘education’ and ‘global’ in the internet leads to
more than half a billion hits; a good many may be dismissed as promotional or
commercial fads, but many others inform on the scale and diversity global ed-
ucation has acquired in recent years.5 It covers world-wide educational surveys
and aims, specific areas of education with a global concern, teaching objec-
tives and programmes, and all of these from the primary to the tertiary level.
At the same time, globalization has entered education via increased mobility
on all societal levels, and linguaculturally heterogeneous groups of learners are
no longer rare. On the contrary, in most European towns and cities multilin-
gual classrooms have become the norm rather than the exception, which is also
clearly mirrored in the increased focus on inter- and transcultural learning since
the 1990s (e.g. Alcón Soler and Sofart Jordà 2007; Byram 1997; Flechsig 2000;
Gnutzmann 1999; Sercu et al. 2005).6

Although a more recent development in mainland Europe than in the Anglo-
phone world, the internationalization of European tertiary education is in full
swing (e.g. Huisman and van der Wende 2004; Motz 2005a: 15–17). Hailed as
an indicator of international reputation as well as, much more mundanely, of

5. Amongst these would clearly count the very first hits that Google lists which include
the website of the Council for Global Education (http://www.globaleducation.org/) or
of the Swiss Foundation for Education and Development (http://www.globaleduca-
tion.ch/), whose mission is based on The Maastricht Global Education Declaration
of 2002 (accessed on 24 August 2009).

6. Besides a multitude of publications (for an introductory bibliography see http://www.
carla.umn.edu/culture/bibliography/index.html), the focus on intercultural learning
has also materialised in increased student exchanges and other possibilities fostering
intercultural exchanges and, thus, intercultural ‘learning by doing’ (cf. e.g. EFIL,
the European Federation for Intercultural Learning, http://efil.afs.org/). (accessed 24
August 2009).
While not radically different from intercultural learning, transcultural learning fo-
cuses not only on differences, but also on similarities amongst societal groupings
in the endeavour to improve on cultural understanding of others through intensified
cultural self-reflection (e.g. Antor 2006; Flechsig 2000).
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increased financial resources, and motivated by the Bologna process, specific
programmes that actively support applications and admission of foreign stu-
dents are being developed by European universities and other post-secondary
educational centres.

One very obvious criterion of such programmes is the language of instruction
and learning or, put more generally, of classroom communication. With more
and more students coming from diverse language backgrounds, many such inter-
national programmes tend to apply one of three types of language policies: they
either insist on the local language of tertiary education – with limited success
unless that language is English or French – or they take a second language which
is assumed to function as common language or lingua franca; unsurprisingly, the
latter is usually English. Some institutions, notably German ones (Motz 2005a:
29; Nastansky 2004: 53), aim for a mixed approach in that in the first semesters
they offer subject courses in English and, at the same time, the students take
German language classes with the aim of switching the medium of instruction to
German later on (for an overview cf. Ammon and McConnell 2002). This means
that English functions as a bridging language in two senses: cross-sectionally
between speakers of diverse L1s and longitudinally until all students can com-
municate in German as the national language. In both scenarios, however, it is
multilingual and multicultural students who participate in a mainly monolingual
learning situation; a situation which, it can only be assumed, must have some
influence on the learning processes and outcomes.

It is therefore not surprising to find researchers increasingly turn to these
educational scenarios and investigate one or more factors contributing to the
admittedly complex dynamics of ‘integrating language and content in higher
education’ (e.g. Airey 2009; Fortanet Gómez and Räisänen 2008a; van Leeuwen
and Wilkinson 2003; Wilkinson 2004; Wilkinson and Zegers 2007b). Besides
the generally important, but in the context of the present study less pressing,
considerations of numerical developments (Dafouz Milne and Núñez Perucha
2009: 101–102; Graddol 2006: 74–80) and national policies (e.g. Airey 2004;
Nastansky 2004; Huisman and van der Wende 2004), studies have focused on
student motivation and language needs (e.g. Eik-Nes 2004; Hellekjær 2010;
Motz 2005a) and on assessing language proficiency levels (e.g. Wilkinson and
Zegers 2004).

Of central relevance to this study are the few investigations that have focused
directly on what actually happens in the classroom, i.e. the communicative pro-
cesses that serve to realize the teaching and learning endeavours (e.g. Dafouz
Milne, Núñez Perucha and Sancho Guinda 2007; Mohan and Slater 2005). While
innovative in its qualitative methodology, this line of research largely reflects
the traditional research focus on language proficiency in relation to (assumed)
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L1 correctness, thus running the risk of remaining trapped in the understand-
ing of the language learner in classroom interaction analysis. Since the mid
1990s, however, this implicitly prescriptive paradigm has been convincingly
challenged, stimulated by the English as a lingua franca (ELF) movement (cf.
also Firth and Wagner 1997) and its preoccupation with descriptive research
of English language discourse in its own right (for more details see 2.3). This
means that this new paradigm regards ‘multilingual speakers of English’ (for
a detailed description see 2.3.1.2) primarily as language users pursuing their
diverse communicational goals in English.

Interestingly, however, investigations following this line of thought have
largely sidelined the educational domain and have concentrated on discourse
settings outside the classroom; a development which might reflect the proverbial
swing of the pendulum in two senses: non-educational settings are preferred be-
cause they provide evidence for the ‘normality’ and widespread communicative
success of using English as a lingua franca. At the same time, non-educational
settings underline the new focus of the ELF approach precisely by avoiding the
institutional settings most closely associated with normative language use and
evaluation, thus supporting ELF research in establishing itself as a new and inde-
pendent line of investigation. This consideration is so relevant not only as a natu-
ral step in establishing a new research paradigm, but also since the ELF paradigm
makes unquestionably investigative sense if it turns out to be “sui generis”
(House 1999: 74); and as lingua franca language use “in its own right” is proto-
typically expected in business or other mainly instrumental encounters between
multilingual speakers (Berns 2009), it is understandable that most early investi-
gations focused on exactly such speech events (e.g. Firth 1990, 1996; Gramkow
Andersen 1993). In the meantime, however, ELF research has outgrown its
fledgling days and has developed far enough to be applied to educational settings.

Initial attempts came in the shape of second language conversation ana-
lyses in learning situations (e.g. Mazeland and Zaman-Zadeh 2004). Of more
direct concern for ELF in education is the ELFA (English as Lingua Franca in
Academic settings) project, compiling a corpus of spoken English as used in
international degree programmes at the University of Tampere, Finland (Maura-
nen 2003) and resulting in the first descriptions of ELF talk in academic settings,
including university classrooms (e.g. Mauranen 2006a, 2006b; Mauranen and
Ranta 2008). However, in view of the exploding internationalization of tertiary
education, and the centrality of communication to education, more diversified
research into classroom talk from a lingua franca perspective is clearly called
for; be it of a cross-sectional nature (e.g. Björkman 2009; Ranta 2009) or a
longitudinal one (e.g. Schaller-Schwaner 2008). In view of the dearth of lon-
gitudinal ELF research in general, the latter entails a novel approach in that
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it takes cognisance of the dynamic nature and developmental processes in the
community of practice in question. Additionally, a longitudinal perspective pays
tribute to the nature of education and, furthermore, enriches ELF research by
acknowledging that a considerable part of communication is of a continuous or
reiterative, rather than a one-off kind.

Although ELF investigations of educational discourse are still very much
in their initial stages, there is clearly a wide range of diverse and rich research
traditions they can build on and draw from. Most obviously and directly rele-
vant are the research endeavours into (a) classroom interaction in multilingual
settings, drawing more generally on classroom-based investigations including
second and foreign language use (see 2.2); and (b) ELF (English as a lingua
franca), EIL (English as an international language) and related discussions of
varieties of English and ESP (English for Specific Purposes) (see 2.3). Each
of these areas clearly relies on and combines a range of research traditions
and approaches, such as World English(es) (e.g. Brutt-Griffler 2002; Kachru
1992; McArthur 2002), standardization and the role(s) of the native speaker
(e.g. Bex and Watts 1999; Davies 2003; Singh 1998), inter- and transcultural
communication (e.g. Bührig 2006; Pennycook 2007; Risager 2006; Scollon and
Scollon 2001), educational linguistics (Cazden 2001; Chaudron 2000; Marton
and Tsui 2004), second language research and discourse analysis understood
widely (as e.g. in Christie 2002; Gee 2005; Widdowson 2003b). These broad
areas of linguistic enquiry will not be introduced or briefly sketched here for
two reasons: firstly, all of them have been presented in a wide range of speci-
ficity in recent introductory (text)books and research accounts, which makes yet
another summary appear superfluous.7 Secondly, the present research project
understands itself as truly applied linguistic in its orientation. As explicated in
Hüttner (2005: 5–6) it “constrains the researcher [. . . ] to only consider those
aspects of theory or empirical work that serve to explain the problem at hand”,
but at the same time also frees him or her “to choose quite liberally from various
research paradigms and approaches” in undertaking a thorough investigation.
Reflecting this approach, theoretical concepts and considerations are discussed
in appropriate detail whenever they are relevant to the study and the analytical
steps taken (see chapters 5.1, 5.2, 6.1, 6.2, 7.1, 7.2).

In order to provide the theoretical and conceptual basis necessary for the
study on the whole, the remainder of this chapter will offer discussions of the
two research fields it seeks to combine in a coherent framework, i.e. multilingual

7. Apart from the detailed accounts given in the references listed in the text, insightful
discussions are available in e.g. Creese (2005: 14–28), Dalton-Puffer (2007: 15–44),
Eggins and Slade (1997: 23–66), Schiffrin (1994), Walsh (2006: 16–61).
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classroom interaction in English and English as a lingua franca (2.2 and 2.3
respectively).

2.2 (Multilingual) classroom interaction

Beyond the specific focus of the present study, classroom interaction has at-
tracted research interest on an impressive scale. The reasons are not difficult to
find: classrooms are the central ‘cells’ of schooling, which in itself is not only
a crucial factor in a nation’s macro-developments, but also in national budgets,
as tellingly noted by Christie (2002: 2). Furthermore, “the basic purpose of
school is achieved through communication” (Cazden 2001: 2); a fact of which
teachers and learners engaged in the educational processes are only too aware.
As, additionally, practically all researchers into educational matters have strong
personal records as learners and teachers, it is not really surprising that class-
room (instructional) talk has been investigated in such detail. While education
had already been a topic of research in centuries gone by, it took the educational
reforms of the 1960s to make researchers interested in what actually happens in
classrooms (cf. e.g. Cazden 2002: 2–3; Dalton-Puffer 2007: 15–18). Since then
numerous studies have paid detailed attention to formal educational interactions
of various types, identified (a)typical processes and patterns in relation to differ-
ent classroom activities and argued for their relevance to various teaching and
learning endeavours. As research outcomes are always contingent on theoretical
and methodological considerations, findings do not always overlap and interpre-
tations can disagree; yet, the body of research has grown so substantially that
we have reached a point at which a basic sketch of the main features, patterns
and dynamics of “classroom discourse as one specific kind of languaged social
activity” (Dalton-Puffer 2007: 15) seems viable. In the next section I will at-
tempt such a presentation by looking at classroom discourse from the points of
view of institutional talk, oral practice and lesson activities.

An admittedly obvious factor influencing classroom discourse is the lan-
guage(s) involved; more precisely, the language(s) used in the teaching and
learning process, language(s) being taught as subjects, but also the language(s)
of daily communication brought to the setting. Language(s) thus play various
roles and, keeping in mind that schools are, socially seen, “highly crowded
environments” (Cazden 2001: 2), it is not surprising to find some form of multi-
lingualism represented in most classrooms.8 In the context of the present study,

8. Indeed, what is more surprising is that ‘multilingual’ still needs to be made explicit;
‘classroom discourse’ taken on its own still seems to be interpreted as referring to
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a basic distinction has to be drawn between multilingual educational policies
and multilingual learners. The former are generally rarer and, if applied, concern
usually not more than two languages, both of which are used regularly in class-
room talk. The latter, on the other hand, are almost all-pervasive in that even in
the most monolingual situations there are usually a few learners with diverse
language backgrounds. As this kind of linguistic diversity is often institutionally
ignored, it is argued that true bi/multilingual education presupposes the use of
“two [or more] languages of instruction in subjects other than the languages
themselves” (Garcı́a, Skutnabb-Kangas and Torres-Guzmán 2006: 13).

Although this understanding must be seen as a clear stance taken against
purely assimilatory language policies, it seems to be too restrictive in that it
labels all educational practices with a single medium of instruction as mono-
lingual. That this is not the case becomes apparent when considering many
contemporary educational settings with truly multilingual groups of learners. A
case in point are international schools, where English is chosen as sole medium
of instruction, but the many languages of the students are fostered in L1 lan-
guage classes as is intercultural awareness throughout the programme (Carder
2007: 7). A very different practice is the one applied in the Hotel Management
Programme. While clearly English-only and lacking any support in L1s, call-
ing it ‘monolingual’ would miss the crucial point that a lingua franca as means
of communication takes account of the multitude of diverse L1s in that it is
generally assumed to be everybody’s additional language. Based on these con-
siderations, it seems justified to regard the Hotel Management Programme as
an example of multilingual higher education. Section 2.2.2 will provide a brief
overview of the relevant concepts and findings.

2.2.1 Classroom discourse – a sketch

2.2.1.1 As institutional talk

The generally acknowledged observation that “it is in language [. . . ] that the
business of schooling is still primarily accomplished” (Christie 2002: 2) already
explains why classroom discourse is a typical example of institutional talk: it is
bound and intricately linked to formal educational institutions. To draw on Drew
and Heritage’s (1992: 22) descriptive frame, it is “informed by goal orientations
of a relatively restricted conventional form”, namely what has so generally been
described as the purpose or ‘business’ of schooling. While there are clearly

monolingual classrooms (as e.g. in Cazden 2001), most likely reflecting larger issues
of language planning, policies and ideology rather than actual schools (e.g. Baker
2006; de Mejı́a 2002; Garcı́a, Skutnabb-Kangas and Torres-Guzmán 2006).
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differing ways of interpreting these purposes, learning is at its core. Marton,
Runesson and Tsui (2004: 4) expound further on the intricate relation between
classroom talk and learning. The latter is described as “the acquired knowledge
of something”, with the ‘something’ being the object of learning. Despite the
static term chosen, ‘object’ is explicitly conceived of as a capability which
combines acting, such as, for instance, remembering or interpreting with “the
thing or subject on which these acts are carried out” such as, in the present
case, hospitality qualification systems or taxing formulae. As teaching cannot
coincide with learning, teachers pursue the “intended object of learning”, while
what is actually learnt is called ‘lived object of learning’. In-between those two
there is the “enacted object of learning, and it defines what is possible to learn in
the actual setting” (Marton, Runesson and Tsui 2004: 4, emphasis original).And
it is precisely this enacted object of learning that offers learners and teachers the
space of learning, which “is constituted by linguistic means in the interaction
between teacher and students.” (Marton, Runesson and Tsui 2004: 24) In other
words, what can be learnt in a specific situation is contingent on classroom
discourse.

To return to the original point, this identifies classroom discourse as institu-
tional talk on the basis of its conventionalized goal-orientation. This orientation
towards learning explains why classroom talk has been described as transactional
in that it is used “to convey factual or propositional information” (Brown and
Yule 1983: 2). At the same time, it would be misleading to see it as purely trans-
actional. The dense social environment of educational settings has already been
mentioned: learners and teachers usually engage in long-term relationships and
spend a considerable amount of time together. Exchanges will thus also serve
to express and further social relations and general feelings of ‘comity’ (Aston
1988). In other words, classroom talk should be taken as “transactional talk with
distinct interactional elements” (Dalton-Puffer 2007: 23).

Furthermore, classroom interaction is different from non-institutional talk
or what is often considered ‘normal’ language use. This seems almost too self-
evident to even mention, but it is important to point out because, especially in
the 1970s and 1980s, researchers tended to blame learning ineffectiveness on
the lack of non-institutional talk in class (e.g. Long and Sato 1983; Lörscher
and Schulze 1988; Sinclair and Coulthard 1975), thus interpreting the nature
of classroom talk as deviant and deficient, rather than specific in following its
own criteria. An increasing awareness of the context-dependency of language
use, argued for strongly in sociolinguistic and discourse analytical research
of various specifications, and of the growing constructivist understanding of
knowledge (e.g. Vygotsky 1978) has influenced classroom researchers’ stance
and value judgements. Consequently, studies of the 1990s applied a more holistic
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approach, considering classroom talk as a phenomenon in its own right and
evaluating interactional features in relation to pedagogical aims (e.g. van Lier
1988; Wegerif and Mercer 1999; Wells 1993). In recent years, research has
responded to critical social theories in combination with constructivism and
has aimed at rendering highly detailed and complex descriptions of possibly
all activities in the classroom in order to arrive at as complete and dynamic an
interpretation as possible (e.g. Bannink and van Dam 2006; Bloome et al. 2004;
Rampton 2006).

Finally, any kind of talk, but specifically the institutional forms, comes with
shared conventions and constraints on allowable contributions and procedures
(cf. Drew and Heritage 1992). As identified in numerous studies since the 1970s
(Mehan 1979; Sinclair and Coulthard 1975; for succinct summaries cf. Capucho
2005: 141–142; Dalton-Puffer 2007: 18), classroom discourse is specific in
turn-taking behaviour (turn allocation and time allotment), information flow
(usually unidirectional from teacher to student), question and answer sequences
and exchange patterns, of which the three-part structure generally known as
‘I:R:F’ (short for Initiation – Response – Feedback or Follow-up) must be taken
as the most prominent one in terms of discursive and analytical relevance (e.g.
Hellermann 2003: 80; Heras 1994: 295; Walsh 2006: 46).

Such conventionalized or ritualized behaviour reflects widely shared knowl-
edge structures of recurring language-dependent actions and relevant participa-
tion patterns (cf. Hatch 1992: 85–88).As cognitive psychology has argued on the
basis of Bartlett’s (1932) schema theory (e.g. Eyseneck 2004: 318), people are
predisposed to make sense of their surroundings by acquiring and (re)shaping
such cognitive schemata through experience. As regards the sequential unfold-
ing of interactions, Schank and Abelson’s conceptual dependency theory has
been found helpful because of its two central notions ‘script’ and ‘role’. Scripts
refer to “set[s] of actions in temporal sequence to meet a goal” (Hatch 1992:
85) and roles are the typical patterns of human participation. This means that
‘roles’ and ‘scripts’ are generalizations, abstracted from the individual case and
not intended as sole explanatory tools when considering the dynamics of actual
exchanges. Interestingly, however, these cognitive concepts can be embedded
into and complemented by socio-culturally motivated models of face-to-face
interaction, as will be shown in the next section.

2.2.1.2 As oral practice

By considering classroom discourse as a type of institutional talk, the inves-
tigative focus is unavoidably placed on its socio-cultural contextualization, on
the ways in which people construct interactions in relation to their expectations,
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assumptions and aims. In this connection, constructs come to mind that stress
constituting components and their interrelated realizations, such as the ‘speech
event’(Hymes 1972) and its further development, the ‘oral practice’(Hall 1993).
As its continuing popularity vouchsafes, the speech event is a remarkable model
in that it combines a dynamic and evolving understanding of event as “activities
[. . . ] that are directly governed by rules or norms of the use of speech” with
the SPEAKING grid (Hymes 1972: 56), which specifies the components to be
considered in investigations (for a concise discussion cf. Schiffrin 1994: 141–
142). Even after more then 30 years, both, conception as well as componential
analysis, are still considered theoretically and methodologically sound: Bloome
et al. (2005: 5–6) define it as “a heuristic for making an inquiry into how people
create meaning [. . . in a] bounded series of actions and reactions [. . . ] at the
level of face-to-face interaction”.

Reflecting the developments of the intervening two decades, Hall’s (1993) an-
alytic framework enriches the older one by integrating socio-cultural and social
action theories. The resulting conceptualization of ‘oral practice’ as “face-to-
face interactions by which members create, maintain and/or modify their collec-
tive history” (Hall 1993: 146) stresses the two-layered relevance of interaction
for situated meaning-making as well as group formation processes. Similar to
the concept ‘community of practice’ (see chapter 1.3), emphasis is placed on
the historical embeddedness of practices, which is also reflected in the interpre-
tation of their (para)linguistic instantiations as “shared habits or preferences”
rather than rules (Hall 1993: 148). Less understandable in view of this inclusive
approach is the focus on ‘face-to-face interaction’ as it excludes a priori written
and also computer-mediated communication, and their potential impact on oral
practices. As, however, the present concern is with oral classroom interaction
only, this limitation does not diminish the merits of the oral practice approach
in our case. Furthermore, its constructivist thinking is also methodologically
most welcome. Hall (1993:153) suggests a heuristic model of seven structuring
resources, which, similar to Hymes’s SPEAKING factors, are understood as in
no particular order of preference. Table 2.1 gives a brief comparative overview
of the two analytical frames.

Apart from the vague and empirically opaque category ‘rhythm’, the oral-
practice frame seems conceptually clearer (for a similar evaluation cf. Dalton-
Puffer 2007: 19–20) in that it does without a plurivalent category such as ‘in-
strumentalities’ and an all-encompassing and under-specified ‘genre’. ‘Scene’
on the other hand is a potentially helpful component of the Hymesian construct,
especially so as it might serve as a corrective to the outsider perspective of the
‘setting’. The most important strength of the oral practice approach, however,
are the three components that reveal the heightened emphasis placed on dy-
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Table 2.1. Comparison of ‘speech event’ and ‘oral practice’ (based on Hall 1993,
Hymes 1972)

speech event factors oral practice resources

description label label description

S physical circumstances
subjective definition

setting
scene

setting spatial, temporal and
physical condition

P speaker/sender –
hearer/receiver

participants participants all members of an
interaction

E purposes and goals,
outcomes

ends purposes social and cognitive
functions

A message form and
content

act sequence act sequence chronological ordering,
unfolding of the plot;
e.g. openings

content what does (not) get
talked about

K tone, manner key rhythm measured motion of
interaction

I channel;
forms of speech

instrumen-
talities

[channel irrelevant]

N of interaction and
interpretation (culture-
specific)

norms participation
structures

turn taking, roles and
rights of participants

G textual categories genre

namic resources, i.e. ‘act sequences’, ‘content’ and ‘participation structures’,
thus taking into account the developing, constantly constructed character of in-
teraction. On the basis of these considerations, the resources for analysing the
oral practices in this study are:

– setting and scene
– purposes and content
– participants and participation structures
– act-sequences

The settings of the oral practices investigated here concern the times and places
when and where the HMP students and teachers constructed their educational ac-
tivities. Although confined to a single building, different locations and temporal
developments bound the respective oral practices differently. More important in
dealing with diversity surely are subjective definitions of interactive moments,
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i.e. the participants’ scenes. The many interviews and informal talks have al-
lowed some insight into some of the students’ and lecturers’ subjective views of
wider or more narrow aspects of the setting, ranging from Vienna to the school
building and its classrooms (for a detailed account see chapter 4).

As discussed above, the purposes of classroom discourse are closely related
to schooling and education; more precisely, classroom talk constructs the en-
acted objects of learning, which in our case relate to learning activities and
subjects of a post-secondary, hospitality-related specification. As these subjects
vary widely, they fall into and represent diverse disciplines and their respec-
tive epistemologies of knowledge. The intended, enacted and lived objects of
learning can thus be expected to be diverse in both aspects. Additionally and
in contrast to many exclusively cognitively oriented tertiary programmes, the
Hotel Management Programme also aims for practical learning as, for instance,
in Cooking or Serving classes whose pedagogical objectives are clearly skills-
based. Language plays a different role in such courses: it is ancillary to the
social activity of learning, and not constitutive of it (cf. Christie 2002: 129–
152). This is not to say that classroom discourse is irrelevant, but only that it
plays a subservient role in constructing the object of learning, which is also
why such classes are excluded from the present study (see also chapter 3.2). As
the objects of learning are inextricably linked to what is being learnt, content is
of paramount importance in classroom research. Two points are worth making,
though: firstly and as mentioned above in relation to the interactional elements,
content should not be perceived as cognitive only; social topics that help (or
hinder) interactional aims are at stake as well. Secondly, content must not be
conceived as monolithic or static. As in all types of discourse, what is being
talked about develops dynamically, relates to what has been said before and in-
fluences what will be said later. The same is true of the topics communicated in
the classroom, even if teachers tend to follow pre-arranged objects of language.

The participants to the HMP oral practices are easy to identify: to a certain
extent the observer-analyst (see chapter 4.2.4 for more details), but interaction-
ally much more relevant, the teachers and students who functioned as prime
participants, intricately linked to the participation structures of the oral practice
in question. The range of roles HMP participants could take on is impressively
diverse and can be identified on a dimension of positional vs. personal (e.g.
Brown and Yule 1983): there is the well-established role distinction of teach-
ers or students; at the same time the participants are of different nationalities
as well as representatives of different professional groups and in differing de-
grees of membership, with the teachers being more or less core members of
their respective professions (e.g. chef, hotel manager) and students claiming
peripheral membership status (e.g. as experienced front office clerks) or none
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at all. As regards the personal end of the dimension, they obviously also act as
individuals.

The role relation of teacher vs. student has been well documented and de-
scribed (e.g. Widdowson 1990: 181–191). Teachers tend to function as orga-
nizers of classroom talk in turn allocation and topic management, as well as
main providers of subject-relevant information. The latter role has fittingly been
referred to as that of the ‘primary knower’with learners being ‘secondary know-
ers’ (Berry 1981). The two-sided teacher role comes to the fore most clearly in
the tripartite exchange pattern (I:R:F) (cf. also Mehan 1985): teacher introduces
a topic and initiates student participation (I), student responds (R), teacher pro-
vides feedback (F), which, due to the teacher role, tends to be evaluative. As
argued repeatedly (e.g. Cazden 2001: 30–59), lessons/lesson phases based on the
I:R:F pattern reflect the more traditional understanding of transferring knowl-
edge from teacher to student, in contrast to lessons/lesson phases aiming at the
students discovering and constructing socio-culturally relevant knowledge. Caz-
den (2001: 56) takes pains to point out that the “traditional and non-traditional”
are not in an “either/or but [in a] both/and” relationship. Apart from differing
pedagogical aims, a reason for the need to combine different exchange patterns
can be found in the various functional role relationships and how these change
at specific discursive moments, but also over time. Of relevance in cases of
professionally-oriented higher education like the HMP are also other potential
types of roles and identities, such as professional and/or national, and their
greater or lesser prominence in the classroom.

So far, the description of the different role relationships has focused on
functional differences, but, clearly, they also contain a hierarchical distinction.
As mentioned repeatedly in the literature (e.g. Markee 2000: 68; Marton and
Tsui 2004: 175), classroom discourse reflects an unequal distribution of power.
While ‘power’ is far from a monolithic or pre-fabricated entity (e.g. Thorn-
borrow 2002), it is uncontested that the double-sided teacher role, classroom
manager and knowledge expert, is equipped with what has been called legit-
imate, reward and coercive as well as expert power (cf. Spencer-Oatey 2002:
33). Nonetheless, power in discourse is dynamic and flexible and all partici-
pants, including students, have the power to construct their contributions, even
by withdrawing from the interaction altogether, remaining silent and as ‘invis-
ible’ as possible (e.g. Jones 1999). Additionally, students can contest teacher
power in more active ways by, for instance, engaging in side talk (Lemke 1990:
chapter 3) or by self-selecting for turns at talk, thus temporarily down-playing
the teacher’s role as classroom manager and offering their own, unsolicited con-
tributions (Rampton 2006: 48–62). Generally, however, asymmetrical power
relations need not be interpreted as ‘coercive’ (Fairclough 2001: 28). On the
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contrary, adult learners in particular tend to consent voluntarily to entering into
such an unbalanced power relationship in their endeavour to reach educational
goals.

The final component or resource relevant to oral practices is act sequences.
As this concerns the internal structuring of classroom talk, it will be dealt with
together with other such structuring factors and models in the next section.

2.2.1.3 Structuring classroom talk

The two sketches of classroom interaction presented so far have approached it
from the outside, as it were, characterising it as one type of institutional talk and
as an oral practice. The third and last descriptive approach is complementary
in that it focuses on the internal structuring elements, attempting to outline
generally relevant classroom activity types and trace their relevance for the
present study.

As can be expected from the institutional nature of classroom discourse,
its structural-functional elements reflect the interplay of pedagogical goals and
language use. As already mentioned above, considerations of sequencing and
scripts are at stake, but also matters of content and authorization through the
teacher as well as of functional orientation. Therefore, classroom talk will in the
following be described along the three descriptive dimensions sequencing and
structuring, activity types, and functional orientation.

Sequentiality is of prime importance in the narrower description of the afore-
mentioned act sequences, of which the ‘I:R:F’9 sequence is the most prominent
and well documented one. Most likely triggered by its perceived difference from
two-part structures identified with non-educational communication, the tripar-
tite nature of large stretches of classroom discourse has been identified and
described repeatedly and within different theoretical frameworks (e.g. Cazden
2001; Lemke 1990; Mehan 1979; Sinclair and Coulthard 1975). Reflecting the
more than 30 years of research history, the various accounts differ in theoretical
underpinnings and, consequently, also with regard to functional considerations
and evaluations of the role of I:R:F in aiding or hindering the teaching and learn-
ing processes (e.g. Candela 1999; Lemke 1990: 5–8; Nassaji and Wells 2001;
Sunderland 2001). To cut a long story short (for detailed discussions cf. Dalton-
Puffer 2007: 72–75; Drew and Heritage 1992: 13–16; Wells 1993), research has

9. From a chronological point of view, the third move was first denoted more specifically
with ‘Evaluation’ (Mehan 1979) and ‘Feedback’ (Sinclair and Coulthard 1975) and
only later described more generally as ‘Follow-up’ (Coulthard and Brazil 1979),
reflecting most likely that the more specific – and more prominent – cases sprang to
the analysts’ attention earlier than the general pattern.
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shown that formal and functional criteria stand in complex and loose relation-
ships. The functional (lack of) success of the I:R:F is mainly intertwined with
teaching aims and learning processes (e.g. Nikula 2007; Wegerif and Mercer
1999) and only indirectly reflected in the linguistically formal give-and-take be-
tween teacher and learners (for more discussion in relation to the present study
see 7.2.3).

An early model of structuring can be found in Sinclair and Coulthard (1975).
While not fully successful at providing a grammatical model of spoken discourse
(e.g. Dalton-Puffer 2007: 34), their theory has lastingly enriched analyses of
classroom talk, mainly because of its rank scale of the (paradigmatic) structure
of pedagogical discourse: a ‘lesson’is made up of ‘transactions’, which are made
up of ‘exchanges’, whose constituting elements are ‘moves’consisting of ‘acts’.
The two top ranks describe lesson scripts, such as closing or opening lessons (cf.
also Lemke 1989). The bottom rank, acts, is identified as relating to individual
clauses and, as a basically grammatical entity, with the remaining two, move and
exchange, as interactionally structural units. For instance, the moves ‘opening’,
‘answering’ and ‘follow-up’ are seen to make up I:R:F sequences.

A theoretically more coherent and empirically more illuminating reinter-
pretation of the scales is available in Edmondson’s (1981) model of spoken
discourse analysis (cf. also Edmondson and House 1981). Most importantly,
this model takes a fully communicative approach, thus sidelining grammatical
and structural considerations in favour of the speaker-related illocutionary and
outcome-related interactional values of utterances (Edmondson 1981: 80–81).
This means that interactive exchanges are defined by their interactional outcome,
to which ‘interactive moves’ (e.g. initiate, counter, prime) contribute by rely-
ing on ‘communicative acts’, which consist of speaker-related illocutions (e.g.
tell, apologize, complain) as well as discursive-outcome-related interactional
acts (e.g. accept, contradict) (Edmondson and House 1981: 35–42). When ap-
plied to the I:R:F sequence, this model allows a more detailed description along
the lines of, firstly, interactive outcome (e.g. establishing shared information),
which is, secondly, collaboratively established in the interlocutors’ moves (e.g.
initiate, respond, evaluate) reflecting their illocutionary acts (e.g. tell, claim)
as well as interactionally-oriented acts (e.g. accept, okay). In sum then, such a
rank-scale approach, enriched by a fully interactional framework, elucidates the
line-by-line analysis of classroom talk by embedding the act sequences into a
more comprehensive understanding of discourse (for such analyses see chapters
5, 6 and 7).

While sequentiality and embeddedness are obviously highly relevant dimen-
sions for analysing classroom talk, other factors need to be taken into consider-
ation as well, as already indicated by the oral practice approach. A case in point
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is the interplay of the ‘participation structures’ and ‘content’, which leads to a
distinction between classroom activity types. Concerning classroom discourse
in general, Ehlich and Rehbein (1986) identify main vs. parallel strands of talk.
Main talk refers to the interactive exchanges that teachers usually direct by virtue
of their discourse managerial role. Due to the nature of lessons, all other interac-
tions, generally between students, run in parallel strands. Such parallel talk can
be subdivided according to topic: when parallel talk concerns the topic of the
main talk it is called accompanying talk, in case of other topics it falls into side
talk. Main and accompanying talk thus contribute to the enacted object of learn-
ing, while side talk is open for all other topics as well, including personal ones.
This basic structure arguably fits to most classroom settings; at least, all HMP
classroom-based lessons revealed a clear distinction between main and parallel
talk; a distinction that is linked to the teacher role, rather than the teachers them-
selves. As will be shown in the detailed description of classroom data (see e.g.
6.4.4.3), students can also take on the teacher role of classroom manager and
even primary knower. Although such sequences are restricted to special occa-
sions, such as student presentations, they clearly feature students orchestrating
main talk and teachers sometimes taking on the typical student role of contribut-
ing to parallel talk by conversing with individual students in a subdued voice.

A further factor that influences main talk is the activity type pursued (cf.
e.g. Dalton-Puffer 2007: 30–33; Hatch 1992: 93; Lemke 1990: 49–56). The
one most widely used in traditional classrooms, as in the HMP, is ‘whole class
interaction’, with the teacher conducting a dialogue with the class seen as a
collective whole. A related activity is lecturing or teacher monologue, a still
popular form in higher education, at least at university level with often very
large student groups (Dafouz Milne, Núñez Perucha and Sancho Guinda 2007;
Flowerdew and Miller 1995, 1996; Strodt-Lopez 1991).

While the HMP lessons did not include any true lectures, many lessons con-
tained monologic sequences when teachers were speaking for up to ten minutes
without inviting or receiving any student contributions. Other activity types,
such as group/pair work or individual seat work, featured much less often in
the HMP classes, especially during the first year of studies. It is interesting to
note, however, that the activity type chosen functioned as independent variable
predicting language choice. Group/pair work as well as parallel talk was under-
taken in all the languages represented by two or more participants; main talk
in whole class interaction, on the other hand, was undertaken in English only.
While this is a telling sign of the ELF nature of the HMP in that it shows that
English was the participants’ only shared medium of communication, it has also
been a supportive factor in deciding on main talk and whole class interaction as
research focus.
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A final dimension of structuring classroom talk concerns the functional ori-
entation pursued. Here, the distinction in classroom registers into instructional
and regulative as suggested by Christie (e.g. 2002) seems enlightening and
useful when describing issues such as repair patterns or directives (see chap-
ters 5.3.2, 6.3.1, 7.3.3). The instructional register relates to content and is thus
employed when constructing the object of learning.The regulative register refers
to classroom management and, as Dalton-Puffer (2007: 29) suggests, covers two
aspects: general issues such as changing the setting (e.g. let’s open a window)
and more specific ones which are directly related to the pedagogical activity
(e.g. explaining tasks and assignments). This sub-specification clarifies the re-
lationship between the two registers: especially after the first years of schooling
and socialization into educational talk, they interrelate over long stretches of
classroom talk. More precisely, the instructional register tends to be embedded
in the regulative one, but should overlap in a ‘zone of convergence’ (Dalton-
Puffer 2007: 30) where instructional and regulative goals merge with a view to
creating the object of learning as clearly and tangibly as possible. This conver-
gence can be expected to be even more pronounced at the tertiary level, with the
learners being adults and highly experienced in formal educational discourse
on the whole.

In sum, classroom discourse can be described as a prototypical form of
‘institutional talk’ embedded in and shaping the pedagogical goals of formal
education. Given the centrality of face-to-face interaction, classroom interac-
tional events have been defined as ‘oral practices’, co-constructing the complex
interplay of partly conventionalized, but continuously evolving discursive struc-
tures and social activities. These, it is important to keep in mind, do “not only
coexist, but are expected to coexist.” (Heras 1994: 295, emphasis original) In
other words, especially at the post-secondary educational level where students
have had a minimum of twelve years of formal education, they are well equipped
to contribute to and construct classroom discourse.

While this is undoubtedly the case in the HMP, the oral practices enacted in
the classrooms depend on one more communicational resource, which has been
ignored in the discussion so far: the coming together of multilingual social actors.
Given the centrality of language(s) to the teaching and learning undertakings
in educational settings, the following section focuses on multilingualism in this
regard.

2.2.2 Multilingual classrooms

While well-established, the term ‘multilingual classrooms’ is far from an objec-
tive investigative label. In reality, it contains or rather camouflages a myriad of
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diverse, partly barely comparable educational settings and scenes. In an attempt
to clarify what type(s) of multilingual classrooms are of interest to this study,
four central parameters will be considered in the following.

Firstly and as touched upon above (see 2.1), ‘multilingual education’can refer
to the learners and/or teaching programmes; a vagueness which, however, should
not be interpreted as wanting in specificity. On the contrary, when considered
from a constructivist perspective, it would seem misleading to separate teaching
programmes from their participants, especially as practical experience tells us
that programmes and participants shape each other. Therefore, I suggest using
‘multilingual classroom’ inclusively, i.e. for multilingual programmes as well
as multilingual student groups.

Secondly and in keeping with our investigative focus, the following overview
will concentrate on the post-secondary level of education. The much more var-
ied and rich research literature on K-12 (i.e. kindergarten to upper secondary)
education will be referred to only occasionally when findings with (adolescent)
learners are considered to offer useful insights for adult learners as well.

The third parameter concerns the term ‘multilingual’ itself: it will be used
for educational groups – or communities of practice – whose summative reper-
toire includes two or more languages, and whose individual repertoires, while
potentially highly diverse, overlap in at least one language.Thus, in contrast to in-
dividual multilingualism, which, as Jessner (2006: 13–20) argues convincingly,
should not be conflated with individual bilingualism, the following description
of group multilingualism will subsume bilingualism.A distinction is not deemed
necessary, as, firstly, the international educational settings focused on here are
multilingual by definition and, secondly, truly bilingual groups, i.e. groups in
which all members are proficient in the same two languages as is the case with,
for instance, EFL (English as a foreign language) learners in monolingual areas,
are decreasing in frequency and relevance in our mobile time and age.

The final parameter concerns the language(s) chosen for teaching and learn-
ing and specifies that, if there is only one medium of instruction, it must func-
tion as additional language for a good part of the students. This allows us to
exclude from the discussion potential ‘pseudo-bilingual classrooms’, such as
those where a linguaculturally homogeneous group of students who are all pro-
ficient in a second language, as e.g. German-speakers with English as school
subject, study through their first language, German in this case. Put differently,
foreign language proficiency alone does not make a class into a multilingual one;
what is instead required is that the learners employ this language as medium of
communication in other subjects as well.

To summarize, multilingual (higher) education is understood here as refer-
ring to educational oral practices that are enacted by multilingual communities,
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mainly at the post-secondary level in a language that the students are proficient
in, but to differing degrees. Such educational events are introduced in the fol-
lowing by, firstly, presenting and describing various subtypes with special focus
on their relevance to the Hotel Management Programme. Once these basics have
been explained, we will turn to the crucial issue of learning through an additional
language and the implications this has for the teachers and students involved.

2.2.2.1 Sketching multilingual (higher) education

As stated repeatedly here and elsewhere, communication in class is of prime
relevance to the learning process in general. This claim does not lose its validity
in multilingual settings; on the contrary, it gains in relevance in that the crux is
not only classroom discourse, but also the language in which it is undertaken.10

After all, it is the language which functions as medium of instruction. Often,
it is also the only medium of communication between teachers and students,
but, depending on shared languages, this does not have to be the case. An even
less definite issue is for whom and to which extent this chosen medium of in-
struction functions as language of learning. So, while this language can fulfil
various functions to differing degrees, it is its role as ‘medium of instruction’
that is the surest, which is also why I will use this term in the following, al-
though I am aware of the fact that the specific language might be more than
simply a medium of instruction.11 The language issue has yet another impli-
cation and this concerns the policies and practices of handling and employing
the medium of instruction in the multilingual environment. In the context of
primary and secondary education, this issue is a hotly debated one, as the dis-
cussions on the assimilatory or immersive character of bilingual programmes
vividly illustrate (e.g. Baker 2006: 213–225; Freeman 1998: 32–57; Potowski
2007: 7–30; Romaine 1995: 241–287). Put briefly, assimilation disregards the
linguistic diversity of the learners, expecting everybody to function as if they
were monolingual speakers of the medium of instruction. As a ‘sink or swim’
approach, assimilation has thus been heavily criticized for its insensitive and
discriminatory ideology and potentially disastrous results for the individuals
involved. Immersion, on the other hand, takes cognisance of the linguistic diver-
sity amongst the learners and, ideally, provides the necessary language support.

10. Although classroom discourse can be conducted in more than one language, this
happens so seldom at the tertiary level that ‘language’ in the singular is the more
likely option and has therefore also been chosen here. A few comments on bilingual
classroom discourse will follow later (see 2.2.2.2).

11. This contrasts with ‘classroom language’ as preferred term for English in the HMP.
For an explanation see 2.4.
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Depending on orientation and methodologies employed, immersion education
can lead to subtractive bi/multilingualism with the medium of instruction func-
tionally replacing the learners’ previous language(s). This is contrasted with
additive bi/multilingualism, which means that learners build on and enlarge
their linguistic repertoire, acquiring functional uses in the new language while
retaining the old ones as well. As expounded on and substantiated by a range
of relevant research, assimilation tends to impoverish not only individuals, but
also the community in question, while immersion programmes have the poten-
tial to support linguistic enrichment as well as cognitive and social develop-
ments in the individuals and, by extension, the social groups of which they are
members.

While these considerations on multilingual educational policies are relevant
for bi/multilingual education in general, it is vital to remember that education
at the tertiary level is different from the preceding educational stages in two
ways. It is, firstly, an optional path chosen by a numerical minority who have,
secondly, reached adulthood. The former does not only imply that nobody is
forced into doing it; it also hints at the elitist nature of this most advanced
kind of education. Usually, tertiary education is taken as advantageous in terms
of one’s career opportunities as well as social status, and so is its medium of
instruction. The latter aspect, the age factor, has implications for the kind of
cognitive and emotional maturity reached, which is on average of a different
and more developed kind than for learners between 6 and 18 (van de Craen et
al. 2007). Thus, the dangers inherent in assimilatory bilingualism at an early
age cannot be compared with the kind of consequences this might have during
adulthood. Without intending to downplay its potentially negative emotional or
social consequences, (partial) language shift during adulthood has apparently
little effect on a person’s cognition; at least, in so far as this can be ascertained
on the basis of research into first language attrition. While a language system
can erode almost completely when language loss sets in in childhood, extant
research confirms that post puberty “the amount of attrition [. . . ] is usually
surprisingly low, even after many decades spent in an L2 environment.” (Köpke
and Schmid 2007: 10) In sum then, what makes tertiary education different
from K-12, namely the age and maturity of the students, also plays a role when
it comes to multilingual teaching and learning programmes.

These language-related issues are not only helpful in tracing the conceptual
outline of multilingual higher education in general, but also as regards describing
the differences between such educational programmes. The following major dif-
ferentiating factors can be identified: the students’ sociolinguistic background,
their motivation for participating, the duration of their participation as well
as the language-related issues discussed above, i.e. medium of instruction and
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Table 2.2. Factors (and values) for describing multilingual higher education

sociolinguistic background (immigration, ethnolinguistic minority, ‘organized mobility’,
‘individual mobility’12)

motivation (involuntary/no alternative, voluntary, language learning)
duration (whole studies, parts of studies)
medium of instruction (national/regional, international language; target, bilingual)
types of multilingualism (additive, subtractive, transitional)

educational policy pursued. Table 2.2 provides a summary of these factors and
their values (adapted from Smith 2004: 78–79).

While none of the factors plays a leading role in defining the multilingual
nature of actual educational programmes, I follow Smith (2004: 78) in using
the students’ sociolinguistic background as point of entry into sketching five
frequent scenarios of multilingual higher education:

I. As immigrant students have no real alternative other than the majority-
oriented programmes, their motivation must be taken as ‘involuntary’ (cf.
de Mejı́a 2002: 43) when deciding on taking a course in the national/regional
medium of instruction. Usually, students plan on doing the whole pro-
gramme. Unless these student form large groups, the educational policies
will be assimilatory. Otherwise they can also be of an immersion type by,
for instance, offering language learning or support classes.

II. Students with ethnolinguistic minority backgrounds are in a potentially
similar situation to immigrant students, except when special programmes
are available for them. These might aim at (additive) bilingualism through
immersion into the majority language or even into the minority language.
In the latter case, dual immersion is a viable possibility with the use of both
languages as mediums of instruction. Cases in point are some universities
set in bilingual regions, such as the Basque Country (e.g. Cenoz 2005).
Students’ motivation may be voluntary or involuntary, depending an the
availability of alternative courses.

III. Irrespective of their sociolinguistic background, students involved in pro-
grammes that (also) aim at modern languages can encounter multilingual
education for parts or all of their studies. A prototypical case is language
teacher education, which, more often than not, uses the target language

12. As I find Smith’s (2004: 79) term ‘spontaneous mobility’ misleading in that moving
from one country to another for study purposes cannot be done spontaneously, I
suggest the term ‘individual mobility’ instead.
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as medium of instruction in at least some of the classes, with the explicit
objectives of language immersion and learning.

IV. ‘Organized mobility’ refers to the growing group of multilingual students
who study abroad for a short period (usually a semester or year) as part of
organized student exchange programmes, such as SOCRATES/ERASMUS
within the European Union. These students are supposed to take part in the
courses offered for the local students, but as the language proficiency re-
quirements which this regulation entails have turned into a major stumbling
block in many countries, an increasing number of universities offer courses
in English. In other words, ‘organized mobility’ has not only led to students
adapting to the local language policies, but has also had the opposite effect
of institutions adapting their language policies and study programmes by,
for instance, offering courses in English.13

V. ‘Individual mobility’, finally, describes the increasing group of students
who decide to pursue their studies in a foreign country. Usually, the de-
cision is a voluntary one and concerns a complete course of studies. Two
versions of this scenario are possible: firstly, individual students decide on
courses largely attended by local students, which makes their situations
comparable to the one immigrant students find themselves in. Secondly and
more importantly for this study, an increasing number of students apply
for programmes that are especially designed for the international market in
terms of student intake and professional orientation.14 These programmes
are specific not only in their constellations of students, but also as regards
the ‘language issue’. The medium of instruction tends to be English alone,
although, as pointed out above, some international university programmes
in Germany, for instance, combine English with German.

While all five subtypes of multilingual higher education are equally interesting,
the circumstances of the present study single out the fifth scenario, especially in
its second version.The Hotel Management Programme must count as a prototyp-
ical example since the programme is conceived of and designed as international
in terms of the professional expertise it prepares for (hotel management) as well

13. Examples are easy to find, especially in countries whose first languages are generally
not learnt by foreign language learners. At the Faculty of Agriculture and Forestry
of the University of Helsinki, for instance, international students are helped with
a special website on English language courses (http://www.mm.helsinki.fi/english/
studies/courses.html) (accessed 13 October 2009).

14. A case in point is the University ofAmsterdam, which offers a whole range of English-
medium programmes (http://www.uva.nl/start.cfm/la=en/th=as) (accessed24August
2009).
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as its clientele. Students from practically all parts of the world have already
taken the course and thus proven their individual mobility and readiness to live
as ‘sojourners’ or “temporary travellers in different cultures” (Bochner 2003:
chapter 8, unit 7).This is an important precondition not only for the HMP or other
such programmes, but also for the students’ future careers in our globalized day
and age. Most top-ranking hospitality businesses belong to international chains
or marketing co-operations and their managers are expected to move around.The
resulting multiculturalism in the professional world as well as the educational
programme preparing for it entail multilingualism and, on an individual level, at
least bilingualism, with English as the international hospitality language. This
is reflected in the language policies of the Hotel Management Programme: En-
glish as only medium of instruction and optional language classes as an offer
to the students to improve their personal multilingualism (for more information
see chapter 4.2).

As a final note, I would like to pick up the notion of ‘elitist’ introdued be-
forehand. Given the substantial financial means required for such studies, it is
obvious that such educational programmes can be called elitist. As summarized
in de Mejı́a (2002: 41), elite multilingualism contains an element of choice and
conscious support, it is considered instrumental to socio-economical advance-
ment, but can also be helpful in “increasing [one’s] tolerance of difference”.
At the same time, ‘elite’ bi/multilingualism must not be interpreted as unusual
or restricted to a chosen few. Especially in Europe, proficiency in a presti-
gious additional language like English is very wide-spread and increasing (de
Mejı́a 2002: 43; Eurobarometer 2005) and a growing necessity (Grin 2001),
thus widening the group of elite bi/multilinguals. Thanks to this development,
multilingual higher educational courses based on ‘individual mobility’ are on
the increase as well.

2.2.2.2 Teaching and learning in an additional language

The first version of individual mobility settings relates to those educational
programmes in which the medium of instruction is also the language of the en-
vironment. As regards English as medium of instruction, this actually applies in
the majority of cases because most individually mobile students choose a tertiary
institution in the USA, Canada, UK, Australia or New Zealand (Graddol 2006,
see 2.3). An obvious implication is that such students are not only immersed
in an English-medium educational programme, but also in a wider English-
speaking community. Furthermore, many teachers can be expected to be En-
glish monolinguals; at least there is no necessity for them to be bi/multilingual
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themselves in spite of their multilingual classrooms.15 The remaining educa-
tional programmes, steadily increasing in number, can be grouped together since
English is their medium of instruction because of its crucial role in internation-
alization. As it is not a language of the area or region, the English-speaking
community in which students find themselves is small and institutionally re-
stricted and surrounded by the wider non-English speaking one. This implies
that the students encounter multilingualism in daily life and also that practically
all of the teachers are bi/multilingual in at least English and the language of
the environment. In other words, the two groups of setting differ as regards the
communicational roles English fulfils and, linked to that, the kind and relevance
of bi/multilingualism.

Similarities, on the other hand, can be found as regards the intercultural na-
ture of the learner groups as well as the multilingual element of their classroom
discourse. The former stresses the cultural dimension of the role distributions
relevant to the oral practices of classroom talk (see 2.2.1.2): based on the diverse
national and educational backgrounds that come together, individual mobility
classrooms reflect a complex mix of different group and individual characteris-
tics (cf. de Mejı́a 2002: 80).The latter picks up on the multilingualism that comes
with multiculturalism and can influence classroom discourse in two ways. Firstly
and more obviously, participants have various languages at their disposal to cre-
ate truly multilingual exchanges. Secondly, multilingual students have different
backgrounds in using and learning English, which means that their language
diversity also comes to the fore when communicating in English. Given the
centrality of classroom discourse to constructing the ‘object of learning’, the
participants’ multilingualism can thus be expected to play a crucial role in the
teaching and learning practices. It is in acknowledgement of this interrelated-
ness of how multilingual participants construct what is to be learnt that such
educational programmes are described as integrating both content and language
in the learning processes.

The combination of learning content and language at the same time is the
focus of attention in- and outside English-dominant areas; albeit with different
labels. Those programmes that are set in an English-speaking surrounding have

15. An in this regard exceptional group of teachers are the international teaching assis-
tants (ITAs) at American universities, i.e. international post-graduate students with
teaching requirements. Most of them are bi- or multilingual with English as an addi-
tional language, which means that they face ‘immersion’ when teaching their mainly
English monolingual student groups. That this situation is not without problems
becomes evident in advice pages on how to increase communicative effectiveness
(http://oic.id.ucsb.edu/international-ta-handbook) (accessed 24 August 2009).
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been referred to as ‘immersion education’ or ‘content based instruction’ (e.g.
Grabe and Stoller 1997; Johnson and Swain 1997; Snow and Brinton 1997;
Snow 1998), indicating the motivation of language learning in order to be ac-
culturated into the respective linguaculture. Programmes that are set outside
the Anglophone world, on the other hand, are described as ‘integrating con-
tent and language’(ICL) or ‘content and language integrated learning’ (CLIL)
(e.g. Caspari et al. 2007; Dalton-Puffer 2007; Dalton-Puffer and Smit 2007;
Dalton-Puffer, Nikula and Smit 2010; Marsh and Wolff 2007; Wilkinson 2004;
Wilkinson and Zegers 2007b), thus stressing the contextualized function En-
glish plays in the educational programme itself.16 Interestingly, the relevant
literature so far has concentrated mainly on the secondary level by analysing,
on the one hand, CBI in school programmes supporting immigrant adolescent
learners and, on the other, the increasingly popular CLIL in mainstream Euro-
pean schools teaching certain subjects through English. In view of the European
setting of the Hotel Management Programme and the overlap in using English
as additional language for all players, CLIL findings will be considered for the
analyses of classroom talk (see 5.4, 6.4, 7.4). Despite such similarities, it must
at the same time not be forgotten that the educational approaches differ with
regard to student age and, furthermore, also in terms of the scenarios sketched
above: the CBI studies address scenarios I and II, while CLIL addresses sce-
nario III in that the explicit motivation for teaching content through English is to
help pupils improve their English communicational abilities. Given the focus on
scenario V here, the following considerations will focus on tertiary, individually
mobile settings and draw on the literature on secondary education for the sake
of comparison.

Before turning to another issue in multilingual higher education, some clari-
fication seems necessary: the strong association suggested between multilingual
learners and ICL might seem to insinuate that the opposite must be the case for
monolingual learners; that, in monolingual settings, the two learning processes
of content and language would run in separate grooves, independent of each
other. This is most decidedly not the case. As argued repeatedly in the liter-
ature (see also 7.1 and 7.2), learning is an inherently language-based process
and thus always integrates aspects of content and language (e.g. Airey 2009:
27–28; Bruna and Gomez 2009: 2–3; Grabe and Stoller 1997: 15; Vollmer and
Thürmann 2009: 5–6). That this contingency has received explicit mention with
multi- rather than monolingual learners does not, I suggest, reflect the socio-

16. Apart from the labels given here, such educational programmes are referred to by
many more terms, an impressive collection of which is given on: www.content-
english.org (accessed 24 August 2009).
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cognitive learning processes both of them experience. Rather, it is a reflection
of different teaching requirements and practices as the multilingual groups with
divergent language backgrounds and different proficiency levels need attention
much more immediately and urgently than monolingual and also monocultural
groups of learners do.

The importance of language proficiency in multilingual education is intu-
itively clear. After all, without the necessary language skills any classroom
discourse, even the potentially most approachable one, remains opaque and
inaccessible. This is also why tertiary educational institutions offering English-
medium education tend to require future students to provide proof of their En-
glish language proficiency, usually in the form of standardized language tests.
Additionally, they offer further language support in a wide range of forms and
systems.17 In the case of scenario V educational programmes, matters, how-
ever, become slightly more complicated. As most participants are multilinguals,
language proficiency becomes an issue for both students and teachers. While
often difficult from an organizational and financial point of view, some tertiary
institutions offer support and language learning opportunities to the teaching
staff (Bouman 2006; Klaassen 2006) and yet, lecturers do not always find it
easy to teach in English, especially when the expectations of students as well
as teachers themselves are guided by monolingual L1 English teaching perfor-
mances (cf. Wilkinson and Zegers 2006: 35). That such expectations have to
change and, indeed, are changing, is described in Clear’s (2005) report, based
on his personal experience as programme organizer of an English-medium ap-
plied science programme in Germany. The language teachers had to learn that
teaching in English is not the same as doing it in their first language and that
they “may have to forsake an element of control, of style and even of personal-
ity.” (Clear 2005: 195) What finally matters is that their English must be ‘good
enough’ in the sense that it “does not hinder students’ learning” (Clear 2005:
202). Interestingly, students’ opinions mirrored this attitudinal change; their
original complaints about the teachers’ non-native like English changed into a
more positive evaluation of the teachers’ abilities in making the subject matter
comprehensible.

Apart from the question of comprehensibility, the language proficiency is-
sue also has pedagogical implications. What, if any, impact does the use of an
additional language as medium of instruction have on the learning process and
outcome? As important as this issue is, it is difficult to approach, for theoretical
as well as methodological reasons. Firstly, investigating the learning process

17. For relevant research into ESP and EAP language teaching and learning cf. e.g.
Basturkmen (2006), Gavioli (2005), Hyland (2006).
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itself entails research into neuro-cognitive structures; a line of research that is,
however, still in its infancy and, despite exciting and potentially revolutionising
brain modelling, only marginally applicable to our specific research issue (e.g.
van de Craen et al. 2007). Therefore, the investigative focus is usually placed on
what is easier to observe, i.e. the learning outcome as reflected in student per-
formance. When supplemented by participant evaluations, such findings seem
to allow interpretations of the learning processes as well. A second methodolog-
ical concern is implicit in the research question itself. When put in this abstract,
decontextualized way, it arguably misses the point. Language use and learning
are, after all, deeply socio-cultural phenomena and should thus be investigated
in their situatedness and dynamics. As a leading sociolinguist put it twenty years
ago in arguing that a certain pedagogical model cannot be simply transplanted
elsewhere:

what is likely to work, and to be acceptable, is less a question of universals of
language learning and more a question of the locally-defined social significance
of language use and the socially and culturally constructed speech economy of a
region. (Heller 1990: 81)

So, the research question should most likely be investigated more humbly in
relation to a specific educational setting and its internal developments, in the
hope that the findings may help others in analysing their own programmes.
In other words, developmental processes, such as learning, can hardly be done
justice to in momentary stocktaking endeavours, but should rather be approached
from a longitudinal, ethnographic research perspective. Such an approach would
also make sense as the research issue is more complex in that it concerns not
only linguistic proficiency, but also socio-cultural constellations and dynamics.
Studies undertaken in K-12 education underline the intricate interweaving of
socio-cultural and linguistic factors (cf. also OECD 2007 for the PISA studies).
As reported on in diverse settings (Brizič 2006; Esser 2006), the school-based
success of immigrant children correlates with the age at which they immigrated,
but also depends on their ethnic/national backgrounds. Some groups might take
several generations to catch up with other ethnic groups.

In a culturally more homogeneous setting of L1 vs. CLIL teaching, on the
other hand, Stohler (2006) reports on comparable achievements with pupils per-
forming equally well in knowledge tests irrespective of the medium of instruc-
tion (cf. also Badertscher and Bieri 2009: 102). Similar, but more differentiated
findings are offered in Zydatiß (2007). This comprehensive study with 180 sec-
ondary learners in Berlin offers clear evidence that the CLIL learners’ content
knowledge is at least equally developed to that of the regular students. Addi-
tionally, the impressive battery of language proficiency tests evidences clearly
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that the CLIL group by far outperforms the control group on all levels (cf. also
Lasagabaster 2008). At the same time, this success story is not true for all pupils
as a sizable percentage of CLIL pupils fall into the group of less successful lan-
guage learners; a finding which seems to hint at pupils’ overall school success
as a common influencing factor. So, while most learners benefit from instruc-
tion in an additional language, this is not necessarily the case for low achievers
(Benson et al. 2008; Mewald 2007).

Research into achievement at the tertiary level confirms the relevance and
interrelatedness of the linguistic and socio-cultural parameters, albeit with situa-
tion-dependent different settings (summarized in Smith 2004: 81–87). Students
and teachers report on differences in terms of educational as well as ethno-
linguistic cultures, such as the authority attributed to lecturers, written work or
partially clashing taboo areas. In certain cases, these differences lead to conflicts
of loyalties, but generally students note their appreciation of having gained a
wider cultural perspective and deeper awareness of the host as well as their own
cultures. As regards the linguistic parameter, Smith (2004: 83) reports on highly
positive evaluations of students who chose an L2 as medium of instruction vol-
untarily (in scenarios III and V). At the same time, they also mentioned negative
consequences of using an additional language, like the considerable amount of
extra time needed for studying and also for writing exams (cf. also Hellekjær
2010). The latter point relates to assessment and is thus of prime importance
not only to the individual student, but also to the teachers and educational pro-
grammes on the whole. In addition to the extra time needed, the diversity in
language proficiencies needs to be considered as well. In contrast to class work,
assessment is largely based on writing and students with differently weighted
language skills might not be able to reveal the “true extent of their content
knowledge” (de Mejı́a 2002: 8). While individual teachers are often aware of
this problem (cf. Smit 2007b), its consequences have arguably not been given
the attention they require. Wilkinson and Zegers (2006: 30) suggest that one
reason for this neglect might be that administrators of ICL tertiary educational
programmes focus on attracting students rather than working on ‘benchmarks
of quality’ such as appropriate assessment criteria and procedures.

So far, assessment in many ICL programmes has not responded to the ‘lan-
guage issue’, which seems to me to be an indicator of the basic dilemma – or
“struggle” (Potowski 2007: 207) – programme organizers find themselves in. On
the one hand, they should keep the two learning goals, content and language,
in balance while, on the other hand, teachers tend to favour the one over the
other. As can be expected, content teachers focus on teaching their content and
language teachers on teaching language. In K-12 education, some institutions
have found a way out by having content and language teachers teach in teams
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(de Mejı́a 2002: 81). As this requires an increased financial and organizational
input, however, it is not applied in all settings. Mainstream programmes in par-
ticular often have to make do with one teacher per classroom, either teaching a
language for specific purposes or a content area through that language.

The dichotomy drawn between content and language arguably implies that
the latter lacks content or, by extension, expertise.This, of course, is not the case.
English teachers have expertise in their content – the English language – just as
content teachers have the expertise relevant to their areas of specialization. And
it is precisely these divergent types of expertise that might be taken as reason why
a single teacher has serious difficulties in doing justice to both: in ESP classes,
language teachers have a clear content-focus and yet they encounter problems in
constructing the respective knowledge in a discipline-appropriate way (e.g. Mo-
han and Slater 2006; see also chapter 7.1). Content teachers, on the other hand,
might manage to adapt their own language use so that the learners can follow,
but usually fail to attend to the language code by not providing explicit feedback
on language use or suggesting more appropriate ways of expressing ideas (e.g.
Creese 2005: 150; Musumeci 1996). An obvious way out of this dilemma lies
in teacher education. As already proposed by the British ‘language across the
curriculum’ initiative of the 1970s, every teacher is also a language teacher and
should thus gain some relevant expertise. While a comprehensive integration
of this thinking is still far from realized, some teacher education systems, like
the Austrian one, require students to specialize in more than one discipline and
thus make it possible for language teachers to gain expertise in non-language
subjects as well. Where this is the case, CLIL teaching programmes benefit from
this system, as many English teachers now teach their other subjects in English.
What is highly interesting is that teachers with joint language and content ex-
pertise do not necessarily pay equal attention to both learning objectives. As
stated repeatedly in the literature, teachers attend to issues of language (form)
in their English language classes, but do so to a considerably lower degree in
their CLIL classes (e.g. Lochtman 2007; Musumeci 1996). While it might be
deplored as missing out on chances of furthering second language acquisition,
the shift in focus fits in well with general differences established between CLIL
and EFL classroom discourses as regards student involvement (Nikula 2005,
2007). These findings indicate that, although language expertise is certainly a
useful asset for ICL teachers, the content-dependent teaching and learning goals
go together with instructional and interactional patterns that are different from
language teaching; a direct comparison between foreign language classes and
content classes in a foreign language is thus difficult.

When drawing on findings from secondary education in the attempt to de-
scribe tertiary classroom discourse, the common ground between the settings
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requires explicit discussion. This is even more relevant in the present case, as
the original motivation for undertaking ICL is different from that underlying
CLIL. As argued above, ICL (at tertiary level) was originally motivated by in-
ternationalization in that English as medium of instruction is meant to attract
and accommodate students of diverse language backgrounds. This contrasts
with CLIL, which has become so widely used because of its (perceived) bene-
fit of fostering foreign language learning at secondary level (cf. Dalton-Puffer
2007: 3; also Barwell 2005; de Graaff, Koopman and Westhoff 2007; Wolff
2007). One implication for the motivational difference concerns the types of
bi/multilingualism encountered: in CLIL settings teachers and pupils share two
languages, i.e. English as additional language and the main language of instruc-
tion in the school, while in ICL settings English is the only shared language,
at least at the beginning of the programmes. It can be expected that the kind
of shared language repertoire influences the participants’ language choice and
code-switching behaviour; as, indeed, it also does: the learners’ L1(s) feature(s)
in CLIL classrooms much more centrally than in ICL discourse (cf. Nikula 2005;
Potowski 2007: 209). Furthermore, CLIL classes are socio-culturally homoge-
neous because they are usually attended by local learners.

Despite such obvious differences, ICL and CLIL, I submit, are comparable
beyond the pedagogical programme of teaching and learning in and through an
additional language, and this is so because the underlying motivations are more
similar than it appears above. CLIL is so popular in Europe at present not only
because it is perceived as a new, additional and financially viable way of lan-
guage learning, but also because the language that is learnt this way is English –
the global, international language that is seen as a necessary precondition for
socio-economic success. So, internationalization already plays an important role
in integrating content and language during K-12 education. Similarly, language
learning is apparent as motivating force at the tertiary level as well. Students
openly acknowledge that the prospect of discipline-linked fluency in English
has influenced their decision to apply for an ICL study programme (e.g. Smith
2004; see also chapter 4.3) and, from the administrator’s point of view, “a stu-
dent’s lack of English language skills [after] an English-taught programme is a
delicate question that touches the very heart of a university’s reputation.” (van
Leeuwen 2006: 12) To summarize, while ICL and CLIL programmes are dif-
ferent as regards the age range and multilingualism/culturalism of the learner
groups, there are interesting points of overlap as regards underlying motiva-
tion as well as pedagogical orientation. It is on the basis of these similarities
that I will draw on ICL/CLIL-based findings in analysing the HMP classroom
discourse.
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To conclude this section, it seems timely to place the HMP into the preceding
discussion of (higher) education in an additional language. As a professionally
oriented educational programme explicitly designed for individually mobile stu-
dents, it catered for a multilingual community whose only shared language was
English. Thus, the students’ main motivation to join was internationalization.
Given how strongly international hotel management is linked to English, im-
proving English by using it must also be taken as relevant; in other words, it can
be assumed that integrating content and language is also relevant to the HMP.
What this looks like in more detail will be elaborated on in the ethnographic
description (see chapter 4.3).

2.3 English as a lingua franca

As attested and argued in many academic and popular sources, English can
justifiably be given a unique status amongst all languages used on our planet
today. Similar to all other (socio)linguists, I also feel the need to relativize this
statement by stressing that this uniqueness, which has widely been identified by
the label ‘global’ or ‘world’ language, is not a linguistic, but a socio-political
one. Given that there are various recent, well researched and interestingly writ-
ten book-length accounts that throw light on diverse aspects of this topic (e.g.
Brutt-Griffler 2002; Crystal 2003; Gnutzmann and Intemann 2008; Graddol
2006; Jenkins 2009), a few pointers sketching the global nature of English
should suffice here. As semantically apparent, “the special role [. . . ] recognized
in every country” (Crystal 2003: 3) which English plays is part and parcel of
‘globalization’, which, as Gnutzmann and Intemann (2008: 9) remind us, “is
generally connected to global economy, global communication systems [. . . ]
and global mass culture”. Each of these three fundamentally money-oriented
and -creating world-wide phenomena is linked inextricably to and largely car-
ried by verbal exchanges. It would surely be simplistic to reduce it all to one
language, though, especially when keeping in mind the recent trends towards
linguistic diversification in, for instance, the internet (Danet and Herring 2007;
Kelly-Holmes 2006), but also in the global economy (Graddol 2006: 62). At
the same time, if there is one language that is identified as prime vehicle of
these global matters then it is English. As the main means of communication
for international business, trade and transport, international research, education
and (mass) culture, English is firmly established in this present role, and will
remain so for some time to come.

While such trends and developments are notoriously difficult to grasp in re-
liable numbers (for a critical assessment cf. Gnutzmann and Intemann 2008:
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12–14), a few current estimates may serve to flesh out the picture. When we
look at the world economy in relation to the world’s languages, English takes
the biggest single share, viz. 30% (Graddol 2006: 62). International commu-
nication offers a similar picture: while languages other than English are not to
be downplayed in their relevance, English is still ‘in the lead’ in international
news broadcasting and the internet, with an estimated 56% of web content in
English in 2002 (Sigurbjörnsson, Kamps and de Rijke 2005). As regards higher
education, the situation is even more extreme. With universities orienting them-
selves towards the international rather than their national market, English is
increasingly used not only for publishing, but also for teaching. Based on var-
ious sources taken from different years, Graddol (2006: 76) estimates that, all
over the globe, there are about 2–3 million international students per year, more
than half of whom attend English-medium programmes. While most of them
go to the ‘major English-speaking destination countries’ (MESDCs), first and
foremost the USA and the UK, a good and steadily growing proportion of them
prefer programmes elsewhere, which is reflected in the estimated 1500 English-
medium Master’s programmes offered in non-MESDCs in 2003–04 (Graddol
2006: 74). Keeping these developments in mind, it is not surprising to find
an increase in English language use and learning. Second language users of
English are reported to have increased by 40% in the last 20 years (Gnutz-
mann and Intemann 2008: 13) and are now claimed to have reached the one
billion mark (Graddol 2006: 62). Even if this number lacks the necessary sta-
tistical foundation for it to be taken at face value, it contrasts sharply with
similar estimates put forth for first language speakers of English, all of which
lie between 320 and 380 million (as overviewed in Gnutzmann and Intemann
2008: 13). In relation to the world population (Graddol 2006: 60) this relates to
just above 5%, tendency falling. One logical consequence of the discrepancy in
estimates is that communication in English is undertaken more and more with
no or only minimal participation of first language speakers (Rubdy and Saraceni
2006: 1).

As a brief glance through the relevant academic and also popular literature
reveals, researchers and writers use a broad range of terms for English func-
tioning as (only) shared means of communication between people of diverse
linguistic and/or cultural backgrounds. Fittingly, most labels follow the ‘English
as . . . language’ pattern, filling it with attributes such as ‘global’ (e.g. Crystal
2003; Gnutzmann and Intemann 2008), ‘world’ (Mair 2003) or ‘international’
(Meierkord 1996). Sometimes, these expressions are reduced to pre-modified
noun-phrases such as ‘International English’ or ‘Global English’, which, how-
ever, as criticized in Seidlhofer (2004: 210), are misleading formulations in that
they presuppose what is simply not there: such “clearly distinguishable, codi-
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fied, and unitary varieties”.18 Of the ‘English as . . . ’ labels those most widely
used in academic publications are presumably ‘English as an international lan-
guage’(e.g. Jenkins 2000; Lesznyák 2004) as well as ‘English as a lingua franca’
(e.g. House 2003a; Seidlhofer 2001, 2004; Smit 2005); their popularity is also
reflected in their well established acronyms EIL and ELF.

While both labels are sometimes employed synonymously (e.g. Jenkins
2005b, 2006), I will use ELF only in this study for two reasons, the first of
which is conceptual and the second semantic in nature. As regards the former,
international is ambiguous in that, as commented on by Seidlhofer (2004: 210),
it has been used in two rather opposing ways in combination with English: be-
sides the ELF function intended here, ‘International English’ can also refer to
established, institutionalized and codified varieties of English as used intrana-
tionally all over the world, i.e. in the established research field of varieties of
English (e.g. Kortmann and Schneider 2004; Pakir 2009; Trudgill and Hannah
2002). The semantic mismatch is linked to the highly specific nature of the
present study and the present focus on a group of about 40 individuals and
their classroom-based interactions. As the participants act and communicate as
individuals, their interactions are experienced as ‘inter-individual’, rather than
‘inter-national’, even if – or rather especially because – the educational pro-
gramme they are participating in is truly international in student constellation
as well as vocational thrust.19

2.3.1 Demarcating ELF

Given that the term ‘English as a lingua franca’, or ELF for short, has been
introduced here in relation to language use in a very specific setting, the follow-
ing discussion will not attempt to duplicate general explications, but will rather
focus on the interpretations presently accorded to ELF itself and discuss them as
applied in the present study.20 The only exception to this clear focus on the study

18. Such criticism does not apply to Brutt-Griffler’s (2002) concept of ‘World English’,
as it explicitly encompasses a diversity of diachronic, dialectal and acquisitional
varieties and variation.

19. An international approach furthermore presupposes that individuals can identify with
specific nations, which is, however, becoming more and more difficult, especially for
urbanised young people (Block 2006; Pavlenko 2006) such as those studying in the
Hotel Management Programme in question.

20. For detailed discussions on ELF in general cf. House (2003a), James (2005, 2006,
2007a), Pakir (2009) Seidlhofer (2004, 2006, 2010); for its origin cf. Meierkord
(2006), Samarin (1987); for ELF in the European context cf. Berns (2009), Modi-
ano (2009), Seidlhofer, Breiteneder and Pitzl (2006); for (collections of) studies on
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itself is to pay tribute to the scholars who already realized in the early 1980s, at
a time when there was little general awareness of globalization, that the interna-
tionalization of English would also need to be recognized as relevant to applied
English language research and responded to in academic argumentation (e.g.
Hüllen 1982; Kachru 1992, Smith 1984). During the following decade, their
considerations on internationalized English and its consequences on teaching
and learning the language more generally were taken up in further meta-level
arguments (e.g. Knapp 1987; Quirk and Widdowson 1985; Widdowson 1994),
before the next logical step was taken and research started to enrich the meta-
level discussions by turning to detailed analyses of actual ELF language use
(e.g. Firth 1990, 1996; Meierkord 1996). The new millennium – so often called
upon to underline important changes in society – also saw new and concerted
developments in the ELF field, with a sharp increase in interaction-focused re-
search (e.g.Ahevainen 2005; Breiteneder 2009; Dresemann 2007; Jenkins 2000;
Kaur 2009; Knapp and Meierkord 2002; Lesznyák 2004; Mauranen and Ranta
2009: Parts II and III), the compilation of two relevant text corpora (ELFA and
VOICE), and the theoretical construct and approaches refined and further devel-
oped (esp. Dewey 2009; Gnutzmann and Intemann 2008; House 2003a; Jenkins
2000; James 2005, 2006; Rubdy and Saraceni 2006: Part I; Seidlhofer 2001,
2010).

With the caveat in mind that these rapid and ongoing developments mitigate
against a detached overview, the present section will demarcate the concept
‘ELF’, starting off with a comparison of well established definitions, then dis-
cussing in more detail central, partly contentious notions (see 2.3.1.2–2.3.1.5)
and, finally, arguing for the definition applied here (see 2.3.1.6).

2.3.1.1 On defining ELF

With an eye to the notion of lingua franca in general, Meierkord and Knapp
(2002: 10) characterize ELF as “second language[] for [its] speakers”, which
Seidlhofer (2001: 146) describes in more detail as

in the strict sense of the word [] an additionally acquired language system that
serves as a means of communication between speakers of different first languages
or a language by means of which the members of different speech communities
can communicate with each other but which is not the native language of either.

ELF cf. e.g. Gnutzmann (1999), Jenkins (2000, 2006, 2007), Knapp and Meierkord
(2002), Mauranen and Ranta (2009), Meierkord (2006), Prodromou (2008), Rubdy
and Saraceni (2006); for detailed descriptions of the range of terminology used for
ELF cf. Ahvenainen (2005), Gnutzmann and Intemann (2008), Seidlhofer (2004).
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This clearly linguistic focus on, in our case, English as common language of
speakers of various languages is explicitly enlarged upon by a consideration of
national or ethnic cultural diversity in Firth’s (1996: 240; emphasis original)
interpretation of ELF as

a ‘contact language’ between persons who share neither a common native tongue
nor a common (national) culture, and for whom English is the chosen foreign
language of communication.

House (1999: 74) reveals a similar understanding when she describes ELF in-
teractions as taking place “between members of two or more different lingua-
cultures in English, for none of whom English is the mother tongue.”

Besides the range of languages and cultures involved, the definitions reveal
a range of interpretations of the roles and functions of English. Some, like Firth,
specify ELF as foreign language, thus clarifying that ELF interactions are un-
derstood as taking place in areas and countries where English is not regularly
used, i.e. outside what Braj Kachru (1992) has so lastingly referred to as the In-
ner and Outer Circles.21 Others, like House above, leave the setting of the ELF
interaction open, thus allowing for English-medium communication in, for in-
stance, London to be classified as ELF as long as the interlocutors have different
L1s (cf. Meierkord 1996). However, actual ELF talk necessitates another kind
of variation to be factored in: interactional settings can and often do include
(monolingual) L1 speakers of English. In view of how wide-spread this is, for
instance, in administrative, business, technological or academic encounters in
mainland Europe (Cenoz and Jessner 2000; Hartmann 1996), Seidlhofer (2004:
211) argues against discarding such interactions as examples of ELF, but instead
suggests considering them as less pure. Such a gradient of typicality (cf. also
in the strict sense in Seidlhofer’s definition above) stands for a ‘more or less’
in ELF exchanges, which arguably caters for the potential variability of actual
interactional settings and situations (cf. Dewey 2009). At the same time, it hints
at the complexity underlying the concept, which, as I will show in the following,
can be put into relief via four central points of contention:

(a) the linguistic repertoire(s) of the participants,
(b) the ‘language-scape’22 and linguaculture of the setting,
(c) the communicative purposes of the interaction and
(d) the (socio)linguistic status of ELF.

21. For a brief sketch of the concept and its relevance here see 2.3.1.2.
22. As explained below, ‘language-scape’ is not identical with the recently established

notion of ‘linguistic landscape’ and respective research into written language use on
public signs (Backhaus 2007; Gorter 2006).
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2.3.1.2 The linguistic repertoire

The linguistic and communicational repertoires of the participants are clearly at
the centre of attention since, by definition, ELF goes hand in hand with multiple
languages and diverse histories of communicating in them. After all, at least one
of the participants in an ELF exchange has to be bilingual. This leaves the two
options of the other participant being either a monolingual or a bilingual English
speaker. So far, this line of argumentation does not seem particularly contentious;
except, maybe, in the terms employed. The labels ‘mono-, bi- and multilinguals’
stand in contrast to well-established descriptions of linguistic repertoires in ELF
as in the definitions quoted above. All of them use the much more established
terminology of either native vs. non-native speaker (NS – NNS) and/or first
language/mother tongue (L1) vs. second and foreign language (L2, FL). In fact,
these labels are so wide-spread that their usage might go by undetected, although
both the NS/NNS dichotomy and the L1/L2/FL trichotomy have repeatedly been
criticized as abstract idealizations that misrepresent language use and their users
(e.g. Jenkins 2000: 8–10; Gnutzmann and Intemann 2008: 13–14). Apart from
the valid critique that such terms prioritize the individual over the group (Brutt-
Griffler 2002: 137), they arguably perpetuate the monolingual world view of
the nation-state ideology and the correlating assumption that human beings
(should?) acquire and also identify with languages in an ordered one-after-the-
other way (Gal 2006). While this ignores the linguistic reality of most bi- and
multilinguals and thus of the majority of human beings, it also negates most
of recent neurolinguistic findings that clearly show that multilingual language
competences cannot be equated with the sum of monolingual speakers (e.g.Auer
and Wei 2007; Cenoz 2006: 285–286). In other words, notions such as native
or first language misrepresent the inclusiveness and flexibility of multilingual
language competence and life-long changes and shifts in language use.

On a more semantic level, the label ‘non-native’ has the additional short-
coming of defining the majority of English language users by negation, by what
they are not (Rampton 1990). While dismissable on moral grounds, this descrip-
tor also implies that it is nativeness that ‘non-natives’ aspire to (Jenkins 2000:
8–9); an interpretation that finds further support in ‘near-native speaker’ as la-
bel given to highly competent bilingual users of English. Sociolinguistically,
there is another problem inherent in the distinction between second and foreign
language speakers. Its original intention, i.e. to stress the differences between
learning and using a language where it is in daily use from where it is not, might
still apply for many regionally localisable languages such as Czech, German,
Tamil or Zulu to name but a few. In case of residence in their respective regions,
learners would be dealing with a second language, for those resident in other
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countries or regions with a foreign language. In the case of English, however,
this distinction, if it ever was adequate, is now clearly misleading, not to say
obsolete (cf. also Berns 2009: 193–195). As Gnutzmann and Intemann (2008:
14) point out, the importance of English to daily life does not correlate anymore
with whether countries fall into traditional EFL regions, like Central Europe,
or ESL regions, like Anglophone Africa or India, but is also influenced by the
globalization of English and the local and regional relevance of other languages.
So, while there are communities in ‘ESL nations’ like India or South Africa to
whom English is a foreign language in that it does not feature in their daily
lives, other communities in ‘EFL areas’ like Europe rely centrally on English
as their second or maybe even main language in, for instance, their work lives.
Similarly, “the categories ‘ESL country’ and ‘EFL country’ do not help to make
qualitative statements on the English proficiency the citizens generally have.”
(Gnutzmann and Intemann 2008: 14) In other words, the distinction between
‘second’ and ‘foreign’ is too simplistic to account for the presently increasing
disparity in the functions and roles English fulfils for its wide range of users.

While this critique has lately been emphatically voiced in relation to consid-
erations of English as global language, it is far from new. As publications on
that topic vividly illustrate (Berns et al. 2007; Davies 2003; Singh 1998), these
di/trichotomies have been repeatedly criticized, together with suggestions for
other labels (e.g. Rampton 1990). In connection with English used as a lingua
franca, Jenkins (2000: 9–10) for instance argues for ‘monolingual’vs. ‘bilingual
English speakers’, MES vs. BES. While, as acknowledged by Jenkins herself,
these labels have their weaknesses as well, they must be considered a highly
welcome proposal, mainly because they describe language users and learners
in relation to their entire linguistic repertoires rather than their respective lan-
guages of primary socialization. Consequently – and in extension of Jenkins’s
understanding of the term23 – I suggest using ‘BES’ also for those bilinguals
whose ‘native language’ is English, reserving MES for speakers whose linguis-
tic repertoire is restricted to English only. In addition to these two categories, the
recent research into multilingualism as different from bilingualism (e.g. Herdina
and Jessner 2002; Jessner 2006) suggests a further dimension to this categoriza-
tion, viz. ‘multilingual English speakers’as a broad category of speakers of three
or more languages including English. This means that this threefold distinction
will be applied in the present study with the adjusted acronyms MoES (monolin-
gual English speaker), BES (bilingual English speaker) and MuES (multilingual
English speaker).

23. As Jenkins (2000: 9) clarifies, she “suggest[s] substituting the term ‘native speaker’
with ‘monolingual English speaker (MES).”
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One important characteristic of linguistic repertoires is language proficiency.
It is centrally, but indirectly problematized in the traditional di/trichotomies crit-
icized above as they equate acquisitional chronology of first vs. second and other
languages learnt with high – ‘complete’ – vs. less – ‘incomplete’ – proficiency
in them. Clearly, such a simplistic equation misses the complexities involved
in language competencies and requires refinement. The solution offered so far
is to bypass the criterion of proficiency as far as possible by classifying speak-
ers on the basis of (the number of) their languages. At the same time, it must
be admitted that ignoring proficiency as characteristic will not do. As studies
into bi/multilingualism underline, proficiency remains an important and central
factor and thus needs to be taken into consideration, also in ELF studies (e.g.
Haegeman 2002; Meierkord 2004). Jenkins (2000: 10), for example, admits that
even when trying to avoid the labels ‘L1’ and ‘L2’ on theoretical considerations,
they reappear in data analysis “[o]n those occasions when it seems necessary to
distinguish between those bilinguals for whom English is an L1 and for whom
it is an L2”. It seems, thus, that in describing multilingual English-language
interactions we cannot do without reference to language proficiency. The im-
portant question in this context is, however, whether analyses are served well
when the researcher returns to the labels L1 vs. L2 vs. L3. On the one hand,
this distinction has its merits because of its status as established terminology.
At the same time, it is rather crude in that it implies a linear, categorical di-
mension of distinction. It is also ambiguous as regards its point of reference
in that the distinguishing factor can be sequence of acquisition, (self-reported)
language proficiency, functional breadth and feelings of linguistic identity, or,
for that matter, any combinations of these factors. Narrative characterizations
of types of multi/bilingualism, on the other hand, would clearly require de-
tailed descriptions of these four factors in the participants’ language learning
and using biographies (Spolsky 1998: 45–46), which, while representative and
unambiguous, would become unwieldy and impractical in data analyses.

In other words, we are faced with a dilemma here between practical labelling
and meaningful description. A way out might be to combine both approaches by
first providing detailed descriptions of the participants’linguistic repertoires, and
then using labels referring to the descriptions previously provided as shortcuts
(for the present study see chapter 4). In the interest of such theoretical and
empirical clarity, it is a viable option to employ ‘shortcuts’ such as MoES, BES,
MuES in reference to individuals or L1, L2, L3 and also FL when referring to
their languages.
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2.3.1.3 The ‘language-scape’ of the setting

The second point of contention discussed here concerns language as well, but
this time in relation to the setting of ELF interactions, i.e. its “physical circum-
stances” (see 2.2.1.2). As ‘language-scape’ is a new, but convenient label for
“the range of languages operating in a community” (Wajnryb 2005: §7), it is
suggested to denote the range of languages operating in the time and place of
an ELF oral practice and draws attention to the linguistic constellation that ELF
interactions are set in. Note that this understanding does not presuppose a spe-
cific degree of influence of the setting on the ELF interaction itself, but simply
acknowledges a potential relationship between the language-constellation of the
surroundings and the repertoires of the participants. That such a term is relevant
for ELF research becomes obvious when reviewing relevant studies.

Without doubt, the most important consideration into ‘language-scape’ con-
cerns the role English plays in the (wider) setting. Virtually all investigations
give the town/city, area, state or nation and indicate the roles and functions
English plays, usually with the help of Braj Kachru’s (e.g. 1992) World En-
glishes model and its three circles, the Inner Circle referring to the mainly
English-speaking nations (e.g. the USA, the UK or Australia); the Outer Circle
comprising the former Anglophone colonies and the rest of the world falling
into the Expanding Circle. While the tripartite classification of Englishes based
on national historical-political developments has been criticized as profoundly
unfit for sociolinguistic descriptions and explanations (Bruthiaux 2003), the
model is still in wide usage, also amongst (socio)linguists (e.g. Mesthrie and
Bhatt 2008; Pakir 2009). From an ELF perspective, it is especially the ‘Expand-
ing Circle’ that continues to be drawn upon because English is typically used
as a lingua franca by speakers for whom it is an additional language and who
usually meet in settings where English does not play a public role. The Expand-
ing Circle is thus the setting in the majority of ELF research (e.g. Ahvenainen
2005; Ehrenreich 2009; Firth 1990; Lesznyák 2004; Meeuwis 2002) and the
two ELF corpora (ELFA, VOICE). At the same time, two of the early promi-
nent studies, Meierkord (1996) and Jenkins (2000), rely on data collected in
London, one of the political centres of the Inner Circle. While this atypicality
is openly acknowledged, the researchers are at pains to point out the diverse
linguistic repertoires of the BES/MuES participants of their respective ELF in-
teractions and implicitly sideline the potential influence of the language-scape
around them.

Where that factor finds its way back into the picture is via the widely shared
understanding of the close link between language and culture (e.g. Baumann
1999; Parekh 2000; Riley 2007; Sarangi 1996). Similar to Block’s (2006: 21–24)
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study, the multilingual/multicultural urban setting relevant to the HMP makes a
static view of culture as “a historically created system of meaning and signifi-
cance” (Parekh 2000: 143) inappropriate. Instead, culture is seen as dynamically
“aris[ing] from the social practices of individuals on a moment-to-moment ba-
sis” (Block 2006: 22), which stand in a dynamic and mutually influencing rela-
tionship with the social structures the individuals find themselves in. A logical
consequence of such a dynamic and fluid understanding of ‘culture’is to question
the existence of distinct cultures as often implied in notions such as multicul-
tural or intercultural communication. Instead, it seems to make more sense to
conceptualize communicational processes as transcultural. As originally argued
by Welsch (1999), transculturality acknowledges the fluidity between different
cultural forms and the complexity of societies and society-internal as well as
external ways of communicating (also Antor 2006; Pennycook 2007: 45–47;
Thurlow 2000).

As social practices depend to a high degree on verbal communication, lan-
guage use is, in Kramsch’s (1993: 9) words, “indissociable from the creation
and transmission of culture”. This interwovenness between the two is well ver-
balized in the term ‘linguaculture’ (e.g. Pölzl 2005: 95). As regards ELF, the
idea of linguaculture features in complex ways. First and foremost, there is the
question which culture(s), if any, ‘come(s)’ with using ELF itself. Suggestions
have ranged from no culture at all based on the understanding of lingua francas
as means of communication rather than identification (House 2003a: 538, re-
ferring to Hüllen 1992) via mixed forms of the participating linguacultures (as
described, for instance, in intercultural communication research, e.g. Gumperz
1982; Scollon and Scollon 2001) to new or hybrid forms that develop out of the
contact of cultures (e.g. Sarangi 1996), a so-called ‘third space’ (Bhabha 1990)
or ‘third place’ (Kramsch 1993).

As such interpretations of culture have all been substantiated with ELF data
of one kind or another, they suggest either no, mixed or new culture(s) for ELF
interactions, which seems contradictory at first. However, the contradiction is,
I contend, not inherent in the ELF manifestations themselves, but rather in the
analytical ways of using ‘culture’. When understood as a single national or eth-
nic culture, such a monolithic and usually static interpretation cannot apply to
ELF, thus leading to a zero attestation. In the cases of two such ‘cultures’coming
together, such a static, monolithic understanding would necessitate the trading
off of the one against the other. The postmodern notion of a hybrid culture
as something new and, along the lines of the ‘donor’ linguacultures, insepa-
rable, seems better suited to the typical multilingual/cultural settings of ELF
exchanges. In a similar light, Meierkord (2002: 129) asks whether ELF reveals
a language ‘stripped bare of its cultural roots’ or a ‘linguistic masala’, arguing
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that it does both in a “hybrid form of communication”. A similar understanding
comes to the fore in Pennycook’s (2007: 7) argument for transculturation flows
as “phenomen[a] of the contact zone”, combining “the movement of cultural
forms across the globe [. . . with their] local take-up”.

Besides the diverse and complex linguacultures that ELF participants bring
to the exchange, ELF interactions, which are, as argued above, typically set in
the ‘Expanding Circle’, feature another linguaculture, i.e. the local one. Inter-
estingly, while ‘setting’ is identified as one ingredient of the ‘linguistic masala’,
the local linguaculture has mainly been sidelined in ELF research, maybe be-
cause of the investigative focus being on the interaction and its participants,
rather than their backgrounds. Whatever the reasons for largely ignoring place
and time of ELF exchanges, Pölzl and Seidlhofer (2006: 160–172) show that the
physical location requires more analytic attention. Identifying it as the ‘habitat
factor’, they convincingly argue that the local linguaculture can play a so far
under-estimated role in ELF interactive behaviour, especially when it is also
the main linguaculture of most participants and/or familiar to all. In their case,
this linguaculture is the use of the Arabic language in Jordan, features of which
could be identified in ELF interactional behaviour as regards routine pragmatic
phenomena and turn alignment. So, what this study shows is that when par-
ticipants know that they share linguacultural norms they will draw on them to
enrich their use of ELF.

While Pölzl and Seidlhofer (2006: 173) are at pains to restrict the ‘habitat
factor’ to a local linguaculture that is shared by most of the relevant ELF partic-
ipants, it could also play a role in communities of practice that engage in ELF
practice over a longer period of time, even if most of the community members
do not belong to the local speech community. International educational pro-
grammes, such as the one investigated in this study, are a case in point. As all
students go through the same acculturation process, it can be expected that the
‘habitat factor’ will apply also for those originally unfamiliar with the local lin-
guaculture, such as the individually mobile students who become ‘sojourners’
in the place of their studies (cf. 2.2.2.1).

2.3.1.4 Communicative purposes

At the latest since the emergence of genre analysis (e.g. Halliday and Hasan 1989;
Swales 1990), communicative purposes have been identified as fundamental to
language in use in that it is the purpose(s) that “shape the schematic structure of
the discourse” (Swales 1990: 58). Put differently, the ‘how’ of linguistic surface
features is inextricably linked with the ‘why’ of engaging in a certain genre in
the first place (Bhatia 1997: 313). This connection is visible in and definitive
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for genres in the systemic functional schools (e.g. Firbas 1999; Martin 1997)
as well as the rhetorical one (Bazerman 1988), and also in the so-called ‘ESP
approach’ (Bhatia 1993, 2004; Swales 1990, 2004). As already indicated in the
name, analyses are concerned with English language use for ‘specific purposes’.
Typical examples are easy to find: English for academic study in a diversity of
areas, English for professional use e.g. by medical doctors or lawyers or En-
glish for research endeavours in, for instance, nuclear physics or information
technology. What is more difficult is to demarcate ESP from what is not ESP. As
Widdowson (1998: 3–4; 2003a: 61) points out, communication always presup-
poses that those participating in it pursue their own specific purposes and that,
therefore, there is no communication without purposes (cf. also Basturkmen
2006: 15–17). This philosophical insight finds its reflection in the term Dudley-
Evans and St.John (1998: 3) suggest for what is not perceived as English for
specific purposes, viz. English for general purposes or EGP. Here, again, the
question could be raised as to what precisely ‘general’ would include and how
it might be distinguishable from ‘specific’. The insurmountable problem of de-
marcation underlines that the distinction is not categorical, but rather one of
degree (Dudley-Evans and St.John 1998: 4–5). Acknowledging such a cline,
most ESP research focuses on (the teaching of) specific areas of professional
language use instead (e.g. Basturkmen 2006).

What is of prime relevance to the present study is that ESPs are shaped by their
respective discourse communities (for a brief description see next section) and
within those mainly by the expert members who have the status and community-
internal power to accept or reject texts as (in)appropriate. Besides their status
as experts, these members share professional knowledge and generic skills.
Their national and ethnolinguistic backgrounds, however, can differ widely. For
ESPs, the resulting linguacultural heterogeneity bears the logical consequence
that they are largely ‘controlled’ by bi- or multilingual English speakers (BESs
and MuESs); a fact Widdowson (1994) used for his influential argument that the
“ownership of English” no longer resides with the native speakers, or MoESs in
my terminology, but with the respective groups of language users. While orig-
inally intended for the ESP-using professional discourse communities alluded
to above, the argument also extends to users of English as a lingua franca. Most
obviously, this is so because users engaged in ESP often use it as a lingua franca
as well, simply because they are all bi- or multilinguals with English being their
only common language.

At the same time, however, the ‘purposes’ so central to ESP are conceived
of differently for ELF interactions. As can be deduced from the absence of
any specification of purpose in the definitions given above, ELF is not depen-
dent on a certain specification in communicative purposes. Being identified
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by the linguistic repertoire of the participants and the resulting interactional
function of English, it can be used as a lingua franca in small talk (e.g. Kor-
don 2006; Pölzl 2005), simulated meetings (e.g. Ahvenainen 2005; Lesznyák
2004), business meetings (e.g. Dresemann 2007; Ehrenreich 2009; Pitzl 2005)
or international education (Björkman 2009; present study). This means that the
specific communicative purposes can range widely, covering all types of spe-
cific as well as general purposes. Despite this potential range but similar to the
language-scape argument above, the types of communicative purpose pursued
are associated with degree of typicality. Based on the understanding of a lingua
franca as a bridging language, a transactional orientation is seen as more typical
than a purely interactional one (e.g. Seidlhofer 2004; Smit 2005). Furthermore,
speaking is seen as ‘more ELF’ than writing (e.g. Seidlhofer 2004: 215, 2005b:
34), the argument here being that it is the more immediate mode of exchange,
with each participant relying directly and immediately on the other one’s con-
tributions. This notwithstanding, ELF research has been undertaken regarding
electronic exchanges (Louhiala-Salminen, Charles and Kankaanranta 2005) as
well as written reports (Smit 2007b).

Despite the obvious range of possible communicative purposes, there is one
underlying purpose that all ELF talk shares: that of language use. Taken as
such this might seem self-evident, but when placed into the research tradition,
it turns out to be the most pressing motivation for starting to analyze ELF in the
first place. As pointed out so lucidly in Seidlhofer (2001), the ELF paradigm
allows an analysis of bi/multilinguals’ use of English in its own right, thus
shifting the analytic focus away from comparing L2 with L1 speakers of En-
glish, a central tenet of second-language-acquisitional (SLA) research criticized
conclusively for its limitations in terms of actual language use in Firth and Wag-
ner (1997). This means that the ELF approach focuses on analysing English
language speakers in relation to their communicative success instead of their
language proficiency achievements. As illustrated in the many ELF studies, this
approach has clear merits for non-educational communicative settings, but it
can also be considered highly welcome in the traditional setting of SLA re-
search, the school. In the times of teaching content and language integratedly
(CLIL) institutionalized language learning increasingly relies on language use.
In other words, the explicit focus of ELF research on language use has brought
us a highly welcome change in dealing with English language communication
amongst bi/multilingual English speakers (B/MuESs).

At the same time, splitting language use from language learning can be in-
terpreted in a dichotomous fashion, implying the one in exclusion of the other.
However, James (2007a: 108) warns that such an approach would ignore “the
multilingual realities of ‘late modernity’ [. . . ] or generally the postmodern con-
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dition”. As two social practices which tend to reinforce each other, learning
a language cannot be split from using it and vice versa (cf. Cook 1999). In
other words, language use and language learning do not stand in an either-
or relationship, but are rather complementary to each other. This is not only
what our own individual learning experience tells us, but it is also reflected in
the afore-mentioned integrated teaching and learning approaches such as CLIL
(see 2.2.2.2). So, a clear distinction between using and learning a language will
neither be possible nor useful, but – and this is where the ELF approach shows
its strengths again – specific communicative situations tend towards a focus on
language learning (e.g. language subjects at school) or rather on language use
(e.g. ELF as classroom language) and should thus be analysed accordingly.

The interrelatedness between learning and use comes to the fore in two
further pairs of descriptively relevant dimensions: communicative intelligibil-
ity vs language proficiency, on the one hand, and, on the other, intrinsic vs
extrinsic language norms. The language learning focus of SLA research has
generally supported the second dimension of both comparisons and valued
more highly evidence of language proficiency and of realising extrinsic lan-
guage norms of the standard language (e.g. Gass and Mackey 2006). The ELF
approach understands itself as a counter-movement, which, building on intercul-
tural and conversation/discourse-focused research (e.g. Kasper 2006), focuses
on achievements in reaching understanding despite communicative hurdles (for
a more detailed discussion cf. 5.1 and 5.2). The analytical focus has thus ex-
plicitly shifted from MoESs’ or L1 language norms to the oral practice internal
ones of communicative intelligibility (e.g. Jenkins 2005a). At the same time,
language proficiency levels and extrinsic language norms matter: firstly, ELF
users are very aware of the receptive and productive skills needed in order to
participate in an exchange as becomes evident in their readiness to accommo-
date to each other’s proficiency levels;24 or, in less collaborative settings, in
silencing the less proficient participants (Knapp 2002). The second factor, ex-
trinsic language norms, is important in two ways: in relation to the language
acquisitional processes ELF users have gone through and, on the other hand, the
language code they draw on when engaging in ELF interactions. As regards the
former, most ELF users have been exposed to formal English language educa-
tion at some stage in their lives, which, by definition, introduced them to some

24. People’s strategies to “adapt to [or divert from] each other’s communicative be-
haviours in terms of a wide range of linguistic-prosodic-nonverbal features” (Giles
and Coupland 1991: 7) have been investigated in the frame of ‘communication accom-
modation theory’; for a brief overview cf. Lesznyák (2004: 77–80), for an up-to-date
rendering of the theory cf. Gallois, Ogay and Giles (2005).
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standard norms of the language. When entering ELF exchanges, interlocutors
are keenly aware of the little they actually share and the potential difficulties
this narrow margin of overlap might cause in the ensuing exchanges (Meierkord
2002; Seidlhofer 2004). It is thus even more important to rely on features of the
code that are assumed to be shared, a good proportion of which will be what
participants were exposed to at school and thus follow extrinsic language norms.
In view of the communicative aims, however, these extrinsic norms will remain
secondary in importance to the primary needs of making the ongoing commu-
nication work with whatever linguistic and communicative means possible.

In sum, ELF interactions can have a range of communicative purposes of
varying degrees of specificity, but the overarching one all participants in ELF
talk pursue is to use the only shared language available in order to meet their
respective communicative aims. This the interactants do by making use of their
diverse levels of English language proficiency (acquired in relation to extrinsic
norms) and by focussing on the here and now of the ongoing social practice of
communicating in the developing ‘third space’.

2.3.1.5 The (socio)linguistic status of ELF

The final point raised here is probably the most fundamental one in that it
concerns the conceptual considerations of the (socio)linguistic status associated
with ELF; or, put more simply: what is ELF actually? In the literature, this
question is generally answered, or at least approached, in two ways. The first
and less contentious one is already implied in the label itself, English used as a
lingua franca, i.e. it is concerned with how the language functions in interaction.
Already more than twenty years, ago, Samarin (1987: 371) stated that “[i]t is on
the basis of function alone that a language is considered to be a lingua franca
[. . . ]”. Practically all recent publications subscribe to language usage as basic
criterion (e.g. Firth 1996; Gnutzmann 2005; House 1999, 2003a; Kachru 1996;
Rubdy and Saraceni 2006), but – and this is where the potential controversy
starts – some proposals for ELF seem to imply a wider, more diversified view of
the status of ELF, extending its specificities to the structural level as well. While
remaining careful not to jump to unfounded conclusions, there is a clear tendency
in ELF research to “striv[e] to adduce empirical evidence for the existence of
structural commonalities characterizing the LF in its various manifestations.”
(James 2005: 133) What makes such proposals specifically noteworthy is that
they have been formulated by leading ELF scholars, such as Jennifer Jenkins,
Anna Mauranen and Barbara Seidlhofer.

In extending Bamgbose’s (1998) call for codification for World Englishes,
Seidlhofer (2001: 150)
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propose[s . . . ] to explore the possibility of a codification of ELF with a conceiv-
able ultimate objective of making it a feasible, acceptable and respected alternative
to ENL in appropriate contexts of use.25

While she admits freely that this is a long-term goal, codification clearly aims
at more than exclusively language usage; it also presupposes linguistic features
that can be codified because they form “distinct linguistic sub-systems for the
different linguistic levels” (Gnutzmann 2005: 112). In other words, the concept
‘lingua franca’ is interpreted more broadly than the language function; it also
relates to structural characteristics and seems to claim for ELF the status of
language variety, as having “its own specific [e.g. syntactic of phraseological]
characteristics” (Mauranen 2006a: 156, addition taken from p. 155). As regards
the level of pronunciation, Jenkins’s research is a case in point. On the basis
of conversational data collected in London, Jenkins (e.g. 2000, 2006) describes
which phonetic features enable or hinder successful communication amongst
bi/multilingual English speakers.The resulting phonetic inventory for successful
ELF interaction is presented as the ‘Lingua Franca Core’ and as such the first
suggestion of codification for ELF.

In other words, the call for codification implies that ELF is interpreted as
having ‘variety potential’, i.e. that it might “differ[] systematically from other
[varieties of English] as regards pronunciation, grammar and vocabulary” (Mey-
erhoff 2006: 28).That this is a highly controversial idea becomes very clear when
skimming recent publications on ELF, in which critical voices can be heard on
the idea that ELF should amount to one or more language variety/ies (e.g. Berns
2009; Gnutzmann 2005; Pakir 2009; Prodromou 2008; Rubdy and Saraceni
2006). Counter-arguments stress that varieties are associated with historically
grown communities (Prodromou 2006: 57) whose members share a linguacul-
tural background and, thus, linguistic features (Gnutzmann 2005: 113). In view
of the clearly different reality that ELF speakers face, even Seidlhofer (2005a:
46) admits that “[w]hether ELF should be called a variety of English at all is
an open question”. It is, however, not only an open question or, depending on
the point of view, a misguided one because of the “serious danger [. . . ] of cod-
ifying the uncodifiable” (James 2006: 221); the controversy goes deeper as it
points to the basic dilemma of ELF research. On the one hand, ELF is defined
as heterogeneous, ad hoc, fleeting and, on the other hand, ELF research aims at
uncovering its characteristics, whether, as alluded to above, it is a phenomenon

25. Jenkins expresses similar ideas as, for instance, in her recent monograph: “if ELF is
one day codified and its status as a legitimate means of communication is acknowl-
edged, then we shall be able to talk about Teaching English of Speakers of Other
Languages”. (Jenkins 2007: 252)
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“sui generis” (House 1999: 74). If it turned out to be a variety, it would clearly
be a “phenomenon in its own right” (Gnutzmann and Intemann 2008: 15) and
worth further investigations. At the same time however, it cannot be a variety
“of any Anglophone ‘speech community’as conventionally understood” (James
2006: 221), simply because by definition it transgresses such varieties as the hy-
bridity discussed above indicates (see 2.3.1.3). Quite obviously, what we have
here is a case of trying to fit a round peg into a square hole. Or, maybe more to
the point, ELF is, in the same way as the wider and more comprehensive cur-
rent of globalization, a truly new phenomenon with new requirements (Graddol
2006: 20); it thus makes sense to leave old terminology behind and embed ELF
in a new, more appropriate conceptual frame (Dewey 2009).

Such an approach would need to take into consideration that ELF exemplifies
our postmodern world: “It is fragmented, contingent, marginal, transitional, in-
determinate, ambivalent and hybrid in many ways.” (James 2005: 141). In view
of the “myriad forms in multifarious contexts” (James 2006: 221) which char-
acterize ELF, James (2005, 2006, 2007b) offers a sociolinguistic and -cultural
characterization of ELF with the aim of transcending the limits of established
terms. Instead, and by drawing on Bakhtin’s notion of ‘social languages’ (cf.
also Gee 2005: 37–41), Rajagopalan’s ‘internal dissensions’ and Halliday’s sys-
temic functional grammar, James (e.g. 2006: 226) suggests a tripartite model
of “social languages available to the user” as differentiated according to (a) the
user, (b) the use and (c) using (see Table 2.3).

Within the resulting trichotomy, the labels ‘dialect’, ‘register’ and ‘genre’
respectively are used and can be further interpreted in terms of different types of
communities served and positioning with respect to the situation of realization.
While “[i]n practice the majority of verbal engagements will [. . . ] draw on all
three resources and mix them in verbal action” (James 2006: 227), the mixture
will include more of one than the other factors depending on oral practice. With
regard to ELF as original stimulus of the model on the whole, the third factor,
‘using’, is suggested as the most relevant one as it relates to the social practice
of communicating itself (cf. the description in Table 2.3). At the same time,
specific ELF exchanges might draw to some degree on the second one, ‘use’, as
for instance a certain type of ESP in a professional setting, but also on the first
factor, as in the case of (some) participants who consider, and act in English as
(one of their) L1(s). Specific examples of ELF talk can thus be described with
regard to all three factors, which permits a more complex and differentiated
analytical space of variation.

While this is clearly a strong point of the approach, it opens up a definitional
gap in that some exchanges which are a priori labelled as ‘ELF’ are later de-
scribed as revealing variation mainly according to the users and their ‘dialect(s)’
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Table 2.3. A trichotomous approach to ‘social language’ (adapted from James 2005,
2006)26

variation according to user use using

identified as dialect register genre

described as what you are speaking what actional mode you
what you speak habitually

at the time are speaking in

communities served speech communities discourse communities communities of practice

positioning with respect
non-situated semi-situated situated

to situation of realization

individual established
labels suggested here: communicatingrepertoire practice

or the specific use and its identified ‘register’ (James 2005: 143). If, however,
one of these other two factors should really be that predominant, the obvious
conclusion that would have to be drawn, it seems to me, is that such instances of
interaction could not be called ‘ELF’anymore; simply because the lingua franca
function is defined via ‘variety according to using’. While this argumentative
problem is not topicalized and thus still awaits further treatment, it opens up
speculations as to the reasons behind it. One might very well be that the model
itself aims to describe the postmodern fluidity and complexity of language use,
but does that with the help of modernist, categorical and seemingly stable enti-
ties. The distinction between ‘dialect’ and ‘register’ goes back to the 1960s and
its clearly modernist linguistics, which is also reflected in the specific linguis-
tic subsystems assigned to each of them. So, for instance, ‘dialectal variety’ is
seen as differing primarily in “phonetics, phonology, lexicogrammar (but not in
semantics)” (James 2005: 141), presupposing a stable level of meaning inde-
pendent of the discourse in which the participants are engaged. Following this
descriptive system, James (2005: 142) suggests ‘genre’ as differing mainly in
“syntax (and hence lexicogrammar, and sometimes phonology as realization of
this)”, therefore perpetuating the clear ‘pre-postmodernist’ distinction between
the meaning and structural levels into the 21st century.27 Apart from this contra-

26. The original schema includes a further interpretative level, i.e. “positioning regarding
texts produced” with the three labels ‘pretextual’, ‘subtextual’, and ‘contextual’. As
these terms are not given any further definition or explanation and seem to clash with
their usage elsewhere (cf. e.g. Widdowson 2003b for ‘pretext’ and ‘context’), this
interpretative level has been excluded here.

27. Albeit argued in a different context, Rampton et al. (2002: 386) raise comparable
objections when they point out the lack of sensitivity in systemic functional linguistics
“to the clues of on-line reception” and in which ways people “manage to communicate
independently of the lexico-grammar”, through contextualization cues.
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dictory conceptualization of ‘genre’ as postmodern with modernist features, the
term seems contentious in itself. As stated earlier (see 2.3.1.4), it has been used
so widely and for different, but related concepts (for an overview cf. Hüttner
2007: 19–26) that, arguably, giving it yet another specific sense and usage allows
neither for the terminological clarity desirable in language research more gen-
erally nor for a clearer explication of the concept in question. In a similar vein,
another term that should be avoided within the approach is ‘variety’; not only
is it yet another label with a well-established modernist interpretation, but it is
also the bone of contention that James (e.g. 2005, 2007b) criticizes so correctly
for being inappropriate to ELF interactions.

In sum, then, it seems to be more helpful to do away with these established
labels altogether and to conceptualize the nature of ELF more dynamically by
acknowledging variation according to ‘using’ as defining dimension, but, at the
same time, focussing on its complex and flexible interplay with the other two
dimensions, variation according to ‘user’ and ‘use’. In view of the fact that
dimensions of a model require labels, not the least for the ease of reference,
and that the post-modified phrases ‘variation according to user/use/using’ are
too cumbersome, I suggest using the following labels instead (printed in small
capitals, see Table 2.3):

– individual repertoire for ‘variation according to user’;
– established practice for ‘variation according to use’; and
– communicating for ‘variation according to using’.

These labels are intended to underline the theoretical relevance of the three di-
mensions suggested by Allan James for a postmodern theoretical framework for
describing ELF and ELF exchanges. On the one hand, such a framework arguably
allows an embedding of ELF exchanges into language uses more generally and,
on the other hand, its three dimensions provide an internal descriptive system
(see Figure 2.1). Furthermore, the added levels of interpretation ‘community
served’ and ‘positioning’ widen the descriptive ‘tool-kit’ to characterize ELF
interactions as regards their typicality in relation to the prototypical ELF talk,
which – as integral to the wide-spread ELF definitions given above – amounts
to a central social practice of the respective community (of practice) and comes
in the form of fully situated discourse (see Table 2.3).

While not explained in James’s model (but cf. Dewey 2009: 62–67), ‘situ-
ated’is interpreted here in the oral practice frame introduced above (see 2.2.1.3).
It is understood as relating directly and intricately to the local setting and scene
and serving the communicative purposes and discursive content that the par-
ticipants co-construct in the respective act sequences, while drawing on their
varying generic and norm-related experience, jointly negotiating the momentar-
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ily relevant norms of interaction and interpretation. This overarching relevance
of the ‘situated’, the here and now, in ELF talk also explains why, firstly, it is typ-
ically done in a collaborative manner and, secondly, it develops most observably
in spoken interaction.

With communicating and fully situated positioning in a specific commu-
nity of practice established as integral to prototypical ELF, the other two factors
open up a descriptive frame for less typical instances of English used as the only
shared medium of communication amongst multilinguals. The factor individ-
ual repertoire allows a more differentiated view on the diverse constellations
of participants and the resulting range of influences specific speech communities
and their social languages (non-situated as regards the ELF setting in question)
might have. The ELF-defining characteristic that the participants in such an ex-
change share nothing but English might seem to imply that there are no overlaps
in linguacultures at all. This is of course not true, as many instances of ELF show
in which some of the participants have the same linguacultural backgrounds as,
for instance, when two Japanese and anAustrian converse in English over dinner
in Cairo (Pölzl 2003: 12–13). As their use of Japanese honorifics exemplifies, in
cases when a decisive section of the participants identify with the same speech
community, the non-situated English language use these interlocutors take to
the ELF talk can be expected to play an influential and ELF-shaping role (cf.
the ‘habitat factor’ discussed in 2.2.1.3).

The third factor, established practice, allows a closer description of ELF
interactions as regards the communicative ends or purposes pursued. As dis-
cussed in 2.3.1.4, a concern with communicative purposes is closely linked to
the study of ESP, as is the notion ‘discourse community’ (cf. Hüttner 2007: 36–
38 for a succinct account). Put briefly, a discourse community has “a broadly
agreed set of common public goals” and “participatory mechanisms of inter-
communication to provide information and feedback” (Swales 1990: 24–25). It
furthermore consists of members “with a suitable degree of relevant content and
discoursal expertise” (Swales 1990: 27), who regularly engage in “the commu-
nicative furtherance of [the community’s] aims” with the help of community-
specific purpose-oriented language use. These communicative events or ‘gen-
res’28 are owned by the respective discourse community, which is also the body
to establish and shape the related conventions of language use. For individual

28. Following Swales (1990: 58), ‘genre’ is defined as
a class of communicative events, the members of which share some set of commu-
nicative purposes.These purposes are recognized by the expert members of the parent
discourse community and thereby constitute the rationale for the genre[, which . . . ]
shape[s] the schematic structure of the discourse and influences and constrains choice
of content and style [. . . ].
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members this means that they will draw on the discourse community’s con-
vention in furthering their own specific goals. Put differently, they take on a
‘semi-situated positioning to the situation of realization’ (see Table 2.3) in that
they engage in and develop specific communicative situations in the light of the
relevant communicative conventions of the wider community.

These brief considerations are intended to underline that the factor estab-
lished practice, when functioning alone, defines ESP rather then ELF inter-
actions because it describes language use amongst members of one discourse
community in relation to one of the community’s social goals. While the par-
ticipants of such interactions do not necessarily share a speech community or
linguaculture, they do share a discourse community and its culture, including
the related discourse conventions. In many other cases, however, established
practice does not describe an interaction exhaustively; whenever it appears to-
gether with communicating it describes English used as a lingua franca. This
happens, on the one hand, when the participants engage in discourse pursuing
purposes other than those integral to their specific discourse community, or, on
the other hand, when not all participants to an exchange function, and identify, as
members of the same discourse community. The former obviously relates to the
well known cases of, for instance, professionals turning to job-unrelated topics
after working hours and finding informal conversation in English considerably
more challenging than their professional presentations, reports or negotiations
(e.g. Smit 2005). Additionally, the combination ‘all members + community-
unrelated purpose’ is also at stake during phases of new or emerging genres
whose communicative conventions are still being negotiated. A recent example
illustrating this is the electronic/virtual mode and its integration into diverse
types of professional communication. During the phase of establishing conven-
tions, multilingual English speakers can be expected to engage in communicat-
ing in ELF (in the sense of communicative practice), even if they all belong to the
same discourse community; later on, this will develop into established language
use, shared by the discourse community. The second type of combining commu-
nicating and established practice, viz. when participants belong to different
discourse communities, also covers two subtypes: firstly, the cases of interactions
amongst MuESs across communities, such as doctor-patient exchanges, or be-
tween discourse communities of the same content specification, but with differ-
ent community languages, such as German and Spanish lawyers.The second sce-
nario concerns exchanges between established members and individuals aspiring
membership, as is typically the case in educational or apprenticeship settings.

The various scenarios sketched in relation to combinations of communicat-
ing with individual repertoire and established practice already indicate
the potential complexity of what is more or less typically ELF. Consequently,
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actual ‘oral ELF practices’ of MuESs interacting are highly complex, as well
illustrated by the educational setting in question – the Hotel Management Pro-
gramme. Its established members – mainly the teachers – belonged to various
discourse communities with English or German as community language.The as-
piring members (the students) shared some speech communities (e.g. German-,
Greek- or Korean-speaking) in a range of constellations; depending on their
pre-HMP professional lives, some also had (peripheral) membership status in
diverse discourse communities.As regards their Classroom Community of Prac-
tice, teachers and students engaged in oral practices, relying centrally on com-
municating in English to meet diverse communicative aims, co-constructing
topics and membership constellations over an extended period of time. In other
words, this single case illustrates that communicating, individual repertoire
and established practice interrelate in dynamic, flexible and complex ways;
a more detailed description of the resulting processes and constellations is given
in chapter 4.5.
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Figure 2.1. A sociolinguistic descriptive frame of oral ELF practices
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In an attempt to abstract from individual cases, Figure 2.1 graphically rep-
resents the interplay of the three dimensions in co-constructing ‘oral ELF prac-
tices’. The three dimensions are illustrated as overlapping fields with communi-
cating in middle position due to its centrality for ELF. The three factors and two
overlaps lead to five different sets of scenarios (i to v), including varying num-
bers of B/MuESs interacting (symbolized by the letters A, B and N and numbers
1 to 5).29 The two sets of scenarios at the margins represent interactional settings
that do not require English as a lingua franca: the one on the left (i) refers to
communications within one speech community, i.e. to exchanges in English as
established means of daily interactions; the one on the right (v) stands for ex-
changes for specific purposes within the respective discourse communities. An
example of (i) is an exchange between born and bred multilingual Australians
on any non-specific topic, while hotel marketing managers of diverse lingua-
cultural backgrounds negotiating their hotel chain’s new marketing concepts in
English would fit into (v). Between these two extremes, literally speaking, are
the three types of scenarios of interest here. Prototypical ELF interactions are
to be found right in the middle (iii), with the interactants communicating in
English across speech and discourse community borders in their efforts to meet
their communicative aims. A case in point would be three backpackers, one
Kenyan, one Swiss and one Mexican, having a glass of beer in a Thai bar and
sharing their recently gained travelling experiences. The less prototypical sets
of scenarios are pictured off-centre, with (ii) illustrating the relevance of shared
speech communities and their (English) linguacultures amongst some of the
participants and (iv) foregrounding the relevance of shared discourse commu-
nities, their topics and shared conventions of (English) language use for specific
purposes. Two Austrians travelling in Finland and conversing in English with
a Finn would illustrate (ii), while an American and a Swedish hotel manager
engaging in English in small talk with a German hotel guest falls into (iv).

As a spatially limited, two-dimensional form of representation does not allow
a comprehensive visualization of multidimensional relations and processes, it
goes without saying that Figure 2.1 simplifies ELF exchanges in various ways.
First, (iii) is closer to an idealized than an actual prototype as real interactions
rarely involve exactly one representative per speech or discourse community,
and the space given to it in the figure is thus not representative of actual occur-
rences. Second, (ii) and (iv) contain many more sub-scenarios in that in actual

29. Although the overlap between individual repertoire and established practice
is undoubtedly possible, as discourse communities very often span different speech
communities, it is not included in the figure because it would not add any further
information for English as only shared medium of communication.
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ELF exchanges more than two communities can be involved, and in diverse con-
stellations. Third, the concepts ‘speech community’ and ‘discourse community’
are neither easy to demarcate nor internally homogeneous (Corder and Meier-
hoff 2007).As indicated above in the course of sketching ESP, such communities
can be defined at various levels of generality, such as speakers of English vs.
speakers of Appalachian English regarding speech communities, or linguists vs.
generative phonologists regarding discourse communities. Thus, both concepts
are much more multi-layered and complex than the shapes in the graphic repre-
sentation seem to imply. Finally, the figure does not include the potential range
and diversified types of influence of other (con)textual factors, such as mode
and medium of communication; time frame; type, relevance and implications
for interactional topic(s); and (developing) relationships between participants,
including considerations of status and power. But, despite – or maybe even be-
cause of – these representational simplifications, the figure is, it is hoped, useful
in clarifying the sociolinguistic status of ELF as understood in this study.

In conclusion, the discussion of the sociolinguistic status of ELF has clarified
that the point of contention in this regard is whether and in how far it can be
seen as a language variety. As doubts are widely voiced as regards ‘variety’ in
the traditional, modernist understanding associating a specific language system
with a territory and its inhabitants, a postmodern interpretation of ‘variety’ as
depending largely on the situated co-construction of discourse by communi-
cating in English seems a more appropriate and promising avenue to explore
in more detail.

2.3.1.6 Defining ELF – revisited

Enriched by the preceding explications and explorations, the widely shared
understanding of English as a lingua franca as

refer[ing] to the use of English amongst multilingual interlocutors whose common
language is English and who [usually] communicate in a country or area in which
English is not used in daily life (Smit 2005: 67)

can be enlarged upon and specified as regards its constituting parts (‘use of En-
glish’, ‘multilingual interlocutors whose common language is English’, ‘com-
municate in a country or area in which English is not used in daily life’).

The ‘use of English’ is more accurately described as consisting mainly of
the process of communicating in English as sole common means of verbal
communication in the joint effort to make and negotiate meaning; or, in other
words, as the central social practice by and within a transactionally motivated,
temporary community of practice. At the same time, subsets of the respective
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ELF participants might share membership(s) in various speech communities
and/or professional or other specialist discourse communities and draw on these
diverse memberships in different ways, which finds its realization in the degree
of ‘typicality’ with which the ELF in question is experienced. Whether more or
less typical, what is always relevant for the ‘use of English’ to exemplify ELF is
the clearly identifiable group of participants co-constructing the discourse, i.e.
the ELF community of practice.

The ‘multilingual interlocutors whose common language is English’ are,
more precisely, bi/multilinguals (BES, MuES) whose diverse linguistic reper-
toires overlap in English and who tend to be acutely aware of how little they
share linguaculturally when engaging in ELF exchanges. Their communicative
focus is thus clearly on using English and not on learning it. At the same time, it
needs to be stressed that, similar to most skills and practices, using and learning
a language are mutually supporting and reinforcing actions and at least inci-
dental language learning (e.g. Hulstijn 2003; Paribakht and Wesche 1997) will
certainly take place. Additionally, ELF participants come with diverse language
learning/using biographies as regards levels and kinds of language proficiency
as well as English language learning attitudes and expectations. Therefore, some
participants might pursue the intention of improving their English language pro-
ficiency and unite in themselves the roles of (ELF) language user and of English
language learner, be it for general or some specific purposes.

The ELF setting specification of ‘communicat[ing] in a country or area in
which English is not used in daily life’ has been interpreted more widely as
regards the languages and cultures relevant to an ELF exchange. Here, the com-
plex understanding of culture as product and process makes its mark: it comes as
‘product’ in the linguacultures the participants bring along as well as the one(s)
of the specific locality of the respective ELF practice; it functions as ‘process’
in the developing ELF culture or ‘third space’ of the community of practice in
question. Clearly, culture – whether ‘first’, ‘second’ or ‘third’ – is intricately in-
terwoven with the specific circumstances, social actors and practices in question.

2.3.2 Implications and applications

It is typical of applied linguistic concerns that the conceptual considerations
regarding ELF are of relevance as regards language use as well as (the way
we perceive) the language system. Concerning the latter, the most conspicuous
realization of the concept has been in the varied linguistic descriptions of ELF, a
brief overview of which will be given later (see 2.3.3).30 Concerning the former,

30. For more detailed discussions of the linguistic descriptive findings that apply to the
discourse-pragmatic analyses of this study see chapters 5.2, 6.2 and 7.2.
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the two most central applied linguistic concerns are the socio-politics of English
in our postmodern and globalized world and language teaching and learning.
As the present study is related only indirectly to both of these, a few pointers
tracing their range will suffice here.

Apart from the widely discussed question of ownership already mentioned
elsewhere (e.g. 2.2.1.1), the approach to English as a lingua franca also holds
implications for language-related socio-economic considerations. English lan-
guage proficiency is considered as one of the present-day basic skills of literacy
(Graddol 2006: 118; Grin 2001: 75).At the same time, a mono- or even bilingual
linguistic repertoire falls short of many communicational needs, with language
political developments pointing towards multilingualism instead (e.g. European
Commission 2003). So, proficiency in English is becoming a necessary con-
dition for functioning successfully in our professional world, but it cannot be
taken as a sufficient one anymore. The concept of English as a lingua franca
supports this development as it recognizes the rising function of English as
bridging language in multilingual communication. In other words, even if En-
glish often is communicatively effective, it is recognized as one medium among
many.

Concerning English language teaching and learning, the connection is more
complex in that teaching/learning considerations have also been a central moti-
vating factor in undertaking ELF research in the first place. The first suggestions
regarding the new international role of English and its potential applied linguistic
implications came from educators and were focused on future developments in
teaching and learning English (Hüllen 1982; Smith 1982). Almost twenty years
later, Seidlhofer’s (2001) programmatic paper calling for linguistic descriptions
of ELF was also stimulated by considerations of language teaching and learn-
ing. As argued convincingly, the discussions of English as a global language
had been marred by a ‘conceptual gap’ between the meta- and micro-levels. On
the meta-level, researchers called for a re-assessment of the roles and functions
English and the various groups of L1 or L2 speakers were seen to fulfil. English
teaching and learning was uncoupled from MoES cultures, but

assumptions about the ‘E’ in TEFL have remained curiously unaffected by these
momentous developments. In TEFL, what constitutes a valid target is still de-
termined with virtually exclusive reference to native-speaker norms. (Seidlhofer
2001: 135)

In an attempt to improve on this “contradictory and paradoxical” situation,
Seidlhofer (2001: 140) suggests to take a closer look at what lingua franca users
of English actually do with the language. The analytical steps called for are thus
clearly descriptive linguistic, but the ultimate aim is to inform pedagogy:
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the conceptualization of ELF as an alternative to ENL would open up an additional
repertoire of options for appropriating ‘English’, of teaching the [. . . ] language
[. . . ] or of using ELF as a possible first step for learners in building up a basis
(Seidlhofer 2001: 151).

Therefore, and as also specified elsewhere (Jenkins, Modiano and Seidlhofer
2001; Jenkins 2000; Modriano 2009; Seidlhofer 2004, 2006), the ELF research
endeavour is fundamentally a linguistic descriptive one, but its ulterior motiva-
tion and long-term aim are applied linguistic and intricately linked to language
teaching and learning.31

Despite its cautious and futuristic phrasing, it is exactly this pedagogical ori-
entation that has led to criticism (Prodromou 2006; Rubdy and Saraceni 2006:
11–12). On a practical level, pedagogical applications can only follow on from
linguistic description and not pre-date it. While nobody denies this basic truth,
the continued hypothesising about the ways in which ELF research might at
some stage inform pedagogy leads to guess work, which – not unlike mirages –
lacks foundation and substance. On a conceptual level, doubtful voices have
challenged the idea that one, or even a handful of ELFs can ever be found that
could then undergo some codification (cf. the discussion in 2.2.1.4). Further-
more, even if such norms were available, the question is whether they would be
(considered) appropriate for all ELF learners. Jennifer Jenkins’ impressive sug-
gestion of a Lingua Franca (pronunciation) Core has been challenged on exactly
those grounds (Dauer 2005; Kuo 2006) as have Seidlhofer’s lexicogrammatical
examples of, for instance, the third person -s in the present simple. In reference
to his own corpus of highly successful BESs, Prodromou (2006) points out that
it is exactly those grammatical features that learners of English seem to acquire
very well. In responding to this point of criticism, Seidlhofer (2006: 47) spec-
ifies that the monolithic approach implied here has never been integral to ELF
research; rather, the main point is to first identify linguistic features and then
uncover “processes of [for instance] regularization and particularization” that
allow generalizations.

At the core of this, to borrow Seidlhofer’s term, ‘misconception’ lies, I wish
to suggest, a vague and diversely interpreted understanding of ‘variety’. In line
with the theoretical debate summarized above, the traditional understanding of
a territorial variety, which is at the heart of language norm and model, does not

31. The meta-level considerations of English as a lingua franca / global language / inter-
national language have found their way into language teaching in the form of language
awareness raising and intercultural language teaching, aiming for intercultural com-
municative competence. For more information cf. e.g. Byram (1997), Jenkins (2009)
or McKay (2002).
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hold for English used as a lingua franca with its focus on communicating in
the language (rather than the individual repertoire and established prac-
tice). From the critical and explanatory comments with regard to finding and
describing one ELF variety it can be deduced that nobody wants to fill ‘variety’
with the traditional meaning. Instead, it seems that the unquestioned use of this
and related terms conjure up such a modernist meaning, leaving readers in the
dark as to the concepts they are intended to denote. In order to avoid such latent
misunderstanding, it would definitely be necessary to take up the more complex
postmodern understanding of ‘oral ELF practices’ (see 2.3.1.5) more centrally
in ELF research.

One aspect of a potential ELF pedagogy where the centrality of communi-
cating in a lingua franca has already been paid tribute to is the field of commu-
nicative strategies.As research has repeatedly illustrated (e.g.Ahvenainen 2005;
Firth 1996), ELF interactants employ interaction- and problem-solving oriented
communicative strategies (summarized in 2.2.3.1, further discussed in 5.3.3),
which clearly facilitate the lingua franca exchanges and support successful out-
comes. On the basis of such findings, language teaching is indeed well advised to
start paying attention to the future interactional needs of their English language
learners (House 1999) and focus increasingly on communicational processes
and strategies applicable to lingua franca contexts. (e.g. McKay 2003)

2.3.3 Linguistic description

The final area of implication for and application of the ELF concept discussed
here is the linguistic description of ELF interaction. Apart from its direct rele-
vance for the present study, it is also important for ELF interactional research
in general, as the recent upsurge in investigative literature reveals. A decade
ago, House (1999: 74) still expressed her regrets that “studies of intercultural
communication in the scientific community have practically ignored ELF in-
teractions”, focusing on NS-NNS constellations instead. Fortunately, there has
been a rapid and thoroughgoing change in this situation since then. The new mil-
lennium has brought with it a wide array of relevant investigations, which, very
much to the advantage of the research community, have raised enough interest to
be included in succinct overviews, such as Knapp and Meierkord (2002), Seidl-
hofer (2004), James (2005), Seidlhofer, Breitenender and Pitzl (2006), Jenkins
(2007), Prodromou (2008) and, most recently, Ehrenreich (2010), Mauranen and
Ranta (2009), and Seidlhofer and Berns (2009). Consequently, this section will
not offer yet another summary, but, instead, discuss the presently available ELF
studies as regards, firstly, the main findings or principles of ELF interactions
and, secondly, the main principles of investigation.
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2.3.3.1 Trends and main findings

Investigations into ELF to date have concentrated on features of pronunciation,
lexicogrammar, discourse pragmatics and culture and identity. Reflecting the all
pervasiveness of culture and identity when it comes to language use in general,
intercultural considerations are present in basically all studies, albeit in more or
less latent or explicit ways. In Pölzl’s (2005) study into casual conversation in
ELF between L1 speakers of Japanese, Arabic, Greek and German, the issue of
cultural expression in ELF interactions is correlated with the participants’ lin-
guacultures, apparently conceived as mainly monolingual, and how they surface
in the construction of the ‘interculture’ or, drawing on Homi Bhabha (1994), the
‘third space’. While the assumption of ELF participants having monolingual
identities seems somewhat simplistic in view of the complex transculturality
and multilingualism encountered in most individuals, the concept of the ‘third
space’ is highly relevant to all ELF encounters:

created by an interacting group of linguaculturally different participants who use
ELF as their common language [. . . it is . . . ] an imagined space of negotiation
and at the same time ‘encountered hybridity’ through which new intercultural
meanings, practices and identifications are created (Pölzl 2005: 112).

In other words, by co-constructing a third space, ELF interactants negotiate
their specific ‘ELF culture’, which is highly situated, transient and draws on the
linguacultures relevant to the participants. It, furthermore, allows participants
“to be accepted [. . . ] as who they linguaculturally are”, so that they can construct
what I suggest calling transcultural identities.

For research into ELF pronunciation features the credit must go to Jennifer
Jenkins and her detailed investigation of the phonology of EIL (Jenkins 2000).
Based on dialogues between MuESs of diverse linguacultural backgrounds solv-
ing tasks, she identifies features of pronunciation that either allow or hinder
mutual intelligibility, which results in a list of features that seem to be a require-
ment for successful communication and thus form the ‘Lingua Franca Core’.32

While the in- or exclusion of certain features as well as the data basis used have
met with criticism (Dauer 2005; Walker 2005), Jenkins’s study was the first
one to identify individual features that ELF talk seems to require irrespective
of L1 norms. Her findings furthermore underline the importance of pronun-

32. As summarised in Jenkins (2000: 158–159), the Lingua Franca Core contains as
obligatory features e.g. vowel length contrast, “fortis/lenis differential effect on pre-
ceding vowel length” or the pronunciation of postvocalic /r/, and as optional ones
e.g. the voiced and voiceless dental fricatives (which can be substituted by stops or
other fricatives) or vowel quality as long as persistently applied.
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ciation to intelligibility and by extension also understanding and thus support
adapted pronunciation teaching in English language learning (e.g. Jenkins 2005,
2006).

As regards lexicogrammar, the original dearth of research has recently been
filled by a range of studies based on different data sets (e.g. Breiteneder 2009;
Cogo and Dewey 2006; Meierkord 2004; Mollin 2006). While they differ in
investigative focus and methodological framing, their findings seem to hint at
generally more tolerance in morpho-syntactic realizations as, for instance, the
third person singular marking of the present tense, the do-support or tag ques-
tions. From a cognitive perspective, the available studies seem to hint at a general
tendency to simplification processes. As attested in Meierkord (2004: 125–126),
by, for instance, avoiding hypotaxis in exchange for parataxis of shorter inde-
pendent clauses, the cognitive demands are easier to meet in terms of reception,
but also online production. Concerning lexical choices, again, the results do
not allow for conclusive interpretations, but relations between vocabulary use,
language proficiency and/or subject-matter knowledge seem to be relevant in
ELF exchanges.An empirically and theoretically more complex area of research
is idioms and idiomaticity. First studies have shown that even very competent
users of ELF shun away from L1 idioms, which Prodromou (2006, 2007, 2008)
assumes reflects linguacultural differences. What might be more revealing about
the nature of ELF is, as Seidlhofer and Widdowson (2007) point out, the pro-
cess of idiomatising, i.e. the application of the ‘idiom principle’ (Sinclair 1991:
110–115) and in which ways this is revealed in ELF interactions.

The lion’s share of ELF studies has been devoted to discourse-pragmatic
aspects of ELF interactions. More precisely, studies have approached issues
such as misunderstanding, pragmatic fluency, routine formulae, speech acts,
topic development and management, turn taking and allocation, and strategies
used in the negotiation of meaning. Overall, the studies give evidence of largely
co-operative behaviour, but not exclusively so. In specific circumstances, par-
ticipants seem to be ready to employ their superiority in terms of language
proficiency in order to promote their own communicative aims over those of
other participants’ (e.g. Ehrenreich 2010: 24; Knapp 2002). Generally, ELF
interactions reveal relatively few instances of insufficient understanding (e.g.
Mauranen 2006b); so few that House (1999) suspects participants often talk
past rather than with each other. Other studies have shown that when unresolved
topics are considered paramount for one of the participant, the point of non-
communication is no longer ‘let pass’ (as formulated in Firth 1996), but, by
applying what Mauranen (2006b: 141) calls the ‘principle of charity’, instead
topicalized and some shared meaning negotiated (e.g. Dresemann 2007; Mau-
ranen 2006b; Pitzl 2005). What seems evident in all studies is the heightened
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awareness amongst ELF interlocutors of how much they do not share in terms
of linguacultural and sometimes also knowledge background. Amongst maybe
more experienced, but clearly mutually familiar ELF interactants, this aware-
ness also comes to the fore in pre-emptive clarifying sequences (e.g. Cogo and
Dewey 2006).

A fruitful way of abstracting from individual findings for specific speech
events has been the identification and description of guiding principles, such as
the principles of ‘let it pass’ and ‘make it normal’ (Firth 1990, 1996) or the prin-
ciples of economy and clarity (Ahvenainen 2005, drawing on Poulisse 1997).
Despite different theoretical points of departure (conversation analysis vs. sec-
ond language acquisition), both sets of principles describe ways of bridging
the two fundamental and seemingly contradictory characteristics of ELF dis-
course, i.e. linguacultural diversity and communicational aims, in the general
pursuit of co-constructing efficient communication (Cogo and Dewey 2006).
Fundamentally, interlocutors are always juggling two needs: the need to reach a
communicational aim vs. the need to get it done with what is available in terms
of linguacultural diversity and overlap. In view of the often highly limited re-
sources for the latter need, the former requires more explicit clarifications. That,
however, stands in clear contrast with the ever-present restrictions on time and
energy, which makes participants apply the principle of economy. This they have
been observed to do by letting pass contributions unchallenged until the ongoing
exchange reveals that more complete understanding would actually be required,
and the principle of clarity is activated. In combination with the principle of
economy, the search for communicational clarity entails that whatever has been
established as shared remains integral to the exchange and is made normal to
the ongoing exchange, irrespective of exchange-independent language norms.33

In other words, research so far has shown that, for ELF exchanges to develop
successfully, participants interact by means of principles that pay tribute to the
particularities of lingua franca discourse.

All in all, the investigations undertaken into ELF interaction reveal that there
are a good many interesting features, patterns, principles and processes to be
observed, but acknowledge at the same time that “no interactional phenomena
have been found exclusively in second language talk.” (Gardner and Wagner
2004: 4) Where the differences lie is in the constellation of such features (cf.

33. For this phenomenon, Skarup (2004: 55) suggests using the conversational analytical
notion ‘brokering’, which he defines as “a move to enable a ratified participant to
become an active participant by using a language in which that other participant has
a sufficient level of proficiency to be able to contribute to the conversation.”
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also Lesznyák 2004; Meierkord 2004; Seidlhofer 2006) and the relevance of
guiding principles.

2.3.3.2 Main investigative principles

While the various studies pursue diverse research aims and apply a wide range
of frameworks, they are all based on naturalistic, usually spoken data which are
analysed as products of ongoing discourse. In other words, a discourse-analytical
perspective of some kind is present in all studies. This seems to result from the
underlying tenet to study ELF on its own account and focus on how the inter-
actants develop their exchange and attend to its emerging communicative aims.
Specific linguistic realizations, patterns and processes can then be analysed with
this overarching communicative end in mind. In principle, this approach is highly
appropriate for ELF, but in practice it has to deal with two problems: first, the
notion ‘communicational success’ and, related to it, ‘(mis)understanding’. Not
only are they difficult to define (see 5.1 for a detailed discussion), but they also
stand for relative and complex socio-cognitive concepts. Verbal data alone can-
not suffice for a definite estimate of how successful a certain stretch of exchange
is experienced as being at a certain time, and the ongoing interaction is all that
is available to researchers of naturalistic data. This means that the degree of
understanding based on discourse alone is limited to what interactants realize in
the ongoing interaction (for a more detailed discussion see 5.2.1). Despite such
conceptual complexity, ‘understanding’ is and will most likely remain the main
analytical point of reference in ELF studies. For these purposes, Smith’s (1992)
three-fold differentiation of understanding into ‘intelligibility’, ‘comprehensi-
bility’and ‘interpretability’ (cf. also Smith and Nelson 1985) will, as pointed out
in Lesznyák (2004: 37) remain a useful analytical tool (see also 5.2.4). In addi-
tion, understanding is clearly not unique to ELF, but central to communication
in general.

The second problem inherent in the ELF approach of investigating interac-
tions between MuESs is the implicit assumption that this might be a ‘clean slate’
approach. Because of its previously unexplored point of departure, the inves-
tigation of ‘non-native English’ in its own right, the expectation might be that
such a research endeavour cannot build on any previous research, especially not
that focussing on interactions between ‘language learners’. In reality, however,
some link with preceding studies into BES/MoES discourse becomes apparent
in all ELF studies, be it in deciding on the research focus, in formulating the
research questions or in interpreting specific findings. Comparisons are thus an
integral feature of ELF investigations; what is clearly important in this context
is to keep in mind that
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like must be compared with like, i.e. data from different Englishes should only
be compared which are compatible, e.g. in terms of the language mode and/or
the text/discourse type being produced (James 2005: 134).

While James’s warning sounds very logical at first sight, his specifications draw
attention to the fundamental problem inherent in comparing truly situated lan-
guage use with descriptions of linguistic norms. Apart from very blatant mis-
matches, such as comparing written British standard with spoken language use
amongst multilinguals, there are also more subtle degrees of specificity which
might have a lasting and potentially distorting influence on comparisons. Like
situational factors and their diverse realizations, debatable points of compari-
son abound. Can the use of tenses referring to future events in a specific ELF
setting be compared with an established norm of (L1) English? How should the
participants’ levels of proficiency or exposure to L1 norms be factored in? And
what about their experience as communicators, their communicative purposes
and the potential generic norms of relevant discourse communities? Yet another
level of insecurity is brought to light when the national labels given to En-
glishes – e.g. British English, Australian English, Indian English, Singaporean
English – are recognized as the abstraction that they are and a truly comparative
language norm is sought for each of the participants in ELF exchanges. Should
factors such as linguistic repertoire, education and socio-economic background,
personal acquisitional history, age and gender be considered here and, if so, in
which constellation? And even if a certain formula could be found, it will lead
to such a complex set of conditions that truly comparative data are ten to one
not available and the comparison falls flat before it can be started.

Such considerations make clear that comparing ‘like with like’ is not as
easy as might be assumed, which does, however, not mean that it should not be
attempted. Rather, and as put into practice in the present study, “it is advisable to
be tentative and circumspect and to proceed by way of clearly situated qualitative
studies with a strong ethnographic element.” (Seidlhofer, Breiteneder and Pitzl
2006: 21)

2.4 ELF as classroom language

In view of the research focus of the present study, this chapter has introduced and
discussed the main ‘conceptual ingredients’relevant to (multilingual) classroom
interaction (2.2) and English as a lingua franca (ELF) (2.3). Classroom interac-
tion has been described as a prototypical case of institutional talk (2.2.1.1) creat-
ing oral practices (2.2.1.2) and as structured internally in typical ways (2.2.1.3).
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As multilingual (higher) education comes in various kinds and shapes, those
relevant to the HMP have been traced in socio-political and -linguistic terms
(2.2.2.1). Given the centrality of language in education, the discussion has then
turned to the role(s) of using an additional language in the teaching and learning
processes (2.2.2.2). By virtue of demarcating ‘English as a lingua franca’, the
major part of this subchapter has attempted to elucidate the relevant factors:
linguistic repertoire (2.3.1.2), language-scape of the setting (2.3.1.3), commu-
nicative purposes (2.3.1.4) and, most importantly, the sociolinguistic status of
ELF as communicative and social process (2.3.1.5). Based on these consid-
erations, ELF could be defined as constituting a (temporary and multilingual)
community of practice relying on English as their members’only shared medium
of communication (for the detailed definition see 2.3.1.6). The discussion has
then focused on potential, but hotly debated implications for the ELF approach
for language teaching and learning (2.3.2). Finally, a brief sketch of ELF re-
search has been given regarding cultural, pronunciation, lexico-grammar and
pragmatic aspects of ELF language use (2.3.3).

investigating
ELF as class-

room language

oral ELF practice

institu-
tionalized
purposes

classroom
ELF talk

motivation +
orientation

multi-
lingual
sojour-
ners

Figure 2.2. A conceptual frame for investigating ELF as classroom language
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What still remains to be done is to show that the ‘ingredients’so far attributed
either to classroom interaction or ELF offer a conceptual frame for investigating
classroom interaction in English as a lingua franca. As illustrated in Figure 2.2,
the conceptual frame rests on five complex components, which contribute jointly
and in no special order of preference. For convenience’s sake, the following
description will deal with one component at a time, starting with the top point
of the star and continuing clockwise:

– While all ELF discourse presupposes multilingual and -cultural settings, the
use of a lingua franca in higher education means that at least a good part of
the participants are sojourners, i.e. temporary residents in the place where
the relevant educational programme is set. They are individually mobile
students, willing to undertake education in an additional language in an un-
familiar linguacultural setting. For the respective educational community of
practice this means that it will be ‘nurtured’ by diverse multilingual/cultural
repertoires. At the same time, the making and developing of that community
of practice will also be influenced by the local language-scape, i.e. the lin-
guaculture(s) of the environment, simply because any tertiary education is
bound to a certain location for the extent of its duration.

– The conceptual framing of oral ELF practice and its three interacting dimen-
sions communicating,established practice and individual repertoire
(cf. Figure 2.1) reinforces the concept of oral practice suggested for class-
room interaction (cf. 2.2.1.2). Taken together they highlight the complex and
dynamic nature of classroom discourse which unfolds by communicating
in ELF in a highly situated way so that the small group of participants can
make communication work. In the joint attempt to reach the educational
goals related to the subject in question the oral ELF practice also draws
on the dimension established practice, viz. the relevant disciplinary ESP
discourse, conventions and genres. Due to the typical role relations of teacher
and students as predefined by the setting of formal education, it can be ex-
pected that it will usually be the teacher who initially enriches the oral practice
by the social language of the discourse community s/he is a member of and
that, with time, parts of this established practice will be integrated into
the classroom ELF practice. As regards the dimension individual reper-
toire, on the other hand, English-based speech communities can be expected
to play a negligible role in prototypical ELF settings (i.e. in areas where En-
glish is not used in daily life), such as the one of the present study. What is
of more relevance in this context are the kinds of English the members of
the community of practice bring with them, reflecting their personal English
language learning and using histories, their individual repertoires.
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– As argued widely, ELF generally tends to be used in exchanges motivated
by transactional purposes. The institutionalized setting of tertiary classroom
interaction specifies this communicative goal as mainly educational, related
to the (co)construction of objects of learning. There is thus a clearly specified
set of communicative purposes at stake here, for which the lingua franca is
used by all participants. This means that ELF is neither only the medium
of instruction (cf. 2.3.2.1), nor the language of teaching. On the other hand,
it would be misleading to refer to it as the language of learning, simply
because it cannot be stipulated that all learners rely on it exclusively during
the cognitive processes of learning. What can be claimed with certainty is that
ELF is the language of all main classroom talk – the ‘classroom language’.

– When investigating classroom ELF talk researchers need to keep in mind that
classroom talk has its specific features, patterns and dynamics. As countless
studies have shown, the special institutional requirements of formal edu-
cation leave their traces on the ways teachers and students communicate
in class, how they develop topics, take turns, ask and respond to questions
and engage in academic discourse functions. This has two consequences for
classroom ELF talk : neither can findings from investigations into ELF talk in
other settings be automatically extended or transferred to the classroom set-
ting, nor is this a priori possible the other way round; or, looked at positively:
investigations need to be setting-sensitive so that the resulting descriptions
can function as bases for comparative and/or contrastive analyses of ELF
across settings and oral practices.

– The ELF paradigm requires that communication amongst MuESs (multilin-
gual English speakers) be studied, described and analysed in its own right,
thus presupposing a certain research motivation and orientation. In this light,
researchers are well advised to take heed of the afore-quoted call for “clearly
situated qualitative studies with a strong ethnographic element” (Seidlhofer,
Breiteneder and Pitzl 2006: 21), reflecting House’s (2003a) suggestion of
treating ELF communication as constructing communities of practice (cf.
chapter 1.3). While many ELF studies reflect such an emic research orien-
tation, one important implication for it seems to have gone by almost unno-
ticed: the time factor. Ethnography and a social practice approach describe
processes, thus presupposing periods of time and a longitudinal orientation.
Somewhat surprisingly, such an orientation is not reflected in the extant ELF
literature. On the contrary, the studies available at present tend to be of a
cross-sectional nature, with the time factor limited to the duration of indi-
vidual exchanges only; continuity and development across interactions have
not been researched so far. In an attempt to go beyond ELF ‘snapshots’, the
present study is arguably the first ethnographically inspired one in that it in-
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vestigates ELF used in classroom talk in relation to the complete duration of
the educational programme in question (see chapter 3.2 for a more detailed
discussion).

Concerning the motivation of ELF research, the preceding component
has already clarified that such investigations tend to be undertaken in order
to arrive at a detailed description of ELF discourse either as an independent
aim or in preparation for further-reaching implications as regards English as
a global language. Concerning ELF as classroom language, the detailed de-
scription is still largely missing. This research gap, I wish to argue, needs to
be filled, not only because of the afore mentioned specificities of classroom
talk, but also because of the relevance of classroom talk to the teaching and
learning processes and, in turn, their intricate relationships to the respective
content area as well as the classroom language itself.

In sum, the conceptual frame suggested here views ELF as classroom language
constructing oral practices, pursuing subject-specific educational goals of a tem-
porary and developing community of practice, whose members are individually
mobile, bi- or multilingual English speaking (B/MuES) students. In light of the
characteristics of ELF on the one hand and of classroom talk on the other, it
can be expected that the overarching communicative aim is to attain shared un-
derstanding on the respective objects of learning amongst the linguaculturally
diverse community members. Classroom talk can thus be expected to be highly
localized and contextualized in the here-and-now of the oral practice. Finally,
investigating ELF as classroom language presupposes an ethnographic, situated
and thus longitudinal research orientation and aims at establishing a detailed de-
scription of classroom talk. Such a methodological approach will be presented
in the next chapter, followed by a more detailed account of the present study in
chapter 4.



Chapter 3. Research methodology and study design

3.1 Introduction

As argued in the preceding chapter, the present study has been designed to inves-
tigate English as a lingua franca used as a classroom language in professionally-
oriented tertiary education. Clearly, this is a wide and multi-layered field of
research, which opens up many potential research questions and concomitant
methodologies. It is therefore necessary to delineate the aims and scope chosen
for the present study, which this chapter sets out to do. Before I can turn to
the research methodology decided on here (3.2.) and the study design and data
collection (3.3.), a clearer delimitation of the research agenda is required.

The first specification concerns the type of tertiary education focused on
here, which, as clarified in the Introduction (chapter 1) is hotel management
education. In the context of tertiary education more generally, tourism plays a
marginal role and might seem an unusual choice for such a study. With regard
to the professional world, however, the situation is different: the hospitality in-
dustry is prototypically international in terms of clientele, staff and individual
managerial careers. English is thus clearly the ‘language of the business’, which
is also reflected in the growing number of English-medium training and educa-
tional programmes (e.g. Barrow and Johan 2008). So, from the point of view
of ELF as classroom language, hotel or hospitality management education is a
viable choice, especially in Austria, where tourism plays a crucial role in the
country’s national economy (Statistik Austria 2009) and its international repu-
tation. In other words, the choice of hotel management for this study reflects the
internationalism of the industry as well as the special status it holds in Austria,
and this is also reflected in the fact that the educational setting in question here
was one of the first English-medium tertiary educational programmes to be de-
signed anywhere in Austria (de Cillia and Schweiger 2001: 371–373; Stegu and
Seidlhofer 2003: 142).

The second specification of the study concerns ELF as classroom language
(see 2.4). As regards the kinds of classroom talk investigated, the decision to
focus on constitutive classroom main talk between the teacher and the whole
student group has mainly been motivated by the insights gained during the pilot
phase (for a detailed description see 3.3.1). The majority of all subjects were
oriented to knowledge construction rather than skill development, and were thus
constitutive in language use. Furthermore, most classes in the Hotel Manage-
ment Programme were taught in a traditional teaching style, which means they
were teacher-fronted and -directed lessons with intermittent student participa-
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tion. As group or pair work sessions were generally rare, the obvious choice in
describing classroom interaction in the Hotel Management Programme has thus
been to focus on whole class interaction (see 2.2.1.3).

As the discussion of ELF has underlined (see 2.3.3), the main research focus
has been on its pragmatic success or lack thereof. In view of the heightened
relevance of successful interaction in an educational setting, ‘making commu-
nication work’ is also the main focus of the present study. At the same time,
though, communicative success (or failure) is particularly difficult to grasp as
it is “a ubiquitous issue for which most [discourse] pragmatic analyses carry
implications” (Good 1999: 5). In view of this all-encompassing, but continu-
ously fleeting nature of communicative success (see 2.3.1.4 and 5.2.1 for further
discussions), it has been decided to apply a two-pronged research approach by
taking into consideration the perspectives of the participants as well as that
of the researcher-analyst. In other words, the discourse-analytical approach of
working with naturalistic interactional data has been complemented by the in-
siders’ evaluations of and opinions on ELF as classroom language. While, as
abundant sociolinguistic research has shown (e.g. Coulmas 2005: 11), speakers’
language use can differ quite remarkably from their own thoughts about it, such
a divergence does not discredit either of the two aspects. It rather sheds light on
the complexities of language use and opens up interpretative potentials, as the
detailed discourse-pragmatic analyses will show (see chapters 5, 6 and 7).

The preceding description of the research focus, taken together with the
theoretical foundations laid out in chapter 2, already indicate that the applied
linguistic methodology pursued here can only be a qualitative one. But since the
descriptor ‘qualitative’ has been used widely, and in some respects differently,
in applied linguistic research (e.g. Chaudron 2000, Lazarton 1995), its local
meaning will be discussed in some detail in the following (see 3.2), followed by
a delineation of the study design and data collection (see 3.3).

3.2 Research methodology

Overviews of research methodologies used in applied linguistic studies tend to
make use of a number of labels, usually juxtaposed to each other. Depending on
the coverage of the respective descriptions, various approaches are listed such
as, for instance, correlational or experimental studies, case-study or ethnogra-
phy (e.g. Johnson 1992; Seliger and Shohamy 1989). Alternatively, preference
is given to the basic dichotomy of quantitative and qualitative (e.g. Wray, Trott
and Bloomer 1998). In view of the complexity of the ‘real-life language is-
sues’ tackled in applied linguistic research, the basic dichotomy might seem
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overly simplistic and stemming from introductory texts (e.g. Glesne and Peshkin
1992), rather than from actual research. Interestingly, however, more specified
descriptions also revert to the dichotomous distinction (e.g. Chaudron 2000;
Davis 1995; Lazarton 1995); probably because it captures the most fundamen-
tal theoretical and methodological split observable in empirical investigations.
At the same time, this rough distinction allows for more overlaps and individ-
ualistic research models within each of the two main camps (e.g. Duff 2002),
also acknowledged in Dörnyei’s (2007: 42–46) description of mixed methods.
Along such lines, Davis (1995: 434) stresses the relevance of the not always
acknowledged philosophical assumptions that underlie a study and how they
influence the research method pursued irrespective of the actual technique em-
ployed (cf. also Rampton 2006). In this sense, a positivistic approach is in line
with a quantitative method, while a more constructivist one would favour a
qualitative research method (e.g. Erickson 1986). Reflecting the same basic dis-
tinction, Chaudron (2000: 7) sketches the two different camps with regard to
the role played by theories, nature of data and data collection in research on
language learning and use. Summarized briefly, quantitative research is seen as
hypotheses-testing, based on specific theoretical considerations, which leads to
pre-planned data-collection tools as well as theory-dependent analytical mod-
els. Qualitative research, on the other hand, develops a grounded theory with
the help of whatever data prove to be most valuable in the process of the project
and are collected flexibly in response to the developments of the research site.

While such schematic descriptions are clearly helpful in sketching funda-
mental differences between quantitative and qualitative methodologies, they
run the danger of abstraction to such an extent that they lose from sight the
realities of undertaking classroom-based research. As experience of actual em-
pirical research shows, it neither runs in a clearly linear fashion, (as implied
in the quantitative assumption of first theory, then data, finally analysis), nor
in a fully holistic and cyclical one mirroring the qualitative ideals of enter-
ing a scene ‘untainted’ and slowly building up an interpretative and grounded
theory relating to all relevant data. The fact that actual research depends also
on other influencing factors is described very informatively in Schachter and
Gass’s (1996) collection of “honest behind-the-scenes look[s] at what happens
from the beginning to the end of a research project within a classroom context”
(Schachter and Gass 1996: vii), which gives vivid descriptions of the varied
issues actual research needs to respond to. Instead of rigidly clinging to one
of the two research paradigms, it makes more sense “to be clear on what the
purpose of the study is and to match that purpose with the attributes most likely
to accomplish it” (Larson-Freeman and Long 1991: 14). This does not mean
that anything goes, but it gives credit to the fact that researchers must learn to
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“whole-heartedly embrace the notions of multiple, contextualized, and contin-
gent truths, organic research designs [and] relativity” (Larson-Freeman 1996:
159) inherent in classroom based investigations. As far as qualitative research is
concerned, this also means that quantitative techniques can be used. Especially
when interpretative claims are based on implicit quantifications, such as ‘typi-
cal’, ‘normal’ or ‘frequent’ language use, some classroom ethnographers have
even called for an obligatory application of quantitative techniques in “analysing
and displaying results” (Watson-Gegeo 1997: 141).

The present study reflects such a combined approach by incorporating both
qualitative and quantitative research techniques. At the same time, it can be
described as fundamentally qualitative because of its underlying emic research
perspective in its attempt to “gain [. . . ] an understanding of the actors’meanings
for social actions.” (Davis 1995: 433). So, instead of approaching the research
site purely from the applied linguist’s external point of view, my primary en-
deavour has been to learn as much as possible about the participants and their
ideas about, and evaluations of using English as classroom language in the
Hotel Management Programme. This ethnographically inspired approach taken
to discourse-pragmatic analyses of classroom talk is arguably central for two
reasons. Firstly, as very little is known about the specificities of classroom in-
teraction in ELF (cf. chapter 2), detailed empirical investigations are needed in
order to find out more about the respective oral practices in their complexity
(Flick, von Kardorff and Steinke 2004: 9). Additionally, such an approach pays
full tribute to the fact that, as argued in 2.3.1, the contextualization of the lin-
gua franca use is a prerequisite for any discourse-pragmatic analysis of ELF,
which means for the present study that a detailed description of the Classroom
Community of Practice is arguably of paramount importance.

This interest in the community’s shared repertoire carries three further im-
plications, namely that the study be naturalistic as well as long term and longitu-
dinal. The former characteristic captures the fact that the data in question must
be taken from naturally occurring exchanges in their actual setting of language
in use (Bailey and Nunan 1996: 1–2). The latter two characteristics – long term
and longitudinal – both refer to extensive periods of time that are at stake here,
the first of which describes the duration of the project as such and the second its
analytical focus. The emic orientation necessitates a long-term study because it
simply takes some time for external researcher-analysts to gain the necessary
level of inside understanding. In the present case, this process stretched over
more than three years. More than one year was devoted to gaining the inside
perspective on the school and the educational programme in general and thus
functioned as a pilot phase, on the basis of which the main study could then be
undertaken longitudinally, covering almost two years. The longitudinal focus of
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the present study is motivated by qualitative classroom research as well as ELF
studies, both of which stress the dynamic developments taking place sociocul-
turally and interactionally in communities of ELF practices (see 2.4). Although
largely sidelined in extant studies, such developmental processes can hardly
be captured cross-sectionally, but require the chronologically wider, diachronic
perspective offered in longitudinal studies.

To sum up the description given so far, the ‘qualitativeness’ of the present
study consists of its emic, contextualized, naturalistic, long term and longitudi-
nal nature. In view of the fact that these characteristics are considered crucial to
ethnographic research (e.g. Nunan 1992: 56), the label ‘ethnography’practically
suggests itself for this study. After all, it stands for an established and well de-
scribed research method for qualitative educational interaction (e.g. Chaudron
2000; Watson-Gegeo 1997) and is a widely used descriptor in interpretive ap-
plied linguistics (Duff 2002: 292). This popularity, however, hints already at one
problem ethnography shares with other well established notions: it has suffered
from overuse and thus underspecificity in that it is often applied to studies of a
different or at least mixed kind and thus leads to confusion (Scollon 1995: 382).
As I shall argue below, the present study and its focus on classroom interaction
would definitely be of such a mixed kind. In an attempt to avoid the potential
pitfall of confusion, I heed Davis’s (1995: 435) advice to specify the general
label and “say what it is [I am] doing”. In this vein, this study is ‘a discourse-
pragmatic ethnography’. Since, as far as this could be ascertained, this is a novel
descriptor of qualitative, applied linguistic research, further explanations are
required.

Educational ethnography aims to “understand the social organization and
culturally-based perspectives and interpretations that underlie knowledge and
guide [. . . ] participants’ behaviour and shap[e] their interpretations of specific
interactions” (Watson-Gegeo 1997: 136). This means that its main purpose is
to give a detailed, direct and quasi insider description of socioculturally influ-
enced behaviours and interpretations. In order to achieve this end, ethnographic
research contains longitudinal, intensive observations of the respective educa-
tional setting, which are often supported by recordings of the classroom activities
and interviews with the stakeholders. So far, this overlaps quite neatly with most
qualitative research (Duff 2002: 292) and also with the present project. Where
differences emerge is with regard to the methodology applied to analysing inter-
actional data. Pure ethnography applies an uncompromising emic perspective,
which also comes to the fore in the choice of analytical categories as well as the
call for data triangulation (Flick 2004: 179). Regarding the former, the opinions
and perceptions of the participants are considered so all-encompassing that, in
the case of classroom settings, the analytical categories used tend to spring from
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the teacher’s and students’ own concepts rather than those of the researchers
(Watson-Gegeo 1997: 136).

Such an approach contrasts markedly with qualitative applied linguistic re-
search, which, owing to its focus on language in use, often takes recourse to
discourse-analytical methods and categories (Davis 1995: 434; Lazarton 1995:
461). This is also the case in the present study. As explicated in 1.2, the ana-
lyses of the classroom interactional data draw on various discourse-pragmatic
approaches to spoken interaction in terms of theoretical assumptions as well as
analytical procedures (see also chapters 5.2, 6.2 and 7.2). As these approaches
treat the interactional data as the main source of analysis, they are clearly not
based on an exclusively emic research perspective. While the participants’ own
views have been taken as stimulus for the investigative foci, they are generally
elicited with regard to contextual rather than interactional concerns. The lat-
ter are dealt with by drawing on a wealth of textual evidence and contextual
knowledge and by approaching the analysis on the basis of a thorough emic un-
derstanding of the research site (cf. also Cutting 2000). In this light, the present
study is a ‘discourse-pragmatic ethnography’, i.e. a qualitative applied linguis-
tic investigation that combines discourse-analytical and pragmatic approaches
with (educational) ethnography and aims at a principled analysis and informed
interpretation of the classroom interaction.

At the same time, this methodology allows a critical evaluation of the investi-
gation in terms of the three criteria established as fundamental to qualitative re-
search (e.g. Davis 1995: 43): credibility, dependability and transferability, which
will be sketched in what follows. The last-mentioned criterion corresponds to
the ‘so what?’ question of any type of empirical research. While quantitative
approaches try to approach this question with their quest for generalizability,
qualitative research and its constructivist focus on contextualization “strive[s]
for transferability of findings” (Lazarton 1995: 465). This endeavour requires a
detailed and carefully developed theory that encompasses the specific situation
in its complexity (cf. also Cohen, Manion and Morrison 2007: 158). Such a
“grounded theory [. . . ] potentially allows for transfer to a wide range of cul-
tures and social situations” (Davis 1995: 441). The important difference from
generalization is, however, that the potential transfer can only be undertaken by
the readers, who have to determine in how far the respective theory can apply
to their own situations. A credible and dependable representation of the original
situation is thus of paramount importance.

The two criteria of credibility and dependability, which find their quantitative
counterparts in ‘validity’and ‘reliability’, refer to the trustworthiness of the data
description and analysis. Although the quantitative criteria mirror a positivis-
tic understanding that a qualitative approach can usually not subscribe to, the
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requirement that the data analysis and interpretation be a credible and depend-
able rendering of what the researcher has found is equally crucial and needs
to be given the utmost attention in qualitative research as well (e.g. Johnson
and Saville-Troike 1992). “Prolonged engagement and persistent observation”
(Davis 1995: 445) enhance the trustworthiness of its data analysis and interpre-
tation, as does the integration of multiple data collection methods (e.g. Bloome
et al. 2005: 433). While such a range of data collection methods is not the same
as the triangulation of analytical methods applied to the very same research
question and required for pure ethnographic research (e.g. Duff 2002: 292), it
opens up various perspectives on the same research issue, which, when con-
sidered in their diversity, also adds to the study’s investigative credibility. As
regards applied linguistic and/or discourse analytical studies, triangulation is
again different as such research also relies on transcribed interactional data, and
requires different methods than pure ethnography (Lazarton 1995: 461), such
as “the incorporation of quantitative techniques” (Watson-Gegeo 1997: 138–
139), especially when “variable features of language are explored” (Johnson
and Saville-Troike 1992: 604).

Based on such considerations, the present study is, firstly, based on an ex-
tended process of engagement with the hotel management programme and its
participants, including intensive phases of classroom observation, many semi-
structured interviews and frequent informal exchanges with all stake-holders
and, secondly, on the interactional data of 33 audio-recorded and narrowly tran-
scribed lessons (for a detailed description see 3.3.2 and 3.3.3). The ethnographic
approach has proved to be crucial for gaining a quasi-insider status, on the one
hand, and, on the other, for the development of the analytical criteria for the
interactional analyses, which combine quantitative and qualitative techniques,
as well as their interpretations (see chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8).

3.3 Study design

Reflecting its ethnographic nature, the study design was developed over an
extended period of time, which I will refer to as the ‘pilot phase’, and was
applied for the whole duration of one Hotel Management Programme. All in
all, the study covered three and a half years and took place early in the 21st

century.34 As is typical of such a long-term undertaking (cf. 3.2), it did not
take place in a clearly linear fashion, but, integrating ideas from comparable

34. For the sake of the participants’anonymity, I have decided not to reveal years or dates.
Since there are very few such hospitality educational centres in Vienna, exact dates
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research, experienced colleagues as well as the study site itself, took a number
of turns, which, in hindsight, come close to a cyclical development. While the
ensuing description of the steps taken in shaping the study design will attempt
to pay tribute to the sources of input, it will – for the sake of brevity and clarity –
move the whole process to a more abstract level and render it in a relatively
linear fashion. Therefore, the pilot phase, lasting approximately 14 months, will
be presented first (3.3.1), with the focus on its impact on the design of the
main study. This will be followed by a brief but concise description of the data
collection process with regard to the classroom interactional (3.3.2) as well as
the emic data (3.3.3).

3.3.1 Pilot phase

The pilot phase consisted of discrete stages: after an initial interview with the
Director of Studies and a presentation of the research plan to the teaching fac-
ulty, I spent about twelve mornings in class, observing and recording lessons,
interviewing some of the respective lecturers and engaging in informal con-
versations with lecturers and students. Based on the insights gained, I returned
about nine months later to observe and record more lessons and interview lec-
turers (eight in total) and, as a new step, also students. Three months later, I
finished the pilot phase by interviewing students in small groups of two to three
(twelve in total).35

These piloting stages were taken with three aims in mind. Firstly, they should
further the development of an emic understanding of the Hotel Management
Programme as a site of international hotel management education and, secondly,
help in the fine-tuning of research questions and methods. Thirdly, and most
importantly for the project to get off the ground, the pilot phase was necessary
to gain the trust and support of the administrative and teaching staff as well
as of the students. Even if the latter would be a different group in the final
study, it was important to gauge the general attitudes felt towards such a project
and me as researcher. As already remarked on by van Lier (1988: 39), every
ethnographically-oriented study “crucially depends on a relationship of trust. If
the classroom ethnographer is regarded as an evaluator or inspector, the entire
enterprise becomes impossible.” Such a negative image is often much more

would in practice identify the specific group of students at stake here and thus also
the participants’ identities.

35. Motivated by the teachers’ comments on the students’ writing, I also collected some
of their written assignments and study reports. An initial study has supported this
hunch and suggests that further analyses of HMP writing will lead to interesting
results on ELF writing (Smit 2007b).
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difficult to avoid than might be expected.36 A language-focused researcher is
usually seen as a language expert, and when the language in question is an
additional one to teachers and students, all participants might become highly
aware of their own language proficiency levels and feel continuously controlled
and maybe even evaluated or judged on their language use, which could then
easily lead to negative reactions towards the researcher-observer and thwart
the whole enterprise. In the present case, such worries were soon dispelled
because right from the first encounters on with the staff, I was welcomed by
genuine and highly supportive interest shown in my research project and its
potential relevance to the programme itself. I received similar reactions from
the students doing the Hotel Management Programme at that stage, who were
not only willing to respond to my questions, but also initiated conversations with
me.These almost exclusively positive reactions to my endeavour showed me that
classroom interaction in ELF was not seen as threatening anybody’s feelings,
but rather experienced as an important issue worth thinking and talking about.37

With regard to the first aim of the pilot phase mentioned above – gaining an
emic understanding of the programme – the classroom observations, student and
teacher interviews as well as informal conversations, led to a highly varied and
multiplex picture of (a) the student group, (b) English as classroom language
and (c) the role of the first semester. ‘The student group’ is a seemingly innocent
label for the linguacultural diversity of any aggregate of students in its diversity
of social practices and expectations (cf. the relevant discussions on community
of practice in 1.3 and multilingual classrooms in 2.2.2). The interviews with
the lecturers revealed that, in general, they were very aware of the intercultural
nature of the programme and evaluated it as an overall positive experience for
all participants. They also wanted to show understanding for the cultural range,
while they differed concerning the relevance they allotted to cultural vs. indi-
vidual differences. Classroom participation was one point which was regarded
as revealing cultural differences and passivity was attributed to, and explained
by, cultural factors; at one occasion even explicitly in class. At the same time,
most lecturers appreciated the general increase in active participation they ob-

36. Cf. Dalton-Puffer’s (2007: 57–64) description of the relationship between the re-
searcher and the teacher, which she argues rests on various dichotomies, such as
subject vs. analyst or expert vs. novice.

37. As with most ‘rules’, this one had its exception as well. For reasons which remained
unclear to me, one lecturer did feel threatened by my project and my presence in
the classroom. As I could not dispel his concerns even after extended talks and
explanations, I accepted his wishes and did not consider any of his classes for my
project.
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served, especially when the group moved into its second year of studies. More
generally, the compulsory internship students were required to do in the summer
break was regarded as triggering changes in some students’ behaviour towards
more active participation in class. In response to the interview questions on the
role of cultural differences, the students were overall more reluctant to take a
clear stance, maybe reflecting their impression of trans- rather than intercultur-
ality (cf. 2.3.1.3, 2.3.3.1). Apart from acknowledging the multiculturality of the
group and its general relevance in the community-shaping process of the first
months, they used individual rather than cross-cultural differences in explain-
ing relationships and roles within their group. On only two occasions during
informal conversations were second-hand reports given on students who felt
ridiculed by other students because of their cultural background and/or kind of
English. In how far the students themselves regarded these experiences as cul-
turally discriminating could, however, not be ascertained.38 A further insight that
was gained in informal exchanges concerned the range of motivation students
had in choosing, and later-on evaluating, the educational programme.

Because of the research focus, the bulk of all insights of the pilot phase
concerned the use and evaluations of English as classroom language. During the
interviews, teachers and students agreed that the choice of English as classroom
language was an asset because it allowed students and lecturers to meet cross-
culturally, it offered practice in English as the international hospitality language,
and thus prepared the students for their future jobs. As regards the students’
language proficiency, all participants judged it as highly varied, but improving
in the course of the programme and as generally not impacting negatively on
their academic success. In informal conversations both lecturers and students
backed their generally positive evaluations of English as classroom language, but
they voiced more directly formulated complaints about ‘bad’ or unintelligible
English. While the majority of students interviewed judged their own English as
having improved, a few felt their English competence had deteriorated because
of the repeated interactions with MuESs. These divergent evaluations revealed
different attitudes towards the role and function of English. This came also to the
fore in individual students’wishes for more explicit language instruction, which
indicated that those students were not satisfied with the focus on content only
that was prevalent in the classes; the more so since they were also the ones who

38. Obviously, the few days of contact I had with the students did not suffice to change
my outsider position to this group, whose trust thus remained limited to the far less
emotional aspect of classroom language.
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did not associate their own language proficiency with the ESP they admitted to
having acquired during the programme.39

The all-encompassing focus on content in the hotel educational programme
was also evident in all the lessons observed during the pilot phase. If any ex-
plicit language teaching took place, it was done ad hoc and with the aim of
increasing mutual understanding. Such impressionistic findings supported the
original assumption of English functioning as the group’s lingua franca. At the
same time, the interactional patterns varied widely depending mainly on the
topic in question, the programme-inherent distinction between practical sub-
jects (e.g. Cooking or Serving) and theoretical ones (e.g. Financial Manage-
ment, Marketing), and the teaching style pursued. Additionally, the classroom
observations conducted at two different points in time made me aware of some
interactional developments during the programme, thus supporting the partici-
pants’ self-reports on discursive changes being particularly prevalent in the first
semester.

Both teachers and students identified the first semester as the most crucial
period in terms of group formation as well as communicative processes. Initial
problems in making themselves understood in class were described as dimin-
ishing during the first semester with people starting to develop listening and
speaking strategies. The first semester was thus seen as the phase of growing
together, but also of building cliques, often based on shared linguacultures. The
teachers related their observations that, depending on subgroup composition
and behaviour, these cliques seemed to be either constructive or destructive for
the whole group. Some students specified these doubts by pointing out the offi-
cially unacknowledged role played by German as dominant language amongst
all L1s.

In summary we may say that the pilot phase opened up teacher and/or student
concerns about the dynamics of the respective student group as well as their use
of English as classroom language. These issues were then taken up in the emic
research approach and investigative tools used in the main study (see 3.3.3).
Additionally and equally importantly, the pilot phase revealed how decisive the
first semester was felt to be. It is for this insight that I decided to specify the
longitudinal approach of the main study by placing its main focus on the first

39. This finding was fed back to the organizers of the Hotel Management Programme
who used it in their endeavour to entrench and facilitate English language learning
so that the ensuing student group – the one accompanied in the main study – already
had a compulsory two-semester course on ‘English for the Hospitality Industry’with
two weekly contact lessons.
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few months of the programme, in comparison with the second year of studies
(for more details see 3.3.2).

Next to gaining an inside understanding of the oral practices (cf. 2.2.1.2) un-
der investigation, the pilot phase was also used to try out and test the appropriacy
of the research design and techniques envisaged. It was thus longitudinal, con-
sisting of three stages, during which the audio-recording equipment was tested
and found useful for taping whole-class interaction.40 Guided interviewing, i.e.
interviewing with the help of pre-formulated but flexibly applied questions (e.g.
Cohen, Manion and Morrison 2007: 353; Hopf 2004: 204), was also tried out
as it needed refinement with regard to interviewing skills in general (e.g. Her-
manns 2004). More particularly, fine-tuning was necessary in the topics focused
on and the kinds of question that would encourage insightful responses. While
I cannot be sure that the interviews reached their full potential in both respects
by the end of the pilot phase, the transcripts of the interviews of the main study
show that the interviewees had been given the time and the space to share their
ideas on the respective topics, but also to add their evaluations and feelings,
even when they themselves viewed them as controversial.

In the course of my observations I became aware of small groups of be-
tween two and four students whose internal networks were relatively denser
than those with fellow students: a development which students confirmed in
informal exchanges as they referred to ‘cliques’ within the group. Seeing that
these cliques spent relatively more time talking amongst each other, I was in-
terested to find out what they, as groups, thought about using English as class-
room language, and I therefore conducted two small-group interviews during
the students’ final semester. These interviews supported my assumptions that
small-group interviews have the great advantage of bringing to light how in-
terviewees co-construct ideas, opinions and evaluations (e.g. Bohnsack 2004:
214–216), but also that this only works if the persons know and respect each
other, trust the interviewer, are given clear guidelines as to the interviewing
aim, topics and procedures and, not to be forgotten, are able to talk about shared
events. Consequently, I decided that for the main study initial interviews should
be conducted on an individual basis, while ensuing ones on fewer, specifically
chosen topics would benefit from a small-group format.

Furthermore, the interviews conducted at three diverse stages of the pilot
phase revealed the relevance of the moment in time at which opinions were
given. Students’ views on questions of, for instance, classroom language or
language proficiency not only varied from individual to individual, but were also
dependent on when they were given. Corresponding with the developments in the

40. Why audio was preferred over video-recording is explained in detail in 3.3.2.
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Hotel Management Programme, an individual’s views changed and developed.
In order to gain insights into the range of opinions prevalent at the crucial
moments of the start and end of the programme, all students would need to be
consulted at the same time: an investigative aim which could only be achieved
with the help of questionnaires, to be handed out simultaneously to all students.

In conclusion, the pilot phase was vital for the main study in various ways. It
allowed me to familiarize myself with the hotel school and widen my insights into
the programme and the perceptions of its stakeholders. It showed how relevant
detailed emic knowledge of the educational setting and its participants is for the
kind of qualitative, applied linguistic study envisaged here. Additionally I could
apply, and improve on, the study design and data collection techniques in this
discourse-pragmatic ethnography, which will be briefly described below.

3.3.2 Classroom interactional data

Inspired by the teachers and students I interviewed and talked to during the pilot
phase, I placed special emphasis on the first semester in terms of classroom
observation as well as recording. As the schematic overview in Table 3.1 shows,
almost half of all lessons observed and recorded took place in the first semester
and less than ten percent in the fourth.

Table 3.1. Lessons observed and recorded

Semester Number of lessons in %

1 55 44

2 34 27

3 27 21

4 10 8

Total 126 100

Furthermore, the recorded sessions were not interspersed evenly throughout the
semesters, but scheduled into phases, because of the research-inherent problem
of what Labov (1972: 209–210) referred to as the observer’s paradox, i.e. “to
find out how people talk when they are not being systematically observed [. . . ]
by systematic observation” (Wardhaugh 2002: 19). Based on the experience of
the pilot phase, I expected that the participants would not notice the recording
equipment after a certain time and act ‘normally’, which, however, turned out to
be only partially the case. Especially after a longer period of absence, students
commented, in an admittedly jocular manner, on the big-brother effect of the
microphones, and some lecturers drew attention to my presence explicitly by,
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for instance, reminding the students to ‘speak up’ so that they would be clearly
heard on the recording. In other words, the novelty effect of me and my record-
ing equipment wore off only temporarily, during the periods of intense taping.
The recording sessions were therefore scheduled in phases in order to capture
realistic classroom interaction.

A second important decision concerned the mode of taping employed. While
video-taping is clearly the much more comprehensive means of data collection
and has therefore also been employed in a number of classroom-based studies
(for an overview cf. Chaudron 2000), the present one has only made limited
use of video and concentrated on audio-taping instead.41 This was mainly done
for two reasons: the problems of intrusion and alienation, as well as restric-
tions of the location on setting up the equipment. The first point relates to the
afore-mentioned recurrent effect of the recording equipment. While each time
the participants seemed to forget quite quickly about the relatively unobtrusive
microphones, this was not the case after an extended period without observation;
cameras would most probably have aggravated this situation. Secondly, owing
to limited classroom space, students moved between rooms, the allocation of
which was sometimes decided at very short notice. In addition, the rooms at the
hotel school were partly very small or oddly shaped, which would have required
considerable preparation time in order to set up, and later dismount, a useful
video-taping arrangement. However, breaks between lessons were generally five
minutes only, which left little time to set up even the simplest recording equip-
ment; an arrangement with two or more cameras would, therefore, not have
been possible. Since, in addition, detailed field notes were taken of all observed
lessons with the specific focus on turn-taking, it was later generally possible to
reconstruct individual exchanges and speakers based on the soundtrack, field
notes and my memory of the individual situations.

The audio-taping was carried out with an MD-MT190 Sharp MD portable
recorder and two AKG SE 300 B microphones flexibly mounted on a rail on
top of a tripod, and set against each other at an angle of between 90 and 120
degrees to allow for maximum coverage of the whole room.42 The microphones
were mounted at different places in the respective classrooms, depending on
their shape and particularities, but always between the student desks and the

41. In those settings where audio-based recordings would not have delivered usable data,
like in the kitchen, recourse was made to video-recording, which was done with a
MV750i Canon digital video camcorder.

42. Many thanks to the ‘Phonogrammarchiv der Akademie der Wissenschaften’ (Audi-
visual Research Archive of the Austrian Academy of Sciences) for giving technical
advice on which taping equipment to use.
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whiteboard, and facing the students, so that most of their contributions would
be audibly recorded. The lecturer’s voice was taped from behind and, owing to
physical proximity, always clearly audible. The MDs were then converted into
MP3-files, which could be electronically archived and accessed on any PC.43

With the audio-files readily accessible, a decision had to be taken on how
many lessons should be used for detailed linguistic analyses. Apart from the
highly practical considerations of how many lessons would be ‘doable’ for me
as individual researcher, the longitudinal nature of the study and the relevance of
the introductory weeks and months were important factors to be considered. As
some students stressed that they had perceived the first few weeks as particularly
relevant to the shaping of classroom interaction in their group, while others
referred to the first semester more generally, it seemed worthwhile to specify
the first two weeks as an introductory phase and separate them from the rest
of the first semester. The next big changes were commented on as taking place
a year later, during the third semester, mainly because all students had gained
work experience in the summer (for a more detailed account see 4.2.3). Because
of these emic evaluations, which were backed up by my own observations, I
decided to focus on the three points in time as ‘introductory phase’, ‘well into
the first semester’ and ‘a year later’ and to select lessons for detailed analysis
accordingly. As given in Table 3.2, I refer to these three phases as T1, T2 and T3
respectively and chose around 11 lessons for each of them (for an overview of
the lessons see Appendix C).

Table 3.2. Lessons transcribed

Phases Duration Number of lessons

T1 (‘introductory phase’) first two weeks 12

T2 (‘well into the first semester’) months 3–5 10

T3 (‘a year later’) the third semester 11

These 33 lessons were transcribed in two phases. The first one resulted in rough
transcriptions, for which students were hired who had experience in transcribing
spoken data and/or received on the job training.44 The resulting draft transcripts
entered the second phase in which I checked them in detail for actual wording,
and I added improvements by identifying speakers, indicating pauses of various
lengths and general intonation patterns (rising, falling, level). The transcription

43. My most heartily felt thanks to Ivan Smit, whose computer expertise made the tech-
nical steps appear so problem-free.

44. I would like to extend my sincere thanks to David Nerbl, Christina Philippi and
Susanne Schäfer for providing me with very useful rough transcripts.
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system used in the present study (see Appendix A) is based on the VOICE
transcription conventions of April 2003, which were adapted to the specificities
of the present data in minor points.45

3.3.3 Emic data

As already indicated in 3.3.1, the emic data are mainly taken from interviews, and
two open-ended questionnaires, an overview of which is provided in Table 3.3.
In addition, I used the breaks between lessons for regular informal talks with
most participants (for a discussion of the emic data see 4.3).

Table 3.3. Questionnaires and interviews (see Appendix B for the abridged versions)

Technique When Number

questionnaires start and end of programme 12

interviews

with students 1-on-1 1st and 2nd semesters 28

small groups 4th semester 4

with teachers 1-on-1 2nd and 3rd semesters 15

with administrators 1-on-1 start of 2nd semester 2

Based on the insights gained in the pilot phase, the questionnaires were designed
with the aim of getting insights into the students’ ideas about the programme
right at the beginning and then again at the end of the programme. At the be-
ginning, topics such as the students’ motivations for choosing the programme
and their expectations of the two years to come were in the forefront, while
the students’ general evaluations of the programme and their plans for their
future careers were important issues at the end of the programme. As can be
seen from the questionnaires (see Appendix B), both of them were short, so that
they would not take too much of the students’ time, and consisted of four main
questions each. The first questionnaire asked for the students’ motivations for
doing a Hotel Management Programme and for choosing this specific one. It also
elicited their expectations of the programme and of what it would prepare them
for afterwards. The second questionnaire asked for the students’ evaluations of
their own English and how it had changed, their plans for their professional
future and what the programme had prepared them for. In addition, the first

45. As the VOICE project has worked intensively on its transcription conventions since
then, the present manual is much more elaborate and detailed than the draft ver-
sion of April 2003 (cf. http://www.univie.ac.at/voice/voice.php?page=transcription
general information; accessed 13 October 2009).
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questionnaire included some questions on the students’ personal background,
i.e. their age, nationality, previous countries of residence, educational and pro-
fessional background, and language competence, and the second questionnaire
on their parents’ backgrounds. The purpose of the latter was to get an idea of
the extent to which the students’ international orientation might go back to their
parents’ personal histories. The students did not seem to see any problems in
answering any of the questions, as can be deduced from the return rate of almost
100%.

In addition to the questionnaires, I asked all students, teachers and adminis-
trators to reveal their ideas, opinions, and evaluations of the programme and the
use of English as classroom language. The respective interviews were spread
over all four semesters. Reflecting their positive attitude towards my project,
all of the participants were willing to devote some of their limited free time to
respond to my questions. The interviews were conducted in the school’s visual
studio because its sound-proof walls allowed a degree of privacy that was highly
beneficial to the personal character of the exchanges. As the format of guided
interviewing proved viable during the pilot phase, the interviews, as suggested
by Hermanns (2004: 212–213) and Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2007: 361),
were introduced by an explanatory statement on the aim and intended topics of
the exchange (see Appendix B). With the help of a prepared list of questions,
whose sequence and wording had been improved upon during the pilot phase,
the interviewees received guidance, if this was necessary. Topics raised by an
interviewee were always very welcome, enlarged upon, and allowed to take the
interview in a different direction. Therefore the interviews dealt with the envis-
aged topics in differing degrees and they also varied in length, lasting between
20 and 40 minutes. All interviews were audio-taped so that transcripts could be
prepared,46 on the basis of which the interviews were thematically analysed.

The one-on-one interviews with the students took place during the first and
second semesters, with the aim of gathering emic information on the programme,
the group and English as classroom language during the first year of studies,
but at various stages of familiarization with the setting. In view of the rele-
vance of the internship for the students’ hospitality knowledge, their patterns
of participation in class and evaluations of the educational programme more
generally, I planned to speak with all students individually before that break
and interview small groups afterwards. This was done with between two and
four students at the beginning of the fourth semester, at a time of relatively less
course work. The topics of the one-on-one interviews were the interviewees’

46. I am greatly indebted to Catherine Quidenus and Christina Philippi, who prepared
the rough transcripts of the interviews.
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perceptions, ideas and opinions regarding (a) the lecturers’ English as used as
medium of instruction, (b) the students’ English as used in class, and (c) the in-
terviewee’s own English and using it in class. In the fourth semester, the topics of
the small-group interviews shifted towards classroom interaction as they asked
for the interviewees’ perceptions, ideas and opinions regarding (a) improving
one’s own English, (b) English in class: medium of instruction and/or object of
learning and (c) English as only class language, or one of many.

The interviews with the lecturers were scheduled slightly later than the one-
on-one student interviews, viz. during the second and third semesters, mainly
because it was important that the lecturers should have some time to get to know
the student group before sharing their opinions, evaluations and experience. I in-
terviewed each lecturer whose classes I observed and taped.The topics discussed
were (a) the interviewee’s teaching approach, (b) the students’ English and (c)
the interviewee’s English. In addition, I asked personal questions concerning
the lecturers’ language proficiency and teaching background. The interviews
with the head of the school and the programme administrator took place at the
beginning of the third semester, as this was a relatively quiet time in which both
could spare an hour for my questions. In these interviews, I learnt more about
the school and the Hotel Management Programme, its historical development
and present characteristics. In addition, the administrator, who at that point had
been in this position for one year only, shared her ideas on potential areas of
improvement.

As in the pre-arranged interviews, most lecturers and students were very
willing to share their ideas, opinions and feelings in informal conversations.
Time permitting, I could lead numerous exchanges on a range of issues which
concerned

– the programme, such as specific subjects and lecturers, problems encountered
and potential solutions,

– my main interest – English as classroom language and individual reactions
to and evaluations of it,

– group dynamics, such as tensions which sometimes surfaced amongst the
various language groups, and

– requests directed to me personally, usually concerning an English expression
or explanation that a lecturer or student was looking for, either in or out of
class.

Such information I entered in my research diary, which I kept on a weekly basis
during the data collection period with the aim of noting down the chronological
events as well as my own perceptions and evaluations. This led not only to a
valuable record of the steps and actions taken, but also to a basis of reflecting
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with hindsight on singular events in their spatio-temporal embeddeness as well
as the research process more generally.

3.4 Summary

In summarising the main points of this chapter, I will reverse the order of pre-
sentation for the sake of relevance and start with the data collection. During the
whole period of the Hotel Management Programme in question, I observed and
recorded numerous lessons and had informal talks with all participants, when-
ever we found a few spare minutes. These ad hoc exchanges delivered valuable
insights which enriched the emic perspectives gained during the guided inter-
views and on the basis of the two open-ended questionnaires. A further source
of information is the research diary I kept during the data collection period.
Table 3.4 sketches the various data collecting techniques employed in this study
and visualizes their temporal overlap.

Table 3.4. The data collection processes throughout the HMP

start semester 1 semester 2 semester 3 semester 4 end 

 lesson observations and recordings  

research diary 

1:1 interviews with students  
qu* 1 

 1:1 interviews with teachers 
small group 
interviews qu* 2 

informal talks 

* ‘qu’: questionnaire

At the same time, the schematic representation of Table 3.4 illustrates that in-
teractional and emic data were collected in parallel, which, I would argue, is
not only a temporal coincidence, but reflects the complementary nature of the
research methodology applied here: it is applied linguistic as it focuses on a lan-
guage issue in the real world – interactions in ELF as classroom language – and
qualitative because it is based on an ethnographic perspective in that it aims to
gain a well-founded understanding of the relevant participants’ opinions, evalu-
ations and ideas. Therefore the present study is a qualitative, applied linguistic
one in that it, as explained above (see 3.2), is emic, contextualized, naturalistic,
long-term and longitudinal and aims at credibility in its methodological and
analytical steps, dependability in terms of results and transferability of the in-
sights gained to comparable educational settings. Since, in addition, it focuses
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on the discourse-pragmatic aspects of classroom talk, the study is best described
as a ‘discourse-pragmatic ethnography’.

As explained elsewhere (e.g. 1.4), the ethnographic approach has been crucial
in identifying the relevant discourse-pragmatic investigative foci (see chapters 5,
6 and 7). More fundamentally, however, it has opened up detailed and diversi-
fied insights into the Hotel Management Programme, which have informed the
following ethnographic account.



Chapter 4. An ethnographic account of the study site

4.1 Introduction

While the discourse-pragmatic analyses of the ensuing chapters rely overwhelm-
ingly on the rich classroom interactional data, the emic data, viz. the participants’
views, opinions and evaluations, should not be underrated in their relevance, es-
pecially as they surface regularly and in different shapes: partly as stimuli that
have motivated an investigative focus, partly as individual comments (referred
to as ‘Quote’ in the following) supporting an interpretative finding and, finally,
as the continuously present detailed insider knowledge that I have drawn on in
analysing and interpreting the discourse-pragmatic data. The latter role of the
emic data is clearly the most important one, but, at the same time, it lacks the
open recognition and acknowledgment it would require, simply because the in-
vestigative aim of these language-focused analyses does not leave enough room
for appropriately detailed descriptions of the participants’ views pertaining to
the point in question. In other words, a rich as well as a thick description (cf.
Davis 1995: 434) of the insider views on the Classroom Community of Prac-
tice (CCofP) in its wider context requires space on its own. This is what the
present chapter will do by offering a detailed account of the Hotel Management
Programme in question, or HMP for short, and especially its classroom interac-
tion from the insiders’ points of view, based on the ethnographic data collected
during the four semesters of the programme.

Such a description is thus intended to meet two aims: to render a detailed
and possibly also insightful picture of the target community and classroom in-
teraction as its main ‘practice’, and to meet the fundamental requirements of
qualitative research described in the preceding chapter: credibility, dependabil-
ity and transferability. As regards the first aim, the point is to make clear that
the target community is not only perceived as a community of practice etically
by the researcher-analyst, but also one experienced as such emically by the par-
ticipants themselves. In other words, it will be necessary, firstly, to relate the
partly diverse and dynamically developing ways in which the participants saw
the Hotel Management Programme, their group and classroom interaction and,
secondly, to evaluate to what extent the lessons and the discourse going on in
them were experienced as fitting to the three dimensions of a community of prac-
tice (Corder and Meyerhoff 2007; Wenger 1998: 76), i.e. mutual engagement,
jointly negotiated enterprise and shared repertoire (for a discussion see 1.3).
For this end, I will draw on all the emic data available to me as well as my own
observations and field notes. As regards the latter aim, i.e. the quality-ensuring
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requirements of qualitative research, the ethnographic account is a crucial tool
study-internally in that it provides the necessary informational frame against
which the reader will be able to assess the credibility of the methodological and
analytical steps and to judge the dependability of the results drawn and interpre-
tations suggested. The account also has a study-external function in terms of its
transferability to other tertiary educational programmes conducted in English
as a lingua franca. By providing readers with as detailed a rendering of the lo-
cal specificities as possible, it is hoped that they will gain enough information
to evaluate to what extent and degree the insights gained in the HMP can be
transferred to their own situations.

Based on these considerations, the ethnographic account is split in two parts.
Similar to the opening sequences of many books or films, the first part (see 4.2)
will familiarize the reader with the setting and scene (cf. 2.2.1.2), by first ‘pan-
ning’ over the setting with a rather cursory description of the hotel school in
which the Hotel Management Programme takes place (4.2.1) and then homing
in on the main players, i.e. the HMP and its participants (4.2.2). As both descrip-
tions are based on information gathered some time ago, they will be related in an
account format, even though many of the general aspects might still be valid. In
the final section of this part (4.2.3), I will take up the tradition of letting the au-
thor speak, by describing my own role on the set as well, thus taking cognisance
of the fact that in long-term qualitative investigations the researcher-analyst be-
comes, at least to some extent, part of the scene and maybe even the story. The
second part (4.3) delves into the ethnographic account proper. This section will
relate how the HMP classroom interaction was experienced in differing ways by
different participants and at different moments in time and in how far this multi-
tude of views and opinions that the students and lecturers shared with me during
the four semesters of the programme allows insights into their co-constructing
a temporary Classroom Community of Practice (4.3.1), whose main practice
was English as classroom language (4.3.2). The latter will cover the two aspects
the participants singled out as particularly relevant, i.e. language improvement
(4.3.2.1) and language use (4.3.2.2), both of which materialize as individual en-
deavours and community achievements. These emic insights taken together do
not only reveal the inside views on the steadily developing interactional practice
of the HMP, but also point to which discourse-pragmatic features fall into its
shared repertoire (4.4).
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4.2 The wider setting

The Hotel Management Programme was situated at a hotel school in Vienna,
Austria. As I visited this school regularly in the course of my research and
spent many days observing classes, listening and talking to teachers as well
as students, I was able to gain a differentiated picture of the character of the
school. Information concerning past developments and organizational matters I
gathered in talks with the administrators and, particularly, in two interviews with
the headmaster of the school and the administrator of the Hotel Management
Programme. At the time of the interviews, which were conducted during the
second semester of the programme, both had been working at the school for
many years, and thus knew the programme very well, although they had not
been involved in its original conception. The headmaster had been running the
school for eight years and the administrator had been in charge of the programme
for one year.

4.2.1 The hotel school

The school was located in the outskirts of Vienna, in an architecturally unique
building of the 1970s, which had been highly innovative for its time. It allowed
for a high degree of flexibility in room division and size, which could be advan-
tageous for seminar setups, but also had two major shortcomings for a school.
Firstly, a considerable number of the rooms did not have any access to natural
light – which was a cause of continuous dismay for both teachers and pupils –
and, secondly, the shapes of some rooms were very unorthodox and only suitable
for specific subjects and group sizes. Owing to the large numbers of student and
groups busy in the building at all times of the day, however, room allocation
according to appropriateness of room shape was no longer possible, and many a
lesson had to take place in a troublesome setting, relatively ill-suited to the needs
of the pedagogic event. On a more positive note, the building could also boast
the most up-to-date technical equipment of its time, including not only video and
audio outlets in most rooms, but also fully functional audio and video studios.
As the school’s main technician assured me, both were still functional, but the
visual studio was not in use anymore because of financial constraints. Since it
had been designed for its present purpose, the building was also equipped with
the necessary practical training facilities, such as two training kitchens and a
canteen which doubled as training restaurant. Added to this, the school hosted
a library and a computer laboratory, both of which had been added later on,
occupying some of the original free-access areas. In general, the building was
a very busy place all day long with students and teachers moving from room to
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room and level to level between lessons and partly also within them, especially
for practical training. To the visitor, it seemed an efficient, but maybe overly
populated place, as the building had originally been designed for just over half
of the 800 pupils and students registered at the time of the study. Similarly, the
number of teachers had also increased over the years – a glance into the teachers’
club and their crammed open-plan offices gave ample proof of that.

The school offered mainly upper, but also post-secondary vocationally-ori-
ented education, thus catering for the age bracket of 14 to 24. The school’s main
strand, the upper secondary programme, was an example of the highly diver-
sified range of vocationally and professionally-oriented education that pupils
could choose from. These programmes are a specific feature of the Austrian
educational system in that they combine general academic with work-oriented
education, thus preparing pupils for a specific line of work and, at the same time,
for university education in, theoretically at least, any subject-area. While such
upper secondary schools take a year longer than the purely academic ones –
five instead of four – they are very popular and sought after. The hotel school in
question is no exception in this regard: each year there were more applications
than available places, which meant that pupils had to go through a screening
process. In addition, the school was a private institution under public law, which
is relatively rare in Austria, and, in contrast to public schools, charged study
fees. Both factors, the selection process and the school fees, reflected what the
main funding body intended the school to be: an elitist educational institution
with national and maybe even international recognition.

In view of this self-presentation and the resulting image as internationally
acknowledged centre of hospitality education, the school also offered relevant
courses at the post-secondary level. Originally, these courses were designed as
alternative options to university degrees: they were limited to two years, and
offered customized education and training directly relevant to a future career in
the field. Later developments in the post-secondary educational sector inAustria
led to a new type of university, ‘university of applied sciences’(Fachhochschule),
which offers academically-based, but job-oriented education. Like the upper
secondary schools of this kind, they quickly proved successful and multiplied in
the first few years of their existence. The hotel school in question here ran such
a university course in hospitality and tourism management. While all of that
school’s programmes were successful in terms of student intake and graduates’
work placements afterwards, they were all run in German and, thus, recruited
mainly Austrian students. As many of the graduates could be expected to work
abroad, these courses allowed for one direction of internationalization of the
school; what these programmes did not offer, however, was the other direction,
viz. the internationalization of the student body.
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4.2.2 The English-medium hotel management educational programme

As stressed by the headmaster, it was for this reason that an international post-
secondary course was designed in the late 1980s, with the explicit aim of at-
tracting students from other countries and continents, and familiarizing them
with the Austrian hospitality know-how that they could then take back into their
respective countries. Despite changes within the hospitality educational sector
since then and a concomitant shift from mainly European to more international
student groups, the objectives of the programme remained the same, i.e. to make
students “fit for a job in tourism in the shortest time possible [with the help of]
Austrian tourism know-how” (headmaster, interview; 2nd sem, 1st mth) and “to
carry Austrian hospitality into the world” (programme administrator, interview;
2nd sem, 1st mth).47 Interestingly, this endeavour was pursued in a low-profile
manner without major advertising campaigns; even the web-site presentation
was kept at a minimum. The reason for this unusual approach can most probably
be found in the school’s implicit vision of itself as, in the school administra-
tor’s words, “an international family” (informal conversation; 4th sem, 4th mth),
which had grown steadily based on personal relationships and networking. Fit-
tingly, two thirds of the students observed in the present study had chosen this
educational programme because of personal recommendation.

Applicants had to meet the admission criteria of, firstly, having attained a
school-leaving certificate or gained appropriate work experience. Unless their
secondary schooling had been conducted in English, the students were, fur-
thermore, required to show proof of their English proficiency in the form of
an excellent pass in an Austrian or international school-leaving exam or of an
internationally accepted English proficiency test. Finally, all applicants were
interviewed by the administrator of the course, a teacher of English as a foreign
language (EFL) herself, either in person or, if this was not possible, over the
phone. The point of the interview was to check their oral proficiency and their
motivation for doing the Hotel Management Programme. This screening pro-
cess usually resulted in the rejection of about 5% of the applicants, which left a
group of about 35 students who were accepted into the programme, all of whom
had to pay tuition fees, which were relatively high for Austrian circumstances;
nor did the school offer any scholarships or reductions in fees. A final hurdle for
the applicants with non-EU nationalities were the legal regulations concerned
in the attaining of visas and residence permits. While this was a purely bureau-
cratic step, it was nonetheless steep and sometimes even insurmountable; some

47. As explained below (see 4.2.3), all references to moments in time are given in relation
to the respective semester and month of the HMP.
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applications for visas took so long to process that the applicants switched to
similar programmes in countries with a more supportive bureaucratic system.
Therefore, the student group in question was smaller and included relatively few
students without European Union passports.

The word-of-mouth policy also came to the fore with regard to the recruit-
ment of new lecturers, which was done when one of the acting teachers decided
to discontinue his/her engagement. The most important requirement for a new
lecturer was the candidate’s professional expertise and experience, which should
have been gained, at least in part, in international settings. This vouchsafes that
the people in question had all had extensive work experience in English, but did
not allow any stipulations as to their teaching background and experience, either
in German or English. In previous years, the applicants’assessment of their own
English skills had been taken as the determining factor, and the organizers of the
programme had been satisfied with the lecturers improving their English ‘on the
job’, i.e. during the first semesters of teaching. At the time of the investigation,
however, the administrator’s views differed, reflecting her own background as
an English teacher at the hotel school. While professional expertise and experi-
ence were still the main criteria for a future lecturer, she stressed that advanced
English proficiency should be seen as too important for successful teaching to
be relegated to a laissez-faire attitude of ‘it’ll sort itself out’. A similar develop-
ment could be observed with regard to aspects of teaching. While the previous
organizers relied mainly on informal exchange and support between lecturers,
the administrator at the time of the study recognized the pedagogical pitfalls
lurking in the combination of untrained and/or inexperienced lecturers left to
their own devices with generally vague curricula and little opportunity to com-
municate with each other. First attempts to amend this situation were made in
one-off curricular meetings, which, mainly for organizational reasons, had not
led to an institutionalized exchange of lecturers’ views by the time of the study,
but, as the administrator hoped, would still work out in the years to come.

The international Hotel Management Programme took four semesters and
ended in a diploma qualification, which, while not directly leading to a bach-
elor’s degree, was recognized as equivalent to the first 1.5 to 2 years of such
degree programmes at a few Anglophone universities. The HMP was conducted
in English and could only be done full-time. In each semester the students had
a dense time-table, with between 32 and 34 weekly contact lessons of 50 min-
utes each. During the four-month summer break between the second and third
semester the students were required to do practical training in a hospitality busi-
ness for at least two months. Foreign students could do it in Austria, language
proficiency permitting, and Austrian students were urged to go abroad for this
time. While any kind of hospitality business was possible in principle, the target
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sector was four and five star hotels and upmarket restaurants. This also came
to the fore in most of the teaching, which focused mainly or solely on such
establishments.

The curriculum of the Hotel Management Programme had originally been
an adaptation of the German two-year diploma course, but as the curriculum
was the responsibility of the school itself, changes could be added when deemed
necessary without any bureaucratic hurdles. The curriculum obviously reflected
the educational focus of the programme – hotel management – and the broad
range of knowledge areas and skills associated with it. It thus included a range
of subjects on:

– practical hospitality skills, like Cooking or Serving;
– hospitality management, like Hotel Management or Front Office Manage-

ment;
– business administration, like Financial Management, Public Relations or

Marketing; and
– general business skills such as Communications and Presentations, foreign

languages, and computer skills for various software programmes.

In general, two thirds of the subjects were obligatory, the remaining third were
required electives, and a few, like Austrian Law and foreign languages, were
optional. The proportion of the compulsory subjects decreased by semester,
which meant that all subjects were compulsory in the first semester, while in the
fourth more than half of the subjects were required electives.A few core subjects
ran through all four semesters, such as Hotel Management, Hotel Operations or
Marketing, others stopped after the third semester (e.g. Accounting, Financial
Management, Cooking, Serving), while most were restricted to a shorter period.
Since all students were required to take courses amounting to 34 or 32 weekly
contact lessons every semester, many required elective subjects were taken by
almost all students. In all subjects chosen, whether obligatory or elective, student
attendance was compulsory and checked for each lesson. It was also taken as one
important factor for student assessment. Other factors depended on the subject
and the lecturer and included a combination of written tests twice a semester,
weekly written or oral ‘quizzes’, individual or group presentations, and written
assignments of varying lengths. In accordance with the Austrian school system,
there were no semester- or year-final exams, but students had the right to take
an oral ‘colloquium’ at the end of the respective semester if they were in danger
of failing a subject.

As regards the language classes, French, Italian, Spanish and Japanese were
offered as optional foreign languages at the proficiency levels necessary for the
students taking them. English (for the hospitality industry) and German (as a
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second language) were obligatory in the first two semesters.48 As the subject
labels already indicated, all students were required to take English, but German
was reserved for non-native speakers only. In other words, German L1 speakers
were, but English L1 speakers were not exempted from the respective language
classes. This regulation seems to reflect the different roles the two languages
fulfilled within the programme. Arguably, it also indicates an underlying un-
derstanding that English was not only the programme’s medium of instruction,
but also the leading language of communication in the internationally-oriented
hospitality industry; the status of the subject in the curriculum could thus have in-
dicated that English was seen as removed from the notorious distinction between
native vs. non-native speakers, and identified as the professional language.49

To sum up, in its 15 years of existence prior to the present study, the inter-
national hotel management educational programme had kept to its objectives
and aims, but had adapted to changing intake and circumstances. It was a well
established programme that was intended to be small in size, but large in in-
ternational impact. It had been designed, and could be characterized as a truly
international programme, but was imbedded in a fully Austrian setting with
regard to educational as well as hospitality characteristics. The resulting rela-
tionship of ‘local’ and ‘global’ surfaced also in the programme’s multi-layered
language-scape (see 2.3.1.3). Set in German-speaking surroundings, the Hotel
Management Programme catered for a multilingual student group who shared
one common language – English, which functioned as their classroom language.
In view of the definition of English as a lingua franca given above (see 2.3.1.6),
this programme can thus be described as a prototypical site of classroom inter-
action in English as a lingua franca.

4.2.3 The HMP and its participants

After having provided a general introduction to the hotel school as well as
the four-semester English-medium hotel management educational programme,
the discussion will now focus on the group in question, i.e. the students who
formed the hotel management group observed in this study as well as their

48. Before the HMP, the German classeshad been optional, but the insights gained during
the pilot phase of how relevant some German proficiency was experienced to be by
all students stimulated a change in the curriculum and made German an obligatory
subject for all non-German speakers.

49. This handling of English throws light on a potentially implicit understanding of En-
glish as firstly relating to the specific purposes of the relevant professional discourse
communities, rather than (native) speech communities (cf. the factors established
practices vs. linguistic repertoire in Table 2.3, chapter 2.3.1.5).
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lecturers. For the sake of clarity, this group is labelled HMP, contrasting with
‘Hotel Management Programme’ which refers to the educational course more
generally.

A further point needs to be sorted out before the HMP can be introduced.
A study such as the present one faces a dilemma when it comes to consider-
ations of anonymity. On the one hand, it is clearly of the utmost importance
to the participants themselves, and many classroom recordings, interviews and
discussions would have been impossible had it not been clear right from the
start that the participants’ identities would neither be revealed nor made easily
guessable in any of the ensuing publications. On the other hand, a naturalistic
in-depth study such as the present one integrates so much detailed information
about individuals that it is very difficult to avoid the cues that would reveal at
least some participants’ identities in some ways. As with all dilemmas, there
is no easy way out. One possibility of largely avoiding it, it seems to me, is
to include all the details that seem relevant for the ethnographic as well as the
discourse-pragmatic descriptions, but to keep the study-external identifiers as
vague as possible. These clearly include the participants’ names, age or nation-
alities, but also the exact dates of their studying period (see also 3.3). I have
therefore decided to use arbitrary pseudonyms for all participants with the sin-
gle clear marking for either student (4-letter combinations) or teacher (3-letter
combination and capitalized). And, instead of exact dates, reference to time will
be given by the respective semester and month (e.g. 2nd sem, 3rd mth). The HMP
took place a few years into the 21st century.

4.2.3.1 Subjects

As the HMP’s diverse curriculum consisted of more than 40 different subjects,
taught by 35 teachers, I could not include all of these in the study, but started my
observations in about a quarter of them. These I chose according to three criteria
(numbers in square brackets refer to the subject numbering in Table 4.1.):

1. As argued elsewhere, the main focus was on theoretical, language constitutive
subjects whose social practices crucially depend on classroom interaction
[1–11].50

2. Based on the longitudinal approach, a special interest was taken in core
courses covering three or four semesters [1–6].Additionally, two core courses

50. Additionally, in order not to side-line the practical training completely, observations
and recordings were also done in selected Cooking classes, which provided valuable
first-hand experience of the HMP interactions in the kitchen.
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Table 4.1. Subjects included in the study

No. Subject Abbrev. Lecturer* T1 T2 T3

1 Cooking (theory class) cook RER x X x

2 Service (theory class) serv FER x X X

3 Hotel Management hom LER X X X

4 Hotel Operations hop OUL X x x

5 Financial Management fin TON X X X

6 Marketing mar NER X x X

7 Front Office Management fom AKL X x –

8 F&B Management fbm AKL – – X

9 Human Resources hr OPP x X –

10 Public Relations pr MER – – X

11 Austrian Law law XEN X X –

Key: * pseudonyms for lecturers: arbitrary 3-letter combinations (capitalized)
T1 = ‘introductory phase’; T2 = ‘well into the first semester’; T3 = ‘a year later’
x = lessons were taped and observed; X = lessons were transcribed;
‘—’ = not taught in this semester

covering two semesters each were included because they were taught by the
same teacher in years 1 and 2 respectively [7, 8].

3. The diversity of instructional foci is represented: practical hospitality skills
[1, 2, 7, 8], hospitality management [3, 4, 7, 8], business administration [4, 5,
9, 10] as well as general business skills [5, 6, 9, 10, 11].

As specified in 3.3.2, I observed classes of each of these 11 subjects at regular
intervals, resulting in more than 120 recorded lessons overall, of which about a
quarter were then finally chosen for detailed transcription. These 33 lessons were
selected with various criteria in mind. Besides the three mentioned above, care
was taken to provide comparable data bases for the three emically established
periods T1 (‘introductory phase’), T2 (‘well into the first semester’) and T3
(‘a year later’). Additionally, technical aspects played a crucial role, such as
the quality of recording and the degree of interfering noise, which, because of
the thin dividing walls between classrooms in the hotel school, turned out to
be more troublesome than anticipated. All these factors taken together resulted
in a relatively balanced spread of the lessons observed and recorded as well
as transcribed (see last three columns of Table 4.1, ‘x’ and ‘X’ respectively).
An overview of the 33 lessons is provided in Appendix C (Tables C.1, C.2
and C.3).
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4.2.3.2 Lecturers

As can be gathered from Table 4.1, the 11 subjects under investigation here were
taught by ten different teachers. With one exception, they were allAustrians with
extended work experience in English. Apart from that, however, they did not
form a homogeneous group, as the following brief sketch as well as the more
detailed presentation of their ideas and views on using ELF in the classroom
will show.

Table 4.2. Lecturers – personal information

Lecturer Subject Sex L1* L2s* English use
at work**

Teaching exp-
erience***

at HMP
****

RER cook m G 1 regularly full time 10+

FER serv m G 1 regularly in past full time ~1

LER hom f G 2 half the time part time 3+

OUL hop m G+other 2 mainly part time 3+

TON fin m E 2 mainly part time 3+

NER mar m G 3 half the time part time 10+

AKL fom/fbm f G 2 mainly in past full time 3+

OPP hr f G 2 regularly in past newcomer ~1

MER pr f G 2 regularly in past part time 10+

XEN law f G 3 partly full time ~1

Key: * L1 = first language(s) as identified by the teacher, G: German, E: English; L2 = number
of the other languages the teachers reported some proficiency in

** ‘Work’ refers to the teachers’ jobs in the hospitality field (now or in the past), excluding
their teaching careers in the Hotel Management Programme or, if applicable, the hotel
school.

*** Teachers are placed in three groups according to their teaching experience: full time
teachers, all at the hotel school; part-time teachers who work for various institutions;
new-comers to the teaching profession.

**** Teaching experience at Hotel Management Programme is given in years: 10 or more; 3
or more; about 1.

As the overview in Table 4.2 shows, half of the ten teachers included in this
study were male and half were female, which is a good reflection of the teach-
ing staff on the whole. The balance of gender is, however, less due to affirmative
recruitment policies, but rather reflects the traditional gender distinction be-
tween ‘fact-oriented’ subjects as rather male and those focussing on ‘soft skills’
as rather female; stereotypes that find their confirmation here. With regard to
language proficiency levels, the teachers reported to have bi- or multilingual
repertoires, most of which included more than just German and English. At the
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same time, these two were evaluated as the strongest languages by all teachers,
albeit in differing degrees: German as L1 for all except TON, who had, however,
spent a good part of his adult life in Austria, and English as the main second
language used on the job, either during an extended period in the past or still
ongoing. As regards English language use for personal matters, the ten teachers
revealed a higher degree of divergence: some did not use English at all out-
side their professional lives (e.g. RER, XEN), others, on the other hand, had
used English very regularly at some earlier time in their lives (e.g. FER, AKL)
or up to the time of the study (e.g. TON, NER). The heterogeneity within the
group became most obvious when turning to their teaching background and ca-
reers. Next to experienced and trained teachers of the hotel school (RER, FER,
AKL, XEN), there were those with a background in running in-service semi-
nars (LER, NER, MER) and/or part-time teaching at tertiary level (NER, MER,
OUL, TON), and a newcomer to teaching in general (OPP). With regard to the
Hotel Management Programme, three teachers had already taught their subjects
for many years (RER, NER, MER), four for a few years (LER, OUL, TON,
AKL), while the remaining three only for one year or less (FER, OPP, XEN).
These differences were not merely factual ones, but also reflected, firstly, the
variety of pedagogical education in the group, which ranged from none to full-
scale university studies; secondly, the diversity in students the teachers tended
to teach, ranging from teenagers to young adults and hospitality employees; and,
thirdly, the experience of using English as medium of instruction.

The heterogeneity found amongst the ten lecturers could also be witnessed
in their evaluations of their own teaching approaches and understanding of how
students actually learn.51 With regard to the latter, the lecturers seemed to hold
their own versions of two main, partly implicit learning theories (Dalton-Puffer
2007: 265–276): learning was seen to take place either by knowledge transfer
and/or experientially – what some named ‘learning by doing’. One lecturer
(OUL) further specified the latter by stressing the relevance of tackling problems
in groups. The exception here was the Austrian Law lecturer, who also worked
as a personal coach, and believed in learning by ‘osmosis’ via humour and
priming. Concerning their teaching aims, most lecturers identified knowledge
as what they expected the students to gain, partly by doing case-studies or
solving problems.The only exception in this regard was the Cooking teacher who
emphasized skills and mutual respect as particularly relevant. While the former
can be seen as contingent on the subject matter, the latter might seem rather

51. As the interviewees’ teaching approaches were only a side-issue in the interviews,
the answers must not be taken as an exhaustive description of their approaches, but
as a mere indication of the diversity practised by the ten lecturers.
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unexpected at first sight. However, bearing in mind the cultural specificities of
cooking, the teacher’s views arguably reflect his experience-based awareness
that students needed to be more actively and personally involved in his subject,
and differences amongst them tended to come to the fore more clearly than
in the knowledge-oriented subjects. Placing their emphasis on the link to the
students’ future professional lives, two lecturers (OPP, MER) stressed a very
different aspect – getting the students interested in their fields of specialization.
Interestingly, both lecturers had worked in the interpersonal fields of human
resources and public relations.

Diverse expectations are also reflected in the four main foci of responsibility
lecturers identified for themselves: firstly, providing new information; secondly,
making sure that the information handed on was fully understandable to the
students; thirdly, bridging between the school and the work settings; and fourthly,
facilitating the skills necessary for the students to cross that bridge. Reflecting
their experience and professional backgrounds, the interviews revealed clear
preferences for one or two of them. LER and NER stressed the first focus as most
important (transfer of knowledge); a bigger group (FER, AKL, TON and XEN)
expressed their main concern with how the new information was received. The
lecturers teaching practical subjects (RER, FER) were also those who, not really
surprisingly, focused on developing skills necessary for the industry.At the same
time they were joined by others (OPP, OUL, MER) in their endeavour to act as
‘catalysts’, motivating students for their future jobs. In other words, the lecturers
revealed different views with regard to whether they saw themselves mainly as
lecturers or teachers, as facilitators or trainers. At the same time, most of them
viewed their roles in complex ways, which means that strict sub-classifications
would not do justice to their self-evaluations; instead, the following descriptions
will use the notions ‘lecturer’ and ‘teacher’ interchangeably for the person in
charge of running the respective classes.

4.2.3.3 Students

The HMP included 31 students, two of whom dropped out during the first
semester while one joined at the beginning of the third semester. The reasons
why the two students dropped out were not disclosed, but seemed to have been
due to personal circumstances. The student who joined the group in the second
year only did so because he had completed the first year of a similar programme,
but decided to change to the HMP because of its specific focus on hotel manage-
ment and its good reputation. While, quite obviously, every participant’s points
of view would be interesting, the longitudinal focus of this study placed par-
ticular emphasis on continuity throughout the whole programme. I therefore
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decided to focus on the 28 students taking part in the HMP for its complete
duration. The following brief description of the students is mainly based on the
initial questionnaires and one-on-one interviews.

As can be seen from Table 4.3, the male-female ratio was 1:2, and all students
had at least a school-leaving certificate, with about a third of them having some
further education – two students even in the hospitality field. The age range
amongst the students was quite remarkable, with the youngest being half the
age of the oldest at the start of the programme. The division into the four age
brackets given here was established emically, based on the students’evaluations:
the two oldest students saw themselves as quite different from the others in terms
of their stage in, and expectations from life, and the youngest five mentioned
their status as ‘little ones’ during conversations. Of the remaining students the
older ones (7 students) seemed to form an age-bracket because they were quite
aware of the extra post-school years they had had before the HMP and felt that
this work experience set them apart from the remaining 14 students, who thus
formed the age group of the 20/21-year-olds. The age difference is also reflected
in the students’ working background. While all of them had already done some
jobs before the HMP, the younger ones, obviously, had had less time to diversify
or hold permanent posts. As indicative of the kind of further education chosen,
22 students had already worked in the hospitality industry.

As may be expected from an international educational programme, the stu-
dent group was international in its composition: not only did the 28 students
have 14 different nationalities,52 they had also stayed in many countries almost
all over the globe, partly for long-term residence, partly for extended holidays: in
Southern Africa (Namibia, South Africa), the Caribbean (St. Lucia), South and
North America (Brazil, Venezuela, USA), the Middle East (Kuwait, Lebanon,
Egypt), Asia (China, South Korea, India), and many European countries in the
North (Finland, Sweden, Norway), the West (England, Scotland, France), the
South (Spain, Greece) and the centre (Germany, Slovenia, Slovakia and Aus-
tria). So, while the student group could boast living experience on almost all
continents, there was a clear preponderance of European countries. The same is
true when narrowing down the countries to those of residence: twelve students
had had their places of residence in two or more countries before the HMP and
half of the remaining 16 students had stayed in countries other than Austria.
While this distribution is proof of the international character of the group, it
also hints at the lop-sidedness of the internationalism towards the country of

52. The nationalities are not included in Table 4.4 because they are rather misleading:
some students held nationalities of countries they had never lived in; others held one
nationality but had lived in various countries.
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Table 4.3. Students – some background information

Student Sex Age Ed. Jobs Stays Res GL1
Alac m 20/21 S TH, TO Austria, Southern Europe, South

America
3 yes

Anap f 22-25 S TO Austria, [North America],
[Southern Africa]

1 yes

Anki f 20/21 S TH Austria, [Western Europe] 1 yes
Anle f 20/21 S TO Asia 2 no
Anns f 20/21 T TH Asia, [Austria] 1 yes
Cana f 20/21 S TH Southern and Central Europe 2 [yes]
Clap f 22–25 T PH, TH Caribbean 1 no
Crek f 30+ T TH, PO Asia, Middle East, Western and

Central Europe
5 [yes]

Crik m 20/21 S PH Austria, [Middle East] 1 yes
Elig f 18/19 S TO Austria, North America 2 yes
Evak f 22–25 T PO Southern Europe 1 no
Flor m 22–25 S PH, TH Austria 1 yes
Hanb m 22–25 S PH, TH, TO Central Europe, [North and

South America]
1 [yes]

Hars m 22–25 T TO Asia 1 no
Jenz f 30+ H PH, PO Asia, Austria 2 yes
Jins f 20/21 S TH, TO Asia 1 no
Kail f 18/19 S TH Northern Europe,

Central Europe
3 yes

Kama f 20/21 S TH Austria 1 yes
Kari f 20/21 S PH, TH Austria, [Western Europe] 1 yes
Kosk m 22–25 S TH Southern Europe 1 no
Lula f 18/19 T PH, TH, TO Middle East, Western Europe,

North America, Austria
4 yes

Lura m 18/19 S TH Central Europe 1 no
Mark f 18/19 S TH Southern Europe, [Austria] 1 yes
Nama f 20/21 S TO Northern Europe, Asia, Austria 4 yes
Renb m 20/21 S TH, TO Southern Africa, Austria 3 yes
Suka f 20/21 H PH, TH Asia, [Austria] 1 yes
Zian m 20/21 S TH, TO Middle East, Austria, Western

Europe
3 (yes)

Zuyz m 20/21 S TO Asia, Austria 2 yes

Key: student: 4-letter pseudonyms are arbitrarily chosen
age: students grouped into 4 age groups (18/19; 20/21; 22–25; 30+)
ed. (= educational background): S (school-leaving exam), T (tertiary studies), H (further

hospitality studies)
jobs (previous employment): PH (permanent, in hospitality), TH (temporary, in hospitality),

PO (permanent; other fields), TO (temporary, other fields)
stays: areas where students stayed for longer than two months at a time, extended holidays

are indicated by square brackets; for anonymity’s sake, only larger areas are given,
except for Austria

res: total number of countries of residence (for one year or longer)
GL1: residence in German L1 countries prior to the HMP; ‘yes’: in Austria; ‘(yes)’ in

childhood; ‘[yes]’ in other German-speaking countries
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the school – Austria. Six of the students had lived only in Austria, but eleven
more had spent either years or months in the country, usually because of family
links. This leaves eleven students who had not lived in Austria before the HMP,
but of those four more had family connections to Austria, and a further three
came from neighbouring countries. This means that only four of the 28 students
had come to Austria purely because of the programme, all the others had had
some other reasons and personal connections as well (cf. also Table 4.4). In
other words, the generally international group of students can be characterized
by a strong link to Austria, which, in a way, fits to the image of the school and
its alumni: to form a world-wide web of family members (cf. 4.2.2).

As regards the students’ motivations for doing a hotel management educa-
tional programme, and this one in particular, their open answers to both ques-
tionnaires, handed out at the beginning and end of the programme, revealed a
wide-spread and persistent interest in the hospitality industry (see Table 4.4).
Most students were motivated by personal work experiences and/or family busi-
nesses to start such a course and, on finishing it, were also willing either to work
in the industry or to continue with related studies. For some, the programme
had an enlightening effect of a different kind in that it made it clear to them
that hospitality “might not exactly be my right subject to choose” (Zuyz, second
questionnaire), which does not mean, however, that these students regarded the
past two years as a waste of time. On the contrary, basically all students stressed
their satisfaction with how much knowledge they had gained, which they per-
ceived as useful for their future wherever life might take them. As gaining new
insights, skills and knowledge had also been one of the main expectations men-
tioned in the initial questionnaire, it can safely be concluded that most students
were satisfied with the programme’s focus and with what they had learnt during
the two years.

In view of this study’s focus on English as classroom language, Table 4.5
provides an overview of the students’ evaluation of their own linguistic back-
grounds. In response to the initial questionnaire all students appeared happy with
their English, judging it generally as good and some as average for the written
mode. The ratings themselves should not be taken at face value as students were
not given any information on what the descriptors ‘Good’, ‘Average’ and ‘Poor’
referred to. What they do reveal, though, is that all students felt confident about
their English, irrespective of how they had learnt and used it before. And this
was also the case, even though half the class had not previously used English
as classroom language, but had learnt it as a foreign language only. The other
half had experienced English as medium of instruction and learning before,
either because they grew up in countries with English as the main language
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Table 4.4. Students’ responses to the open questions of the questionnaires

Questions Answers

1st questionnaire (1st day of programme)

why a Hotel Management
Programme?

experience-based choice of career (12)
job opportunities, family-based or other (9)
international / multicultural business (9)
working with people (3)

why this specific one? reputation + recommendation (18)
English as preferred medium of education (13)
Vienna as setting, incl. improving German (8)
multicultural / international setting (3)
duration of programme (3)

which expectations for after the
course?

good job in hospitality (17)
managerial position (8)
basis for further studies (8)
own or family business (7)

which expectations for the
course?

more / new knowledge and interesting insights (12)
preparation for job (11)
learn appropriate skills (5)
intense programme / a lot of work (5)
friendly atmosphere (4)
multicultural experience (4)

2nd questionnaire (last weeks of programme)

which plans for the future? work in hospitality industry (15)
further studies in hospitality (5)
studies in other fields (6)
work in other fields (3)

which gains from the course? knowledge: hospitality in general (23)
specific areas (12)

preparation for work in hospitality industry (9)
personal gains: friends (4), multicultural atmosphere
(5), finding one’s ‘calling’(6)

Key: numbers in brackets refer to the totals of students putting forth the respective argument:
sum of all totals > number of students (multiple answers possible)
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Table 4.5. Students – language proficiency (self-reported)

Student English prof. English German prof. Lgs Linguistic repertoires
L S R W past L S R W

Alac G G G G MoI G G G A 4 multi (home, school)
Anap G G G G FL G G G G 3 mono (home, school
Anki G G G G FL G G G G 4 bi (home, school)
Anle G G G A FL (MoI) n.a. 3 mono (home), bi (school)
Anns G G G G MoI G A A A 4 bi (home, school)
Cana G G G A FL G G G G 3 bi (home, school)
Clap A G A A L1, MoI G P P P 5 bi (home, school)
Crek G G G G FL G G G G 6 mono (home, school), bi (work)
Crik G G G G MoI G G G G 2 mono (home), bi (school)
Elig G G G A FL, (MoI) G G G A 4 mono (home), bi (school)
Evak G G G G FL, SL G G A A 4 mono (home, school), bi (work)
Flor G G G G FL G G G G 3 bi (family), mono (school)
Hanb G G A G FL G G G G 4 mono (home, school)
Hars G G G G MoI n.a. 3 mono (home), bi (school, work)
Jenz G G G A FL, SL G P A P 3 tri (family, school, work)
Jins G G A A FL n.a. 2 mono (family, school)
Kail G G G G MoI G G G A 5 tri: mono (home), bi (school)
Kama G G G G MoI G G G G 3 mono (home), bi (school)
Kari G G A A FL G G G G 2 bi (home), mono (school)
Kosk G G G G FL G G G G 4 mono (home, school), multi

(work)
Lula G G G G L1, MoI G A A A 3 tri: mono (school), bi (home),

tri (work)
Lura G G G A FL G G G G 4 mono (home, school)
Mark G G G G FL G G G G 3 bi (home), mono (school)
Nama G G G G MoI G G G A 3 tri: mono (home), bi (school,

work)
Renb G G G G MoI A P A P 3 tri: bi (home), mono (school)
Suka G G G G MoI P P P P 4 bi (home, school)
Zian G G G G L1, MoI n.a. 3 bi (home), mono (school, work)
Zuyz G A A A FL G A P P 3 mono (home, school), bi (work)

Key: student names are pseudonyms
German / English prof.: self-reported proficiency on 3 levels: ‘G’ – good, ‘A’ – average, ‘P’ –

poor; according to the four skills: ‘L’(listening), ‘R’(reading), ‘S’(speaking), ‘W’(writing)
English past: past usage of English: ‘FL’ – foreign language, ‘MoI’ – medium of instruction

(and learning) at school, L1 – (one of) the student’s first language(s)
lgs: number of languages student communicated in (self-reported)
linguistic repertoire: brief description of regular language use (excl. foreign languages) as

mono-, bi-, tri- or multilingual, referring to the domains ‘home’, ‘school’, ‘work’ (if
applicable)
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of education, or because they attended international schools in Vienna or other
places.

As can be expected from the diversity of the students’ backgrounds, 14 dif-
ferent languages were given as home languages, and eight more as further lan-
guages of communication. German functioned as one of these languages for
all but six students, which means that 80% of all students could use German
right from the start; a fact reflecting the lopsided internationalism of the Ho-
tel Management Programme identified earlier. The multilinguality of the group
was also reflected in the linguistic repertoires of the individual students: most
students could communicate in three or four languages and almost all used more
than one language on a daily basis, as their evaluations of their language use in
the domains ‘home’, ‘school’ and ‘work’ show (Table 4.5, right-hand column).
Except for four students who needed only one language at home or school/work,
all students had used between two, and in one case even four, languages in these
domains before joining the HMP.

While the factors given here are only a rough means to measure the students’
language proficiency and use, they show very clearly that, firstly, the students’
diversity also came to the fore in their daily language use and, secondly, En-
glish was not only the classroom language of the programme, but also the only
language for whole-group communication, i.e. their lingua franca. At the same
time, the overview in Table 4.5 gives proof of the special role German played
in the group. As language of the environment, first language of the majority of
students (and, not to be forgotten, almost all teachers) and as second language
to more than three quarters of the students, German was the most privileged of
all languages other than English.

4.2.4 My role in class

In general, my main role during the four semesters was that of non-participant
observer, which meant that I observed, and mainly audio-recorded lessons at
regular intervals, without having any teaching function. At the same time, it
must be conceded that the status of total lack of participation is hardly possible
when the observer is a recurrent guest in a community’s social activities during
a period of two years. From time to time lecturers enquired language-related in-
formation from me, which means that they used me as ‘authority’ in class with
regard to English language questions. After class some of them discussed peda-
gogical issues with me, mainly because they wanted to profit from my presence
in their lessons and learn about my impressions of their teaching approaches.
Students also turned to me, because either they needed information on local
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matters, wanted to share their ideas or views on certain classroom events, or had
language-related questions.

I was made into a kind of English language and teaching expert; a role with
which I felt ill at ease at the beginning because it seemed to presuppose specific
kinds of knowledge which I lacked, concerning teaching and learning pedagogy,
the hotel school and also English for hospitality purposes. Later on, however,
I accepted and then even welcomed this role because it was so much more
tangible in this vocational setting than the one of applied linguistic researcher,
and gave me a convincing reason to be there. Furthermore, and maybe even more
importantly, it placed me outside the school hierarchy and its power structure.
From my position as informed, supportive, but detached outsider, I could talk
to all stakeholders and, if requested, act as advisor without having to fear that
one group would feel somehow betrayed, and consequently exclude me from
their considerations. Quite clearly, this was a very fine line to tread and sustain.
What helped me retain this role in the eyes of most participants throughout the
HMP, was my main concern, namely English as classroom language. While it
was clearly important to all of them, it was generally regarded as a means to an
end and not burdened with a great deal of emotional baggage and could thus
be talked about relatively rationally. An observer on curricular or pedagogical
matters would certainly have had a much harder time staying on good terms
with all the stakeholders. In other words, my focus on classroom interaction
was considered sufficiently relevant to justify such an extensive study and to
keep most participants interested in my undertakings, but, with the exception
of a single teacher (cf. 3.3.1, footnote 39), was not considered threatening or
encroaching upon the stakeholders’ personal space.

4.3 Emic perspectives

In view of the aims of this study, this section will sketch how the participants
described the dynamic shaping of their community from the beginning to the end
of the educational programme (4.3.1), followed by more in-depth representations
of their emic perspectives on the use of English as classroom language (4.3.2),
which dealt with language improvement, on the one hand (4.3.2.1), and, on the
other, language use (4.3.2.2). The first focus will lead to a critical evaluation
of the HMP as community of practice and its crucial developmental stages;
the second will reveal the breadth of insider opinions and reflections on what
ELF means in terms of language learning in the HMP; and the third will allow
a detailed presentation of the students’ and teachers’ diverse and developing
perceptions of using English as classroom language. In order to substantiate
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the claims made in this section, I will make ample use of quotations taken
from the one-on-one and group interviews. The excerpts follow the transcription
conventions adopted in this study (see Appendix A). As most of the interviews
with the lecturers were conducted in German, translations are added to the
excerpts and printed in italics, for the sake of clarity.

4.3.1 On the HMP

Of the many topics and issues raised during interviews and informal conversa-
tions with teachers and students alike, I will focus in this section on the Hotel
Management Programme as the ‘breeding ground’ of one or more community/
-ies of practice (for a more detailed discussion see chapter 1.3). Because of its
fixed starting and finishing dates the programme might be considered atypical
in terms of communities of practice, as it can only allow for temporary ones
with a clear expiry date. Similarly unusual is the fact that the focus here is on
classroom interaction as main social practice shaping the teaching and learning
processes at the heart of the HMP. And yet, as the insider views will show, the
thus defined Classroom Community of Practice (CCofP) developed processes
not dissimilar to other communities of practice.

In the interviews and informal conversations, it soon became obvious that,
to put it generally, group-formation processes were a prime concern for all
students, in particular the tendency towards language-based subgroupings and
the differentiated use of the various first languages.As the students’and teachers’
comments revealed clearly time-contingent dynamics, the following description
will sketch this process by following the HMP through the four semesters. Since
none of the students had had any previous contact with the school or the other
participants, the first days were experienced as a highly exciting time of getting
to know each other, the teachers and the setting. As can be anticipated from
the diversity of cultural backgrounds, however, the levels of excitement felt
differed enormously amongst the stakeholders. Quotes 4.1 and 4.2 illustrate the
two poles: Hanb clearly appreciated the cultural diversity, but could do so in an
emotionally detached way; most probably because as a Central European with
German as L1 he felt culturally well equipped to delve into the HMP. Jins, on
the other hand, had lived in Asian countries all her life. The way she described
her initial feelings in Quote 4.2 reflects, on the one hand, the emotional stress
she clearly went through during the first weeks of the programme because of
her own perception of lacking the necessary socio-cultural experience and, on
the other, the sincere relief that she experienced after having found common
interests and conversational topics with other students.
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Quote 4.1. Interview (2nd sem, 1st mth)
Hanb: I really like it to to be with ah people from all over the world and it’s really

really really cool [. . . ] but- I don’t know , I like to ja I just just to to deal with
people from different cultures different nations . I think it’s very interesting .
to see to see their lives and how it works and well even if it’s on the other
er end of the world but you have still some some things that are you have in
common with them . and what’s what what I feel amazing . and (.) ja I like it .

Quote 4.2. Interview (1st sem, 2nd mth)
Jins: I was really , how can I , at first I felt really nervous , I had no idea , how

how how how- even I I I was really wondering . how can I go to the toilet
alone ? @@ cause they’re totally different from my countries . but I realized
they are also same . [. . . ] because we are same generation . we are- how can I-
almost same age . so- the topic is really- sometimes similar . for example for
girls , the most interesting topic is some kinds of love <@> with boyfriend or
a girlfriend </@> and boy are so interested in some games , computer games
or playstations , and it’s almost the same . and they also like to (1) alcohol @
ja and go out and so like to see movies or go to the club, they you know they
interesting thing is are similar . so- this why we are getting together , even if
we are different .

In other words, most students seemed happy to have found common ground
early in the programme. As Crik commented very perceptively, “the first two
weeks were very good for everybody, then a few people had trouble.” (inter-
view; 1st sem, 3rd mth) This trouble had various reasons, some of which were
undoubtedly never revealed to me, but one that was discussed in detail and partly
very emotionally were the small interactional networks that had developed after
the initial phase, based in large part on shared linguacultural background. These
subunits were clearly visible to the observer, too, since after the first two weeks
the same students found each other as seating neighbours in almost every lesson
of the first semester. This was even more remarkable as the students changed
classrooms frequently and still arranged themselves in similar ways in rooms of
different shapes. Owing to the constellation of the HMP, shared linguacultural
background led to ‘the Austrians’, ‘the Greeks’, ‘the Indians’, ‘the Koreans’and
‘the Chinese’. The latter three soon developed permeable borders and allowed a
lot of ‘internal’ exchange, thus becoming ‘the Asians’. The remaining students
either did not have any compatriots in class or were Austrians who did not feel
like joining ‘the Austrians’ and formed ties between one another.

While belonging to one of these units did not pre-empt communication to
the outside, it reduced the possibilities of interaction with the students sitting in
the closer vicinity. So, for example, in a classroom with four rows of desks, the
first row would converse regularly with the second, less often with the third and
practically not at all with the fourth row. Interestingly, this communicational
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behaviour was not restricted to classroom-based interaction, but was confirmed
as reflecting interactional structures amongst the students more generally (see
Quote 4.3).

Quote 4.3. Interview (2nd sem, 2nd mth)
Lula: well I see the Indians and the and the Chinese and the Koreans in one group

usually , erm the <four> Austrian <girls> (3) NEVER try to communicate
with anyone else (3) except for some of the Greeks which are half Austrian ,
(2) the Greeks also stay within themselves, [. . . ] and yeah and then yeah you
got everyone else who’s left on the side which is Zian Alac Renb me Kail
erm Nama , just different countries going out somewhere and we all kind of
interact with each other [. . . ] I mean NOW okay I see them talking to each
other and everything but I guess friendships formed through that

In this quote, Lula, a student with extensive experience with multicultural learn-
ing situations, describes this situation very perceptively, also hinting at the slow,
maybe partly undetected changes taking place during the second semester with
more students interacting outside their L1-group.At the same time, however, her
evaluation reflects her own perspective as well: as someone who always sat in
the last row, at least in the first semester, she obviously did not take heightened
notice of the first row either, which consisted of more ‘single’ students, who
were later on regularly joined by some of the individual students of the last row,
too, such as Alac or Renb.

The reasons for why these L1-based units were formed in the first place were
most likely manifold and cannot all be reconstructed in hindsight. As the pro-
gramme started with regular lessons right from the first day, the students did not
have a lot of time to get to know each other at the outset of the programme. This
scarcity of time and opportunities to make friends or build rapport might have
intensified the clear tendency in the student group to build up initial ties with
compatriots, wherever this was possible.53 The students themselves acknowl-
edged intrinsic as well as extrinsic motivation insofar as they indicated that they
interacted in their subunits, in Dörnyei’s (2001: 27) words “in order to experi-
ence pleasure [. . . or] to receive some external reward”. The linguacultural nets
helped in reducing feelings of loneliness and homesickness on the one hand (see
Quote 4.4), and, on the other hand, in following lessons or explaining subject
matter (see Quote 4.5).

53. The ensuing hotel management groups were given three ‘orientation days’, during
which the whole group was involved in group formation sessions, which, according
to the students of those groups, helped tremendously in building ties between all
students, irrespective of their L1s.
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Quote 4.4. Interview (2nd sem, 1st mth)
Kosk: it helped me psychologically . because I have the feeling that I’m at home ,

that I’m not alone in this world you know , like the feeling that I had in the
beginning and I was even with my suitcase at the entrance of my apartment .

Quote 4.5. Interview (2nd sem, 2nd mth)
Kama: it’s definitely easier to communicate and I can help them , I can explain to them

easier . if you have to explain it to somebody else , and I can’t use German ,
it’s difficult to translate for me as well , you know ?

That these small communities played an important role for all students became
clear during the interviews inasmuch as all of them mentioned and reported
on them. Some students evaluated them mainly positively in that they stressed
their instrumental and integrative value (cf. Quotes 4.4 and 4.5 above). This was
also acknowledged by some teachers who accepted these cliques as they had
developed on a voluntary basis and would be beneficial to solving the respective
tasks. A case in point is OUL’s evaluation in Quote 4.6. Other teachers agreed,
especially because they realized that these groupings usually changed during
the course of the programme with the students working together more freely
and flexibly in the second year of studies (see Quote 4.19 below).

Quote 4.6. Interview (4th sem, 3rd mth)
OUL: die Nationalitätengruppen bilden sich natürlich und ä is auch okay so is halt

ä ä (1) sie sind ja sowieso sonst immer zusammen und bei case studies wo’s
wichtig is is es ganz okay wenn sie sich selber zusammen(.)mischen
[the nationality-based groups form automatically and it’s okay like that (1)
after all, they are also together like that otherwise and when doing case studies
it is important and okay that they form their own groups]

Some students agreed with this basically positive evaluation, but specified it
somewhat by stressing that these subcommunities would need permeable bor-
ders, so that a larger community of all HMP students could develop at the same
time. As illustrated in Quote 4.7, Mark was one of the students who evaluated
the linguacultural units as fitting into the whole HMP harmoniously. That such a
harmonious parallel development was not what all students detected at that time
became clear when I was talking to one student who was very much involved
in his small community of three and admitted that he did not know any of the
other students at that time particularly well (Quote 4.8).

Quote 4.7. Interview (1st sem, 3rd mth)
Mark: we are like a group , with all of them . [. . . ] it’s normal that we don’t that [. . . ]

there are several small groups , but (1) it’s okay . I mean everyone has his
friends and the one that he wants to cope with and (2) [. . . ] no big arguments .
I didn’t realize anything
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Quote 4.8. Interview (1st sem, 3rd mth)
Zian: we’re like me , [. . . ] Lura and Hanb we are like a group so I I only know mainly

about them

A few weeks later, things changed insofar as, at least as observed by some, more
group-wide interaction seemed to have started to occur. As described by Anns in
Quote 4.9, the originally relatively rigid borders of some of the subcommunities
loosened and started to allow an HMP-wide practice of goal-oriented interac-
tions. This development seemed to continue so that by the second semester Kail
felt that all students had integrated into one community (Quote 4.10).

Quote 4.9. Interview (1st sem, 4th mth)
Anns: there should not be groups I mean always staying in the same group and not

interacting with each other you’ll not be able to know each other well in two
years of gap . so . like earlier yes the Greeks were always together , they were
not communicating with others , yes , but but now it’s quite nice . I mean we all
talk to each other [. . . ] now it’s changed that yes they are together in the free
time , obviously you want to be with someone who know- who understands
you well maybe . but here in the class like we didn’t talk before but now we
talk but if I don’t understand each other if I don’t understand what the teachers
says or something if I when I go and ask them they’ll tell me and they are quite
friendly with each other now , it’s quite well .

Quote 4.10. Interview (2nd sem, 3rd mth)
Kail: erm language wise it is fine I guess , we (2) it’s no problem and generally es-

pecially now after a year I think everyone has integrated with the environment
here I feel like it’s a good group

One interactional aspect that caused massive problems for some students, how-
ever, was the use of languages other than English in class; more specifically, the
extended use of German in class-relevant settings. While all students expressed
their tolerance of the fact that native speakers of one language would make
use of it amongst themselves, many took exception to such language use in the
presence of students not competent in this language. Instead, English should be
the only language used, and the respective native speakers should act accord-
ingly (see Quote 4.11). In the case of Greek, Hindi, Korean or Chinese, this rule
seemed to have been adopted very quickly, but the same did not happen with
regard to German, which was sometimes used in the presence of non-German
speakers as well, very much to their dismay (see Quote 4.12).

Quote 4.11. Interview (1st sem, 3rd mth)
Clap: maybe or if there was somebody else in the class from [home country] maybe

I tend to want to speak more [home language] with them . so, I don’t really
have a problem . but when it’s a group work , I think we all should be able to
speak English .
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Quote 4.12. Interview (1st sem, 2nd mth)
Suka: ja I mean I know and I do understand there are certain things you cannot

express in English which you can only express in your own language even
I I feel that I find Hindi more easier than English . [. . . ] but then five of us
are sitting [. . . ] four of them know German . I I was only one who didn’t
know German , but er the two were keeping their mouth shut and rest two they
were busy speaking in German using their own I mean their ideas and all in
German then erm saying a little part I mean even we should know what they
are thinking

Instances of students using German in class, like the one described by Suka
in Quote 4.12, were definitely scarce – I did not observe any of them – and
were restricted to the first months of the programme, as the students explained
later on. It also seemed that the non-German speakers started to handle them
differently. As Flor put it during his interview, which took place a month after
the one with Suka, “Suka was always complaining about her [an Austrian stu-
dent] expressing herself in German, but now she doesn’t care anymore.” While
this might be interpreted as a sign of giving up, it rather turned out to be an
indication of a growing recognition of the special role German played in the
HMP. As the language of the environment and the first or second language of
most participants, it widened the linguistic repertoire of those competent in it to
two languages, which they could, and did, use in combination. Both English and
German thus developed into a resource that enriched the HMP communication.
Put differently, German had considerably more “symbolic power” (Bourdieu
1991: 166–167) in the HMP than any of the other L1s; a symbolic power clearly
recognized by all students, those proficient enough to use it from the beginning,
such as Lura, a Central European with foreign language knowledge of German
(see Quote 4.13) and those not yet proficient enough (see Quote 4.14).

Quote 4.13. Interview (1st sem, 3rd mth)
Lura: if I know a better way to say it in English , I say it in English , if I know a

better way to say it in German , I say it in German .

Quote 4.14. Interview (1st sem, 3rd mth)
Jins: if I if I speak also German, I can get use erm I can get along the other (friends)

easily quickly and I can learn English and German both of it at the same time
(2) but you know there are a lot of people can speak German . so almost look
at the group , are almost now separated , who can speak German , who cannot
speak German . and so- they can speak German , and in class they can speak
English , and in this group they always speak English . [. . . ] if they when they
talk about something in English , about the German culture or Austrian things ,
and somebody doesn’t understand , they can also talk abou- talk in German .
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Quote 4.14 is particularly interesting, because Jins not only commented on the
tensions caused by German in the HMP during the first semester, but also eval-
uated what she saw as happening and in how far she and the other non-German
speakers felt excluded from it. At the same time, she already anticipated that this
German-contingent divide in the HMP would not continue for the whole duration
of the programme, but would change with time. As all students were continu-
ously exposed to German and also had German language classes at school, their
own proficiency improved, as did their knowledge about “the German culture
andAustrian things” (Quote 4.14).This is why, a few months later, Kail, a student
with extensive experience in international educational setting, could describe
the HMP as “I feel like it’s a good group” (Quote 4.10 above), which Lula ex-
panded on in her interview, stressing the development of what she experienced
as one ‘class culture’ (see Quote 4.15).

Quote 4.15. Interview (2nd sem, 3rd mth)
Lula: erm I mean culturally I think [. . . ] the Asians were a bit more difficult to

communicate with in the beginning
US: what do you mean by culture ?

Lula: I mean just like the way they’re raised to be quiet and to be conserved a little
bit more and it’s just they don’t speak out their opinion they don’t try to be
very loud and they’d watch you before they offend you and all these things so
they really observed for a long time before they started to jump in with the
class and start laughing and chatting out comments in the class and things like
this

This development clearly continued in the third semester. The summer break
and internships helped all students gain enough German to be able to follow the
gist of German conversations. With everybody having gained at least receptive
access to the symbolic power of German, it had lost its controversial status, as
Flor, Clap and Jins agreed upon during their group interview at the beginning
of the fourth semester (see Quote 4.16).

Quote 4.16. Group interview (4th sem, 1st mth)
Flor: I think it’s basically , it’s like the Germans are still together , like the Austrian

girls they’re still together , but erm I realized especially after the internship ,
that when you speak in German with the others , the others also understand
already . isn’t it ?

Clap: yeah I already tell you .
Flor: it’s like they’re already having that big ears and they’re listening to it and

then they just have a smile on their face and then you know exactly that they
understood . so it’s, I think it’s , I don’t know if it’s a big deal about speaking
German .

[. . . ]
Jins: if you understand maybe more than before German , you also don’t care about .
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US: do you understand a bit more , for example .
Jins: yeah , a little bit more , not .
US: and you don’t care ?

Jins: yeah .

Jins’s last statement (“if you understand maybe more than before German, you
also don’t care about”) is worth dwelling upon because it follows up on Flor’s
rendering of Suka’s feelings a year earlier (see above) and throws a clearer light
on what ‘not caring’ entailed. German had become so much part of classroom
interaction that all students had accepted it in a similar way to the other L1s.
As Anns and Anle explained during another group interview, the multilinguality
of the students had become not only a familiar, but also a highly respected
characteristic of the HMP (see Quote 4.17).

Quote 4.17. Group interview (4th sem, 1st mth)
US: and now about language use in class , you also said a lot already ,54 there are

just many languages around , people use their languages with each other and
erm you’re okay with it , basically , you do it yourselves , and you repeat it if
somebody else there doesn’t speak the language and it is necessary to repeat ,
you’ll do it in English , is that right ?

Anns and Anle: yeah .
US: erm and German you said it is still a strong language in the gr- , in the class ,

cause many of the people speak it , many of them as mother tongue but others
just very well , but that’s how it is , @@ is that right ?

Anle: yeah and being surrounded by different languages I think you also learn some
words out , so it make people happy actually if you (greet) them in their
language they really smile .

These new, ‘third semester’ attitudes were reflected in the evaluations of the
programme-internal developments made by most teachers. Most of those who
had classes in the first and second years of study commented on the different
behaviour they encountered in the third semester. As in Quote 4.18, teachers
described the students as participating much more vividly and constructively
after the summer break, and that even those students who had been particularly
quiet in the first year started to take active roles in class.

Quote 4.18. Interview (2nd sem, 1st mth)
NER: der Bruch <im Mitarbeiten> is interessanterweise (.) nach der Praxis wenn sie

zurückkommen [..] es kommen neue hinzu [. . . ] es passiert ganz selten dass
einer der sich von Anfang an (.) bestätigt abfällt aber es kommen dann immer
neue hinzu ja es werden (.) gegen hinten hin mehr erfreulicherweise

54. As the recording equipment let me down during the first quarter of an hour of this
group interview, I summarized what the two students had said once more and asked
for more input.
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[interestingly the change <in terms of class participation> takes place when
they come back after the internship [. . . ] then new ones become active. it
happens very seldom that one student who was good at the beginning suddenly
stops participating but rather more and more join the active ones (.) later on,
fortunately]

From the teachers’ perspective, the changes came about by gaining hospitality-
related work experience as well as having had a year of cultural immersion in a
European country and hotel school. This implied that the students would be able
to contribute more independently to the lessons, which also became apparent in
their freer approaches to building teams (Quote 4.19).

Quote 4.19. Interview (3rd sem, 3rd mth)
TON: in the second year they will group differently you know they’re not so [stuck

in their language-groups]
US: so you think there is a real difference between the first and second years ,

TON: yeah absolutely .
US: and you think is it the summer break that makes the difference or ,

TON: I think it’s the summer break and the fact that they are actually you know they
are working in some in some environment and they are seeing something erm
yeah the second year is very different .

The latter evaluation found support in my own observations as regards the stu-
dents’ seating arrangements, which were considerably less rigid than in the first
semester. Now students changed between rows, but also changed their seating
neighbours when moving from one classroom to the next.

The developmental process did not stop here but continued into the fourth
semester, when the imminent end of the programme seemed to exert centrifugal
forces on the HMP as a community as well. At least, to some students, the whole
question of which languages were or should be used started to lose its relevance
(see Quote 4.20).

Quote 4.20. Group interview (4th sem, 1st mth)
Clap: to me right now it doesn’t make any (sense) it’s not an issue right now , I

think it’s about (hunting dandies) right now , so you don’t even have to think
about languages or what , it’s like , it’s like not making anything so much of a
problem now .

US: because of what ?
Clap: because you know very soon it’s going to be over , yeah @@ I mean why

should we make such petty things . I mean at the beginning you have to get
adjusted to it and complaining here , you’re complaining there , but now it’s
like I say it’s like okay , whatever and it it to me it’s not much of a big issue .

Overall, the insider views and my own lesson observations paint a detailed
picture of the developmental processes taking place in the HMP, which allows
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an interpretation of the HMP in terms of community of practice and its three
main processes: mutual engagement, joint negotiated enterprise, and a shared
repertoire of negotiable resources accumulated over time (cf. 1.3). Within the
set frame given by the institutionalized programme the students participated
in mutual engagement for the duration of the four semesters in negotiating
their own positions and relationships, on the one hand, and, on the other, the
educational aims in collaboration with their teachers. As the emic perspectives
presented here have shown, the former enterprise directly involved the many
linguacultures represented by the students and developed through four phases.
Since the first three of these stages form the basis of the discourse-pragmatic
analyses chapters (cf. 3.3.2), they are referred to as T1, T2, T3 – for points in
time 1 to 3 – and, in analogy, the last is called T4.

T1. The first or introductory phase took about two weeks. During this period of
already intensive learning and studying, the students got to know each other
and were relieved to find common ground in their shared study interests and
aims as well as aspects of shared youth culture.

T2. The second phase was one of diversification, at the beginning of which many
students seemed to have concentrated on forming small ‘subcommunities’
at the expense of the larger group. The main shared repertoires in these
‘subcommunities’ were the respective L1s and associated national cultures.
Soon afterwards the proficient users of German, all of whom were also
European, formed a larger ‘subcommunity’, building bridges between some
of the smaller subcommunities, but excluding others. At the same time,
however, the joint enterprise of the HMP – working towards the educational
aims of the programme – apparently had its influence on the development of
one HMP community as well. Its ongoing practice of classroom interaction
through the negotiated repertoire of ELF (for more information see the
next section), provided the basis for a comprehensive, rather than a divisive
understanding of community: by the end of the first semester, at the very
latest, the Classroom Community of Practice (CCofP) had become a social
reality in addition to the smaller subcommunities of, for instance, German-
or Greek-speakers.

T3. The beginning of the third phase coincided with the start of the second year
of studies as, after a long and eventful break, the students returned with a
broader base of shared work experience and partly higher proficiency levels
in German. Both factors taken together clearly boosted the relevance of the
Classroom Community of Practice and weakened the smaller subcommu-
nities.
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T4. The final stage of the CCofP dissolving was clearly induced by the end
of the programme. While some students already commented on this at the
beginning of the fourth semester (cf. Quote 4.20 above), others only did so
during the last month. In view of T4 thus largely coinciding with the end of
the HMP, it was not included in the analysis of classroom interactions.

This overview of the emic perspectives indicates that the HMP was character-
ized by mutual engagement and various shared negotiated enterprises, of which
the most central one, the educational process, seemed to have driven the devel-
opment of the Classroom Community of Practice in the course of time. Owing
to its institutionalized educational setting and aims, the ‘practice’ of this CCofP
was mainly discursive; it is for this reason that the next section will present the
students’ and teachers’ emic perspectives on the use of English as classroom
language.

4.3.2 On English as classroom language

When talking about their classroom language, the immediate reaction of all
participants, students and teachers alike, was generally appreciative and funda-
mentally positive. The students were convinced of the added value of doing a
Hotel Management Programme in English, since, firstly, it would facilitate this
international educational programme (see Quote 4.21) and, secondly, prepare
them for ensuing careers in the business (see Quote 4.22).

Quote 4.21. Interview (2nd sem, 1st mth)
Kama: a lot of international students and I really enjoy that .

Quote 4.22. Interview (2nd sem, 1st mth)
Cana: er it’s interesting . I think it makes erm things much easier later on . [. . . ]

yeah I think it’s more difficult for them <students doing similar programme in
German> afterwards to to work in a hotel and to use English than it’s going
to be for us , because they have to they know everything in German and they
have to translate it first in their heads like , they are not used to we hear the
same expressions the whole day . so we know the expression by heart . [. . . ]
I don’t think I would choose to study medicine in English or something . but
[. . . ] but hotel management I would .

The same reasons surfaced in the teachers’ evaluations of why they enjoyed
teaching in English. Most mentioned the added insights they would gain because
of the multiculturality of the student group (see Quote 4.23). The adequacy of
English for the subject matter was clearly relevant to all teachers, as most of them
felt equipped for teaching in English precisely because of their own professional
experience in using the language.
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Quote 4.23. Interview (2nd sem, 1st mth)
RER: ich unterricht eigentlich recht gern in englischer Sprache (.) ja wei- weil ma

des wieder (.) ä so ein bisschen (1) internationalen Weitblick internationalen
Flair und und gibt also für mich is des ä an sich was sehr sehr Positives
[I actually like teaching in English (.) because that’s how you get again a bit
of an international approach, international flair, which is definitely something
very, very positive for me.]

The law teacher was the only one who topicalized the relationship between lan-
guage and content, mainly because of her subject area. While all other teachers
were responsible for subjects directly relevant for the international hospitality
industry, XEN had been asked to teach on legal basics in the Austrian context.
She had agreed to do so, on the precondition that she could lead the class into
a more international direction because she felt that Austrian Law would, firstly,
be of little relevance to an international student group and, secondly, not suited
to be handled through English or any other foreign language (Quote 4.24).

Quote 4.24. Interview (2nd sem, 1st mth)
XEN: ich hab diese Diskussion schon einmal geführt weil ich schon einmal gebeten

wurde so einen Unterricht zu halten und damals hab ich gesagt (1) für Öster-
reicher auf Englisch moch i kan Unterricht im österreichischen Recht weil es
sinnlos ist .
[I discussed this point once before because I was already once asked before
to teach such a class and then I said (1) that I wouldn’t teach Austrian law to
Austrians in English because it’s useless.]

Cana’s explanations in Quote 4.22 of why she preferred English for hotel man-
agement, but would not have done so for the second profession of interest to
her – medicine – already indicate a further consideration that seems to have
played an important role for many students and also for some of the teachers:
improving one’s English.

4.3.2.1 On improving English

The relevance of this aspect stands in direct correlation to the participants’
English language learning backgrounds (cf. Tables 4.2 and 4.6), based on which
the participants evaluated their own language proficiencies during the one-on-
one interviews. These self-reports revealed that the teachers as well as students
grouped themselves into three tiers of language proficiency. The top tier – highly
proficient users of English – regarded language learning as less of a topic to them.
The four teachers who categorized themselves as such (AKL, NER, OUL, TON)
felt completely at home teaching in English and did not experience any language-
related problems in class, and the seven students of the top rank (Alac, Crik,
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Kail, Kama, Lula, Nama, Zian) had done most of their previous education in
English and thus preferred English for studying over any other language. The
third tier, on the other hand, contained the least proficient English language users
who stressed their concern with improving their English. The two teachers of
this tier (RER, XEN) admitted that they partly lacked the linguistic means they
needed for class and that they wished to remedy this situation (see Quote 4.25).
In the meantime they had adapted their teaching style, by relying on detailed
written teaching materials and student support, when needed.

Quote 4.25. Interview (2nd sem, 4th mth)
XEN: für mich waren teilweise ä:m (2) (Lücken) da gesteh ich ja und (.) dadurch

dass ich es im passiven Wortschatz wirklich sehr sehr viel habe aber im aktiven
Sprechen und vor allem dann im Erklären (.) da kommen bei mir die: die die
die Schwächen zum Teil heraus
[<on her English proficiency> for me there where partly gaps I admit it yes
and seeing that my passive vocabulary is very very large but while speaking
and especially explaining then my weaknesses become apparent]

The five students who placed themselves at the lowest proficiency level (Anle,
Jins, Kari, Kosk, Zuyz) had obviously been worried at the beginning of the first
semester that their English would not be good enough compared to the other
students (see Quotes 4.26 and 4.27). Language improvement was thus very much
in the forefront of their concerns.

Quote 4.26. Interview (1st sem, 3rd mth)
Anle: I was so surprised when Anns had a presentation in about hotel management I

was so surprised and then I was just shocked , I’m like how can she speak like
that I mean she seems like perfect , you know , she seems like professional ,
so I was so shocked and I was oh my god oh my god she’s so good , she’s so
good . yeah , there I mean .

Quote 4.27. Interview (2nd sem, 1st mth)
Kosk: before <at the beginning of the first semester> I have the feeling you know

that everybody it’s gonna laugh with what I’m gonna say afterwards me you
know because I don’t have no standard at all not that good level as the others ,

The middle tier, finally, contains the remaining four teachers and 16 students who
judged their English as proficient enough for the purposes of teaching or studying
in the HMP. While the students were thus not worried about playing their roles
in the classroom, they admitted that there was room for improvement. Crek, a
senior student who was particularly aware of the gap between her proficiency
level and how important English would be for her in the future, put it like this:
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Quote 4.28. Interview (1st sem, 4th mth)
Crek: Englisch als Unterrichtssprache find ich großartig auch das Multikulturelle

find ich gut . [. . . ] es ist einfach auch der zusätzliche Lerneffekt . dieses
parallele Lernen (.) den Inhalt und das Englisch . ich mein ich hätt auch noch
mal nen zusätzlichen Englischkurs machen können , aber insofern läuft das
halt beides zur gleichen Zeit und das ist gut so .
[English as medium of instruction is simply great and so is the multicultural
element. [. . . ] I also like the added learning possibility (.) learning content
and English at the same time. I could also have done an extra English language
course, but this way both happens at the same time, and that’s very good.]

The four teachers in this middle tier felt that teaching in English was chal-
lenging, but also rewarding – amongst other aspects also in terms of language
improvement (see Quote 4.29).

Quote 4.29. Interview (2nd sem, 1st mth)
LER: <auf Englisch unterrichten> mach ich sehr gerne erstens [. . . ] weil ich mein

Englisch trainiere (1) weil ich die Fachausdrücke in Englisch trainiere weil ich
mich strukturiert mit den Inhalten immer wieder aufs Neue auseinandersetzen
muss und sie damit auch besser (verstehe)
[I like it <teaching in English>, first of all because I can practise my English
this way (1) because I practise the specific English terms, because I have to
deal with the content again in a structured way and thus learn (to understand)
it better]

As so many students already commented on language improvement during the
first and second semesters, I included this topic in the group interviews of
the fourth semester, as well as in the second questionnaire (see Appendix B).
In response to the latter, basically all students agreed that their English had
changed or improved during the HMP. So while not all of them had originally
expressed any expectations in this regard, they all seemed to have experienced
some change in their English language skills, and those who had had a clear
interest in improving their English also reported that it had happened, at least to
a certain extent. Overall, therefore, all students reported that they were content
with their English at the end of the programme, and their evaluations ranged
from completely to largely happy.

The group interviews gave the students enough room to expand on their de-
scriptions. The areas of language proficiency that were mentioned as having im-
proved considerably were oral communication and reading (semi)professional
texts. While some found the latter particularly challenging during the first
semester, all agreed that reading English texts had become second nature to
them. As regards oral communication, the improvements were felt at different
levels. Those of the third tier – the least proficient students – had obviously
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developed fluent communicational skills. And even it they themselves were still
not completely content with their communicating abilities, their colleagues def-
initely were. In Quote 4.30, for instance, Anns contradicts Anle’s self-critical
evaluations, stating that she does not see any hindrances in their communica-
tions.

Quote 4.30. Group interview (4th sem, 1st mth)
Anle: I said they improved but maybe I think like some sometimes I stopped .
Anns: yeah , I understand I mean , I can’t say that she gets stuck , but if she feels it

that way , then it could be . cause when she talks to me I understand everything
and yeah sometimes when she’s not able to say a word , then I complete it , it
doesn’t matter .

The students who had originally placed themselves on the second tier observed
that their English improved, as Elig put it, “in a professional way” (Quote 4.31),
with which she and other students probably meant stylistic widening and/or
register extension as well as the acquisition of English for hospitality purposes.

Quote 4.31. Group interview (4th sem, 1st mth)
Elig: I think it did improve in a more professional way , because as you know I’ve

been to the U S for a year and I had this typical kind of American high school
English and I think it improved a lot , so I can also use it in hotels , you know
it is like we don’t have a room , @@ you shouldn’t say that in this way .

English language improvements were experienced as most noteworthy dur-
ing the first year of studies as some felt that they ‘got stuck’ afterwards (cf.
Quote 4.30 above). One of the groups suggested during their interview that this
might have been due to the fact that the first year laid the foundation for their
introduction into the profession, also linguistically speaking (see Quote 4.32).

Quote 4.32. Group interview (4th sem, 1st mth)
Hanb: well , I would say erm (1) I don’t know if you really can see changes now

(to) the second and the third semester , but erm I would also say as Lura and
Zuyz already did , that erm in the beginning erm I think that all the students
improved a lot , but now , maybe erm you can see the improvement now ,
speaking better English , but for sure all the students can erm it’s much more
easier for them to understand the terminology and to get the context , like in
Marketing , so many questions in the beginning we cannot understand , we
don’t know these words , and now of course there are some words still , you
do not really know , but erm it changed a lot .

Another group of students formulated the same idea during another interview
by stressing the relevance of subject-specific contextualization in extending
their English (see Quote 4.33). While at other moments in this conversation
Jenz expressed basically the same idea as Hanb, claiming that most language
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improvement had taken place in the first semester, she conceded at this point in
the interaction that this was not primarily so because of the semester of study,
but rather because most of the subject areas were introduced in the first semester
already. Psychology, which was introduced in the third semester only, showed
her, and all other novices to psychology, that every new subject area implied
linguistic extension, irrespective of when it was introduced.

Quote 4.33. Group interview (4th sem, 1st mth)
Jenz: psychology, I am honest I don’t understand what is that , but now it is okay

after one semester , that was quite difficult , you know you know psychology ,
it’s no easy words , from Freud , @@ yeah they use erm very professional
words .

Crik: complex terms .
Jenz: yeah , yeah and during test we have to explain that so I found I had really

difficulties to explain that
Mark: me too .
[. . . ]
Elig: I think every field has their specific vocabulary and you just , if you know it

and if as Jenz said you’ve done it for a semester and so it’s no problem at all
and I think if she did it in Chinese , there are also specific words , she would
also have to learn it , I don’t think it’s the English , just special terminology .

Elig summarizes this evaluation in her last statement (Quote 4.33), which is also
interesting for another reason: the distinction she draws between ‘English’ and
‘special terminology’ reflects the difference commented on by most participants
between fluency and discipline- or topic-specificity in language use. The former
was generally experienced as dependent on pre-HMP language competence and
practice, while the latter was linked to studying new subject areas. In the terms
suggested in the preceding discussion on ‘social language’ (see 2.3.1.5), the
dimensions at stake here are remarkably close to individual repertoire and
established practice. Since, moreover, the stakeholders extended their two-
dimensional interpretation by the third one of communicating in the Classroom
Community of Practice (for more details see the next section), it seems justified
to argue that the insider views overlap with, and thus support, the definition of
English as a lingua franca suggested in this study (see 2.3.1.6).

Interestingly, four of the students who regarded their English as different
by the end of the HMP felt that it had deteriorated rather than improved in the
preceding two years. This they explained by the lack of using English regularly
for a wide variety of intellectually challenging topics (see Quote 4.34) as well
as not having to produce such texts in writing (see Quote 4.35).
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Quote 4.34. Interview (2nd sem, 2nd mth)
Lula: I think I’m losing it here in Vienna a little bit @ [. . . ] I mean before I used to

have like my friends who’d say come on , we’ll elaborate on that and we used
to have discussions and all these things and then you come here and nobody’s
gonna tell you elaborate on that then I go okay (xx) enough thanks .

Quote 4.35. Interview (2nd sem, 3rd mth)
Kail: I was reading my old essays <for a friend> who needed it this year who’s still

in high school and and I couldn’t actually believe that I’d written it it’s gotten
much worse my English like the writing wise

The students who commented on ‘losing some of their English’ had done their
previous education through English and belonged to the top tier in terms of
English language proficiency. Their self-reflections show that the English they
had encountered and co-constructed in the HMP was somehow different from
what they had experienced previously, and also different from what they had
learnt as ‘good English’. In other words, what is apparent in these comments are
the differences in relevance allotted to the language norms and conventions of
MoESs (monolingual English speakers, see 2.3.1.2). The same realization was
manifest in comments made by students who were generally very happy with the
way their English had improved. Lura, for instance, was one of the middle-tier
students at the beginning of the HMP and commented regularly on how content
he was with his own language improvements. During the group interview he
reconfirmed that he had become fluent and gained the necessary confidence to
communicate in English “with anybody”, so long as, he continued his argument,
such exchanges did not take place on native speakers’ soil because “they have a
lot of different words, which we actually didn’t learn here” (Quote 4.36). Being
a positively thinking young man, he suggested as a solution to this problem that
he would have to stay for a month to catch up on their language use. In other
words, Lura saw his English as shaped in and for lingua franca contexts, but
ready to be extended to native speaker settings, if this should be necessary.

Quote 4.36. Group interview (4th sem, 1st mth)
US: are you on the whole relatively happy with your English , the way you use it ,

is it what you expected from this course ?
Lura: yeah erm when I came here I erm knew some English , I knew how to speak

and everything , but it wasn’t fluent and didn’t understand a lot of words and
I think now when- wherever I go in the world , I can use my English , with
no problem I can communicate with anybody who can speak either British
English , it might be a problem sometimes with them , but erm I think it’s no
problem to communicate for me and I think I speak pretty fluent so .

US: obviously , yeah the problem with them , what do you mean ?
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Lura: erm , yeah because if you go to the , to England , they have a lot of different
words , which we actually didn’t learn here , because we learn more American
or Atlantic English , or how how is it called ?

US: mid-Atlantic English .
Lura: mid-Atlantic English and yeah English people have some words which might

be , but if you get there for one month I think you get to stay there , it’s no
problem anymore .

Lura’s positive evaluations of his English post-HMP, as well as Lula’s and Kail’s
more negative views, indicate that the students experienced the English of the
HMP, firstly, in relation to their pre-HMP language proficiency, i.e. their indi-
vidual repertoires; secondly, as shaped by hospitality as their field of spe-
cialization and by their job-oriented educational setting, i.e. established prac-
tices; and, thirdly, as dependent on the language’s function as the main common
language, i.e. as the means of communicating in their community of MuESs
(multilingual English speakers). In other words, the insider views clearly sup-
port the analyst’s interpretation of the HMP as an educational setting in which
the classroom language functions and is experienced as the stakeholders’ lingua
franca (see 2.4).

A further case in point is the fourth language skill, writing, which, as is
evident from the many quotes given above, was generally excluded from the
comments on language improvement.This is not due to an oversight on either the
stakeholders’ or my part, but rather reflects the special position given to writing
in the HMP. It might be surprising for a post-secondary educational programme,
but writing of any sort featured only marginally in the programme. It was used
for note-taking during the lessons in support of the information included in the
respective textbooks. It was necessary in written tests, none of which, however,
required anything more than short phrases, and it was required in the writing of a
few collaboratively produced reports during the second year of studies. Overall,
however, writing was avoided as much as possible, mainly because most teachers
had had severe problems of intelligibility when it came to written texts produced
by less proficient students in this as well as other groups (see Quote 4.36). As
the HMP was explicitly designed as a practice-oriented programme (cf. 4.2.2),
the teachers tended to judge writing as marginally relevant and thus decided
to avoid it as much as possible. This generally met with appreciation from all
students irrespective of their language proficiency levels (see Quote 4.37).55

55. For a more detailed presentation and discussion of the roles played by writing in the
HMP cf. Smit (2007b).
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Quote 4.36. Interview (3rd sem, 2nd mth)
AKL: na der [Student X] schreibt ziemlich schwer also ich kann fast nichts verstehen

[. . . ] ja aber ich denk dann immer okay ich tu nicht [..] das Geschriebene
beurteilen sondern ich sag mir ist wichtig dass er’s versteht und die Mitarbeit
passt
[he <a specific student> has real problems writing so that basically I can’t
understand any of it [. . . ] but I always think that all right I won’t assess the
written bits but I think it’s more important that he understands and that he
participates in class]

Quote 4.37. Group interview (3rd sem, 2nd mth)
US: what about writing in English , do you feel there should have been more for

you to pra- to improve your writing or are you happy with the way it’s been
done .

Crik: my opinion is there was enough writing .
Mark: yeah I agree .

Elig: a lot of homework and projects .

In conclusion, the stakeholders’ evaluations of their own English shed light on
their wide range of learning and using English prior to the HMP as well as the
types of influence experienced through English as classroom language for the
two years of the programme. Taking the diverse experiences together it seems
safe to say that the students and teachers differentiated between two types of
language development: professionalization in terms of English for the hospital-
ity industry, on the one hand, and, on the other, increased fluency in classroom
interaction and, by extension, everyday language use. The former type was rec-
ognized in the acquisition of new vocabulary, expressions or stylistic widening
and was generally appreciated by all students as a necessary precondition for
a career in the hospitality industry. The latter, however, was met by more dif-
ferentiated evaluations since the type of ELF fluency acquired in the HMP was
not experienced as purely enriching by all participants. Some of the highly pro-
ficient English language speakers felt a deficit in their own English language
proficiency when comparing it to pre-HMP times. At the same time, however,
they all acknowledged its positive impact on the HMP and, more generally seen,
its participants as it facilitated their classroom interaction. More on the latter
will emerge from the next section, which will present the students’and teachers’
views on their classroom interaction.

4.3.2.2 On using English

As has become evident in many of the students’ and teachers’ quotes above,
all participants were acutely aware of the fact that English functioned as their
lingua franca. Whether they had used English in international contexts before or
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learnt it as a foreign language, or whether they had had previous experience in
English as an educational language or not, they embarked upon their joint two
years knowing that they would need each other’s support if they wanted to make
classroom interaction work. Generally, all students agreed that communication
was possible right from the beginning, despite the different types of English
coming together. Just like Anns in Quote 4.38, most students expressed their
readiness to make communication work across linguistic or other hurdles, which
resulted in a highly collaborative atmosphere, as I could also tell from observing
the group. The teachers were similarly positive and clearly impressed by how
constructive and successful an interaction they encountered in their lessons.
As FER phrased it rather humorously, he found the students’ input clear and
understandable because their language proficiency was comparable with his
own (see Quote 4.39).

Quote 4.38. Interview (1st sem, 4th mth)
Anns: they do get on in class , but yes there are differences, some people are it is

hard for them to understand because the way they have learnt English , is
different . I mean even if you take the (Koreans) they have an accent . [. . . ]
when they speak sometimes yes the others don’t understand . but we yes we
try to communicate with each other without fight and stuff so we understand
each other well . because they sometimes that what I speak maybe she doesn’t
understand or another person then I explain them .

Quote 4.39. Interview (2nd sem, 1st mth)
FER: bei dieser Gruppe hier is es eigentlich so dass ich persönlich finde und auch

von den Präsentationen her schon gesehen habe dass das Englisch eigentlich
bei denen funktioniert (.) die sind auf dem level FER (.) vielleicht ein bisschen
drunter oder drüber
[with this group I think personally and I’vealso seen that in their presentations
that their English works all right (.) they are on the same level as me (.) maybe
a bit below or above it.]

Owing to the fact that almost all lessons were of the traditional kind in the sense
that they were teacher-fronted and -directed (cf. 2.2.1.3), the teachers had the
biggest share of classroom talk (see e.g. 5.3.4). This placed the bigger onus of
understanding on the students, which was also manifest in the fact that students
tended to describe teachers’use of English in much more detailed ways than vice
versa. Quotes 4.40 and 4.41 represent the evaluations practically all students
formulated during the interviews: they were generally of the opinion that all
teachers could relate their subject matter in English, but that this partly happened
in formulations that the students felt were lacking in linguistic specificity or
precision. At the same time, though, they were not inclined to criticize the
teachers for their language use because of the fact that English was their lingua
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franca.56 On the contrary, some students stressed that having teachers use ELF
made their teaching more accessible to the students as well (see Quote 4.42).

Quote 4.40. Interview (2nd sem, 1st mth)
Cana: actually the [teachers] are all pretty fine but I know that they’re I feel that there

are some teachers that are they are not comfortable in teaching us in English .
[. . . ] I see that and I hear that and they make a lot of mistakes and like we’re
just sometimes we are laughing because it’s so funny but actually it’s unfair
because we are making the same mistakes sometimes so but I I feel it [. . . ] not
they don’t feel comfortable but I think it’s really difficult for them as well to
because they know their subject really well but maybe they sometimes can’t
express themselves so good in English but they want to express themselves
but they can’t . so it’s sometimes like you can feel it . that’s sometimes weird .
@

Quote 4.41. Interview (2nd sem, 1st mth)
Alac: yeah I mean they know basic they know good Austrian English that’s about

what I would say [. . . ] some teachers have better vocabularies than others I
guess , [. . . but] you don’t really need a high level of English cause that’s not
really the point I think . I mean as long as they get it across what they want to-
what is important for this subject , if they don’t have a fluent perfect English
doesn’t make a difference

Quote 4.42. Interview (2nd sem, 1st mth)
Kosk: for me it’s better you know they’re using low level English , for me it’s better

because they don’t have high expectations and so on

This collaborative attitude was shared by most teachers who expressed their
awareness of language-related problems of understanding, partly induced by
the teachers themselves (cf. Quote 4.43). In other words, all participants were
keenly aware of the fact that the use of ELF as classroom language made the
process of constructing understanding a more difficult one.

Quote 4.43. Interview (2nd sem, 2nd mth)
OUL: und wir Lektoren alle sind ja nicht alle Engländer und wir sprechen sicher

nicht alle ein top Englisch und deswegen is es natürlich auch für die Schüler
wiederum manchmal schwierig ä ä alles (.) zuzuordnen weil der eine sagt so
und der andere sagt so [. . . ] kein Hindernis aber es macht’s etwas schwieriger
[and us lecturers we’re also not all English and we certainly do not use top
English and that’s why it’s also more difficult for our students to make sense out
of things because one lecturer says this and the other one says that [. . . ] it’s
not a hindrance <to understanding> but it makes it somehow more difficult]

56. This contrasts markedly with other tertiary educational settings, in which students
were reported to expect teachers’ English to be more proficient than their own (e.g.
Björkman 2009; Clear 2005; Suvinitty 2008).
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This feeling was intensified at the beginning of the programme by certain severe
problems of intelligibility students reported they had with classmates of linguis-
tically different backgrounds. Most European students found it particularly hard
to follow what some of the Asian students said (see Quote 4.44), and some of
the less proficient English users found the English of the more proficient ones
highly challenging (see Quote 4.45). The Austrian accent, quite strong with
some teachers, also caused a few instances of little or no understanding and, in
the case of the marketing teacher, NER, it was his use of complicated words
that gave some students a hard time (see Quote 4.46), even if almost all of them
were highly impressed with his lecturing style.

Quote 4.44. Interview (1st sem, 3rd mth)
Crik: at the beginning I didn’t understand a word . I’m trying was trying (to) re-

member this one conversation [with Hars], it’s yeah and it’s the same yes that
I really didn’t understand anything .

Quote 4.45. Interview (1st sem, 4th mth)
Zuyz: maybe someone speaks so quick <e.g. Crik> , I cannot catch it , but (xxx) in

case they speak slowly , then I can understand

Quote 4.46. Interview (1st sem, 3rd mth)
Anle: sometimes it’s hard to understand <the teachers> , but still I think I can cope

with them , I mean . I can cope with them but when they are using really really
huge words you know , it’s really ha- like big big words is it harder to like
figure it out what they are talking about .

Besides moments of linguistic non-understanding, a few students also mentioned
pragmatic difficulties of making communication work. Jins was particularly
outspoken on this point, complaining that she and another Asian student ‘didn’t
get’ the kind of jokes repeatedly cracked by some classmates (Quote 4.47). By
stressing the sexual nature of this kind of humour, it became clear that the main
problem encountered here had not resulted from the choice of language, but was
rather a cultural one of creating humour with what amounted to non-humorous
and taboo-like topics for others.

Quote 4.47. Interview (1st sem, 3rd mth)
Jins: er it depends on the- I think it depends the character . so we we can understand ,

normal communications . but they are- they try to make a joke , sometimes
we cannot understand . [..] Zian or Lura , they always try to make some sexual
jokes , but we cannot get it , especially me , and Anle , doesn’t get it .

With time progressing, however, the instances of non-understanding seemed to
diminish. Already a few months into the HMP, most students conceded that they
had become more accustomed to the different ways of using and pronouncing
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English and had learnt to understand each other (see Quote 4.48) and the teachers
better (see Quote 4.49).

Quote 4.48. Interview (1st sem, 3rd mth)
Crik: but now , I don’t know . either I got used to it or he <Hars> improved , I don’t

know what , because now I actually understand what he says each sentence
eighty ninety percent from what he says .

Quote 4.49. Interview (1st sem, 3rd mth)
Jins: at first I was really didn’t understand anything from every teachers . [. . . ] @

but more- more and more I take a class I think I getting used to be hear them .
but I think I don- don’t know the exact way how can I figure out their inter(xx)
pronunciation . just just hear again and again , and then I get used to hear
them .

In other words, the participants perceived an improvement in the communica-
tional process of making interactions work. As Elig put it so succinctly:

Quote 4.50. Interview (1st sem, 3rd mth)
Elig: I think we all got used to each other . doesn’t mean we’re speaking English

better , but we speak in a way that we definitely understand each other I guess

Clearly, the students still faced problematic interactional concerns, but they
seemed to have developed ways of dealing with many of them. As regards the
marketing textbook, for instance, which was considered particularly hard to
understand, students found their strategies of getting to grips with its contents,
such as going through it in groups (see Quote 4.51)

Quote 4.51. Interview (1st sem, 3rd mth)
Suka: because the language is uff I think it’s all marketing language . or its very tough

you really need a dictionary with that . [. . . ] so then we sat down together and
then we were reading like one gets one paragraph and then those who are
understanding that paragraph that person is explaining

Concerning spoken communication, the first semester obviously helped in shap-
ing specific interactional expectations. After a few weeks already, students ob-
served themselves as no longer caring about what they referred to as ‘correct
language use’. Instead they reported that they simply used English to make com-
munication possible (see Quote 4.52). With this single most important commu-
nicational aim in mind, the teachers’ questions for comprehension seemed to
have acquired special relevance, just as asking for further explanations oneself
(see Quote 4.53).

Quote 4.52. Interview (1st sem, 3rd mth)
Flor: and for every sentence I was just thinking of erm is it right , is it grammatically

right , and then just express it , I mean just say the sentence and then afterwards ,
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er did I say it right or not , so you have to think about it and that’s why the
sentences are coming very slow . and right now I just don’t think about it just
keep on talking and maybe sometimes it’s wrong , but yeah [. . . ] yeah you feel
very good .

Quote 4.53. Interview (1st sem, 3rd mth)
Flor: yeah anyway if we don’t understand it they just ask once more do you under-

stand it do you know what I really mean by it , yeah (.) if we have any questions
we just ask them .

In other words, English had been accepted and, it seems also internalized, as the
HMP’s lingua franca by the second part of the first semester, i.e. at T2. During
two group interviews a year later, the same topic was raised and, in both instances,
different students formulated these interactional expectations as a fairly explicit
rule that if more or new information on an ongoing exchange were needed then
it was the hearer’s task to initiate it, rather than the speaker’s to explain without
having been asked for it (see Quote 4.54). The discourse-pragmatic analyses
will show in how far these developing interactional expectations were reflected
in actual classroom exchanges (see e.g. 5.4.2, 6.4.2.3, 6.4.4.3, 7.4.4).

Quote 4.54. Interview (4th sem, 1st mth)
Lura: I think erm whenever somebody doesn’t understand a word , everybody will

help them , but as long as people don’t ask nobody will actually then translate
each word they say , so I think if somebody doesn’t understand something ,
he or she should ask and yeah .

US: people do that , students , students ask .
Lura: yeah students ask , well I think it was more erm in the first two semesters ,

now I don’t actually see this anymore , maybe time to time , once a week or
twice a week , can you see it , but at the beginning it was more often .

MER, who got to the know the student group in their second year of studies
only, made the same point in describing her view on using English for teaching
in the Hotel Management Programme: “if something’s unclear they need to
make themselves heard” (Quote 4.55). She furthermore stressed the similarities
between teachers and students as regards their use of English in that they all
needed to collaborate in order to make it work.

Quote 4.55. Interview (3rd sem, 3rd mth)
MER: also ich denk immer wir sitzen alle im selben Boot ich sag ihnen in der ersten

Stunde mein Englisch ist auch nicht perfekt , ich hab’s nicht als Muttersprache
ah wenn irgendwas unklar ist sollen s’ bitte schreien wenn ich ein Wort nicht
weiß werd ich selber sagen bitte wie heißt das ah und so geht’s sicher vielen
anderen auch deren Muttersprache nicht Englisch ist .
[I always think we are in the same boat, I tell them in the first class that my own
English isn’t perfect either, it’s not my mother tongue. if something’s unclear
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they need to make themselves heard, when I don’t know a word myself, I’ll
say myself excuse me, what is it called? (.) and this is most likely what many
others feel like whose mother tongue isn’t English.]

What is striking about this comment is the egalitarian and matter-of-fact way
with which the teacher evaluated English as the HMP’s lingua franca and its
contingent communicational practices. While MER referred to “mother tongue
[speakers]”, this is done in order to stress the difference in language proficiency,
rather than highlight linguistic deficiencies. Such a purely non-evaluative, com-
parative interpretation stands in contrast to opinions voiced by those teachers
who started teaching the HMP in the first semester. In their comments, just as
in those of most students during that time, communicational success tended to
be confirmed, but the participants’ language proficiencies were implicitly seen
as deficient in relation to ‘mother tongue speakers’ (see Quote 4.56).

Quote 4.56. Interview (2nd sem, 1st mth)
OPP: ich glaub ich würd’s also wemma von der Notenskala sieht (.) sicher eins bis

drei [. . . ] fünf goa ned und vier (.) würd ich auch nicht sagen (1) also es gibt
halt Leute die si besser ausdrücken können weil sie auch Englisch als zweite
Muttersprache haben
[if you take [our] grading schema <ranging from 1=excellent to 5= fail> I’d
say one to three [. . . ] five not at all and four (.) neither I’d say (1) there are
some students who express themselves better also because English is their
second mother tongue]

To put it differently, the evaluations show that native English played a role in
evaluating the English of individuals throughout the HMP. At the same time,
MER’s and other comments reveal that communicating HMP-internally was
also taken as a point of evaluative reference, arguably with increasing relevance
as the Classroom Community of Practice developed.

The group interviews added evidence to this interpretation as the students
involved in them discussed their classroom interaction in the same light. In
Quote 4.57 the three students present agreed that communication had clearly
improved inasmuch as all could interact without any problems, but they differed
in trying to find reasons for it. Crik believed that the interactional setup that
had been established by then depended on individual language learning, Elig
suggested that it was a mutual process of familiarization and linguistic accom-
modation, and Mark added the idea that the amount and intensity of individuals
participating in interaction had increased since the first semester. As quite often
happens in such situations, it is likely that all three students were right and each
identified one of the many aspects of what had happened in the preceding year
of studying and co-constructing their ELF interactional base.
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Quote 4.57. Group interview (4th sem, 1st mth)
US: what is your impression , (.) has everybody improved in the way they’re able

to communicate ?
Crik: yeah , best example in my opinion is Hars , the first week I didn’t understand

him , literally I didn’t understand him , now it’s perfectly fine .
Elig: but maybe you just got used to the way he speaks .
Crik: I think it is a mix of both .

Mark: maybe now he speaks more with people , (.) maybe that’s the reason .
Crik: he (.) I mean he improved definitely (.) he improved a lot .

Mark: I think everybody improved .
Crik: by him you can really see , (.) cause I said the first week we had such trouble

to understand him . always think (.) erm , yeah . (.) and now it’s fine , yeah it’s
great

Elig: I think we just sort of got used to how everybody speaks on their own .

An additional reason that was put forward was the increasing familiarization with
the subjects as well as the professional hospitality world. Students mentioned
the ease with which they could increasingly participate in classroom interactions
because they had internalized the basics of the subject matter as well as gaining
relevant work experience (cf. Quotes 4.32 and 4.33).

To sum up the emic perspective on using English in class, the quotes com-
mented on above have painted a detailed picture of how it takes practice to
shape lingua franca interaction so that all can profit from it. While all stakehold-
ers confirmed their willingness to engage in ELF interactions in class, they also
reported on severe difficulties and hurdles in the first weeks of studying together.
What was seen as reasons for communicational trouble differed between the par-
ticipants, but it seems fair to say that differences in accent were singled out as
major cause of non-understanding, thus supporting Jenkins’ (2000) tenet of the
centrality of pronunciation to intercultural communication (cf. 2.3.3.1; see also
5.4.3). At the same time, most participants expressed their readiness to live with
non-understanding in the hope that it might change, which it also seems to have
done.A few weeks into the programme, students already reported on remarkably
fewer instances of accent-based, and other communicational trouble as well as a
growing familiarity with using English as language of teaching and learning. In
addition, classroom interaction was reportedly starting to rely on a tendency to
make oneself heard in case of insufficient understanding so that the interlocu-
tors would know when further elaborations or explanations were necessary. By
the third semester the students felt that they no longer had any language-based
communicational problems, neither amongst each other nor with the lecturers.
They had also gained enough hospitality knowledge and work experience to use
English more self-assuredly.
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4.4 Conclusions

In this chapter the site and social players of the present study have been ap-
proached and brought to life in two stages. The first one provided the overall
description of the location – the hotel school – as well as the educational pro-
gramme – the Hotel Management Programme – with a specific focus on the
11 subjects, 10 lecturers and 28 students involved in the study. Building on
these factual cornerstones of the investigation, the ethnographic account proper
could focus on the emic perspectives on English as classroom language and
its development in the course of the programme, which, as it turned out, could
not be separated from the participants’ views of the changing relations among
themselves, on the one hand, and, on the other, the dynamic developments of
using English and, at the same time, improving their proficiency in it. This
means that the participants revealed their awareness that using English as a
lingua franca for classroom interaction came in a package with certain commu-
nicational patterns and specificities, as it were. It was seen as motivated by the
international focus and design of the educational programme and as hanging
closely together with its main educational aim, viz. introduction to, and famil-
iarization with an area of professionalization, as well as the dynamic processes
of developing an inter- or transcultural, educational, and temporary community.
In other words, the participants contextualized ‘ELF as classroom language’ lin-
guistically and socially. As regards the former, English was evaluated as lingua
franca, but also as language for hospitality purposes, which meant that language
learning featured in two ways: in improving HMP-internal and, by extension,
other lingua franca communication as well as in acquiring the specific regis-
ter of the respective subjects in preparation for future employment. As regards
the latter, the participants were keenly aware of the HMP community, which,
although forced on to them, turned out to be highly important to everyone for
the duration of the programme, the ways in which they moulded it from first
to last semester, and the central role played by the L1s and English in this
process.

These emic insights into ELF as classroom language feature in the present
study in multiple ways. As already indicated elsewhere, they helped in refining
the conceptual frame of investigating ELF as classroom language (cf. Figure 2.2
in chapter 2.4) by offering supportive evidence for, firstly, the complex defini-
tion of ELF applied here (cf. 2.3.1.6) and, secondly, the multilayered interplay
of relevant concepts and approaches (cf. 2.4). Similarly, the ethnographic ac-
count has provided the participants’ evaluations of their temporary but crucially
relevant Classroom Community of Practice (cf. 1.3), and offered insights into
the emic reasoning for the longitudinal developments in classroom interaction,
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which, furthermore, have led to the identification of T1, T2 and T3 as relevant
periods for the discourse-pragmatic analyses.

Most importantly, the ethnographic account has offered a detailed descrip-
tion of what ‘community of practice’ and ‘ELF as classroom language’ meant
for the social actors involved. While clearly the notions as such did not feature in
the students’ or teachers’ evaluations of their daily classroom lives, the concepts
behind them were experienced as highly relevant and were seen as interrelated.
In short, the students, but also their teachers, regarded the group as a community
of individuals working together in meeting their teaching and learning objectives
(‘joint negotiated enterprise’), a process mainly facilitated by and through class-
room interaction (‘mutual engagement’) in English as their common language
(‘shared repertoire’), all of which was experienced as changing with time. While
English as classroom language was seen positively throughout the HMP in that
it facilitated the educational setting and prepared for future jobs, the participants
were keenly aware of its implications for their undertaking. At the outset, the
students and teachers seem to have had relatively low expectations as to how
much repertoire would actually be shared. At the same time, they were ready to
invest a great deal of time and energy in building up a broader base of shared
interactional resources. A few weeks of engaging in such jointly constructed
interaction had the intended effects – most students found it much easier to
communicate with each other as well as to follow the classes. At the same time,
the multilinguality of the HMP was prominent in the forming of linguacultural
groupings as well as a partly unrecognized division according to German lan-
guage proficiency. While some participants were originally disturbed by what
they interpreted as divisive roles of the various L1s, and German as language of
the environment, they soon realized that the respective subcommunities did not
put a stop to the fruitful development of the Classroom Community of Practice,
but that they thrived – and were practised – in parallel. With the students gain-
ing more subject-related knowledge and interactional ease, the subcommunities
were reported as becoming less relevant and the whole community and its in-
teractional practice as particularly dynamic. Reflecting the temporary nature of
such an educational community, the participants started to lose interest in the
internal social processes in the course of the fourth and final semester.

As regards the community’s main practice – communicating in English as
classroom language – the emic account showed that the participants were keenly
aware of the role of English as their lingua franca.To begin with, successful com-
munication was not taken for granted. On the contrary, some participants voiced
their pleasant surprise at finding that they could communicate with others right
from the start, and all acknowledged that there was a great deal of linguistic
and interactive work involved in classroom interaction. This extra effort was
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reflected in the generally shared views of personal and/or community language
improvement or changes, seen as directly motivated by language use. While
fully situated in the HMP oral practices, such considerations reveal similarities
to more general considerations on the complex relations between language use
and learning (cf. 2.2.2.2); considerations, which fit well to the descriptive frame
of oral ELF pratices (cf. Figure 2.1 in 2.3.1.5). New content areas and disciplines
were identified with linguistic extensions insofar as everybody had to become
familiar with the respective established practices, including language use.
Besides this generally welcome language professionalization of English for the
hospitality industry, the students and teachers also observed general language
improvement insofar as they could engage in interactions with increasing ease.
The resulting heightened fluency was considered relevant to their internal com-
municating. At the same time, it caused certain levels of insecurity for a few
highly proficient users of English who, in comparing their post- with pre-HMP
language proficiencies, deplored what they perceived as a degree of deterio-
ration. While ‘HMP English’ was thus evaluated as important and appropriate
by all, the participants’ emotional reactions differed depending on the devel-
opments they identified in their individual repertoires as regards English
proficiency. Taken together, these diverse emic evaluations of the English used
as classroom language in the HMP clearly support the etic view of it as a lingua
franca.

Apart from providing conceptual support and offering a rich description of
the community of practice in question, the ethnographic account has revealed
which aspects of interaction the stakeholders considered particularly relevant to
classroom talk.As indicated above and developed in more detail in the respective
subchapters below (5.1, 6.1, 7.1), students and teachers alike were particularly
concerned to (a) seek understanding, (b) organize the lessons and develop edu-
cational talk in the joint endeavour to construct objects of learning (cf. 2.2.1.1)
and (c) negotiate and construct knowledge. The following three analytical chap-
ters will pick up these issues and focus on the classroom interactional data in
an attempt to see how the different stages described in this chapter were em-
bodied in the HMP lessons during T1, T2 and T3, and how the social actors
handled their interaction as constantly under repair for improved understanding
(see chapter 5), how they directed their exchanges in order to manage and de-
velop their classroom interaction (see chapter 6) and how they jointly engaged
in explaining new or unfamiliar concepts and ideas (see chapter 7).



Chapter 5. Classroom interaction ‘under repair’

5.1 Introduction

Irrespective of setting, purposes or participants involved, ‘co-constructing un-
derstanding’ must be one of the main points of communication in general. Fur-
thermore, and this is specifically relevant to this study, it is crucial to any formal
educational setting in two regards: understanding is a necessary precondition
for meeting the respective learning aims and objectives, and at the same time it
is integral to any (classroom) discourse, which in itself is central to the teaching
and learning processes (cf. 2.2.1.1). In addition to this all-encompassing reality
of reaching understanding, the preceding ethnographic account has clarified the
emically established relevance of this topic to the Classroom Community of
Practice (CCofP) of the Hotel Management Programme (HMP). As expounded
on in some detail in chapter 4.3, both students and teachers voluntarily and ea-
gerly shared their views on the kinds and degrees of communicative success they
observed and experienced themselves. In brief, the stakeholders were keenly
aware of their ELF communicational situation (e.g. Quote 4.55), the diversity of
linguacultural backgrounds and English language proficiency levels represented
in the community (e.g. Quote 4.38) and they also identified contingent commu-
nicational specificities, such as uttering directives (e.g. Quote 4.54), as well as
change and development with the Hotel Management Programme unfolding
(e.g. Quote 4.50).

This means that achieving understanding was topicalized beyond the rele-
vance it tends to have in educational oral practices in general as it was brought in
direct connection to using a lingua franca as classroom language. Furthermore,
the stakeholders were obviously sensitized to the collaborative dynamics inte-
gral to the process of making meaning in their communicational endeavours.
In brief, the students and teachers agreed on a high degree of communicational
success in the HMP, while at the same time identifying developments in their
discourse and commenting on actual and potential difficulties linked to using,
or communicating in ELF (see Figure 2.1 in 2.3.1.5). Given the investigative
focus of this study, these ethnographic insights have stimulated the ensuing
detailed analysis of the interactive practices applied in the co-construction of
shared understanding.

At the same time, the emic insights reverberate with recent insights into
(mis)understanding (e.g. Aijmer 2004; Bührig and ten Thije 2006; Bremer et
al. 1996; Tzanne 1999). While more on this will be discussed in the following
section, the stakeholders’ implicit assumptions allow for a few pointers here.
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To begin with, understanding is conceived of as dynamic, referring “to both the
process of explicating an utterance’s contextual references and the product re-
sulting from calculating their communicative meaning.” (Fetzer 2004: 57) This
means that understanding and misunderstanding do not stand in a dichotomous
relationship, but form a scalar continuum from more to less. Additionally, un-
derstanding is dynamic in that interlocutors can interpret its kind and degree
differently and that some instances of insufficient understanding might remain
silent as the participants in question refrain from topicalizing them (Dannerer
2004: 104–105). Furthermore, understanding is seen as a collaborative under-
taking with all participants working together on constructing successful commu-
nication. What is implicit in this conception is that problems in understanding
are, firstly, an intrinsic part of communication and, secondly, they are a truly
interactive feature, i.e. not to be ‘blamed’ on anybody specific (e.g. Stati 2004).
Furthermore, such a dynamic, integrated, bottom-up conception of understand-
ing also has implications from the top-down perspective: what is experienced as
understanding depends not only on the line-by-line construction of discourse,
but also on the participants’ expectations and their aims and purposes; in brief,
on the oral practice in question (cf. 2.2.1.2).

In the present case, it is thus of paramount importance to keep in mind
the specificities of the multilingual classroom setting with ELF as classroom
language. Apart from the ‘normal’ features and patterns of classroom talk
(see 2.2.1), two additional aspects played a role in the CCofP: cultural expec-
tations of classroom discourse and turn-allocation, as well as levels of English
proficiency. The former refers to the influence the students’ educational past
has on their readiness to request the floor (cf. Jones 1999) and the latter to
their (self-evaluated) linguistic abilities to follow the lesson. As became appar-
ent in the one-to-one interviews, students who had been socialized into formal
education in teacher-centred systems (e.g. Quote 5.1) were less ready to offer
contributions than those used to more learner-centred ones, especially at the
beginning of the course (see Quote 5.2, taken from an interview with the Fi-
nancial Management lecturer). Furthermore, as long as students struggled to
understand the gist of a lesson, they might have felt too overwhelmed to point
out comprehension problems themselves (see Quote 5.3) and instead left them
unaddressed.

Quote 5.1. Interview (1st sem, 3rd mth)
Jins: different education for my country . so I think this one is better [. . . ] because

in the class in Korea , they always take some notes , just they just listen to
lecture . don’t have any activity .
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Quote 5.2. Interview (pilot phase)
TON: and the other thing that is very very strong and affects the the way erm they

<e.g. Chinese> can use their English is what their cultural assumptions are
about their role in the classroom the the er distance there should be between
them and the teacher [. . . ] it can take up to a year before they start participating
at all .

Quote 5.3. Interview (2nd sem, 2nd mth)
Jenz: [to understand teachers] oh ja ja that was hard . that was hard . because you

have to figures out all the different character personality the way they talk , it
was very hard , for first semester for first three months it was hard .

In other words, the oral practices of traditional multilingual classrooms like the
ones investigated here not only reflect the institutionalized interactional pat-
terns of all educational settings, but are additionally characterized by diverse
cultural backgrounds, individual repertoires and established practices,
all of which arguably influence the ratio of actual instances of insufficient under-
standing compared to those that are verbalized. While linguistic investigations in
general cannot describe problems of communication that remain unaddressed
(Tzanne 1999: 18–20), the specific educational oral practices probably exac-
erbate this generally valid analytical limitation. Analysing miscommunication
thus seems a practically impossible task, which might be the (generally unac-
knowledged) reason why classroom research has generally not dealt with ‘mis-
communication’, but focused on ‘negotiation of meaning’ (e.g. Long and Sato
1983; Lyster 2002; Varonis and Gass 1985) or ‘interactional repair’ (e.g. Dalton-
Puffer 2007; McHoul 1990; van Lier 1988), thus concerning itself directly with
the observable instances.

Such an approach will be followed here (cf. also Smit 2007a). I will focus
my analysis on the instances when participants give voice to their problems in
inferring meaning from the preceding interaction that seems appropriate to the
ongoing interaction, i.e. when the participants engage in interactional repair to
negotiate meaning. In order to throw light on the theoretical frame applied here,
the central concepts and models will be presented first (see 5.2), followed by
the description of the analytical framework applied (see 5.3). With the help of
the research categories thus established, the classroom repair practices will be
analysed (see 5.4) with regard to the two research concerns

I. Who repairs what and how?
II. What changes occur with time?
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The resulting multitude of insights gained will lead to a detailed picture of how
the HMP participants collaboratively repair their classroom interactions in their
joint undertaking to co-construct understanding (see 5.5).

5.2 Conceptual background

As this section intends to offer a detailed presentation of the theoretical con-
siderations underlying the ensuing analysis, it begins by discussing the central
concepts (see 5.2.1) and analytical approaches (see 5.2.2) that have been in-
tegrated in the ‘interactional repair model plus’ (see 5.2.3.), which describes
the sequential development of repairing and responds to the ‘who’ in research
concern I. The two other aspects – ‘what’ and ‘how’ – are explicated in the
final subchapter (see 5.2.4), which focuses on what is repaired and how these
exchanges are linguistically realized.

5.2.1 (Mis)communication, intersubjectivity and (non/mis)understanding

Given the centrality of communicational success to discourse in general, mis-
communication/(mis)understanding has been the concern of various theoreti-
cal approaches and schools of thought: it is “a typically interdisciplinary phe-
nomenon” (Stati 2004: 49). As detailed and insightful overviews of the dif-
ferences and overlaps can be found elsewhere (e.g. Dascal 1999; Fetzer 2004;
House, Kasper and Ross 2003; Tzanne 1999: chapter 2), I will restrict the fol-
lowing discussion to the notions and concepts relevant here, before turning to
the three approaches that have inspired my own analytical framework in the
following section.

At the heart of the matter lies ‘understanding’ as a necessary precondition
and aspired outcome of most communication. Reflecting its cognitive and prag-
matic relevance, understanding can be described as a process in which partici-
pants engage in order to attain interpretative similarity in meaning at a level that
corresponds to their expectations and interactional aims (Dannerer 2004: 104,
quoting from Kindt and Weingarten 1984).Apart from combining cognitive with
functional criteria, this description also acknowledges the interactional and joint
nature of understanding. In this context a conversation analytical concept sug-
gests itself, namely ‘intersubjectivity’. Conceived of as “systematic provision
for a world known and held in common by some collectivity of persons” (Sche-
gloff 1992: 1296), intersubjectivity captures the sociocultural level of sharedness
which is needed for understanding to become possible (also Dalton-Puffer 2007:
71). While originating from predominantly monolingual and relatively mono-
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cultural settings, this notion may also have a potential for post-modern cultural
settings such as ELF communities of practice (Mauranen 2006b: 123). By fore-
grounding the respective aggregate of people interacting at a certain time and
space as nurturing ground of a shared culture, it shows compatibility with the
basic tenets of constructivist models such as community of practice as well as
transculturality and ‘third space’.

Whenever interactants cannot achieve comprehension in the sense given
above, they encounter problems of understanding, for which a range of notions
are in use in various definitions. For the sake of clarity, this study uses ‘miscom-
munication’ as referring “to the phenomenon as a whole” (Tzanne 1999: 33),
with individual instances reflecting diverse shades of (mis)understanding, or de-
grees of “non-coincidence between the speaker’s meaning and the listener’s in-
terpretations” (Stati 2004: 52) “in the particular context of interaction” (Tzanne
1999: 34). A distinction is sometimes drawn based on the degree of awareness
on behalf of the listeners. As specified in Bremer et al. (1996: 40), when inter-
locutors “realize that [they] cannot make sense of (part of an) utterance”, they
encounter non-understandings, whereas in the case of misunderstandings they
do make sense of the interaction, albeit in a different way than the intended
meaning.57 A certain proportion of misunderstandings can be expected to re-
main undetected or silent (Dannerer 2004), either because the participants them-
selves are not aware of differences in their respective interpretations or simply
because they do not topicalize them. Such fittingly labelled ‘latent miscommu-
nication’ (Linell 1995: 187) has received a great deal of attention specifically
in interculturally oriented interactional sociolinguistics (e.g. Gumperz 1982),
which tries to reveal the reasons for miscommunication in triangulating theoret-
ical models, interactional data and retrospective interviews with the interactants
(e.g. Chick 1995; House 2003b). While such interviews offer interesting in-
sights into culturally-based differences, they are not unproblematic themselves,
mainly because they happen post-hoc, dissecting the interactional process into
its ingredients (Seedhouse 2005: 253). Abstracting from the interactional dy-
namics in such a way runs the risk of stereotypical attribution and generalized
evaluations (e.g. Schiffrin 1994: chapter 4).

As reconfirmed in most recent publications, miscommunication is an integral
part of any communication (e.g. Coupland, Wiemann and Giles 1991; House,
Kasper and Scott 2003), but it is particularly rife in intercultural encounters,

57. A further distinction is based on the degree of volition on the part of the speaker.
As, however, the present investigation has not yielded any instance of voluntary or
strategic miscommunication (e.g. Dannerer 2004; Hinnenkamp 2003), this discussion
focuses on involuntary cases only (as in Tzanne 1999).
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so much so that House (1999) talks of “the myth of mutual intelligibility” in
ELF discourse and suggests that, in the effort of keeping the ELF interaction
going and accepting it as ‘robust’ in nature (Meierkord 1996), some participants
tend to apply the let-it-pass principle (Firth 1996) to such an extent that they
start talking past, rather than with each other. While this might be possible in
relatively loosely structured conversations, the relevant investigations of task-
oriented interactions in English as contact language have uncovered varying pat-
terns. Ahvenainen’s (2005) analysis of elicited information exchange dialogues
revealed ample instances of interlocutors working on mutual understanding, but
generally applying co-operative and face-saving means in order to achieve it.
Lesznyák’s (2002) study of a simulated meeting in a student conference shows
that, obviously based on the assumption of mutual understanding, participants
allow for a high proportion of vagueness and loose ends. In a similar discursive
setting, but with different participants including English native speakers, Knapp
(2002) reveals a similar understanding of the setting, but a less collaborative ap-
proach followed in the interaction. The most proficient English speakers, the
English upper secondary pupils, took over the discourse, thus ‘fading out’ the
nonnative participants. These contradictory findings in diverse ELF studies al-
ready hint at the possibility that an implicit assumption of mutual understanding
might not be basic to ELF interactions in general, but rather contingent on the
types of oral practice involved, with non-institutionalized talk arguably rather
prone to give considerable space to the let-it-pass strategy than task-focused,
institutional settings (e.g. Eggins and Slade 1997).

Some support for this suggestion can be gleaned from the first book-length
investigation of ELF. While Jenkins’ (2000) data were not taken from a clearly
institutionalized context, the setting was classroom-like insofar as students were
given clearly focused tasks to solve through interaction in groups. The students
were all multilingual speakers of English (MuESs) who, in their interactions, did
not seem to apply the let-it-pass principle throughout; on the contrary, they quite
regularly voiced the problems they had in making sense out of the ongoing dis-
course, and tried to reach intelligibility, “word and utterance recognition”, and
comprehensibility, “recognition of word and utterance meaning” (Jenkins 2000:
77, 78). While these interactions did not take place in regular lessons, the find-
ings are supported in a study of miscommunication in ELF exchanges in another
educational setting. Based on parts of the ELFA corpus, Mauranen (2006b: 146)
stresses the relatively rare instances of overt misunderstandings in a handful of
academic seminar and conference discussions, as well as “the considerable effort
invested in preventing misunderstanding” by, besides other interactional prac-
tices, engaging in repair work. These studies thus suggest that ELF interactants
display considerable willingness to keep repairing their interactions; a finding
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which is reminiscent of the abundant literature on classroom interaction and the
participants’ differentially active involvement in (re)modifying it to their own
needs (e.g. McHoul 1990; Musumeci 1996; van Lier 1988; Varonis and Gass
1985). Of the many investigations designed to explain success in language learn-
ing (e.g. Foster 1998; Lyster 1998, 2002; Pica 1983) one fundamental finding
is worth mentioning here: teachers and students tend to be actively involved in
interactional repair and negotiation of meaning, with the aim and hope (at least,
on the teachers’ side) to increase shared understanding. Therefore, classroom
interaction does arguably not presuppose mutual understanding, but works to-
wards it. As the CCofP presents another classroom setting, it is the aim of this
chapter to analyse and describe how the community members tried to make
intelligibility, comprehensibility and understanding more generally possible by
engaging in sequences of (re)modification of the interaction and, furthermore,
which time-dependent developments their communicational patterns underwent
with the community of ELF practice unfolding.

While it might be an overgeneralization to compare the afore-mentioned stud-
ies undertaken for different reasons in different settings and at different times,
it still seems remarkable that, in contrast to other settings, the educational one
apparently did not allow for the implicit assumption of mutual understanding
being all-encompassing. It seems therefore reasonable to assume that the (lan-
guage) classroom context in which the participants of the various studies found
themselves played a role in their readiness to engage in interactional modifica-
tions with the aim of reaching the level of understanding they deemed necessary
in that situation. Note here the relativistic phrasing: as mentioned above, com-
munication research has shown that the widely-held assumption of an idealized
complete understanding cannot be upheld in actual research. While it might
help as a simplification in, for example, pedagogical discourse, such absolute
metaphors do not reflect the nature of communication; it is rather a “matter of
degree” (Linell 1995: 184). Ambiguity, vagueness or concealment might some-
times be preferred over disambiguation, clarity and directness. A case in point
is research on doctor-patient interactions which has shown that some patients
preferred more opaquely phrased medical statements laden with Latinized terms
(West and Frankel 1991). On the other hand, very precise levels of understanding
are required in other communicational settings, such as business negotiations.
To put it bluntly, when large sums of money are at stake, unclear meaning or only
vaguely shared understanding will not do, which is also apparent in respective
ELF settings where participants have been observed to engage in precise mean-
ing negotiation exchanges (e.g. Ehrenreich 2009; Louhiala-Salminen, Charles
and Kankaanrant 2005; Pitzl 2005).
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In sum, communication sequences are not in themselves failures or successes
“but an intrinsic part of the cycle of creating a ‘working consensus”’ (Coupland,
Wiemann and Giles 1991: 8): whether a particular instance or stretch of com-
munication is considered a (partial) failure can only be assessed in relation
to the respective oral practice and its characterizing features, dimensions and
patterns (cf. 2.2.1.2). In the present study this is classroom main talk in ELF
(cf. 2.4). Miscommunication is understood here as resulting either from non-
understandings, detected as such by the participants, or from misunderstandings
which remain below the level of awareness. But even if interlocutors identify in-
stances of miscommunication as such, they might not verbalize them for various
reasons, contingent on all aspects of the respective oral practice (see also 5.2.4).
In those cases where interlocutors do express the mismatches in understanding
they perceive, they will engage in exchanges of negotiation or repairing mean-
ing with the intent to construct a higher and more successful level of shared
understanding.

Classroom talk arguably represents a special and seemingly contradictory
case: on the one hand, the teaching and learning endeavour implies the com-
municational aim of minimizing non- or misunderstanding. On the other hand,
latent non- and misunderstanding on the learners’ part is inadvertently boosted
because of the asymmetric power structures of classroom talk: teachers not only
allocate most speaking rights, but they also control most of the topic develop-
ment, including repair work as an aid to establishing intersubjectivity (Schegloff
1992; Dalton-Puffer 2007: 70–72). The traditional understanding of power as
product, as reflected in the simplified presentation of power in the classroom
given here, might lead to the mistaken belief that students are powerless. They
are not, simply because power is also a process, a “set of relations among peo-
ple and among social institutions” (Bloome et al. 2005: 162). As such, power is
always contested, and classroom research has shown that it is also meant to be
so (see also 2.2.1.2): teachers accept students breaking, or rather reconstituting
the (interactional) rules (Bloome et al. 2005: chapter 4; Rampton 2006: 48–62).
So, even if it is mainly the teachers who structure lessons and aim for inter-
subjectivity with the aid of repairing amongst other strategies, students are in a
position to make that intersubjectivity reach them as well. Repair work is thus
central to teachers and students alike, even though there might be differences in
what they use it for. While acknowledging the intrinsic dilemma of classroom
talk that repair work might only scratch the proverbial tip of the iceberg for
some students (cf. also Quotes 5.1–5.3 above), this study will concentrate on
the instances of interactionally visible non- or misunderstanding and the en-
suing exchanges repairing ‘communicational trouble’ in the participants’ joint
endeavour to construct or negotiate meaning.
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5.2.2 Analyzing communicational trouble

Reflecting the interdisciplinarity of miscommunication research, the analytical
frame chosen here combines the three approaches, already introduced above:

a. discourse analytical research on (mis)understanding/communication (Dan-
nerer 2004; Linell 1995), influenced by social psychological insights (Coup-
land, Wiemann and Giles 1991) and applied to ELF settings (House 1996,
2000; Mauranen 2006b);

b. research on the negotiation of meaning (Pica 1983; Varonis and Gass 1985),
motivated by second language acquisitional concerns (Ellis and Barkhuizen
2005); and

c. research on interactional repair in the tradition of Conversation Analysis
(CA) (e.g. Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks 1977; ten Have 1999) and how it
has been applied to classroom settings (Dalton-Puffer 2007; Markee 2000;
van Lier 1988).

While all three approaches concern themselves with “mismatch[es] between
speaker’s meaning and hearer’s understanding of it” (Tzanne 1999: 38) and thus
employ descriptive research methods, they follow differing research agendas,
which are already discernable from their respective terminological choice: the
first one is concerned with the phenomenon in general by analysing and explain-
ing the ambiguous, fleeting and intrinsically complex nature of (mis)communica-
tion as, it seems, expression of human existence and identity (e.g. Bührig and
ten Thije 2006).As it aims at the fundamental and generally unobservable nature
of (mis)communication, it is highly interpretative.

The second approach starts off more narrowly by looking at a specific group
of language users – namely language learners – and their possibilities of, firstly,
making understanding work and, secondly, improving their language profi-
ciency. Based on the interactional hypothesis of language acquisition (Ellis and
Barkhuizen 2005: 166–167), the focus here is on both conversational partners
developing mutual understanding by approximating to native speaker language
use. In other words, the focus is on the negotiation of meaning and form. This
approach is thus clearly educational, which generally means normative and, to
a certain extent, prescriptive.

The third approach, Conversation Analysis, takes a very different route again
(e.g. Markee 2000: chapter 2; ten Have 1999: chapter1; Seedhouse 2005): as a
micro-sociological theory, its central credo is to describe what actually happens
when people interact with the aim to uncover the routines of conversation and
the concomitant social roles the speakers enact. Owing to its fundamentally so-
ciological interest, the research focus lies on the social order or, to use a less
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hierarchical metaphor, social fabric, which is seen as continuously evolving in
and through interaction. When this social fabric is ‘woven’ in ways that, to the
participants, are unsatisfactory, it undergoes ‘repair’. In other words, it is pre-
cisely the sequential development of conversation and the actors’ involvement in
it that form the prime concern of this approach, which can thus be characterized,
first and foremost, as descriptive in all relevant micro-analytical details.

Given that the three approaches have developed out of such diverse scien-
tific backgrounds and research rationales, the surprising fact is not that their as-
sumptions and analytical methods show up a number of differences, but rather
that there is enough similarity to allow for methodological integration. The
crucial point of overlap is clearly the shared research object – mismatches in
understanding between interactants – which lends itself to an applied linguistic
study like the present one. As the three approaches have already been in use
for decades, mutual infiltration, or more positively, cross-fertilization has al-
ready taken place, especially with regard to the three fundamental questions of
(mis)communication research of any theoretical standing:

i. What is the default model of communication?
ii. Who or what causes communicational mismatches of intention and interpre-

tation?
iii. What solutions are offered for those mismatches?

The first question relates to the two fundamentally different models of communi-
cation that form the basis of communicational theories. The more traditional and
positivistic transmission model is built on the assumption of complete under-
standing as ideal and instances of incomplete understanding as deviations from
it. The constructivist model, already described as the one used in this study,
views communication as situationally and interactionally managed; ‘correct’
and ‘incorrect’ are thus no longer relevant criteria (e.g. Wetherell, Taylor and
Yates 2001: chapter 1). While the original conversation analytical model of the
1960s and early ‘70s still relied on the more positivistic thinking that was then
prevalent (Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks 1977; Skovholt and Svennevig 2005),
most present-day versions have abandoned the transmission model completely
(e.g. Schegloff 1992; Seedhouse 2005). Similar tendencies are observable with
the SLA approaches, although the normative setting of language use in educa-
tion seems to provide a better basis for the assumption of ‘ideal’, i.e. trouble-free
communication as norm.58

58. Ellis and Barkhuizen (2005: 166–167) describe the ‘negotiation of meaning’approach
as analysing “the conversational exchanges that arise when interlocutors seek to
prevent a communicative impasse occurring or to remedy an actual impasse that has
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The aspect of language norm is also relevant in respect of the second question.
Traditional SLA research identified the communicational problems with the
less proficient speaker, i.e. the language learner; more recently, though, the
interactional focus on language in use has also made inroads into language
learning research (e.g. Firth and Wagner 1997, 2007). While CA has never had
a linguistically normative agenda, it has been described as hearer-focused (Ellis
and Barkhuizen 2005: 170), which is correct insofar as the explicitly descriptive
and non-cognitive character of CA would not allow any interpretative analysis
of potential speaker motivations. At the same time, though, I submit that CA
does more than that as its main focus is to shed light on the interplay between
the respective hearers-cum-speakers. As I see it, CA is also concerned with the
interactional development, similarly to communication research.

The stances the approaches take to the third question – what solutions are
offered – again mirror their research interest, but equally cannot be kept neatly
apart insofar as they reflect partly the respective communication model, partly
the rationale of a specific study. As long as incomplete understanding is seen as
deviation, the obvious solution lies in the normative, i.e. problem-free, commu-
nicational behaviour. With communicational appropriateness becoming a much
more fluid and oral-practice-specific concept, general solutions are hard to find,
except maybe for research motivated by language learning, which tends to take
recourse to first language norms of some type. As can be expected from its
research agenda, the SLA meaning negotiation studies tend to feature promi-
nently here, but so does (mis)communication research on ELF discourse. With
the aim of describing what students of English should learn in order to become
more successful ELF users in the future, House (1999), for instance, suggests
the teaching of pragmatic fluency markers.

The brief description of how the three approaches deal with fundamental
questions of analysing communicational mismatches has intended to throw light
on their different research origins and agendas, but also, and more importantly,
the many overlaps and parallels in research methodology that are particularly
beneficial for an applied linguistic study as the present one. I will therefore
combine the approaches insofar as I base my own approach on the insights
of (mis)communication research that miscommunication is part and parcel of
communication and widely ‘hidden’from the linguistic surface, especially in the
institutionalized oral practices at stake here (see 5.2.1). As my focus, however,

arisen”. The term ‘impasse’, i.e. “a situation in which progress is blocked” (Collins
Cobuild English Dictionary 1998: 773), is highly revealing as it presupposes that
a conversation can be blocked, a view of communication that seems closer to a
transactional than a constructivist model of communication.
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is less on what is hidden, but on what is expressed, my research interests are on
the verbalized instances. In view of the fact that an ELF setting is by definition a
linguistically quite open one, the notion ‘negotiation of meaning’ might seem a
good choice, mainly because the participants are aware of the potential problems
in jointly creating common meaning (cf. 4.3.2, 5.1). At the same time, however,
negotiation of meaning is less fitting for two reasons: firstly and as pointed out
correctly by Marton and Tsui (2004: 175), negotiating meaning is difficult in
class because of the unequal power relationship between teacher and students.
And secondly, the negotiation of meaning research approach reflects a clear focus
on (classroom-based) language learning, requiring constant comparison with L1
language norms. While the present study acknowledges that language learning
takes place on all occasions when language is used, its basic orientation is on lan-
guage in use; language learning criteria are only marginally relevant (cf. 2.3.1.4).

I have therefore decided to adopt the CA approach to ‘interactional repair’.
It abstains from any normative or prescriptive aims, and requires the researcher
to focus on the specific setting in order to give a detailed description of the
respective interactional sequences and the different social roles adopted by the
actors in them. While the repair approach is methodologically and sociologically
well developed (for more details see below), it is fairly unspecific when it comes
to linguistic analysis. The term ‘repair’ itself already indicates the sociological
interest in interaction as social fabric, as does the notion ‘trouble (source)’
for the instances initiating repair (Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks 1977). This
linguistic naivety is, however, not necessarily negative. It allows the researcher,
firstly, to uncover the functions of a specific structure (Schiffrin 1994: 278) and,
secondly, to integrate linguistically more precise concepts or models wherever
this is deemed necessary. In this vein, I wish to label the analysis presented in
the following ‘interactional repair plus’. It takes the CA approach as point of
departure and, as will be argued in the following section, integrates some aspects
of the negotiation of meaning approach and the discourse analytical approach
to (mis)communication.

5.2.3 The ‘interactional repair plus’ model

The CA model of interactional repair, as originally sketched in Schegloff, Jef-
ferson and Sacks (1977) and applied to (language) classroom settings (McHoul
1990; van Lier 1988), talks of repair, repair sequence or repair trajectory when
referring to the whole interactional event. Those instances which are repaired
during the interaction are referred to as trouble source or repairables, followed
by the repair proper, which in turn can consist of various parts, called initia-
tion and outcome (Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks 1977: 365). While this model
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seems clear at first sight, it is linguistically somewhat vague: the relationship
between repair sequence and repair trajectory is not clear, repair itself is used
twice in different roles, namely for the whole exchange as well as the reaction
to a repairable, and the term outcome promises too much, especially for repair
sequences that take longer than three moves, and are thus far from finished with
the third move. Interestingly enough, in my attempt to improve on these weak-
nesses, I found the negotiation of meaning approach as described by Varonis and
Gass (1985), particularly helpful. Its model is quite similar to that of interac-
tional repair, but much more rigidly structured. The repairable, in negotiation of
meaning terminology referred to as trigger, is followed by the resolution, which
consists of an indicator leading to a response and a reaction to the response,
with the possibility of the last two moves being repeated if necessary. Since
this structure does away with terminological confusion, I have integrated it into
my ‘interactional repair plus’ model and embedded it all into the rank scale
structural description of pedagogical discourse (Edmondson 1981; Sinclair and
Coulthard 1975; see 2.2.1.3 for a brief discussion).

As illustrated in Figure 5.1, a repair exchange consists of one or more repair
trajectories (RTs). Each RT consists of a repairable (rectangle in the figure)
and its ensuing repair (visualized as ellipsis). The repair can either be a one-off
move, or consist of an initiation and a response, which can lead to a reaction. The
repair can also turn out to be more elaborately constructed and involve loops of
response and reaction moves.

Apart from illustrating the moves that make up repair exchanges, Figure 5.1
also seeks to represent the basic sequential structure of repair exchanges (Mar-

(repair) initiation

(repair) response

[(repair) reaction]

repair ORrepairable

repair exchange 1 repair trajectory/ies (RTs)

RT

≈ ≥

Figure 5.1. The ‘interactional repair plus’ model
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kee 2000; Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks 1977; ten Have 1999). In his insightful
study of classroom interaction, van Lier (1988: 193) characterizes the sequen-
tial development of repair exchanges as relying fundamentally on the factors
speaker (self or other) and turn (first, second, third). Although from a purely
mathematical point of view, the resulting combinations would be manifold and
difficult to represent on paper, actual repair trajectories are less complex, as
schematically represented in Figure 5.2 (cf. also Dalton-Puffer 2007: 209).

Ia
Turn 1 / SELF: repairable initiation OR repair

Ib

Turn 2 / OTHER: repair OR initiation OR response

Turn 3 / SELF: response

Key: Ia and Ib are alternative move continuations, just like those connected by OR.

Figure 5.2. Schematic representation of repair trajectories

As illustrated in Figure 5.2, the research trajectory starts with the repairable in
turn 1, which either continues in the same turn (Ia) – with self repairing it or
initiating a repair – or it find its continuation in turn 2 (Ib) with other either
offering a repair or an initiation. In case of initiations, the respective responses
follow in turns 2 or 3.

Some of the resulting repair trajectories are illustrated in Extract 5.1. As
indicated in italics in the three right-hand columns, this extract consists of three
repair trajectories (RTs), identifiable by the three repairs given in bold in lines
4, 6–7 and 8. This example illustrates that the repair itself can be executed in
one or more speaker turns (compare repair 2 with repairs 1 and 3). It shows,
furthermore, that one speaker turn can fulfil different functions in different RTs

Extract 5.1. Front Office Management (T1)

1
2

AKL well it’s belongs to
Holiday Inn=

RT 1

3 Kosk =Sheraton repairable 1 self
4 AKL sorry ? initiation 1 other RT 2
5 Kosk Sheraton response 1 self repairable 2 self RT 3
6
7

AKL Sheraton is a sepa-
rate chain again

repair 2 other repairable 3 self

8 SX-m separate ? initiation 3 other
9 AKL yeah response 3 self
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(lines 5–7), and that one speaker can act as other and self within the same
turn (AKL in lines 6–7).

This extract illustrates not only the sequential analysis the model makes
possible, but also the central relevance it gives to ‘speaker role’ and ‘turn’. As
neither notion is self-evident, they require some further explanations. While the
CA scheme of the speaker roles self and other mirrors the original focus on
dyadic conversation, it also works well for classroom interaction (e.g. Markee
2000), even if not for all types. As Kasper (1985) has shown, repair sequences
in language learning classes display differing roles for the student uttering the
repairable and other students completing the repair. It can also be expected that
student-centred lesson phases or group-work coincide with again different repair
sequences (e.g. Stotz 1991). As far as the present study is concerned, however,
non-traditional teaching styles in which students play a more active role in terms
of speaking time as well as topic development (Cazden 2001: 50–51) are not
relevant (cf. 4.2). It is therefore possible to restrict repair analysis to the interac-
tions of teacher vs. whole class. Classroom talk of this kind can apparently be
characterized by the distinction of teacher vs. student (van Lier 1988: chapter 7)
and how the social actors work together to make teacher-directed lessons pos-
sible. At the same time, the emic approach adopted in this study also allows for
a more differentiated treatment of the teachers and students, reflecting the full
range of positional and personal roles (cf. 2.2.1.2) the participants might have
adopted at different times.

The second criterion of CA repair analysis is the turn or the sequence of turns,
which, as illustrated in Figure 5.2, are counted from the turn of the repairable, i.e.
turn 1, turn 2 and turn 3. Between turns 1 and 2, CA research has also identified
the turn transition relevance place (TRP) as a point where self-repair is likely
to happen (van Lier 1988: 196). However, owing to the teacher-directed turn
allocations, theTRPs are largely predictable in classroom settings (Dalton-Puffer
2007: 209), which arguably makes them negligible as repair options for present
purposes. This leaves turns 1, 2 and 3 as relevant moments in repair sequences.
While the distinction according to turn might be intuitively appealing, it is, to
use a metaphor, analytical quicksand because of the undefined and apparently
indefinable nature of a turn. Originally used unquestioningly, van Lier (1988:
100) already admits that ‘turn’cannot be defined simply along the chronological
argument of who speaks first, second and third. Instead, he attempts to clarify the
concept with the help of the four relevant characteristics: initiative (selection),
prominence (floor), progression (transition, size) and distribution (allocation).
While these factors lead to a fairly complex system of (types of) turns, they
still do not allow for a linguistically clear allocation of turns to actual data. One
main problem in this context is the fact that these four characteristics can be
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applied differently by the relevant interactants, as well as the analyst.A linguistic
definition of turn, widely absent from traditional CA approaches, is offered
in Edmondson’s (1981) model of spoken discourse analysis, in which, strictly
speaking, an interactant’s communicative move counts as a turn at talk only if it is
also an interactional move, i.e. if it is taken up interactively as a vital ingredient
to the coherence of the ongoing discourse (Edmondson 1981: 157, 80). Put
more simply, communicative acts that do not develop the interaction further, or
influence it in some way, cannot be counted as turns at talk.

While this proffers a somewhat clearer functional criterion for either includ-
ing or excluding speakers’ acts, the fact that the interactional functionality of
individual moves cannot always be disambiguated already implies that clear de-
cisions will not be possible in all individual cases. This is the case in Extract 5.2,
which is taken from one of the very first lessons of the HMP.

Extract 5.2. Financial Management (T1)59

1 TON the first thing first thing I forgot to say , what I didn’t do .
2 Suka switch off the-
3 TON turn off <GERMAN> handies </GERMAN> ja .
4 SS @@@
5 TON so turn off mobile phones .

The repair in turn 5 is clearly carried out by self (the teacher); what is open to
discussion, however, is the interactional status of the intervening ‘turn’ 4. On
the one hand, it could be regarded as a fully-fledged turn insofar as it might
have been a reaction to the Anglo-German word handies (for ‘mobile phones’)
and was then, in turn, interpreted as repair initiation by the teacher. If, on the
other hand, the teacher used this German loan deliberately in order to release
the generally felt tension in the classroom, the students’ laughter would not
have functioned as repair initiation, but rather as sign of appreciation of the
intended humour, and the teacher’s self-repair would have happened in the same
turn as the repairable. Seeing that such examples can happen without disturbing
the ongoing interaction in any way, I wish to suggest that they should not be
treated as exceptional, but rather as indicative of repair work. As this shows that
the interactional relevance of communicative acts cannot always be identified
unambiguously, it seems questionable whether the turn should be retained as
the central methodological entity which it is treated as in the CA approach to
repair analysis. Instead, it could be used as what it has shown itself to be in the

59. For reasons of clarity, those sections of data excerpts that are referred to in the
description or discussion are printed in bold in this and the next chapter.
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present data set: a common sense notion that is very practical in dealing with
interactional data.60

A further methodological problem of the concept turn lies in the basic as-
sumption of turn-taking as entailing one speaker at a time (for a detailed discus-
sion cf. Meierkord 2000). Originally taken as a rule in the CA approach, other
research acknowledges overlaps as normal (McCarthy 1991: 127), or even as
a sign of interactive support (Edmondson 1981: 158–160) and collaboration.
This, as critically commented on by Meierkord (2000), should have led either
to a change of definition for ‘turn’ or to a new concept all together, such as ‘in-
formation unit’, defined as “completed when a semantic contents, [sic] which
carries the conversation further, has cooperatively been negotiated.” (Meierkord
2000: 4) While such conceptual development seems a highly useful suggestion
for relatively unstructured conversations, like the ones investigated by Meierkord
herself, whole class interaction represents a fundamentally different oral prac-
tice. Its high degree of interactional structure is also manifest in the general
tendency observed in the HMP data to follow the classic turn-taking of one
after the other, even if some collaboration is obviously permitted.

To sum up the opposing ideas on ‘turn or no turn’, the theoretically founded
concerns with the traditional understanding of the concept, while highly rele-
vant in themselves, are not imminently so for the present analysis because of the
interactional characteristics of the HMP data. Contributors to the whole-class
interaction tended to have their say one after the other. So, even if its theoret-
ical status as interactional unit is clearly questionable, it seems legitimate to
use turn as an analytical heuristic for those speaker moves that have some im-
pact on the ongoing interaction. What is important, therefore, is to underline
the collaborative relevance of individual turns, as integrated in Edmondson’s
(1981) interactive model of spoken discourse analysis. Instead of keeping one’s
focus narrowly on turns as basic building blocks, as implied in the CA tradi-
tion (e.g. Markee 2000: chapter 6), an interactionally focused and thus more
coherent unit seems to make more sense. As suggested above and integrated in
the ‘interactional repair plus’ model, Sinclair and Coulthard’s (1975) notion of
exchange comes in handy, especially in the classroom setting, albeit in the more
functional re-interpretation offered in Edmondson (1981: 80): exchanges are
defined as discourse units producing interactional outcome, irrespective of how
many turns this might entail. When applied to repair work, it seems plausible
to interpret the outcome as the interactional unravelling of the conversational

60. Acknowledging this conceptual vagueness, the extracts used in the following analysis
are further specified by reference to run-on lines rather than turns (see first column
in all extracts).
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mismatch, which justifies the use of ‘repair exchange’ for any sequence that
interactively elaborates on a repairable in order to reach that outcome.

So far, this discussion has thrown light on the basic sequential criteria used
for describing repair exchanges and, thus, has provided the conceptual frame
for analysing

– who takes on what speaker roles in the sequential development of carrying
out repair.

In order to complete the investigative picture, however, the explications will
now turn to the other two investigative aspects:

– what is being repaired and
– how this is done.

5.2.4 On realizing repair(ables)

As implicit in the model, repairables are understood as established through
the interaction itself; that is a posteriori. So, in other words, a repair makes
a repairable and not the other way round. Repairables are thus not analysed
in relation to any external language or discourse norms, but purely situation-
internally. While this fundamental tenet of CA (e.g. ten Have 1999: 116) has
its limitations when applied to (language) classrooms in which language use
is evaluated in relation to some, usually L1, language model (Dalton-Puffer
2007: 217–220), it fits particularly well to the continuously developing oral
practice of the CCofP. A further distinction which it is important to make in this
context is that between repairable and error, especially so as repair and correction
have been compared right from the very beginnings of repair research (Scheg-
loff, Jefferson and Sacks 1977). Since, particularly in the context of schooling,
the notions ‘correction’ and the contingent ‘error’ come with a pejorative or
at least prescriptive connotation, linguistic descriptive research has generally
preferred repairable (e.g. Ridley, Radford and Mohan 2002) and decided either to
place error as subcategory, defined by teachers’pedagogic judgement (Chaudron
1988: 149), or to use them rather interchangeably (McHoul 1990). The latter
option has been convincingly criticized as merging the ‘co-operating operations’
of understanding and knowledge construction, although they are experienced
as doing different types of work in the classroom (Hall 2007). As Macbeth
(2004: 729) puts it “classroom correction seems tied to a normative order of
correct and correctable replies, repair in conversation – and classrooms – is
tied to the practical achievement of common understanding”. Since the HMP
did not aim at language learning, classroom interaction was generally seen as
vehicle towards knowledge construction, rather than its object. It is for this
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reason that the following analysis focuses on repair serving all interactional
aims – negotiating form, content and arguably most comprehensively, meaning;
the repairables of interest are thus similarly diverse and multilayered, ranging
from acoustic to semantic, pragmatic and intertextual problems (Stati 2004:
52–53).

A review of the literature shows that there is, firstly, the type of repairable
alluded to above that aims at negotiating form (e.g. Lyster 1998), i.e. at chang-
ing or improving language items used in reference to, usually, L1 norms. When
such prescriptive repair work on “syntactic, phonological, stylistic or discoursal
[trouble]” (van Lier 1988: 183) takes place, it usually falls under the heading
of correction (Macbeth 2004) carried out in language (learning) classrooms
(Kasper 1985; Lochtman 2002), and, to a much more limited extent, also in
CLIL settings (e.g. Dalton-Puffer 2007: 219–121; Mariotti 2007). While lin-
guistic correction is certainly not at the interactional forefront of ELF talk, the
appearance of linguistic repairables should not be discarded out of hand (Mau-
ranen 2006b). In contrast to the form-focused repairables, the second type of
repairable concerns those “stating that which is not the case” (van Lier 1988:
183), i.e. factual repairables, which relate closely to knowledge construction
in the classroom. This type of repairable subsumes all instances of topic- or
content-linked repair exchanges (Dalton-Puffer 2007: 218), through which the
participants foster their understanding of what is being talked about. In view of
the fact that regulative classroom talk has been shown to differ from instructional
talk (see 2.2.1.3; Christie 2002: 14–15), it makes methodological sense also
to take heed of this distinction when dealing with content-related repairables
and their repair exchanges and treat them separately (cf. also Dalton-Puffer
2007: 246).

Finally, repairables relate to the most central aspect of ongoing interaction –
negotiating or constructing understanding, which “normally oriented directly to
finding a situated meaning and appropriate response” (Linell 1995: 184). This
means that at any moment in ongoing discourse, interactants need to make,
and find, the previous words or utterances, as Smith and Nelson (1985) put
it, intelligible (recognizable), comprehensible (recognizing their meaning) and
interpretable (recognizing the speaker’s intention). These three subprocesses
require a great deal of communicative competence (Canale and Swain 1980;
Hymes 1972) and shared sociocultural background. By definition this is, how-
ever, not an integral feature of an ELF setting, in which “speakers ‘have little in
common’ apart from their [. . . varying proficiencies in the] L2 and the mutual
desire to achieve a particular goal” (Jenkins 2000: 73–75). This means that the
interactants need to bridge their divergent backgrounds and proficiency levels
with regard to all three levels of understanding. It is therefore not surprising
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mishearings: identity of words and utterances spoken intelligibility

reference: referential perspectives; meaning specifications
(aspects of semantic potential activated)

comprehensibility

illocutionary force
speaker’s attitudes towards topic
frames, perspectives adopted

interpretability

Figure 5.3. Types of repairables

that repairables can be related to the three levels of understanding (see Fig-
ure 5.3).61

With the repair trajectories and repairables explicated, the discussion can
now turn to the last investigative interest – verbalizing repair. More precisely,
we will focus on how the repair exchanges are started off and what implications
this might have interpersonally. In the sequential view of repair exchanges, the
first step of initiating or repairing something that appears to be a repairable is
obviously the most important part. This is also true when looking at the inter-
locutors’ involvement in the interaction and how they participate in constructing
it. While raising one’s voice at particular moments in institutionalized discourse
might be difficult for everybody, it becomes even more challenging when it is
done in an additional language. Amongst other factors, one simple reason is
that it takes so much longer to formulate a contribution, which Anle, a Korean
student with little experience in speaking English outside of Asia, comments on
during an interview in the second month of the HMP (Quote 5.4)

Quote 5.4. Interview (1st sem, 2nd mth)
Anle: they <her classmates> speak very fast . but I need to time to think to say

something because I have to think in Korean and I have to trans- trans- translate
into English , then I speak . so it takes much more time than they do .

Avoidance can thus be a widespread technique, but it is far from the only one. In
their model of procedures for indicating non-understanding in institutionalized
intercultural interactions, Bremer et al. (1996: 73–90) discuss a cline of possible
ways of dealing with repairables or, in their words, problems of understanding,
which ranges from the very implicit and unspecific (over-riding and lack of up-
take) to the highly explicit and specific (metalinguistic queries and comments).
The advantage of this approach is that it covers the whole range of possible ini-
tiations, and, as implied by the fact that it is seen as a cline, it allows for overlaps

61. A similar three-fold distinction is offered in Svennevig (2008: 337), who distinguishes
between problems of “hearing, understanding or acceptability”.
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between categories. At the same time, it receives support from a fairly different
research tradition, namely classroom research in the CA tradition. In their de-
scription of repair initiations formulated by students and teachers in their L2,
Liebscher and Dailey-O’Cain (2003: 379) produce a set of categories of more
or less specific repair initiations, which is largely similar to the one described
first. The high degree of agreement between the two categorization systems is
so remarkable because they were established not only from different theoretical
points of view but also for different oral practices: intercultural interviews in
the majority language vs. relatively monocultural classroom interaction in the
minority language. As the oral practice analysed here – intercultural classroom
discourse – presents a blend of those two, both analytical frames are highly
valuable to the present analysis (see 5.3.3).

Apart from its link to language proficiency, the question of repair realization
relates to considerations of face. Originally proposed by Goffman (1967: 5), face
refers to “an image of self delineated in terms of approved social attributes”.
As elaborated on elsewhere (e.g. Dalton-Puffer 2007: 243–245; Markee 2000:
chapter 6), threat to the social image of self and other is seen as an integral
danger in repair work. In handling such face-threat, speakers employ certain
strategies which either soften or enforce the (potential or actual) threat. In an,
admittedly, simplistic representation, the argument goes that, by repairing, in-
teractants acknowledge a conversational problem, the blame of which comes
with a loss of face. As interactants generally try to avoid causing loss of face
in their others, repair work seems to be carried out in such a way that the one
who starts it puts the blame on him/herself. So it is either the speakers who
self-repair or the hearers who initiate repair by claiming some fault of their own
(e.g. Svennevig 2008). This will also prevent them from being ‘negatively sanc-
tioned as arrogant’ (Lörscher and Schulze 1988). Such, at least, is the scenario
found in (English) L1 everyday or non-classroom conversation (Liebscher and
Dailey-O’Cain 2003: 376).

When turning to lingua franca settings the situation could be expected to be
slightly different. While the research to date indicates different repair realiza-
tions, the picture is fairly diversified. With their focus on (mis)communication
in ELF role plays, House and her students (e.g. Lesznyák 2002; House 1999,
2000) have found that the generally shared assumption of mutual understanding
does not seem to allow for too much explicit repair work. Participants appar-
ently try so hard to assure each other of their abilities to follow the conversation
that they dare not go against the let-it-pass principle unless the conversation
is in danger of failing completely. In their studies on problem-solving mecha-
nisms in elicited information exchange dialogues, Ahvenainen (2005: 114–121)
and Watterson (2008: 400) report on a similar readiness amongst the interlocu-
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tors regularly to leave cases of misunderstanding dormant or to change topics
abruptly. This, however, the authors attribute not only to interactional behaviour,
but largely also to the relatively loosely formulated conversational tasks set for
their participants, because, when conversationally necessary, the interlocutors
displayed their readiness to tackle mismatches of intention and interpretation,
albeit in more indirect and cooperative ways. Studies undertaken with authentic
data paint a slightly different picture again, such as Wagner and Firth’s (1997)
description of the communication strategies employed in business telephone
calls in ELF. While the authors acknowledge the let-it-pass principle, they state
that the interactants “attempt to use all available information in a conversation as
a resource to create and continually (re)negotiate interpersonal meaning” (Wag-
ner and Firth 1997: 342). Repair is one such resource that listeners use regularly,
with other-repair also fulfilling the role of acknowledging understanding. Pitzl’s
(2004: 132) analysis of business negotiations supports this evaluation, in that
her observations show that the interactants “most often employed [. . . ] explicit
[repairing] procedures” (cf. also Suh 2007). In Mauranen’s (2006b: 147) study
focussing on misunderstanding in ELF academic discussions, the relevance of
self-repair is underlined and interpreted as revealing a “strong orientation to-
ward securing mutual intelligibility”; explicit links to considerations of face
are not made, but could be implicit in the preponderance of self- rather than
other-repair.

While the results are much too scarce and diverse to (dis)prove a dependency
between repair and attendance to face in ELF settings, they arguably show that
the link, if indeed there is one, is a much more indirect and complex one. Repair
has been confirmed as largely influenced by communicational purposes, aims
and expectations; face threat is conceived of as integral to (interactional) impo-
sitions. The crux of the question is thus to what extent repair is experienced as
a form of imposition. If the still limited results are anything to go by, there is no
easy solution available, as it is exactly this connection that seems changeable
and fluid, depending on the more relevant respective communicational aims and
expectations. Similar insights into the complex nature of face and repair come
from the literature on classroom discourse. In (English) L1 classrooms other-
initiated self-repair has been identified as the most frequently used trajectory,
which has also been explained with the face-threat argument (McHoul 1990).
Van Lier (1988), however, argues that a direct transfer of everyday conversational
considerations of face to those of L2 classroom discourse is not only simplistic,
but also analytically misleading. The transactional didactic discourse of class-
rooms requires and forms a different understanding of face-threat.And teachers’
supporting moves, be they other-initiation or other-repair, are often considered
face-saving rather than threatening (Dalton-Puffer 2007: 244; Seedhouse 1999).
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In addition, they function as an important pedagogical tool not directly linked
to considerations of face (Liebscher and Dailey-O’Cain 2003: 377; Seedhouse
1997).

To sum up, since repair work is crucial to (co-)constructing understanding,
it picks up on a wide variety of repairables, including aspects of linguistic form,
interactional function and knowledge construction. In how far repairables are
interactionally acknowledged as such and dealt with in repair exchanges de-
pends on a bundle of interrelating factors, such as the oral practice in question
with its contingent communicational aims, purposes and expectations.Addition-
ally and specifically relevant to ELF studies, the participants’ English language
proficiency levels must also not be overlooked, as well as considerations of
impositions and potential face threats.

5.3 Framework of analysis

Based on the theoretical considerations given above, this chapter will now elu-
cidate the categories applied in the repair analysis of the HMP classroom data.
This will be done with regard to the three factors included in the first research
concern (“Who repairs what and how?”), repair trajectories (5.3.1), repairables
(5.3.2) and realizing repair (5.3.3).

5.3.1 Repair trajectories

As argued in detail in 5.2.3, the ‘interactional repair plus’model reflects the con-
ception of repair as jointly constructed social action, undertaken by interlocutors
in their endeavour to reach understanding in relation to the respective oral prac-
tice, including their own communicational aims, purposes and expectations. In
view of the correspondingly developing local manifestations of intersubjectiv-
ity, the sequential characteristic of repair has been foregrounded in stressing
the trajectories in which the interactants engage (see Figures 5.1 and 5.2). As
the instances of repair identified in the set of HMP data chosen for this anal-
ysis reveal dyadic exchanges between the respective teacher and one or more
student(s), the individual speakers can be identified in relation to the respective
repairable, as self and other uttering repairs, (repair) initiations and (repair)
responses. By doing so, the speakers are seen as jointly constructing repair
exchanges which consist of one or more instances of five different repair trajec-
tories (see Figure 5.4). Each of these will be described in more detail in what
follows.
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SELF repair RT I (SELREP)

SELF initiation [OTHER response] RT II (SELIN)

OTHER repair RT III (OTHREP)

OTHER initiation [SELF response] RT IV (OTHIN)

repairable

metalinguistic RI V (METREP)

Figure 5.4. Repair trajectories identified in this study

5.3.1.1 RT I (SELREP): self-repair

When speakers make use of SELREP, they repair their own utterances, or parts
thereof, without any prompting from their interactants. This description might
sound straight-forward enough, but does not turn out to be so when considered
in more detail. In addition to the difficulty of clearly identifying the absence of
any kind of initiation, such as, for instance, a puzzled or absent-minded face
in the audience, there is the further methodological problem of distinguishing
markers of self-repair from the phenotypically similar phenomena of on-line
processing in general. The former have been described as hesitations, pauses,
word-replacements, rephrasings and rising intonation (Schegloff, Jefferson and
Sacks 1977), all of which can also be manifestations of spontaneous speech,
especially when performed in a second language, in which speakers tend to
invest more effort in verbalizing their contributions. The areas of overlap are
thus so large that it seems impossible to assign the individual cases clearly
to one or the other phenomenon (for similar considerations cf. Dalton-Puffer
2007: 211). It was thus decided to omit all instances that revealed some kind
of process-orientation from the analysis (Extract 5.3, in italics) and to include
only the remaining cases that could be identified as clearly product-oriented
(Extract 5.3, in bold), interaction-oriented (see Extract 5.4), or in rare cases
form-oriented (Extract 5.5). This means that SELREP excludes false starts or
hesitation phenomena, but potentially caters for all instances of self-correction.

Extract 5.3. Hotel Management (T1)

1
2

Cama <giving a presentation> and there will be more businesh- (.) b-bu:siness travellers
which will be: who will be w:omen ? (.)
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Extract 5.4. Financial Management (T2)

1
2
3
4
5

TON somebody drops an egg , (2) because this is a well run factory , that egg must be
cleaned up , (.) you hear it when you go to the (.) shopping centres (1) er
<GERMAN> Reinigung Reinigung zu irgendwo </GERMAN> <1> sorry , in
English </1> cleaning staff cleaning staff to the vegetable department . (.)
somebody has dropped a banana

6 SS <1> @@ </1>

Extract 5.5. Service (T2)

1
2

FER or some of them are just working four (.) five or six hours , (1) if you look carefully
at the operation (.) times , operating hours .

5.3.1.2 RT II (SELIN): self initiation [other response]

SELIN is the second repair trajectory in which speakers act ‘proactively’, i.e.
before other interactants indicate the need to engage in repair work. In first
language (or MoES) settings, interlocutors sometimes need to handle lexical
or memory gaps as they have problems finding a fitting word. Schegloff, Jef-
ferson and Sacks (1977: 377) state that these cases of self-initiation often lead
to self-responses at a later stage. Classroom settings with speakers not fully
competent in the language have yielded different results: this trajectory is used
more frequently as learners require help to formulate their contributions (van
Lier 1988: 201), often by way of try-marking, i.e. with rising intonation to ex-
press the learner’s insecurity about the applicability of the expression (van Lier
1988: 202; Extract 5.6). Linguistic insecurity is also a feeling expressed by HMP
teachers (Extract 5.7).

Extract 5.6. Front Office Management (T1)

1 AKL [. . . ] and they want to have a living room a separate living area like=
2 SX-m =kitchen ?
3
4

AKL =kitchenette and a minibar and a microwave where they can so they don’t have
to eat in a restaurant each day [. . . ]

Extract 5.7. Service (T3)

1
2

FER to bring the menu , (.) the design of the menu to the table , (1) sometimes you
have to use the scissor . (1) how do you call it in English ,

3 SX-f to cut ?
4 FER yeah , to cut the menu in a special shape . [. . . ]
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As these extracts show, the participants mainly used English when repairing
lexical gaps. This underlines the language-scape of the HMP as different from
EFL and CLIL classrooms, in which the joint first language is repeatedly used
for this repair trajectory (e.g. Dalton-Puffer 2007: 216). The diverse individual
repertoires of the HMP participants allow recourse to other languages mainly in
side-talk, when students, and sometimes also teachers turn to others competent
in their L1 for further help (Extract 5.8).

Extract 5.8. F&B Management (T3)

1 Kosk < referring to roster> roadsters ? (.) rosters ? <speaks in Greek to Cama>
2 Cama <replies in Greek>

In addition, SELIN carries the interactional function of comprehension
checks, i.e. “utterances that seek to confirm that the material in an interlocu-
tor’s previous utterance has been heard or understood” (Williams, Inscoe and
Tasker 1997: 310). In accordance with the power structure in the classroom as
well as the distribution of speaking time, they are mainly uttered by teachers
in either explicitly formulated questions (Extract 5.9), or elliptical format (Ex-
tract 5.10). As the latter includes minimal expressions such as okay, right, yeah
which are often used as gambits for very different interactional functions (Ed-
mondson and House 1981: chapter III) , special care has been taken to include
only those instances whose co-texts indicate their functioning as confirmation
checks, by including either a student uptake or a markedly long pause after the
repair initiation.

Extract 5.9. Front Office Management (T1)

1
2

AKL management revenue management have you heard this (.) <1> word before
</1>

3 SX-m <1> (xxx) </1> before
4 AKL yes
5 SX-m well (xxx)
6 AKL straight before
7 SX-m yeah
8 AKL okay fine so you tell me what it is
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Extract 5.10. Hotel Management (T1)

1
2
3
4
5

LER s:ouvenirs , gift shops , in some resorts you have er gift shops within the hotel
if it’s not a very large areas , you have retail stores within the hotel but in
other towns where there is lots of tourist attractions you immediately have
different types of retail stores . (2) other activities include recreational
activities , cultural events , meeting and convention centers . okay ? (14)

5.3.1.3 RT III (OTHREP): other-repair

In contrast to L1 settings, where other-repair is reported to happen rarely in
casual conversation (Markee 2000: 103) and slightly more often in classroom
interaction (McHoul 1990: 365), L2 classroom settings seem to allow for other-
repair much more readily (van Lier 1988: 199–200), especially in language-
focused phases (Kasper 1985; Varonis and Gass 1985), and also in CLIL lessons
(Dalton-Puffer 2007: 214–215). Studies on ELF non-classroom settings have
yielded very few instances of other-repair (Ahvenainen 2005) and many more,
partly used for reconfirmation (Firth 1996).

The ELF classroom interactions studied here have revealed other-repair in
abundance (Extract 5.11). Given that other-repair has been reported on as intrin-
sically face-threatening, it is interesting to note that it is carried out by teachers
as well as students in the data (Extract 5.12).

Extract 5.11. Financial Management (T1)

1
2

TON <after a lengthy explanation> (by financial accounting) we have numbers @ and
by management we have er=

3 SX-f whats=
4 Lura =decisions @
5 SX-f dec-
6 TON NO we have more numbers

Extract 5.12. Financial Management (T2)

1 TON on the next part it says calculate overhead totals of the production environments
2 Cama erm where ?
3 TON after the first set of numbers .
4 Hanb no
5 TON yes . so-
6 Cama it doesn’t say , no

RT III (OTHREP) represents a merger of two trajectories described and found
to be distinct in previous classroom interactional research, namely ‘other-repair
in same turn’ and ‘other-repair in next turn’ (van Lier 1988: 199). The former
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is seen as helping and supporting the speaker, while the latter refers to a next
speaker self-selecting, often in the sense of correcting the previous speaker.
While this distinction has been revealing in foreign language as well as CLIL
classes (Dalton-Puffer 2007: 214–215), my data suggest that it might not be
applicable in ELF lessons. The few instances that could be described as helping
can just as easily be seen as other-repair inasmuch as the other might not simply
try to help the self verbalize their contribution, but might have real trouble
understanding the utterance(s). Extract 5.13, for example, could be interpreted
as a classic example of a teacher helping a student rambling on by offering a
fitting expression (LER in line 7). At the same time the teacher might have had
real problems understanding the gist of the student’s contribution (lines 1–3),
which is quite likely, given the range of accents found in the student group as
well as the interfering noise at the time of speaking (lines 4–5).

Extract 5.13. Hotel Management (T1)

1
2
3

Lura easier reserving (.) erm: (.) easier marketing like (she said/s) (.) but there are also
problems (in) the internet (1) erm: (1) hackers you know (1) they can: break up (.)
break in in your (.) hotel system (.) <3> they: can mess up everything </3> (.)

4 SX-1 <3> (xxxxx) </3>
5 SX-2 <4> (xxxxxx) </4>
6 Lura so <4> your (1) <5> hotel </4> (xxxxx) </5>
7 LER <5> (1) (secure-) </4> security is a question ? yeah </5>
8 Lura yeah . (1)

In other words, other-repair in ELF classroom interaction seems to merge ‘sup-
porting the speaker’and ‘repairing the interaction’by virtue of mutually helping
each other to make the interaction work.

5.3.1.4 RT IV (OTHIN): other initiation, self response

RT IV, other-initiation self-response, has been described as a relatively common
trajectory in casual conversation (Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks 1977), and
as the most common in (traditional) classroom discourse (Markee 2000: 104;
McHoul 1990: 355).The present data set is no exception in this regard; OTHIN is
the most often encountered trajectory. In response to diverse trouble sources such
as problems of hearing (Extract 5.1 above) or of understanding (Extract 5.14),
teachers and students alike often initiate repairs in the form of more or less
elaborate clarification requests.
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Extract 5.14. Service (T2)

1 FER beverages yes . the guest orders the beverages <1> with the head waiter . </1>
2 Lura <1> he is not ordering food </1> (.) also with the head waiter ?
3 FER the food waiter ,
4 Lura oh so even have different (xx)

The preponderance of OTHIN in classroom discourse has been mainly attributed
to the typical teacher role of ‘cluing’(van Lier 1988) or offering the right prompts
so that, as Pica (1983: 11) has formulated it so pointedly, students can “work, not
toward mutual understanding with their teachers, but at meeting their teachers’
expectations as to what is an appropriate response to their questions”. Seeing
that the HMP data are classroom based, it is not surprising that cluing should
appear (Extract 5.15), but it does so much less frequently than might be ex-
pected. This is mainly due to the same methodological problem encountered
with regard to the preceding trajectory, RT III: individual instances of other-
initiated repair cannot be clearly identified as cluing because the teachers’, or
students’, repair initiations could just as likely be signs of unsatisfactory un-
derstanding (Extracts 5.16 and 5.17). Other-initiated repair, whether by teacher
or student, is thus seldom a pedagogical crutch. Rather, it is an interactional
necessity employed frequently by all participants.

Extract 5.15. Front Office Management (T1)

1 AKL forecasting ? you’ve heard the word forecasting before ? (.)
2 SX-m mm
3 AKL no yes forecast (.) what’s a forecast
4 Alac <1> to product predict <1/>
5 SX-f <1> (xxx) <1/>
6 AKL predict yes
7 Alac predict what’s gonna happen
8 AKL what’s gonna happen in terms of
9 Alac rates

Extract 5.16. Financial Management (T2)

1 TON er how many days national holidays do you think we have ,
2 Cana five
3 TON <HIGH>five ?</HIGH>
4 Cana four to five
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Extract 5.17. Service (T2)

1 Anle it depends on the situation , yeah ?
2 FER it depends of how the- the lady or the man could erm
3 Anle perform ?
4 FER performs @ correct . (.)

5.3.1.5 RT V (METREP): delayed metalinguistic repair

The last trajectory refers to the instances of delayed metalinguistic repair, which
typically occur in classroom discourse in reference to previous language-based
activities. While they do not stand in the direct chronological dependence ac-
tually implied in the term trajectory, they form an interactionally, and thus also
empirically, relevant type of repair (Dalton-Puffer 2007: 216–217). In the present
data set, METREP is carried out either as feedback to student presentations (Ex-
tract 5.18) or in reference to something discussed earlier in a previous (part of
the) lesson (Extract 5.19); it is thus used by teachers and students to repair self
as well as other.

Extract 5.18. Hotel Management (T1)

1
2
3

LER <after a few student presentations> if you give information. (.) to someone . (.)
who needs it (1) prepare it in a way ? (.) that they are afterwards able ? (1)
to see ? (.) how this could impact them . (2)

Extract 5.19. Financial Management (T2)

1
2

TON <refering to problem solved in preceding lesson> rents and rates you needed the
basis of apportionment . which basis , Cama , did you think was appropriate .

3 Cama (2) for allocation ?
4 TON yeah .
5 Cama I don’t know . I didn’t (need/mean) to understand how to do it .
6 TON I though we- I thought we’ve done it .
7 SS @@

5.3.2 Repairables

As argued elsewhere, repair work captures those instances of miscommunication
that are interactionally constructed as such, which also implies that repairables,
i.e. the triggers of repair, are identified by the interactants rather than the analyst.
Resulting from such an emic conception, the kinds and range of repairables
are not only interesting in themselves, but also allow insights into what the
participants in a specific oral practice consider centrally relevant to the process
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of establishing intersubjectivity and the co-construction of shared understanding
and knowledge. It is in this light that the repairables identified in classroom
interactions gain analytical relevance beyond the mere listing of what HMP
students and teachers verbalized as mismatches in understanding when engaging
in classroom talk. In order to undertake such interpretative analyses, however,
a classificatory characterization of repairables is a necessary initial step.

Based on the theoretical considerations explicated in 5.2.4 and the repair ex-
changes included in the data base, the present study distinguishes between three
basic sets, i.e. repairables relating to linguistic form, to interactional function
and to instructional facts or objects of learning. The first set contains com-
municational trouble sources that are due to problems of either pronunciation,
grammar or lexis. What is important to mention in this context, however, is that
the ensuing repair does generally not aim at linguistic correction. A case in point
is the presumably unintended grammatical correction in line 7 in Extract 5.20.

Extract 5.20. F&B Management (T3)

1
2
3

AKL in the Hilton hotel they’ve changed the hotel organization chart , they (.) have the
so called director of operations , (.) and the director of operations er is actually in
charge of food and beverage , (.) and (.) in charge of the rooms as well . okay ?

4 Lura no ,
5 AKL no ?
6 Lura in <GERMAN> Stadtpark </GERMAN> not.
7 AKL at the <GERMAN> Stadtpark </GERMAN> not .
8 Lura they have F and B manager and er front office manager .

The second set of repairables concerns mismatches in understanding of an inter-
actional type, such as problems of topic development or referential specification.
Most centrally in this set are the numerous instances of mishearing, i.e. of occa-
sions at which one interlocutor – the other – acknowledges acoustic difficulties
in catching what the preceding speaker – the self – has said. While the acknowl-
edgement of hearing problems does not necessarily reflect underlying acoustic
problems (e.g. Svennevig 2008), repair work based on mishearing is not only
wide-spread, but, as the analysis will show, also revealing as regards ELF as
classroom language (see 5.4.3).

The third and final set of repairables is arguably linked more closely to the
oral practice in question than the preceding two sets, as it contains all instances
of factual problems of understanding directly linked to the instructional and
regulative aims of classroom main talk. In other words, this set includes the
communicational trouble sources that are identified with regard to the joint con-
struction of the respective instructional topic or object of learning (see 2.2.1.1)
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as well as those problems that are identified in classroom managerial exchanges.
In sum, the following repair analysis is based on eight categories of linguistic,
interactional and factual repairables, an overview of which is given in Table 5.1.

As already indicated in Table 5.1, individual instances are often much richer
than a single category of a repairable can do justice to and can therefore be
described by more than one category. The illustrative example of ‘mis’, for in-
stance, could be seen as one of ‘pron’ at the same time, because it is clearly the
student’s pronunciation of the lexical item that has caused the misunderstand-
ing. And yet, the teacher’s interpretation of the student’s utterance represents a
mishearing, as the student’s response shows. Next to the multiple classification
of individual instances, the categories themselves are also diverse in terms of
range and overlaps. ‘Pron’ relates to linguistically easily identifiable trouble;
‘mis’ on the other hand, describes the other’s reaction only and allows for a
wide range of possible reasons. Compare the illustration of ‘mis’ given in Ta-
ble 5.1 with Extract 5.21. Here, it cannot be said for certain what the student’s
problem in understanding the teacher in line 4 actually is. While it could be his
pronunciation, it seems more likely that it is more than that, such as the terms
he used (‘voc’), the situated meaning (‘ref’) or maybe the topic development
(‘dis’). As we cannot be sure for what precisely the student needed the repair,
it is most viable to classify it according to the one aspect we can be sure of,
namely that she was faced with problems of intelligibility (for further analysis
see 5.4.1).

Extract 5.21. Financial Management (T1)

1
2

Jins that I don’t have any experience in hotel ? and yeah I canno- explain this co- this
subject so well so a lesson don’t expect me @@

3 TON you won’t you will recognize the numbers .
4 Jins hmm
5 TON you will recognize the numbers .
6 Jins yeah
7 TON when I write numbers you will understand ,
8 Jins yeah and maybe I can get used @ (2)

The second point of interest about the categories is the overlaps mentioned
in Table 5.1. The categories relating to meaning are particularly relevant here
because a clear-cut distinction between lexical meaning (‘voc’) and situated
meaning (‘ref’) cannot always be drawn. Similarly, the point when factual, in-
stead of lexical, information is being repaired is open to interpretation, espe-
cially with regard to technical terms (see also 7.4.5). Extract 5.22, for instance,
presents a case of overlap between ‘voc’ and ‘facI’ as the denotation of a tech-
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Table 5.1. Categories of repairables, examples taken from the HMP data set

Category name Code Explanation and example
linguistic:

pronunciation pron phonological and pronunciation-linked problems
T: the six seven star hotel the only one in the world Abdul , in

Dubai Abdul some
S: Al Arab Burj
T: BURJ Al Arab

grammar gra morphological and syntactic problems
S: in Stadtpark not
T: at the Stadtpark not

vocabulary voc lexical choice, unclear denotation or idiomatic expressions,
technical terms (can overlap with ‘ref ’ and ‘facI’)
S: unless you buy- throw away pa- er @ <1> @ </1>
T: <1> plastic plates </1> or you use plastic plates .
S: yeah @

interactional:
mishearings mis problems of intelligibility (can overlap with ‘pron’, ‘voc’, ‘ref ’)

T: what do we what do we control ,
S: income ? the cost ? the money ,
T: we control the past ,
S: the cost ,
T: the cost .

reference ref problems of referential specifications, situated meaning
S: you have to be very careful about (x of course)
T: the food you get ?
S: because everybody’s (.) sick .

discourse dis problems of topic development and turn-taking
T: you decide well , the money you’re allowed to spend I s’pose

mh ?
S: is the budget ,
T: ja . but I was gonna say let’s ignore the cost of the course

factual:
instructional facI topic or content-linked repairables in instructional register

T: well it’s belongs to Holiday Inn=
S: =Sheraton
T: Sheraton is a separate chain again

regulative facR topic or content-linked repairables in regulative register
T: on the next part it says calculate overhead totals of the

production environments .
S: erm where ?
T: after the first set of numbers .
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nical term is repaired. In some cases, like this one, the co-text helps in deciding
which category to take – the teacher previously mentioned the term, the stu-
dents’ questions are thus not ones that influence the development of the topic
(‘facI’), but simply lead to a lexical repair (‘voc’).62 In other cases, though, clear
identification is more difficult; double categorization is thus the only feasible
choice.

Extract 5.22. Hotel Management (T1)

1 Kosk (3) rev-par (1) <3> what does it mean ? </3>
2 SX-f <3> (and this) means ? </3>
3 LER revenue (.) per (.) available (.) room . (1)

5.3.3 Verbalizing repair

After “who is repairing what”, the third aspect according to which repair will be
analysed is repair realizations, i.e. how interactants actually formulate repairs,
how they express their problems understanding each other and how they express
modifications of previous contributions. The interest here is two-fold: the first
aspect stands in close connection to the relevance of face when performing re-
pairs, as it tries to find out in how far repair formulations reveal interactants’
responses to the face-threat inherent in repairs in general. As argued in detail
in 5.2.4, the role that repair plays in face work, and vice versa, seems to de-
pend in a lasting way on the type of oral practice in question. Owing to the
similarities in setting, I can therefore benefit from Dalton-Puffer’s (2007: 243–
253) study as a point of departure for my own analysis. In the Austrian CLIL
classes, the amount of face-threat implicit in repair seems linked to age group –
the younger the students, the less face-threat – and to the type of repairable:
lexical and factual content repairs, especially in the instructional register, seem
to have little impact on the other’s face, while language and procedural (i.e.
factual in regulative register) repairs have more impact, as can be seen from the
degree of indirectness with which they are formulated. The former are with-
out any mitigating or modifying devices, and the latter employ some degree of
indirectness. A possible reason for this could be “that the interlocutors are on
a more equal footing with regard to those [regulative repair] than with regard
to content repair.” (Dalton-Puffer 2007: 250) In an attempt to trace this rela-

62. This extract is one of the rare examples of a repair initiation formulated by two
speakers at practically the same time. The teacher’s response shows that this is not
experienced as a problem, but rather supports the underlying dyadic assumption of
teacher vs. students.
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tionship in the HMP classroom discourse, I will therefore focus on the repair
verbalizations according to their degree of directness of the potentially most
face-threatening repair trajectory, other-repair (RT III). Table 5.2 provides an
overview, adopted from Dalton-Puffer (2007: 241–242), and examples from the
HMP data set.

Table 5.2. Verbalizations of RT III, OTHREP

Code Brief description Example

dirn direct + negative
evaluation

S: <about management accounting> we have decisions
T: NO we have more numbers

dir direct T: now number nine ,
S: number nine is already done

dirp direct + positive
evaluation

S: switch off-
T: turn off handies ja

mod modified S: luxury
T: luxury it’s hm s not really luxury it’s just for business

travellers

The second analytical interest in realizing repair focuses on the first step in
repairing, and aims at an analysis of the types of formulations interactants choose
in responding to a contribution they perceive to be a repairable. As has been
argued elsewhere (summarized in 5.2.4), these formulations span a wide range
in terms of specificity and im/explicitness, reaching from total avoidance to
explicitly formulated repair or repair initiation. Inspired by partly comparable
studies (Bremer et al.1996: chapter 4; Liebscher and Dailey-O’Cain 2003), six
different categories of repair initiations have been identified as relevant to the
present study. Table 5.3 not only explains and exemplifies each of them, but also
visualizes their respective position on a cline from most explicit/direct (‘def’)
to most implicit/indirect (‘non’).

In conclusion, the analysis of repair in the HMP data was undertaken with
the help of the three sets of criteria: repair trajectories, repairables and repair re-
alizations. As repeatedly referred to, these sets relate to the first general research
concern, (I) Who repairs what and how? The second general research concern –
(II) What changes occur with time? – will be dealt with regarding all aspects of
the first one, as it reflects the longitudinal focus of describing the developing
nature of the HMP classroom discourse.
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Table 5.3. Verbalizations of RT IV, OTHIN
di

re
ct

ex
pl

ic
it

in
di

re
ct

im
pl

ic
it

Cline Code Brief description Example

def request for defini-
tion, explanation or
translation

S: hubs what do you mean by hubs ,

req request for repetition T: maybe I I understood your question wrong .
(.) say it again .

hyp other’s understand-
ing or hypothesis

T: now . ye- you mean get an extra job ?

rep (partial) repeat (with
question word)

T: in general what ?

min minimal feedback or
query that initiates
repair

T: sorry ? hm?

non no verbalized initia-
tion / no uptake

S: <in response to question> that we work in
(here) or come from outside then: we a:re
(kept) (to) change our clothes and put in a: (.)
staff locker

T: so you need (.) let us start

5.3.4 Data set, method of analysis, research questions

As described in 3.3.2, the set of HMP classroom data comprises 33 full lessons.
While this amounts to a selection of all lessons observed, it would still have
been too large a base for the repair analysis, mainly for methodological reasons:
interactional patterns are, as implied in the term ‘pattern’, repetitive. More and
more data will therefore lead to more tokens, but, after a certain magnitude, no
more types. How large this certain data set should be is, of course, difficult to
ascertain. Relevant studies rely on differently large data sets, ranging from two
(Markee 2000) or three (Musumeci 1996) to ten (Dalton-Puffer 2007) or eleven
lessons (Liebscher and Dailey-O’Cain 2003). In view of the fact that the HMP
data set consists of three subsets (T1 or introductory phase, T2 or first semester,
T3 or third semester), the final choice fell on three lessons each, i.e. nine in
total. As can be gleaned from Table 5.4, the lessons chosen cover diverse subject
matters and, where possible, re-occur at other points in time:

– Financial Management (‘fin’)
– Front Office Management (‘fom’), F&B (Food and Beverage) Management

(‘fbm’) and Hotel Management (‘hom’)
– theory classes to Cooking (‘cook’) and Service (‘serv’)
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As regards the teachers, care was taken to represent the diversity of English
language repertoires (cf. 4.2.3), including highly proficient English speakers
(TON, AKL), those relatively fluent for general and discipline-related purposes
(LER), and, finally, RER as a relatively fluent speaker for discipline-related
purposes only. With regard to teaching styles, the lessons are homogeneous in the
sense that a large part of all of them can be characterized by ‘dramatized teacher
monologue’ (“Lehrervortrag mit verteilten Rollen”, Ehlich and Rehbein 1986:
chapter 4). At the same time, though, they are not completely identical: 1fom1
and 3serv1 include longer stretches of lecturing as reflected in the relatively
higher percentage of words spoken by the lecturers than in the other lessons
(see Table 5.4, last column). Students gave short presentations in small groups
in 1hom2 and 3hom1, which explains the comparatively low percentages of
words the teachers spoke in each of them (see Table 5.4, last column). Finally,
the Financial Management lessons differed in relation to the subject matter. Like
all subjects based on numbers and calculations, Financial Management focused
on problem-solving, which is reflected in the group size – the HMP group was
split in two subgroups – as well as teaching style. While still led and dominated
by the teacher (cf. also the percentages in Table 5.4, which blend in with the
other lessons), the group tackled problems together, resulting in more student
contributions unprompted by the teacher.

Table 5.4. Lessons analysed for ‘repair’

Lesson Teacher (T) Mins Turns T turns in % Words T words in %

T1 1fin1 TON 49 349 47 5146 78.9
1fom1 AKL 47 266 47.4 5432 92.5
1hom2 LER 47 387 42.4 8669 58.6

T2 2fin2 TON 41 452 41.6 5610 79
2serv1 FER 40 370 40.5 5340 80.5
2cook1 RER 41 564 44.9 6500 80.1

T3 3hom1 LER 45 148 38.5 7550 61.7
3serv1 FER 40 196 45.4 6910 88.7
3fbm1 AKL 44 349 41 5935 79.2

Total 393 3081 47.4 57092 76.6

Based on the refined lesson transcripts, all instances of repair could be identified
and classified according to the conceptual and analytical framework described in
the preceding subsections. In view of the methodological relevance of credibility
and dependability (see 4.1), the analytical process of identifying and classifying
instances was repeated on three different occasions, thus assuring what might
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be referred to as intra-rater reliability. This seemed to suffice, as the classifica-
tion of the second re-run largely overlapped with the preceding one. With the
categories thus established, the data were prepared for further analytical pro-
cedures. While the main focus of the whole study lies on qualitative, in-depth
analyses, the sheer number and diversity of the repair instances has made an
initial quantitative approach necessary. The resulting rough description of the
data yields an overview that opens up a view of the proverbial wood and not only
its many trees. It thus provides the ground work on which detailed qualitative
analyses can be based; an approach typical of ethnographically oriented inter-
actional research (e.g. Liebscher and Dailey-O’Cain 2003; Saville-Troike 1982;
see also 3.2). In other words, quantification is necessary for establishing general
repairing patterns in terms of sequential development, object and realization of
repair, and chronological changes, the last of which is particularly necessary
for the second research concern of the longitudinal developments. As numerical
differences need to be checked for how reliably they represent actual differences,
chi-square tests for rows by columns contingency tables were conducted for the
relevant tables.63

In order to approach the first research concern, (I) Who repairs what and
how?, in more detail, the quantitatively established patterns require qualitative
analyses of specific (types of) repairs, which also allows for discussions of
individual teachers and students and their changing roles in the HMP’s repair
work. As this research concern is analytically complex, it can be described in
more detail as:

– How frequent is (which type of) repair?
– What speaker roles do teachers and students take on in repair work?
– What causes (which type of) repair?
– Repair, face threat and specificity: How (in)directly is repair carried out by

other?

5.4 Classroom practices

The ensuing analysis will approach the research questions in the order given
above and rely on tables for the quantitative and data excerpts for the qualitative
information. As above, in both tables and excerpts bold print is used to high-

63. The calculations for levels of statistical significance were undertaken with the help of
‘VassarStats: Website for Statistical Computation’ (http://faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/
VassarStats.html) (accessed between June to September 2005).
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light the relevant aspects that are referred to in the description and discussion.
Quotes from teacher and student interviews are added in support of some of my
interpretations of the repair data.

5.4.1 Frequency of (types of) repair

Overall, repair has proved to be a frequently employed communicational strat-
egy in the nine lessons analysed here. 341 repair instances could be identified
during the 393 minutes of classroom interaction, which means that, from a sta-
tistical viewpoint, a repair was carried out every 69 seconds (or 1.15 min), which
seems quite frequent, especially in light of the unbalanced weighting of speak-
ing time in favour of the lecturers, who, on average, uttered three quarters of all
words spoken (cf. Table 5.4, last column). At the same time, though, frequencies
have little interpretative power in themselves. It seems necessary, therefore, to
look outside this study for comparable results. As so often, direct comparisons
are difficult, especially because repairs and repairables are defined in different
ways, but even on this note of caution, the HMP frequency of repairs seems high.
Dalton-Puffer’s (2007: 222) investigation of Austrian CLIL classes yielded con-
siderably fewer (about 300 for 560 minutes), but still more than Lyster’s (1988)
study in American ESL classes. Reasons for these differences are not easily
identifiable – apart from the differences in theoretical models and contingent
understanding of concepts, the age of the students and type of education most
likely play a role as well. The HMP students were (young) adults and therefore
the oldest of the three groups investigated and, in addition, many of them were
very fluent in English. Both of these factors would surely influence their com-
municative behaviour irrespective of the degree of transculturality found in the
group. At the same time, transculturality cannot in itself be taken as a precondi-
tion for an increase in negotiation of meaning as some of the ELF investigations
have shown (e.g. Ahvenainen 2005; House 1999; Lesznyák 2002). In brief, all
we can say at this moment is that the HMP data have yielded an exceptionally
large number of repairs. The why will have to be answered study-internally.

The 69-second stretch between repairs is only a statistical assessment, as
becomes apparent when the overall number is broken down by the individual
lessons (see Table 5.5). Here the range of absolute frequencies varies between 18
to 51 per lesson, which, when put in relation to the length of the lessons, means 1
repair per 52–133 seconds.Those lessons with comparatively low frequencies of
repairs (3serv1, 3hom1) are also the ones with the longest stretches of continuous
talk; in the first case because of a long narrative given by the teacher and in
the second because of student presentations, followed by a teacher monologue.
3fbm1, on the other hand, already struck me, while I was observing it, as a
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Table 5.5. Quantitative distribution of repair trajectories over all lessons

RT Total % 1fin1 1fom1 1hom2 2cook1 2fin2 2serv1 3serv1 3fbm1 3hom1

I 38 11.1 5 3 4 4 5 4 1 7 5
II 61 17.9 5 6 5 8 7 8 4 13 5
III 106 31.1 13 18 9 18 12 9 7 14 6
IV 115 33.7 20 15 13 9 16 16 5 16 5
V 21 6.2 1 1 5 2 5 1 1 1 4

Total 341 44 43 36 41 45 38 18 51 25

highly interactive lesson. The fact that it is the lesson with the highest density
of repairs, is possibly not a numerical accident, but rather a sign of the degree
of its interactivity.

Table 5.5 yields information on a further aspect of repair, namely the fre-
quencies of the repair trajectories. The overall percentages reveal clearly that
trajectories III (OTHREP) and IV (OTHIN) are the most frequently used ones,
with each counting for about a third of all repair instances. The remaining third
is then shared between II (SELIN), I (SELREP) andV (METREP) in descending
order of frequency, which shows that, already on this very general level, the data
reveal that repair in the HMP was not mainly initiated or carried out by self,
but by other. This underlines the differences between this ELF setting and L1
everyday conversations described elsewhere (e.g. Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks
1977). Furthermore, other-repair is employed as often as other-initiated repair,
which marks the ELF classroom setting as different from L1 and ESL/EFL class-
rooms in which self-repair plays a major role and other is mainly involved as
initiator or the one giving clues (e.g. McHoul 1990; van Lier 1988). A similar
picture emerges from the analysis ofAustrian CLIL classes (Dalton-Puffer 2007:
234): self-repair is the most frequent trajectory, with other-initiated and other-
repair each amounting to about 15% of all repair instances. Again, comparisons
are difficult to make as the present analysis does not include the subcategory
cluing, but even so, the overall ranking of trajectories marks the HMP data as
clearly different from other data sets.

The numerical distribution of the repair trajectories is also revealing when
applied to the three time periods the data represent (see Table 5.6). While the
numerical distribution of all five trajectories is not statistically significant, the
decrease in repair instances between the first and third semester is remarkable.
One possible explanation of this reduction by a third is the fact that, at the
later point, students and most lecturers had known each other for an extended
period of time on a personal, professional and discoursal level. It might thus be
a first hint at a time-dependent development in the CCofP classroom talk, thus
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Table 5.6. Quantitative distribution of repair trajectories for T1, T2, T3

RT T1 T2 T3 Total of RT
N % N % N % N

I 12 9.8 13 10.5 13 13.8 38
II * 16 13.0 23 18.5 22 23.4 61
III 40 32.5 39 31.5 27 28.7 106
IV * 48 39.0 41 33.1 26 27.7 115
V 7 5.7 8 6.5 6 6.4 21

Total 123 124 94 341

* Distribution of RT II and RT IV (at T1, T2, T3) is close to statistically significant;
chi-square: 5.33; df: 2; p = 0.0696

underlining the relevance of the longitudinal research approach. If we turn to the
trajectories themselves, the relative frequencies of RT I, III and V do not reveal
any developments, which cannot be said for the remaining two trajectories:
self-initiated repair (RT II) increases, while other-initiated repair decreases,
with the numerical patterns coming close to statistical significance. This means
that it is quite likely that self-initiated repair gained in relevance towards the
third semester, while other-initiated repair was particularly important at the
beginning of the HMP. This tendency could hint at the feature of ELF interaction
described in non-classroom settings that self assumes mutual understanding
unless indicated otherwise by other (e.g. Firth and Wagner 1997; Knaur 2009).

Extract 5.21. Financial Management (T1); [also used in 5.3.2]

1
2

Jins that I don’t have any experience in hotel ? and yeah I canno- explain this co-
this subject so well so a lesson don’t expect me @@

3 TON you won’t you will recognize the numbers .
4 Jins hmm
5 TON you will recognize the numbers .
6 Jins yeah
7 TON when I write numbers you will understand ,
8 Jins yeah and maybe I can get used @ (2)

Extract 5.21 is a case in point. It took place at the beginning of the very first fi-
nancial management lesson, in which the lecturer asked the students to introduce
themselves and mention their previous experience in hotel management in gen-
eral and the relevant subject in particular. In response to their self-evaluations,
TON, the lecturer, tried to put them all at ease, irrespective of their level of
subject-specific knowledge and degree of confidence. His attempt here to help
Jins (line 3), a visibly and audibly anxious student, leads to an unspecified
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response (line 4), which TON interprets as a case of acoustic difficulty, thus
repeating his contribution (line 5). Jins’s following minimal feedback (line 6)
again indicates problems of intelligibility, which initiates a simplified rephras-
ing in line 7. As TON is an experienced teacher in multilingual settings, he not
only uses simpler words (understand instead of the original recognize), but also
splits the original simple clause into main and subclause by spelling out a pre-
supposition. His attempt is successful as is shown by Jins’s acknowledgement of
having understood TON’s move in line 8. Note that with both repairables (lines
4 and 6), it is other who starts the repair trajectory.

In general, the analysis of the frequency of repair in general has shown that it
appeared relatively frequently in the HMP data-set compared with other studies
of classroom interaction. It also displayed its own characteristic distribution of
repair trajectories, or sequential developments of repair instances. Self (initiated)
repair was generally much less frequently employed than other (initiated) repair.
The assumption that the HMP’s ELF language use might be at the heart of these
repair patterns has found some support in the predominance of other-initiated
repair right at the beginning of the course (T1). In the later stages, when the
participants had become familiar with one another (T2) and the Classroom
Community of Practice had entered the second half of its life-time (T3), repair
work not only decreased in general, but its realization patterns also shifted,
allowing for self-initiated and other-(initiated) repair trajectories in equal shares.

5.4.2 Speaker roles in repair work

As argued above, the strategies of other repairing or initiating repair do not
disappear with the HMP moving on, but they seem to become less central, with
the relative frequencies of RT II (self-initiated repair) increasing. In order to
examine this point in more detail, a shift in focus is needed by, as it were, zooming
out of the close-up look at repair trajectories and homing in on the bigger units
which are made up by the trajectories – the repair exchange. As argued in 5.2,
the repair exchange covers the sequential development of one instance of repair
work in its entirety, which means that it allows for a comprehensive analysis not
only of interactionally coherent units, but also of the speaker roles teachers and
students take on in this process. Extract 5.21, for instance, contains one such
repair exchange, consisting of two trajectories, with the teacher as speaker, self,
and the student Jins as other initiating the repair and indicating its successful
completion.

Table 5.7 gives a quantitative overview of the distribution of repair exchanges,
differentiated by main trajectory type (usually the first one employed) and se-
quence of speakers, starting with the one whose utterance turns out as repairable
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Table 5.7. Repair exchanges by trajectory, speaker sequence and lesson, general distri-
bution

RTs I II III IV V Total

Lesson

T
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T S

1fin1 4 2 1 1 1 8 2 0 1 15 1 0 1 0 37
1fom1 3 0 3 2 1 9 3 0 5 2 1 1 0 39
1hom2 3 1 3 0 0 1 2 0 6 3 3 5 4 1 32
2cook1 4 0 8 0 0 10 3 1 2 1 4 3 1 1 38
2fin2 5 0 4 2 1 5 1 1 5 8 7 0 2 3 44
2serv1 4 0 4 2 2 2 5 0 4 5 3 3 1 0 35
3serv1 1 0 3 1 0 2 0 1 4 2 3 0 1 0 18
3fbm1 7 0 5 1 1 5 1 5 5 7 3 1 0 47
3hom1 3 2 3 1 1 0 2 0 4 2 2 1 3 1 25
Total 34 5 34 15 7 38 23 4 36 50 32 16 15 6 315

6

Key: T = teacher; S = student;
sequences given in table reflect interactional sequences of speakers, starting with repairable

in the unfolding of the interaction. Owing to the basically dialogic character of
whole class interaction, most exchanges take place between the teacher as one
interlocutor and one student as the other; exceptions to these are a few cases of
RT III (other-repair) and RT IV (other-initiated repair) where students entered
into repair with each other. In all other instances of RTs, teachers responded to
students and vice versa.

RT I has, by definition, only two subtypes: T or S self-repairing. The numer-
ical distribution shows that students self-repaired very seldom, while teachers
uttered a few in each lesson. The lesson with the highest number is 3fbm1,
the highly interactive, third semester lesson already mentioned above. In talking
very animatedly, the teacher repairs her own language use particularly frequently
(e.g. Extract 5.23). It cannot be clearly decided whether this is because of her
speed of delivery or because of her credo of ‘saying what comes to her head’
(interview, 3rd sem, 2nd mth). Whatever the reasons, AKL, like many other HMP
teachers, regularly finds herself searching for the English equivalent of a German
expression and, if she does not find the English word herself, asks the students
for help (Quote 5.5). As this is generally accepted as a normal measure to take,
by teachers as well as students (Quotes 5.6 and 5.7), such instances might point
to a characterizing feature of ELF classroom interaction.
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Extract 5.23. F&B Management (T3)

1
2

AKL it’s about (.) one thousand eight hundred or about two thousand Euros , (.) you get
, but not net , you get <GERMAN> brutto ? brutto ? </GERMAN> gross , (.)

Quote 5.5. Interview (3rd sem, 2nd mth)
AKL: und wenn mir manchmal selber nicht Ausdrücke einfallen die mir jetzt nur

auf Deutsch einfallen frag ich die Schüler [. . . ] wie heißt das schnell und die
sagen mir das
[and when I sometimes can’t remember the expression which I can only think
of in German then I ask the students [. . . ] what’s it called and they tell me
that]

Quote 5.6. Interview (1st sem, 3rd mth)
Crek: bei manchen <LehrerInnen> da merkt man , dass sie sich schwer tun etwas

zu erklären , sie fragen manchmal die Studenten nach den Vokabeln , [. . . ] es
kam dann am Ende (immer) das raus , was hätte rauskommen müssen .
[with some <teachers> you can see that it is difficult for them to explain
something, they sometimes ask students for words [. . . ] at the end, we have
always reached the intended outcome.]

Quote 5.7. Interview (2nd sem, 2nd mth)
Lula: <referring to the applied marketing teacher> it’s the first time she’s teaching

in English and [. . . ] she cannot <say what she wants to> but we have four
Austrian in the class and she usually refers to them er how do I say that erm
I’m actually okay with it

The other trajectory that is exceptional in that it does not include any real inter-
action is RT V, delayed meta-level repair, which is either the teacher or, more
rarely, a student giving feedback or commenting on previous verbal activity. As
the numerical peaks in the Hotel Management classes show, meta-level repair
is mainly given in response to student presentations (see Extract 5.18 in 5.3.1).
The other lesson where it is used more often and, even more surprisingly, by
students, is the Financial Management class at T2. In the group attempt to re-
cap a problem solved in the preceding lesson, students use delayed meta-level
repair three times, firstly, to indicate that they have not understood the solu-
tion offered previously (see Extract 5.24) and then, more extremely, that this
problem-cum-solution has been too difficult for the class to comprehend (Ex-
tract 5.25). As the laughter caused by Hanb’s delayed meta-level repair (line 3 in
Extract 5.25) shows, this move is considered unusual by the students themselves
and, furthermore, does not find any parallel in the data-set.
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Extract 5.24. Financial Management (T2)

1
2

TON <referring to a problem solved previously> which basis , Cana , did you think
was appropriate .

3 Cana (2) for allocation ?
4 TON yeah .
5 Cana I don’t know . I didn’t (need/mean) to understand how to do it .
6 TON I though we- I thought we’ve done it .
7 SS @@
8 Hars ja but we-
9 TON rent and rates

10 Hars rent and rates
11 Cana ah okay yeah .
12 TON yeah .
13 Cana but I I’m didn’t understand the re (.) allocate
14 TON ah no we haven’t got there yet . we’re just recapping what we’ve done so far .

Extract 5.25. Financial Management (T2)

1
2

Hanb <directed at TON> @ have you expected us for: (2) I don’t know to: think of
this way

3 SX-m @@@
4 Hanb to get a solution ? (3) or

RT II (SELIN) is another trajectory mainly used by teachers, either throwing
up an unspecific comprehension question, which generally receives no verbal
answer (speaker sequence TT(S) in Table 5.7), or more specific ones asking
for explanations or definitions (speaker sequence TTS(TS)). The former was
used most extensively by RER, who might have done so in compensation for
his comparatively weak English, which he was acutely aware of himself (Quote
5.8). As in Extract 5.26, the teacher gives information and concludes with an
unspecific comprehension check, followed by a pause. In conversation analytic
terminology, this forms a TRP (transition relevance place) at which any student
could take their turn, other-selected by the teacher’s confirmation check.

Quote 5.8. Interview (4th sem, 2nd mth)
RER: ich würde mein Englisch als (1) verbesserungswürdig beschreiben [. . . ] i hob

kein Problem [. . . ] im praktischen Unterricht oder im Geschehen fern der
Heimat mit mir wild Fremden [..] im Theorieunterricht is es für mich [. . . ]
wesentlich schwieriger hier fließend den auch für mich neuen Stoff er umzuset-
zen
[I’d describe my English as worthy of improvement [...] I don’t have any prob-
lems in the practical classes or <when I’m cooking> with complete strangers
far from home [. . . ] in the theory lessons it is [. . . ] much more difficult for me
to describe the topics which are partly new to me too]
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Extract 5.26. Cooking (T2)

1
2
3

RER (1) one of the stewarding: depart:ment is picking up er all the (.) wor- er all the
dirty towels the jackets or and something like that (1) and so (.) er don’t put it in
the locker . (1) okay ? (.)

When leading to an extended repair exchange (TTS(TS)), RT II is often em-
ployed as part of standard didactics in rather teacher-centred ways of construct-
ing knowledge in lock-step: teachers first introduce a term and then initiate repair
concerning its meaning, picking up the response that suits their own plans. This
strategy can also be employed to bridge the heterogeneity of general as well as
hotel-specific language proficiency of the HMP group and sort out problems of
lexical meaning. In Extract 5.27, for example, the term at stake, stewarding, is
a very basic one to the food and beverage industry, which could be taken for
granted in the third semester. In order to make sure that all students can follow
her, however, the teacher initiates a negotiation-of-meaning sequence here.

Extract 5.27. F&B Management (T3)

1
2
3

AKL so what are the responsibilities of an F and B manager ? in a classic hotel
operation , (1) here they are , (.) kitchen , restaurants , bar , banquet , stewarding .
anyone knows what stewarding is ?

4 Lura <1> dishwashing .</1>
5 SS <1> yeah </1>
6 AKL dishwashing . pot wash . dish wash . (.) stewarding , (.)

As already hinted at above, RT III (OTHREP) and RT IV (OTHIN) are used regu-
larly by teachers as well as students in various speaker sequences (see Table 5.7).
Other-repair without reaction is almost exclusively carried out by teachers, and
it is particularly frequent in the first semester, maybe owing to the efficiency of
the sequence in creating meaning (e.g. Extract 5.11 above). Furthermore, it is
also frequent in the Cooking classes at T2 (see Table 5.7, RT III, column ST),
reflecting the generally brief turns offered by RER. In line 1 in Extract 5.28, for
instance, a large part of the content is left implicit. The student’s answer in line 2
shows that he has filled the missing bits in correctly – most likely because of
parallels to previous points of information – but uses an incorrect term, which
the teacher repairs in line 3 in a friendly, yet minimalist way. This supports the
teacher’s own evaluation of his English as lacking the necessary proficiency
level for teaching the theory classes.
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Extract 5.28. Cooking (T2)

1 RER and ? (1) maybe you have leftovers
2 SX-m staff kitchen
3 RER staff canteen that’s true .

As regards students’ other-repair, most cases are imbedded in more extended
sequences, except when it is directed at fellow students, which is usually com-
pleted in a single turn. The reason for that is most likely to be found in the
fact that these exchanges are carried out by social equals and furthermore, in
side-talk, i.e. potentially interfering with the main talk. They are thus kept as
short as possible.

Other-initiated repair (RT IV) was initiated by teachers or students with
almost equal frequency (see Table 5.7). Those teachers who were highly profi-
cient in English and also experienced HMP teachers (TON, AKL) made use of
RT IV more often than others and also received comparatively many instances
of student-initiated other-repair. Interestingly, the latter is only true after the
introductory phase: 2fin2 (TON) and 3fbm1 (AKL) produce 14 instances of
student-initiated other-repair, while there are only 3 in 1fin1 (TON) and 1fom1
(AKL) taken together.

As this preliminary result points to different repair patterns at T1, T2 and
T3, the whole data set will be analysed accordingly. In Table 5.8, the repair
exchanges are split according to the three points in time and given in absolute
frequencies (N) as well as percentages (%) per period.As could be expected from
the overall assessment, the temporal split of the RTs I and V does not reveal
any new insights; with the one exception that the low, but steady frequencies of
both trajectories substantiate that their characteristics described above are inde-
pendent of the stage of development in the Classroom Community of Practice.
RT II also appears relatively stable, except for the teacher self-initiated repair at

Table 5.8. Repair exchanges per point in time (in absolute frequencies and percentages)

II III * IV ** I+V

TS(TS) ST(ST) ST(STS) TS(TST) STS(TS) TST(ST) T S

N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N %

T1 9 8.4 2 1.9 25 23.4 12 11.2 27 25.2 12 11.2 16 15.0 4 3.7

T2 8 7.6 3 2.9 26 24.8 13 12.4 14 13.3 20 19.0 17 16.2 4 3.8

T3 11 12.1 2 2.2 10 11.0 24 26.4 9 9.9 16 17.6 16 17.6 3 3.3

* RT III: chi-square: 13.52; df: 2; p = 0.0012
** RT IV: chi-square: 8.75; df: 2; p = 0.0126
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T3, which shows a slight increase in compensation for the relative decrease of
other (initiated) repair at T3 commented on above.

In spite of this overall decrease of the RTs III and IV at T3, their statis-
tically significant numerical distributions at T1, T2 and T3 reveal interesting,
and partly reverse, developments. While at T1 teachers make use of both tra-
jectories much more often than students, this relationship is reversed for RT IV
at T2, but for RT III at T3 only. In other words, students displayed their will-
ingness to initiate other-repair immediately after the first few weeks of getting
to know each other and the HMP in general, but it took them a whole year
to undertake other-repair on a large scale. Besides the shifting predominance
in repairables, which will be discussed in the next section, one reason for this
move towards more student (initiated) other-repair can be found in the types of
contribution the students made during the three time periods. At T1, students
had obviously not yet gained any subject-related knowledge, and could only
initiate other-repair based on their general knowledge, as is the case in Extract
5.29, where the teacher’s claim that a hotel comes without receptionists raises
disbelief (line 2).

Extract 5.29. Front Office Management (T1)

1 AKL <referring to a type of hotel> there is no receptionist there
2 Suka nobody is there to receive you ,
3
4

AKL yeah there will be one person there yeah but after ten o’ clock there is nobody
there

5 Suka mhm

The few students who had gained relevant work experience before the HMP
could already contribute on a different level at T1, as does Kosk in Extract 5.30.
After the teacher has talked about the opportunities and risks involved in indi-
vidual hotels cooperating with international brands, he wants to know how high
the fee for such a cooperation would be (lines 1–2) and, based on his own experi-
ence, reacts with utter disbelief in line 9, reinterpreting the teacher’s answer as a
mispronunciation (eighteen instead of eighty). The teacher gives credit to Kosk’s
status as peripheral member (Lave and Wenger 1991) in the hotel industry by
not simply correcting him, but rightly assuming that they have just uncovered a
misunderstanding, which they both unravel in the ensuing interaction. Interest-
ingly, this is the only instance of an instance of miscommunication in the whole
data-set that is cleared up retrospectively by the participants. In other words,
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this is the only true misunderstanding recorded of which the participants are
unaware at the time of utterance (cf. 5.2.1).64

Extract 5.30. Hotel Management (T1)

1
2

Kosk how much is (1) is er percent of the revenues . (or of) the total revenues . if you
have a brand (.) is it twenty percent ?

3 LER this is <8> totally <8> different </8>
4 Kosk <8> or (.) higher </8>
5 LER there is no system .
6 Kosk about (1) <9> or (do/don’t) you have any idea . <9>
7
8

LER <9> I can’t (.) I can’t say it </9> no (.) no . it depends . (.) sometimes it’s (.) it’s
eighty percent sometimes it’s twenty percent (1)

9 Kosk EIGHTY percent ? (1) eighTEEN percent . (2)
10 LER maybe I- I understood your question wrong . (.) say it <1> again . </1>

While the students offered as much other-repair at T2 as at T1, the number
of students involved in other-repairing doubled: two months into the HMP 15
students mustered the confidence to initiate repair based on their limited pro-
fessional background (see Extract 5.31).

Extract 5.31. Serving (T2)

1 FER head waiter , beverages (.) AND he is taking care of the checks .
2 Alac and the staff ? (2) he does not control the staff ?
3
4

FER the head waiter has only got one employee if you want . and that’s the food
waiter .

During the third semester, then, not only had the students already completed half
the course, but they had also gained hospitality-related work experience during
their internships. These two facts taken together arguably equipped them with
the background not only to influence the teacher-led classroom talk, but also to
add knowledge of their own, as in Extract 5.32. Here, Hanb refers to his personal

64. While such misunderstandings must have happened more regularly, only a single
student, Elig, could remember one misunderstanding she was involved in, when
asked during the one-on-one interview (2nd sem, 2nd mth):

like we had a misunderstanding about below and above [. . . ] In a presentation like we
were discussing some kind of average, and how you calculate that and some student
was using below saying above, @ and then we got kind of struggled because we were
thinking totally different and we though hold on, there is something wrong, it could-
can’t be like that, and it was a person who also speaks German so I asked him what he
actually mean and he told me in German so we figured it out that we meant the same
thing but expressed the different things.
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work experience and offers an alternative expression for what the teacher refers
to as bus boy and, by doing so, enlarges not only his fellow students’, but also the
teacher’s knowledge base, as AKL’s acknowledgement in lines 15–16 illustrates.

Extract 5.32. F&B Management (T3)

1
2

AKL very strict system . but then have still , you have a bus boy as well . what’s a bus
boy , have you heard about this ,

3 SX-m (xxxx)
4 AKL he’s the poor guy who has to carry the big trays to the station .
5 Hanb food runner .
6 AKL (.) food runner , (.) who was that ?
7 Hanb me .
8 AKL <@> food runner . </@> you wouldn’t call it food runner @
9 Hanb no really in .(.) (xx) it was the

10 AKL is this erm is that an expression
11 Hanb they call them food runners ,
12 AKL who calls it food runner ?
13 Hanb well <1> (xxxx) </1>
14 SX-m <1> (xxx) </1> road runner
15
16

AKL road runner @ food runner , (.) okay so there are more expressions . I’ve never
heard food runner but bus boy ,

17 Hanb =food runner is the guy who bring the overall food from the kitchen to the er (.)

Overall, the analysis of the speaker roles taken on by teachers and students in
the repair exchanges has led to the following outcome:

– Irrespective of the moment in time, self and delayed meta-level repair strate-
gies are used at low but steady frequencies and are, while sometimes also
used by students, mainly employed by the teachers.

– The same is true for self-initiated repair, except that teachers use it more
readily at T3, with the community of practice more firmly established.

– Other-repair is also used more often by teachers, in general and during the
first semester (T1 and T2). In the third semester, however, students repair
teachers’ turns more often than vice versa.

– Other-initiated repair is the only type that is used equally often by teachers
and students alike in the overall assessment, but displays different distribu-
tions in the course of time. At T1, teachers initiate other-repair more often,
while students do so after the introductory phase only, i.e. at T2 and T3.

These results show that both teachers and students were actively involved in the
HMP repair work, which might be a sign of how relevant repair was to ELF
instructional settings on the whole. At the same time, they preferred different
strategies at different stages in the developing community of practice, thus dis-
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playing the different, even if fluent, roles that teachers and students take on in
any classroom setting. Put briefly, teachers’ repair behaviour can be character-
ized as aiming at an increase in mutual understanding by mainly offering other
(-initiated) repair regularly, even more often so at the beginning of the course,
and, less frequently, by using self-initiated repair. Self-repair was also used for
the same purpose, except for a few cases of linguistic correction, but more
on that later. Meta-level repair, on the other hand, was used seldom and if so,
overwhelmingly in support of didactic concerns. While the students were also
involved in all five types of repair, the numerical distributions show that their
main activity lay with other-initiated repair and, with the HMP moving on, also
with other-repair. In other words, their repair involvement took place reactively
rather than proactively. In view of the fact that almost all lessons included (and
observed) were clearly teacher-directed and -driven, the repair work described
here accords well with the social roles of teachers and students, on the one
hand, and, on the other, with the social dynamics in developing the community
of practice. At the same time, however, the relatively high percentage of other
(-initiated) repair carried out by students marks this classroom as different from
those recorded in previous studies; this could be because of situation-specific
variables (e.g. the age of the students), but it could also be influenced by the
group relying on a lingua franca as their main medium of communication. In
how far the latter reason is applicable will be examined more critically in the
following analysis of the types of repairables.

5.4.3 Reasons for repair

As explained in 5.3.2, the list of repairable types contains eight categories,
referring to different aspects of linguistic, interactional and factual trouble or
conversational mismatches. The list is reprinted here in Table 5.9, together with
the overall numerical distribution of the categories.

According to absolute occurrences, the categories can be subdivided into
‘low’ (gra, dis, ref, pron), ‘middle (facR, mis, voc) and ‘high’ (facI); a ranking
that arguably mirrors the focus of the HMP classroom interaction.The repairable
most often picked out (37%) is ‘factual in the instructional register’, which
points to the transactional and content-oriented focus of the classroom discourse.
The next most often used category, ‘vocabulary’ (21%), strengthens this focus.
‘Mishearings’, as third strongest category (19%), mirrors the relatively frequent
problems of intelligibility and comprehensibility, so typical of ELF discourse
(Jenkins 2000: 78). And the fourth one, ‘factual in regulative register’ (9%),
underlines the instructional setting of the present data set.The four low frequency
repairable categories (between 3% and 4%), finally, include the two linguistic
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Table 5.9. Repair categories (overall distribution)

Types of ‘trouble’ Category name Code N %

linguistic: pronunciation pron 14 4.1
grammar gra 10 2.9
vocabulary voc 70 20.5

interactional: mishearing mis 66 19.4
reference ref 13 3.8
discourse dis 11 3.2

factual in instructional register facI 125 36.7
in regulative register facR 32 9.4

Total 341

aspects often at the forefront of attention in foreign/second language classrooms,
namely pronunciation and grammatical correctness. As the numbers show, these
are much less relevant for this ELF classroom interaction. Moreover, it also
contains the interactional features ‘ref’(i.e. establishing reference) and ‘dis’(i.e.
topic development and turn taking), which, most likely owing to the instructional
setting, are much less often open to discussion than could be expected in less
structured, everyday communication.

Overall, the frequency-based ranking of the eight categories (see Table 5.10)
illustrates that the HMP repair work concentrated mainly on the kinds of re-
pairables relevant to the classroom interaction: ‘facI’, ‘voc’, ‘mis’and, to a lesser
extent, ‘facR’. As the preceding analysis has shown that the patterns of repair

Table 5.10. Repair categories, per point in time (percentages per repair category)

Repairable Overall T1 T2 T3
categories N % N % N %

facI * 125 41 32.8 50 40.0 34 27.2
voc * 70 25 35.7 21 30.0 24 34.3
mis * 66 36 54.5 21 31.8 9 13.6
facR * 32 11 34.4 12 37.5 9 28.1
pron 14 6 42.9 4 28.6 4 28.6
ref 13 3 23.1 5 38.5 5 38.5
dis 11 3 27.3 6 54.5 2 18.2
gra 10 6 60.0 2 20.0 2 20.0

Total 341 131 38.4 121 35.5 89 26.1

* chi-square: 13.21; df: 6; p = 0.0398
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trajectories changed during the HMP, Table 5.10 presents the data according to
the three points in time (T1, T2, T3). Interestingly, while the frequencies of the
four most important categories of repairables reveal actual differences in usage
(at a statistically significant level, see Table 5.10), it is only for one repairable
category – mishearing – that a clear pattern is discernable. Of all mishearing
cases, almost 55% took place in the introductory phase (T1), a further 32% a
few weeks later at T2 and a mere 14% in the third semester (T3). This consistent
decrease is a clear indication of a development in the HMP towards increased
mutual intelligibility and comprehensibility.

With regard to the other categories of repairables, the temporally-based nu-
merical distinction does not clearly identify any patterns. This does not mean,
however, that developments are not observable in the data. As a qualitative ap-
proach reveals, the three main categories ‘facI’, ‘mis’ and ‘voc’ work together
in different ways at the three points in time. At T1, the main problem is clearly
the highly frequent cases of mishearing. What is at stake is thus intelligibility;
the other aspects, i.e. specific lexical items or factual information, are somehow
dealt with at the same time. Extract 5.33 is a case in point. Hars, an Indian
student with previous education in accounting, offers an explanation of what
financial accounting is all about (lines 1–2, 4, 6–7). While it is factually correct,
it is only partly intelligible to TON (lines 3, 5, 8) (but also to the transcribers
as the many inaudible syllables show). Therefore, TON and Hars enter into an
elongated repair exchange (lines 8–18). By picking up various repairables, TON
reconstructs Hars’s original comment, supported by his affirmative minimal re-
sponses, until they reach an outcome that seems to be successful to TON as
well (cf. his confirming response in line 18). Similarly to other examples at T1,
‘mis’, ‘voc’, and ‘facI’ repairables work together in the generally teacher-driven
attempt to make understanding possible.

Extract 5.33. Financial Management (T1)

1
2

Hars (financial accounting)’s referring after they have managed erm after they
managed the (period)

3 gra TON uhu financial accounting is after the end of the-
4 Hars after the end of the- perio-
5 voc TON it’s historic . (2)
6
7

Hars (let’s say make decision in financial accounting and it’s for the world or
xx acounts xx)

8 mis TON (1) sorry they , who who does that ? paying
9 Hars internal management

10 facI TON they do the day-to-day ,
11 Hars they plan (xt)he (xx) money they plan how to spend it , how to spend this
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12 facI
mis

TON they plan how to spend the money

13 Hars ja
14 facI TON =they plan on the costs ,
15 Hars yeah
16 voc TON they plan the income , the sales
17 Hars yeah
18 TON yes .

In contrast to the relatively passive role of the student in Extract 5.33 (and many
other instances at T1), exchanges at T2 reveal a more active role taken on by
the student participants in terms of reconstructing what has been said as well as
which repairables need to be attended to. In Extract 5.34, for instance, the same
players as in the preceding extract are trying to establish which category(ies)
need(s) to be taken next in the process of solving an accounting problem. Hars’s
opinion (lines 2–3) is again unintelligible to TON, but this time it is not the
teacher who rephrases the student’s ideas, but the student himself (lines 6, 8,
10). As the teacher does not indicate his understanding (long pause at the end
of line 10), another student tries to help out. This leads to TON’s other-repair,
which, however, is not correct in the eyes of Hars (line 13), who offers a repair
himself (line 15). This the teacher finally accepts (line 16).

Summing up, Hars’s increased activity in the ongoing repair exchange has
surfaced in various ways, which are characteristic for T2 on the whole: students
took on repair work themselves, which also included accepting or rejecting
what seems fitting to them. One precondition for such behaviour was that the
interactants were able to grasp quickly the preceding contributions; mishearings,
whether acknowledged or not, must thus be much less frequent than at T1. This
also came to the fore in the combinations of repairable categories, which include
‘mis’ much less often at T2 than at T1.

Extract 5.34. Financial Management (T2)

1 TON area everybody agree with that ?
2
3

Hars within this is only this: area that we can choose . but if it is given building or
what have then we can: what we have to use area as well as building . (2)

4
5

mis TON I’m not quite sure what the wint- I’m not I don’t understand your
question (unfortunately) .

6 Hars wh- when area begin: (.) the base from of area
7 TON <3> yeah </3>
8 Hars <3> and then like </3> this rent and rate
9 TON yeah
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10 Hars but if it is building given (.) area as well as building , (2)
11 facI Suka if both are given (.) building and area .
12 TON you mean u- some outside area or what .
13 facI Hars no
14 TON area=
15 voc Hars =area area means building <1> and </1>
16 TON <1> yes </1> yes okay

At T3, the situation is quite different. Mishearings happen seldom and if they
do, then usually because an interactant starts their turn while another one is
still going on, which leads to acoustic overlap as well as lack of concentration
on concurrent contributions on the part of the speaker. The T3 data set does
not include a single occurrence of ‘mis’ leading to repair on lexical or factual
information anymore; instead, many more instances can be found of extended
factual information repair as exemplified in Extract 5.35. This episode follows
on a long narrative given by the teacher in which he tells about a former colleague
who was unexpectedly fired from his hotel managerial post after a few months of
successful work. Extract 5.35 contains the ensuing discussion, which reveals a
high level of student involvement as they try to find out more about the reasons
for and implications of receiving one’s notice so abruptly and unexpectedly.
Factual ambiguities in the teacher’s representation of the event are questioned
four times by two different students (lines 4, 12, 18, 25) and generally responded
to by the teacher immediately except for the time lag right at the end of the
exchange (lines 26–30). A lexical problem that arises in connection with the
lack of an English equivalent for the Austrian expression Kollektivvertrag (lines
15, 16) can be bypassed because most students have gained enough background
knowledge about Austrian labour legislation to know that this term refers to a
collective agreement on minimum wages or salaries.65 The fact that HMP- and
future job-related German expressions have become part of group-knowledge
is also indicated by Renb’s reference to trade unions with the German word
(Gewerkschaft, line 25), which goes through as a non-repairable (on the role of
German in the HMP classroom talk see also 6.4.4.2 and 7.4.5.3).This example is
typical of extended repair atT3 in another sense: the individual steps contributing
to a repair trajectory or exchange are not easily identifiable, mainly because the
point at issue is more than simply negotiation of meaning; rather, the interactants
are busily co-constructing knowledge.

65. As Kollektivvertrag becomes important in the analysis of interactive explaining, more
information is given in ch. 7.4.5.3.
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Extract 5.35. Service (T3)

1
2

Renb <in reference to a story the teacher has told about a colleague of his being
fired with no apparent reason> <1> and what </1> was the reason ? (.) just ,

3 FER there was no reason .
4 facI Renb he can’t fire him=
5
6

FER =his superior ? his superior (.) was frightened (.) that he (.) might (.) gets
the superior’s job . (.) that was the reason . (2) that was the reason .

7 Alac so
8 FER never outspoken of course , never outspoken .
9 Alac never be <1> (xx) </1>

10
11

FER but now is my friend , now he’s he is (.) general manager of
Intercontinental , (.) in one of these hotels , (.) sorry ,

12
13

facI Zian they do no- not (.) kick you out just like that, (.) they have to give some
time notice in advance , (.) that’s er (.) management .

14
15
16
17

voc FER but er (.) because in in Austria if you work in management , (.) level (1)
you do earn more money than the (.) <GERMAN> Kollektivvertrag
<GERMAN> , (.) I I can’t say , (.) in German <GERMAN>
Kollektivvertrag <GERMAN> , so (.) er this this depends .

18
19

facI Zian yeah but it’s in the contract . you know like they have , (.) usually they
have a probational period and then (.) if they want to (.)

20 FER yeah
21 Zian leave y- you out from the company=
22 Renb =(xxxxxxx)=
23
24

FER =yeah , yeah but (1) two days erm two minutes (1) two minutes pardon you
leave the place .

25 facI Renb <2> but what about (1) <GERMAN> Gewerkschaft </GERMAN> </2>
26
27
28
29
30

FER <2> of course you get your salary (.) </2>yeah yeah you get your salary ,
but you’re not allowed to come BACK (.) into your office . (.) you get your
salary . (.) you get your leave pay , (.) and so on and so on . (.) you do not
lose any money in that case . (.) but of course you lose your face . (.) let’s
be honest .

Next to the intricate ways of how factual repairables are treated in different
patterns with the progress of time, the analysis of repairable categories also
reveals how certain repairables are preferably treated in the ensuing repair. This
entails not only a correlation between the relevant categories of ‘who’ repairs
‘what’, but also a further subclassification according to the three points in time
(T1, T2, T3) and identification of the speaker (T, S) who sets the repair going.
The role which that speaker takes on depends on the repair trajectory: either as
repairer (RT I, RT III) or as repair initiator (RT II, RT IV).66 Table 5.11a includes

66. As RT V (delayed meta-level repair) has been used too infrequently for analysing it
for preferential patterns, it has been omitted from this comparison.
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Table 5.11a. Infrequently used repairable categories (by repair trajectories)

I II* III IV
T S T S T S T S

pron T1 2 3 1
T2 1 3
T3 1 1 1 1

ref T1 1 1 1
T2 2 3
T3 1 2 2

dis T1 1 2
T2 3 1
T3 1

gra T1 2 1 3
T2 1 1
T3 1 1

* Not all instances of RT II are included as the repairables of self-initiated repair without response
are not clearly identifiable.

the four infrequently used categories of repairables, while Table 5.11b contains
the four frequently used ones.

Taken in relation to the size of the corpus, the frequencies of the categories
‘pron’, ‘ref’, ‘dis’ and ‘gra’ are so low (see Table 5.11a) that they will have to be
analysed with extreme caution. I will therefore restrict my interpretation to the
fairly obvious distinction between ‘pron’on the one hand and ‘ref’, ‘dis’and ‘gra’
on the other hand. The distinction is based on repair trajectories chosen as well
as players involved: referential, discoursal and grammatical repairs are carried
out mainly in self- or other-repair, while pronunciation repair is dealt with more
interactively in other-initiated repair. This interactivity already implies that both
teachers and students are involved in repairing pronunciation-based problems,
which stands in contrast to the other three categories repaired mainly by teachers.

While, as stated above, the numerical base is relatively weak, the differential
treatment could be an indication of how relevant the four categories were per-
ceived to be in the given setting. Pronunciation repairables easily interfere with
intelligibility, which means that, like ‘mis’, they receive attention from teachers
and students. Referential, discoursal and grammatical repairables can obviously
also lead to problems of understanding, but the data show that they were only
identified as such by the teachers. The reasons for this one-sidedness might be
manifold and are beyond the analytical strength of the limited data set available
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here. On a mere speculative level, I could imagine that the one-sidedness of the
teacher-led instructional setting might have played a role as regards students’
widespread ‘let it pass’ approach when it came to teachers’ referential or topic-
developmental ambiguities. Grammatical correctness, on the other hand, was
not, on the whole, considered relevant, as was also found in interviews with
students (e.g. Quote 5.9) and all teachers, including TON, who was British by
birth (e.g. Quote 5.10). The irrelevance of grammatical correctness is reflected
in grammatical repair, which often seems to have taken place out of habitual
language use rather than grammatical considerations (see Extract 5.36, line 7;
see also Extract 5.20 in 5.3.2).

Quote 5.9. Interview (2nd sem, 1st mth)
Alac: you <i.e. teachers> don’t really need a high level of English cause that’s not

really the point I think . I mean as long as they get it across what they want to-
what is important for the subject , if they don’t have a fluent perfect English
doesn’t make a difference I would say

Quote 5.10. Interview (pilot phase)
TON: I got used to the fact that nobody speaks English properly [. . . ] I don’t really

expect it . I simply try to adjust to what’s going on , make sure the message
gets through .

Extract 5.36. Financial Management (T1)

1
2

TON inside and outside , erm (.) why do we have to do accounting for the outside
world at all .

3 Clap ad<2>vertisment for (x) </2>
4 TON <2> yes , </2>
5 Clap for advertize the
6 SX-m company
7 TON to advertize,
8 Hars to submit the government ?
9 TON submit the gover- the government .

Of the frequently used repairable categories the one with the clearest pattern of
preference is ‘mis’. As clearly discernable in Table 5.11b, cases of mishearing
were usually treated by other-initiated repair, at T1 mainly initiated by the teach-
ers, and then more evenly by teachers and students. This result fits in with the
previous description of mishearings, firstly, as relying on other to be started,
and, secondly, as being one of the main reasons for repair at T1. This longi-
tudinal development away from ‘mis’ as highly relevant repairable adds a new
insight into previous research on ELF interactions in different settings (e.g.
Jenkins 2000; Wagner and Firth 1997), in that it shows that intelligibility and
comprehensibility are major issues in ELF communication only as long as the
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Table 5.11b. Frequently used repairable categories (by repair trajectories)

I II* III IV
T S T S T S T S

facI T1 3 5 3 11 7 8 3
T2 2 4 1 17 7 7 12
T3 1 1 3 1 5 9 5 8

Voc T1 4 4 6 1 3 4
T2 4 1 7 1 4 2 1 2
T3 6 1 8 1 3 3 1

Mis T1 2 1 3 24 4
T2 1 6 10
T3 6 3

facR T1 1 1 1 3 4 1
T2 1 3 6 2
T3 1 1 1 3 3

* Not all instances of RT II are included, as the repairables of self-initiated repair without response
are not clearly identifiable.

participants do not know each other so well; that is, as long as they have not
established a functioning community of practice.

As exemplified in Extracts 5.33, 5.34, 5.35, ‘voc’ and ‘facI’ were the most
central categories to repair work throughout the HMP data. This is supported by
the correlational view taken in Table 5.11b, which shows that all repair trajecto-
ries were employed in carrying out lexical and factual repair in the instructional
register. Similar to the result of the preceding section, self(-initiated) repair
tends to be teacher-driven, other(-initiated) repair shared between teachers and
students. What is new information here is the preferential treatment of ‘facR’,
factual repair in the regulative register. In contrast to instructional facts, it was
mainly dealt with in other(-initiated) repair, instigated by students more often
than by teachers. In Extract 5.37, for instance, Cana other-repairs the teacher’s
assumption in line 5, pointing out that their materials do not include what TON
presupposes.

Extract 5.37. Financial Management (T2)
1

2

TON <referring to a problem given in the textbook> what are they asking us to do by
the time we are finished . (3)

3 Cana (xx simple) questions
4 TON hm ?
5 Cana (1) there is no (valid) question
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6 TON yeah
7 Hanb no
8 Cana <@> in our books there isn’t </@>
9 Hanb (here is by any xx so much)

10 SX-f @@ (6) <TON paging in his book>
11 TON now you’re right
12 SS @@@@

In conclusion, the analysis of the correlation between repairables and trajec-
tories further describes the patterns of repair work already introduced in the
preceding sections. Let us start with what repair work in the HMP data is not.
It is not mainly focused on grammatical correctness or referential or discoursal
disambiguation, and if such repairs are carried out, then this is usually by teach-
ers without initiation move (RT I, RT III). This indicates their marginal status in
making the HMP interaction a successful one, which, in turn, marks the HMP
as fundamentally different from ESL/EFL classroom interaction with its high
percentage of repair for linguistic correctness (e.g. Markee 2000: 110–111), but
as relatively closer to CLIL classroom interactions. While the results of Dalton-
Puffer’s (2007: 236) study are not directly comparable (non-repaired deviations
from the L1 language norm were counted as repairables), similarities can be
detected with regard to the marginality of grammatical repairs. Pronunciation
repairs, on the other hand, were executed much more frequently in the CLIL
classes, most likely because of the generally accepted L1 norms, which the data
have underlined to be comparatively irrelevant in the HMP lessons.

What repair work in the HMP data is all about can best be described by turn-
ing to the frequently employed repairables. The one most often repaired, ‘facI’
(instructional facts), is also the most central one insofar as it is treated by teacher
and students alike with the help of all repair trajectories during all three time pe-
riods. Its functional overlap with ‘voc’ (lexical items) established previously, has
found support in the constructive collaboration in which these two repairables
engage in the process of establishing intersubjectivity in terms of both language
and content. This is another point where the HMP and CLIL classroom repair
work show parallels (Dalton-Puffer 2007: 239–240). The second most frequent
repairable in the HMP data-set – ‘mis’ – marks it again as different from cul-
turally homogeneous CLIL classes. Mishearings are more restrictedly repaired
in temporal and interactional terms. The fact that they are concentrated at T1
(introductory phase) and preferably treated by RT IV (other-initiated repair)
mirrors this category’s prime relevance in keeping up intelligibility in the ELF
interaction, especially when it is taking place between factual strangers. After
the introductory phase, mishearings are less and less frequently identified: a
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point in favour of a developing community of practice with its growing shared
repertoire.

The final category of repairables, factual information in procedural matters
(‘facR’), is handled in all trajectories, but mainly by other-repair. It is executed
by teachers as well as students who show general interest in the regulations and
requirements of the developing lesson.

5.4.4 Face threat and (in)directness: repair carried out by other

Extract 5.37 not only illustrates students’ pro-activity in the sorting out of pro-
cedural issues, but it is also an example of how directly other-repair is often ver-
balized in the data set. Both students formulate their opinions or contradictory
ideas without using any modifications or gambits, i.e. pragmatic lubricators (Ed-
mondson and House 1981: 180). On the one hand, this is an instance of ‘calling
a spade a spade’, i.e. formulating one’s intentions as clearly as possible, which
is what is important, especially in an ELF setting. On the other hand, however,
such unmitigated contradictions are somewhat unexpected in view of the po-
tential face-threat associated with other-repair, especially when performed by
the conversationally less powerful party (see 5.3.3). It is therefore even more
remarkable that the teacher’s response does not reflect any surprise at all. He
first contradicts the student’s opinion statement (in line 6), but, after having
checked the student’s claim, agrees with it in line 11, without any detectable
sign of anger or insult. While this example fits the high degree of directness
observed in ELF interaction in other settings (cf. 2.3.3), it is in sharp contrast
to observations made in English L1 discourse on the relevance of indirectness
to linguistic politeness (e.g. Brown and Levinson 1987, see also 6.2) as well
as some of the classroom based studies referred to earlier for the sake of com-
parison (5.2.4). Since, however, indirect formulations are often linguistically
opaque, they can lead to transactional vagueness, which is, I would suggest, the
heart of the problem of indirectness in ELF settings. How this two-sidedness
of indirectness – transactional vagueness and interactional appropriateness – is
dealt with in other (-initiated) repair in the HMP will be discussed below.

The focus here is on the linguistic realization of the other-initiation move
for RT IV and the other-repair move for RT III. As explicated in 5.3.3, each
move has been analysed according to its own classificatory set of categories.
Both sets describe indirectness, but of different kinds. The one relating to RT IV
(OTHIN) concerns specificity and explicitness, and relates to the transactional
clarity of the repair-initiation. The other one, used for RT III (OTHREP), clas-
sifies (in)directness with regard to modification of evaluative judgements, thus
dealing with the interactional sensitivity of other-repair to the interactant’s face.
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Table 5.12. Verbalizations of repair move (RT III) and initiation-move (RT IV)

RT III (repair move) RT IV (initiation move)
Code Brief description Code Brief description
dirn direct + negative def request for definition, explanation or

translation
evaluation req request for repetition

dir direct evaluation hyp OTHER’s understanding or hypothesis
dirp direct + positive repw (partial) repeat (with question word)

evaluation min minimal feedback or queries
mod modified in

di
re

ct
/

di
re

ct
/

im
pl

ic
it

ex
pl

ic
it

non no verbalized initiation / no uptake

The categories of both sets are reprinted in Table 5.12, together with the brief
descriptions originally given in Tables 5.2 and 5.3.

Table 5.13 contains the quantitative overview of the realization strategies
of RT IV. As some instances of other-initiation consisted of more than one
strategy, the total sum is slightly higher than the 115 cases of RT IV given in
Table 5.6. Otherwise, the numerical distribution shows that the strategies have
been employed to varying degrees. The lowest is a mere two for the most indirect
strategy, ‘non’, which stands for the lack of any uptake of the initiation. In both
examples, the teachers decided to ignore the respective student contributions
originally asked for by continuing with the explanation themselves. In both
cases, one is included in Table 5.3, I suspect the teachers judged the student’s
contributions to be in need of repair in more than one way, with regard to factual
content as well as intelligibility, which might have led to their ad-hoc decision
to ‘overrule’ the student contributions by offering their own explanations. That
such instances occur only twice in the whole data-set suggest, however, that
teachers preferred not to use it at all. Their general approach seems to have been
to try to make sense of students’ contributions.

Table 5.13. Realization strategies for other-initiation (RT IV)

Total T-initiated* S-initiated*
N % N % N %

direct def/expl 20 16.4 5 7.2 15 28.3
req 17 13.9 11 15.9 6 11.3

middle hyp 14 11.5 5 7.2 9 17.0
rep(w) 34 27.9 18 26.1 16 30.2
min 35 28.7 28 40.6 7 13.2

indirect non 2 1.6 2 2.9 0 0.0
Total 122 69 53

* Columns included in the chi-square test: chi-square: 18.96; df: 4; p <.0008
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The students’tally in the ‘non’category is zero. If taken literally, this could be
interpreted as an indication of students always initiating repair when considered
necessary by them. This is, of course, far from reality. Not only do students
take mental time-outs at regular intervals in any kind of classroom setting, the
generally imbalanced division of speaking rights and times would also not allow
for students offering their other-initiation whenever they have lost the thread.The
tendency is rather the other way round: the more often students find the ongoing
interaction non-understandable, the less likely it is that they will initiate a repair.
Jins, for instance, admitted in our one-to-one interview (Quote 5.11) that she had
had immense problems following the classes, but was one of the quietest students
in class, as my own observations showed and teachers’ comments confirmed. In
view of these facts, the unreported cases of students following the ‘non’strategy
must be assumed to be noticeably more numerous, which also fits to similar
results from (mis)communication research described earlier in this chapter. So,
what is actually measured by the zero account for ‘non’ on the students’ part, is
something different, namely that there were no instances in which a student had
the turn at talk but ignored a preceding teacher or student initiation. In other
words, it shows that students always acknowledged preceding contributions.

Quote 5.11. Interview (1st sem, 3rd mth)
Jins: at first I was really didn’t understand anything from every teachers [. . . ] but

more- more and more I take a class I think I getting used to be hear them .

When turning to the other strategies, interesting differences in use between
teachers and students become apparent (Table 5.13, last two columns). In four
out of five cases, teachers made use of three strategies (min, rep(w) and req), and
most often they used minimal queries. This stands in contrast with the students
who made use of all five strategies more evenly, but preferred to initiate repair
by repeating parts of the prior utterance (rep), rendering their understanding of
what they heard (hyp), or asking directly for definition or explanations (def). So,
generally speaking, students initiated repair in more direct ways and more often
than teachers. This result finds support in Liebscher and Dailey O-Cain’s (2003)
study on repair realizations in integrating content and language classrooms at
tertiary level in a foreign-language context. In their study, students were also
found to use more direct strategies immediately, while teachers tended to start
an other-initiated repair exchange with an indirect strategy first, before applying
more direct ones. This, the authors convincingly argue, is due to the differences
between instructor and learner roles that the participants are enacting. Their
students “try to understand the vocabulary used and they show that they follow
the classroom discourse by providing a candidate understanding [‘hyp’], making
sure that their understanding is the right one”. (Liebscher and Dailey-O’Cain
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2003: 388) At the same time, the students do not use minimal, unspecific queries
because, so the authors claim, it might reveal their lack of attention. Whether
this is a valid point for more language and content integrating classes cannot yet
be ascertained with the available studies, but it is definitely not the case for the
HMP classrooms. Minimal queries, most of which are provoked by a mishearing,
were an integral part of making understanding work in this ELF classroom, for
teachers as well as students. As can be judged from the interactions following
such repair initiations, the employment of ‘min’ was not interpreted as a sign of
a lack of attention on either side. Extract 5.38 stands for many other examples
in which the teacher interprets the student’s unspecified repair initiation (line 2)
as indicating non-understanding of his prior move, rephrases it (line 3) and thus
achieves shared understanding (line 4).

Extract 5.38. Financial Management (T2)

1 TON it’s the number of yards in a mile . @@@ okay , you- India has gone metric . (1)
2 Suka yeah ?
3 TON you’ve got kilometres now ,
4 Hars yeah kilometres

One implication for such a typical co-occurrence of problems of mishearings
and minimal repair inititations is that its frequency might change with time. As
established above, cases of ‘mis’decreased dramatically fromT1 toT2 andT3, as
did the ‘min’ instances (see Table 5.14). While the numerical distribution of the
other categories does not reveal any statistically significant, temporally-bound
changes, the steady decrease in minimal queries in absolute numbers as well
as percentages relative to the point in time (T), seems to indicate a preference
for the use of other strategies instead of the fairly unspecific minimal query. A
quantitative argument for this development is the afore-mentioned decrease in

Table 5.14. Realization strategies of OTHIN (RT IV), per point in time

T1 T2 T3
N % N % N %

def/expl* 6 11.1 9 21.4 5 19.2direct
req* 7 13.0 6 14.3 4 15.4
hyp* 6 11.1 3 7.1 5 19.2

middle
rep(w)* 17 31.5 10 23.8 7 26.9
min* 18 33.3 12 28.6 5 19.2

indirect non 0 0.0 2 4.8 0 0.0
Totals 54 42 26

* Rows included in the chi-square test: chi-square: 5.46; df: 8; p = 0.7053
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mishearings. In addition, however, a qualitative look at the actual instances of
other-initiated repair shows that, even in the cases of mishearings, the students’
initiating behaviour after the first introductory days also seems to have undergone
some changes. Instances of mishearing at T2 (there were very few at T3) were
often treated in different and more direct ways than at T1.

Extract 5.39. Service (T2)

1 FER P T means part time and F T E full time equivalent .
2 Anle hu ? how to say ?
3 Anns equivent hu ?
4 Anle last one as well or ? (.) how to say ?
5 Anns I don’t understand. (xxx) <turning to Alac> what did he say ?
6 Alac P T is part time and F T (E) is (xxxx)
7 FER P T is written down ar- already .
8 Anle what is the last word ? (20)

In Extract 5.39, for instance, Anle, a Korean student with limited experience
in using English as medium of instruction, and Anns, an Indian student whose
complete educational career was conducted in English, cannot understand the
teacher’s explanations of field-specific acronyms (line 1), and initiate repair by
using minimal queries, but in combination with other strategies: Anle adds a
request for repetition (line 2) and Anns a repetition of parts of the repairable
(line 3). As the students’ initiations take place at a moment of increased interfer-
ing noise, the teacher does not respond immediately.This makes the two students
specify their problems and repeat their questions, first directed at the teacher
(line 4) and then, as the teacher is busily writing on the white board, directed at
a fellow student, Alac, who provides them with the required information, imme-
diately followed by the teacher drawing their attention to the white board where
he has written down the requested information. While this combination helps
Anns to grasp the concept, Anle is still unsure about the last word and initiates
another repair trajectory (line 8), which is then responded to non-verbally by
Anns showing Anle her own notes (information taken from written field notes).

This example, which chronologically is the earliest one of this type, thus
illustrates how students started to help each other linguistically after the intro-
ductory phase and how, irrespective of their language proficiency level, students
showed readiness to use various, and mainly quite explicit, strategies to gain a
more detailed understanding of the lesson events.

Besides the application of different strategies for one type of repairable, a
detailed analysis of actual repair initiations can illuminate how the same strategy
was used differently at T1, T2 and T3. Such an approach not only transcends
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the limits of quantification, but also sheds light on the developing social roles
teachers and students took on. A case in point is the use of the most explicit
realization – request for definition, explanation or illustration (‘def’) – and how
one student made use of it at three occasions. Extract 5.40 took place in the
first Hotel Management lesson of the HMP, Extract 5.14 in a Service Theory
lesson almost two months later, and Extract 5.42 in a Food and Beverage (F&B)
Management lesson a year later. This means that three different subjects and
teachers were involved, but the same student who acted as repair initiator in
all three cases. Lura started the HMP with no professional knowledge and very
limited previous experience in using English, but with a high level of motivation
to learn in both regards, as his response to my question shows whether he would
choose the HMP again (see Quote 5.12).

Quote 5.12. Interview (1st sem, 3rd mth)
Lura: I wanted to go out of [home country] and I wanted to erm get more international

because [. . . ] that are my goals , so I wouldn’t change it , because actually I
learn I think after this course I will speak perfectly English , because I will use
it the whole time for two years , and then I will probably continue studying
<in an English-speaking country>67

As Lura also displayed a genuine readiness to be actively involved in the class-
room interaction, his regular turns at talk make such a chronological comparison
possible. In all three extracts, the repairables are aspects of content presented by
the respective teacher, about which Lura requires more information. At T1 the
factual repair could also be due to problems of intelligibility: Extract 5.40 fol-
lows the introduction of a new term, usually referred to by the acronym ‘revpar’.
Lura has obviously not grasped the term in full and requests further specification
in line 1. As the teacher is still busy finishing her previous thought in line 2, Lura
repeats his request in part again (line 3) and receives the required information
in line 4.

Extract 5.40. Hotel Management (T1)

1 Lura: does it mean per available ROOM or per available <8> ROO:M:S: . </8>
2 LER <8>(edu)</8>(c)ation ? (2) I (find) it’s (xxxx) <LER talking to other SS>
3 Lura: room ?
4 LER revenue per available room

In the example of T2 (Extract 5.14), the teacher is describing the duties and
responsibilities of specific positions in restaurants and reaches the ‘head waiter’

67. This is also what Lura did. He continued his hotel management-related studies at an
Australian university.
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in line 1. Here, Lura, again overlapping with the teacher’s turn, requests an
extension of the job description given by the teacher by indirectly questioning
his explanation of the head waiter’s duties (line 2). The teacher’s response turns
down this request by adding more factual knowledge and thus enlarging Lura’s
knowledge base (line 4). So Lura’s request for more explanation has led to
precisely that, even if in ways not anticipated by the student.

Extract 5.14. Service (T2); [also used in 5.3.1.]

1 FER beverages yes . the guest orders the beverages <1> with the head waiter . </1>
2 Lura <1> he is not ordering food </1> (.) also with the head waiter ?
3 FER the food waiter ,
4 Lura oh so even have different (xx)

In Extract 5.41, turn 2 (line 4), Lura applies the same requesting strategy, again
questioning an implicature of the teacher’s preceding turn, this time that hotels
of a certain size have their own room service departments. In this case, how-
ever, he further specifies his request for explanation by offering the restaurant
as alternative himself. The teacher’s response in turn 3 (lines 6–7) is interesting
because it is, in interactional terms, so different from the one Lura received in
Extract 5.14. In Extract 5.41, AKL not only acknowledges Lura’s suggestion,
but also, in a rather vague fashion, combines it with the preceding informa-
tion given by another student. While these two pieces of information display
differing ideas of hotel management structuring, the teacher accepts both, thus
granting the students the expert knowledge they both gained theoretically at
the HMP and practically during their internships (cf. 7.4.4.2 for similar find-
ings).

Extract 5.41. F&B Management (T3)

1
2
3

AKL six hundred fifty rooms means thousand two hundred beds , (.) so you would need
your own room service department . (.) of course five star class Hotel Shangrila is a (.)
quite priced=

4
5

Lura =don’t they usually do it round their kitchen ? (.) room service ? it doesn’t go under
restaurant .

6
7

AKL usually , (.) if you don’t have a separate erm room service department , (.) like Jenz
said , (.) it goes- it’s a revenue producing area , but usually it’s run by the restaurants .

In contrast to the two preceding examples of initiating repair by requesting a
definition, explanation or illustration, the one of T3 has thus led to a student’s ini-
tiation not only (a) clarifying a student’s mishearing or (b) unclear understanding
of the content matter, but also (c) lastingly influencing the interactional outcome
of the repair exchange for the whole group. These three aspects are hierarchical
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and cumulative in the sense that (b) presupposes (a) and (c) presupposes (a) and
(b). A note of caution is, however, necessary here: by using examples of T1,
T2 and T3 to present the three types of interactional impact of ‘def’ as repair
initiation, I do not wish to imply that each type is exclusive to its respective
point in time. In the face of the multiplicity of repairables and ensuing repair
initiations throughout the data set, this would be a rather preposterous simpli-
fication and also misleading, as the data also show: cases of (a) can be found
throughout the data-set, (b) starts ‘flourishing’ after the introductory days and
those of (c) are rare and appear in the second year of the HMP only. In other
words, I have chosen to analyse these very examples because of their typicality
of the other-initiated repair exchanges at the three points in time as they exem-
plify the respective hierarchical notch which repair exchanges have reached by
that time in the HMP interaction.

Overall, the analysis of the realizations of repair-initiations used in the HMP
data has shown that teachers as well as students generally preferred rather ex-
plicit and direct realizations, except when this was not possible, as in the case of
unintelligibility. Since these cases of utter non-understanding decreased with the
HMP progressing, minimal queries were also used less often at the later stages.
More direct strategies were employed relatively frequently, also in connection
with repairables of factual information. Here, the detailed analysis of three exam-
ples of ‘def’ has shown that one and the same realization type was employed for
different interactional purposes in relation to intelligibility/comprehensibility
and knowledge construction. In other words, directness in terms of explicitness
has a very important role to play in repair-initiation.

What does this outcome imply for directness in other-repair with its poten-
tially implicit face-threat? As shown above, indirectness tends to be seen as an
important carrier for face-saving interactional behaviour and linguistic polite-
ness, at least in L1 contexts, and other-repair has been found very rarely in
everyday conversation, which has been explained by the potential face-threat
inherent in it. Even in L1 classroom settings, fully-fledged other-repair, i.e. the
non-cluing type, has been recorded less often than other-initiated self repair
(McHoul 1990: 354). In additional language classrooms, however, more other
(-initiated) repair seems normal (e.g. Dalton-Puffer 2007: 234, Kasper 1985)
and the face-threat inherent in it is somehow suspended in favour of language
correctness and achieving intelligibility. While the former is, as has been shown
above, not an issue in the HMP, the latter surely is.

With other-repair as popular as it is in the HMP data set, the question re-
mains: how (in)directly is it formulated? Table 5.15, second column provides
the simple answer: very direct. Of all 106 instances of other-repair, only 13 are
modified in some way (‘mod’), all of the others are formulated without any
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Table 5.15. Realization strategies of OTHREP (RT IV)

T1 * T2 * T3 * T1 T2 T3
N % N % N % N % ST TS ST TS ST TS

dirn 42 39.6 9 22.5 21 53.8 12 44.4 4 5 12 8 3 9
dir 41 38.7 23 57.5 8 20.5 10 37.0 15 7 5 2 5 5
dirp 10 9.4 4 10.0 5 12.8 1 3.7 3 0 4 0 1 0
mod 13 12.3 4 10.0 5 12.8 4 14.8 4 0 4 1 1 3
Total 106 40 39 27 26 12 25 11 10 17

% per T 68.4 31.6 69.4 30.6 37.0 63.0

* chi-square: 13.87; df: 6; p = 0.0311

modifications or gambits of any kind. Ten of them are explicitly positive in their
repair (‘dirp’), while the others are either neutrally formulated (‘dir’) or neg-
atively so (‘dirn’). This means that the use of lubricating devices considered
so central to ‘good’ language use and relevant to considerations of face (e.g.
Edmondson and House 1981: 69; House 1999) appear only occasionally, such
as in Extract 5.42.

Extract 5.42. Front Office Management (T1)

1
2

AKL Best Western is not a hotel chain necessarily , it’s a referral group we talk
about it’s a marketing corporation yeah

As these few modified instances were uttered by four teachers and three students
with highly different linguistic, cultural and professional backgrounds in reac-
tion to four different types of repairables (dis, voc, facR, facI), it is not possible
to discern any specific patterns of use. Therefore, modified other-repair can only
be described as an exception to an apparently shared convention of repairing as
directly as possible.The temporal view on the data (seeTable 5.15, columns 3–5)
supports this interpretation: directness is equally preferred at all three points in
time. The only difference recorded is a statistically significant increase in neg-
atively formulated evaluations at the expense of neutrally formulated ones. At
T2 this is partly due to the interactional style of RER, the teacher with relatively
low English language proficiency. As illustrated in Extract 5.43, the teacher en-
courages the students to keep guessing until the anticipated response has been
found, which leads to a succession of negative other-repair.

Extract 5.43. Cooking (T2)

1 RER <7> (1) first you have to order the fresh chicken (1) what’s next (2) </7>
2 Kosk <1> wash <2> it </1>
3 SX-m <1> hm <2> wash </1> it </2>
4 Sy-f <2> (xx) </2> clean <3> it </3>
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5 Sz-f <3> clean </3> it
6 SX-m (wash the chicken)
7 RER no
8 Zian marinate it
9 RER no

10 Anns clean it
11 Lura debone it
12 RER no
13 Kosk take it out of the box
14 RER no
15 Alac chop the head off
16 RER (1) e:r (2) the chicken (.) is al:ready dead
17

18

Zian check <1> if the chicken (1) check if the chicken is good at all . (.) if <2> it
sme:lls , </2> </1>

19 SS <1> <@@@@@@@@@@@@> </1>
20 RER <2> no (.) </2> the next one is (.) check the quality
21 Zian that’s what I said

But not all of the increase in negatively formulated other-repair at T2 and T3
can be linked to individualistic language use. As the numerical distribution al-
ready indicates (Table 5.15, last three columns), students made use of negatively
formulated other-repair more often with the progress of time. Explicit and un-
mitigated contradictions to the teachers’ statements of opinions became more
frequent, as in Extract 5.44, line 3. In this case the student seems to feel mis-
represented by the teacher’s summarizing statement and disagrees vehemently.
Interestingly, the teacher’ reaction does not reveal any surprise at such an evalu-
atively forceful student-repair. On the contrary, AKL integrates the points made
by the student and adapts her own view accordingly. There are, in other words,
no indications of any hurt feelings or lacking considerations of face.

Extract 5.44. F&B Management (T3)

1 Jenz =AND the rooms- room service , they order the food from the restaurant .
2 AKL yes , (1) they order food from the restaurant generally ,
3 Jenz NOT from the restaurant (chain) , (.) the restaurant
4
5
6

AKL from the from the kitchen , (.) from the main- from the restaurant they order
from the menu which is in the restaurant . (.) they work there together with the
kitchen . (2)

Summing up the analysis of OTHREP (RT IV) instances, it has become quite
clear that directness, even when it is negatively formulated, functions as the gen-
erally preferred way of carrying out other-repair throughout the HMP data set,
irrespective of repairable or speaker role. In contrast to Austrian CLIL classes,
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where modified repairs were preferred for older students and/or procedural re-
pair (Dalton-Puffer 2007: 247), the modifications recorded in the HMP data
are so rare and exceptional that they support the apparent convention of being
direct. That the directly formulated other-repairs did not trigger any negative
reactions, either in the ongoing interaction, or in comments later on, is a good
indication that paying attention to other’s face was not linked to the degree of
(in)directness of other-repair. To put this differently, concerns of face-threat did
not seem to play a role with regard to how (in)directly HMP participants carried
out other-repair. This marks the HMP classroom interaction as different from
ELF/ESL and CLIL classrooms, in which degrees of directness could be linked
to (potential) face-threat (e.g. Dalton-Puffer 2007: 250; Seedhouse 1997).

In combination with the preference for direct repair initiations established
above, it seems safe to conclude that the interactants of the HMP lessons valued
directness highly. This does not, however, reveal some lack or strangely different
considerations of face; rather, it is arguably a consequence of the interactional
asset of explicitness inherent in direct formulations, which, the data seem to
suggest, ranks particularly highly in the ELF classroom discourse. Therefore,
it can be suggested with some confidence that the overwhelming directness in
initiating and executing other-repair in the HMP data-set was not experienced
as an expression of the interlocutors’ face-wants, but rather of their intention
to increase intersubjectivity by being as explicit, specific and, by implication,
direct as possible. Seeing that the relevance of explicitness did not seem to falter
with the progress of the HMP, directness in this sense can be described as an
integral feature of other-repair in the HMP classroom interaction.

5.5 Conclusions

The detailed analysis of repair strategies has opened up an intricate web of
insights into how the participants of the HMP, teachers as well as students,
engaged in repair work in co-constructing shared understanding, against all
the odds of diverse linguistic, cultural and professional backgrounds. In what
follows I will unravel the most important threads of this web of results and
conclude this chapter by tracing how the interactants worked on their interactions
‘under repair’.

As the creation of shared understanding is a complex process that works on
various levels, I will first turn to what cannot be discerned from the surface level
or the textual evidence of the ongoing interaction. As latent miscommunication
plays an essential role in the interactional success experienced by the respective
interlocutors, but lies largely beyond the reach of linguistic analysis, insights into
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these hidden areas could only be gained from the participants’evaluations voiced
in the interviews. As described in detail in 4.3.2 and summarized in 5.1, most
teachers acknowledged the different levels of language proficiency amongst
the students, but judged the level of understanding as generally sufficient. The
students’comments revealed more diversity in their views on how successful the
HMP communication felt to them, but they generally agreed on the increasingly
positive experience all of them had once the initial phase of getting to know
each other was passed. In other words, while the latent communication problems
individual students experienced in following the lessons or understanding other
students lie beyond linguistic description, the interview data suggest that they
diminished in number and relevance with the progress of the programme. Mutual
understanding, including intelligibility, is thus, I would suggest, not simply a
‘myth’of this ELF discoursal setting (cf. House 1999), but a goal the participants
were consciously aware of and pursued consistently and actively throughout the
whole HMP.

On the reassuring information about the dwindling size of the ‘(mis)com-
munication iceberg’, we can turn to its tip – the verbalized instances of mis-
matches between speaker intention and listener interpretation, i.e. the cases of
interactional repair. The quantification of all instances has shown that, com-
pared with other classroom settings, repair is a very frequently used strategy
in the HMP and that it decreases over the course of time. In contrast to ev-
eryday communication (Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks 1977), but also most
classroom settings (e.g. Markee 2000) as well as ELF academic discussions
(Mauranen 2006b), other-repair was used very frequently overall: in the first
semester mainly by teachers, who were then overtaken by the students. A simi-
lar shift in active users is observable with the second most frequently employed
repair trajectory – other-initiated repair. Here, teachers were more active users
in the introductory days of the HMP only. Afterwards, students initiated more
repairs in the role of other. While this trajectory has been described as highly
popular in most classrooms (e.g. Kasper 1985; van Lier 1988), its interactional
role seems to be a different one in the HMP data: instead of the wide-spread
endeavour of ESL/EFL/CLIL teachers to help students express what they want
to say by giving them the right clues in other(-initiated) repair, HMP teachers
(and also students) needed to enter into repair sequences because of genuine
communicational trouble. Cluing and helping (van Lier 1988) were thus not
used as a pedagogical strategy, but were rather an integral part of interactional
work as such. In other words, in order to make the interaction into a success for
the participants, they all worked together (cf. Mauranen 2006b), indicating to
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each other when further elaborations were needed, which seems to me to be an
integral feature of ELF classroom interaction.68

The strongly-felt interactional focus also explains why self(-initiated) re-
pair plays an exceptionally minor part on the whole. Except for a few cases of
self-initiated repair with which teachers try to pre-empt potential interactional
problems, self(-initiated) repair is obviously not judged interactional enough to
respond adequately to interactional ‘trouble’. Additionally, participants seemed
to feel little need to self-repair potential linguistic errors, which is also discern-
able from the negligibly low incidence of language-norm related repairables
in the data. In this respect, repair at the HMP is fundamentally different from
that found in other classrooms so far, since in the latter corrective repairs for
the purpose of keeping up generally established language norms are regularly
executed. Even in the Austrian CLIL classrooms, in which most teachers do not
want to correct students’ linguistic errors, mispronunciations are often repaired
(Dalton-Puffer 2007: 236). The absence of such repairables in the HMP is a
clear sign of its ELF nature. It shows that the participants focus on commu-
nicating in the fully situated here and now. Furthermore, repair is most often
dependent on what matters most in the Classroom Community of Practice –
facts of content or of classroom procedure and lexis. Procedural matters are
clearly important to all participants and solved whenever necessary, often in
other-repair. Lexical uncertainties about items used are relevant throughout the
HMP and partly overlap with uncertainties about factual information, which is
why the two repairables have been looked at jointly.

During the introductory phase (T1), factual repair is not only noticeably
shorter, but also frequently intertwined with problems of intelligibility and com-
prehensibility. Once students and teachers have learnt to “understand each other”
(Quote 4.50), mishearings happen much less frequently, which is even quantita-
tively deducible from the significantly reduced frequencies of repairs triggered
by mishearings during the second part of the first semester (T2) and even more so
a year later (T3). This long-term development within the HMP classroom talk is
revealing in two ways. There is, firstly, the preponderance of problems of intelli-
gibility and comprehensibility identified as typical of ELF communication (e.g.
Jenkins 2000; Wagner and Firth 1997). While the present results support this
finding, they specify it further in that the longitudinal developments away from
repairing mishearings to co-constructing (views on) topics suggests that prob-
lems of intelligibility and comprehensibility characterize ELF talk only initially

68. As the following discourse-pragmatic analyses will show, this interpretation finds
support in similar communicational patterns as regards directives (see 6.5) and in-
teractive explaining (see 7.5).
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(cf. also Ehrenreich 2010). Once an ELF community of practice has established
itself, such difficulties based on mishearings are arguably decreasingly relevant,
allowing more space for negotiating interpretability as well. Secondly, this tem-
porary relevance of pronunciation-based trouble to ELF talk has implications
for long-term educational communities of ELF practice: with the intelligibility
hurdle lowered considerably, repair on factual information can develop more
and more into jointly constructing knowledge, which means that teachers and
students can increasingly devote more discursive attention to the actual teaching
and learning processes.

A longitudinally more stable pattern has been detected in the actual ver-
balizations of other(-initiated) repair. Generally speaking, directness in terms
of explicitness has surfaced as the driving force in initiating as well as exe-
cuting other-repair. Concerning the latter, most other-repairs are carried out
without any modifications, irrespective of whether they are neutrally or neg-
atively evaluative. As the data have not offered any hints at directness having
any implications for self’s public face, it seems well founded to suggest that
directness in other-repairing comes stripped of any face-threat in the Classroom
Community of Practice (CCofP). This interpretation is further supported by
other initiating repair and its preferred directly formulated initiations. Apart
from the cases of mishearing, repairs to which can only be initiated by fairly
unspecific minimal queries, teachers, and even more so, students preferred ex-
plicit ways of initiating repair. The fact that it was students rather than teach-
ers who used more direct initiations reflects the differences between instructor
and learner roles, with the latter wanting to (show that they) understand what
is going on in the lesson (cf. Liebscher and Dailey-O’Cain 2003). While the
direct student-initiations of other-repair support their learner role, the increas-
ingly complex ways in which students use direct initiation strategies indicate a
qualitative change in their learner role from primarily unravelling cases of intel-
ligibility/comprehensibility at the beginning of the HMP towards participating
in joint construction of knowledge in the third semester.

If we pull the individual findings together, the analysis of the HMP repair
work permits three revealing conclusions. Firstly, repair is a highly relevant
discoursal strategy in such an ELF educational setting in interactional as well
as transactional terms. Interactionally, it enables the participants to achieve in-
tersubjectivity (Schegloff 2000) across the different sociocultural backgrounds
and sociolinguistic experiences and expectations to be found in the Classroom
Community of Practice. On a transactional level, repair permits students to en-
gage actively in the construction of objects of learning even when this is not
anticipated or invited by the teacher. It is with the help of other(-initiated) repair
that students are able to offer their expertise and to influence what is finally
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accepted as the factual content of the respective lesson. One precondition for
other(-initiated) repair to be used for this end is that the students must have
left their professional novice status behind and gained some relevant experience
themselves.

This insight already hints at the second conclusion to be drawn from the
preceding analysis: the repair activities of the HMP classroom interaction reflect
the participants’ interactional roles and how they develop over time. At the
beginning teachers and students engage in repair work with the aim of sorting out
problems of intelligibility and comprehensibility that might impede the content
the teacher is trying to get across. In other words, the repair activities support
the instructor and learner roles of teachers and students respectively. In the third
semester at the latest, repair is used much more widely, also as regards social
dynamics. Since the students have gained CCofP-specific as well as more general
hospitality expertise, they can engage in more challenging repair work as regards
what is being repaired, but also in terms of the implications this interactional
process has for the participants’ roles. While the learner roles as such remain
unquestioned – the students have, after all, chosen them voluntarily –, they
undergo some extension, allowing for the learner’s expertise as a source of new
information. As repair work is an interactional process, the role extension is
made possible by students and teachers alike.

The third conclusion relates to the specificities of the repair verbalizations
found in the data-set. The pervasively found directness with which other
(-initiated) repair tends to be formulated points to a locally developing inter-
actional convention along the lines of ‘directness means explicitness, and no
threat to public face’. Directness in other(-initiated) repair thus supports the
assumption of the HMP participants forming a community of practice with its
own interactional expectations and communicational conventions.



Chapter 6. Directives in aid of classroom
organization and educational talk

6.1 Introduction

In view of the present study’s aim of describing classroom interaction in ELF
discourse-pragmatically, it would be a methodological oversight to bypass the
discursive devices that stimulate most interactional exchanges in the first place –
questions, or more generally put, directives (e.g. Searle 1969). After all, except
for the monologic lecturing so typical of large university classes (e.g. Flowerdew
and Miller 1996; Goffman 1981), teachers, but also students, keep ‘directing’
each other in the general motivation to develop lessons interactively.

If we keep their different institutional roles in mind, it is not surprising that
teachers and students engage in classroom exchanges and their initiations dif-
ferently (see 2.2.1.2). Research has shown that teacher questions and directives
are all-pervasive and function in various ways (for a discussion see 6.2; e.g.
Iedema 1996; Richards and Lockhart 1994: 185–188; Tsui et al. 2004). Most
importantly, they help to organize the progress of the lesson and thus allow for
and require students’ active participation (Morell 2004: 328). While students’
social role can be described as reactive rather than active, especially so in teacher
to whole-class interaction in traditional classrooms (Cazden 2001: 50–51), the
local interactional dynamics do not preclude exchange initiations from their
side. On the contrary, it has been shown that students have, and find an active
part, even if in varying degrees, from very few (e.g. Musumeci 1996) to highly
diverse student questions and/or directives (e.g. Dalton-Puffer 2007: 101–123).

This finding is particularly relevant as the HMP lessons were clearly tradi-
tional in style with teachers in the generally dominant role. HMP classroom
interaction, on the other hand, can be described as under repair (see chapter 5)
in the metaphorical as well as the conversation analytical sense. Within the
social role relationships of traditional lessons, teachers and students alike reg-
ularly worked on their communicational success by participating in the process
of establishing intersubjectivity. In other words, the participants sought under-
standing in support of making the teaching and learning endeavour a satisfactory
one for both sides. The fact that teachers and students acted in concert in this
regard goes hand in hand with the two characteristics which the ethnographic
description (see chapter 4) has identified as endonormatively fundamental for
the HMP: its choice of classroom language and its educational specificity. As
expressed so well by the Public Relations teacher MER (cf. Quote 4.55 in chap-
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ter 4), using English as classroom language places both teachers and students
‘into one and the same boat’ of those struggling to achieve understanding by
using a lingua franca. Furthermore, the educational specificity of the HMP im-
plies the ulterior motivation of the participants to build up a solid knowledge
base necessary for, and advantageous to a future career in the hotel business.
Given that the students decided on the Hotel Management Programme of their
own free will, and paid a considerable fee for it, the knowledge to be gained
in the HMP was not only a necessary precondition for passing the course, but
also had course-independent relevance (cf. Table 4.4, 4.2.3.3). As expressed by
Anns in Quote 6.1, many students indicated their vested interest in making the
knowledge offered in the HMP classes their own.

Quote 6.1. Interview (1st sem, 3rd mth)
Anns: yeah because now I’m more motivated to study than I I I’m like I have to do it

and in India was least for the (xx) I left one chapter in science , I’ve not done
that chapter , okay , nothing matters , it’s only for five months I leave it . but
now I think I’m really into studies because I have to study now . and I want to
actually .

Seeing that classroom organization and discourse can thus be described as par-
ticularly important to both teachers and students, it is the aim of this chapter
to investigate how the ‘directing’ was being done, and responded to, in and
through ELF in the HMP classroom and the roles teachers and students played
in this dynamic process. To put it differently, the following investigation will
describe teacher-student exchanges in view of how the participants organize
classroom activities and construct the respective object of learning (cf. 2.2.1.1)
by focussing on directives.

In an attempt to avoid confusion about the understanding of ‘directive’ ap-
plied in this study, Halliday’s (2004: 107) elusive rendering of the primary speech
functions is used as a basic description (cf. Dalton-Puffer 2007: 180). As illus-
trated in Table 6.1, speakers can either give or demand whatever is at stake
(metaphorically described as commodity), which in turn can be either goods
and services or information. This leads to the four primary speech functions, of
which all but statement can function as exchange initiators. Questions, defined
as demanding information, elicit verbal responses, while offers and commands,
both of which fall into what is often described as directives, concern actions and
goods, i.e. non-verbal commodities.

In an attempt to capture the ‘directing behaviour’ in the HMP in its entirety,
the ensuing analysis will include directives for both commodities and how they
are employed by the social players in aid of discursively developing lessons. As
points of comparison, two kinds of research suggest themselves: the classroom-
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Table 6.1. Speech functions

Speech role Commodity exchanged
in exchange (a) goods-and-services (b) information
(i) giving offer

(would you like this
handout?)

statement
(he’s giving her the handout)

(ii) demanding command
(give me that handout!)

question
(what is he giving her?)

based studies already referred to above and research on ELF discourse. While
the latter has mainly been concerned with oral practices other than classroom
talk, it offers helpful preliminary insights into formal and functional aspects of
how ELF users issue directives (e.g. Meierkord 1996). In sum, this chapter will
analyse ELF directives (i.e. questions, commands and offers in the Hallidayan
sense), produced by teachers and students as they are employed to initiate ex-
changes in organising the class and constructing objects of learning. Therefore,
this chapter aims to provide results relevant to the research concern ‘Who utters
what directives when and how, and what changes in the course of the HMP?’.
Before the data analysis can be presented (6.4), however, the analytical frame-
work will be described (6.3), which, in turn, necessitates a detailed discussion
of the concepts employed and how they relate to previous research (6.2).

6.2 Conceptual background

Directives have received a good deal of investigative attention in recent decades,
especially so because of their function as speech acts, used by speakers to influ-
ence the hearers’ behaviour in a way advantageous to the speaker (Vine 2004:
15–17). This means that they impose the speaker’s will on the hearer, thus in-
fluencing interpersonal relationships. The strategies used in handling relations
with others while pursuing one’s interactional goals have cumulatively been re-
ferred to as linguistic politeness (Thomas 1995: 158). As it includes strategies
intended to improve relations, but also those that aggravate relations, it is seen
as an explanatory model for why speakers’ impositions on their interlocutors
are phrased in certain ways. Apart from this generally shared understanding of
politeness, however, it has been described differently in the main theoretical ap-
proaches that have dealt with it (e.g. Kasper 1996; Lakoff and Ide 2005; Watts
2003). The most influential theory is clearly Brown and Levinson’s (1987) uni-
versalist approach, which has been harshly criticized, however, for transmitting
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a Western bias, lacking a clear definition of politeness, confusing formal and
functional criteria, and postulating mutually exclusive categories that square
badly with actual speech act realizations (for an overview of the criticism cf.
Meier 2004). In brief, the theory appears fundamentally shaken in its claim to
universality and applicability. Interestingly, though, many present-day studies
still refer to it (Kasper 1996; Lakoff and Ide 2005), if for no other reason than the
tenet that politeness behaviour is intrinsically linked to people’s face (cf. 5.2.4),
which has been taken over in politeness studies as the speaker’s and hearer’s
“feeling[s] of self-worth or self-image” (Thomas 1995: 169). These in turn can
be, and often are, threatened by certain speech acts or simply by the fact of being
spoken to.

Among these strategies, a very prominent one is indirectness (cf. 5.2.4),
which “occurs when there is a mismatch between the expressed meaning and
the implied meaning” (Thomas 1995: 119). While this mismatch is far from
easy to describe insofar as indirectness refers to “any type of deviation from a
straightforward [. . . ], immediate [. . . ], explicit, and unambiguous expression of
the things and issues meant (including their implications)” (Linell and Bredmar
1996: 419), data-based analyses have the advantage that they do not need to treat
the distance between the two expressed and implied meaning comprehensively.
Rather, they focus on individual instances of indirectness, whose linguistic re-
alizations can be used for the assessment of the ‘expressed meaning’ or, in
Searle’s (1969) terminology, propositional act, while their co-texts and wider
contexts offer insights into the ‘implied meaning’ or illocutionary act as well
as the hearer’s interpretation or perlocutionary act. These types of meaning are
also influenced by the modifications that speech acts come with, such as hedges
or supportive reasons. In general, it must be pointed out that analysts are limited
in their analyses by what evidence there is in the respective discourse, and that
they might, and often do, miss certain shades of meaning simply because they
have not left any traces in the text being analysed.69 On the other hand, however,
the reliance on textualizations has the great advantage that analyses are trans-
parent in themselves and can be compared with each other. In other words, the
first step of analysing speech acts according to levels of (in)directness might be
time-consuming, but is relatively straight-forward. What is more difficult is the
second step hinted at above, namely how to interpret the (in)directness observed
in the data. As so often in data interpretation, theoretical considerations as well
as research aims play a major role here.

69. Cf. the discussion on misunderstanding in ch. 5.2.1 for the same problem of not
being able to uncover all levels and aspects of miscommunication in discourse-based
analyses.
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This means that, in analysing directives, indirectness and modifications are
both highly relevant because they can soften the blow of the potential imposi-
tion, i.e. they can help reduce the face-threat of the directive. But the situation
is slightly more complex than that: it has been shown that there is no simple in-
verse relationship between indirectly formulated directives and face-threat, nor
for that matter between indirectness and politeness (for an overview cf. Meier
2004). Depending on situation and context, indirect speech acts can even in-
crease the face-threat, especially so when they are considered inappropriate. In
other words, what interlocutors consider as fitting and acceptable in a specific
setting and at a certain moment in interaction plays a crucial role in what kind of
linguistic politeness a certain form carries. For this reason, Meier (1995: 351)
suggests social acceptance or appropriateness as the main descriptor of polite-
ness. Research should thus not focus on the degree of politeness inherent in cer-
tain linguistic features, but instead analyse how they “pattern and are perceived
in particular contexts to fulfil certain functions.”. This means that preconceived
notions should be abandoned in favour of those evolving as relevant from the
ongoing interaction (cf. also Locher and Watts 2005).

This understanding of politeness is particularly helpful for studies into ELF
(House 2008).AsAston (1993) argues so convincingly for bi/multilingual speak-
ers of English (B/MuESs) in general, their points of departure and expectations
for making intercultural communication work are highly different from those of
monolingual English speakers (MoESs).This is also reflected in the interactional
norms and conventions followed in the joint efforts taken to make interactions
work transactionally, but also interactionally in pursuit of comity, i.e. “the estab-
lishment and maintenance of friendly relations” (Aston 1993: 226). As I have
argued repeatedly above, both aspects were clearly equally relevant for the par-
ticipants of the HMP because of its two-year period of forming and developing
a community of practice that functioned in a lingua franca. Therefore, consider-
ations of politeness in the following analysis of directives should be understood
as those of appropriateness.

In view of the many investigations focusing on directives, it is not surprising
to find that the key concepts have been used in various, partly overlapping ways.
It is therefore deemed necessary to define them as they are employed here and
delineate in how far this differs from other relevant studies (6.2.1). This will
be followed by a critical assessment of the conceptual complexities involved in
using and analysing control acts (6.2.2) and questions (6.2.3).
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6.2.1 On defining directive

Since the early days of speech act theory (Austin 1962; Searle 1969), ‘directive’
has been defined as capturing all communicative acts which are “attempts [. . . ]
by the speaker to get the hearer to do something” (Searle 1976: 11). While other
terms – notably request – have been used instead of or together with directive in
later studies (Vine 2004: 24), its basic meaning has remained relatively intact.
Where different interpretations became apparent, it concerned what the hearers
were supposed to do. As discussed in detail in Vine (2004: 23–26), Searle’s orig-
inal conception included verbal and non-verbal action on the hearer’s part, but
subsequent researchers tended to handle the notion divergently. Some followed
Searle (e.g. Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper 1989; Ellis 1992), while others
restricted directives to non-verbal actions either implicitly (Ervin-Tripp 1976)
or explicitly (e.g. Jones 1992). This was also true of classroom-based research
of the early days (e.g. Holmes 1983), which followed Sinclair and Coulthard’s
(1975) explicit distinction between elicitation (requiring a verbal response) and
directive (requiring a non-verbal response). When seen in connection with Hall-
iday’s classification of primary speech functions (see Figure 6.1), the distinction
between the two types of commodity (goods-and-services vs. information) is not
only a functional one, but it is also formalized in the linguistic system: while the
giving and demanding of information have prototypical grammatical resources
(statement and question), the giving and demanding of goods-and-services do
not (Halliday 2004: 110). In other words, the language system itself supports
the decision many researchers have taken in distinguishing between directives
that require verbal and those that require non-verbal responses.

With regard to classroom research, the verbal vs. non-verbal distinction
is also engrained in the oral practice itself, the main purpose of which is an
information-based teaching/learning process carried out verbally. Especially
with regard to teacher-whole class interaction in non-practical subjects, as is the
focus here, non-verbal behaviour fulfils a subordinate role. The fundamentally
different roles played by information exchange vs. behaviour in the classroom
also come to the fore in the distinction between the regulative and instructional
registers and their differing interactional patterns (see 5.4.3, 7.4.2). While there
is no one-on-one mapping between register and commodity asked for, the follow-
ing discussion will reveal the intricate roles played by directives in distinguishing
the two registers.

The question therefore is less whether to draw the line between speech acts
requiring verbal and non-verbal responses, but rather which terms to use for the
subcategories (see also Figure 6.1). Since directive has generally been retained
as the superordinate term (e.g. Dalton-Puffer 2005; Vine 2004: 26), the present
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l distinction

directive
(“an attempt to get

someone to do some-
thing”)

control act
(“.. to do something

non-verbal”)

question
(“.. to do something

verbal”)

Figure 6.1. Terminological distinction

study will do the same and use directive as a cover term for all “attempts on the
part of the speaker to get the hearer to perform some kind of action or cessation of
action” (Ellis 1992: 5), with speaking being one kind of action. For the directives
requiring verbal responses the most obvious term is ‘question’, which will also
be used in this study. Its appropriateness rests on the combined effect of theory
and practice as, on the one hand, it reflects Halliday’s theoretical distinction of
speech functions and, on the other, it is also the descriptor used in all classroom-
based research, be it rather pedagogical/educational (e.g. Edwards and Westgate
1992; Mehan 1979) or applied linguistic (e.g. Ehlich and Rehbein 1986; Marton
and Tsui 2004). This leaves the second type of directive in need of a fitting term.
Given that command has been used as semantic descriptor (Leech 1983: 114) of
a more specific kind of directive (Schiffrin 1994: 58; Vine 2004: 26), this study
will use Ervin-Tripp, Guo and Lampert’s (1990: 308) notion ‘control act’, which
is defined as “any moves which could be interpreted by the speaker or the hearer
as an attempt to affect the [non-verbal] behaviour of an addressee or hearer.”

6.2.2 On control acts

Control acts have not only been studied relatively frequently, but also in di-
verse oral practices, ranging from parents-children interaction to work scenar-
ios of various kinds (cf. Vine 2004: 16–19 for a concise overview). The main
motivation for doing that lies in the mainly interactional, or, in Hallidayan ter-
minology, interpersonal nature of control acts. While they are uttered so as to
trigger specific responses, they also lastingly influence how social players re-
late to each other. By analysing such communicative acts, researchers therefore
aim to gain insights into how interactants make use of language to achieve cer-
tain reactions from co-interactants in specific discourse settings, by which they
co-construct their complex and constantly developing interrelationships. Ervin-
Tripp’s (1976) influential early study, for instance, concludes that directives were
uttered in different forms depending on non-linguistic factors, such as familiar-
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ity, rank or difficulty of task. Within speech act theory, these influencing factors
have also come to the fore in the linguistic and contextual rules or conditions that
have been de- and prescribed for specific speech acts (Schiffrin 1994: 64–66).
The problem inherent in such a structural understanding, however, is that it leads
to a degree of abstraction of utterance types that seems to square badly with the
dependency of the individual utterance on its specific co-text (Schiffrin 1994:
60). As a consequence, such research has produced an array of detailed descrip-
tions of speech acts with their own sets of rules and conditions (e.g. Leech 1983:
203–212; Mey 1993: 118–123). Recently, and most probably influenced by the
philosophical current of social constructivism, discourse analytical studies seem
to have moved away from such a predilection for hard-and-fast rules and gener-
alizable results. Instead, fundamental distinctions are sought, according to which
qualitative analyses of instances of speech acts within ongoing talk are under-
taken. Two convincing studies along such lines are Holmes and Stubbe (2003)
and Vine (2004), which investigate, amongst other linguistic aspects, control
acts in workplace settings in New Zealand. While their analyses are based on
partly different concepts, both show that the relevant factor for the type of con-
trol act carried out is power, especially when considered in its complexity as
product and as process. As product, power is regarded institutionally and sur-
faces in interactions in the social role relationships between interlocutors, which
co-defines their “ability to control others and [. . . ] to accomplish [their] goals.”
(Holmes and Stubbe 2003: 3) As process it surfaces in ongoing discourse when
interactants “enact[], reproduce[] and sometimes resist[] institutional power re-
lationships”. With regard to control acts power as product becomes apparent in
the relative institutional status of the interactants and the type of control act car-
ried out by the speaker. Power as process, on the other hand, becomes apparent
in the hearer’s handling of the directive (Vine 2004: 30–31).

While the present study is not concerned with workplace settings, the two
faces of power are equally relevant in its classroom setting. As argued in 2.2.1.2,
the teacher holds the higher institutional status, generally unquestioned by all
students, which still leaves the students with their own interactional power,
however, as will be shown by the following overview of research undertaken
on classroom interaction in English as an additional language. More precisely,
we will turn to relevant studies undertaken from three areas of research: inter-
language pragmatics (ILP), and, as in the preceding chapter, language-focused
research on integrating content and language in education (ICL/CLIL) as well
as English as a lingua franca (ELF).

Besides its concern with the acquisition of pragmatic aspects in classroom
settings, ILP research has focused on describing classroom language use in an
additional language which has led to a sizable number of observational studies
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(cf. Kasper 2001 for a concise summary). While those studies that concern
control acts rely on diverse terminology, such as requests or directives, they all
concern speakers’ moves to make hearers “do or stop doing something” (Hatch
1992: 122). It is thus possible to compare the relevant studies as regards the
three focal points ‘forms of classroom organization’, ‘classroom socialization’
and ‘degree of (in)directness’. These points aim to capture underlying research
motives and are not intended to be mutually exclusive.

The first group of studies concerns differences in pragmatic language use and
how they relate to different forms of classroom organization, such as teacher
to whole-class, group- or pair-work interaction. While the detailed results are
less interesting for the present study with its focus on teacher to whole-class
interaction, these studies show clearly, and not unexpectedly, that the organiza-
tionizational form has a clear impact on students’ verbal behaviour insofar as
teacher-whole-class interaction disfavours active student involvement in utter-
ing control acts. From the typical ILP point of view with its interest in language
use as an indicator of language learning, the “teacher-fronted lockstep format”
(Kasper 2001: 36) is thus fairly restrictive as it precludes students from actively
using, and thereby practising, certain speech functions.

The second grouping of interlanguage pragmatics studies focuses on those
whose main issue is socialization patterns and their influence on control acts
used in class. This developmental perspective has led to two research interests:
the procedural one of (generally young) pupils being socialized (e.g. He 2000;
Iedema 1996), on the one hand, and, on the other, the linguistic consequences re-
sulting from such socialization processes (e.g. Ellis 1992).The latter strengthens
the outcome of the first group of studies summarized above by illustrating that
the type of language aspects used and thus practised in classroom settings cannot
be as broad and varied as in non-classroom settings. In other words, it is relevant
to keep in mind that patterns of language use cannot easily be dissociated from
the oral practice and situation in which they have been established.

The former research interest of socialization patterns, the procedural one,
springs from the pedagogical endeavour to make usually implicit aspects of
classroom management explicit and thus enable all students, also those with
different sociocultural and sociolinguistic backgrounds, to become active and
empowered participants in classroom discourse (Christie 2001; Christie and
Martin 1997). With regard to control acts, Iedema’s (1996) analysis of teacher
commands based on systemic functional linguistics shows convincingly that
they become more abstract, varied and indirect the more advanced, and thus
more socialized, pupils are. As the HMP is attended by advanced – and educa-
tionally socialized – students, initial educational socialization is less of a concern
here. What is more relevant in this context, however, is the multiculturality of
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the group and the concomitant differences in educational socializations which
the individual students bring with them (cf. 4.2.3.3, 4.3.1). While this is a gen-
eral feature characterizing the HMP overall, it can also be expected to surface
in actual language use. Even if only partly comparable, He’s (2000) study of
language use in Chinese Heritage Language Schools in the USA illustrates that
the Chinese teachers employed control acts in aid of socializing their students,
who usually attend mainstream American schools, into their version of Chinese
“cultural views and norms regarding the self and the other”. (He 2000: 136). The
situation of the HMP is clearly different with mainly Austrian teachers involved
in professional education of an international group of adults. Linguacultural
aspirations can thus be expected to focus on making communication work in
the lingua franca and in preparation for a professional culture rather than any
national or ethnic ones (cf. also 2.3).

The third grouping, degree of (in)directness, refers to a very fundamental mo-
tivation of undertaking interlanguage pragmatics studies on the whole, namely
to describe the realization strategies of, in our case, control acts in relation to
the degree of (in)directness and types of modification employed, which are then
interpreted in terms of sociocultural and interactional factors, such as speakers’
L1s, levels of L2, power relationships and appropriateness/politeness. In order
to provide an overview that presents this point in all its complexity, I will draw
on various studies in what follows, including some not set in classrooms, but
often interpreted in terms of language learning.

Following a cross-linguistic approach by comparing Japanese- and English-
medium classes, Falsgraf and Majors (1995) analyse the degree of (in)directness
in teachers’ control acts and find that the directives uttered in elementary Japa-
nese (as native and foreign language) classes are formulated much more directly
than those in English-medium classes. This, the authors conclude, reflects two
relatively disjunctive factors: the authoritative status of the teachers as well as
the close and informal relationship between teachers and students (Kasper 2001:
38). Lörscher and Schulze (1988), on the other hand, investigate directives used
in German EFL classes and interpret directness quite differently. In accordance
with Brown and Levinson’s (1987) theory of politeness, they understand polite-
ness as intrinsically linked to indirect formulations and consequently interpret
the high degree of directness found in their EFL classroom data as lacking po-
liteness. This they attribute to the asymmetric power relationship of classrooms
as well as the absence of pragmatics teaching, which leaves the students lack-
ing indirect or modified ways of realizing their contributions. This means that
each study finds one of its explanations in its respective research motivation:
language use as influenced by sociocultural factors (familiarity between teacher
and students) vs. language use as an indicator of language learning. What is in-
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teresting is that, despite the obvious differences in setting and research agenda,
both interpretations assign the high degree of directness in part to the asymmet-
ric power structure in classrooms. As the power imbalance is a recurrent feature
in classroom research more generally, it must not be overlooked, but should, at
the same time, also not be given too much emphasis in explaining indirectness.
Other factors such as the specific institutional settings, students’ age, degree of
familiarity between teachers and students, or language proficiency levels seem
to play a sizable role as well.

A further line of explanation is that of cross-cultural influence. So, German
native speakers have been found to favour direct over indirect strategies (e.g.
House and Kasper 1987), and this could also have played a role in Lörscher and
Schulze’s setting. In view of the many results of interactive sociolinguistics that
point out the strong influence L1 communicative norms have on L2 language
use (e.g. Gumperz 1982; House 2003b), it would not be surprising to find a
similar kind of cross-fertilization in speech act behaviour. A case in point is the
study by Bardovi-Harlig and Hartford (1996), which compares the preferential
use of English speech act types of native and non-native speaking students in
interaction with native speaking tutors. Its insightful finding that the two groups
of students use different speech acts – suggestions vs. rejections – supports the
cultural embeddedness of speech acts on the whole. This is also true for the
linguistic realizations of speech acts as has been shown in detail in one of the
most influential ILP projects, the CCSARP (Cross Cultural Speech Act Real-
ization Project, e.g. Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper 1989). The aim of this very
ambitious project was to provide speech act realization data from speakers of
various first and second languages, which was intended to be comparable for
cross-cultural analyses. For that purpose, the researchers decided on two speech
acts – requests and apologies – and designed a discourse completion test, i.e.
a list of scenarios requiring the respective speech act which the respondents
were asked to complete in writing. The responses given were then coded, which
provided quantitative data for cross-linguistic/cultural comparisons. The dimen-
sion of indirectness is particularly prominent in the CCSARP as it is one of the
main classificatory dimensions of the speech act strategies employed. While the
methodology has been criticized for eliciting in writing what should be spon-
taneous speech acts and thus leading to results that can only with difficulty be
interpreted as actual speech act realizations (e.g. Trosborg 1994: 300–304), the
various results clearly show culture-specific differences in, amongst other lin-
guistic features, indirectness, thus bringing forth ample evidence of the cultural
embeddedness of speech acts.

The latter consideration also plays a role in content-and-language-integrated
(CLIL) classrooms, as they make use of an additional language, but are often
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marked by “one default reference culture” (Dalton-Puffer 2007: 177) that should
be taken into account when interpreting speech act realizations. The problem
in this context, however, is that classrooms, as indicated above, have their own
discourse rules as well, which complicates the decision on what is specific
to the L1 culture, and what to the oral practice. Nikula (2002), for instance,
reports on an investigation of Finnish CLIL and EFL classrooms in which most
control acts were carried out in a limited amount of mainly direct strategies
despite the teachers’ much wider linguistic repertoire. While this could be seen
as a cultural specificity, it concurs with the German EFL classroom data in
Lörscher and Schulze (1988) described above. The question is thus what is
more important: the classroom setting and/or using a second language. As far
as previous research shows, there is no easy answer because it is most probably
much too sweeping a question, ignoring the multidimensionality of the subject
matter. A study that illustrates how these two cultural levels of classroom and
language interrelate is Dalton-Puffer’s (2005, 2007: chapter 7) investigation of
directives inAustrian CLIL lessons. Her detailed analysis paints a highly situated
and differentiated picture: student directives generally lack any modifications,
whether they are formulated in the L1 or L2, while teachers’ directives differ in
directness depending on various factors, such as students’ age, familiarity, type
of classroom register (instructional vs. regulative), but also preceding discourse
and idiosyncratic specificities. These differences are convincingly argued as
reflecting in subtle and mediated ways the “interrelated factors [. . . ] ‘personal
communicative style’, ‘cultural style’, ‘L2 persona’, and ‘degree of language
proficiency’ ” (Dalton-Puffer 2005: 1287).

The linguacultural intricacies become even more extreme when turning to
ELF interactions. Instead of the ‘mere two’of CLIL classes, ELF situations often
deal with so many that it becomes unfeasible to try and attribute specific ver-
balizations to one specific linguaculture. As argued in 2.3.1.3, the multilayered
and fluid mix of diverse linguacultures creates transculturality (e.g. Pennycook
2007) or a third place (Kramsch 1993). In other words, culture is still a very
relevant, multilayered factor, but its complexity warrants specific interpretative
care and a particularly detailed analysis of the relevant textual occurrences.
Along these lines, the ELF study that has dealt with speech acts most compre-
hensively – Meierkord (1996) – contains a detailed description of ‘requests’,
or directives according to the definition given above. During dinner-table con-
versations amongst international students at a UK student residence, Meierkord
(1996: 172–190) collected 108 instances, 70 of which were directly described
from audio-tapes and the rest were taken down in field-notes. Based on an anal-
ysis according to the CCSARP coding system, she finds that the participants in
this type of casual conversation (Eggins and Slade 1997) prefer relatively direct
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formulations, i.e. direct and conventionally indirect ones, with little modifica-
tion. This is interpreted as a consequence of the participants’ desire not to be
misunderstood, a point clearly at stake in ELF communication.

In summary, the studies of control acts described above hold the following
insights relevant to the present study. Firstly, the oral practice teacher-whole
class interaction has its own norms of how control acts are employed and also
by whom, especially with regard to the high institutional status of the teacher.
In keeping with the transactional focus of classroom interaction, control acts
come in a limited set of strategies. While investigative results differ, rather di-
rect strategies and little modification seem to be more commonly used, which
is also what the admittedly limited ELF insights seem to suggest. At the same
time, the possibility of more varied realizations of speech acts cannot be ruled
out either for the Classroom Community of Practice (CCofP) since differenti-
ations according to familiarity, personal and cultural communicative styles as
well as L2 language proficiency have been observed in relatively comparable
CLIL classrooms. A final insight to be drawn from previous study concerns
research methodology. The step of explaining degrees of indirectness and types
of modifications employed is highly interpretative and must be undertaken with
due caution.

6.2.3 On questions

Questions seek “a response that facilitate[s] the transmission of information in
line with the overall goal” (Schiffrin 1994: 182) of the oral practice. They thus
direct the listeners into responding or, put differently, impose a preferred action
on to them. In other words, questions can and need to be described in terms of
imposition and face-threat, which also surfaces in the types of indirectness and
modification strategies employed. In the oral practice in question, however, the
situation is different because it is centrally defined by the exchange of informa-
tion. As the HMP students’ answers, given in the questionnaires and interviews,
reveal (cf. 4.2.3), most of them contended that their main motivation for tak-
ing such a programme was learning about hotel management as the basis for a
career in the hospitality industry. Of course, other reasons also played a role,
such as the school’s reputation, the medium of instruction or the duration of the
course, but they were taken as facilitating in the process of accessing the new
information that many students expressed as their main aim.

While teachers have a clearly different role in any classroom, the wish for
information exchange and input from all sides was also very prevalent in the
teachers’ comments. In Quote 6.2, for example, the Front Office teacher reports
that she likes to ask students for their assistance in areas in which they have
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gained practical experience. As illustrated in Quote 6.3, other teachers judge
the exchange of information to be a two-way process since they themselves
profit from the internationality of the student group and the diverse kinds of
information present in it.

Quote 6.2. Interview (3rd sem, 3rd mth)
AKL: when I introduce the subject dass ich sag okay wer hat schon gearbeitet an

der Rezeption und so wie’s im [anderen Kurs] ist ist der [eine Student] zum
Beispiel der hat schon viel gearbeitet an der Rezeption sag ich okay you’ll be
my assistant for this semester also dass ich die einbinde und sag okay springt’s
wenn ich was erzähl wo jemand anderer das schon weiß auch er soll da mit
mir den Unterricht gestalten
[when I introduce the subject I ask who has already worked at a reception,
just like it is in [another course] where there is a student who for example
has already got a lot of front office experience, then I’ll say okay you’ll be
my assistant for this semester so that I integrate them and I tell them to jump
when I talk about something that somebody else knows something about, then
they should structure the lesson together with me]

Quote 6.3. Interview (2nd sem, 2nd mth)
OUL: ich bin immer offen natürlich [. . . ] weil’s ja doch Leute sind aus vielen Natio-

nen wenn einer irgendwo gearbeitet hat irgendwo in an internationalen Hotel
oder auch in an lokalen Hotel im Ausland zu erfahren wie’s dort läuft ja es
is natürlich nur in auch in meinem <@> Interesse </@> auch egozentrisch
gedacht weil es is sehr interessant auch für mich zu erfahren wie’s dort läuft
[I’m always open of course [. . . ] because there are after all people from many
different nations so when somebody worked somewhere in an international
hotel or also in a local hotel abroad (I’m always open) to learn how things
work there it is after all also in my own <@> interest </@> thinking selfishly
because it is very interesting for me to learn how things work there]

Overall, the participants’opinions illustrate quite well that information is central
to the theory classes of the HMP and therefore also to its classroom interaction.
Goods and services, on the other hand, are peripheral, as they are used, required
and needed in support of information exchange, rather than in their own right.
In other words, questions can be expected to function differently from control
acts.

Furthermore, questions are “organizational devices within a lesson and [. . . ]
indicate the desire for a shared discourse” (Morell 2004: 328). The latter aspect
echoes the imposition generally associated with directives as well as the benefit
to the speaker indicative of control acts (see above and Vine 2004: 31). The
function of questions mentioned first, however, seems to reduce the amount of
imposition to the level of all interactional language use and, at least potentially, to
widen the benefit to all participants. After all, when teachers or students formu-
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late questions so as to make a lesson better organized and thus more accessible,
they further the process of exchanging information rather than imposing on the
hearers. In the light of what formal education is all about, a better organized
lesson should be considered beneficial to teachers and students alike. These
considerations have found support in previous research, which has pointed out
that questions for information tend to be formulated very directly, i.e. without
reflecting the speakers’ awareness of a potential imposition on their part. (e.g.
Dalton-Puffer 2007: 195)

The centrality of questions to formal education is not only something all of
us remember from our school days, but they are also the “the most distinctive
feature of classroom discourse” (Tsui et al. 2004: 113). This is probably so
because they can fulfil various roles. Particularly crucial to primary education,
there is the role questions play in discursively reconfirming classroom social
order (Margutti 2006). Furthermore, and more relevant to secondary and tertiary
education, questions are central in making teaching tasks cognitively accessible
to students, as described in Ehlich and Rehbein’s (1986: 13) approach to formal
education as “accelerated learning”.70

While many stakeholders would subscribe to this positive assessment, more
critical voices have been heard in relation to teacher questions and their actual
impact on students’ learning. Especially the questions to which teachers know
the answers already have been decried as pseudo-questions and as intrinsically
less useful. Disapproving of a question type so categorically contrasts with
research into pedagogically-oriented interactions in general, which has shown
that a contextually-sensitive use of known-answer questions can be an important
pedagogical device (Dalton-Puffer 2007: 94; Poole 1991; Tsui et al. 2004: 113–
114). On a more fundamental level of critiquing teacher questions, Dillon (1988)
provides counter-evidence for the generally shared assumption that “so-called
higher-order questions stimulate higher levels of pupils thinking” (Edwards and
Westgate 1994: 144) and argues instead that, as with lawyers’questions at court,
teachers tend to use questions as a tool to put their own agenda through. This
he found particularly prevalent in what he called ‘recitation teaching’, while in
lesson phases that allowed discussion, students were given more room to find
their own voices and even raise questions of their own.

70. Accelerated learning refers to the fact that formal education does usually not relate
to individuals’ actual problems or learning needs, but suggests topics that are taken
as relevant to the whole group of learners. Lacking personal and affective knowledge
wants, “it is necessary to guide individual learner to problem awareness on a cognitive
level in order to create a kind of opening or ‘gap’ in which learning can occur.”
(Dalton-Puffer 2007: 94)
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While this critique is well argued, it rests on the belief that successful ed-
ucation depends on active student involvement in class: an assumption that is
rarely queried, but might need to be in certain school settings. Many of the
HMP students, for instance, stressed repeatedly in informal conversations that
for certain subject matters they preferred teacher-fronted lessons, in which, they
argued, they could gather a great deal of new information and did not feel the
need to be given more interactional space themselves. In other words, students’
own expectations of the educational process might favour ‘recitation teaching’
and the types of questions used in it; at least in certain subjects, with certain
students and under certain circumstances.

Whether criticized or appreciated, classroom questions undoubtedly hold a
very special status in the teaching and learning process, which also becomes
evident in the many attempts at describing them (e.g. Ehlich and Rehbein 1986;
Hatch 1992; Mehan 1979; Tsui et al. 2004; Wells 1993). Questions not only take
up a sizable amount of class time, but also function widely in constructing objects
of learning interactively, revealing and streamlining the knowledge present in the
group, and clarifying ambiguity or misunderstanding (McCormick and Donato
2000: 183; Richard and Lockhart 1994: 185).

At the same time, it remains difficult, as Cazden (2001: 92–93) points out, to
establish from an observer’s point of view how valuable questions actually are to
the learning process. In a recent study, however, Tsui et al. (2004) have found a
way of doing precisely that. By comparing two English lessons on the same topic
in Hong Kong grade 1 classes, their detailed analysis shows that the different
types of questions employed by the two teachers led to different perceptions
amongst the two student groups as to the focus of the lessons. Furthermore,
the researchers compared two science classes taught by the same teacher, once
through the medium of Chinese and once in English. By raising a series of
questions, the teacher managed to focus the students on the critical aspects of the
object of learning in both classes. Interestingly, the medium played a decisive
role in the types of questions employed. In order to allow for linguistically
simpler responses in the students’ second language, the teacher made use of
closed and blank-filling questions asking for ‘what’, instead of ‘why’ (for a
description of question types see 6.3.2).

These results are not only interesting to the learning process in general,
but also to classroom interaction in an additional language. They show that
teacher questions seem to be influenced by considerations of language profi-
ciency (Dalton-Puffer 2007: 125; Zuengler and Brinton 1997: 265). In addition,
the ESL/EFL literature has shown that varying levels of language proficiency
find their reflection in the numerous questions focussing on language items (e.g.
Richard and Lockhart 1994: 185). Long and Sato (1983) categorized such ques-
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tions according to comprehension, clarification and confirmation, which found
their way into the literature on correction and repair (cf. 5.3.1.2). Such ques-
tions, raised by teachers as well as students, are not only restricted to English
language classes, but have also been found in content subjects taught in an ad-
ditional language. Interestingly, Dalton-Puffer (2007: 102–103) reports that a
high percentage of all student questions in the CLIL lessons in question refer to
such language-related issues. Additionally, they are marked by language choice.
When students raise content questions they use English as the medium of the
class, but for language-focused questions they revert to German as the group’s
first language.

Such code-switching is something that a multilingual group like the HMP
does not have at its disposal. This does not mean, however, that English as
‘official’ classroom language is really the only language used in the lessons. As
described in detail in 4.2.3.3, the language-scape of the HMP consisted of var-
ious languages other than English which were spoken by subgroups of students;
with German being the most relevant one as the language of the environment.

As a further complicating factor already hinted at in the preceding section,
multilingual groups must also work with culturally based differences.As regards
asking questions in classrooms, different classroom scripts (cf. 2.2.1.1) require
different behaviours. In the most extreme cases, some students might not want
to raise any questions at all (Freeman 1998: 129; Jones 1999). This was clearly
also a topic in the HMP, but, as RER’s comment in Quote 6.4 illustrates, it was
not necessarily evaluated negatively. On the contrary, and as argued in 4.3.2,
multiculturalism was experienced as an integral part of this educational setting.
Teachers were aware of potential differences and also of how these kept devel-
oping with the progress of the HMP (see Quote 6.5). It will be interesting to
see in how far this developmental increase in active participation on the part
of some students is noticeable in the questions raised and responded to at the
various stages of the HMP.

Quote 6.4. Interview (3rd sem, 4th mth)
RER: hier ist für mich auch der kulturelle Hintergrund wichtig weil es gibt eben Leute

die die ned so aus sich herausgehen aus der Kultur heraus schon ja ich denk
jetzt an an an an an die zwa Chinesinnen ja die die eher eher zurückhaltend
reserviert san ober des des is in deren Kultur so (.) ja (.) und des muas i
respektieren
[I think that the cultural background is important, too, because there are
people who do not participate that much. because of their culture already. I’m
thinking of the two Chinese students who rather keep back and are reserved
which is part of their culture and yes I must respect that]
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Quote 6.5. Interview (pilot phase)
TON: for instance the Chinese students take typically nearly a whole year to emerge

and start talking [. . . partly because of] what their cultural assumptions are
about their role in the classroom, the distance that should be between them
and the teacher [. . . ] I noticed with (.) in one case with an Indian student who’s
now in the second year. what obviously completely changed her view on life
was her summer work in a hotel in Vienna because since she came back she
talks all the time . up until that point I don’t think that she thought that she
had the right erm she‘s very quiet shy sort of person and now she knows that
she can talk and that it’s part of her job to talk .

In general terms, this overview of the use and nature of questions has shown that,
on the interpersonal plane, they function quite similarly to control acts insofar
as they act as impositions on the hearers. In classroom interaction, however,
the situation is different: questions are a major discursive tool in structuring the
lesson in terms of content development and participant involvement. Thus, they
are not considered particularly face-threatening and are generally verbalized di-
rectly. As the admittedly limited quantity of ELF data also indicates a preference
for directness and little modification, the HMP data can be expected to reveal
the same. In addition, the more sizable results of ESL/EFL-focused studies indi-
cate that questioning strategies and verbalizations reflect language proficiency
levels. In their function as pedagogical devices, questions have been researched
widely and found to be indispensable. Whether they are ‘good’ with regard to
establishing objects of learning is a different matter, which cannot easily be as-
sessed. Formal criteria alone are poor indicators and need to be combined with
the functional goals pursued in the respective lesson (phase). In view of the fact
that the present study cannot include comparative analyses along the lines of
Tsui et al. (2004), the aim here is not primarily to analyse the questions encoun-
tered in terms of their value to the teaching or, even more difficultly, learning
processes. Rather, I aim to provide the first detailed descriptions of questions
in ELF classroom interaction, which will also allow initial interpretations as to
their pedagogical relevance in ELF educational programmes.

6.3 Framework of analysis

As the preceding sections have tried to clarify, the analysis of the directives
used in the HMP classroom interaction has profited from the insights gained
from numerous previous studies reflecting various approaches. To begin with,
functional linguistics provides important insights in respect of the two types
of registers – regulative and instructional – that teachers and students use in
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classroom interaction (e.g. Christie 2002) and also in respect of Halliday’s (e.g.
2004) distinction of speech functions according to commodity traded (informa-
tion vs. good-and-services). Quite clearly, speech act theory (e.g. Searle 1969)
is fundamental to the analysis of directives in general and in particular to the
third influential approach, ILP (Interlanguage Pragmatics) with its detailed em-
pirical basis as regards speech acts of second language users and cross-cultural
differences (e.g. Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper 1989; Kasper 2001; Trosborg
1994). With regard to the intercultural concerns of the interaction in the Class-
room Community of Practice (CCofP), the literature on ELF discourse (e.g.
Knapp and Meierkord 2002, Lesznyák 2004) as well as on language and cul-
ture (e.g. Kramsch 1993; Sarangi 1996) have proved to be particularly helpful.
Various approaches to discourse analysis (e.g. Edmondson 1981; Sinclair and
Coulthard 1975; Widdowson 2003b) argue lucidly that speech acts should not
be treated by themselves, but as an integral part of ongoing discourse. Further-
more, the institutional nature of the interaction in question here requires that the
analysis of directives must pay special attention to considerations of power (e.g.
Holmes and Stubbe 2003; Vine 2004) and politeness, understood here as ap-
propriateness (Meier 1995, 2004). Finally, educational research on questions in
classroom (e.g. Edwards and Westgate 1994; Hatch 1992; Wells 1993) provides
detailed descriptions of the nature and use of questions in the process of con-
tent development. In addition to this array of different approaches, the present
study has profited considerably from a number of recent studies on directives in
classroom interaction (Dalton-Puffer 2005; Morell 2004; Musumeci 1996; Tsui
et al. 2004) as regards their research methodology and also their results.

6.3.1 Basic considerations

Against this colourful backdrop of research approaches and actual investiga-
tions, this section will present the analytical framework employed in analysing
the directives used in the HMP classroom interaction. Beforehand, however, I
intend to lay the foundation, as it were, and place within classroom interaction
the two main subtypes of directives established above, control act and question.

As presented schematically in Figure 6.2, teacher-whole class interaction
consists mainly of instructional and regulative discourse (ellipses with broken
lines). The former aims at furthering the object of learning, while the latter orga-
nizes classroom matters. As indicated in Figure 6.2, they can overlap in certain
instances (see also 2.2.1.3). In the data set analysed here, the overlap becomes
most visible in a lesson phase in a class on Austrian Law of the introductory
phase of the course, i.e. at T1. The objective of the lesson phase was to get the
students to remember the seven fundamental principles of the Austrian constitu-
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instructional discourse regulative discourse

control acts

(T-S; S-S)

q u e s t i o n s

( T - S ; T - S ;  S - S )

Key: T-S: teacher addresses student(s);
S-T: student addresses teacher;
S-S: student addresses other student(s)

Figure 6.2. General distribution of directives, incl. their speakers

tion. In her endeavour to help the students, the teacher applied a motor-activity
supported learning method. Each principle of the Austrian Constitution was as-
sociated with one specific movement, which the teacher invited the students to
perform with her. As Extract 6.1 illustrates, the teacher uses questions to elicit
content information (lines 1, 4, 6–7) in combination with control acts that are
meant to influence students’ behaviour (lines 15, 18). As such, this could be
interpreted as the expected distribution of instructional and regulative registers,
the latter supporting the former.

Extract 6.1. Austrian Law (T1)

1 XEN what’s the what’s the meaning of democracy , (20) instr.; question
2
3

Crek that everybody can (.) hel- help in making a decision ? or let’s
say can take part in=

4 XEN =yeah and how can you take part of it instr.; question
5 Crek ele ele=
6 XEN =elections ? correct , yeah so er who is er giving Austria its instr.; question
7 law ? (4) who is giving the law to laws to Austria instr.; question
8 Elig people, people himself (2)
9 XEN people yeah, so. the will of the people ? (.) people are

10 elect(ing) representatives , one hundred and eighty three , (.)
11 who are sitting in a national council . so you get take all the
12 will of the people , (2) you take the will of the people (1) and
13 you put it into a little sack ? and there it is that’s the
14 parliament and this is the republ- er republic principle . the
15 will of all the people . just help me <makes movements > the regul., control act
16 will of the people if we are going to (catch/fetch) it . the will
17 of the people and we put it in one little bag into the parliament
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18 . come on , try it and say it. <1> the will of the people </1> regul., control act
19 SS <1> the will of the people </1> @@@
20 XEN come on thank you

In this specific lesson phase, however, the teacher uses movement not only in
support of the interactional learning process, but as constituting a relevant part
of it. As she specifies in Extract 6.2, both are intrinsically connected in the
teaching strategy she is pursuing here, which also explains why the regulative
and instructional registers can no longer be kept apart (lines 6–7).

Extract 6.2. Austrian Law (T1)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

XEN <explaining her teaching strategy of connecting concepts
with movements> so just (.) put it that way . yeah ? and
help yourself . (.) and then you don’t have to learn . if
you are doing it here and you you join me and you do it
seriously (.) then you will never forget it . I trust erer I
promise you will have it for the rest of your life . (3) how
do you call this one ? <XEN makes movement> instr+regul; question

8 SX-f (xx)
9 XEN law of

10 SS (rules of x)
11 XEN the rule of law

Apart from the merger of the two registers, Extracts 6.1 and 6.2 exemplify two
characteristics typical of interaction in the CCofP. Firstly, directives tended to
be carried out by teachers rather than students (see the quantitative analysis in
6.4.1). Secondly, the directives used in these two extracts are directly formulated.
In the light of previous research (see above), this is not surprising, but will still
be discussed in more detail later on (esp. in 6.4.2.2).

As the detailed analysis of the data is based on various analytical categories, I
will present the linguistic ones relevant to all directives (indirectness, perspective
and modification) in 6.3.2 and the informational ones that only concern questions
in 6.3.3.

6.3.2 (In)directness, perspective and modification

As I have argued above, directives have attracted so much pragmatic research
interest because of their mainly interpersonal function. By uttering directives
interlocutors (re)constitute their relations to each other, which surfaces in the
verbalizations used. Whether considerations of face (threat) or comity (As-
ton 1988) are in the foreground, or whether interactants strive for harmony
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or disharmony, it will influence the directives used and how they are formu-
lated and evaluated with regard to (subjectively and culturally perceived) norms
of appropriateness. Quite clearly, the range of possible verbalizations is wide,
which is why the categories established in the two ground-breaking studies on
directives, Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper (1989) and Trosborg (1994), are so
very helpful. Based on speech act theory in combination with Edmondson and
House’s (1981) interactional grammar, the CCSARP project developed an oper-
ationalisable tool for categorising individual instances of directives, which was
then tried out, and found to be useful, in a number of different studies based on
the discourse completion test (Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper 1989). Trosborg
(1994) adapted the CCSARP coding scheme to her own needs investigating di-
rectives in spoken interaction. While her results differ partly from those reached
on the basis of the written discourse completion tests, her study proves that
the CCSARP system of categorising English directives works for spoken data
as well. Since Meierkord’s (1996) investigation makes the same point for ELF
interactions and Dalton-Puffer (2007) for CLIL classroom interaction, I have
also decided on this categorising scheme, and adapted the two versions (Blum-
Kulka, House and Kasper 1989: 17–19, 278–289; Trosborg 1994: 204–219) to
the present needs.

Extract 6.3. Front Office Management (T1)

AKL and [class (.)] take maybe a few notes unless it’s in the script I don’t know
alerter head act supportive move

(external modification)

As illustrated in Extract 6.3, every directive must have a head act, which can
be extended by attention getters or alerters (added to the extract for illustrative
purposes), and/or supportive moves, such as precommitments (could you do me
a favour) or, as in the example given here, supportive moves that modify the
directive externally to the head act. The head act, i.e. the directive proper, can
be described with regard to perspective, strategy type and internal modification.
An example of the latter is the lexical down-toner maybe in Extract 6.3. In
the following, I will describe the three classificatory criteria in relation to their
application in the present data set.

‘Perspective’ refers to which agent is thematized – speaker, hearer, both or
impersonal it – and describes thus the roles given to the speaker and hearer.
In Extract 6.3, for instance, the perspective is on the hearers, which is also the
perspective taken most frequently in the present data set. In a sizable number of
instances, though, teachers take on the typical caretaker perspective of hearer and
speaker together, as in Extract 6.4. Predominantly, the inclusive we is employed
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in the let’s-construction as, for instance, in Extract 6.5. The third perspective
which directives can take is to focus on the speaker. This happens very seldom
in the HMP data, and then either with explicit teachers’ wants (cf. strategy III
in Table 6.2 below) or in a more discourse organizational way as in Extract 6.6.

Extract 6.4. Front Office Management (T1)

1 AKL I’ve got some review questions here which we can do at the end of this session ?

Extract 6.5. Financial Management (T1)

1
2

TON it wants its taxes . all stakeholders have an interest . now, now let’s think of a few
more stakeholders . who are the most important stakeholders ?

Extract 6.6. Human Resources Management (T2)

1 OPP let me give an example

The second dimension – the one of strategy type – spans a range of verbalizations,
which have been placed on a cline of (in)directness. The original CCSARP
classification of nine different types (Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper 1989:
18) was largely taken over by Trosborg (1994: 205) and forms the basis of the
scheme adopted here.

One of the original categories that will not be used in the ensuing analysis
is ‘suggestory formulae’ because it appears only in one instance in the data set.
And yet, this only instance of a how about question (Extract 6.7, line 4) is worth
looking at in its own right. It was directed at the Law teacher at T1 by Crek,
a student with very little background in using English at that time. In a purely
speculative manner, it could be suggested that this construction – maybe recently
overheard in interaction with other classmates – helped her formulate a syntac-
tically simple question. What is more interesting, however, is that neither she,
who turned out to be actively involved in classroom interaction, nor any other
student or teacher ever used how about again in asking questions or formulating
control acts in the data base. Whether this is because of the spoken and rather
informal nature of this formula71 or because ELF speakers might at times prefer
to avoid formulaic language use (Prodromou 2007, 2008; Seidlhofer and Wid-
dowson 2007), cannot be ascertained on the basis of the present study alone. It is
worth noting, however, that Dalton-Puffer (2005) reports the same nil finding for

71. An online query in the British National Corpus delivered 50 randomly chosen exam-
ples of the 1007 hits of how about in the corpus. As far as this can be ascertained with
the limited context given, all instances came from spoken and/or relatively informal
settings (http://sara.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/lookup.html, accessed 2 September 2009).
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suggestory formulae in the Austrian CLIL classes. Furthermore, the language
use observed allows her to conclude that CLIL lessons “should be conceived in
terms of Lingua Franca communication.” (Dalton-Puffer 2005: 1291) In view
of this interpretation, it seems quite likely that the absence of such formulae
in ELF directives in classroom interaction is not simply idiosyncratic or hap-
hazard. What it actually means, however, awaits more, and specifically focused
research.

Extract 6.7. Austrian Law (T1)

1
2
3

XEN the chamber of commerce is the address where you have to address to ? because it has
trade delegations in all countries (.) er (.) er which Austrian industry has
economic interest in . (.) yeah ?

4 Crek and how about banking er how about er hotel industry ?
5 XEN er even er for for such things if it’s commerce yeah trading
6 Crek mhm

All other directives in the HMP data set display some variation of the six strate-
gies, listed and illustrated in Table 6.2. The only fully indirect strategy, ‘hints’,
tends to be used in aid of achieving two goals, as illustrated by the examples
given (for a more detailed discussion see 6.4.2.3). In a handful of disciplinary
instances, teachers require students’ attention by hinting at the futility of their
present behaviour. The more frequent use of hints is not linked to disciplinary
measures, but to drawing the participants’attention to printed or displayed teach-
ing materials in support of the ongoing classroom talk. Of the conventionally in-
direct strategies, the substrategy asking for ability (can, could) is by far the most
frequently employed one, which fits in well with other studies (e.g. Meierkord
1996). As illustrated in Table 6.2, ‘needs/wants’ directives focus mainly on the
teacher’s wishes about what students should study and learn. Obligation state-
ments can be used for externally determined rules or teacher’s expectations. In
contrast to previous research which did not record any performatives at all (e.g.
Dalton-Puffer 2005), the HMP data set includes three instances of this second
direct strategy. Imperatives, which can be combined with all three perspectives,
form the final direct strategy. As the quantitative analysis will show (6.4.1),
this strategy is used very frequently by teachers for classroom management
purposes.

After having described perspective and strategy type for the purposes of the
present study, the third classificatory aspect that still needs to be delimited is
modification. Directives can be modified internally, i.e. within the head act, or
externally to it (cf. Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper 1989: 281–288; Trosborg
1994: 209–219). The latter has been described as supportive moves, of which
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Table 6.2. Strategy types employed in the HMP

Cline Strategy Example (taken from the HMP data set)

in
di

re
ct

I. hint MER: <asking students to stop whispering the right
answer> it’s very nice of you but Elig doesn’t
need it

AKL: <asking students to turn to their textbooks>
within your books you will find some sample
organization charts as well

co
nv

en
ti

on
al

ly
in

di
re

ct

II. ability,
willingness permission

XEN: perhaps you can stand up ?
MER: would you be prepared to repeat what we dis-

cussed last week ?
TON: what we have NOT discussed here , (.) you

may you can ignore
III. wants, needs AKL: so what I want you to remember is that man-

agement contract is the most common way of
managing a hotel

XEN: erm and I would like you to (.) learn these six
principles , would you like to learn them ?

di
re

ct

IV. obligation TON: it’s not a new book , you have to give them
back at the end .

MER: you should know how the editorial depart-
ment is being organized .

V. performative OPP: er I ask you (.) to just read the complete (.)
chapter after our lesson have finished . (.)
okay

VI. imperative
[+elliptical phrases]

AKL: let’s finish control , Kail please
MER: please be careful with that .
TON: <looking for a student to help out> anybody

else ?

the HMP data set contains a few ‘preparators’, which “set the scene” for the
ensuing directive by either preparing the content or the speech act (Trosborg
1994: 216). Most of the supportive moves fall under the category ‘grounders’
(Edmondson and House 1981: 46), which explain, justify or give further reasons
for the directive. Following Trosborg (1994: 218), they will be referred to as
‘supportive reasons’ (examples are given in Table 6.3).

One instance of a supportive move stands out from the rest insofar as the
relevant teacher phrased it as a threat (Extract 6.8). While threatening is an
established means for persons of authority to ensure compliance with their di-
rectives, the single instance disproves, rather than proves that HMP teachers
made use of threats in this sense. As the students’ reaction in Extract 6.8 (line 4)
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shows, they took TON’s ‘threat’ (lines 2–3) as a good joke at the end of their
very first Financial Management lesson. Based on the many times I observed
TON’s classes I am convinced that their interpretation also coincided with his
original intention.

Extract 6.8. Financial Management (T1)

1
2
3

TON (3) okay , if if there are no more questions (.) let’s (.) stop there . read this chapter
one , (.) identify what we talk- talked about and (.) ask questions . because if you
don’t ask me questions , I shall ask you questions .

4 SS @@ .

Directives are modified internally by choice of syntax and lexicon. This can
be done in order to soften the impact the directive has on the hearer or to
increase it. As the data set does not include instances of the latter, the overview
of modification types in Table 6.3 includes downgraders only.

Table 6.3. Modifications employed in the HMP

Modification type Example (taken from the HMP data set)
syntactic

interrogative XEN: is there anyone who can come with me and we are
(control acts) / going to fix it immediately ?
declarative (questions) Clap: and so we keep this book ?
tense SX-m: could you please (take it) back
negation Jins: can you not be the (one teacher for one subject) ?
tag questions XEN: then you are going to explain it next time , okay ?

lexical
politeness marker AKL: please turn around

MER: Kosk so (.) please
consultative device AKL: what are they in charge of do you think , are they in

charge of managing only the staff or the figures as well .
Kosk: what’s do you think is the best (.) organization in the

(three restaurants)
downtoner XEN: but perhaps you can stand up ?

OPP: just have a break
AKL: take maybe a few notes

understatement AKL: wait a minute, wait a minute , there is one more thing .
external modification

preparator Elig: I have a question . <followed by a request>
supportive reasons TON: in order not to be panicked by this kind of question (.)

identify the five stages .

As some of the examples included in Table 6.3 show, directives often combine
various modification types. For clarity’s sake, however, they are presented sep-
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arately. The first syntactic modification given here refers to the choice of clause
type. Due to syntactic differences between default control acts and questions,
the two types of directives require different classificatory parameters. Follow-
ing the CCSARP project and Trosborg (1994), the interrogative is taken as a
modification of strategy II control acts, e.g. Can you turn to page 15? (fictitious
example). While it might seem questionable to label such a seemingly ordinary
request as modification, it is certainly not so within the present data set. Most
control acts of strategy II come in declarative form (cf. examples in Table 6.2);
interrogatives are thus classified as modified. As far as questions are concerned,
the interrogative is obviously the default option, with the declarative syntax be-
ing the modification. In most such cases, like the one given in Table 6.3, the
declarative is combined with an intonational rise, which helps in interpreting
the utterance as a question for new information.

The next two syntactic modification types refer to the use of mainly the past
tense and of negation, each of which can down-tone the imposition of a directive
(Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper 1989: 281; Trosborg 1994: 210; Vine 2004:
95). Concerning the present study, however, it is questionable whether all coulds
or woulds are used strategically or in how far they have become formulaic al-
ready (see 6.4.2.2). The analysis will also show that negation is mainly used
with questions, which then carry an evaluative connotation (6.4.4.1). The final
syntactic category is tag questions. As the example in Table 6.3 already indi-
cates, the tags encountered here do not all fall into MoES language use, but are
generally recognized as attempts to appeal to the hearer’s consent (cf. Trosborg
1994: 210).

Similarly to other L2 or B/MuES studies, the present investigation includes
a relatively limited set of lexical modifications used in directives, which, addi-
tionally, play a minor role in general. In alphabetical order these are (verb) a
bit, (verb) a minute, just, kindly, maybe, perhaps, please, probably and roughly.
Of these the politeness marker please and the down-toner just are the only ones
used more regularly; with control acts, for instance, they are employed 14 and
13 times respectively. All the others appear between one and three times only in
the complete data set. Similarly, consultative devices, also called ‘cajolers’, and
understatements appear in a handful of cases only. Furthermore, directives are
never hedged, neither are they interspersed with interpersonal markers, although
expressions such as sort of, kind of and you know or I mean are clearly familiar
to the participants, since they appear quite regularly as hedges or interpersonal
markers as, for instance, in Extracts 6.9 and 6.10.
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Extract 6.9. Human Resources Management (T2)

1
2

Cana I mean if you’re paying like (.) I don’t know twenty Euros for the night ? I mean
you can’t expect them to be like in a five star hotel,

Extract 6.10. Austrian Law (T2)

1
2
3

XEN but if it’s in contradiction to their national right , (.) they have erm sort of special
kinds of , (1) well erm (1) let’s call it windows . yeah , (.) to e:rm get their
national rights before (.) the human rights catalogue .

The ensuing analysis will show that the absence of such discursive devices ar-
guably supports the generally direct ways in which the HMP interactants tended
to demand goods-and-services or information from each other. Interpersonal
concerns were voiced with the help of a limited set of syntactic and lexical
modification. Vagueness or explicit attention to concerns of face were restricted
to specific instances only (see 6.4.3).

The three sets of criteria presented so far – strategy type, perspective, modi-
fication – apply, at least theoretically, to all directives. In the case of classroom
interaction, however, questions hold a different status interpersonally. As argued
above, demanding information is the bread-and-butter of formal education and
thus not experienced as imposition or a priori face-threatening. In view of the
relevance of questions for constructing objects of learning and the aim of this
study to establish how this is done when the medium is ELF, the analysis of
questions will go beyond considerations of indirectness and turn to the roles
they play in the teaching and learning process.

6.3.3 Analytical categories for questions

Research on questions used in classrooms generally focuses on the teacher
and, as summarized succinctly in Dalton-Puffer (2007: 95–97), categorizes their
questions in two main typologies. The first one is the distinction between open
and closed questions, which refers to the amount of freedom the interlocutor
is given in answering them. An open question, theoretically at least, gives the
respondent full scope to decide on their answer, while a closed one gives a choice
of a certain set of answers only. In settings where such sets of responses can be
defined beforehand, as in questionnaires or guided interviews, the distinction
between open and closed questions is quite easy to draw; either the interviewers
give a selection of answers to choose from (which makes it a closed set), or they
do not, and allow the interviewees to respond openly. In ongoing interaction,
however, the scope of potential responses envisaged by the questioner is not
always clear, either to a participant or an observer (Cazden 2001: 92–93). Even
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the prototypical closed question – the yes-no question – is often responded to in
an open fashion, while the prototypical open question – the wh-question – can
lead to brief responses of a previously established set of answers. At the same
time, the classroom setting with the teacher as ‘primary knower’and the students
as ‘secondary knowers’ (Tsui et al. 2004: 113; see also 2.2.1.2) might add limits
to how openly students and teachers can answer questions on the whole as the
other party is seeking a certain response (Cazden and Beck 2003: 177). In a
nutshell, the form-function relations between open and closed questions can
only be decided on in each individual case, and quantitative analyses of the
distinction are therefore difficult to interpret (Dalton-Puffer 2007: 97–98). The
distinction according to openness has thus not been used for the present analysis:
the more so because the focus of this study is not primarily a pedagogical one
analysing teachers’ abilities to formulate open questions or students’ abilities in
providing long and complex answers (Tsui et al. 2004: 128).

Since the focus of this study is, rather, on the way questions are used in
developing educational talk interactively in this ELF educational setting, two
other typologies seem to capture differences in questions raised and answers
given more fittingly. The first is the well-established difference of display and
referential questions (e.g. Long and Sato 1983; Mehan 1979; Morell 2004) and
throws light on whether the speaker knows the information asked for beforehand
(for examples see Table 6.4).72 As institutionally defined secondary knowers,
students are prone not to know the answers before raising questions, which
the analysis will basically confirm, albeit with some restrictions (see 6.4.4.3).
Teachers, on the other hand, are famous, or, as sometimes conceded, infamous,
for knowing almost everything beforehand.After all, the classic teacher question
aims “not to obtain information that the teacher does not have, but to check
whether the students have the missing information indicated in the question”
(Tsui et al. 2004: 113). And in this sense, as commented on by Dalton-Puffer
(2007: 95), display questions indirectly reveal new information on the students’
state of knowledge and can also fulfil pedagogical functions, such as seeking or
maintaining attention (Musumeci 1996: 295). Referential questions, also called
information questions, directly ask for new information. These are the questions
we expect students to ask, but teachers do that, too.They are not primary knowers
throughout a lesson and raise a number of referential questions as well with
regard to procedural, but also to instructional issues. While Long and Sato
(1983) and Musumeci (1996) report on clearly more display than referential
questions, Dalton-Puffer (2007: 101) found them used relatively evenly. The

72. Cf. Ehlich and Rehbein’s (1986: 68) distinction of ‘Examensfragen’ (test questions)
and ‘Informationsfragen’ (questions for information).
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more interesting issue, however, is not how frequently the one or the other is used,
but for what purposes and under what circumstances. Here, Zuengler and Brinton
(1997: 265) and Tsui et al. (2004) describe the use of more display questions
as a sign of L2 teaching and learning and Dalton-Puffer (2007: 109) points to
the relevance of the students’ level of subject-specific practical experience. It
will be interesting to see what the relation is between display and referential
questions in the CCofP, also from a longitudinal point of view (see 6.4.4.3).

The second typology of questions that will be employed in this study takes a
finer look at what kind of information is sought. In continuation of distinguish-
ing between control acts and questions, the latter will be analysed with regard
to the objects asked for. Zuengler and Brinton (1997) already make the point
that the respective topic influences the type of question itself. As the first study,
to my knowledge, to use such a typology, Dalton-Puffer (2007: 98) suggests as
potential categories: facts, explanation, reasons, opinions, inner states and emo-
tions, and metacognition. When applied to the HMP data set, some adaptations
turned out to be necessary. The resulting list of types of question is included and
illustrated in Table 6.4.

Table 6.4. Typologies of questions

Category Example (taken from the HMP data set)
A) Status of information

display question TON: why do suppliers suffer if I go bankrupt ?
XEN: first principle the will of the people and it’s the principle of ?

referential question AKL: any question to this organization chart ?
Anki: if the chambers of commerce do they have to belong to a special

party ?

B) Object of question
fact TON: but what happens if (.) I’m making (2) a chip this big (.) for a

machine that you make ,
Lula: [a new Viennese hotel] is opening soon?

reason + explanation TON: why would I expect a bigger divid:end from Intel than I would
from Wallmart

Jens: what is (E E O) .
opinion OPP: why do you think , (.) is er a completely structured job er er

important er for my training programmes
comprehension XEN: plaintive , you know the word ?

Kari: do you know what I mean ?
translation AKL: arabic guy <GERMAN> ein Scheich was heißt Scheich </GER-

MAN <a sheik what do you call a sheik>
Kama: and also with the erm (.) <GERMAN> wie heissen die ? </GER-

MAN> <what are they called ?>
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As with all attempts at categorizing language in use, the categories are not with-
out overlap. Even the distinction in display and referential questions becomes
blurred on certain occasions (Dalton-Puffer 2007: 108), either because of the
teacher’s own doing (e.g. Extract 6.11) or because the state of knowledge is
unclear to the analyst (e.g. Extract 6.12). Extract 6.11 illustrates how a refer-
ential question becomes a display question within a single turn: AKL asks first
for the students’ opinions, knowledge she cannot have beforehand. But, without
giving anybody a chance to respond and take up their turn, she rephrases the
question immediately into one to which she clearly knows the answer herself.
In Extract 6.12, a clear decision on whether this question is display or referen-
tial cannot be taken as neither the preceding nor the ensuing interaction reveals
whether the teacher actually knew the answer to his question in advance. Inter-
estingly, though, the number of such ambiguous instances is comparatively low;
it is most probably an integral feature of teacher-fronted lessons that questions
can usually be identified relatively easily as either referential or display.

Extract 6.11. Front Office Management (T1)

1
2

AKL what are they in charge of do you think , are they in charge of managing only
the staff or the figures as well .

Extract 6.12. Financial Management (T2)

1 TON how many hours do people work a year .

Referential vs. display keeps its relevance when turning to the goals or objects
of questions. Both types of questions are used when facts and reasons or ex-
planations are at stake, but all the other objects, i.e. opinion, comprehension,
translation, background knowledge, are reserved for referential questions only;
simply because such objects become relevant enough to be asked for precisely
because the answers are not known to the requester.

As in other content-based lessons (e.g. Musumeci 1996; Dalton-Puffer 2007),
the general focus of questions in the present study lies on facts, be they instruc-
tional or procedural. It seems that content teaching turns so solidly around
facts that other aspects always come second. Such is the case for the next cat-
egory, reasons and explanations. They have been grouped together because ac-
tual question-answer sequences reveal that interlocutors tend not to differentiate
clearly between the ‘why’ and the ‘how’ when they demand or offer background
information on facts (see also chapter 7.2.1, footnote 79). In Extract 6.13, for
instance, the student formulates an incomplete question in line 2, which the
teacher reads as a ‘why’ question. Her answer, however, includes aspects of
reasoning (line 3, in italics) as well as explaining (lines 3–4, in bold).
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Extract 6.13. Front Office Management (T1)

1 AKL any question to this organization chart ?
2 Kosk (about) the human recources and the security (and the) ,
3
4

AKL why the security , this is just sometimes in most hotels that security works with
human resources , it could also be with rooms division (.)

With questions for opinions, the focus is placed on the hearer and their ideas.
Quite clearly, these are amongst the questions that could lead to relatively longer
and more complex responses. As the analysis will show, this is true only under
certain circumstances (see 6.4.4.4).

While reading the lesson transcripts over and over again, two further cat-
egories have suggested themselves; not necessarily because they cater for so
many questions, but rather because they help to capture the specificities of the
data set. Questions for comprehension are undoubtedly relevant in all interac-
tions, the more so when they are used in an additional language and in a trans-
or intercultural setting. As the analysis of the HMP repair behaviour deals with
this aspect in detail (chapter 5), the focus here is more on the interactional role
these questions play in the CCofP. Questions for translation are used relatively
infrequently, but the qualitative analysis will reveal their special role with regard
to the status of, on the one hand, German and, on the other, language expertise
in the Classroom Community of Practice (see 6.4.4.2).

Overall, the analysis of directives rests on the basic distinction among com-
modity required and the five dimensions of indirectness, perspective, modifica-
tion, question type and question object. These dimensions are neither metaphor-
ically nor literally seen as quasi-Cartesian coordinates, describing directives
exhaustively and mutually exclusively. Instead, they are understood as a method-
ological frame that offers anchor points with which the mainly qualitative anal-
ysis of directives embedded in ongoing interaction can be undertaken.

6.3.4 Data set, method of analysis, research questions

As in chapter 5 and in accordance with previous comparable studies (e.g. Dalton-
Puffer 2007; Morell 2004), the data set used for the analysis of directives consists
of nine lessons spread over the three points in time T1 (first two weeks of
semester 1), T2 (mid-semester 1) and T3 (semester 3). The coarse quantitative
characterization of the lessons in Table 6.5 illustrates that the percentage of
teacher turns is relatively stable around less than half of all turns uttered, but the
percentage of words spoken by teachers is much higher at almost 80%. While
there is a slight decrease from T1 to T2 and T3, the overall ratio of four out of
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Table 6.5. Lessons analysed for ‘directives’

Lesson Teacher (T) Mins Turns T turns in % Words T words in %

T1 1fin2 TON 39 199 45.23 4408 90.99
1fom2 AKL 41 204 47.06 7022 91.94
1law2 XEN 45 379 48.55 6064 88.42

T2 2fin1 TON 43 372 37.63 6575 74.52
2law1 XEN 45 401 47.88 5985 79
2hr1 OPP 48 241 44.81 7856 71.52

T3 3fin1 TON 45 365 40 5991 69.29
3fbm2 AKL 34 313 40.9 6622 68.2
3pr1 MER 50 370 43.24 9347 82.48

Total 390 2844 43.7 59870 79.26

five words spoken by teachers is a clear indication of the dominant teacher role
typical of teacher-whole-class interaction.

The choice of lessons depended on the seemingly contradictory factors com-
parability and variation with regard to subjects, teachers and their corresponding
teaching styles. As can be gleaned from Table 6.5, Financial Management (fin)
lessons were included at all points in time, ensuring comparability. Since that
teacher – TON – was male and British by birth, care was taken to include female
teachers (AKL, XEN, OPP, MER), whose English language proficiency levels
varied considerably. As explained in detail in 4.2.3.2, AKL was a highly fluent
Austrian teacher with ten years of experience living and working in English-
speaking countries. Depending on the semester, she taught slightly different
subjects, Front Office Management (fom) at T1 and Food and Beverage (F&B)
Management (fbm) at T3, but followed a similar teaching approach in both of
them. XEN, the teacher of Austrian Law (law), was another full-time teacher,
but with very little experience in teaching and working in English, reflected
in her comparatively low level of English proficiency. The two remaining sub-
jects – Human Resources Management (hr) at T2 and Public Relations (pr) at
T3 – appear only once each in the data set as neither of them was offered in
the other semester. Their teachers were very experienced users of English in
professional settings, with MER being also an experienced trainer and teacher
at various institutions. For OPP, on the other hand, this class was the first pre-
service teaching job ever, while, as a human resources manager, she had had
extended experience in offering in-service trainings.

The analytical steps taken in studying directives resemble those used for
repairs insofar as, with the help of the transcripts, all instances of directives were
identified in the nine lessons in question and categorized according to the criteria
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established in 6.3.1 and 6.3.2. In order to reassure analytical dependability, the
categorization process was repeated twice. The resulting categories and their
examples were analysed in two ways: firstly, for the quantitative description
which aims to give an overview of the present data set (see 6.4.1),73 and, second-
ly, for the qualitative in-depth analysis of specific instances that exemplify a
typical or atypical use of a certain directive strategy or verbalization (see 6.4.2
to 6.4.4). The research interests approached in the quantitative and qualitative
research steps can also be formulated as research questions:

1) What types of directive are used by whom and when?
2) Who controls classroom behaviour by using which (in)direct strategies?
3) How and why do teachers and students use procedural questions and what

are their respective reactions?
4) What roles do which instructional question types play in constructing objects

of learning and speaker relations?

The ensuing analysis of classroom practices of directives will deal with the four
research questions in the order given here.

6.4 Classroom practices

6.4.1 Overall distribution of directives

As can be expected from a speech act so crucial to classroom interaction, direc-
tives appear frequently in the data base; to be exact, more than 700 times (see
Table 6.6). This means that, on average, almost two directives were uttered per
minute of classroom talk; a result which overlaps neatly with Dalton-Puffer’s
(2007: 183) results based on six CLIL lessons. That this average is rather mathe-
matical, though, becomes obvious when turning to the individual lessons, which
display a considerable range from between one directive per two minutes (Hu-
man Resources at T2) to almost three directives per minute (Austrian Law at
T1 and T2). As the lessons with fewer directives are also those that include ex-
tended teacher monologues (3pr1, but also 1fom2 and 3fbm2), this result shows
that directives are clearly a relevant factor in structuring classroom interaction.
When turning to rows 2 and 3 of Table 6.6, the absolute frequencies indicate
clearly that, overall, directives are much more likely to be used by teachers than

73. The calculations for levels of statistical significance were undertaken with the help of
‘VassarStats: Website for Statistical Computation’ (http://faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/
VassarStats.html, accessed between January to March 2006).
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Table 6.6. Overall distribution of directives

Directives 1fin2 1fom2 1law2 2fin1 2law1 2hr1 3fbm2 3pr1 3fin1 Total

Teacher 74 33 90 77 73 31 51 69 65 563
Student 9 14 19 21 35 3 10 24 16 151

Total 83 47 109 98 108 34 61 93 81 714

by students. Again, this is not a surprising result, but mirrors the speaker roles
of the teacher as dominant organizer of classroom interaction.

The differences in speaker roles gain even more in shape when splitting the
data according to commodity demanded (see Table 6.7). While questions are
used by teachers and students in a ratio of 3:1, control acts are only used by
teachers. The five instances of students uttering control acts were directed at
other students, which is why they are placed in square brackets and excluded
from the overall quantitative analysis. In other words, students did not once
direct a request or demand at the teacher that would have influenced his or her
behaviour in class (for further discussion see 6.4.2.1).

Table 6.7. Control acts and questions

1fin2 1fom2 1law2 2fin1 2law1 2hr1 3fbm2 3pr1 3fin1 Total

Control T 15 9 33 11 11 7 20 24 9 139
acts [S] [1] [3] [1]

Ques- T 59 24 57 66 62 24 31 45 56 424
tions S 9 14 19 21 35 3 10 24 16 151

With regard to teacher control acts, three lessons stand out as clearly more
structured by control acts than others. This, I would argue, is not merely a whim
of figures, but reflects specific teaching phases absent from the other lessons. In
the Austrian Law class at T1 the teacher needed control acts in support of her
teaching style (cf. the detailed discussion in 6.3.1). In the two lessons at T3 that
reveal higher frequencies of control acts (3fbm2, 3pr1), students were asked to
present on certain aspects, in the course of which more classroom organizational
directives became necessary. Overall, however, control acts were used sparingly,
which most probably reflects the fact that the HMP catered for adult students
who had consciously decided on doing this elite educational programme in
preparation of their professional careers. Therefore, disciplinary measures were
generally not necessary (see 6.4.2.3) and control acts were mainly used for
classroom organizational matters.

As Table 6.8 illustrates, the majority of the directives belong to the instruc-
tional register overall, but also with regard to each lesson: three out of four di-
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Table 6.8. Directives in regulative vs. instructional registers

Directives 1fin2 1fom2 1law2 2fin1 2law1 2hr1 3fbm2 3pr1 3fin1 Total

regulative 25 12 40 13 29 8 26 27 17 197
instructional 58 35 69 85 79 26 35 66 64 517

rectives concern instructional matters; the only exception is again the Austrian
Law class at T1 for the reason given earlier. This result marks the HMP class-
room interaction as different from others studied, especially at secondary level,
where regulatively-oriented exchanges feature generally more prominently (e.g.
Dalton-Puffer 2007: 184; Musumeci 1996). So few regulative questions could
reflect the fact that the HMP learners were highly experienced in formal educa-
tional settings and clearly familiar with general classroom procedures.

Table 6.9. Instructional questions, distribution by speakers

1fin2 1fom2 1law2 2fin1 2law1 2hr1 3fbm2 3pr1 3fin1 Total

Teachers 54 21 52 65 55 23 25 43 52 390
Students 4 14 17 20 24 3 10 23 12 127

Total 58 35 69 85 79 26 35 66 64 517

chi-square: 1.42; df: 2; p = 0.4916

Like directives in general, instructional questions are much more frequently
raised by teachers (see Table 6.9), with the percentage of student questions
varying from below 10 (for 1fin2) to above 50 (for 3pr1). The reasons for this
broad range are multifaceted and, as will be shown, not easily reducible to
numbers. One factor that has turned out so central in the repair work carried out
in the HMP (see chapter 5) comes to mind here, namely the temporal progression
within the programme and its link to interactional changes from T1 to T2 and,
finally, T3. It could be expected that students would raise instructional questions
rather when they had become familiar with each other and the HMP on the whole
(at T2) or when they had gained professional experience themselves (at T3).
But, as Table 6.10 shows, the numerical distributions do not reflect such time-

Table 6.10. Instructional questions according to point in time

T1 T2 T3 Total

Teacher 127 143 120 390
Students 35 47 45 127

Total 162 190 165 517
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dependent developments. The numbers thus indicate that teachers and students
raised instructional questions in similar distributions at the three points in time.

The picture changes when turning to the subcategories of questions, the first
of which divides questions according to the state of knowledge of the ques-
tioner – whether the answer is known beforehand – into display and referential
ones. This, as indicated in Table 6.11, leads to three categories when combined
with speaker. Reflecting traditional speaker roles, teachers asked display and ref-
erential questions, while students tended to ask referential ones (for an exception
see Extract 6.44 in 6.4.4.3). Interestingly, this distinction reveals a statistically
highly significant temporal development, the direction of which can already be
interpreted on the basis of the absolute frequencies: at T1 teachers ask twice as
many display as referential questions, at T2 the distribution is almost even, and
at T3 it is reversed with 1.5 as many referential as display questions. In other
words, the numerical distribution hints at a decrease in display question to the
benefit of referential ones. The qualitative analysis will discuss possible reasons
and likely consequences of this development (see 6.4.4.3).

Table 6.11. Instructional display and referential questions according to point in time

T1 T2 T3 Total

Teacher display 84 77 47 208
Teacher referential 43 66 73 182
Student referential 35 47 45 127

Total 162 190 165 517

chi-square: 19.47; df: 4; p < 0.0006

The second subcategorization of questions is the one according to object asked
for, or goal of question. While basically all regulative questions aimed at elu-
cidation of facts, the instructional questions required more wide-spread infor-
mation. Here, five categories have been identified, albeit in different numerical
strengths (see Table 6.12 for goals ordered in decreasing order): almost two
thirds of all instructional questions aimed at factual information, thus making it
the most popular object of questions. This is followed by questions for reasons
or explanations and opinion. The numerically weaker categories are questions
for comprehension and, in only 13 instances, questions for translations from
German to English.

As the absolute frequencies of questions for fact and reason – the former
falling and the latter rising – indicate a potential temporal development be-
tween T2 and T3 (cf. also the chi-square test), it seems useful to look at these
two categories in more detail by combining them with the previously employed
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Table 6.12. Objects of questions – numerical distribution according to point in time

Objects T1 T2 T3 Total % of total

fact 114 120 92 326 63.1
reason/explanation 20 28 40 88 17.0
opinion 13 27 13 53 10.3
comprehension 13 13 11 37 7.2
translation 4 1 8 13 2.5

Total 164 189 164 517

chi-square (excl. last row due to low frequencies): 15.24; df: 6; p < .0185

distinction into display vs. referential questions. By correlating these two ty-
pologies, the relevance of the time factor becomes even clearer (see Table 6.13).
As the numerical distribution of the four categories included in Table 6.13 is
statistically highly significant, the chances are good that the steady decrease in
display questions for facts and the steady increase in referential questions for
reason reveal actual developmental processes in the participants’questioning be-
haviour. In other words, the numbers suggest that during the first two weeks of
the HMP, teachers preferred display questions for facts. A few weeks later, their
dominant position was steadily weakened by (teacher and student) referential
questions for facts. A year later, the situation looked again different inasmuch
as referential questions for reasons had become more frequently employed.

Table 6.13. Display and referential questions for facts and reasons

Question types T1 T2 T3 Total

display questions for facts 73 61 41 175
display questions for reasons 12 16 6 34
referential questions for facts 41 59 51 151
referential questions for reasons 8 12 34 54

Total 122 139 125 386

chi-square: 38.32; df: 6; p < .0001

So far, this quantitative analysis has not mentioned a very central aspect of
describing directives, namely that of their degree of indirectness. With regard
to directives for information, i.e. questions, the data reveal that indirect direc-
tive strategies were only used in a few exceptional cases. In most of those the
question itself is the indirectness strategy as the speakers’ intentions seem to be
different ones, such as to voice their disagreement or disbelief with the preceding
propositions (for a more detailed analysis see 6.4.4.1). This general absence of
indirectness in true questions for information supports the argument voiced ear-
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lier: the exchange of information is, as it were, the bread and butter of education
and, therefore, does not require indirect formulations.

Control acts, however, are a different matter in terms of imposition and
potential threat to the interlocutors’ public face, which leads to interlocutors
preferring conventionally indirect strategies (e.g. Can/will you pass that around?
May I ask a question?), also in classroom settings. Dalton-Puffer (2005: 1285),
for instance, reports on a preponderance of conventionally indirect and only
a handful of direct control acts in her Austrian CLIL classes. Seeing that the
HMP students are all adults, it could be expected that teachers might avoid direct
directives even more thoroughly.

Table 6.14. Strategies of control acts

(In)directness Strategy T1 T2 T3 Total % of total

indirect I hint 6 3 5 14 10

conventionally
indirect

II ability/willingness 14 1 7 22 16

III wants/needs 4 2 4 10 7

IV obligation 4 2 8 14 10

direct V performative 0 2 1 3 2

VI imperative (+ elliptical phrases) 29 20 27 76 55

Total 57 30 52 139

The quantitative overview of the strategies used for carrying out control acts
in the HMP, however, presents a very different picture (see Table 6.14). More
than half of all control acts fit to strategy VI with less than ten percent be-
ing elliptical phrases. This means that about half of all control acts reveal a
clearly direct, imperative form. While this preponderance could be expected
at primary level (Holmes 1983: 96), it is rather unusual at upper-secondary
(e.g. Lemke 1990: 63) and, by extension, tertiary levels. Conventionally indi-
rect formulations aiming at ability and willingness (strategy II) are, on the other
hand, considerably less frequent and appear in less than twenty percent of all in-
stances. In other words, the HMP control acts present an unusual preference for
direct rather than conventionally indirect strategies, which could point to two,
or maybe three, interpretations. Firstly, the data could be called into question on
grounds of methodological or analytical weaknesses, such as the inherent prob-
lem of categorization. Such a study-dependent misanalysis is unlikely, however,
because imperatives are easily identifiable. Secondly, it could be the case that
HMP teachers were particularly rude. But as not a single student raised this point
in the many interviews and informal conversations conducted with them, this
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also seems a highly unlikely possibility. This leaves a third option: direct teacher
control acts might not generally be evaluated negatively, but as playing their ap-
propriate role in the HMP lessons, at least for certain interactional purposes. The
qualitative analysis in the next section will delimit these purposes in more detail.

In general, the quantitative overview of the directives used in the nine HMP
lessons chosen as the database has shown that all participants placed a clear fo-
cus on instructional, rather than regulative, discourse, reflecting the high degree
of familiarity all participants had with formal education. At the same time, the
speaker roles of teachers and students were generally different in that teachers
carried out practically all control acts and the majority of questions, with stu-
dents being limited to questions. While this surely mirrors the power imbalance
of classroom interaction, it is arguably also a consequence of the investigative
focus on teacher-fronted lessons, which, by definition, give teachers a highly
dominant role. Furthermore, the developmental aspect of the dynamically de-
veloping Classroom Community of Practice is manifest in the numerical dis-
tribution of types of question asked by the teachers. While display questions
dominated at the beginning of the course, referential questions became more
frequent as the HMP progressed. In other words, teachers tended to ask more
questions to which they did not know the answers in advance as the students
gained more specific knowledge and experience. This trend is strengthened by
the fact that the objects of an increasing number of these referential questions are
explanations or reasons. In other words, both teachers and students seem to have
required more detailed information unknown to the speaker with the progress
of the course. While this developmental pattern can be numerically measured
independently of individual lessons, the data have also revealed a lesson-specific
employment of directives. Above-average use of control acts can be correlated
with specific lesson phases, not included in other classes. Disciplinary mea-
sures, on the other hand, did not play a measurable role as they were taken in
a handful of cases only. As regards the degree of (in)directness reflected in the
HMP directives, the quantitative overview has clearly shown that, in addition
to the expected directness of questions, most control acts were also formulated
directly. The apparent norm of directness and exceptions to it will be expounded
on in more detail in the following.

6.4.2 On ‘controlling’ classroom behaviour

6.4.2.1 Who is doing it

As clearly proven by the quantitative analysis, classroom behaviour is almost
exclusively controlled by the teachers (for examples see 6.3.2, Table 6.2). While
this is what one might expect from teacher-fronted lessons, it is noteworthy that
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the nine lessons analysed in detail have hardly revealed any student directed
control acts. Where students did use control acts was in a few instances directed
at other students, generally because they took on, or were temporarily given,
a quasi-teacher role. In the exchange preceding Extract 6.14, for instance, the
teacher has made one of the students responsible for handing out the textbooks,
which leads to the modified directive, followed by a regulative question in line 1.

Extract 6.14. Financial Management (T1)

1 SX-m could you please (xxx) back <(3) SS take books> has everybody got one ?

That this status is really something special and cannot simply be assumed by stu-
dents of their own will becomes clear in Extract 6.15. In response to the teacher’s
question of which group member would start presenting their assignment, Kosk,
who, it has to be added, tended to be very active in class, but also slightly bossy
towards his colleagues, tries to command Cana to talk for the group (line 1).
His impersonally phrased, but unmodified control act fails, however, as another
group member has taken the initiative herself, accepted by the teacher. Lines 2
and 3 are interesting as neither of them responds to Kosk’s command explicitly,
but, by offering and supporting an alternative behaviour implicitly deny Kosk the
institutional status to control his colleagues’ behaviour. Therefore, this extract
provides negative evidence in support of the positive one of the preceding two
examples in that all three underline the fact that control acts in the Classroom
Community of Practice were only sanctioned – or regarded as felicitous (Searle
1969) – when they overlapped with the role of the classroom organizer.

Extract 6.15. F&B Management (T2)

1 Kosk Cana (is going), Cana has to do it . if I have to decide I decide Cana (xx)
2 Cana Lula is there ,
3 AKL Lula is getting out in front of the class , here we go.

6.4.2.2 Being (almost) direct

Previous research has shown that performatives tend to be avoided in institu-
tional settings in general (Dalton-Puffer 2005: 1284; Ellis 1992: 19; Koester
2002). This is largely reflected in the present data set, except for three instances,
in which the respective speaker has recourse to performatives. Extract 6.16 cap-
tures two of them: the Human Resources Management teacher uses I ask you
twice, once with and once without the modifier kindly, in giving the students
instructions on the requirements linked to a rather extensive assignment. It is
noteworthy that this phrase, which has the stylistic connotations of written busi-
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ness requests,74 is used by the least experienced teacher who, on the other hand,
had considerable experience in using English professionally.

Extract 6.16. Human Resources Management (T2)

1
2
3
4

OPP if we are not er complete today I kindly ask you just for the homework of er
today . (.) just er to pick up the subject for your classmate who is absent , (.)
okay ? just to give him or her (.) the (.) little piece of paper which is er
concerning the homework until the end of the month . [. . . ]
< 1 min. later>

24
25
26
27
28

er I ask you (.) to just read the complete (.) chapter after our lesson have
finished . (.) okay ? (.) just to read , (.) all the press cuttings , which (I) include
in the manual , (.) which are very very interesting , okay ? (.) just to to give
yourself (the/a) chance to get a whole knowledge er concerning the the topic we
have discussed . [. . . ]

What is interesting is that the students neither commented on this exceptional
language use, nor, as my observations and field notes show, did they show any
non-verbal surprise. Whatever the students’ internal reactions might have been,
they accepted it interactionally. In other words, the students’ behaviour suggests
that the teacher’s use of this performative was perceived as neither unusual nor
inappropriate, but as interactionally helpful in adding clarity to the respective
control act.

Explicitness in the form of directness is clearly the fundamental driving
force behind the HMP control acts more generally as the quantitative analy-
sis has already shown. The numerous imperative constructions vouchsafe the
clear preference for directness, the more so as many of them come unmodified.
Commands, as given in Extract 6.17, are very ‘normal’, numerically, but also
pragmatically speaking. Thus, they do not seem to be seen as face-threatening
at all.

Extract 6.17. Financial Management (T2)

1 TON (.) read the question there . what are they asking you to do .

74. While searches for ‘kindly ask’have not led to any results in various language corpora
(British National Corpus, MiCASE, LOB and Brown Corpora, all accessed on 19
October 2009), a simple Google search, undertaken on the same day, has unearthed
countless occurrences of ‘kindly ask (you)’ in the internet. A brief scan of the first
hundred of these instances has confirmed my original hunch of this phrase being used
for formal business requests.
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A special case of an imperative is let’s. Due to its inclusive perspective on hearer
and speaker, it places a different focus on the command uttered (cf. Dalton-Puffer
2005: 1290). This is, however, not only a feature of the hearer-cum-speaker
orientation of the inclusive we, it is also due to the kinds of command that are
introduced by let’s.As illustrated in Extracts 6.18 and 6.19, let’s-commands refer
to actions teachers join, be it specifying a concept (Extract 6.18) or acting in a
certain way (Extract 6.19). Extract 6.19 is especially revealing as it includes the
hearer-oriented imperative help me (line 1), followed by the hearer and speaker
inclusive let’s. Functionally, they are clearly different, as the former directive
asks for student activity, while the latter refers to an action which the teacher
and the students will perform together. In other words, the use of let’s cannot
be reduced to a rhetorical feel-good version of a hearer-oriented imperative; it
fulfils a different pragmatic function as it concerns joint activities.

Extract 6.18. Financial Management (T1)

1
2

TON it wants its taxes . all stakeholders have an interest . now , now let’s think of
a few more stakeholders . who are the most important stakeholders ?

Extract 6.19. Austrian Law (T1)

1
2

XEN you know that there are federation and (3) <HIGH>help me come
on</HIGH> (2) let’s do a bit together there is the federation and (3)

Of the various possibilities of modifying directives, the direct control acts come
in a fairly restricted range of modifications (cf. Table 6.9 in 6.3.2). Apart from
occasional supportive moves (as in Extract 6.20), the typical internal modifi-
cation is lexical by using the politeness marker please (e.g. Extract 6.21) or
down-toners like just, perhaps (e.g. Extract 6.22) or, more unusually, a bit (as in
Extract 6.19 above). Please is also prominently used in elliptical phrases as in
Extract 6.23 and thus, fitting the oral practice and the speakers’ roles, functions
as indicator of a control act, rather than of a request (cf. House and Kasper 1987:
1274).

Extract 6.20. Financial Management (T2)

1
2

TON we are not finished but in order not to be panicked by this kind of question
. (.) identify the five stages [of allocation]

Extract 6.21. Front Office Management (T1)

1
2

AKL see each other next week , please have a look at this er a brief look through
the star system
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Extract 6.22. Human Resources Management (T2)

1
2

OPP just have a break , mhm , (2) get a little bit of fresh air and then we will
continue .

Extract 6.23. F&B Management (T3)

1 AKL let’s finish control , Kail please

Syntactically, control acts are mainly modified with the help of modal verbs,
which either implies obligation (directive type IV) or conventionally indirect
directives (directive type II). In addition, past tense forms, the interrogative or
negation are used occasionally. In Extract 6.24, TON finishes off the lesson by
giving instructions on what the students are expected to prepare for the next
lesson. He therefore chooses the obligational you should read, but, as in all such
instances, modifies the command lexically (roughly through chapter one). The
second command in this turn (line 3) is first modified by may, which is then self-
corrected by can, the most pervasively used modal on the whole. This exchange
in modal verbs is revealing, as may features very seldom on the whole. It is quite
likely that it is avoided for fear of misinterpretation.

Extract 6.24. Financial Management (T1)

1
2
3

TON <paging in book> so , (1) you should , you should read . (2) ROUGHly
through chapter one, (.) for the ideas that we discussed here . (.) what we have

NOT discussed here , (.) you may you can ignore. (1)

Extract 6.25. Financial Management (T1)

1 TON could you , could somebody please arrange then to give this back .

Overall, directives do not come with many syntactic modifications. Extract 6.25
is exceptional in that it combines the use of modal can, past tense, interroga-
tive and, additionally, the politeness marker please. What is interesting is that
this accumulation of modifications is produced by TON, i.e. the only L1 En-
glish speaking teacher; and at the very beginning of the HMP. At T2 and T3 his
control acts tended to be imperatives with occasional lexical or external mod-
ifiers (cf. Extract 6.20 above). More generally, control acts at T2 and T3 were
modified sparingly, which seems to suggest a possible communicational need
behind it.

Extract 6.26 provides counter-evidence in that it is a case of communicatively
ineffective indirectness. MER, the Public Relations teacher wants to ask Elig,
an Austrian student, to review the preceding lesson. The teacher’s first control
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act in line 5 is syntactically and lexically modified in a highly atypical way.
The modal verb will is generally barely used for directives, as is the phrase
be prepared to. In addition, the teacher chooses the past tense. The student’s
reaction in line 7 – an unspecified sound in interrogative intonation – shows
that she cannot interpret the teacher’s intention. It could, of course, be argued
that Elig has a semantic problem, but this is not very likely as she was a very
experienced and proficient user of English. So instead of a lexical gap, it is
more likely that the student has encountered a pragmatic one insofar as, after
more than a year of HMP interaction, she does not associate such a formulation
with teacher control acts. The teacher’s paraphrase in line 8 includes the relevant
trigger can in combination with the past tense, which, as Elig’s reaction in line 10
shows, leads to the desired interpretation.

Extract 6.26. Public Relations (T3)

1 MER you missed one quiz.
2 Elig when was this ?
3 MER four weeks ago.
4 Elig oh really ?
5
6

MER would you be prepared to repeat what we discussed last week ? (.) so you
make up for the quiz that you missed ?

7 Elig ua:: ?
8
9

MER could you give us an overview about the media landscape ? (.) the topic we
discussed last week , which media exist and ?

10 Elig oh yes .
11 MER I think it’s not too difficult .
12 Elig okay .
13 MER just very briefly .

6.4.2.3 Being (almost) indirect

In view of the findings which point to a clear preference for directness, it is im-
portant now to turn to those control acts that are indirectly formulated – namely
the hints – and find out in how far they fit into the picture. After all, 14 hints in
the data set are too many simply to sideline them as exceptional and/or irrele-
vant. If we look closely at these instances, it soon becomes clear that they were
used for two fairly specific purposes, both of which were well established, if
not routinized aspects of classroom management: firstly, to make students use
the supportive, usually written, materials that go with the ongoing lesson and,
secondly, to discipline students. An example of the former is Extract 6.27, in
which the teacher hints at the fact that the students can find all the necessary
information in their textbooks (manual, line 1). Since this utterance is opaque in
terms of what Weizmann (1993: 124) identifies as “type”, namely its illocution-
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ary force, it might be difficult to see why it should be a verbalization of control,
rather than another speech act. What helps in this regard is the students’ gen-
erally non-verbal reaction of turning to their books in search of the respective
pages. As the teacher’s (re)action shows that she anticipated such behaviour, it
seems justified to treat such a comment as control act formulated as a strong
hint (cf. Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper 1989: 18).

Extract 6.27. Human Resources Management (T2)

1
2

OPP it’s all written in the manual , of course . okay ? (.) you have it detailed , (.)
item for item . (.)

The second purpose for which hints were used is to discipline students. As
mentioned above, the HMP teaching situation was such that the teachers found
a highly restricted need for calling students to order, but when it happened, then
hints were apparently used for the instances of little emotionality. Extract 6.28
is one of the few instances in which a teacher asks students to stop talking. That
this is an exceptional move in the data base is also shown in the indirect and
humorous mode that is adopted. First the teacher draws the interfering students’
attention to the microphones placed right in front of them and then hints at the
implications for having their side conversations recorded. This he does by using
a well established phrase of detective stories, clearly familiar to all students (cf.
their laughter in lines 2 and 5).

Extract 6.28. Financial Management (T3)

1 TON <directed at three students who keep chatting> (.) you’re being recorded .
2 SS @@@.
3
4

TON everything you say , (.) everything you say can be taken down and used in
evidence against you .

5 SS @@

This example shows that, on the one hand, all participants were so familiar
with generally expected classroom behaviour that opaque illocutionary hints
sufficed to rein students in if necessary. At the same time they allowed teachers
to keep a humorous or detached note. As clearly stated in some interviews,
teachers experienced the groups doing the Hotel Management Programme as
mature and work-oriented (e.g. Quote 6.6); teenage classroom behaviour did not
fit for them and neither did any contingent teacher behaviour (e.g. Quote 6.7).
So when teachers felt the need to discipline, they tended to do that somehow
apologetically.
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Quote 6.6. Interview (2nd sem, 4th mth)
RER: bei 14–15-Jährige[n . . . ] is zwei Drittel Erziehungsarbeit und a Drittel bleibt

fürs fachliche Arbeiten über (.) des is im HMP sicher nicht der Fall ja da wird
hoit hier und da amoi eine message ausgesandt wenn irgendwos ned stimmt
(.) ja ja aber im Großen und Ganzen wissen die warum’s herin sitzen (.) ja und
des erleichtert (.) ä die (.) das (.) Vermitteln von fachlichen Inhalten schon
schon sehr sehr deutlich
[with 14 or 15 year-olds two thirds of your time is educating them and one
third is left over for working on the content (.) this is clearly not the case in the
HMP yeah sometimes you’ll send out one or the other message if something’s
not right (.) but in general they know why they’re here and that makes teaching
curricular content a lot easier]

Quote 6.7. Interview (3rd sem, 3rd mth)
TON: <relating his reaction to a student reading a novel in his lesson> I didn’t [do

anything because] she wasn’t she wasn’t disturbing and I didn’t want to dignify
I didn’t want to dignify her [lack of attention] with any notice at all

The one occasion when this was clearly not the case was an emotionally laden
exchange between AKL and two students, Alac and Lura, at the beginning of the
F&B Management class at T3 (Extract 6.29). The moment the two students enter
the classroom, the teacher addresses them (line 1) with a reprimand on coming
in late and immediately adds a control act by using a conventionally indirect
strategy, with the perspective on herself (I don’t expect you to leave). Lura offers
a reason to justify their leaving the classroom before the end of the preceding
lesson, which AKL uses as trigger for yet another control act, this time phrased
directly (line 5). And again she repeats the reason behind her negative feelings
by stressing her expectations of appropriate behaviour. This repetition seems to
have clarified the problem for Lura who offers an apology (line 7).AKL seems so
upset, however, that the simple sorry does not suffice. She reiterates her concern
(line 8), does not accept Lura’s attempt in line 9 at minimising their wrong
behaviour and repeats her control act first in elliptical format (line 10) and then
again by spelling it out (line 12). This long and repetitive disciplinary attempt is
not only unusual when compared with other such instances, it also causes a very
unusual atmosphere in this otherwise very relaxed class; so unusual that even
the teacher tries to cool it off, as it were, by referring to her responsibilities as
class teacher in the case of a fire alarm in her final supportive reason (lines 12
and 13). This comment triggers laughter, maybe of relief, which in turn allows
Lura to acknowledge his wrongdoings (line 15) and Alac to apologise more
formally (line 17).
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Extract 6.29. F&B Management (T3)

1
2
3

AKL here, Alac (.) and Lura , (.) you left early and you came late . (.) please next
time when we do group work , I don’t expect you to (.) er leave without
telling me=

4 Lura =but did everything already=
5
6

AKL =yes , but then tell me we are finished . that would at least I can expect , (.)
okay ?

7 Lura sorry ,
8 AKL we’re finished and- but you just disappeared , (1)
9 Lura two minutes before ,

10 AKL no , (.) I just had a look and noticed you weren’t here . so please next time=
11 Lura =okay=
12
13

AKL =when we do a group work , then let me know where you go , (.) in case
there’s fire alarm <2> (and xxx) </2>

14 SS <2> @@@@ </2>
15 Lura okay ,
16 AKL okay ? so=
17 Alac =sorry about the misunderstanding ,

This exchange is not only interesting in itself, but also with regard to the
strategies chosen for control acts used in support of calling students to order.
The data suggest that as long as teachers keep a cool head they prefer strong
hints for disciplining students, but that this strategy is too indirect for the few
occasions when a teacher feels really upset about student behaviour. Then, as
Extract 6.29 has shown, more direct strategies seem much more appropriate.
In other words, serious disciplining arguably requires the kind of directness
generally typical of directives in the CCofP.

6.4.2.4 Concluding remarks on control acts

On the basis of the findings, it can clearly be stated that the HMP teachers
tended to use rather direct control act strategies, with hints serving very spe-
cific and clearly identified purposes. This contrasts markedly with Lemke’s
(1990: 63) observation that in the high school science classes he observed
“[e]xplicit orders, directives, and even requests are fairly rare” (cf. also Ed-
wards and Westgate 1994: 139). While the two research settings are clearly
different with regard to age and sociocultural background of the learners as
well as the subject matter at stake, the centrality of explicitness in the HMP
control acts is remarkable. Whether these differences can be causally linked
to the different functions fulfilled by English as classroom language cannot be
ascertained, however, without further research into ELF as a classroom lan-
guage.
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What can be done in the present study is to look in more detail at the possibly
most obvious factor that potentially influences how teachers formulate direc-
tives, namely their language proficiency levels. As the five teachers included
in the present data set had different language learning and use backgrounds, it
could be assumed that these might have determined, at least in part, the degree of
directness used in uttering control acts. This, however, is not the case. Irrespec-
tive of whether they were highly proficient users of English (AKL), proficient
users (MER, OPP) or less proficient (XEN), all teachers clearly preferred di-
rect directive strategies with limited modifications. Most remarkably, even the
British-born teacher (TON) used mainly imperative constructions, especially
after the introductory phase.

With a teacher-independent clear tendency towards directness established,
the results also revealed individual preferences, which, for instance, point to the
relevance of teaching experience. Performatives, for instance, were only used by
OPP, the teacher without any previous teaching experience, and a misleadingly
indirect control act was performed by MER at a time when she was a newcomer to
the CCofP. XEN, finally, lacked experience in teaching in English, which became
clear in her repeated use of the same lexical modifiers (see e.g. Extract 6.30).

Extract 6.30. Austrian Law (T2)

1
2
3
4

XEN and now just put this map Austria in front of you ? (.) just put your hands on
the borders of this country . just just just just see it , so Lower Austria Upper
Austria Vienna (.) Burgenland Styria (.) what’s there Styria Carinthia ? and then
the last hand goes into Tyrol Vorarlberg Salzburg , huh Upper Austria again .

In sum, control acts in the HMP classroom interaction were carried out almost
exclusively by teachers in remarkably direct ways with the help of a handful of
lexical modifiers and even fewer syntactical constructions. As this preference
in formulating speech acts was less influenced by the teachers’ language pro-
ficiency levels than their teaching experience in the HMP and similar setups,
is seems plausible to describe direct and sparingly modified control acts as a
characteristic interactional feature in the Classroom Community of Practice.

6.4.3 Questions in aid of regulating classroom behaviour

As the quantitative overview has shown, a small proportion of all questions
raised in the data set refer to procedural matters. As exemplified in Extracts 6.31
to 6.34, these questions are stimulated by upcoming procedural needs and raised
by teachers and students alike. Since, additionally, they are asked directly with
minor modifications, such as the appealer did you say now in Extract 6.31
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(line 2), they do not seem to be linked to specific speaker roles. Whoever feels
the need to solve an immediately relevant procedural point, raises the relevant
question. In Extract 6.31, for instance, the teacher wants to know about the
length of the lesson and the whereabouts of absent students, while Extracts 6.32
and 6.33 display student questions concerning teaching materials and quizzes.
None of these questions seems face-threatening or imposing; on the contrary,
they appear completely sanctioned in this formal educational setting.

Extract 6.31. Front Office Management (T1)

1
2

AKL good so we talked about the difference er between a (.) chain hotel and an
independent hotel ? (1) so what time do we finish did you say now

3 SX-m <1>six minutes earlier</1>
4 AKL <1>eleven fi </1> forty five hu ? or eleven yeah
5 SX-m forty four (2)

Extract 6.32. Financial Management (T1)

1 TON <TON hands books out (10)> okay
2 Clap and so we keep this book ?
3
4

TON yes you could , you should keep these books for the length of your stay here and
do not, hm: ?

5 Clap after(wards) we’ll have to return the book ?
6 TON it’s not a new book , you have to give them back at the end .

Extract 6.33. Public Relations (T3)

1 Alac are we getting a quiz now ?
2 MER do you want one ?
3 Alac no

It might be expected that procedural questions were more prevalent at the be-
ginning of the HMP. This is not the case, however. They were uniformly scarce
at all times, most likely because general procedural matters of formal education
were well known to all participants. Moreover, there was a weekly lesson with
the class teacher in which regulative matters relevant to the HMP were dealt
with. This, as was borne out by the data, left only a small number of procedural
points to be discussed in class.

The few examples of student-student exchanges featuring regulative ques-
tions support the well established routines which experienced participants in
formal education share. In Extract 6.34, which took place during the first HMP
day, a student displays his momentary responsibility as assistant to the teacher;
a role his new classmates clearly accept.
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Extract 6.34. Financial Management (T1)

1 SX-m <(3) SS take books> has everybody got one ?
2 SX-f yeah

The few examples of regulative questions given so far all point to the high
degree of directness found in the HMP data. That such direct formulations
were not only normal, but also generally expected is evident in Extract 6.35, in
which Elig, an Austrian student who acted as class representative of the HMP
for some time, asks XEN for a change in class times. Elig’s original request is
exceptionally modified (lines 1 and 3).The teacher’s immediate reaction is highly
supportive (lines 5 and 7) and phrased in a similarly modified way (lines 14–16).
That such a high degree of modification also seems unusual for the participants
becomes clear in Crek’s clarification in line 17 and the teacher’s reaction in
line 23. Crek, later supported by Jenz, feels the need to clarify that the request
concerns only a single class, which unveils the teacher’s misapprehension that
the students’ request might concern her class time for the rest of the semester.
While the reason for this misunderstanding can be semantically explained by
the ambiguous use of the class in line 3 as referring to a whole course or to an
individual lesson, the pragmatic meaning of the questioning strategy used by
Elig should not be underrated either. In contrast to the usually very direct and
unmodified formulations, she chooses to phrase her question indirectly and to
modify it heavily. Such a marked formulation must have appeared highly face-
saving, which in turn might have favoured an interpretation of class as semester
course rather than individual session.

Extract 6.35. Austrian Law (T1)

1 Elig I have a question
2 XEN yeah
3
4

Elig many students phoned me that they wanted to do the class on Thursday ?
because we have a huge break you know ,

5 XEN er so if we can change it from Monday to Thursday .
6 Elig yeah
7 XEN so is that the will of all of you ?
8 SS (xxx)
9 XEN (xxx) I have lessons on Thursday afternoon

10 SX-f all four
11 XEN four thirty
12
13

Crek yes from nine fifty up to (2) five twenty five <SOFT> we have a break
</SOFT> okay, the two lessons (xxx)
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14
15
16

XEN ah okay I I can look it up I’m going to talk to er [HMP administrator] , okay ?
would it be better for the all of you <SS make noises> Thursday , better
than Monday afternoon , (2) would it be- be better for you ,

17 Crek it’s just for the two hours that we have
18 Jenz yes
19 XEN okay
20 Jenz up to the schedule
21 XEN okay
22 Jenz (x) have to see these two hours
23 XEN I thought I thought in general you want to change it from Monday
24 Jenz no
25 XEN I have to look it up yeah and I’m going to tell you next Monday=
26 Jenz =yeah
27
28

XEN the day after next Monday yeah (.) and then we will fix it . great thank you . so
it’s er lesson number six to: (.) eight including eight six seven eight

In other words, the regulative questions found in the data set reveal that they were
generally not considered face-threatening and tended to be formulated directly
with little modifications. Any diversion from this questioning behaviour was
interpreted as marked and as carrying special meaning, irrespective of whether
this had originally been intended.

6.4.4 Instructional questions

As the bulk of all questions included in the database falls into the instructional
register, they allow a multifaceted description of how teachers and students used
what types of questions in co-developing objects of learning and how they re-
acted to questions asked by their interlocutors. This description will begin with
two aspects that have been found to be quantitatively marginal, but are nonethe-
less quite revealing, concerning the nature and role of instructional questions:
the discursive meaning of indirectness (see 6.4.4.1) and of questions for transla-
tion (see 6.4.4.2). I will then turn to the types of questions which the quantitative
analysis has established as central, i.e. display vs. referential questions asking
for facts and reasons/explanations, and describe how the interactants used them
in varying ways during the three crucial phases, T1, T2 and T3 (see 6.4.4.3).
This will set the scene for an in-depth analysis of how teachers and students
jointly constructed educational talk and the roles played by instructional ques-
tions in this process (see 6.4.4.4). A summary of the main results will conclude
the analysis of instructional questions (see 6.4.4.5).
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6.4.4.1 (In)directness

In view of the fact that formal education rotates around the exchange of in-
formation, Table 6.15 lists a selection of the many informational questions, all
of which ask for the respective information directly, even if they make use of
occasional modifiers.

Table 6.19. Illustrative examples of instructional questions

Class Teacher question Student question

1fin2 TON: why do suppliers suffer if I
go bankrupt ?

Kosk: you mean laundry for the
clients ?

1fom2 AKL: what do they- what are they
in charge of do you think .

Jenz: this department they (include)
everything . also including
the service ?

1law2 XEN: where is our parliament sit-
uated , have you ever seen
it ?

Anki: if the chambers of commerce
do they have to belong to a
special party ?

2fin1 TON: how many days are people
sick (1) a year ?

Zian: yeah but how many of them
[holidays] are on weekends .

2law1 XEN: yeah what’s an: attorney , Hanb: in the court ?
2hr1 OPP: do you have any questions .

(.) concerning this .
Jenz: what is E E O .

3fbm2 AKL: if a bar (.) is not doing very
well in a five star hotel, what
could you do with this bar ,

Kosk: are you doing this in coop-
eration with a: (.) executive
chef ? or

3pr1 MER: who is doing the work actually .
(.) who is writing the articles .

Alac: where do the sixty million go
to ?

3fin1 TON: are there any questions to do
with the feasibility study ?

Kari: do you know what I mean ?

Considering the overwhelming preference for directness, the few instances of
indirectly formulated questions are worth mentioning. Mainly posed by stu-
dents, they are linguistically marked by the use of negation. As Extracts 6.36
and 6.37 illustrate, they are indirect insofar as they are framed as questions for
information, but are actually expressions of objection or disagreement. In the
first extract, the teacher describes freedom of speech as unlimited (lines 1–4),
which triggers Anki’s objection in line 5 as to its limits to personal insult; an
objection which is formulated as a question. XEN acknowledges Anki’s point
in line 6 and integrates it into her original statement in line 8, which is met by
Anki’s approval (line 9).
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Extract 6.36. Austrian Law (T1)

1
2
3
4

XEN liberal principle . liberal principle means we are free in the state . I can go on the
street and say parliament is sh- yeah something . yeah ? and nobody is going to
tell me <QUOTATIVE> you don’t have to say it go to prison </QUOTATIVE>
yeah ? (2) I’m FREE (.) in this country

5 Anki but you do not not allowed to say something bad to a politician no ?
6 XEN no I can’t say Mr Haider is sh-
7 SX-f @
8 XEN but I can say the whole politic is sh-
9 Anki uhu

In Extract 6.37, Evak objects to AKL’s statement of outsourcing a bar. In contrast
to comparable exchanges from the first semester, this objection is phrased as
question for information without any modification at all (lines 2, 8 and 10). This,
I would suggest, is a sign of the advanced point in time at which it took place
(for more discussion on this point see 6.4.2.2). Evak’s first question in line 2
leads to AKL elaborating on the strategic plans mentioned in line 1. After the
student’s reiterated question, the teacher is clearly unsure about what is unclear
to Evak, especially since she knows that outsourcing can no longer be a foreign
concept. Evak’s third question supports this assumption as she finally verbalises
more clearly which aspect of the teacher’s explanations she cannot accept. This
allows the teacher to explain in more detail why and how such outsourcing would
be done.

Extract 6.37. F&B Management (T3)

1 AKL strategic plans would be like we said the example of outsourcing before .
2 Evak what do you mean=
3
4
5
6
7

AKL =if if the bar hasn’t been doing well for let’s say five years , (.) or I observed it
since the opening , (.) the bar has not been doing well , (.) and I’ve been trying out
(.) campaigns , advertising , promotional activities ? (.) and (.) they didn’t (.)
prove to be successful ? (1) you decide for example , (.) in the long term , strategic
, you will out:source this outlet, this is a longterm (xx)=

8 Evak =which means ?
9 AKL outsource ?

10 Evak how many outsource a bar <1> (are there) </1>
11 Alac <1> you rent </1>
12
13

AKL <1> you can , </1> you can let’s say you you go to Planter’s Bar , (.) and you
speak to the guy there (.) who is in charge of the Pla- you know the Planter’s Bar ,

14 SX-f mhm
15
16
17
18

AKL of course you do , and you say to him are you interested in running my bar: , (.) er
my hotel and he might say yes (.) sounds good , it’s a five star hotel , it’s in
a prime location , I’m interested (.) to er rent it , and pay you a certain fee for
renting this (.) bar and I will call it Planter’s Two .
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While not all objections raised in the database are phrased indirectly, it is note-
worthy that, as illustrated by the two extracts given here, all indirectly phrased
questions for information are actually objections. Even more revealing is the
fact that they were all asked by students and that teachers clearly preferred to
express their objections directly. In view of the different role allocation of teach-
ers and students in specifically teacher-fronted lessons, a possible interpretation
would be that the students’ choice of indirect formulations carries pragmatic
meaning and that objections raised by students might be evaluated as poten-
tially face-threatening. Since questions for information have been established
as carrying no imposition value in the HMP (and other) classrooms, they seem
well suited as face-saving devices when students want to express their disbelief
or disagreement (cf. also Dalton-Puffer 2007: 190).

6.4.4.2 Translation – German as supportive language

As argued elsewhere (e.g. 5.2.2), ELF interactions are arguably characterized by
the fact that authority over language expertise cannot be localized with specific
participants. For an educational setting, this implies that teachers need not act
as experts when it comes to language questions. This is also what some HMP
teachers mentioned during the interviews when they stressed that they asked the
group for help in case of lexical gaps or retrieval problems (see Quotes 4.38 and
4.54 in chapter 4). A few such instructional questions asking for translations
appeared in the data set chosen for this analysis. Extract 6.38, for instance, is
taken from the introductory phase and includes two verbalized lexical gaps on the
part of the otherwise very fluent teacher. In both cases, AKL offers the German
expressions and indicates that the English equivalents elude her (lines 2 and 12).
Immediately, students help out, offering English expressions (lines 4 and 14+15),
which AKL integrates into her statement. The first time she does so without any
noticeable unease (line 5). The second time, however, laughter and repetitions
(line 16) show that the teacher is aware of the exceptional nature of the occasion.

Extract 6.38. Front Office Management (T1)

1
2
3

AKL the Grand Hotel was running at a sixty percent occupancy , only paying off the
<GERMAN> Zinsen jetzt foits ma net ei </GERMAN> <interest I can’t think of
it right now> the

4 SX-m interest rates=
5
6
7
8

AKL =the interest with eighty percent occupancy they were making money , with
sevent- seventy percent occupancy sixty to seventy they were still not making
money . so who wants to take a management contract for a company that’s not
making money . okay? so

9 Lura do they have er got the contract now ?
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10
11
12
13

AKL they have it yeah , the er er er er it’s now called er J J W it’s it’s it’s it’s it’s an
Arab- er Arabian Arabian ? Arab <@>guy</@> Arabic Arabic (.) Arabic guy
<GERMAN>ein Scheich was heißt Scheich </GERMAN> <a sheik what do you
call a sheik>

14 SX-f sheik
15 SX-m sheik=
16
17

AKL =sheik an <@>sheik</@> he had a lot of money and he decided to take the Ana
Grand f- Hotel for the price

The second example, Extract 6.39, comes from the Public Relations class. This
lesson took place a day after the whole group had been on a guided tour through
the studios of the most popular radio station in Austria, which is also known
for its up-to-date traffic news featuring warnings of wrong-way drivers. As the
exchange between the teacher and students shows, they can only think of the Ger-
man expression, Geisterfahrer, and simply use ghost-driver as loan translation.
At this point, however, Hanb (line 7) wants to know the established English ex-
pression. As none of the group can help, the teacher turns to the researcher in her
role as language expert (lines 10+11), who, unfortunately, has to disappoint them
as well (line 12). Ghost-driver thus remains the only expression available, which,
as MER’s summarising comment in line 13 shows, works well group-internally.

Extract 6.39. Public Relations (T3)

1
2

MER every half hour they are broadcasting the traffic news and they are interrupting the
programme , when do they do that ?

3 Lura if it’s something special .
4 MER something special , what is something shp- special ?
5 Lura accident o:r <2> <GERMAN> Geister- </GERMAN> </2>
6 MER accident or ghost <2> driver .</2> yeah ?
7 Hanb are they really called ghost-driver ?
8 MER I have no clue . <3> I really don’t know . </3>
9 Elig <3> @@@ </3>

10
11

MER Ute . (.) just let us know . (.) you are the expert , the English expression for
<GERMAN> Geisterfahrer= </GERMAN>. <wrong-way drivers>

12 US =I don’t know=
13 MER =yesterday we said ghost driver, but everybody knew what we were talking about .

To sum up, the questions for translations are interesting in two respects. They
firstly confirm the self-reported willingness of all participants to call on each
other’s language expertise if in need, which supports the ELF character of the
HMP classroom interaction. Secondly, they reveal that German functioned as
fall-back language in classroom interaction. While the participants would use
their other languages, such as Greek, Hindi and Arabic, in side-conversations in
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class and on other occasions out of class, German was the only language other
than English to which they had recourse during main classroom interactions. In
other words, the role that German played in the classroom reflected its numer-
ically strong position as well as its status as language of the environment (see
also 4.2). As more and more students gained at least some competence in Ger-
man in the course of the HMP, its status as second common language became
even more relevant during the second year of studies, so much so that, at least
for specific expressions like Geisterfahrer in Extract 6.39, German became a
shared code as well.

6.4.4.3 Question types: changing roles at T1, T2 and T3

The developmental aspect deducible from questions for translation becomes
even more prominent when turning to the frequently employed types, i.e. display
and referential questions for facts and reasons, for which the quantitative analy-
sis (see 6.4.1) has established a shift from a focus on teachers’ display questions
on facts in the introductory phase (T1), via an increase in referential questions on
facts by teachers and students in the second part of the first semester (T2), to more
referential questions asking for reasons and explanations a year later (T3). Cor-
respondingly, the in-depth analysis of how these question types were used and
by whom will focus on exemplary extracts taken from the three critical phases.

As in formal teaching settings more generally, the HMP teachers made ample
use of questions to scaffold complex content matter by breaking it down into
simpler questions (Hatch 1994: 26; Tsui et al. 2004: 128). While this could
be observed throughout the HMP, it was overwhelmingly used at T1. In these
introductory days, teachers placed less emphasis on using questions to open up
new information and create a space of learning (cf. 2.2.1.1), and instead tried
hard to come up with display questions that would help to create a friendly and
collaborative atmosphere, by inviting students to share what they already knew
and putting them at ease at the same time. In Extract 6.40, for instance, AKL
first appeals to common knowledge and then asks for an explanation in lines 1
and 2, but does not receive any response. Instead of nominating somebody or
restating her why-question, AKL prefers to change it to a yes-no question in
line 3, which is particularly simple to answer as it asks for what the teacher
has already presupposed in her original question. Consequently, all students
are inclined to affirm it (line 4). Based on this voluntary response, the teacher
returns to her original question (line 5), which Suka, a student with experience
in hotel management education, now tries to answer. Again, the very second
the student seems to get stuck, AKL interferes by changing her question to one
asking for facts (line 7). This, together with the teacher’s supportive minimal
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responses, allows Suka to come up with an extensive answer drawing on her
own experience (lines 8, 10, 12+13).

Extract 6.40. Front Office Management (T1)

1
2
3

AKL you’ve seen organization charts before , why is it important to have an
organization chart for a property that’s three hundred rooms for example ?
(1) is it important to have one ?

4 SS yes
5 AKL yes , why ?
6 Suka in er
7 AKL what does it show
8 Suka the duties like everything is (really) separated for each person
9 AKL right

10 Suka er it’s not possible that each person can handle everything .
11 AKL yeah
12
13

Suka there er a person should be specialized in a particular department and there should
be department head , very very (xx)

14 AKL the lines of authority
15 Suka yeah

Another questioning strategy employed quite regularly especially in the early
days of the HMP, was for the teacher to provide most of the expected sentence,
but to let the students fill in the key expression. Extract 6.41 is a case in point. As
pointed out by Tsui et al. (2004: 136–138), such blank-filling questions can be
very helpful, especially for students with varying levels of language proficiency.
In addition, I would concede that the same might be true for teachers who find
teaching in English somewhat challenging as, for instance, XEN in Extract 6.41,
because blank-filling questions allow for an interactive, but teacher-dominated
teaching style, while keeping the syntactic reformulations to a minimum.

Extract 6.41. Austrian Law (T1)

1 XEN okay , first principle the will of the people and it’s the principle of
2 SS <SOFT> democracy </SOFT>
3 XEN democracy democracy

While teachers raised most questions at T1, students also asked for whatever
they felt was truly necessary. As they were clearly in the role of the secondary
knowers, these questions were always referential. In Extract 6.42, for instance,
Jins is unclear about one step taken in solving an arithmetic problem and asks
for more explanation (line 1). Interestingly, she introduces her question with the
preparatory excuse me, a move taken very seldom on the whole, but most likely
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felt necessary at this early stage in the HMP. After TON provides the required in-
formation (lines 4 and 6), Jins summarises what she has understood as main point
(line 7), receives the teacher’s confirmation (line 8) and acknowledges it (line 9).

Extract 6.42. Financial Management (T1)

1 Jins (3) excuse me ? how could you get that re:- ?
2 TON retained profit . so=
3 Jins =in again
4 TON (1) we decided , we wanted to keep
5 Jins uhu
6 TON about half to reinvest . (.) this is a decision .
7 Jins I understand no calculate
8 TON no
9 Jins no calculate @

After the first few weeks of the course, such generally successful exchanges
tended to become more extended and complex as students started taking on
more active roles in responding to teacher questions, but also in formulating
their own. In Extract 6.43, for instance, various students respond to a teacher’s
question for facts and, in the process of jointly finding the answer, collaborate in
solving the resulting calculation in question-answer sequences. The roles of re-
quester and respondent change so frequently that the distinction between teacher
as primary and students as secondary knowers becomes momentarily suspended.
Students respond to and ask each other questions, which at two points can be
characterized as display rather than referential ones. For the sake of space, the
extract contains only the first part of the exchange.

Extract 6.43. Financial Management (T2)

1 TON how many hours do people work a year .75

2 Alac a year ?
3 Zian a year
4 <(10) SS talking>
5
6

Alac <doing calculations> and sixteen and sixty thousand- ten thousand six hundred
? (.) thousand six hundred plus <SOFT> (xx) </SOFT>

7 TON forty hours a week
8 Alac (xx) plus (xxxx)
9 Zian fourteen thousand four hundred ,

10 Alac thousand nine hundred

75. In a joint effort, taking 27 turns after Extract 6.43, the group arrives at a sum total
of 8768 working hours per year, resulting from an average of 221 working days of
8 hours each.
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11 Zian fourteen thousand
12 TON a thousand nine hundred hours a year ?
13 Alac yeah . (1) forty hours a week times fifty (two)
14 TON (1) forty hours a week times fifty weeks a year . (1) two thousand .
15 Kari fifty two ?
16 Alac no . (1) they don’t work always .
17
18
19
20

TON no no . (1) in fact (.) I mean , (.) if it’s just an eight hour week (4) if it’s just an
eight hour week er we will probably have less than that . (.) it’s always good to
(.) erm get these numbers into your head . (1) erm how many days are there in a
year .

21 Zian three hundred sixty five
22 TON this is easy . three six five . how many holi- how many weekends .
23 Zian weekends .
24 TON hm .
25 Alac fifty two by- hundred: (.) for(ty) ? eh ,
26 TON hundred and four= (2)
27 Alac =hundred
28 SX-f (well) is that days or (xx)
29 Zian that’s how many Saturdays and Sundays you have
30
31

TON days , (1) <writing on white board> weekend , (2) it’s coming down it’s coming
down , (.) two hundred and sixty one . how many public holidays a year ,

32 Lula <1> depends on the country </1>
33 Zian <1> depends on the country </1>
34 TON give me a number
35 Zian say seven or eight
36 Lula eighteen
37 TON public holidays ?
38 Zian yeah @
39 Lula Austria @@
40 Kail ten
41 SX-f what about seven
42 TON eleven ?
43 Lula eleven ? including Christmas spring Easter summer ?
44 Alac sixteen
45 TON public holidays
46 Zian yeah but how many of them are on weekends .
47 TON yes
48 Lula <@> ach god (I know xx) </@>
49 Alac sixteen public holidays
50
51
52

TON sixteen of which (1) somehow four or five fall on , (.) we we lost the
<GERMAN> Nationalfeiertag </GERMAN> we lost the national day this year .
it’s useless . it was yesterday er

53 SX-f yes
54 TON er Sunday yeah so
55 SS @@
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TON’s initial question in Extract 6.43, line 1 is prompted by an arithmetic prob-
lem, in which working hours per year play a central role. Whether this question
is a display question cannot be ascertained, because it does not become clear
if TON actually knows the answer at the outset. Irrespective of the status of
knowledge linked to the question, however, it clearly appeals to the students,
who eagerly react by doing calculations (line 4) and suggesting initial solutions
(up to line 11). TON picks up Alac’s suggestion in line 12, thus elevating it to
the momentarily acceptable one. At this point, Kari questions the calculation in
the first student question of this exchange (line 15). Alac immediately responds
to it, explaining his line of thought (line 16). This triggers a clarification on
behalf of TON, who instigates a re-run of the calculation by suggesting further
aspects that need to be considered in a series of questions (lines 19, 21, 30, 36).
While the first two are clearly display questions in that TON knows the answer
beforehand, the third one, how many public holidays?, turns out to be refer-
ential in such an international student group. As Lula and Zian quickly point
out (lines 31 and 32), this question leads to highly diverse answers depending
on the country under consideration. At this point the exchange takes another
turn. Suggestions and questions come in rapid succession from TON and vari-
ous students, who respond to each other as well as the teacher. In line 42, then,
Lula questions a preceding suggestion and in line 45 Zian asks a question which
clearly aids in developing the matter. Both of these can be argued to be display
rather than referential in nature and could just as easily have been raised by the
teacher. It is at this point that the interactants momentarily seem to be at an equal
level of knowledge, which finds expression in a more balanced distribution of
interactional roles; a state soon to be dissolved by TON’s explanation about the
Austrian national holiday having fallen on a Sunday (lines 49–51, 53), which
leads back to the established role-relationship of teacher-initiated whole class
interaction. In sum then, this exchange, which focuses on facts only, is remark-
able in the interplay of referential and display questions raised by the teacher
as well as students in their joint endeavour to find a generally valid solution
to an arithmetical problem. At the same time, it illustrates the level of activity
students were willing to show in response to a teacher question at T2.

The increase in student activity is also found in student-initiated exchanges,
such as in Extract 6.44. In lines 1 and 2, Crek raises a referential question asking
for clarification of a specific legal term introduced by the teacher. Her original
formulation for explanation is immediately changed, or rectified to one of fact
(national law means Gesetzesvorbehalt) and rephrased more explicitly (is this
the same?). During the teacher’s explanation, the student remains active in that
she continues to give minimal feedback (lines 4, 6, 8, 13, 15) and, at a point where
this is obviously important to her, raises a follow-on question (line 11). This
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question, which is also acknowledged by more detailed explanations (line 12
following), shows that Crek remains actively involved in getting a satisfactory
response to her original question. At the same time, I submit that it offers added
information on the student’s minimal responses: they seem to fulfil the double
function of acknowledging the hearer’s interest and attention as well as indicating
her subjective evaluation of satisfactory understanding. When the latter is not
reached, the hearers can extend their response with the aim of finding out more.
A similar use of minimal responses can also be detected from the preceding
extracts (esp. 6.40 and 6.42) and points to the generally shared awareness that
interactants need to signal their level of understanding in order for the HMP
classroom interaction to be experienced as successful by all parties.76 With the
same intention, Crek finally acknowledges that her question has been answered
satisfactorily in lines 21 and 23.

Extract 6.44. Austrian Law (T2)

1
2

Crek what did you mean (.) national law means <GERMAN> Gesetzesvorbehalt
</GERMAN> <statutory reservation> is this the same ?

3 XEN if if there is erm a law . yeah ?
4 Crek mhm ,
5 XEN punishment law .
6 Crek mhm
7 XEN and there is the allowance in your national law , to sentence someone to death .
8 Crek mhm .
9

10
XEN (1) but you accepted the human right catalogue . (.) saying that human life is

untouchable .
11 Crek you personally ,
12 XEN the land , erm the state , the government ,
13 Crek mhm
14 XEN the entity of your erm: federation .
15 Crek mhm
16
17
18

XEN the:n this goes befo:re the human right catalogue . (2) except (.) if somebody is
sentenced to death . you have the right , (.) that human right li- that human li- right
is untouchable ,

19 Crek mhm
20 XEN but IF someone is sentenced to death , (.) your national law goes
21 Crek yeah okay .
22 XEN before international law .
23 Crek thank you.
24 XEN okay ? (7)

76. The interactional relevance of minimal responses underlines the conceptual impos-
sibility of finding a theoretically satisfying definition of ‘turn’ (see also 5.2.3).
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The two extracts, taken from classroom exchanges at T2, illustrate that a few
weeks of familiarizing oneself with the HMP and its participants had brought a
qualitative change to the way teachers and students handled instructional ques-
tions. On the one hand, students had taken on a more active role in responding to
and (re)formulating such questions and were willing to adapt their interactional
role dynamically according to the respective lesson phase and topic. On the
other hand, the interactive process itself increasingly reflects its being under-
taken in a lingua franca, which does not give either party linguistic authority, as
it were. Despite the interactional imbalance intrinsic to teacher-fronted lessons,
both teachers and students needed to signal the degree of interpretability per-
ceived by them, which they did, at least in part, by using minimal responses
as well as questions of whichever type seemed most suitable at the moment of
speaking.

A year later, the interactional patterns revealed further changes. Based on
classroom observations and field notes, students were, at least impressionisti-
cally, more actively involved in participating and carrying the lessons, which
the quantitative analysis has shown finds its expression in a higher proportion
of (unprompted) student referential questions for explanation than in the first
semester. A case in point is Extract 6.45. In reference to what the group heard
during their excursion to the Austrian radio station, Alac asks a question for fact
in line 1. As it is inaudible to MER (as well as the transcribers), he offers an
extended supportive move in lines 3 and 4, acknowledged by MER in line 5,
which leads to his rephrasal of the original question in line 6. Lura, a fellow
student, interrupts and responds in line 7, overlapping with the teacher, who
in line 8 affirms Lura’s response and adds a more detailed explanation herself.
What marks Lura’s response in line 7 as different from similar student-to-student
responses during the first semester (cf. Extract 6.41) is that it is volunteered al-
though Lura has not played any role in the preceding interaction, and it does
not refer to any cultural knowledge in which he, as a non-Austrian, would be an
expert. That he takes the floor while lacking the assets which would have been
considered relevant during the first semester, indicates that active participation
is apparently motivated differently after a year of classroom interaction; having
the required knowledge is arguably sufficient now.

Extract 6.45. Public Relations (T3)

1 Alac what does: what does erm the (xxxx).
2 MER pardon ?
3
4

Alac cause they said that they need eight to ten millions to operate the er (.) the radio .
and there’re in seventy million .

5 MER yeah that’s right ,
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6 Alac where do the sixty million go to ?
7 Lura <3> (xx) the </3> O R F <Austrian broadcasting co-operation>
8 MER <3> they support </3> yeah , (.) they support other programmes with that money ,

Extract 6.46 is even more extreme in this regard as the knowledge at stake here
resides mainly with two students, Kari and Zian, who came late to the Financial
Management lesson because of a field trip they had to undertake as part of a
feasibility study required in another subject. As their task was a financial one,
namely to approach a bank for a loan in their role as future restaurant managers,
TON is clearly interested in finding out more about it and broaches the topic in
lines 1 and 2. This leads into an extensive exchange of more than six minutes.
TON keeps asking questions for facts, obviously all of them referential, to which
the two students reply, readily offering information. Owing to the extended
length of the exchange, Extract 6.46 contains the first 90 seconds only. Already
the first move is remarkable in that it is the most modified question found in the
whole data base. Starting with a disarmer (may I ask you), TON continues with
a supportive reason (maybe this is relevant) before he raises a yes-no question
in the syntax of a statement. Kari’s brief affirmation (line 3) allows TON to raise
the question which seems to have been on his mind in the first place, again in
yes-no format (line 4). First Kari and then Zian explain in comparatively long
turns the main problems they encountered in the bank; Zian’s turn is so long
that TON misinterprets a pause in his statement as a transition relevance place
(Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson 1974: 12) and starts his next question in line 10
before Zian can finish his statement in line 11. TON repeats his question in
line 12, interestingly in a blank-filling form, to which the students answer in
collaboration (lines 13–16) and Zian offers extra information in line 17. TON’s
next question in line 18 concerns the availability of financial statements from the
restaurant. While phrased as a yes-no question, it elicits an extensive answer by
Zian (lines 19+20), who interprets ‘availability’ as referring to the two students.
TON’s rephrased question shows that he means available in general, which Zian
can affirm in line 22.

Extract 6.46. Financial Management (T3)

1
2

TON so (xxx) , may I ask you , maybe this is relevant . (.) you went to the bank to
borrow money ,

3 Kari yes .
4 TON was it complicated ?
5
6

Kari it wasn’t quite easy because we don’t have the balances, the balances of er @@
(xxx).
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7
8
9

Zian well you see in order for him to er (.) give us a loan . (.) we have to show that
we’re taking over the restaurant , you have to show him the (balances) erm and the
profits stated before (.) to see if the- (.)

10 TON you say you needed=
11 Zian =bank security .
12 TON you needed the financial statements , fo:r(.)
13 Zian the previous years
14 TON for the previous years , (.)
15 Kari for security yeah .
16 TON yeah .
17 Zian (xxxxxx) if you’re not Austrian you just can’t get a loan . (.) so:
18 TON are these financial statements available .
19
20

Zian e:r (.) not really . (2) no- actually (when I think about it sir) they (don’t wanna)
give us their actual financial statements .

21 TON but in principle (.) they’re available ,
22 Zian yeah .

From the point of view of teacher questions in formal education, this extract is re-
markable in that, in contrast to the brief responses usually associated with closed
questions, TON elicits such extended answers. It thus shows that a successful
use of questions in teaching cannot easily be linked with the types of question
employed (Hatch 1992: 42; see also 6.1), but depends on how appropriately they
are used to allow and foster the learning process (Tsui et al. 2004: 113–114). In
the present case, the extended answers given to TON’s yes-no questions asking
for facts are most probably best explained by the topic in question and its direct
relevance for the students at that moment. Also, the moment in time must not
be forgotten. At that point towards the end of the third semester, the students
act from the vantage point of experience with regard to the HMP itself as well
as the field of expertise they are studying for; a fact clearly acknowledged in
TON’s tentative formulation of the initial question.

In sum, the qualitative analysis of the instructional questions has added more
substance to the quantitatively established developments between T1, T2 and
T3. As regards the question typologies, the in-depth investigation of specific
extracts has illustrated that they are not only useful as a basis for establishing
questioning patterns, but also as indicators of participant roles. Display questions
go hand-in-hand with the teachers in their role as primary knowers. When used
by students, they are not merely exceptional, but reflect that students take on
this role as well, even if only momentarily. As this happens in the present data
set only at T2 and T3, it suggests that the students needed to go through the
introductory phase before acting as primary knowers. Since the HMP was clearly
focused on knowledge exchange and development, teacher questions for facts
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and explanations/reasons were fundamental to all lessons. Students, on the other
hand, raised such questions differently at the different stages of the course.
During the first semester, they used them mainly to resolve issues of vague or
non-understanding that arose from the teacher-led ongoing interaction. A year
later, however, they were also willing to bring up their own issues and concerns by
seeking facts and explanations from the teachers as well as their fellow students,
thus co-developing objects of learning more pro-actively (see also 6.4.4.4).

Since questions do not stand alone, but form an integral part of ongoing
interactions, the qualitative analysis has also included the types of responses
given. Generally, most questions were acknowledged with answers, which is not
surprising in formal educational settings. What is more noteworthy is the way
responses tended to be actively accompanied by the questioners, irrespective of
whether they were teachers or students. Especially after the introductory phase,
they verbalized their level of intelligibility and interpretability in the answer
given to the original question. While ongoing feedback is a standard feature
of all kinds of spoken interaction (e.g. Biber et al. 1999: 1091), the analyses
given above point to the high frequency and relevance of such feedback in the
present data set (cf. Walenta 2007 for similar findings). It is not only clearly
necessary to assure the level of mutual understanding deemed relevant by the
interlocutors, but also shared equally by teachers and students, which is another
point in support of language expertise being shared by all participants of this
ELF interactional setting.

This type of ‘linguistic equality’ starts to show linguistically at T2 and re-
mains visible throughout the remainder of the HMP. And yet, the interactions
instigated by instructional questions at T3 appear to have developed even fur-
ther: students asked questions and responded to others without prompting by
relying on their personal, cultural or professional knowledge. In other words,
linguistic equality seems to have been joined, or enlarged, by what could be
termed ‘professional expertise’ in the Classroom Community of Practice.

6.4.4.4 Student involvement

The preceding analyses have shown that various types of teacher questions pro-
vide enough floor space for students to become actively involved in the ongoing
interactions. This means that clear links between specific question types and
the length and intensity of student answers could not be established. There is,
however, one exception to this apparently missing relationship, and these are
questions for opinion referring to (hypothetical) scenarios; with scenarios be-
ing well described as “freie Kombinationen fachlicher Realität und Phantasie”
(Jakobson 1992: 241), i.e. free combinations of factual reality and imagination.
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This question type leads to extended and varied responses from various students.
Extract 6.47 includes the first part of such an exchange.

Extract 6.47. Human Resources (T2)

1
2
3
4
5

OPP just tell me what could be the reason, (1) when a manager (.) changes the job
description (.) of (.) the job of (.) his or her employees . (3) (meaning) (.) does a
redesign of the job . (.) what could be the reason that a manager (.) says ,
<SOFT> okay (.) I will give him more duties , less duties , I will give him new
tasks , </SOFT>

6 Cana so they don’t (xxxx) want (x some)
7 OPP okay ? yeah , (4) .
8 Flor just (past with) the budget problem we just skip one er- job so , (1)
9 OPP <1> yeah </1>,

10 Flor <1> (xx the chance) between us </1>
11 OPP yeah , you have to share the job .
12 Clap maybe not qualified in the field ?
13 OPP yeah , he’s overqualified or underqualified , that’s right ? yeah ,

After a longish teacher monologue on the relevance of job descriptions in the ho-
tel business, OPP asks the students for their opinions on why managers change
job descriptions in lines 1–2 (what could be the reason). After a pause of three
seconds, the teacher repeats the question and rephrases the supportive move into
direct speech (lines 4–5). In the following, five different students suggest differ-
ent reasons, of whom only the first three are included here (lines 6, 8+10, 12).
OPP offers more fitting expressions where applicable (lines 11 and 13), but does
not otherwise judge the value of each suggestion. On the contrary, her affirma-
tive feedback indicates that they are all well received and valuable (lines 7, 9+11,
13), even if it is unclear whether she has actually been able fully to understand
the student response as could have been the case in line 6. Cana’s comment is
clearly difficult to grasp and it is also the only one that OPP does not summarise
in her feedback. While this does not help Cana at this very point, it keeps the
floor open for others ready to share their opinions, even if they might not be
sure about their topic-related value.

What OPP clearly achieved by her scenario-based questions for opinions
and ensuing non-judgemental feedback was to generate a high degree of stu-
dent involvement. This is the more remarkable as her lessons included extensive
lecturing phases, during which student involvement was not an issue at all.
While this stark contrast between phases of none and others of intensive stu-
dent involvement might appear contradictory, it reflects OPP’s individualistic
approach. On the one hand, she was the least experienced teacher of all those
included in this study, relatively unfamiliar with this specific student group and,
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additionally, found teaching in English quite a challenge (Quote 6.8). On the
other hand, she viewed her role in the HMP as that of somebody sharing her
(work) experience with the student group (Quote 6.9).

Quote 6.8. Interview (2nd sem, 4th mth)
OPP: Englisch is vü vü vü herausfordernder is keine Frage (.) grad in human re-

sources wo man viele (.) ja (.) paar Bonmots bringen will ein paar (.) Gschichtln
ausm Alltag ä: is es vü einfacher natürlich das in einer Muttersprache zu
erzählen wie ma’s auch selbst erlebt hat
[<teaching in> English is much more challenging no question at all (.) espe-
cially in human resources where you want to bring a few good stories from
your own experience it’s of course much easier to do this in your mother tongue
the way you’ve also experienced them]

Quote 6.9. Interview (2nd sem, 4th mth)
OPP: für mich is wichtig dass [. . . ] ich das Gefühl hab dass die Leute interessiert

sind (.) dass die Leute wirklich auch mitmachen im Unterricht [. . . ] und dass
das ein Geben und ein Nehmen is
[to me it’s important that [. . . ] I have the feeling that the people are interested
(.) that they really take part in the lesson [. . . ] and that it is a give and take]

Apart from specifically phrased questions, student involvement was also
achieved by (series of) different types of questions, especially after the introduc-
tory phase. A few of the extracts analysed earlier as, for instance, Extract 6.43
taken from the Financial Management lesson at T2, already hint at such an ad-
vanced stage of interaction, at which students offer contributions to the ongoing
interaction without having been invited to do so by instructional questions. At
T3, such exchanges with non-elicited student involvement became more wide-
spread. Extract 6.48 is a case in point. Of the 16 student turns included in it,
some of which are partly inaudible, seven are identifiable as unprompted, i.e.
they are not triggered by a preceding question. In order to make visible the
unprompted student contributions, they are italicized in the text.

Extract 6.48. Financial Management (T3)

1
2

TON once you got two P Cs that really IS enough . do you need a third one ? (1) not
really .

3 Cana no but they rely on ,
4
5

TON replacement . (3) but it’s not the exciting business where (.) the demand is
doubling , (2) every six months or anything . (1) it’s not as <1> exciting </1>.

6 Cana <1> not yet.</1>
7 TON no , we- we’ve been through there .
8
9

Cana yeah but still . (1) there’re (.) are so many new things coming up , (.) that (x) are
gonna change .

10 TON yes .
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11 Cana it’s the same thing like <GERMAN> handies </GERMAN>
12 TON like what sorry ?
13 Cana like cell phones . (1) same thing ,
14
15
16

TON (3) yes , although it’s interesting I think because cell phones , (.) they keep trying
to add new options . (.) what more can you put into a P C . (1) you can only ,
you only really need =

17 Anki =smell.
18 SS @@@@.
19 Jins they have that already . <2> yeah (some) smell </2>.
20 Zuyz <2> (oranges x) </2>
21 Jins (xxxx) <3> ( xxx) </3>
22 Flor <3> what (.) really ? </3>
23 Zuyz (you can smell them .)
24 Flor he he ,
25
26
27
28

TON it’s getting more and more difficult to find these . isn’t it . (.) because (1) they
they they’ve got (lot) of graphics , (.) the computers (‘re) very fast , (.) erm
they’ve got sounds now . (.) they just have to get bigger (.) and in this respect , (1)
there is erm

29 Jins do we have a robot ?
30 Anle no we haven’t got one
31 Jins just a-
32 Anle (xxx)
33 TON no , yeah (.) but for- that would be rather more than a P C , wouldn’t it .
34 SX-f yes .

Motivated by considerations on the general growth potential of modern techno-
logical markets, TON argues in Extract 6.48, line 1, that the personal computer
sector has reached its zenith, claiming that two personal computers a person
are sufficient. He asks generally do you need a third one?, which he has most
likely intended as display or rhetorical question, as, after a second’s pause, he
negates it himself. Cana, however, contradictsTON in line 3. She andTON argue
their different points of view until line 9, where Cana adds a new thought, with
which TON agrees. Cana continues her train of thought in line 11, referring
to mobile phones. After she has responded to TON’s question for clarification
(line 13), TON continues the argument by raising a further question, this time a
referential one. Anki offers a delayed response in line 17, which Jins comments
on immediately, supported by Zuyz. Together they claim that some PCs feature
the sense of smell, a point Flor finds so unusual that he utters a comprehension
check (line 22), to which Zuyz responds. After this exceptionally long exchange
without any teacher intervention, TON takes the floor and, with a tag question
he answers himself, muses on the degree of technical advancement observable
in modern computers. In line 29, Jins makes use of a short pause and asks do
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we have a robot, to which Anle responds before TON can evaluate this idea as
less fitting at this stage (line 33).

As this line-by-line description has attempted to show, whole-classroom in-
teraction developed much more vividly at T3 than in the first semester. Not only
were teachers’ questions responded to, but their comments and claims were
challenged more directly. Additionally, students asked questions, responded to
the teacher and each other, and offered contributions of their own; also those
who had been rather quiet and reserved during the first semester. In other words,
students were highly involved not because of the teachers’ increased attempts,
but on their own account. Put differently, the scene – in the Hymesian sense of
subjective definition of the setting (cf. Table 2.1 in 2.2.1.2) – had changed and
the CCofP had developed further.

This section has traced two different interactional patterns that arguably help
students in verbalizing their participation in the development of the lessons.
The first one relies solely on the teachers in that they formulate scenario-based
questions for opinion, which clearly open up space for active participation and,
it would appear, also for learning. The second pattern develops from the ongoing
lesson itself and seems to require various dove-tailing factors: the topic needs to
be one that students can relate to, and the role of the primary knower should not
be concentrated solely on the teacher. The appeal of a topic obviously rests on
various aspects such as its relation to other topics and subjects dealt with in the
HMP and the students’ background knowledge, their present situation as stu-
dents of the HMP and their future careers. Similarly, the participants’perceptions
of their roles and role-relationship depend on three subjectively experienced fac-
tors: linguistic equality, professional expertise and group dynamics, all of which
have been shown to correlate with the temporal progression and development
of the Classroom Community of Practice.

6.4.4.5 Concluding remarks on questions

The detailed analyses of the instructional questions employed in the HMP have
delivered various insights into crucial factors which influenced the interactive
co-construction of objects of learning. It has to be conceded, though, that the
following description of these factors is understood as capturing the construction
of objects of learning in general and rather abstract terms, since clearly it does
not happen uniformly in all lessons at all times. On the contrary, the step-by-step
development of a lesson depends intrinsically on the participants involved, the
respective topics and other contextual factors, such as time of day or the events
in the adjacent lessons. On a more abstract level, however, the instructional
questions employed in the nine HMP lessons analysed here have revealed that
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the three factors ‘question type’, ‘professional expertise’ and ‘lingua franca’
played a crucial role in the way content was developed interactively. While
these factors worked in combination in the ongoing interaction, they will be
sketched individually in the following for clarity’s sake.

The first factor, question type, is most probably better called a bundle of
factors because the results have shown very clearly that the form used for a
question cannot be mapped easily on its function in class. What can be claimed
as generally true is that all questions stimulate some kind of interaction. How-
ever, whether it is a display or a referential question for fact, explanation or
opinion does not in itself predetermine what kind of, or how much, response
or interaction it will stimulate. Many more factors play a role such as the topic
of the lesson phase and how it relates to the question asked, or the floor space
given to potential interactants. As these aspects go beyond the scope of this
chapter, a more detailed description is not possible here (but see chapter 7).
Instead, the present analysis has clearly shown that all types of question are po-
tentially fruitful in integrating the interlocutors (be they students or the teacher)
in developing the issue in question further. One type of question, however, has
been shown to be a specifically successful means of eliciting extensive and
varied student responses, and this is what has been referred to as question for
scenario-based opinions. That these questions allow some kind of prediction in
terms of student participation might seem to contradict the preceding argument
against any form-function mapping, but I submit that this is not the case. On the
contrary, a more careful evaluation of what this question type actually entails
reveals that its success supports, rather than calls into question, the contentions
made above. Questions for opinions refer to formal criteria, but the pre-modifier
scenario-based specifies semantic and ultimately functional ones. By sketching
scenarios the speakers, usually teachers, attempt to make the issue under con-
sideration weighty, tangible and directly relevant. As long as they allow enough
floor space, the chances are very good that they will achieve their endeavours, as
all instances encountered in the database illustrate. In other words, this specific
question type underlines the fact that form, function and other factors of the oral
practice work in co-dependence in creating objects of learning interactively.

The second factor, professional expertise, describes the levels of knowledge
(perceived to be) relevant at a certain point in an interaction. As may be deduced
from this description, such an expertise is fairly fluid, develops dynamically and
combines the factual with the psychological aspect of individual and group ex-
pectations. It is potentially interpreted differently by each participant, changes
with time and what is taken as relevant at a certain moment depends on the
ongoing interaction. As the analysis of the instructional questions and ensu-
ing exchanges has illustrated, the main focus of what was considered relevant
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was the knowledge constructed during the HMP itself. This means that at T1,
teachers had all the knowledge, while students featured as having little, if any rel-
evant expertise, except for the occasional moment at which their diverse cultural
backgrounds or some previous hotel-related work experience was drawn upon.
At the beginning, therefore, students played a minor role in offering input that
could develop the lesson further. A few weeks later, the situation had changed
slightly in that students were more willing to bring their pre-HMP experience
into the course and thus enrich the usually teacher-led construction of objects of
learning. A year later, however, the situation looked completely different. The
question and answer sequences were now much more often initiated or proac-
tively carried by students, who brought in the knowledge they had acquired in the
first HMP-year as well as during their internship. While the traditional default
roles of teacher and student remained basically intact also in the second year
of studies, more and more question-initiated interactions came with locally ne-
gotiated changes in their role-relations, with students asking questions, raising
objections or also offering new information.

The final factor, lingua franca, obviously refers to the function of the class-
room language as it was described by the interactants and can be discerned
from the ongoing interaction. While all participants proclaimed their awareness
of English functioning as lingua franca throughout the HMP, the interactional
developments from T1 to T2 and T3 revealed that they realized their under-
standing of the classroom language differently at different times. At T1, the
interactions reveal that all participants were aware of the fact that English was
an additional language and might cause problems for some. In their attempt
to integrate students in developing classroom talk, teachers, for instance, scaf-
folded their questions so that they were linguistically, and propositionally easy
to answer. Some teachers, especially those with experience in using ELF in
class, were also willing to ask students for linguistic help, when they needed it.
Students rewarded these attempts by reacting constructively, but it was mainly
the more proficient and/or extrovert students who participated. Those students
who judged their own English inadequate either remained completely silent (e.g.
Zuyz), or hinted at their lacking proficiency verbally (e.g. Jins in Extract 6.42).
I thus submit that, at the beginning of the HMP, the interactants were not only
aware of using a lingua franca amongst themselves, but also of their own linguis-
tic deficiencies in relation to monolingual English speakers’ (MoES) or native
language norms. A few weeks later, the interactions were remarkably differ-
ent in that more students participated by responding to questions, asking their
own or offering contributions. Furthermore, directness in asking instructional
questions was firmly established and so was frequent feedback, either minimal
or more extended responses to indicate or to enhance understanding. In other
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words, all interactants collaborated to make understanding work. A year later,
the fact that the classroom language was a lingua franca was clearly internal-
ized by all participants. By now, all students, even the silent ones of the first
semester, raised their voices by either asking or responding to questions, or by
contributing their own ideas (e.g. Jins and Zuyz in Extract 6.48). Considerations
of potential language deficiencies in relation to exonormative language norms
no longer seemed relevant for community-internal communication. As long as
somebody could make themselves understood, it suited the purpose and was thus
acceptable (e.g. the use of Geisterfahrer at the radio station). In sum, the ‘lingua
franca’ factor describes the development of the Classroom Community of Prac-
tice with regard to group-internal language use. The more developed this shared
repertoire is, the freer the participants feel to collaborate in question-and-answer
sequences in order to establish objects of learning jointly.

6.5 Conclusions

As the analysis of directives in the HMP lessons has led to a multitude of diverse
results and insights concerning the directives themselves, the interactions they
stimulate, the nature and diversity of the HMP lessons as well as the discourse
pragmatics of using ELF as classroom language, I will attempt to go beyond the
proverbial trees and shed light on the wood they make up. This will be done by
first summarizing the main results and then interpreting them as they pertain to,
firstly, the research methodology applied here, secondly, the Classroom Com-
munity of Practice as a teaching and learning environment, and, thirdly, ELF as
classroom language.

– Directives are regularly employed, but with different frequencies in differ-
ent lessons. In regulating classroom behaviour it is almost exclusively the
teachers who use control acts, but all participants make use of questions, if
they are considered relevant in clarifying procedural matters.

– Reflecting the focus of the HMP lessons more generally, the majority of all
directives fall into the instructional register and display an overall pattern
of preference: three out of four are raised by teachers, and a similar pro-
portion deals with facts, followed by questions for reasons/explanations and
opinions.

– Questions for translation are quantitatively less important, but are a clear
indication for the collaboration of teachers and students when it comes to
linguistic issues. Lacking clearly assigned language experts, all participants
help each other in this regard.
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– The instructional questions undergo a temporal development. At T1, most of
them are display questions and are therefore carried out by teachers; at T2,
teachers use decidedly more referential questions, which, at T3, are joined
by more students’ referential questions.

– This numerical description is, as the qualitative analysis has shown, an in-
dication of changing role-relations between the participants. Teachers start
off as carriers of all relevant knowledge and of lesson development. After
the first few weeks, some students take over some of these responsibilities
at certain points in the interaction, raising mainly referential questions for
facts. A year later, however, this imbalance has shifted considerably in that
students have begun to take part in the co-construction of topics and content
by asking questions for reasons and explanations, as well as facts.

– Generally, directives are formulated directly and with little modification by
both teachers and students.

– The imperative is the default option of control acts, with conventionally
indirect formulations forming a minority. Some lexical modifiers, such as
please, feature regularly, but the variety of modifiers is relatively limited.

– The same is true of questions, which tend to be directly phrased as interrog-
atives or as declaratives with rising intonation and rare modifications.

– As regards regulatory questions, the detailed discussion of individual ex-
changes has shown that teachers and students also expect such direct formu-
lations because modified questions seem to confuse the respondents.

– The only indirect type of question encountered in the data is negated in-
structional questions that students use as a way of voicing their objection or
disbelief.

When faced with so many (and more) individual results, the question arises
whether the research focus of this chapter – directives aiming at verbal and
non-verbal responses – might not be too broad; especially as so many of the
results pertain either to control acts or to questions. While previous studies
add implicit support to separating the two subtypes of directives in that they
focus on one of the two only (see 6.2.1), I would argue that the comprehensive
approach chosen here is valuable precisely because of the complex picture it has
helped to draw. To begin with, the analysis of the HMP lessons has shown that
control acts and questions have different functions in teacher-led lessons and
are used differently by the speakers according to their dynamically developing
institutional roles. At the same time, this clear separation of functions is not
necessarily a reflection of directive-internal differences. As the first Austrian
Law class has shown, it is also influenced by the teaching style applied. Since
XEN followed a less traditional teaching approach and combined motor activity
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with cognitive learning, directives for verbal and non-verbal responses meshed
and, at least for the duration of such exchanges, cannot be kept apart. In other
words, it is quite likely that control acts and questions would not behave so
differently in classroom interaction where the teaching approach followed less
strictly focused on purely cognitive learning. By keeping both directives in mind,
it is thus possible to analyse the relative status each commodity has in relation
to the other one. In the lessons analysed, which are typical of all theory-classes
observed in the two years of the HMP, the exchange of information clearly played
a dominant role.

Besides the relationship between the commodities demanded or required (cf.
Figure 6.1), the analysis of the directives has yielded one more result that spans
control acts and questions and arguably delivers an analytical insight into how
directives were used in the HMP – (in)directness or, as I wish to call it, the
relevance of explicitness. As could be expected from an educational setting so
clearly focused on developing objects of learning, questions for information
were phrased directly with no or very little modification. Taken on its own, this
result mirrors established knowledge (e.g. Dalton-Puffer 2007) and is thus not
highly revealing. It becomes more interesting, however, when combined with
the results on control acts, which tended to be carried out in the imperative, i.e.
the most direct and also explicit way of issuing control. In contrast to the explic-
itness of questions, this is an astonishing finding because it is, to my knowledge,
the first time that a study on directives in an institutionalized setting has re-
sulted in the use of imperative outranking (conventionally) indirect strategies
such as the use of modals (e.g. Dalton-Puffer 2005; Holmes and Stubbs 2002;
House and Kasper 1987; Lemke 1990; Trosborg 1994; Vine 2004). Why could
this be? Various possible reasons spring to mind: it could be the result of an
analytical mistake, which is unlikely, however, since the various strategies have
been defined according to formal and clearly identifiable criteria. It could re-
flect idiosyncratic language use; an argument which is less easily discarded as
the control acts of the database were uttered by the teachers, i.e. by five people
only. Given that four of them are Austrian women and German native speakers,
the preference for imperatives might even be dependent on gender and/or first
language interference. Dalton-Puffer’s research on Austrian CLIL classrooms,
however, offers counter-evidence as the ten mainly Austrian and female teach-
ers included in her analysis of directives used imperatives only very seldom and
preferred conventionally indirect control acts. The former argument of idiosyn-
crasy, however, is harder to discard. While the data do not yield any hard and
fast proof that would clearly identify the directives as representative of all HMP
teachers, the controlling behaviour of the one native speaker, TON, is interesting
in this context. At the beginning he used mainly conventionally indirect forms,
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which were replaced by imperatives as the HMP progressed. In other words,
his language use shifted from formally less to more explicit during the first
few weeks of the HMP. When taken together with the explicitness that seems
to have ruled the way questions were formulated, I submit that TON’s control
acts provide an argument in favour of explicitness, rather than idiosyncrasy, as
underlying motivation for the control acts recorded. This contention finds added
support if we bear in mind the participants’ insecurity in responding to modified
questions (e.g. 6.4.3), on the one hand, and, on the other, the limited use of indi-
rect control acts (see 6.4.2.3). The former has shown that modifications raised
special pragmatic expectations, and the latter refers to the strong hints teachers
used only in reference to well established classroom procedures, which, as they
obviously assumed correctly, were so well known that a hint sufficed. In general,
then, the direct strategies chosen for control acts mirror the explicitness of all
instructional questions. Taken together, explicitness can thus be taken as an inte-
gral feature of both types of directives – questions and control acts – in the HMP.

Concerning the second aspect of interpretation, the HMP as a site of teaching
and learning, the preceding analysis has led to diverse results, which when taken
together throw light on the type of learning site that emerges in and through class-
room interaction. To begin with, procedural questions were used relatively infre-
quently, but by all participants in similar ways. This indicates, on the one hand,
that the participants were highly familiar with classroom procedures and thus did
not need lengthy explanations and, on the other hand, that, in case of doubt, they
all felt equally entitled to raise questions. Such an understanding points to similar
procedural rights amongst students and teachers. At the same time, the control
acts were firmly placed in the teachers’ hands: a clear indication that classroom
behaviour did not fall into the previously established rights. In other words,
the students acted as highly experienced and self-assured classroom learners
in terms of procedural information, but as particularly passive when it came to
activities. These diverse findings might at first sight seem contradictory, but they
are rather complementary when interpreted in relation to the specificities of the
CCofP. The first two findings show that the students were mature in two ways:
they were, firstly, highly advanced learners and very familiar with classroom
procedures and, secondly, ready and willing to find out all that was necessary so
that they could join in the teaching and learning process. At the same time, and
this is where the third finding comes in, students were obviously very willing
to acknowledge the leading managerial role the teachers were playing. That this
attitude on the part of the students reached even further becomes clear when re-
calling the analysis of the instructional questions. Especially at the beginning of
the HMP, teachers asked the great majority of all questions and students tended
to play a more passive role. While this role-relationship changed with time, it
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indicates that, at least at the outset, students expected to receive instruction on
new knowledge instead of asking for it, and teachers expected to give it.

‘New knowledge’ is the key concept in this regard, as it is clearly open to
interpretation what is experienced and judged as new and at the same time
relevant. OPP, for instance, lived up to her personal stance on teaching (cf.
Quote 6.9) and, by asking scenario-based questions, already invited students to
share their own ideas as relevant information at T2. Most other participants in
the HMP classroom interaction, however, seemed to interpret ‘new’ as being
either that information that they gained during the HMP, or specific culturally-
bound knowledge that pertained to a particular question at hand. While the latter
was equally relevant throughout the whole HMP, the former clearly increased
over time. Interestingly, this increase not only led to students offering more new
knowledge in response to more referential questions from the teachers’ side, but
also on their own account in the form of contributions or questions. Overall, the
instructional questions throw light not only on the dynamically developing role-
relationships of the interactants, but also on the role and understanding of what
was considered relevant knowledge, which, while also undergoing a develop-
ment as the HMP progresses, seems to have correlated with the professional and
practical orientation of the HMP and its participants’ focus on relevance of the
course for future career possibilities. In sum, the interactional analyses of the di-
rectives included in the database have revealed that the HMP was a learning site
of highly experienced and mature learners who were taught by professionally-
and career-oriented teachers, all of whom seem to have agreed on their under-
standing of relevant information as pertaining to and evolving from the HMP. At
the same time, individual teachers took the possibility of directing the interac-
tion differently and thus integrated their personal understanding of the teaching
and learning process into the classroom interaction.

The third interpretative aspect concerns the core research focus of this study
on the whole – ELF as classroom language. While the ensuing argumentation
will delimit and depict the commonality of how the Classroom Community of
Practice used directives, it cannot, and should not, be denied that the directives
analysed here display individual differences; the more so as, when using English,
the participants not only drew on their own idiosyncratic language use, but also
on their linguacultural specificities as well as different proficiency levels. Elig,
for instance, who participated regularly during lessons, liked to introduce her
directives by using the preparatory ‘I have a question’.77 While this is an example
of idiolectal language use of a highly proficient user of English, individual

77. Of the four times the phrase appears in the data set, it is used three times by Elig and
once by Anki.
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specificities can also be found in speakers of lower proficiency levels, such as
XEN, who preferred to modify her control acts in imperative form with the
downtoner just. In a similar line, specific modifications seem to have indicated
culturally influenced language use, such as the use of sir/madam as alerter, as
particularly prevalent with those students who had attended English-medium
schools before the HMP (e.g. Zian, Kama).

Besides such clearly individualistic language features, the analysis has also
thrown light on general characteristics of how directives were carried out and
responded to in the HMP. Question-answer exchanges reveal a high degree of
interactivity, instigated by the interactionally prominent role given to the re-
quester’s feedback, with which they quasi-monitored the level of understanding
they gained from the response provided. Concerning the directives themselves,
the most distinctive feature is, as already explicated above, their high level of
directness. Various potential explanations of this noteworthy finding come to
mind, such as grammatical simplicity or ease of production or language pro-
ficiency levels. Individually seen, such psycholinguistic arguments cannot be
discarded off-hand, but when we look at the data in their entirety, it becomes
clear that the predominance of direct strategies cannot be attributed to particular
speakers. It is encountered throughout the whole data set. And this is also why
it seems more fruitful to look for explanations beyond the individual language
user and concentrate on the multilingual and transcultural community of prac-
tice and its members’ need to use English as their only common language, as
their lingua franca. In view of the specific characteristics of such an intercultural
setting, the value of direct strategies are quite clear: by definition, they allow the
speakers to express their intentions in the proposition chosen and are thus, as ar-
gued by Vine (2004: 67–70), explicit. This is clearly helpful for interactants who
are greatly aware of how little common background they share. When carrying
out directives, they thus seem to apply explicitness as a welcome guideline to
their communicational practices, along the line of ‘saying what you mean and
meaning what you say’.

This rather simplistic interpretation of what the underlying ‘principle of
explicitness’ might actually amount to can be fine-tuned by integrating two
apparently opposing results of the preceding analysis, namely the use of indirect
control acts and indirect questions. The former, it has been argued, are limited
to strong hints which are only used in reference to the two well established
procedural intentions of, on the one hand, disciplining students and, on the other
hand, drawing their attention to supportive teaching materials.The latter come in
the form of students’ negated questions for information, but carry the intention
of objecting to or disagreeing with the teacher’s preceding statement. In other
words, indirectness was used not only very sparingly in directives, but also with
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clearly limited and demarcated intentionality. Interestingly, the two types of
indirect directives display differences in their HMP-internal status. The control
acts, used by all teachers at the three points in time, refer to what post-secondary
students of whatever linguacultural background would consider old hats; they
thus refer to one of the few aspects the HMP students brought along as shared
background from the very first day of the programme. The indirect questions,
on the other hand, presupposed the students’ willingness actually to voice their
objections in teacher-fronted lessons, which was not done at the beginning of the
HMP and was clearly at odds with some students’ expectations of appropriate
behaviour in class, as becomes apparent in Quotes 6.10 and 6.11. Both students,
Clap grew up on a Caribbean island and Anns in India, were clearly taken aback
by the intensity and directness with which other students talked in class.

Quote 6.10. Interview (1st sem, 3rd mth)
Clap: to respect somebody when you speak like to listen (xx) speaking and not speak

together with them . [. . . ] sometimes (1) there’s a lecturer speaking and there
is a conversation here , there is a conversation there and I’m like my goodness ,
what’s going on ?

Quote 6.11. Interview (1st sem, 3rd mth)
Anns: some of the students of the class are really like not talking properly to the

teachers they answer them back ,

At T2 and T3, however, such questions became more widely used; a case in
point that such indirectly formulated objections apparently developed during the
HMP as a shared practice, marking CCofP language use. These considerations
can now easily be integrated in the preceding discussion of the question of
explicitness. Clearly, by being indirect, the two types of relevant speech acts
are not explicit in themselves, and yet I would argue that they do not contradict
explicitness but give it a more refined shape. As not one of these directives led
to a reconstructable misunderstanding, they were, interactionally seen, highly
successful. This I suggest is due to the fact described above, namely that they
were only used for clearly demarcated functions and intentions at a moment in
time when they could be considered, by speakers and hearers alike, as shared
knowledge.This means that the interactants seem to have used indirect directives
only when they could presuppose enough shared background; as this did not
happen very often, they generally preferred direct formulations in accordance
with the underlying endeavour to make directives clear and communicatively
successful. In other words, clarity was the ulterior goal and, reflecting the limited
areas of shared background knowledge, explicitness remained the underlying
principle of HMP classroom directives.
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In conclusion, the methodological approach chosen here has allowed a de-
tailed description of the HMP directives and ensuing exchanges and of their
multiple roles in classroom organization and constructing the respective object
of learning, which reflect the subtly changing understanding the participants
seem to have had of teacher-whole class interaction. As regards the textual level,
the analysis has provided evidence that, while directives allow for individualistic
language use, there is a general preference for directly phrased control acts and
questions with a limited range of sparingly applied modifications. This, it has
been argued, reflects a discursive need for explicitness and clarity and thus adds
further insights into the nature of ELF as classroom language. Moreover, the
longitudinal approach has shown that directness becomes more entrenched with
the students playing an increasingly active part in question-answer sequences. In
other words, explicitness is strengthened as an underlying interactional principle
of the Classroom Community of Practice.



Chapter 7. Interactive explaining as negotiating
knowledge

7.1 Introduction

As formal education focuses on imparting, developing or constructing knowl-
edge, it amounts to a common-place that explaining holds centre stage. After
all, “making (something) comprehensible” (Collins Cobuild English Dictionary
1998, first entry for ‘explain’) is what teaching is generally all about; at the same
time, it is also the skill learners are often required to perform in contributing
to the lesson or in revealing their acquired knowledge. It seems, therefore, only
logical that the ability to explain is generally regarded as a highly relevant asset
for successful teaching and learning at all levels of education (e.g. Kiel 1999:
15–17).

A similar preoccupation with explaining has also come to the fore in the in-
terviews and conversations with the students and teachers of the HMP. Despite
their different backgrounds and approaches to teaching, all lecturers supported
the relevance of explaining in making their respective topics clear to the students
(e.g. Quote 7.1), and so did the students. While they were generally quite satis-
fied with the programme and their teachers, criticism was raised by otherwise
positively inclined students like Suka in Quote 7.2, who points out shortcomings
she perceives in some teachers when explaining the topics with which they are
highly familiar to novice students.

Quote 7.1. Interview (2nd sem, 1st mth)
XEN: sie konnten dem Unterricht immer folgen [. . . ] wenn dann ein Fachvokabel

nicht verständlich war haben sie <auf Englisch> nachgefragt und das wurde
dann erklärt und diesen Erklärungen konnten sie dann folgen
[they could always follow in the lessons [. . . ] if a specific term was unclear,
they asked <in English> which was then explained and then they could follow
these explanations]

Quote 7.2. Interview (1st sem, 3rd mth)
Suka: some are like they know it, but they cannot explain us . they are not able to

explain us . I mean they just they are also in the middle and we are not even
in the middle we are just down .

Interestingly, most comments on strengths and weaknesses in explaining were
made in connection with the students’ evaluation of their teachers’ English lan-
guage proficiency.Anns, for instance, expressed her satisfaction with the general
level of English, which it seems was mainly based on the teachers’ willingness
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and ability to make their topics of instruction comprehensible (see Quote 7.3).
In a more extensive comment (see Quote 7.4), Cana similarly stresses the rel-
evance of explaining for evaluating teachers’ communicational abilities. While
acknowledging a range of language competencies amongst teachers, she feels
that the resulting differences in language proficiency are less important than the
ability to explain, which, the student continues, poses different requirements
depending on type of subject.

Quote 7.3. Interview (1st sem, 4th mth)
Anns: I think it’s <=the teachers’ English> very good , I mean all the teachers are

nice in speaking their language and explaining us

Quote 7.4. Interview (2nd sem, 1st mth)
Cana: there are some teachers they seem to be more used to speaking in English and

they know how to express themselves quickly and like they don’t have to think
about it but (.) but that’s actually they don’t have a big difference . it’s like
everybody has a different subject and everybody tries to get something else- I
mean it’s more difficult to explain Marketing than to explain like Front Office
or something .

Explaining was also a relevant factor in evaluating students’ language profi-
ciency in that students themselves used their perceived explanatory abilities as
an indicator to self-assess their own English (see Quote 7.5). Teachers, on the
other hand, clearly did not expect all students to excel in explanatory or other
verbal activities, and in those cases where they found it lacking, tended to at-
tribute it either to personality traits or, as the cooking teacher RER in Quote 7.6,
to linguacultural reasons.

Quote 7.5. Interview (2nd sem, 2nd mth)
Elig: I don’t think I have a good knowledge of vocabulary , I think I’m lacking

sometimes , but I think if I don’t know a word , I know how to explain it . that’s
what I think is important . to know how to explain it .

Quote 7.6. Interview (2nd sem, 3rd mth)
RER: es gibt junge Leute die sich aktiv in den Unterricht einbringen und es gibt

welche die eher die Zuhörer sind [. . . ] aber auch der Zuhörer (1) er (.) eignet
sich Wissen an [. . . ] hier sind wiederum (.) nicht nur die sprachlichen Kennt-
nisse sondern [. . . ] hier ist für mich auch der kulturelle Hintergrund wichtig
[there are young people who actively participate in class and there are those
who prefer to listen [. . . ] but also the one who listens acquires knowledge
[. . . ] important in this context is not only language proficiency but [. . . ] I
think also cultural background]

Judging from an ethnographic point of view, it thus seems that explaining be-
haviour was regarded as central by all participants, albeit with a clear awareness
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of the different social and interactional roles played by teachers and students. In
view of this emically established relevance attached to explaining, the present
chapter will focus on its interactional processes in the HMP.

While, as already indicated above, educational settings seem predisposed to
focus on explaining, Antaki (1994: 1) argues that any kind of explanatory talk
is worth analysing because it

offer[s] up to the analyst what is, in other stretches of talk, less graspable and
obvious: the social reasoning that people go through to make sense of their worlds.

In other words, explanations function as analytical windows on discursive
(re)constructions of our surroundings. While, to my knowledge, this research
opportunity has not so far played a major role in studies on ELF or other forms
of intercultural communication, it has a longstanding tradition in the philosophi-
cally motivated research into logically well-structured explanations (e.g. Govier
1987; Völzing 1979), i.e. “statements [which] are made in an attempt to account
for, or show the cause of, a state of affairs” (Govier 1987: 159).

Although reflecting very different research traditions, the social science and
philosophical understandings basically agree that explanations aim to make
certain objects or facts, referred to as ‘explanandum/a’, more easily compre-
hensible by connecting them with one or more familiar object(s) or fact(s),
i.e. ‘explanans/explanantia’ (cf. also Klein 1987: 25–56). Implicit to this un-
derstanding is, firstly, that the interlocutors do not question the explanandum
as something that cannot be explained, but instead expect and offer ways of,
figuratively speaking, making it plainer and clearer to the respective other.78

This leads to the second implication, namely that the recipients of explanantia
actually require more information or reasoning on the object in question. In
other words, explanations orient towards the interactants (Antaki 1994: 1–4;
Dalton-Puffer 2007: 140) and their (perceived) lack of knowledge (de Gaulmyn
1986: 120). The two characteristics of (a) generally accepted explanandum and
(b) interactionally required and constructed explanantia are most likely also ex-
actly the reasons why explanations are so very central to formal education. The
latter is intrinsic to the institutionally defined need to hand on, acquire and/or
(co)construct knowledge, which – and this leads on to the first characteristic –
tends to have reached a certain level of social acceptance and is thus generally
unquestioned as knowledge worthy of teaching and learning.

As explaining hinges on something being explained with the help of some-
thing else, the terms employed for the ‘somethings’ so far – knowledge, object,

78. These metaphors find their lexicalized equivalents in explain and its German coun-
terpart erklären (Antaki 1994: 3; Kiel 1999: 15).
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fact – require more detailed considerations, especially because ‘knowledge’, as
a collective, implies uniformity or homogeneity, and ‘objects’ or ‘facts’ imply
that its parts are all static and somehow removed from the social actors involved
in the explaining process. Uniform, static and independent from the participants,
however, are attributes that do not come to mind in characterizing actual explain-
ing in the HMP, or any other educational setting for that matter. Every single day,
teachers and learners participate in explaining sequences in different lessons in
rapid succession on explananda that stand in complex relations with each other
and, by being explained, are integrated into continuously developing knowledge
systems. Additionally, each daily lesson represents a certain content area and
experience tells us that learning a subject always means learning its discourse.

This practical observation, coupled with theoretical considerations of learn-
ing as discursive process (e.g. Bloome et al. 2005; Cazden 2001; Schleppe-
grell 2004) has resulted in detailed research on learning content and language
in tandem (e.g. Airey 2009; Christie 2002; Lemke 1990; Mohan, Leung and
Davison 2001). In their linguistic investigation, most of such studies have fo-
cused on science classes and learning scientific concepts through the appropri-
ate semantic patterns (cf. Mohan and Slater 2005: 152–155 for an overview).
That notwithstanding, this research approach concerns all subject areas and
their respective knowledge structures or patterns of meaning because, informed
by the understanding of education as “initiati[ng . . . ] learners into activities
(or modes of thought and conduct) that are worthwhile” (Mohan and Slater
2005: 157), every school subject reflects a certain social practice, i.e. “unit
of culture which involves cultural knowledge and cultural action”. Given that
formal education is a mainly ‘languaged’ process (Ehlich and Rehbein 1986:
165), the knowledge structures of the respective social (sub)practices of, in
the present case, Hotel Operations, Austrian Law or Public Relations, are in-
tegral to the semantic patterns and relations used to construct the classroom
discourse (Lemke 1990). From the learner’s point of view this means that ac-
quiring such patterns amounts to becoming “apprenticed” into the respective
social (sub)practice (Mohan 2001: 112); an understanding which underlines
and explicates the centrality of classroom discourse in the integrated language
and content learning process that is taking place in the educational community
in question (cf. 2.2.2.2).

Given that explaining is a prime linguistic means to make knowledge struc-
tures visible and thus social (sub)practices accessible, it is no wonder that it
functions so centrally in educational discourse of all kinds, viz. in textbooks,
examinations and classroom interaction, as Kiel’s (1999) extensive study of
didactic explaining illustrates. From a pedagogical point of view, Kidd (1996)
captures the specific status and role of explaining by describing it as an academic
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language metafunction with a myriad of formal manifestations. Especially if one
interprets explaining as “dire ce que toi, tu ne sais pas” (‘saying what you don’t
know’) (de Gaulmyn 1986: 125), it could be argued that explaining is what
teachers generally do in classroom settings. At the same time, such a general in-
terpretation would conflate the distinction between didactically and interactively
motivated explanations, i.e. those mainly motivated by the teacher’s lesson plan
and step-by-step ‘breaking down’ the respective topic into ‘digestible bits’, and
the others mainly motivated by ad-hoc, interaction-inherent requirements for
further explication. In view of the preceding characterization of explanations,
the present study will concern itself with interactionally-motivated explanations
and exclude purely didactically-motivated ones.

As is fully intended by sidelining the latter, this investigation focuses mainly
on the discourse-pragmatic ways in which the HMP teachers and students, as a
temporary, but developing Classroom Community of Practice, use their lingua
franca English in handling interactionally necessary explanatory exchanges (cf.
also Smit 2008). Correspondingly, this study of explanation differs from com-
parable research in educational contexts (e.g. Lemke 1990; Mohan and Slater
2005) in that it does not aim at a comprehensive analysis of a certain social
practice, such as room-occupancy calculations or kitchen regulations. Instead, I
will cast the net more widely and draw on explanatory exchanges from various
content areas and thus a range of social practices.

7.2 Conceptual background

As the preceding sketch of explaining has already indicated, this discourse func-
tion has been considered within various research frameworks, whose respective
insights allow for a complex and comprehensive view on explaining. From a
philosophical point of view, explaining is seen as a logical operation and in-
dividual instances are evaluated in respect of their logical conclusiveness (e.g.
Govier 1987; Klein 1987: 1–3). The fact that the relationship between explanan-
dum and explanantia requires certain cognitive abilities has been highlighted in
developmental studies, which have provided evidence for an age-dependent de-
velopment in the use of certain types of explanations (e.g. de Gaulmyn 1986).
Irrespective of the age of the learners in formal educational settings, however,
explaining functions as a central didactic method (e.g. Kiel 1999) as well as
an academic speech function (e.g. Kidd 1996) in handing on, (re)constructing
and also creating knowledge. These educationally-oriented research agendas are
complemented by linguistically-oriented ones. From a pragmatic point of view,
explaining has been described as a speech act, which widens the explanandum-
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explanantia structure by drawing in the participants as hearers and speakers and
describing conditions which have to be met for the speech act to function as an
explanation (Kiel 1999: 66–70; Klein 1987: 134–136). On the other hand, since
the participants are more than speakers and hearers, either actively or passively
involved in action, a conversation analytical approach facilitates a more complex
view of them as social players (re)enacting their complex roles in turn-by-turn
exchanges. Since, furthermore, these exchanges not only lead to textual prod-
ucts, but result in discursive processes, a discourse analytical approach broadens
the perspective to the ways in which turn-taking functions in managing and de-
veloping conversational topic(s). As regards the present research, explaining
can thus profit from the insights gained into the typical tripartite structure of
class talk (e.g. Lemke 1990; Nassaji and Wells 2001; Nikula 2007; Sinclair and
Coulthard 1975) and its role in structuring and developing instructional top-
ics. And, finally, educational- and language-use oriented approaches have been
pulled together in the social practice approach that we expounded on in more
detail in the preceding section, inasmuch as it views the relationship between
knowledge and classroom interaction as fundamentally overlapping with the
latter constructing the former.

Based on these considerations, this section will first offer a description of
explaining in general (7.2.1) and will then present and argue for ‘interactive
explaining’ (intex) as the research focus of this chapter (7.2.2). This will be
followed by detailed discussions of intex turn-taking patterns (7.2.3), and of
verbalising intex (7.2.4).

7.2.1 On explaining ‘explaining’

The diverse research approaches sketched above overlap to a large extent when
it comes to the basic ‘ingredients’ of explaining (see Figure 7.1): participants
are involved in interaction when a particular topical aspect requires more in-
formation and is thereby turned into the explanandum to which explanantia are
provided in the ensuing exchange.

At the same time, the theoretical approaches differ as regards the suggested
relations between those ingredients and the resulting implications, not merely

participants interaction

explanandum explanantia

Figure 7.1. Basic ingredients of explaining
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reflecting the different points of departure, but, as the following four dimensions
suggest, the diversity of explaining encountered in language use.

1. Monologic vs. dialogic turn-taking
Depending on the speech roles of the participants, explanations differ as
regards turn-taking. In written treatises, but also in many oral lectures, for
instance, the whole explaining process rests on one person identifying a
certain topic as requiring explanation and then giving it. In dialogic practices,
on the other hand, it is usually split between the interactants as, for instance,
in service encounters with a customer requiring an explanation and the clerk
offering it.

2. Assumed vs. established explanandum
When the interlocutors require more information, they can verbalize that in
the course of the exchange, thus establishing the explanandum. In the absence
of such verbalized evidence, on the other hand, the explainer may assume a
knowledge deficit and offer an explanation ‘just in case’.As already specified
above, a good part of explaining in educational contexts responds to assumed
explananda. In an interview situation, on the other hand, explanations tend
to follow on questions requiring more information.

3. One-sidedly vs. interactively accomplished explanation
While explanations tend to be visualized by one interlocutor having the
knowledge the other(s) require(s) (e.g. Kiel 1999: 67), this does not have to be
the case. In project work, for instance, certain topics might be so complex that
satisfactory explanations can only be achieved if the co-workers collaborate
in offering explanantia (cf. de Gaulmyn 1986: 20).

4. Implicit vs. explicit link between explanandum and explanantia
Finally, the link between what needs to be explained and the explanation
offered can be highly implicit, as is apparent in Antaki’s (1994: 1) definition
given above (“the social reasoning [. . . ] people go through to make sense of
the world”). In institutional contexts, however, explaining sequences often
follow turn-taking patterns, such as question-answer sequences.

Overall, these dimensions fulfil two functions in describing explaining: they
reveal the different research motivations reflected in the literature and they
describe the diversity of what Antaki (1994: 75) calls “explanation slots” or
“account-shaped [interactional] space[s]” in interactional situations. In addi-
tion, they show that explanations come in diverse forms and shapes and thus
support the generally held understanding that the only way to identify them is via
their discursive functionality. Here again, the core function seems uncontested:
explanations act as ‘saying what you don’t know’ (“dire ce que toi, tu ne sais
pas”, de Gaulmyn 1986: 125).
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Where the various approaches differ, though, is with regard to drawing the
limits, as it were, to instances of informing, on the one hand, and, on the other,
arguing. Informing, or ‘saying what I know’ (“dire ce que moi je sais”, de Gaul-
myn 1986: 125), is fundamentally different in that it does not presuppose an
interactional need for more information. When interpreting explaining as “a
reaction to an assumed knowledge deficit” (e.g. Kiel 1999: 68), however, the
distinction between explaining and informing becomes blurred as one interac-
tant’s assumptions might not reflect others’ communicative needs. Overlaps are
also observable as regards arguing, especially when explaining is interpreted as
including “justify[ing] and warrant[ing] a puzzle which has arisen [in the local
interaction]” (Antaki 1994: 75). Justifying something means that it is open to
debate or questioning, which is exactly what arguments are meant to do, in which
“premises are stated in an attempt to prove, or justify, a conclusion.” (Govier
1987: 159) And even if “[t]here are passages that are both argumentative and
explanatory” (Govier 1987: 173), the conditions for arguing are different from
explaining, with which “an attempt is made to show how or why something
came to be as it is” (Govier 1987: 168). This means that the object, phenomenon
or knowledge structure in question is generally accepted as it is (cf. also Kiel
1999: 71–72). In other words, this functional interpretation relates to the status
of, in explanatory terms, the explanandum and whether it is met by interactional
acceptance or questioning. As already specified above (see 7.1), this study is
concerned with explaining, and not argumentative, behaviour and will thus fo-
cus on accepted explananda.79

Since accepted explananda are intrinsic to classroom talk, defining explain-
ing in an operationalizable and at the same time theoretically sound way is a
challenging task, as is clearly shown by repeated lapses into circularity, such as
‘an explanation explains . . . ’ (e.g. Antaki 1994: 74). In an attempt to avoid such
pitfalls, this study suggests a new concept and analytical frame, i.e. ‘interactive
explaining’.

7.2.2 Intex – interactive explaining

Interactive explaining or intex, for short, uses the basic ingredients of explain-
ing listed in Figure 7.1, and adds substance to them by integrating discourse
topic (management) and the turn-taking sequences typical of classroom talk.

79. A further speech function which is partly treated independently from explaining is
reasoning (e.g. Ehlich and Rehbein 1986; Gerstner 1986; Kiel 1999: 71–72; Klein
1987: 27–32; Völzing 1979: 15). As the present data have not yielded exchanges that
could be interpreted as reasoning, but only individual reasoning turns, a distinction
between explaining and reasoning as discursive functions is not undertaken.
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As illustrated in Figure 7.2, the present research focus makes that the partici-
pants are teachers and students who engage in classroom discourse, which, in
turn, (re)constructs the respective unit of culture or social activity of, for in-
stance, learning the principles of the Austrian legal system or the ground rules
for a public relations manager in a hotel. This they do in the classroom-specific
constellation of a group of students and one teacher per subject, who acts by de-
fault as classroom organizer and manager (visualized in Figure 7.2 by ‘Teacher’
facing ‘Students 1–n’).

Most centrally, Figure 7.2 presents intex or interactive explaining as an
integral part of classroom discourse and specifies it as focussing on specific
topics turned explananda which are developed sequentially in interaction. The
individual steps (dotted rectangles in the figure) reflect the generally accepted
description of explaining summarized above. As certain explanantia might lead
to reformulations of the original explanandum and to further explanations, ex-
plaining can take place in loops (represented by the backwards arrow in the
figure). At the same time, the labels given to the three basic steps point to ‘in-

ctive explaining’classroom discourse
(social activity),

includingTeacher

Student 1

Student 2

Student n

discourse topic
interactively
turned into

explanandum

explanation (inter-
actively developed

explanantia)

interactively
realized shared

knowledge

INTEX
interactive
explaining

Figure 7.2. Intex – ‘interactive explaining’
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teractive’ as specific characteristic of intex in two ways: firstly, it is taken as a
defining feature in that only those explaining exchanges are considered whose
explanations follow on explananda that are interactively established. Secondly,
this emphasis on interactive realizations as starting point of the analysis acknowl-
edges the potential discrepancy between knowledge deficits that are cognitively
experienced vs. those that are explicitly verbalized. Given that the latter is the
only level accessible to participants in talk as well as the analyst, it is the one
focused on here.

As verbalized explananda and resulting explanations amount to discursively
established topics, the construct intex draws also on the understanding of topic
as a “discourse notion” (Ochs and Schieffelin 1976). Topics, or “whatever it
is that is being talked about” (Brown and Yule 1983: 62), have been identified
as consisting of two parts (Bublitz 1988: 17): topic subject and topical actions.
The former relates to ‘what it is about’ and the latter to ‘what we do to the sub-
ject’, i.e. to the ways in which the topic is managed. Similarly to “the ordinary
language users” (Schneider 1987: 248), who identify topics with ease in achiev-
ing communicative coherence (e.g. Bublitz and Lenk 1999; Geluykens 1999),
classroom-based research has preferred a more holistic, top-down approach (e.g.
Fernández Agüero 2003; Heyman 1986), categorizing the relatively structured
classroom talk into larger knowledge units or schemata (Todd 1998: 305–307).80

The latter, the topical actions, describe how topic subjects are developed and are
thus particularly relevant in identifying boundaries of, and transitions within,
instances of intex. Research across various oral practices (Bublitz 1988; Fer-
nandez Agüero 2003; Lenz 1989; Lesznyák 2004) has identified introducing,
changing, digressing from, shifting (in various ways), closing and interrupting
as main topical actions. Furthermore, these have been shown to be employed
and linguistically realized in different ways depending on oral practice and the
discursive skills of the participants (cf. also Cutting 2000: 25–30; Todd 1998:
309). As regards the former, topic progression in classroom-oriented research
tends to be highly segmented with a strong tendency for explicitly announced
topic changes as well as topic subjects (e.g. Heyman 1986).Applied to intex this
arguably means that developing instances of interactive explaining clearly and
explicitly is “vital to the success of the teaching/learning process” (Todd 1998:
309).The latter point, the participants’discursive skills in managing topics, com-

80. Top-down approaches are complemented by bottom-up analyses which focus on the
word-by-word level, establishing semantic patterns leading to the topics from below.
Such analyses have recently been undertaken on a large scale by drawing on corpus
linguistic resources, establishing significant keywords and their interconnectedness
(e.g. Csomay 2005; Todd 1998: 305–306).
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bines the relevance of language skills with communicational strategies, which
has also been focused on in ELF research. In this regard, Lesznyák’s (2002, 2004)
detailed study on topic management in ELF talk points out, firstly, that linguistic
realizations of topic actions tend to be less varied than in MoES (monolingual
English speaker) talk and, secondly, that inexperienced ELF users might allow
for too much vagueness in topic management leading in part to a lack of coher-
ence. While the former finding might also be applicable to the present study, the
latter is less likely to play a role: the HMP teachers and students are experienced
in their respective social roles and resulting interactional practices, and can thus
be expected to be well equipped with the necessary communicational strategies.

When applying these insights into the focus of research here, interactive
explaining, the relevance of topic management is threefold: it identifies instances
of intex, links them to the preceding (and ensuing) interaction and, at the
same time, provides the internal structures of the instances in terms of topic
development and coherence. Based on the preceding considerations, it can thus
be concluded that successful intex will relate to one clearly identified topic
subject, start and close with identifiable openings and closings respectively, and
be developed with the help of coherent topical shifts.

In conclusion, interactive explaining or intex describes any sequence in
classroom talk in which one or more of the participants (teacher and/or stu-
dents) first topicalize an aspect of the preceding interaction with the aim of
integrating it more satisfactorily into their understanding or knowledge of the
social (sub)practice in question. This topic is then developed in the ongoing in-
teraction as long as the teacher and/or students keep indicating their interest in
more information on it. Once such indications cease and/or shared understand-
ing is linguistically realized, the instance of intex can be considered closed.

7.2.3 Turn-taking patterns and intex

As expounded on in detail above, intex is conceived of as an interactional phe-
nomenon, directly embedded in the ongoing classroom talk and developed by
the teacher and one or more students collaborating in their respective turns. In
analysing intex it is thus important to pay attention to the turn-by-turn sequenc-
ing and the speaker roles taken on by the participants. In order to analyse intex
in the making as it were, it is thus helpful to draw on the detailed knowledge of
interactional patterns in classroom discourse. In view of the traditional nature
of the HMP lessons, the concern here is the sequential development of teacher-
whole-class interaction, which, as established elsewhere (see 2.2.1.3), is often
based on a tripartite structure – the I:R:F or, following Lemke (1990), triadic
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dialogue or TD.81 As often implies not always, this section will offer a brief
discussion of TD and other structures and their potential relevance for engaging
in and analysing interactive explaining.

Let me start with an example of intex that illustrates the TD or I:R:F struc-
ture (see Extract 7.1). In line 2, the teacher initiates (I) the explanandum, thus
opening up the TD. A student responds (R) in line 3 by suggesting an explanans,
which the teacher acknowledges as fitting in his feedback move (F) in line 4,
thus closing the intex exchange.

Extract 7.1. Marketing (T1); ‘clarifying stewarding’82

I 1
2

NER [. . . ] (2) even the stewarding (.) department
you know what the stewarding department is , (1) in a hotel

R 3 Kosk for dish-washing (.)
F 4

5
NER washing dishes . (2)

they call it <SLOW> s:tewarding </SLOW>
6 SX-m @@@

While simple in structure, Extract 7.1 can be considered a successful instance
of explaining. Moreover, it exemplifies that a successful use of TD presupposes
that teachers, as the ones “orchestrating” classroom talk (Walsh 2006: 5), allow
and give the learners sufficient interactional space, including length of speaking
turns, waiting and planning time (Walsh 2006: 131), to co-construct interactive
explaining.What sufficient interactional space translates into in actual classroom
discourse is another complex issue, related to appropriateness in certain lesson
phases rather than absolute rights or wrongs. As regards intex, the realization
of each of the three TD slots is important in topic development and establishing
speaker roles (cf. Candela 1999; Nassaji and Wells 2000). The I-slot not only
opens up a new topic, i.e. explanandum, but also influences the ensuing R-slot by
requesting explanantia that might be assumed to be known by all, only available
to the respondent, or open to negotiation (Nassaji and Wells 2000: 384–385).
Although the I-slot indicates and maybe limits the range of possible responses,
the respondents are still in charge of how they (refuse to) fill the R-slot; in other
words, even learners can dodge teachers’control if they so desire, indicating that
“the power differential between the teacher and his/her students is not as tightly
established as [often] suggested.” (Nikula 2007: 182) The F-slot, finally, can

81. As argued by Dalton-Puffer (2007: 74), the term ‘triadic dialogue’ is to be preferred
over ‘I:R:F’because it “dissociate[s] the three-part structure from the functions which
its individual parts may assume at concrete points in an interaction.”

82. For all extracts of intex, the topic subject is given in single inverted commas.
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be filled in various and often highly situated ways (Lee 2007) by, for instance,
an acceptance or rejection, by an evaluation or by a comment.83 Of these the
evaluation follow-up has led to most criticism in that, if applied overwhelmingly,
it tends to reduce the learners’ interactional space to a minimum (e.g. Wegerif
and Mercer 1999: 146). The accept/reject option is intrinsically linked to the
status of primary knower, so much so that the respondents even expect it if the
TD-initiator has this role (Nassaji and Wells 2000: 378–379). The third option,
providing comments of various kinds, is clearly the most open and flexible one.
It can lead to extended exchanges, during which not only the I:R:F structure
“fades into the background” (Nassaji and Wells 2000: 401), but the respective
explanation is further developed co-constructively.

This last comment directs our attention to those cases of intex that depict
other exchange patterns than teacher-initiated TD. While, to my knowledge, no
directly comparable research is available, Sunderland’s (2001) study reports on
successful student-initiated TDs on predominantly procedural, but also on in-
structional topics. Interestingly, student-initiations seem to come in continuation
in the sense that once one student interrupts the default of teacher-initiated TD
it is apparently easier for others to raise their own concerns. Other investiga-
tions have identified more complex turn-taking patterns. Boulima (1999), for
instance, describes negotiated interaction as a standard feature of the EFL classes
analysed. With this term she refers to extensions of the I:R:F structure insofar as
the original Initiation requires a sequence of various R- and F-moves before the
topic is successfully closed. In CLIL classes, research has painted a similarly
complex picture with extended or partly suspended TD exchanges, during which
the F-move plays the added role of “narrowing down the number of possible
contexts in which lexical items arising during the talk can be placed” (Dalton-
Puffer 2007: 91). The relevance of the F-move finds support in Nikula (2007),
who identifies I:R:FFF as a typical exchange structure in Finnish CLIL classes
in contrast to I:R:F(RF) in Finnish EFL classes. The recurrent follow-up moves
reflect that students have more interactional space in the CLIL classes, insofar
as they take the floor more often, keep it longer and also initiate more exchanges
themselves. This Nikula (2007: 201) interprets as indicating a “greater interac-
tional symmetry between the teacher and students” in the sense that learners are
given “more room to manoeuvre”. In other words, the typical three-partite TD

83. In contrast to Sinclair and Coulthard’s (1975: 49) original contention that every
follow-up must include an evaluation, later research have shown that this is not
necessarily the case (e.g. Walsh 2006). Similarly, the present study will show that
non-evaluative follow-ups are possible and not even infrequently so (see 7.4.4.2).
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has been found to become more complex, looser, and partly to disintegrate with
learners requiring and/or being given more interactional space and symmetry.

In sum, the triadic dialogue has been identified as central in traditional class-
rooms. Seeing that the HMP lessons observed fit this description (see 5.3.4
and 6.3.4), it can be expected that TD functioned centrally in them as well, and
that it did so in the functional breadth of I:R:F sequences ascertained above. In
particular, the I-move, establishing a discourse topic as in need of explanation,
can come from the teacher, with the intention of either requesting from students
an explanation that is assumed to be shared knowledge, or of asking for an ex-
planation that only the students can know. Quite obviously, intex exchanges can
also be initiated by students who require more information in order to be able
to integrate a topic or concept into their cognitive knowledge structures. In the
R-move the respective respondents can then (refuse to) offer explanantia they
regard as appropriate; whether they are satisfactory and sufficient will become
apparent in the ensuing F-move, or – and here is where the exchange structure
becomes more complex – various F- and R-moves, maybe also constituting new
I-moves. Clearly, in such cases of joint co-construction, the explanation will turn
into a kind of negotiated interaction, resembling the tripartite TD to a limited
degree only. As the preceding discussion has shown, one prerequisite for more
symmetrical explaining sequences to take place is the amount of interactional
space the learners are given, but also ready to take. It is a matter of empirical
analysis to find out to what extent the factors ‘exchange sequence’, ‘functional
breadth’ and ‘interactional space’ played a role in intex patterns in the HMP.

7.2.4 Verbalizing intex

Another factor that clearly plays a role is the patterns of realization chosen for
interactive explaining. Given the definition of the concept, one relevant aspect
of verbalizing intex concerns the topic subject and topical actions. The subject,
i.e. explaining X, can be expressed on a cline of (in)directness (cf. 6.2), from
fairly indirectly stating the X in a declarative format, to doing the same more
directly in an interrogative and, most directly, formulating it explicitly by, for
instance, using explain or explanation. Dalton-Puffer (2007: 155–157) attests
the relatively frequent use of these glosses and points out two different uses, one
denoting explanations in general, while the other, collocating often with why,
refers more specifically to giving reasons. Similar to Heyman’s (1986) claim
that explicitly formulated topics make them more apparent to students, Dalton-
Puffer points out that topicalized explananda tend to lead to longer and more
complete student explanations than simple wh-questions.
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Besides the topic subject, topical actions are also realized: openings and
closing mark the boundaries of explanations, and, in extended instances of in-
tex, topical shifts move from one explanandum to the next. Lesznyák’s (2004:
132–197) detailed study of topic management in institutionalized ELF discourse
seems to indicate that, at least amongst relatively inexperienced participants, un-
clear topical boundaries and unexpected topical actions are an integral feature of
topic management. With time and communicational pressure increasing, how-
ever, such loose ends in topic development are tied up more consistently and
thoroughly.

The second, equally relevant aspect of verbalization refers to the process
of explaining itself, i.e. offering or (co-)constructing instances of explaining
by linking what is being explained to the other objects or ideas that are meant
to explain it. The focus here is thus on the process of creating meaning by
“making explicit the relationships between concepts or terms” (Dalton-Puffer
2007: 144). Based on presently available research mainly undertaken in science
classes, the purpose of explaining has been identified as “constructing new tax-
onomies of concepts [. . . and] logical sequences of reasoning” (Mohan and Slater
2005: 153). Even if other academic disciplines display less rigid taxonomies of
their concepts and more contradictory reasoning patterns, giving explanations
of both – new concepts as well as logical reasoning – rests on “how the meanings
of two words or phrases are related when they are used together in talking about
a particular topic” (Lemke 1990: 221), i.e. the semantic relations established in
the ongoing interaction.

Based on his seminal study into Talking Science, Lemke (1990: 221–224)
offers – as he concedes himself – a rather mixed bag of semantic-relation types,
revealing different grammatical, semantic as well as logical relationships. While
open to critique for its theoretical inconclusiveness (Dalton-Puffer 2007: 145),
this collection is especially valuable for empirical studies because of the flexi-
bility with which parts of it can be employed. For instance, Mohan and Slater’s
(2005) study of causal explanations in an ESL science class in Canada fo-
cuses on transitivity relations. By analysing “processes of being [and] of doing”
(Mohan and Slater 2005: 158), they illustrate that the former help to construct
taxonomies, while the latter are integral to “build[ing] up logical sequences of
reasoning and particularly cause-effect relations” (Mohan and Slater 2005: 168).
Dalton-Puffer’s (2007) study approaches explanations from the point of view of
logical relations and in a different setting: CLIL in Austrian classes, including
such diverse subject matters as physics, marketing, history or music. Irrespective
of the topics dealt with, however, the results show that the logical relations of
elaboration (e.g. exemplification) and of variation (e.g. giving alternatives) were
particularly central. It is argued, furthermore, that most explanatory exchanges
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were achieved by collaboration between teacher and students, with the latter
partly raising an explanandum and/or offering single words or phrases which
the teacher would then integrate into a coherent explanation. In other words,
it was mainly the teachers who “put [the elements suggested by students] ‘in
[meaningful] relation”’ (Dalton-Puffer 2007: 133).

A third category of semantic relations which seems particularly relevant
in this context is that of taxonomic relations because they realize kinds and
degree of membership in classes or categories and thus integrate new terms into
already established systems or taxonomies. The token relation, for instance, is
fundamental to all definitions (e.g. Dalton-Puffer 2007: 131–132). Quite clearly,
any teaching and learning process entails a good deal of new words, many of
which will be technical, i.e. “[lexical] items highly specific to the discipline
and/or not transparent for an outsider” (Hüttner 2007: 155).

In the case of additional language speakers of the classroom language,
general language proficiency features in addition to subject-specific language
knowledge. When applied to giving and understanding explanations, this means
that potential explainers need to have a certain level of productive and recep-
tive language skills in order to realize and/or understand the semantic relations
inherent in explaining new concepts or terms. In classic ESL settings, teachers
have been shown to anticipate proficiency gaps by simplifying their language use
syntactically and lexically, trying (but not necessarily successfully) to make their
explanations cognitively easier to follow (e.g. Chaudron 1983). Such instances
of ‘foreigner talk’ differ from the cases where teachers as well as students are
second language speakers and need to realize their explanations with whatever
language proficiency levels available. Here, it can be expected that, depending on
proficiency level, more or less complex grammatical and/or lexical formulations
will be chosen for the respective semantic realization; the degree of complexity
most likely depending on the speaker’s but also the hearers’(perceived) language
proficiencies. At the same time, it must be kept in mind that explaining as such is
not directly linked to language proficiency, as semantic relations can be realized
at various levels of syntactic and/or lexical complexity and that the more basic
ones – such as the token relation – is well within the English proficiency of all
Austrian secondary pupils enrolled in CLIL classes (Dalton-Puffer 2007). So,
while the degree of linguistic complexity might well be affected by language
proficiency, the verbalizations of explanations as such rather depends on “the
special discourse conditions of the classroom[s observed]” (Dalton-Puffer 2007:
159). As the teachers mainly request ‘assumed known explanations’ (cf. the dis-
cussion on status of shared knowledge in 7.2.3), students can offer single words
or phrases, which the teachers in their roles as primary knowers integrated into
coherent explanations.
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As regards intex in ELF as classroom language, the preceding considerations
offer important insights in more than one way. Firstly, they offer a descriptive
framework of the semantic relations fundamental to explanations. Secondly and
most probably least surprisingly, they point to the implication language profi-
ciency levels are prone to have for the grammatical/lexical complexity encoun-
tered in explaining exchanges. Thirdly, they indicate that the social roles taken
on by teachers and students find their reflection in who collaborates in what way
in explaining, which is, fourthly, clearly linked to the respective status of primary
and secondary knowers as well as the kind of knowledge aimed at through the re-
spective explanation: if the primary knower does not know the explanation in full
beforehand, the respondents will offer more extensive contributions themselves.

It seems to me that the ELF context of the present study might complicate this
final insight even further in that it would not be surprising if the roles of primary
and secondary knowers – or of expert and novice – were split in a more complex
way. In most of the educational contexts investigated so far, teachers are the sub-
ject specialists who introduce their students to their fields of expertise as well as
to the discourse and the established practices (cf. 2.3.1.6) of the respective
field. This is even the case with L2-speaking teachers who have been socialized
into their field of expertise through the medium of instruction. In such cases, the
teacher is the expert in subject-related as well as linguistic matters. In ELF set-
tings, however, the situation is more complex. While some teachers might rely
on English as their main medium for professional purposes, others do not. Their
socialization into their areas of specialization has happened in other languages,
which might still be their default options for professional communication. En-
glish is then only second in line and might not be the language in which they feel
most comfortable when explaining the semantic patterns and relations crucial to
the subject matter in question. Given this complex relationship between subject
and language use, it seems likely that such teachers might regard and express
their expertise in diverse ways, also in relation to the respective established
practices. The analysis in section 7.4.4.2 will throw more light on this issue.

7.3 Framework of analysis

7.3.1 Identifying instances of intex

In view of the empirical focus, intex has been framed, delineated and described
with its operationalization in mind: firstly, it relates to interactively realized
exchanges, i.e. instances are localizable in the ongoing interaction. Secondly,
the main defining feature is the respective discourse topic of the kind ‘explain-
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ing X’. While explaining has been established as resulting in textual stretches
of varied length, variable degree of exchange complexity and a broad range
of realizations, the X or explanandum can be delineated more easily. It is the
topic subject bounded and developed by topical actions, both of which partici-
pants, and by extension also an observer-analyst, can identify in the combined
top-down and bottom-up processes of establishing coherence; especially so as
classroom discourse tends to be relatively clearly structured with topical bound-
aries often realized explicitly. Every occurrence of intex, therefore, relates to
one topic subject, interactively turned into an explanandum and attended to in
the ensuing explanatory exchange as marked by topic opening and closing. With
the help of topical shifts, cases of intex can be extended by reformulations of
the original explanandum and/or the introduction of related explananda, which
in turn require more explanation, consisting of one or more explanantia. As a
consequence, all occurrences of intex consist of explananda and explanations
that are developed topically, but make use of them in different ways. Extracts
7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 – with explanandum (exm) and explanation (exp) marked on
the left – serve as illustrations of this variety.

Extract 7.2. Hotel Management (T2); ‘clarifying competitors’84

1 LER (2) and sometimes from your competitors and colleagues.
exm 2 Kosk (1) competitors ? <SOFT> what’s a competitor </SOFT>

exp
3
4
5

LER yeah , if you have a good relation with your competitor , and the er the
general manager of the other hotel , (.) is a good friend of you , then you
can ask him I need some new china , where do you buy it ..........

6 Kosk yeah .

In contrast to Extract 7.1 (see above), in which the teacher opens and closes
the instance of intex, Extract 7.2 displays this interactive action taken by a
student. In line 2, Kosk’s question turns competitor, just used by LER, into an
explanandum and, at the same time, opens the intex exchange. The teacher
provides an explanation (lines 3–5), which Kosk acknowledges as sufficient
(line 6), thus closing this exchange.

Extract 7.3 includes an exchange that aims at ‘explaining the purposes of
an extra class’. The purposes are turned into the explanandum, with the expla-
nation clarifying what they are, and it is the teacher who opens and closes the
exchange (lines 1 and 9). While the discourse topic and the structural elements
thus help to identify this exchange as intex, its turn-by-turn development points

84. Due to limitations of space, explananda and explanations will be referred to in all
extracts by the abbreviations ‘exm’ and ‘exp’ respectively.
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to collaboratively executed interactive explaining with blurred ‘borders’between
explanandum and explanantia (as visualized in the extract by the absence of a
dividing line): the teacher starts by reminding the students of an extra class that is
to take place outside the normal schedule and gives its purpose (line 2), which
some students recognize as shared knowledge, while Hanb does not (line 4),
thus transforming the exchange to intex. Other students pick up on colloquium
being shared knowledge (lines 5 and most probably also 6), which the teacher
and Kari interpret as a cue to continue by mentioning the second purpose of
that special meeting (lines 7–9), i.e. the extra class to make up for one session
the teacher had to drop because of another engagement (make up in lines 8+9).
The one-second pause at the end of line 9 and the absence of any further student
comments or questions indicate that the special meeting and its purposes have
now really been established as shared knowledge by all participants and can thus
be closed.

Extract 7.3. Hotel Management (T3); ‘on the purposes of an extra class’

1 LER and I have to next Monday at twelve o’clock ,.........

ex
m

2 we have the colloquium here .
3 SX-m yeah .
4 Hanb colloquium ?

ex
p

5 Sy-m the colloquium
6 SS <1> (xxx) </1>
7 LER <1> yeah , and for those who=
8 Kari =twelve fifty for the make up ,
9 LER and twelve fifty for the make up , (1)

As illustrated in the three extracts 7.1 to 7.3, instances of intex relate to a single
discourse topic, interactively developed as an explanatory exchange. The topical
actions, especially openings, shifts and closings, are central to the line-by-line
description of beginning and end of an intex exchange, as well as its internal
structuring in one or more explananda and explanations.

7.3.2 Patterns of participation

The extracts presented so far (7.1–7.3) not only exemplify the basic structure
of interactive explaining and its diverse realizations, but also illustrate different
turn-taking patterns. As discussed in detail above, traditional lessons can be
characterized by triadic dialogue as the main exchange pattern. It is therefore
not surprising that TD also plays an important role in intex in that a good
many of its occurrences reflect the tripartite structure of I:R:F. Extract 7.1 (see
above) exemplifies the default pattern of teacher-initiation, student-response and
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teacher-follow-up, but TD is also found in the complementary distribution of
speaker roles. In Extract 7.2, for instance, a student initiates intex, the teacher
responds and the student gives feedback in acknowledging comprehension.

A few cases of intex reveal an unexpected one-sidedness in that one in-
teractant, usually the teacher, gives both the explanandum and the explanation.
Besides the few instances of lecturing, this also occurs when the intended re-
spondents do not provide an answer that meets the expectations, as in Extract 7.4,
where the teacher identifies the German term Kollektivvertrag (‘collective agree-
ment on wages and salaries’) as an explanandum in raising a question for clar-
ification in line 2. As none of the students volunteers a response, MER offers
the explanation herself (lines 3–6).

Extract 7.4. Public Relations (T3), ‘clarifying Kollektivvertrag’

exm
exp

1
2
3
4
5
6

MER erm (.) you know this situation in Austria , (.) <GERMAN> Kollektivvertrag ,
</GERMAN> what is it in English ? (xxxxx) ? (1)
the basic er the basic salary you get when working in a specific profession . yeah
? when you work as a waiter there is a <GERMAN> Kollektivvertrag
</GERMAN> erm (1) a certain law actually , (.) the basic amount you get when
being a waiter .

Contrasting with this rather one-sided way of handling intex, most instances
involve teacher and students more evenly. Extract 7.3 is done collaboratively, as
already indicated in the fairly long description given above. While the teacher
is the one who opens and closes it, the instance of intex itself is carried by her
and some students. Quite clearly, the teacher still has the role of interactional
manager, but she does not lead the class through this exchange in an I:R:F
manner. Rather, the students volunteer contributions themselves (esp. lines 5
and 8), thus constructing this intex in a rather dyadic way.

In a handful of cases when various speakers offer contributions refering back
to one preceding proposition, the specific topic is developed polyadically, as in
Extract 7.5, taken from the cooking class at T2. Prior to this exchange, Hanb
has started describing how lobsters could be prepared when another student,
Kosk, wants to know whether lobsters can be boiled alive, thus establishing
an explanandum (lines 1–3). As the reactions by Hanb and the teacher RER
show, both of them feel addressed and volunteer (different) explanantia, which
leads to an exchange between more than two participants: Kosk as initiator of
the explanandum, Hanb and RER as explainers and Crek as supporting fourth
interlocutor, willing to participate in the explanation (lines 9 and 12).
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Extract 7.5. Cooking (T2); ‘boiling lobster alive’
ex

m

1 Kosk may <1> I </1> ask something
2 RER <1> yeah ? </1>
3 Kosk er (1) is it possible to cook (in/a) e::r (.) (a) live lobster <2> (.) (xx) </2>.........

ex
p

4 Hanb <2> yeah you put something wet on it </2>
5 RER but not <3> in Aus- </3>
6 Hanb <3> so he </3> gets asleep to sleep
7 RER but not in <4> Austria </4>
8 Hanb <4> after </4> you need </4> really boiled water (.) then you put it inside
9 Crek yeah

10 Hanb about three minutes pe:r five hundred gram <5> (isn’t it ?) </5>
11 RER <5> yeah </5>
12 Crek yeah (.)
13 RER very good
14 Crek and (.) <6> (generally) (you are) (xxx) </6>
15 Hanb <6> yeah . </6> (.) then finished

While each instance of intex analysed in the HMP data set is structured slightly
differently from the others, the present analysis has shown that cases of intex
gravitate towards one, or a combination of, the patterns illustrated above and
summarized in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1. Exchange patterns in intex

Type Brief explanation Example extracts
lecturing (L) one speaker ‘does it all’ 7.4
triadic dialogue (TD) I:R:F sequencing 7.1, 7.2
dyadic dialogue (DD) (extended) two-part patterns of the type

question:answer or contribution:contri-
bution

7.3

polyadic dialogue (PD) (extended) multi-party patterns 7.5
mixed dialogue (MD) combination of the above 7.6

Quite clearly, exchange patterns cannot be looked at by themselves, but are
always intertwined with the interlocutors structuring them. Therefore and just
like the preceding investigations into repair and directives, this analysis will pay
attention to who takes on what participant roles. In order to allow for overall
insights, the main distinction will be between teacher and students. To begin
with, the few cases of lectured intex were realized by teachers. When students
were ‘lecturing’, i.e. presenting, however, they preferred to explain interactively
established explananda in dialogic exchanges. Extract 7.6 is a case in point.After
presenting on the gender issue in hotel management,Anki and later Kama ask for
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the teacher’s evaluation (lines 3, 7–8, 10), which LER gives based on her own ex-
perience in that matter (lines 11–15), specified further in collaboration with the
two presenters (lines 16–18).Therefore, the two presenters clearly act as organiz-
ers of this intex exchange, and the teacher as the one offering the explanation.

Extract 7.6. Hotel Management (T2), ‘gender issue in management styles’

ex
m

1
2
3

Anki (.) so women are supposed to be supporting (than/then) cooperative and
whenever they er attack or aggressive they may erm meet more resistance than
men ? (3) was it the case , really ?

4* LER I am sorry I didn’t
5* SS @@@
6* LER because I was thinking about the- what we have to say next , what comes next .

7
8

Anki yeah I was talking about the gender differences , that women and men don’t
have the same leadership styles ?

9 LER yes=
10 Kama =but you meet more resistance <1> (than of course as xxxx) </1>

ex
p

11
12
13
14
15

LER <1> yes it depends </1> it’s again depending on the situation . erm of cours- .
first of all it is much more difficult for a woman to be accepted as a leader , (.)
as for a man . this is a fact . I am sorry to tell you , but this is really as it is .
(.) it’s er i- if it’s a small enterprise , then it is not so difficult , but if it’s a big
organization , er (1) people are used to have men as as leaders .

16 Kama especially the men .
17 LER especially men , yeah , especially the men .
18 Kama yeah

* These lines do not pertain to the occurrence of intex proper, as they refer to another topic –
LER’s apology for not having listened to the students’ question – inserted in the main one,
which Anki and Kama repeat in lines 8 and 10.

Although Extract 7.6 is rather atypical as regards the students’ role as organizers
of the exchange, it illustrates very well that actual intex exchanges often com-
bine the three patterns described above. Here, the overall structure is a triadic one
in that the students initiate intex, the teacher offers the required response and
the students follow-up by expressing their understanding, maybe even agree-
ment. On a turn-by-turn basis, however, the exchange is more complex: the
explanandum is carried by the teacher and students, resulting in a polyadic dia-
logue (PD) establishing it (lines 7–11). A similar form of collaboration carries
the explanation, as especially the final specification offered comes in a dyadic
dialogue (DD, lines 15–17).

This extract shows that the overall pattern of an instance of intex does
not necessarily have to correlate with its turn-by-turn construction and that the
teacher and students are involved in constructing explananda and explanations
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in different constellations. Therefore, instances of intex are categorized on
the basis of the turn-by-turn rather than the overall organization (i.e. MD for
Extract 7.6). Furthermore, the speaker roles of interest here are teacher and/or
student(s) initiating and/or contributing to intex, either alone (S or T, e.g. Ex-
tract 7.4) or in collaboration (T+S, e.g. Extract 7.3). Finally, it will be of interest
to describe student contributions as stimulated by a teacher directive (e.g. Ex-
tract 7.1), or as offered independently (e.g. Extract 7.5).

To summarize, the speaker roles considered here concern the teachers’ and
students’ involvement in intex. As the speaker roles do not entail static partici-
patory structures in interaction, intex displays the exchange patterns lecturing
(L), triadic dialogue (TD), dyadic dialogue (DD), polyadic dialogue (PD) and
mixed dialogue (MD), the distribution and interactive functions of which will
be discussed in the analysis below (see 7.4).

7.3.3 Topics

Apart from the exchange patterns and speaker roles, an analysis of intex must
clearly pay attention to the topics chosen for interactive explaining. This is rel-
evant because of the definition of intex (see Figure 7.2), but also because the
topics will allow a description of what teachers and students deem relevant
enough for interactive explanations. Reflecting the preceding analyses into re-
pair and directives, the first distinction of topics correlates with the two main
classroom registers of regulative vs. instructional. Extract 7.3 is an instance of
regulative intex, while all the other extracts included so far are instructional. As
the preceding analyses have already shown, regulative discourse took up only a
small part of HMP classroom talk, which the quantitative analysis of intex will
confirm (see 7.4.1). The more diverse set are the topics of instructional intex.

In this context, Kiel’s (1999: 308–313) study of didactic explaining offers
a promising system. Based on the Aristotelian understanding of categorizing,
it contains the four categories ‘entities’, ‘properties’, ‘activities’ and ‘time and
space’. For the present analysis, however, three adaptations have become neces-
sary. Firstly, entities and properties were conflated because a distinction between
the two became impossible to maintain as most cases of intex concerned enti-
ties by specifying some of their properties. Secondly, of all possible ‘activities’,
it was only regulations and rules that could be identified as interactively ex-
plained (‘rules’). Thirdly, ‘lexical items’ was singled out as a further category
based on the frequency with which language issues are dealt with in the HMP
data. Finally, another category offered itself as relevant during the initial sorting
and reading through the lesson transcripts, viz. taking recourse to personal ex-
perience, either in initiating intex or responding to explananda. In Extract 7.6,
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for instance, the (female) students appeal to the teacher’s personal experience,
which is also what LER draws on in explaining her evaluation of the problems
women might face as hotel managers.A summary of the categorization of intex
topics used in the following is presented in Table 7.2.

Table 7.2. Categorization of topics in intex

Dimension Categories Brief description Example extracts

I) register regulative classroom management 7.3

instructional subject matter 7.1, 7.2, 7.5, 7.6

II) reference time and space past – present – future
spatially close vs. far

7.5, 7.6 – 7.2 – 7.3
7.3 - 7.2

rules regulations, conventional-
ized processes

‘boiling lobster alive’ (7.4)

entities +
dispositions

people, objects, institutions
and their characteristics

‘gender issue in manage-
ment styles’ (7.6)

lexical items terms and expressions ‘clarifying competitors’
(7.2)

personal
experience

events personally experi-
enced and insights gained
from them

‘gender issue in manage-
ment styles’ (7.6)

As the examples listed inTable 7.2 illustrate, each case of intex can be described
according to both dimensions (register and reference), and even within each
dimension, the various categories are not perceived to be mutually exclusive.
As regards the first dimension, intex that is both regulative and instructional is
conceivable (cf. similar results with regard to directives in 6.3.3), but not attested
in the present data set. Concerning the second dimension, overlaps among the
referential categories are very widespread. ‘Time and space’ concerns each
instance and thus always co-occurs with other categories (e.g. Extract 7.5 in
Table 7.2), and the others tend to overlap regularly. Extract 7.1, for instance,
deals with stewarding as a term (i.e. linguistic entity) as well as a concept in
hotels (i.e. entities + dispositions). Extract 7.5, on boiling lobsters alive, concerns
cooking procedures (rules) and characteristics of lobsters that have to be kept
in mind (entities + dispositions).

Overlaps such as these are not really surprising; on the contrary, they are
pre-programmed when one understands explaining as aiding in knowledge con-
struction precisely by establishing semantic relations (see 7.2.5). The close link
between terms/expressions and the concepts they refer to and construct thus
implies that the third and fourth referential categories in Table 7.2 overlap to a
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certain extent.And yet, the distinction between the two arguably makes sense for
the present study: from an empirical point of view, the present data set includes
many instances of explanations that are explicitly linguistic in nature. On a the-
oretical note, the special lexis of educational discourse on the one hand and ELF
interaction on the other require that the multilingual interlocutors, with their var-
ied English language proficiencies, explain terms and expressions in order to
reach a satisfactory level of shared understanding (Mazeland and Zaman-Zadeh
2004; cf. also 5.3.2, 7.2.4). In sum then, intex on specific terms or expressions
has been found as central to education as well as ELF interactions; the present
study of ELF in education would therefore be badly advised not to pay special
attention to explanatory exchanges focusing on lexical items.

7.3.4 Linguistic realizations

The final aspect of relevance in analysing intex is, as expounded on in 7.2.4,
the linguistic realizations of the topical actions, subjects and semantic relations
(see Table 7.3).

Table 7.3. Main linguistic realizations of intex

Realization of By (e.g.) Example extracts

topical actions: opening question 7.2
shift discourse particle or marker 7.6
closing pause; opening of new topic 7.6

topic subject key terms 7.3
explain, explanation 7.6

semantic relations, mainly:
elaboration exposition, ‘i.e.’ 7.4

exemplification, ‘e.g.’ 7.4
clarification, ‘viz.’ 7.9

taxonomic type/token glossing, ‘glos’ 7.9
translating, ‘tran’ 7.9

In relation to the structure of intex, the opening relates to the explanandum and
the closing to finishing the explanation. As can be expected from institution-
alized discourse (e.g. Lesznyák 2004: 120), explananda are only rarely given
implicitly (for a discussion see 7.4.3). Instead, they are generally introduced by
questions (e.g. What is competitors? in Extract 7.2), repetition, or use of key
terms referencing the topic (e.g. colloquium? in Extract 7.3). One set of key
terms are explain and explanation, which, however, are used in only a handful
of cases, of which Extract 7.7 is one. In addition to the rather exceptional ex-
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plain in line 1, this extract also contains typical examples of how other topical
actions are realized. Firstly, a subtopical shift between explanantia is marked by
the particle so and discourse marker actually in line 6. The topical closure is
indicated, at the end of line 7, by two short pauses and a hesitation marker and
the introduction of a new topic in line 8.

Extract 7.7. Public Relations (T3); ‘clarifying editorial deadline’

exm 1 MER what does editorial deadline mean , (1) how would you explain that . (2)

ex
p

2 Evak the- (.) articles have to be: ready <1> (.) some time </1> before (.)
3 Lura <1> some time </1>
4 MER mhm ,
5 Evak the magazine is published .
6
7

MER yeah , so it’s actually the deadline , (.) till when a journalist needs your
material ? (.) to be able to still write about it . to publish it . (.) if it (1) erm

8 (.) arrives in his office too early , (.) no problem ,

As regards the linguistic realization of the interactive explanations given, Lem-
ke’s (1990) list of semantic relations is particularly helpful (see earlier in 7.2.5;
cf. also Dalton-Puffer 2007: 145). In view of the present research aim of ren-
dering a structural, but also functional descriptive frame of the explanantia em-
ployed, the analytical focus is primarily on the logical relations. Since elaboration
is by far the most frequently occurring type, its three sub-patterns – exposition,
exemplification and clarification (see Table 7.3 and Extracts 7.8, 7.9) – will be in
the foreground. Since, furthermore, expositions quite often draw on taxonomic
relations, these are also considered in the analysis; especially as a large propor-
tion of expositions in the data set include instances of glossing, either within the
English language or by turning to German, as illustrated in Extract 7.9, lines 5
and 6. Since both glossing and translating fit well to the previously established
relevance of clarifying (technical) terms and expressions, they are included in
the semantic relations investigated here (see Table 7.3).

Extract 7.8. Marketing (T1); ‘clarifying non-durable goods’

1 NER (.) what are non-durable goods (1)
2 SX-f erm: <8> (xx) </8>

i.e. 3 Zian <8> goods that don’t last ? </8>
e.g. 4 NER yes (.) veggies (1) right ? (.) fruit (1) etcetera etcetera . (.)
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Extract 7.9. Cooking (T2); ‘use of sauté pan’

1 RER (4) sauté pan ? (2)
2 Anle which one is the (sauté pan) <1> (xxxxxxxxxxx) </1>
3
4

RER <1> d- (1) f:or which (.)</1> er speciality you use the sauté pan (.) just
think about the Viennese deserts we did in the first <practical> lesson

glos 5 Suka oh (the) pancakes
tran 6

7
RER the <GERMAN> Palatschinken . </GERMAN> (.) exactly . (.) the small

crêpes (.) the small
8 SX-f <GERMAN> (Palatschinken) </GERMAN>

viz. 9 RER er: (2) specialities (.) filled with (.) apricot jam we did in: (.)
10 SX-f <2> yeah </2>
11 RER <2> the </2> first (.) <2> lesson (.) the crêpes pan <2>

In conclusion, it needs to be stressed that the analysis of interactive explaining
in the HMP will be done comprehensively by combining participatory patterns
in jointly developing explanations (Table 7.1), diverse topics turned explananda
(Table 7.2) and linguistic realizations of topical actions, subjects and semantic
relations (Table 7.3). In view of the multi-layered and varied ways of verbalizing
intex, the linguistic realization patterns will not be forced into quantification,
but will be drawn on in the detailed description of individual instances of inter-
active explaining.

7.3.5 Data set, method of analysis and research questions

As may be deduced from Table 7.4, the data-base chosen for intex is larger
than the previous ones: instead of the nine lessons chosen for analysing repair
and directives, the analysis of interactive explaining draws on twelve lessons
not used in the preceding analyses. The main reason for the larger word pool
(approx. 88.300 vs. 57.000 and 59.900 words) is a methodological one. Since
interactive explaining tends to come in longer stretches than repair sequences
and directives, it is less frequent per lesson. As quantification, which I regard a
necessary initial step in describing prevailing patterns, only makes sense with
certain levels of frequency, the database was enlarged by a third to 12 lessons.
Again – and for the same reasons as specified in 5.3.4 and 6.3.4 – the lessons
were spread equally over the three crucial phases, T1 (introductory 2 weeks of
the HMP), T2 (second half of the first semester) and T3 (third semester).

The larger number of lessons has made it possible to include more subjects
and teachers, thus aiming at an even better representation of the diversity as
regards subject matter, teaching style and teachers’ language proficiency, while
at the same time, also allowing for comparability over time. In this light, Hotel
Management (hom) is represented in all phases. A direct comparison between
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Table 7.4. Lessons analysed for ‘interactive explaining’

Lesson Teacher (T) Mins Turns T turns in % Words T words in %

T1 1law1 XEN 43 202 47.52 5855 94.72
1hom1 LER 50 153 42.48 7017 93.17
1hop1 OUL 49 424 47.17 4933 81.90
1mar2 NER 47 576 41.49 10306 88.08

T2 2cook2 RER 42 726 47.66 7423 78.50
2hom1 LER 46 288 37.50 8160 67.81
2hr2 OPP 41 381 44.09 7728 57.47
2law2 XEN 49 258 47.29 6963 87.58

T3 3fin2 TON 39 246 43.50 6015 75.83
3hom2 LER 45 93 38.71 6823 86.25
3mar1 NER 37 141 46.81 8108 96.07
3pr2 MER 45 240 44.58 8928 8911

Total 533 3728 44.53 88259 83.04

the first and third semester is also possible for Marketing (1mar2, 3mar1). At
the same time, these two subjects can be compared because over the years both
teachers – the former female, the latter male – accumulated detailed experience
in working as well as lecturing in their respective fields of specialization.

A further point of potential comparison between T1 and T3 are the number-
oriented subjects, i.e. Hotel Operations (hop) and Financial Management (fin),
because both – male – teachers generally asked the students to solve, or talk
about, numerical problems. Where the two subjects differed was with regard to
the respective teachers: OUL was highly involved in the hotel business himself,
while TON’s background was a financial one not linked to the hospitality indus-
try as such. The other lecturer who had not worked in the hospitality industry
herself was XEN, which is also reflected in her subject, Austrian Law (law).
While clearly relevant to future hotel managers, law belongs to a different social
practice. The remaining lessons included here – Cooking, Human Resources
Management, Public Relations – were again taught by people with abundant
hospitality experience in their specific fields.

The research methodology applied to ‘interactive explaining’ obviously mir-
rors the methodology used in the two preceding discourse-pragmatic analyses.
Based on the definition of intex, all occurrences of interactive explaining were
identified in the detailed transcripts of the 12 lessons and described accord-
ing to the criteria ‘exchange patterns’, ‘topics’ and ‘linguistic realizations’, as
specified above. In an attempt to capture all instances and arrive at a credible,
dependable and trustworthy description of the breadth and complexity of intex,
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this process was undertaken four times. The resulting descriptions could then
be used for the preliminary quantitative analysis of the intex instances, which
provides a basic overview of the relevant exchange patterns and topics chosen,
but also for the more detailed qualitative description of (a)typical examples.This
means that quantification and qualification stand in the same relationship as in
the preceding two analyses (cf. sections 5.3.4, 6.3.4), except when it comes to as-
pects of linguistic realizations. As explained above, these could not be analysed
quantitatively, but are reserved for the qualitative analyses.

Taken together, the quantitative and qualitative analyses will deal with the
following six research questions, which will be treated in the same order in the
following sections:

1) In which ways is intex used by whom and when?
2) How and to which end(s) is regulative intex used?
3) What do typical explananda and explanations in the HMP look like, and

why?
4) Why and in which ways does intex (not) change with time?
5) When do students take on which participant roles in intex, and why?
6) Which function(s) does intex on terms and expressions fulfil in the HMP

classroom talk?

7.4 Classroom practices

7.4.1 A quantitative overview of intex

Based on the operationalized definition of interactive explaining given above,
125 instances of intex could be identified in the 12 lessons included in the
data set. Arithmetically, this would give about ten instances per lesson or one
every four to five minutes. Quite clearly, actual lessons do not adhere to statistical
precision and interactive explaining has been used much more variedly, ranging,
as listed inTable 7.5, between one (1hom1) and 18 (2cook2) instances per lesson.
Interestingly, the largest numbers are in 2cook2 and 2law2, i.e. a few months
into the HMP and in lessons of teachers with lower proficiency of English. While

Table 7.5. Instances of intex overall (by regulative and instructional registers)

1hop1 1hom1 1mar2 1law1 2cook2 2law2 2hom1 2hr2 3hom2 3mar1 3pr2 3fin2

reg 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 4 1 0 0 1
ins 12 1 10 5 18 17 9 9 6 6 13 11

Total 12 1 11 6 18 17 9 13 7 6 13 12
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the numbers alone cannot be taken as indicators of a correlation between intex
and teacher’s language proficiency, it is clearly a link worth following up.

Looked at from a chronological point of view (see Table 7.6), the numbers
distinguishing between regulative and instructional intex reveal two specifici-
ties: firstly, the former is a scarce phenomenon – with 8 out of 125 instances
only – and, secondly, the absolute numbers of the latter taken per point in time
show that T2 clearly witnessed more instructional intex than T1 and T3; there-
fore, a straight-forward increase or decrease correlating with chronology cannot
be ascertained.

Table 7.6. Instances of intex per point in time

T1 T2 T3 Total

reg 2 4 2 8

ins 28 53 36 117

Total 30 57 38 125

In an attempt to uncover potential patterns of differentiated intex use, the data
have been examined according to the exchange patterns identified above (see
7.3.2), i.e. L (lecturing), TD (triadic dialogue) – both of which can be done
and/or initiated by either teacher (T) or student (S) –, DD (dyadic dialogue),
PD (polyadic dialogue) and their combination MD (mixed dialogue). The oc-
currences in Table 7.7 are given in absolute frequencies.

Table 7.7. Instances of intex (according to exchange patterns)

1h
op

1

1h
om

1

1m
ar

2

1l
aw

1

2c
oo

k2

2l
aw

2

2h
om

1

2h
r2

3h
om

2

3m
ar

1

3p
r2

3fi
n2

To
ta

l

L (T) 1 – – – 1 – 1 – – – 1 – 4
TD (T) 9 1 11 3 11 4 1 – 2 3 6 5 56
TD (S) – – – 1 1 1 2 – 1 – – – 6
DL 1 – – 1 3 5 – 9 1 – 1 5 26
PL – – – – 1 2 1 4 1 – – 1 10
M 1 – – 1 1 5 4 – 2 3 5 1 23

The totals (right-hand column ) show that the six different patterns appear with
different degrees of frequency. As might be expected, teacher-led TD is the most
numerous. What is more interesting is that TD amounts to less than half of all in-
stances of intex. At the same time, many cells in Table 7.7 are empty, indicating
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that certain patterns were not used at all in some lessons. As a concentration of
zero entries springs to the eye in the left-hand lower part of the table, a chrono-
logical perspective seems called for. At the same time, a matrix with 18 cells (6
patterns x 3 points in time) and a total of 125 instances would, with a mean below
seven, lead to such low numbers for the individual cell that quantitative develop-
ments could no longer be traced by statistical tests. Fortunately, the patterns can
be bundled into two large sub-groups of exchange style: those clearly dominated
by the teacher (L+TD) vs. the other, more open dialogic ones (see Table 7.8).
Since, in terms of participant roles, the 6 student-led cases of TD fit better to
dialogic exchanges than to teacher-led TD, they are included in ‘non-TD’.

Table 7.8. Instances of intex (according to exchange patterns and points in time)

T1 T2 T3 Total

L + TD 25 18 17 60
non-TD 5 39 21 65

chi-square: 21.33; df: 2; p < .0001

The absolute frequencies given in Table 7.8 already point towards a change
in the use of non-TD patterns in relation to L+TD. As this increase is also
statistically highly significant, it indicates a potential development in intex
exchange patterns, especially between T1 and T2. More in-depth qualitative
analysis will throw light on this finding.

As regards the participant roles, Table 7.9 presents a split in the data accord-
ing to who formulates explananda and explanantia, and in how many cases both
are done by either teacher or student(s). While the numbers involved in this
overview do not reveal clear chronological patterns, they hint at tendencies and
preferences which are indicative of the participant roles in intex. Generally, the
figures reveal that explananda were more often posed by students (partly in col-
laboration with teachers), while explanations were either given by both together
(reflecting the definition of intex) or by teachers alone. An interesting figure
in this context is the remarkably high numbers of student-initiated explananda
at T2 and, maybe correspondingly, of teacher- (and student-) explanations at T2
(in bold in Table 7.9). The qualitative analysis will pick up on these figures and
provide potential explanations of this numerical increase at T2 (see 7.4.4.2).

The second comment worth making concerns the last two columns, labelled
‘both’. As explained earlier (in 7.3.2), these figures include all instances of
intex in which both explanandum and explanantia are formulated in the most
part by either the teacher or a student. While the numbers involved are so small
that interpretations have to be made very carefully, the lowering in numbers
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Table 7.9. Participant roles in initiating explananda and offering explanantia

Explanandum Explanantia Both
Total T S T+S T S T+S T S

T1 30 12 10 8 11 2 17 13 –
T2 57 14 31 12 22 6 29 10 5
T3 38 18 15 5 14 4 20 1 –

(13 - 10 - 1) in theT-column might be more than simply accidental.Arguably this
hints at a difference in intex behaviour between the first and the third semester;
a contention for which the qualitative analysis will provide more support (see
7.4.4.1). Instances with students handling both explanandum and explanation
at the same time are even more exceptional and restricted to T2; more precisely,
to one lesson only, which, as will be shown, reflects the teaching style used by
the respective teacher (see 7.4.4.2).

The final quantitative analysis approaches the intex data via the types of topic
chosen. As can be gleaned from Table 7.10, the numerically strongest referential
type is ‘entities + dispositions’, followed by ‘lexical items’, ‘rules’and ‘personal
experience’as the numerically weakest type.At the same time, it must be stressed
that the totals of the individual types add up to a higher number than the sum
total of intex, indicating that many topics are linked to more than one of the
types given here. Especially personal experience often appears in combination
with another type, just as lexical items are not always distinguishable from
entities + dispositiond. Despite such overlaps, the numerical distribution of the
types show that most cases of intex focus on people, objects or institutions,
with a smaller part being (conventionalized) regulations; a distribution which
supports the general focus on facts established as having been at the core of the
HMP classroom talk in the preceding chapters. While Table 7.10 does not depict
clearly discernable developmental processes, a potential decrease in frequency
might be there for lexical items: atT3, the number of cases (in bold inTable 7.10)
is conspicuously smaller than for the two points in time in the first semester (see
7.4.5 for a more detailed analysis).

Table 7.10. Referential types of topics in intex

Total of
intex

Rules Entities +
dispositions

Lexical
items

Personal
experience

T1 30 8 11 18 3
T2 57 20 31 19 9
T3 38 11 20 8 1

Total 125 39 62 45 13
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To summarize, the quantitative analysis has led to the following findings:

– intex is used in varied frequencies, the distribution of which seems to be
linked to various factors, such as teaching style, subject matter, but probably
also teacher’s language proficiency.

– In view of the traditional classroom setting of the HMP, intex comes with a
relatively low percentage of teacher-instigated triadic dialogue (TD), which
decreases even more after the first introductory weeks.

– intex is seldom used for regulative matters (8 of 125 instances), and then
usually in non-TD patterns.

– Overall, topics are identified as explananda by teachers and students. At T2,
this is clearly done more often by students. Taken together with the high
number of intex in the Cooking and Austrian Law classes, there might be
another indication of a link between intex and these two classes.

– Explanations tend to be given by teachers either alone or with student support
and/or collaboration.

– Explaining is done single-handedly by teachers mainly at the beginning of
the HMP and by students in very specific situations only.

– Intex focuses on lexical items throughout the HMP – partly overlapping
with entities + dispositions – but, it would appear, particularly during the
first semester. Personal experience features relatively seldom and then in
support of other explananda.

As this overview of findings already shows, the quantitative approach to the
data set provides a mainly tentative picture of intex. What the figures and
percentages might stand for will be uncovered in the following sections that
approach intex from a qualitative perspective.

7.4.2 Explaining procedural issues interactively

As argued elsewhere in this study, the HMP classroom interaction focused on
procedural or regulative matters relatively rarely, most probably because the
students shared a great deal of knowledge as regards classroom management
and organization. When, on the other hand, a procedural issue was met with
unshared knowledge, the analysis into directives has shown that it was topical-
ized, precisely because the students felt the need fully to understand rules and
regulations. This discursive behaviour is supported by the way intex was em-
ployed for classroom management. As the quantitative overview has made clear,
procedural matters appear in only eight instances, taking place in five lessons
(1mar2, 1law1, 2hr2, 3hom2, 3fin2). Although so few in number, each of these
instances seems to have been conceived of as highly relevant by the teacher and
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students. A case in point has been described above – Extract 7.3 (reproduced
here for ease of reference).

Extract 7.3. Hotel Management (T3); ‘on the purposes of an extra class’

ex
m

1 LER and I have to next Monday at twelve o’clock ,
2 we have the colloquium here .
3 SX-m yeah .
4 Hanb colloquium ?

ex
p

5 Sy-m the colloquium
6 SS <1> (xxx) </1>
7 LER <1> yeah , and for those who=
8 Kari =twelve fifty for the make up ,
9 LER and twelve fifty for the make-up , (1)

This very short exchange aims at reconfirming or establishing an extra session
as shared knowledge. This is initiated by the teacher but finalized jointly with
some students in the course of less than a minute. What is typical about this
example is that procedural intex is constructed by all participants who require
the information at stake, which necessitates a relatively loose exchange struc-
ture (i.e. non-TD) and collaborative topic development (lines 2–6, 7–9). These
exchange features were integral to other instances of procedural intex as well,
as the second example shows.

Extract 7.10, which comes from the introductory phase (T1), took place in
Marketing and concerns a much more essential topic: NER’s system of written
testing, which, unlike all other subjects, differentiated between quiz and test.The
former referred to reading assignments on topics not yet dealt with in class, and
the latter was a form of achievement testing based on topics previously covered
in class. NER seems to be aware of his idiosyncratic use of quiz (just to clear
a misunderstanding, lines 1–2) and formulates the topic as something in need
of clarification (lines 1–4). In lecturing format, he then offers the explanation
(lines 6–7). The fact that this understanding of quiz was also new to some if
not all students is reflected in their contributions, extending the exchange by a
further 37 lines (or 3.5 minutes). Suka, in collaboration with NER, reformulates
the teacher’s use of this form of assessment (lines 9–16), which Cana specifies
further by applying the new information to the quiz just written (lines 17–18).
This insight makes Lura and Cana raise related questions, both immediately
answered by NER, regarding the frequency of such quizzes and their weighting
for the final grade (lines 19–23). Evak’s following contribution, however, makes
it clear that not all students have grasped this new concept yet. Introduced by ex-
cuse me as a starter (Edmondson and House 1981: 79–81), Evak requires further
explanation on what the next quiz will be (lines 26–27), which is given by NER
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in collaboration with Suka (lines 28–32). NER then introduces test as the other
form of assessment (line 34) and explains the differences between test and quiz
once more (lines 34–39). Bringing in a new term might have confused Mark
as she returns to the original topic (lines 40–41), looking for a reconfirmation
of the specificities of quiz. NER offers another explanation (lines 42–43) and,
checking for comprehension, closes this exchange (line 44).

Extract 7.10. Marketing (T1); ‘on specificities of quizzes’

1 NER (2) ladies and gentlemen (.) er: (.) just to clear (.) er a: (1) maybe a
exm 2 misunderstanding . (1) when: (.) the reading assignment (1) er: (.) in the (1)

3 programme that I’ve handed out to you (1) says (1) meeting number three:
4 it means that you need to prepare in advance

exp 5 SX-m okay
6 NER that means you need to pre-read (.) er (1) the quiz (.) will always be (1) on the
7 reading assignment that you have to predu- (1) that you have to prepare for
8 SX mhm
9 Suka and <1> not on </1>-

10 NER <1> it appears-</1>
exm’ 11 Suka and not on the previous one which we have done <2> in (the)- </2>

12 NER <2> no . </2> (.) it appears to be logic that this time (.) we did it on the (2)
13 Suka but on <3> the </3>
14 NER <3> previous </3> one because it was our second (1) meeting . (.) right ?

exp’ 15 Suka mhm
16 NER but in advance and the rule is that you have to read ahead . (1) okay ?
17 Cana so actually we have to read until (.) er: (.) page sixteen
18 NER yes . (.) yes .
19 Lura (are we having) (.) er:m: (.) each lesson (is) one quiz ? (1) every (time) (.) (er
20 week)
21 NER no (.) er: in those four lessons there’ll be two unannounced quiz right ? so
22 Cana and <4> each quiz- </4>
23 NER <4> I don’t know </4> when it will hit you .
24 Cana each (xx) each one is ten points . (.)
25 NER each one is ten points . yes .

exm” 26 Evak excuse me I don’t understand if we’re (.) going to have a quiz next time (.) is
27 it gonna be on lesson number two or or on lesson number three .
28 NER on lesson number three . (2) if we have a quiz next time (.) it’s going <5> to
29 be on: </5>

exp” 30 Suka <5> it will be on </5> the next lesson <6> which will be (number three) </6>
31 NER <6> on lesson number three . (.) </6> because I want you to prepare (1) <7>
32 for (.) the lesson . </7>
33 Evak <7> (xxx) (1) </7> okay,
34 NER and the test (2) is going to be (2) retrospective . that is (1) it’s gonna only
35 deal with the things that we did
36 SX-f (we did)
37 NER right (.) and not (1) with the things that we’ll be doing . (.) so that’s the
38 different- between a quiz and a test (.) okay ? (.) the quiz (plans) (1) the quiz
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39 checks your degree of preparation . (2)
exm 40 Mark er: with the in the quiz (.) only: (1) from the next lesson (or) from the

41 previous (one) (2) <8> only only </8>
42 NER from the next lesson . (1) <8> always from the </8> next lesson . (1) always

exp 43 from the next lesson . yes . (3) always from the next lesson .
44 (.) okay ? (.) does that make sense ? is that clear ? (1)

As such, this exchange might not seem particularly exceptional: introduced by
the teacher as an explanandum, the local meaning of quiz was explained first
by the teacher and then, in response to various student requests, by teacher and
students together. As can be judged from the exchange itself as well as student
behaviour in quiz situations in ensuing lessons, this case of intex was also a
successful one, allowing the students to integrate this new concept into their
understanding.

What is remarkable about it, however, is the exchange structure and, partic-
ularly, the highly active speaker role taken on by students. Without any explicit
invitation to do so, Suka changes the teacher’s explanation into an interactive
one (lines 9+10), and the other three students make unprompted contributions
to the exchange, thus not only making it into an exceptionally long exchange,
but also into one with a mixed exchange structure, with the teacher-led triadic
dialogue being broken up by student contributions (e.g. lines 9+11, 30). This
means that this exchange is unusual as regards the openness with which students
collaborate, especially as it occurred so early in the HMP. Additionally, it in-
volved particularly quiet students, such as Suka and Mark who would normally
only speak up when explicitly invited or required to do so. Furthermore, this case
of intex is remarkable because it took place in Marketing: classes which were
otherwise characterized by intensive lecturing and tightly managed interactive
phases in which students were given clear cues as to when to submit single word
contributions (e.g. Extracts 7.1 or 7.8). Of all the marketing classes observed
during all four semesters, Extract 7.10 must have been one of the longest inter-
active exchanges overall. This, I would argue, is not a mere coincidence, but is
tightly linked to the procedural topic in question. Quite obviously, assessment
is one of the most central concerns for students; and, as quiz was used slightly
differently by different HMP teachers, it was considered of paramount impor-
tance to understand fully what quizzes would entail in Marketing. Clarification
was thus sought for until students could make this new concept their own.

These two examples show that regulative intex was used rarely in the HMP,
but when it was done, it related to topics that all considered highly relevant.
Teachers felt the responsibility to explain new or unusual classroom procedures,
and students required such explanations. Linked to this interpretation is the high
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level of collaboration as regards the way the explanation in question is developed,
which is also mirrored in the dialogic or polylogic exchange patterns.

7.4.3 Typical explananda and explanations: what and why

As indicated repeatedly above, intex can occur in a multiplicity of textual
realizations: explananda range from being labelled (e.g. please explain X ), via
linguistically marked directives for information (e.g. what does X mean?, and/or
direct reference to the X) to declaratives with the pragmatic value of questions.
Explanations vary in length and details and consist of a wide range of semantic
relations. At the same time, the cases of intex identified in the HMP data set
revealed preferred structures and verbalizations. The quantitative overview has
already indicated what these contain (see the summary at the end of 7.4.1); this
section will consider (a)typical examples in detail.

Intex, so the definition says, is used for bridging a ‘knowledge gap’ per-
ceived as such by the participants. Successful intex thus presupposes that such
a gap is interpreted the way it is intended to and that the explanation matches the
intended explanandum. Along the direct-indirect scale of formulations summa-
rized earlier, explananda in the HMP were usually formulated directly (e.g. by
questioning format or by using key-terms), which the data show was a commu-
nicative success story: out of all 125 instances, only the one given in Extract 7.11
can be identified as including local miscommunication (see also chapter 5.2.1).

Extract 7.11. Public Relations (T3), ‘how to handle demanding journalists’

exm 1 Evak what do you talk with these journalists . <2> I mean what do you ask </2>

ex
p

2 Mark I think <2> I’d ask them </2> (xxx).
3
4
5
6

MER erm (1) I usually (.) er provided him erm (.) material of the hotel . (.) which
means er (.) basic articles about the hotel , (.) the press kit in general , (.)
some specific figures perhaps statistical figures and so on . (.) and forwarded
that to him (.) erm as soon as possible=

ex
m

’

7 Hanb =no , but what do you tell the guys asking for er (.)
8 Evak something ready=
9 Hanb =please write an article about your hotel and forward it to me .

exp’ 10 MER erm , very politely no .

exm’
11 Hanb you do say that= ?
12 Evak =why ?

ex
p’

13 MER yeah , but I don’t say no . yeah
14 Hanb <3> (but you xxxx) </3>
15
16
17
18

MER no <3> is a word that is very strong .</3> yeah ? but of course I’m
prepared to help you , (.) er I have excellent material for you , I will
forward it to you within seconds and so on . yeah ? (.) and he- he can’t say
anything else anymore . yeah ?
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Following on MER’s description of (a) the duties a hotel public relations man-
ager has towards journalists and (b) that they do not include writing their reports,
Evak asks for more information in line 1 (Extract 7.11), which MER interprets
as relating to (a). The students’ interest, however, concerns (b) as becomes evi-
dent in Hanb’s and Evak’s joint clarification of the original question (lines 7–9)
as well as Evak’s follow-up specification of it being an explanandum (line 12).
In all other cases of explicitly and/or directly formulated explananda, however,
the explanations can be reconstructed as overlapping sufficiently with the ex-
plainees’ intentions.

The same cannot be said of the few instances of rather indirectly phrased
explananda, i.e. contributions that are neither referentially marked nor directly
phrased as enquiries for explanations; more often than not are they followed
by explanations which appear partly unconnected to the explanandum. Ex-
tract 7.12a, taken from Austrian Law at T2, is a case in point. Preceding this
exchange, XEN assigned every student to one of the players at court and re-
quired them to sit as they would during actual court cases. At the same time, the
teacher introduced the class to the basic differences between civil and criminal
law. Jenz’s comment opening Extract 7.12a takes place while sitting down at the
pretend court and seems to be a request for clarification as to which of the two
types of court this setup relates to. The teacher, however, interprets it apparently
as asking whether this arrangement was standardized or not (lines 3–4, 6–11).
So, while the teacher’s explanation specifies this seating arrangement as stan-
dard in civil courts (identifiable by the terms plaintiff and defendant), she does
not make explicit whether this would also apply to criminal cases.

Extract 7.12a. Austrian Law (T2); ‘on seating arrangement at court’

exm 1 Jenz so just now the set up is for both courts . for the civil and the (.) criminal=
2 XEN =so if you go to a court ? (.)
3
4

in front of you there is a judge , (2) on the right side of the judge , there is
the (.) plaintiff , (.) and on the left side of the judge there is the

5 Jenz (2) is the defendant .

ex
p

6
7
8
9

10
11

XEN the defendant . (1) okay ? (.) so whenever you go to a court and you are
the defendant , you will take your place on the (1) left side of the judge ,
(.) if you are the plaintiff you take your seat (.) on the right side of the
judge . (.) so whenever you go a (.) erm (.) to erm to court , (.) and you
enter the room and you are very (.) easy (.) to know who is plaintiff , who
is defendant . (1) okay ?

Seeing that Jenz does not resume or reformulate her original explanandum, we
cannot know in how far she considers XEN’s explanation sufficient. Interestingly,
though, Crek raises a series of questions immediately following XEN’s okay in
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line 11 (see Extract 7.12b), picking up on the distinction between the two types
of court and their respective players (lines 12–13, 15). While she shifts the topic
towards the presence of the victim, the explanation, established by XEN and
Crek together (lines 16–21), does imply that criminal and civil courts make
use of the same seating arrangement (lines 20–21), thus providing an implicit
answer to Jenz’s original explanandum just before the end of class (lines 23–24).

Extract 7.12b. Austrian Law (T2)

exm 12
13

Crek (if) we have to speak the , it’s only in criminal case (.) that the (.) victim (.)
comes ?

14 XEN as a testimony
15 Crek as a testimony . and in civil cases not ?

ex
p

16
17

XEN in civil cases you , this is the (.) plaintiff there . the victim is the plaintiff
there .

18 Crek I thought it’s a lawyer . but it’s both on the same side .
19 XEN yeah but the lawyer is paid by the plaintiff.
20 Crek but is there (.) the the person himself as well <1> next to , sitting </1> ?
21 XEN <1> sitting </1> sitting next to next to the lawyer
22 Crek okay .
23 <bell rings>
24 XEN okay thank you bye bye

Apart from the differing levels of explanatory appropriateness that Jenz’s and
Crek’s explananda stimulate, 7.12a and 7.12b are also interesting to compare as
regards the degree of directness with which the two students pursue their quest
for more information. To begin with, both students realize their explananda
rather vaguely in that their contributions contain a considerable amount of
ellipsis, which requires guess work on behalf of the teacher, as XEN’s brief
comments checking for confirmation (7.12a, line 2 and 7.12b, line 14) indi-
cate. In the remainder of their exchanges, however, the two students interact
very differently. Jenz remains passive, thus leaving XEN practically alone in
formulating an explanation. Crek, on the other hand, takes on an active role,
expanding on her original contribution, and co-constructs the explanation to-
gether with the teacher. So, in 7.12a XEN offers the explanation on her own,
while in 7.12b she receives interactive help from the explainee. This help is
twofold: it clarifies the actual topic subject and, at the same time, the degree of
explanatory success experienced by the one looking for an explanation. In other
words, these two examples unveil the interactional difficulty encountered when
an explanandum was firstly verbalized in an indirect way, and then not further de-
veloped in the course of intex. While the explainers (usually the teachers) were
very willing to suggest explanations, they clearly needed interactive guidance
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in clarifying the explanandum as well as the appropriateness of the unfolding
explanation.

Concerning the explanations given, a brief glance through all cases of intex
makes clear that most explanations include various logical relations, combining
clarification (‘viz’), exemplification (‘eg’) and exposition (‘ie’) in various ways
to reach their goal of rendering a new idea or concept clearer.These combinations
are influenced neither by who contributed to the explanation nor by the degree
of elaboration with which the explanation was originally given. Extracts 7.15
and 7.16 include rather diverse examples of clarifying terms that are relevant
to the specific subject areas, Marketing and Cooking. In Extract 7.13, NER
mentions bench-marking as an important way of self-assessment, realizing that
it might be a strange concept for some students (line 2). As Kari confirms his
assumption (line 8), NER launches into an extensive explanation. First hinting
at an exposition in line 9, he delves into his first example of using American
Express as a bench-mark in terms of one’s billing services, which is so long
(almost two minutes or 25 lines) that it allows for embedded clarifications. In
line 37, NER moves on to a second example of bench-marking a restaurant’s
service, and finishes off by offering a summative clarification that comes close
to a definition, including sub-specifications: “so bench-marking always means
comparing with either the best [. . . ] or normally [. . . ] our fellows” (lines 39–42).

Extract 7.13. Marketing (T1); ‘clarifying bench-marking’

ex
pl

an
an

du
m

1
2

NER and because they have a similar job (.) we can (.) what we call (.) bench-
mark . (2) each other (.) did anybody hear the term (.) bench-marking ? (.)

3 SX mm
4 NER (1) already ?
5 SX mm (yes)
6 SY-f <1> (xxx) </1>
7 NER <1> that is </1> (.) sorry
8 Kari (1) <@> I didn’t know (the words) </@>.....

(ie)
eg 1

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

NER okay (.) that is (.) e:rm (.) I compare (1) my billing (2) the way I bill (.)
that is (1) if I write a bill (.) to I B M because Mr NER has (stayed) with it
that bidding process is a service . (1) right ? (1) because normally Mr
NER would have had to (1) pay cash at my cashier’s desk . but I’m
offering the service that I charge it to the company . so I’ve sent an
invoice (.) a bill (1) from the hotel to the company . that is a service . (1)
and that service can be executed badly ? (.) or it could be executed ? (1)
perfectly . (1) you know who is the best invoice sender in the world (2)
(8 turns/13 lines for identifying and describing American Express as best
invoice sender world-wide)
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ex
pl

an
at

io
n viz 30

31
32

NER (.) American Express is so effective in invoicing (.) that I compare my
hotel ? with the standards of ? (2) American Express (.) because I wanna
be the best (1)

33 Alac invoice
viz
eg 2
ie

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

NER (.) in the world . (1) right ? (.) and this is what we call (2) bench (.)
marking . (.) right ? we bench-mark (.) our performance against (2)
American Express’s performance . (1) right ? (.) e:r (.) (u-) and and who
does the better invoicing . (.) we can bench-mark (.) amongst restaurants .
(1) who doe- who has the better service . (.) right ? (.) who has the better
menu . so bench-marking always means comparing (1) with either (.) the
best ? (1) then we call it ? (1) best (.) practice (.) bench-marking . (2) or ?
(.) just normally bench-marking ? then we compare ourselves with our ?
(2) fellows ? (1)

43 SZ <SOFT> (restaurants) </SOFT>
44 NER re- other restaurants or other hotels (.) or whatsoever . <1> (.) right ? </1>

Extract 7.14. Cooking (T2); ‘clarifying blanching’

ex
pm

1 RER <1> (.) how we can explain blanching (1) </1>
2 <1> (10) < loud chatting , RER not heard, chatting dies down > </1>
3 RER I asked for blanching (2)

ex
pl

an
at

io
n eg1 4 Cana French fries for example in fat

5 RER the f- blanching in fat f-for example the French fries ?
viz 6 Cana or in water
eg2 7

8
RER or b:lanching in water (1) er for example the tomato before you t:ake

off the skin (1) very good

Extract 7.14, taken from the theory class on Cooking, begins with RER’s ques-
tion for clarification of blanching. As the students had already gained hands-on
experience in the school’s kitchen, this phase of the lesson amounted to a kind of
theoretical review of practically acquired knowledge. In other words, RER could
presuppose shared knowledge, which is reflected in his initial question (line 1)
and his meta-level repetition (line 3). It is also shown by the fact that no attempt
is made at defining the cooking method. After a silence of two seconds, Cana
offers a first example (line 4), but then, stimulated by RER’s follow-up (line 5),
which Cana interprets as disagreement, corrects it by clarifying the liquid in
which the cooking process takes place (line 6). RER acknowledges the second
explanans by firstly repeating it and then offering an example himself (lines 7–8).

When comparing the two extracts, one cannot help but see major differences
as regards the textual side of the explanations given. Apart from its extensive
length, 7.13 contains more explanantia that are formulated explicitly (by draw-
ing on the lexical-grammatical resources of the language) and realized in log-
ical sequencing (by discourse particles and markers). 7.14, on the other hand,
contains a collaboratively constructed explanation whose logical relations are
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marked lexically (for example) or sequentially in the turn-taking process. In
other words, the former explanation can be characterized as making use of the
full spectrum of linguistic resources, while the latter seems to rely more heavily
on semantics and general interactional conventions. Whatever the reasons might
be – degree of shared knowledge, subject matter or English language proficiency
levels of the teachers – the interesting point is that both explanations, containing
the same logical relations, work in the sense that the terms at stake could be re-
lated to familiar concepts. This means that, firstly, the logical relations identified
as central to explaining are flexible as to how they can be realized and, secondly,
the degree of success of an explanation is not dependent on the linguistic real-
izations chosen. This discourse-pragmatic finding is reflected in the perceptions
voiced by community members, such as in Quote 7.9 (in 7.4.4.2).

So far these examples have illustrated that intex relies on logical relations
which can be realized in different linguistic ways. It can thus be used flexi-
bly as regards the lexical-grammatical resources of the English language. This
flexibility becomes strikingly evident in the case of exposition. Regarding its
prototypical type – the definition – the HMP data are particularly scarce since,
as with other school settings (e.g. Dalton-Puffer 2007: 132), fully-blown defini-
tions along the line of “X is a T having characteristics c1, c2, c3” are practically
absent from the data on the whole.A few instances of defining generally concrete
objects feature more conversational-type of definitions, as for instance RER’s
summary of what tomato concassé amounts to in Extract 7.15, lines 9–10.

Extract 7.15. Cooking (T2); last part of intex on ‘preparation methods of vegetables’

ex
m

1 RER what’s the next one
2 Suka the next one

viz 3
4

RER peeled tomato (1) seeds cut(ted/it) in pieces ? (.) how you (.) how do
we call this

5 SS <call out various words, inaudible>
6 Suka tomato <5> concassé ? </5>
7 SX-f <5> (luncheon) </5>?

ex
p ie

8
9

10

RER tomato concassé (.) very good . (8) <FRENCH> tomates concassées
</FRENCH> (1) peeled (2) tomatoes (.) without any seeds (.) and
after that (.) cutted in small cubes ? (.)

As illustrated in this extract, exposition can come in syntactically looser and/or
more elliptical structures, and, furthermore, tends to be referentially associative
rather than denotational. Such forms of exposition include glossing, either in
English (‘glos’) or by having recourse to German (‘tran’), and what I wish to
call dramatized expositions. Extract 7.16 provides an illustration of the latter
(lines 3–4, 11–13) as well as of ‘tran’ (line 4). In all three cases of exposition, the
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focus is on how Austria’s political integration into the Third Reich in 1938 has
been interpreted by politicians and historians since World War II, by drawing
on the two terms annexation and occupation and their respective conceptual
differences.

Extract 7.16. Austrian Law (T1); ‘annexation or occupation?’

exm 1
2

XEN [. . . ] so we had lots of theories legal theories about was it an
annexation or was it an occupation

exp ie 3
4

annexation means <QUOTATIVE> hello friends come on let’s
join us </QUOTATIVE>

exm tran 4
5

Anki we talk about <GERMAN> Anschluss </GERMAN>not about an
occupation

exp
(glos) 6

7
8
9

XEN yeah er this is er this is erm annexation what you have in mind ?
(.) but the legal (.) way Austria could manage the allies to see it ?
was that Austria got occupied . it’s a very big difference , yeah ?
because if you get it occupied you are free afterwards by the allies

10 Anki mhm
ie 11

12
13

XEN if you if you would have been annected <QUOTATIVE> hey
hello welcome </QUOTATIVE>yeah ? so you are part of the
enemy ,

14 Anki mhm

Instead of offering detailed definitions of the terms in question, the teacher
prefers to throw light on the practical side of an annexation. Anki’s contribu-
tion shows her interest in connecting this new information to familiar concepts,
which, as an Austrian, she knows in German. XEN responds to this language-
based knowledge gap, offers annexation and Anschluss as glosses of each other
and goes back to her original explanation, stressing again the practical impli-
cations for occupation (line 9) vs. annexation (lines 11–12). Quite obviously,
XEN avoids legalistic language in this, but also in all other instances of intex.
Two potential reasons come to mind here, both of which the teacher herself
topicalized as problematic during the interview: (a) XEN’s limited experience
in teaching in English (see Quote 4.25) and (b) the limited appropriateness of
teaching Austrian law in the HMP (see Quote 7.7).

Quote 7.7. Interview (2nd sem, 1st mth)
XEN: ja also ich habe [. . . ] sehr dezidiert auch gesagt schon von Anfang an dass

ich es (.) zwar mache diesen Lehrplan aber wir arbeiten jetzt auch über einen
neuen weil es is ein völliger (1) charmant ausgedrückt Unfug Chinesen ein
österreichisches Rechtssystem nahezubringen (.) in englischer Sprache (.) weil
es teilweise nicht einmal Synonyme gibt die ich (.) als nicht des (.) deutschen
oder des österreichischen Systems Rechtskundiger (.) nichteinmalvergleichen
kann
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[I said very clearly from the beginning that even if I follow this curriculum at
present that we’re already working on a new one because it is, to put it nicely,
complete nonsense to try and teach Chinese students about the Austrian legal
system in English (.) because partly there aren’t even any synonyms (.) which
I could compare as someone who doesn’t know the German or Austrian legal
systems]

On a speculative note, XEN’s acknowledged and also observed limited profi-
ciency might have helped her at least partly in minimizing the degree of non-
sensicalness she perceived in the curriculum she had to teach at the time. By
forcing her to use simple terminology in explaining the partly highly complex
topics, XEN might have been able to break them down into understandable bits;
even to international students who had no use for local terminology. Especially
as the limited time given to this only legal subject would never have sufficed to
introduce newcomers to Austrian Law as a legal discipline, the legally maybe
simplistic explanations offered might have represented certain topics much more
successfully than more complex explanations could have done.

As regards exposition as logical relation used more generally in intex, Ex-
tract 7.15 is typical also because it illustrates that the interactional aim was not to
define the new concept comprehensively within its social practice, so to speak,
but rather to make it accessible to the specific group of learners. In other words,
the intention pursued was clearly addressee-oriented, communicating in the
here and now (cf. Figure 2.1 in 2.3.1.5) by using whatever linguistic means nec-
essary in order to make new concepts more accessible. Referentially-oriented
definitions of the classical kind are thus less important and also practically absent
from the HMP data set.

Summing up, it can be said that, despite the broad range of realizations and
formulations chosen in intex in the HMP, explananda were typically formu-
lated explicitly and/or co-constructed in teacher-student exchanges. Explana-
tions drew on the logical relations exposition, exemplification and clarification
in varied combinations with the clear intention of constructing the conceptual
bridges that were locally necessary to promote shared understanding, and this
also required and received active participation from the explainees, be they
teachers or students. The lexical-syntactic realizations chosen in formulating
intex were thus never at the forefront of interest or concern, nor was the pro-
duction of specific formulations required from students. Instead, intex worked
in the HMP precisely because the logical relations so fundamental to explain-
ing could be realized in diverse ways, reflecting different degrees of lexical or
syntactic complexity.
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7.4.4 Students’ involvement in explaining

As can be expected when analysing an interactively defined object of enquiry
like intex, the interactants and the roles they play are of central importance. In
a traditional setting like the present one, there is a strong temptation to place the
investigative focus on the teacher.This section will counterbalance this tendency
and focus on the students and their roles in intex, while at the same time keeping
the teacher as important other clearly in mind. More precisely, the way students
are involved in intex will be analysed from the points of view of temporal
progression (T1–T2–T3) and interactional space.

7.4.4.1 Changes with time

As the quantitative analysis has indicated, teacher-initiated triadic dialogue (TD)
decreased in frequency within the first semester of the HMP, pointing to a shift
from more to less TD within a few weeks of classes and at an increase in student
contributions with time progressing. A similar tendency became apparent in
independent student contributions, i.e. in students offering either explananda
and/or explanations without having been invited or required to do so by the
teacher. At T1, students contributed to intex independently in less than a third
of all cases; later-on they did so in more than half of all instances. Besides
this quantitative increase, independent student contributions also developed in
that they were used in establishing and/or structuring intex. At T1, students’
independent contributions related to topics either introduced by the teachers or
included in the materials they distributed.Additionally, students introduced their
requests for explanation by a softening or disarming pre-exchange (Edmondson
and House 1981: 116, 153–157) such as excuse me or I have a question, most
likely reflecting the students’ interpretation of their taking the floor as bending
turn-taking rules. In Extract 7.17, for instance, Evak picks up on a term given
in the text book, competitive positioning, and turns it into an explanandum.
Her excuse me as disarmer (line 1) allows the inference that she considers her
question an intrusion on the default ‘teacher as turn allotter’. This feeling of
unease might also be reflected in her identifying the source of the term as having
come from the teacher and outside her own doing and responsibility (it says in
line 3). As in all cases of intex found in the data, the teacher is very willing
to explain the term, and does so single-handedly by way of exemplification and
clarification (lines 4–12) and a concluding confirmation check (lines 14+16).
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Extract 7.17. Marketing (T1); ‘clarifying competitive positioning’

ex
pm

1 Evak excuse me e:rm (.) considering competitive positioning (1) what is that .
2 NER beg your pardon ?
3 Evak it says considering <2> competitive </2> position(ing) .

ex
pl

an
at

io
n

eg

viz

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

NER <2> (.) yes (.) e:r (.) </2> (1) it is meant that (.) when you (1) er are in
the fast-food (2) let’s stay with McDonald’s . (.) in the fast-food industry
(.) right ? (.) an:de:r (.) you c- c- c- you think that a monkey can do the
job (.) at McDonald’s (.) right (.) er (.) (b-) erer (.) because it’s so
standardized (1) er you can differentiate with your (.) hamburger
restaurant (.) by adding (.) more competence to the staff . (1) right ? (.)
and you can differentiate (1) yourself from the (1) X Y Z McDonald’s
restaurant ? (.) competitive differentiation ? (.) and positioning ? (.) by
saying ? I am the restaurant that offers the better ? (1)

13 Alac <5> service </5>
14 NER <5> service . </5> (.) is that (.)
15 Evak (yes)
16 NER (.) understood ?

With the progression of the HMP, student contributions to intex became not only
more frequent, but also more matter-of-fact in that more students seem to have
made the right to contribute to classroom interaction their own, even without any
instigation from the teacher. Extract 7.8, for instance, features an explanandum
re-introduced by a student and then jointly explained by the student and the
teacher.

Extract 7.18. Hotel Management (T2); ‘employees as informants on competitors’

ex
m

1
2
3

Kosk may I say something about the (reason we forgot) concerning the
information about er our competitors . we can gather information
from my employees .

ex
p

viz 4
5

because normally employees , (1) well they have relationships with
employees from other companies .

6 LER yeah .
7 Kosk and they discuss everything ,
8 LER yeah
9 Kosk on the employee’s level .

10 LER exactly.
11 Kosk and then if you ask your employees you might get=
12
13

LER =you get a lot of information from your employees . (.) as far as they
are interested to perform (.) @ in a good , (.) in a good way .

14 Kosk you have to innovate them .
glos 15 LER yeah , you have to motivate them .

16 Kosk <1> @@ </1>
17 SS <1> @@ </1>
18 LER okay ,
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After the lesson phase describing ways of gaining information on competitors
has come to its end, Kosk returns to this topic (Extract 7.18, line 1) because he
wants to add another reason why employees are useful sources of such informa-
tion. He introduces his completely unprimed contribution with a notional pre-
request (may I say something) but, as he continues with his contribution without
any pause, seems from the outset to assume the right to the floor. The teacher’s
reaction supports his assumption as she is very willing to accept (lines 5, 7, 9)
and integrate (lines 11–12, 14) Kosk’s contribution into the ongoing interaction
before moving on to the next topic (line 18).

At T3 student contributions to intex were again different in that they arose
even more spontaneously in terms of topic chosen, but also self selection at turn
taking. While in the first semester students announced unprimed contributions
and requested the right to speak, they no longer did this a year later, as the
following two examples show. By way of comparison with the two preceding
examples from T1 and T2, Extract 7.19 is taken from the third semester Hotel
Management class and features the same students, Kosk and Evak.

Extract 7.19. Hotel Management (T3); ‘clarifying ISO’

exm 1 LER what does I S O mean ?
expl viz 2 Kosk it’s quality measure- measuring system .

glos 3 LER I S O means international , (.) standardization , (.) organization .
exm’ 4 Kosk that’s from the European union isn’t it .

ex
pl

’

5 LER erm (1) I even don’t know if it’s , it’s=
6 Kosk =I think=

viz 7
8

LER =er (.) it was, usually it WAS annulated by the European and U K
standards , but now it’s used erm all the world around .

9 Kosk but I think that=
10
11

LER =not only in the European Union . (.) but it came out of the European
Union .

exm 12 Evak what does it mean again ? (.) international ?
expl glos 13 LER international standardization organization . (2)

The extract starts by Kosk responding to LER’s question and offering a clarifica-
tion of ISO, which LER follows up by giving the full term behind the acronym.
Kosk then further develops the topic by voicing his assumptions regarding the
origin of ISO (line 4), appealing to LER for confirmation (isn’t it?). As she can-
not immediately confirm his assumption, both develop the topic jointly, until
LER rounds it off in lines 10–11, combining Kosk’s and her own assumptions.
With this embedded explanation finished, Evak repeats LER’s original question
(line 12) and receives the same answer the teacher has given ten lines earlier.
As already hinted at above, both Kosk and Evak no longer felt the need to
introduce their contributions explicitly, nor did LER seem to expect any such
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pre-requesting. This means that intex reveals an orientation towards symmetry
in turn-taking and topic development between teacher and students unknown
during the first semester.85

This new understanding of more symmetry in turn-taking and developing
intex is apparent in all classes at T3, even in Marketing, which is on the whole
the subject with the fewest unprimed student contributions. In Extract 7.20, for
instance, the teacher, who was generally respected for his skilled and vivid nar-
rations, is talking about a special restaurant which requires its guests to remain
blind-folded while having their meals. As can be seen from his repeated requests
for repetition (lines 3 and 8), NER does not expect any student contributions;
and yet, Lura and Mark raise them – again without softeners or disclaimers –
as they require more explanations (lines 2+4, 7+9), which they receive in due
course (lines 5–6, 10).

Extract 7.20. Marketing (T3); ‘on the practicalities of eating while blind-folded’

1 NER order it . and then you eat , (.) <4> and then you , (.) </4>
exm1 2 Lura <4> how do you eat ?</4>

3 NER pay: (.) sorry ?
exm1 4 Lura how do you eat ?
expl1 viz 5

6
NER oh: , you either eat like that (.) right ? @ no . (.) you er er you need a

spoon , (.) right ?<1> and need to , </1> (.)
exm2 7 Mark <1> how do you pay ?</1>

8 NER beg your pardon ?
exm2 9 Mark how do you pay ,
expl2 viz 10 NER ah: well , (.) with your credit card . ,

11 SS @@@

In general, the examples given here illustrate a development in students raising
explananda and/or contributing to explanations during the three crucial phases
in that, at T1, students restricted such activity to topics introduced by the teacher
and used apologies as strategic disarmers, thus marking their contributions as
bending turn-taking and turn-allotment rules. At T2, students started to put
forward their own topics as explananda or parts of explanations and, furthermore,
decreased their pre-requesting moves. At T3, finally, intex exchanges display
a clear understanding of symmetry between students and teachers in that the
former could raise explananda and develop explanations whenever they deemed
it necessary and important to them.

85. As indicated in 7.2.4, “an orientation to symmetry does not necessarily involve the
assumption of equality” (van Lier 2001: 98), especially as main classroom talk is
based on an unequal distribution of speaker roles, and is also expected to be so.
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This development also leaves its traces on the intex exchange patterns and
how they were used at the three points in time. As already established quanti-
tatively, triadic dialogue was the dominant exchange pattern during the intro-
ductory weeks, but ceased to be once the HMP was running smoothly. While
the frequencies do not hint at different constellations between TD and non-TD
patterns between T2 and T3, the qualitative analysis provides support for a new
exchange behaviour in the third semester in two respects. Exchanges started as
TD by the teacher were either turned into dyadic dialogues through the student
contributions (e.g. Extract 7.19), or they remained TD in structure, but the stu-
dents used the R-slot for extensive responses with which they could co-develop
the respective topic, as is the case in Extract 7.21. This case of intex is a
typical example of extended TD in that the teacher raises a question for expla-
nation, which four students then develop, supported by the teacher’s appreciative
minimal feedback. So, while the teacher functions as exchange organizer, it is
the students who offer and construct the explanation, drawing on various and
many more logical relations than TD-structured intex at T1 (e.g. Extracts 7.1,
7.8, 7.13, 7.16) or at T2 (e.g. Extracts 7.14, 7.15).

Extract 7.21. Public Relations (T3); ‘relevance of readership profile for publication’

ex
m

1 MER (2) of course the readership profile is also very important , (2)
2 why is it important . (5)

viz 3 Evak to see if (.) if they are you er target (.).
4 MER mhm
5 Evak customers=

glos 6 Alac =the target group .
7 MER yeah , the target group . Crek ?
8 Crek you have to write according to their expectations or needs ,
9 MER mhm

viz 10
11

Crek whatever is interesting is interesting for them and HOW they would
like to perceive the message

12 MER mhm absolutely yeah

eg 13
14

Crek I mean if you write for instance an article which (.) is concerning(.) children ,
(.)

15 MER mhm

ex
p 16 Crek then it might be the language (.) which fits to them .

17 MER yeah absolutely right thank you . Elig you wanted to say something ?
viz 18

19
20

Elig well if you put something in any magazine and you don’t know who
is actually reading this magazine , you might not reach any of the
people that you want to .

21 MER mhm , absolutely .
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7.4.4.2 Interactional space

Apart from the time-dependent move towards more student activity, students
interact more actively if the lesson and/or the teacher’s organizational style allow
it. Quite obviously, if a lesson is mainly run in a lecturing style, students will
participate less in classroom interaction than in lessons aimed at, or structured
by dialogue. Thus, next to the time factor, teaching style and lesson aims were
crucial in determining how much students would contribute to intex on the
whole. The quantitative overview (see Tables 7.6 and 7.8) already stresses that
three lessons at T2 were noteworthy in this regard. Cooking and Austrian Law
boast the largest numbers of intex, and Human Resources Management is the
only lesson in which all intex was carried out dy- or polyadically, i.e. in non-TD
patterns.As will be argued below, these numerical indicators reflect the increased
amount of interactional space students had in these lessons. I will first turn to
the Cooking and Austrian Law classes because I submit that the respective
teachers’ observable and acknowledged limitation in their English language
proficiency was the deciding factor in the extra interactional space taken up
by the students. The third unusual lesson, Human Resources Management, was
different in that the high degree of unprimed student contributions rather resulted
from the teacher’s unique teaching approach.

Extract 7.22 is taken from the first minutes of the Cooking lesson and already
reveals the impressive degree of interactivity typical of the Cooking, but also
the Law classes (cf. 7.4.3, Extract 7.12b). In response to RER’s question asking
where fish should be defrosted, Evak ventures a single-word suggestion (line 3),
which RER picks up in giving two possible ways of doing it (lines 5–7). Lura
interprets the teacher’s explanation as including an evaluative ranking, which
he follows up (lines 8, 11), seeking, and receiving (lines 10, 12), confirmation
of his understanding. RER then enlarges on his original answer, explaining why
the second best choice is sometimes also necessary (lines 14–15, 17–18); an ex-
planation which Lura acknowledges three times with the uptaker okay (lines 13,
16, 19).86 Kosk, and later Crek, contribute on the subject suggesting two further
ways of defrosting: using the microwave oven (line 20) or defrosting the fish
by frying it (lines 28–29). RER dismisses each of these possibilities, explaining
why they would not work in a professional kitchen (lines 22–24, 30–35).

86. As regards the particle okay, this study reconfirms what other studies on ELF language
use have already observed (e.g. Gramkow Andersen 1993; Lesznyák 2004: 153, 238):
it is used very frequently in a variety of discursive functions, such as indicating
understanding or topic boundaries.
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Extract 7.22. Cooking (T2); ‘how to defrost fish’87
ex

m

1
2

RER <on preparing fish> (1) defrost . (1) you have to defrost (.) where .
(1) on the fruit-board e:r (.) in kitchen: er: (.) er

ex
p

3 Evak preparation ?
4 SS (xxxx)

con
viz

5
6
7

RER prep area (.) in the preparation area , (.) e:r (2) maybe (.) in the fridge
. (1) it means (.) not in: roomp- (.) not at room temperature (.) you
have to defrost (.) IN fridge:

ex
p1

’

8 Lura (1) so the <1> best way </1> possible
9 SX-m <1> slow process </1>

10 RER in fridge . (1)
11 Lura so that’s the way to defrost . (.) in a: (.) fridge
12 RER in the fridge .
13 Lura okay . (.) <2> (xxx) </2>

ex
p1

caus 14
15

RER <2> but some </2> times . (.) or very often (.) you you are in a hurry
? (1) yeah (.) and so you defrost (.) er in the (.) in the fish prep area .

16 Lura okay=
caus 17

18
RER =that’s okay . (.) because (.) er if you defrost IN fridge it needs (1)

minimum (.) two hours (.) e:r not two hours (.) two DAYS
19 Lura okay

ex
m

2 20
21

Kosk some people (de)(.)frost (.) the (.) (things) in the microwave . (1)
<3> (xxxxx) </3>

ex
p2

viz 22
23
24

RER <3> e:r (1) </3> ah: you(’ll) lose quality (1) you(’ll) lose quality if
you defrost in microwave (.) that’s the (.) we call it (.) the housewife
(.) idea to defrost (.) but the quality goes down

25
26

Crek (1) but but some of the fish which you buy: (.) with (eighteen/eighty)
minus (eighteen/eighty) degrees

ex
m 27 SX-m (jaja)

28
29

Crek it’s: written that you have to do it (.) frozen in the (pan/pen) . (.) or in
(the) hot oil

ex
pl

3

viz 30
31
32
33
34
35

RER e:r yes (.) but i:f you (.) if you plac:e (.) the fish frozen in the pan (3)
e:r it’s very very difficult ? (1) to p- to pan-fry ? (.) on one hand ? (.)
and on the other hand , (.) e:r it needs (2) really (1) a long time to: (.)
be well cooked in the middle if it’s frozen . (1) so (.) er in the
professional kitchens (.) we defrost . (.) first . (2) defrost in fridge ?
okay ? (.)

Students’ contributions are not only frequent in this case of intex but they are
also offered without any introductory moves, which is clearly acceptable to the

87. The semantic relations given here include contrastivity (‘con’) and causality (‘caus’).
As they appeared in very few instances of intex only, they have not been used for
the description of typical semantic relations of intex and are thus not explicitly
mentioned in Figure 7.4 (see 7.3.4).
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teacher. Apart from the fact that this stands in contrast to students’ contributions
to intex in other lessons (see the preceding section), it also indicates that stu-
dents actively pursuing explananda and explanations were accepted and maybe
even expected in this class. In lines 8 and 11 Lura ‘intervenes’ in RER’s attempt
at explaining why defrosting fish in the fridge is better than outside by offering
a summative statement to that effect. Furthermore, he repeatedly acknowledges
RER’s extended explanation, thus evaluating its comprehensibility. From the
teacher’s replies one can see that such independent and supportive behaviour
was very welcome, most probably because RER was aware of his shortcomings
in expressing himself in English and very ready to accept linguistic help (see
Quote 7.8). Seeing that defrosting fish is something all of us have done at some
stage, Kosk’s and Crek’s contributions add suggestions that are readily available;
what is remarkable about them, however, is that they are realized as statements,
again without any gambits that would mark their turns as different in status from
the teacher’s. In other words, this exchange reflects symmetry in turn-taking and
topic development at a point in time when this did not happen in other lessons.

Quote 7.8. Interview (2nd sem, 3rd mth)
RER: wenn tatsächlich eine eine Zwangslage is ja wo es für mich nicht leicht er-

klärbar is und da gibt’s genug Typen wo auch ein Englischsprechender so
seine Probleme hat (1) dann nehm ich ma (.) meine Vertrauenspersonen ausm
Studentenkreis die mir eben dann helfen das allen verständlich zu machen (.)
das funktioniert eigentlich recht gut
[if I should really get into a tight spot where it isn’t easy for me to explain
and there are enough things where an English native speaker would have his
problems (1) then I choose a person I trust amongst the group of students who
will help me then to make everything comprehensibe (.) actually that works
quite well]

At the same time it needs to be stressed that the teacher and students differentiated
clearly between the support students offered as regards language-related vs.
subject-matter related points. While the former was easily accepted and adopted
(e.g. lines 8–13), this does not imply that the latter was as well. As illustrated in
Extract 7.22, RER’s role as cooking expert is reconfirmed time and again (e.g.
lines 22–24, 30–35) and also clearly appreciated by the students (see Quote 7.9)

Quote 7.9. Interview (1st sem, 3rd mth)
Crik: but I think RER although he can’t speak English <GERMAN> toll </GERMAN>

<great> well he’s got his points to (get a)cross..

A similar situation can be found in the Austrian Law class at T2. Extract 7.12
(a+b, discussed in 7.4.3) includes a number of supportive student contribu-
tions, revealing the same symmetry in student and teacher contributions, while
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the expertise in subject knowledge clearly remains with the teacher. Instead of
analysing that example again, however, I will use another exchange from the
same Austrian Law class (Extract 7.23).

Extract 7.23. Austrian Law (T2); ‘civil or criminal court’

1
2

XEN there are only three steps that make it (1) possible to fight against a (.)
judgement .

exm 3 Jenz so the judge which calls you go is truly , is from value .

ex
p

4 XEN is is in civil , (.) civil er court is the value , (1) and in punishment law ?
5 Jenz yeah
6
7

XEN (.) criminal court , (.) it’s er it depends on how much the punishment
will be , (.) so (.) the punishment up to one year prison ?

8 Jenz yeah
9 XEN is one judge , (.)

Extract 7.23 reflects the interactional symmetry identified above in that Jenz
offers an unprimed contribution (line 3) to XEN’s elaborations on the various
courts which a case can go through (lines 1–2). From the way it is phrased, Jenz’s
contribution appears to be parallel to Lura’s in Extract 7.22, line 8 in that it starts
with so, which, if intended as logical link, seems to introduce a consequence or
clarification of XEN’s explication. The problem, however, is that the statement
seems rather vague and its meaning comes across as undecided, at least to the
observer. From the preceding co-text it can be assumed that the judge which
calls you go concerns the three courts and which of the judges residing over the
case would pronounce the final verdict. The second part of the utterance (is truly,
is from value) is more difficult to interpret as the type-token relation inherent in
the copula is between judge and value evokes preceding explanations of civil
vs. criminal courts, but does not seem directly linkable to the hierarchically
ordered courts mentioned by XEN in lines 1–2. This discrepancy in meaning is
also manifest in XEN’s response (line 4). As can be expected from exchanges in
real time, the teacher picks up on the last part of the preceding utterance, value,
relates it to the civil court (which deals with cases according to their financial
size), and uses the student’s contribution to repeat the categorical difference
between civil and criminal courts and law, before returning to the hierarchy of
criminal courts and the cases dealt with at the lowest level (lines 6–7), where
she goes full circle, as it were, to Jenz’s suggestion of a single judge (line 9).
So XEN feels that she has incorporated the student’s contribution. Whether she
has done so in terms of the student’s original intention cannot be ascertained,
especially since the student refrains from any response after line 9, thus allowing
this exchange to be closed.
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Extract 7.23 is, therefore, informative on two levels. Firstly, it supports the
claim that the Cooking and Law lessons at T2 allowed student contributions of
a symmetry only encountered in the other lessons at T3. Secondly, it illustrates
how teachers and students with limited English language proficiency tried to
make communication work by applying the two principles identified previously
in ELF discourse (e.g. Firth 1996): ‘let it pass’and ‘make it normal’. The former
is apparent in neither XEN nor Jenz revealing their (lack of understanding)
explicitly and the latter in XEN’s repetition of the syntactic construction as well
as the main lexical item value in line 4.

At the same time, I contend that the participants apply a third and arguably
more fundamental principle: that of ‘joint forces’. As both are aware of their
limited language abilities and skills, they know that successful communica-
tion can only take place if all collaborate, linguistically speaking. So while
the subject-matter expertise rests by default with the teacher, the linguistic di-
mension is experienced as shared. And because it is understood as shared, all
participants are given enough interactional space to enliven it. The fundamental
principle of joint forces therefore finds its reflection in the extra interactional
space granted to, and taken by, the students in the classes with those teachers
who regarded their own language proficiency as lacking in large parts and them-
selves as not ‘in the know’when it comes to the English language. So, while they
might, and often did, act as primary knowers in their fields of expertise, they in-
troduced and enacted a distinction between professional and linguistic expertise
throughout their way of teaching and reacting to students’ contributions. This
distinguishes their lessons from those of the other teachers who, even if quite
aware of occasional language-based problems, taught with more linguistic self-
assuredness, thus leaving less interactional space to the students in their classes.

Quote 7.10. Interview (2nd sem, 1st mth)
OPP: ich hab sicher kein Problem zu unterrichten aber es is sicher nicht so dass ich

genauso Englisch sprechen kann wie wie ich Deutsch sprech
[I definitely do not have any problems teaching <in English>, but it’s not that
I speak English as well as German]

As there are no rules without exception, the lesson to be mentioned in this context
is Human Resources Management. Its teacher, OPP, judged her own English as
sufficient (see Quote 7.10) and, as observed in class, also managed easily to
expound in English on her own topics or those raised by the students; and yet,
intex is used differently in her class than in the other eleven of the database.
Firstly, and as already mentioned above, all 13 instances of intex in Human
Resources Management at T2 display dyadic or polyadic exchange structures
on a turn-by-turn level (see Table 7.7). Secondly – and this echoes the findings
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on opinion questions raised by OPP (see 6.4.4.4) – OPP’s teaching style was
unique amongst all HMP teachers observed in that she combined stretches of
outright lecturing with truly interactive lesson phases, during which she invited
students to share their ideas and opinions and also gave them the necessary time
and interactional space to voice and develop them.

Extract 7.24, for instance, is set in a longer exchange on the topic of how to
achieve and maintain satisfactory hotel occupancy levels in highly competitive
areas. After stressing the need for a good market mixture, the teacher invites
Crik, who worked in a Viennese hotel prior to the HMP, to share his experience
on that topic (lines 1–2). Supported by OPP’s minimal responses and clarifying
comments (lines 7, 15, 17), Crik explains the hotel’s successful market mixture,
made possible by the good location close to the United Nations (lines 4, 6, 8)
and other big companies (lines 10, 12) resulting in business customers during
the week (line 14) and leisure travellers over the weekends (lines 16, 18).

Extract 7.24. Human Resources Management (T2); ‘market mixture of hotel XYZ’

ex
m 1

2
OPP (1) what kind of experience have you er made er make er Crik , (.) in [hotel

XYZ] < where Crik works> . is it difficult with twenty second district ?
3 Crik actually not ,

viz 4 because the location is very good . it’s opposite the United Nations ?
5 OPP yeah ,
6 Crik so they’re big (x) customer and=
7 OPP =you had clients from the U N O .
8 Crik I think fifty percent (x) during the week
9 OPP yeah , yeah ,

ex
p

viz2 10 Crik plus high rise office buildings around this area ?
11 OPP yeah

eg 12 Crik I think Telekom Austria is there Bank Austria , (.) I B M is quite nearby ,
13 OPP okay ,
14 Crik so during the week we have nearly only business travellers ? and over the=
15 OPP =hundred percent business ,
16 Crik and over the weekend we have the the leisure (.) sector .
17 OPP over the weekend ,
18 Crik exactly yeah ,
19 OPP okay , okay ,

This exchange leads to another instance of intex, this time instigated by a
student (see Extract 7.25). Cana, who also gained personal experience in the
hotel business before the HMP, picks up on the leisure travellers, suggesting
ready-made packages as a successful marketing move. With OPP supporting her
in the same way as Crik before (lines 2, 6, 8, 12), Cana offers exemplifications
and clarification by contrast in her endeavour to explain how relevant such
special arrangements are in attracting enough guests.
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Extract 7.25. Human Resources Management (T2); ‘relevance of packages for hotel turnover’

ex
m

1 Cana that’s why packages get so important nowadays .
2 OPP yeah , yeah ,

ex
p

eg1 3
4
5

Cana because you can just like , (.) I don’t know somebody who wants to see for
example , like in comparisonwith: a museumor a theatre or somethingspecial
that’s happening for like a month in Vienna .

6 OPP mhm mhm
eg2 7 Cana like Holiday on Ice , (1) whi- which was here in January , I don’t know when .

8 OPP mhm mhm ,
eg2’
con

9
10
11

Cana it’s a opportunity for every hotel , because you tell ‘em I don’t know two
hundred Euros for two nights and one ticket to (.) Holiday on Ice . but if you
don’t have these events you can’t – (.)

12 OPP of course . it’s dead season .

The two extracts taken together illustrate the amount of interactional space stu-
dents had in this class. They were given the time they needed to express them-
selves, irrespective of whether their contribution was invited by the teacher (as
in Extract 7.24) or not (Extract 7.25). At the same time, OPP sent verbal signals
that supported her genuine interest in the students’ opinions and ideas.88 In ad-
dition, she was the only HMP teacher who was willing to devote a considerable
amount of class time to hearing and talking about students’personal opinions and
experience. In other words, OPP’s interactional behaviour fostered and allowed
symmetry much earlier than other teachers did, which is also reflected in the ex-
tended contributions offered by otherwise less forthright students, such as Crik in
Extract 7.24 and the many unprimed contributions, such as Cana’s in Extract 7.8.

To sum up this section, in can be said that three of the four classes at T2
reveal exceptional intex behaviour in that students could use considerably more
interactional space than during the other classes. In two of these classes, the main
reason for students’ active participation has been traced to the teachers’ (self-
assessed) language proficiency and the resulting relevance of the principle of
joint forces in classroom interaction, which arguably grants more interactional
space to all who can help the exchange on its way. As regards the third class,
I have argued for the teaching approach as having been the main motivator for
extended and voluntary student contributions, sharing their experience, ideas
and opinions with the whole group.

88. While this study does not focus on non-verbal behaviour, the observations in class
showed that OPP’s non-verbal behaviour supported her verbal one. As noted repeat-
edly in the field notes, OPP always turned to the student speaking, reinforcing her
concentrated listening not only by minimal responses, but also appropriate facial
expressions and nodding.
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In conclusion, students’ involvement in intex has underlined the interplay
of, on the one hand, the discursive needs of individuals and/or the group to
seek and provide explanations of knowledge gaps and, on the other hand, the
interactional space they were willing to use or take in pursuing their needs. The
analyses have shown, furthermore, that the factors ‘time’, ‘English language
expertise’ and ‘status of students’ opinions’ played a crucial role in the degree
and kind of student contributions to intex.

7.4.5 Explaining terms and expressions

More than half of the 28 extracts so far considered in this chapter give ex-
planations on ‘lexical items’. This focus on linguistic explananda reflects that
learning new concepts hinges precisely on fitting new terms, representing new
concepts, into familiar knowledge structures (see also 7.1). At the same time,
these 15 examples are varied enough to illustrate that intex on terms and expres-
sions featured centrally in the HMP. Terms or expressions received interactive
explaining in all but one of the lessons, for instructional (e.g. 7.9, 7.14) and
regulative matters (7.10), initiated by teachers and/or students (e.g. 7.13, 7.17),
dealt with single-handedly by the teacher (7.4), in triadic dialogue (e.g. 7.7, 7.15)
and mixed exchange patterns (e.g. 7.16, 7.19) and, finally, at all three points in
time (e.g. 7.1, 7.2, 7.4), albeit with decreasing frequency (see Table 7.10). In
other words, intex on terms and expressions was co-constructed in all varia-
tions possible and took place frequently, but more so during the first than the
third semester. As already indicated in 7.4.1, the numerical decrease might hint
at a developmental process. As the HMP progressed and the students became
more familiar with the various subject matters, it seems likely that terms or
expressions were experienced as unfamiliar with decreasing regularity.

In order to throw more light on the specificities of explaining new concepts,
I will deal with cases of intex on subject-specific terms and explanations in
more detail below (see 7.4.5.1). This will be contrasted by turning to subject-
non-specific or general terms and how they were explained interactively (see
7.4.5.2), which will lead on to the role played by German in translating or
glossing terms in need of clarification (see 7.4.5.3).

7.4.5.1 Subject-specific terms

Despite their differences in terms of exchange patterns, point in time or subject
concerned, almost all of the preceding cases of intex on lexical items con-
cerned terms or expressions that were ear-marked by the teacher as objects of
learning. This means that these terms were identified as representing or opening
an approach to concepts with which the students were required to familiarize
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themselves; to make them their own. In these cases then, the students’ role was
clearly that of secondary knowers, while the teacher was the primary knower, the
expert. These self- and other-images of teacher and student become visible even
in the cases where some students were already familiar with the term – be it be-
cause of the term having been introduced in a different class or because of HMP-
independent knowledge – and ready to display their knowledge (e.g. Extract 7.1).
In such cases a student might offer an explanation, but the teacher would usually
evaluate the response as (not) fitting and then add further specifications or clar-
ifications. In Extract 7.14, for instance, RER discards Cana’s first suggestion of
what blanching refers to and accepts her second attempt. In Extract 7.19, Kosk
responds to LER’s question by offering a description of ISO, which LER speci-
fies further by giving the full term. The fact that the teacher’s expertise not only
concerns explanations of subject-specific terms, but also the terms themselves, is
illustrated in Extract 7.16. HereAnki, possibly disagreeing with XEN’s represen-
tation of a historical event, offers the German technical term (Anschluss), which
XEN integrates into her argument by giving the English gloss (annexation).

So, irrespective of whether it was the teacher or a student who turned a
subject-specific term into an explanandum, it was the teacher’s task either to
provide or, at least, to acknowledge the term and its explanation as correct. This
means that the teacher’s expertise seems to have been recognized as concern-
ing the subject matter as well as the respective terminology. An example that
illustrates this contention is given in Extract 7.26a, during which testimony is
established as the technical term for ‘witness’. Extract 7.26b provides evidence
that the students accepted and thus used testimony in this denotation (see also
Extract 7.12b).

While describing the participant roles in court, XEN turns to the witnesses
(Extract 7.26a, line 1), asking for a student willing to play this role for the staging
she has in mind. Unfamiliar with the term, Jenz turns it into an explanandum,
which XEN rephrases (line 3). Typical of the principle of joint forces frequently
acted on in the Austrian Law classes, Crek provides a partial definition (line 4).
This Jenz reacts to by offering an unfortunately inaudible gloss with which XEN
is not happy. Instead, the teacher offers an exemplification (lines 7–11) that Jenz
uses again to provide a gloss, this time audibly (line 12). XEN acknowledges
the term witness, but only as a verb, which has the implicature of it not being
a noun (see Jenz’s comment in line 14). XEN implicitly agrees with Jenz’s
comment by describing the role of a witness at court (lines 15–19). Interestingly,
she introduces this instance of clarification by using testimony, in systemic
functional terminology (Lemke 1990: 222), as target and then sways from this
use of the term, which would be correct with regard to first language norms, and
uses it for the agent (lines 23).
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Extract 7.26a. Austrian Law (T2); ‘clarifying a witness’s role, using testimony’

1 XEN (4) we need a testimony , who is a testimony ? who is testimony ? (3)

exm
2 Jenz what ? testimony ?
3 XEN that’s what does a testimony do ?

exp ie 4
5

Crek attended the (.) happening and has to say the truth in front of the court .
(.) <1> testimony </1>

exm’ 6 Jenz is this <1> a (xxxx) </1> ?

ex
p

eg 7
8
9

10
11

XEN no . (.) testimony . testimony , you for example , you have been out there
(.) while the other guy crashed his car into the other car . (1) and you
where there just waiting for the bus and you say , <QUOTATIVE> oh
terrible , terrible , </QUOTATIVE> (1) and you saw the whole thing ,
with police came

glos 12 Jenz witness
13 XEN =to witness it .

exm” 14 Jenz is called testimony ,

ex
p viz

15
16
17
18

XEN you come and give your testimony . (.) so you are (.) erm asked to
<QUOTATIVE> tell the truth , nothing but the truth </QUOTATIVE>
(.) in front of your (god) , (what) you’ve witnessed , (.) and not (.) tell a
little better in another way to make it better for one of them .

19 (1) so you’re ,
20 Jenz I do
21 XEN you d- you do it ,
22 Jenz mhm testimony
23 XEN yeah testimony

The fact that this use of testimony is not only an ad-hoc event, but has led to
the establishment of a technical term, becomes clear when, about six minutes
later in the same lesson, the interaction returns to the topic of acting as witness
at court. As highly evident in Extract 7.26b (bold print), the term testimony is
already firmly established as denoting the agent: it is used as such by the two
students involved in the first exchange, Jenz (line 2) and Crek (line 9), the teacher
(line 13), but also a further student, Anki (lines 1, 14).89 Testimony referring
to the agent providing a report on happenings important to the court case in
question is thus established as the appropriate technical term in the subgroup of
the Classroom Community of Practice attending Austrian Law.

Extract 7.26b. Austrian Law (T2); ‘using testimony’

1 XEN who are you , (.) Jenz?
2 Jenz I am the testimony or the police and the (x) .

glos 3 XEN yeah, you are the one who witnessed anything , yeah .

89. Towards the end of the lesson, testimony is used once more in this sense, when Crek
asks whether the victim can function as witness as well (see Extract 7.12b).
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4 Jenz hm
viz 5

6
7
8

XEN okay ? erm and sometimes if it’s a criminal thing , you are the victim . (1)
yeah ? because the victim is only asked erm what happened , tell us , just
like the policeman saw it , (1) yeah is it <QUOTATIVE> oh I saw it , I
felt it , yeah ? (2) I witnessed it (.) on my own body , </QUOTATIVE>

viz 9 Crek there could be an additional (.) testimony as well ,
10
11

XEN yeah sure , yeah , (2) there can be TEN of them , yeah ? a doctor from the
ambulance and (.) yeah . and you are the one , the cruel one . yeah ?

viz 12 Anki and is it possible to have a testimony too ? as a criminal or not .
13 XEN you being the testimony ?
14 Anki no , (1) if if I am the criminal to have a testimony ,
15 XEN yeah
16 Anki yeah ?
17 XEN yeah for sure , (.)

In sum, the many cases of intex on subject-specific terms and expressions
have underlined, firstly, the status of the teachers as primary knowers in their
fields of expertise and, secondly, that such expertise included the subject-specific
terminology. Thus, the teacher’s suggestions of technical terms and their expla-
nations were integrated into the verbal practices of a certain subject; even when
that meant adapting one’s previously established understanding of the terms (see
Jenz’s use of witness and testimony in Extracts 7.29a and 7.29b). In other words,
the subject-specific linguistic norm was provided by the teachers, which, as the
following section will show, stands in contrast to the general terms.

7.4.5.2 General terms

Besides subject-specific terms, intex was also used for English words or ex-
pressions that do not denote a subject-specific concept, and thus fall into what is
generally referred to as general English (e.g. Basturkmen 2006: 15–17; Dudley-
Evans and St. John 1998: 3–9). Of the examples discussed so far, Extract 7.3
(reprinted here in part) concerns such a term (competitor), which is used by the
teacher and then immediately identified as unknown by a student who requests
an explanation (line 2). Interestingly, the teacher provides it rather indirectly in
that, while elaborating on her previous statement, she offers the general manager
of the other hotel as pragmatically relevant paraphrase. This way the student can
grasp the local, pragmatic meaning of competitors, but is not given a co-text in-
dependent semantic clarification (e.g. Widdowson 1996: 61–62). Put in relation
with the descriptive frame of ELF suggested in Figure 2.1 (in 2.3.1.5), what is
constructed is the fully situated meaning relevant to communicating.
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Extract 7.3. Hotel Management (T2); ‘clarifying competitors’ (reprinted in part)

exm 2 Kosk (1) competitors ? <SOFT> what’s a competitor </SOFT>
exp eg 3

4
5

LER yeah , if you have a good relation with your competitor , and the er the
general manager of the other hotel , (.) is a good friend of you , then
you can ask him I need some new china , where do you buy it .

Extract 7.27 features a similar case of intex in that the teacher uses a general
English term, authentic, which a student identifies as new to her (line 5), espe-
cially as regards its co-textual meaning (line 8). By way of explanation, LER
offers the German equivalent (line 9), acknowledged by the student (lines 10),
and then asks the group for a synonym (line 11). A student suggests something,
unfortunately unintelligibly, at least to the transcribers and the teacher who then
turns to the observer for help, thus underlining her perceived role as language
expert (cf. 4.2.4). US’s suggestion, yourself, is then accepted and integrated in
the teacher’s elaborations (lines 15 and 17).

Extract 7.27. Hotel Management (T2); ‘clarifying authentic’

1
2
3
4

LER <on leadership skills> you have to stay authentic . and if you are not
able to stay authentic , then please don’t use this leadership style . even
if it is necessary because it won’t work . (3) stay authentic is something
which I really can (.) can (.) give you from my experience . (1)

exm 5 SX-f <SOFT> (what’s) authentic ? </SOFT>
6 SY-f <1> <SOFT> (xxxxxx) </SOFT></1>
7 LER that you <1> have to have high skills if you use leadership style (2) </1>

exm 8 SX-f <SOFT> (what is this leadership style) </SOFT>
tra 9 LER (1) <GERMAN> authentisch </GERMAN>.

10 SX-f okay
11 LER (.) is there another word ?
12 SZ-f (xxxxxxxxx)
13 LER no ? <turns to US for help>

ex
p

glos 14 US yourself , yourself .
15 LER yourself .
16 US that’s right yeah

viz 17
18

LER stay(ing) yourself . (.) authenticity is something which really is
important whenever you do something . (1)

So, in contrast to the extracts discussed in the preceding section, the teacher
is very willing to indicate that she needs help in producing an explanation.
In this case, it is the observer who did it, but on other occasions the same
could be done by a student. Extract 7.28, for instance, is taken from one of
NER’s extended and lively narrations of personal experiences, during which he
needs the English equivalent for Umleitung (lines 2–3). Instead of attempting a
paraphrase, he simply asks the listeners to help out, which Crek does extremely
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promptly (see the overlap in lines 4 and 5) by suggesting ‘diversion’. NER briefly
acknowledges the term and continues with his story.

Extract 7.28. Marketing (T3); ‘translating Umleitung’

exm 1
2
3
4

NER <relates a recently made experience> and I have my map , (.) er (.) but
at some stage I have an <GERMAN> Umleitung </GERMAN> . er (.)
what do we call an <GERMAN> Umleitung </GERMAN>
<1> in English ? </1>

exp tra 5 Crek <1> a diversion .</1>
6 NER a diversion . right , (.)

When keeping in mind the very obvious understanding of the teacher being
the expert in subject-related matters, the instances of intex that explain or
unravel general language issues stand out as remarkably different. When asked
for clarifications of unfamiliar terms, the teachers aimed at an explanation that
made the local usage clearer. If they could not provide it themselves at that very
moment, teachers tended to be very willing to invite and take on suggestions
raised by other participants.

Interestingly, the two subtypes of intex on terms and expressions seem also
to reflect a time-dependent change: the subject-specific ones can be found at
all three points in time, but the non-specific ones appear only at T2 and T3.
This means that, during the first two weeks, general English terms were not
explained interactively. While there are too few examples to draw any hard-and-
fast conclusions, the reason for this time-dependent development might lie in the
relevance given to the terms in need of explanation. While the subject-specific
ones were obviously relevant – and thus also often topicalized by the teachers
themselves – , the non-specific ones were harder to detect and identify as crucial.
It is quite likely that the students needed to have lived through the introductory
phase of the HMP and started their Classroom Community of Practice (CCofP)
before they could pick up on, and react to unfamiliar terms in the split-seconds
available in real interaction.

7.4.5.3 On using German

A further reason why intex on non-specific terms might have been possible at
a later stage only may be due to the role played by German. As the last two
examples have indicated, such cases of intex tended to fall back on German
words. Previous analysis has shown, however, that German began to be estab-
lished as a fall-back option in HMP classroom talk only after the first weeks
and continued to increase until the third semester (cf. 6.4.4.2). A similar pattern
can be found in the present data set in that German starts featuring in intex
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at T2 and T3 only. At T2, it was mainly the Cooking and Austrian Law teach-
ers, RER and XEN, who drew on German in explaining terminology, while it
was all the teachers at T3. This rough description of when German was used
indicates the two functions it seems to have fulfilled: as an auxiliary language
German helped to bridge English-based communicational problems and, as the
HMP progressed, it became integrated into the language code of the Classroom
Community of Practice.

In its supportive function, German can be used in interactively explaining
general terms (see Extract 7.27 above), but also for subject-specific ones as in
Extract 7.29. Before this, XEN mentions the Austrian terms of address used for
judges and then gives the meaning of the German word by translating it (line 2),
immediately pointing out that the gloss could not be used as a term of address
in English (line 3). As can be expected a student asks for the correct English
expression (line 4), which the teacher cannot provide at that moment. Instead,
she gives the German translation usually offered in dubbed American movies
(line 5). Long pauses, unfinished utterances and short laughter (lines 6–7) hint at
XEN’s unsuccessful attempt to come up with the English expression. In line 8,
Crek summarises the teacher’s explanatory attempt, explicitly requesting the
English expression, which Zuyz, an otherwise particularly quiet student, offers
and, as it is not immediately taken up by XEN, repeats once more (lines 9, 11).
Crek’s and XEN’s overlapping repetition of your honour shows their approval,
maybe also recognition of the term. This means that the subject-specific term
sought for in this exchange is given by a student after the teacher’s contribution
has made it clear that she needs help in providing it. In other words, the use
of German in this function is another indicator of the principle of joint forces
identified above.

Extract 7.29. Austrian Law (T2); ‘on terms of expression for judges’

glos
1
2
3

XEN <on Austrian terms of address for judges being ‘Herr/Frau Rat’>
<GERMAN> Rat </GERMAN> means advice . (3) but the translatative
Mr and Mrs advice is not (1) a very good thing, yeah?

exm 4 Crek but in the English language they say judge ?

ex
p

tra 5
6
7

XEN you say judge . (2) <GERMAN> Euer Ehren </GERMAN> (2) in
American films . (4) you can even say it in German , but (.) that’s very ,
well, (1) erm , (3) yeah well some (movie) @

8 Crek is it in English language <GERMAN> Euer Ehren </GERMAN>
glos 9 Zuyz (1) your honour .

10 XEN hm ? in German=
11 Zuyz you- your honour
12 Crek <1> your honour </1> okay
13 XEN <1> your honour </1> your honour (5)
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While this extract illustrates how students were increasingly ready in the third
semester to provide English equivalents, the immediacy with which this help was
offered is also, I wish to argue, a sign of a growing HMP-bilingualism; or, put
differently, the fact that German as the language of the environment had made
its way into HMP classroom interaction on a more permanent basis. English re-
mained the main language, overwhelmingly used in class, but individual words,
expressions or phrases could just as well be realized in German; a translation was
usually immediately produced or, occasionally, not even necessary anymore. In
Extract 7.4, for instance, the teacher’s appeal for a translation of Kollektivver-
trag, i.e. an agreement between representatives of employers and employees
concerning minimum wages and salaries, does not receive any response (line 2).

Extract 7.4. Public Relations (T3), ‘clarifying Kollektivvertrag’ (reprinted)

exm
exp

1
2
3
4
5
6

MER erm (.) you know this situation inAustria , (.) <GERMAN> Kollektivvertrag
</GERMAN>, what is it in English? (xxxxx) ? (1)
the basic er the basic salary you get when working in a specific profession .
yeah ? when you work as a waiter there is a <GERMAN> Kollektivvertrag
</GERMAN> erm (1) a certain law actually , (.) the basic amount you get
when being a waiter .

In view of the otherwise abundantly realized willingness to help out, the silence
(pause at the end of line 2) can only be interpreted as indicating that the students
considered such a translation or explanation as not, or no longer, necessary.
After having spent at least one year in Austria, all students were highly familiar
with the concept, so much part and parcel of Austrian labour laws and culture
that the term had reached HMP insider status.90

Overall, the analyses of intex on terms and expressions have revealed the
centrality of new terms in interactive explaining on the whole, thus underlining
the close link between learning about new concepts and acquiring the relevant
linguistic realizations. The first two analyses have thrown light on the different
ways in which terms and expressions are explained interactively regarding their
status as subject-specific or non-specific.The former, it has been claimed, reflects
the expertise of the teacher who either undertakes the respective explanations
or, if they are offered by students, (dis)approves of them. The latter, on the
other hand, is undertaken by whoever volunteers suggestions, thus discursively
constructing the relevant expertise as a joint commodity. The final analysis has
then turned to the prominent role played by German and shown that German
expressions are used repeatedly in cases of interactive explaining, either as

90. For a similar finding cf. the account of Geisterfahrer in 6.4.4.2.
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bridging language in cases of English lexical gaps and/or as slowly developing
part of the shared repertoire of the Classroom Community of Practice.

7.5 Conclusions

As the preceding analyses of interactive explaining (intex) have led to an array
of results, they will be summarized first before turning to an interpretation of
their wider meaning and implications. In brief, the main findings are:

– Intex appears regularly in the twelve lessons included in the analysis, but
with differing frequencies and exchange patterns.

– As regards the increased use of intex at T2, the qualitative analysis has
underlined the relevance of interactional space students (can) use for more
interactive explaining, and has singled out two beneficial factors in this re-
gard: a teaching style inviting students’ opinions (as followed by OPP) and a
teacher whose self-perceived, and observed, language level is relatively low
(XEN, RER).

– Concerning the exchange structures of intex, three different patterns could
be identified: triadic dialogue or TD, dyadic dialogue or DD and occasionally
polyadic dialogue or PD, as well as mixtures of the three (mixed dialogue
or MD). While TD is the strongest category on the whole, the data reveal
a clear decrease over time and a corresponding increase in other forms of
exchange.

– This chronological development finds further support in the concentration of
intex exclusively done by teachers at T1. After the introductory two weeks,
students raise explananda and offer contributions more freely. A year later,
student contributions given without teacher prompt or invite have become
widespread and normal in the sense that students have also stopped using
disarmers or apologies in introducing their turns as potential intrusions in
the teacher’s turn.

– Explananda are seldom formulated explicitly (as e.g. explain X ), but tend
to be phrased directly, i.e. the topic subject is stated and/or the request for
an explanation reflected in an interrogative syntactically or prosodically.
Indirect explananda are rare and if they appear they seem to lead to local
misunderstanding or vague relations to the explanation offered.

– Whether co-constructed or given by one participant, explanations usually
rely on combinations of the three types of elaboration (exposition, exempli-
fication and clarification), glossing and translating. Their range of lexico-
syntactic complexity is linked to various factors, one of them being lan-
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guage proficiency. Speakers of lower levels of English proficiency fill the
semantic relations with simpler grammar and vocabulary, a tendency to-
wards more German translation and a more elliptical syntax, which in turn
leads to more (student-initiated) intex, as indicated in the second summative
point.

– As regards the topics selected as explananda, intex is used mainly for in-
structional issues. The few regulative cases (8 out of 125 instances) are
interesting, however, because they exhibit non-TD patterns right from T1
onwards, reflecting a type of symmetry in speaker roles in regulative cases
of intex earlier than in instructional ones.

– Topics of the category ‘lexical items’ have proved to be central as regards
frequency and ways of co-construction. While slightly less numerous in
the third semester, terms and expressions remain highly relevant in relating
unfamiliar concepts to familiar ones.

– A different explanatory treatment can be observed as regards subject-specific
vs. non-specific terms and expressions. While the teachers always function
as experts for the specific ones, the expertise for explaining the general terms
is a collaborative undertaking between teacher, students and occasionally the
observer-analyst.

– In glossing and translating, German is used regularly, but only after the
introductory phase. In the course of the HMP it clearly develops into the
linguistic fall-back option in cases of momentary lapses in expressing oneself
in English. To a certain extent, German lexical items also become part of the
HMP’s language code.

In general, the analysis has shown that the concept of interactive explaining as
defined via discourse topic and consisting of interactively established explanan-
dum and explanation is viable in the full sense of the word: it is practicable
as well as methodologically and analytically revealing. Firstly, it can be opera-
tionalized successfully in that, based on the definition, potential instances can be
included or excluded and those labelled as intex can, furthermore, be demar-
cated with the help of the topical actions of opening and closing. Secondly, and
most importantly, by combining interactively established classroom talk with
explaining, i.e. relating new or unfamiliar concepts with already familiar ones,
the analytical focus is placed directly on how concepts and ideas are interac-
tively identified as new and/or unknown and then discursively integrated into
already shared knowledge structures. In other words, analysing intex concerns
itself with the interactive negotiation of knowledge, which is a crucial and so far
under-researched aspect of tertiary classroom talk (cf. 7.2). This is especially
relevant when considering that acquiring and constructing new knowledge is un-
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doubtedly a central concern of all formal education (cf. 2.2.1.1); especially so
at tertiary level as the ethnographic account has shown (cf. Table 4.4 in 4.2.3.3).

The novelty inherent in analysing intex suffers from the downside of all
firsts – comparisons with largely similar studies are not possible. So, in contrast
to the preceding two analytical chapters, this one on intex cannot draw on
similar research conducted in other classrooms. This not only means that the
interpretation has to remain less specified: it also implies that it will be more
difficult to argue for findings being typically ELF. Even if the circumstances
support the attribution of certain features to ELF as classroom language, such
interpretations cannot be substantiated by comparable or contrastive findings
in other classroom settings.91 Therefore the following interpretations of the
findings as regards (a) the discursive role and function of intex, (b) expertise
in classroom talk, and (c) ELF as classroom language, will be undertaken with
the caveat of an absence of comparative research.

As regards the first aspect, the findings clearly show that cases of intex are
relatively homogeneous structurally in that the explanandum is directly marked
as a request for information and, furthermore, precedes its explanation.This does
not seem to be merely accidental, but, as the analysis of exceptional instances has
shown (cf. 7.4.3), assists in reaching a satisfactory level of understanding. So, as
in Lesznyák’s (2004: 197) findings, the institutional setting requires verbalized
topic development, which the HMP teachers overwhelmingly orchestrated in
their interactional managerial role in class.

Despite the generally upheld role distinction and the traditional lessons so
typical of all four semesters of the HMP, the exchange patterns of intex are
varied. While there are some typical examples of I:R:F sequences, interactive
explaining often draws on a triadic frame, as it were, with the original initiator
(usually the teacher) also being the final one to follow-up. Arguably, this re-
confirms the teacher in his/her special position in classroom talk. In-between
the original I and final F, however, the exchange patterns are more varied and,
as has been concluded repeatedly, represent dyadic, rather than triadic dynam-
ics. In view of the abundant research literature on the TD (cf. 7.2.3, 7.3.2), it
can be stated with some certainty that the slowly progressing use of dyadic- or
mixed-dialogue structures reflects the growing interactional space granted, and
taken by, the students as well as the increasing relevance given to additional
contributions during the co-construction of an explanation.

91. In her description of explanations as academic speech function in Austrian CLIL
classrooms. Dalton-Puffer (2007) for instance focuses on monologic rather than in-
teractive instances, which the present analysis largely sidelines.
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This collaborative outlook finds support in the realizations chosen in the ex-
planations themselves. Without raising any claims on an exhaustive treatment
of semantic relations used for intex, the analysis of the logical relations of
elaboration confirms their centrality in explaining. Almost all cases of intex
rely on exposition, clarification and exemplification either alone or in combi-
nation, but realize these logical relations in lexically and grammatically diverse
ways. In connection with the range in verbalizations, the analysis of elaborative
relations sheds light on a link between intex and speakers’language proficiency.
By comparing the classes of the two teachers less proficient in English with the
others, an observable difference emerges as regards the frequency and kind of
intex. Put simply, the less proficient English-speakers relied on shorter, lexico-
grammatically simpler and referentially more elliptical explanations. As a con-
sequence, they invited and required more interactivity in explaining exchanges,
which, as the sample extracts have shown, allowed the other participants to in-
dicate on a line-by-line basis how much more contextualization and making
explicit was needed in order to integrate the unknown concept in question into
familiar knowledge structures.

These insights into intex and how it was structured and used in the HMP
leads to the second interpretative aspect, namely expertise in classroom talk.
Apart from a few exceptional cases in which students were in charge of topic
development, subject-matter expertise in intex was clearly vested in the teach-
ers in that it was they who either offered explanations or elicited them from the
students. At the same time, and as the HMP progressed, students displayed their
rising expertise and collaborated with the teachers or even suggested explana-
tions on their own. Thus, subject-matter expertise in intex is what teachers
seem to have by default and students in the course of gaining more knowledge.
Put in such simple terms, this finding is not really surprising. After all, it reflects
what tertiary education is all about, namely to introduce novices to a profession
with the help of expert specialists. When turning to linguistic expertise, how-
ever, the intex findings unfold in more interesting and revealing ways. Overall,
issues of language correctness in relation to non-situated language norms are
absent from interactive explaining, thus – just like the analyses of repair and
directives beforehand – emphasising again that intex aims solely at making
in-group communication work. After the first few weeks of the HMP, this fo-
cus becomes even more visible in that all members offered contributions if
and when the present speaker revealed difficulties in making him/herself un-
derstood. The more a speaker indicated a need for such interactive help (by,
e.g. an extended use of ellipsis or pausing), the more s/he was sure to get and
the more interactional space would thereby be given to the other participants,
irrespective of their roles as teachers or students. At the latest at T3, the implicit
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understanding of ‘if interactive help is sought, whoever can help should’ seems
to have reached general acceptance. Overall, linguistic expertise thus emerged
as a much more fluid concept: basically uncoupled from specific speaker roles
or even individuals, it was established locally, drawing on the respectively rel-
evant language proficiencies of all participants. The situation presented itself
somehow differently when subject-specific terms, phrases or formulations were
at stake. While all participants were still at liberty to offer their suggestions, it
was the teachers who exerted their expert status in deciding on appropriateness,
which the students were ready to accept. This means that subject-specific terms
and expressions seem to have fallen under teacher expertise and were thus han-
dled differently from general or non-specific language use. In other words, the
analysis of intex suggests that linguistic expertise was treated differently from
subject-matter expertise, but that they overlapped substantially with reference
to subject-specific terms and expressions.

While noteworthy in itself, this finding arguably carries interesting impli-
cations for the teaching and learning process in the HMP and, most probably,
comparable educational settings. As stated repeatedly in this chapter, the teach-
ing and learning process can best be described as a discursive one in that new
concepts are taught and learnt by integrating them into familiar ones, and, espe-
cially in classroom settings, this integration is achieved with discursive means.
Teachers are thus seen as experts regarding the concepts or ideas in question, but
also with regard to the linguistic means with which they are introduced and ex-
plained. The analysis above has shown that this is not necessarily the case when
the classroom language is an additional language to all social actors insofar as
some language issues are decided on by the primary knower, while others are
not. From the analyst’s point of view, the distinction suggested here is that of spe-
cific vs. general English, but, as the literature on languages for specific purposes
tells us, the distinction between the two is difficult to substantiate theoretically
(e.g. Widdowson 1983, 2003a) and also hard to decide on in individual cases
(e.g. Basturkmen 2006; Dudley-Evans and St. John 1998). Therefore, instead of
proposing two types of linguistic expertise, it seems more fruitful to view this
aspect of expertise as relatively fluid and often jointly developed in instances of
intex with the primary and main aim of facilitating local comprehension in ne-
gotiating knowledge. As long as the teachers or primary knowers (who can also
be students) feel expert enough, linguistically speaking, they will act out this
expertise in the interaction. In the remaining cases, the expertise will be a joint
undertaking, which, however, does not diminish the primary knower’s expertise
in the subject matter. Thus, and in contrast to L1 and L2 teaching and learning
setups envisaged in the relevant literature (e.g. Lemke 1990; Mohan and Slater
2005), the situation in question here is characterized by the primary knower
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not necessarily being the one who is able to verbalize the semantic relations:
this discursive process, rather, is a group-based one, undertaken by and for the
community of practice. Finally, and on a rather speculative note, this means by
contrast that explanations of new concepts reached in an ELF discourse setting
might be linguistically localized to such an extent that the semantic relations
chosen in the specific ELF setting might not be fully appropriate in others.

The possibility of limited applicability outside the respective community of
practice goes hand-in-hand with the clear and constructive internal orientation
towards the community itself and thus the third interpretative aspect of these
conclusions, i.e. ELF as classroom language. More precisely, the intex data al-
low conclusions to be drawn as regards the HMP as a developing community of
practice as well as its classroom talk. Both quantitative and qualitative analyses
have pointed out a chronological development in intex behaviour, which can
best be described as non-linear. The basic direction that emerges is one from
teacher-initiated or -triggered interactive explaining in triadic dialogue to less
predictable and spontaneous intex in terms of initiation, exchange structure,
speaker roles and also topic development. At the same time, the relatively large
number of exceptional or atypical cases of intex show clearly that the time fac-
tor is only one of various influences. This complexity notwithstanding, the time
factor captures changes in interactive explaining in the HMP classroom talk,
which, I would argue, reveal the developing shared repertoire of the Classroom
Community of Practice. At the beginning of the programme, the participants
were not only strangers to one another, but – the HMP being a pre-service
tertiary setting – were seen and regarded themselves as novices.92 As in the pre-
ceding analyses, the longitudinal developments in the interactive explanatory
exchanges underline that the students interacted more independently and confi-
dently, increasingly bringing in their own topics as explananda or explanantia.
Their interactive behaviour thus reflects their gaining the relevant and mutually
influential practices of, on the one hand, actively participating in the process
of knowledge development in class and, on the other hand, enlarging a shared
knowledge base relevant to their educational community.

92. This became very clear in the first weeks of the HMP when basically all teachers
started their first lessons by asking the students for their subject-relevant backgrounds.
Although some students brought relevant pre-knowledge and/or work experience to
class, most of them downplayed it as marginally relevant. Most striking was Suka in
this context: while she had completed a post-secondary programme in hotel manage-
ment in her home country, she repeatedly stressed her novice status, in her comments
in class as well as during informal exchanges outside of class.
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A case in point in this interpretation is regulative intex. When teachers and
students engaged in explanatory exchanges on procedural matters, students ap-
plied remarkably more symmetrical interactive patterns from the very first day
of the programme. The instances discussed in 7.4.2 display independent student
contributions that aimed to attain a shared understanding of, for instance, means
of assessment which differed from the schemata or frames of assessment the
students had experienced in their previous educational settings. This means that
students could draw on their rich experience and knowledge in classroom orga-
nizational matters in the process of adapting them to the new circumstances. Put
differently, it seems reasonable to argue that students could participate in proce-
dural intex at T1 in ways unimaginable for instructional issues mainly because
they could draw on previously acquired practices, various versions of which all
of them could call their own. As regards instructional topics and explananda,
however, the student group began with very different backgrounds: a hetero-
geneity which might have exacerbated the initial feelings of knowing nothing
relevant, of being utter novices and, therefore, reacting to teacher-initiated in-
tex, but not starting their own. As the HMP advanced, however, the students’
interactive explanatory behaviour pointed to a rapid (re)discovery of relevant
knowledge which they relied on when requesting more information in cases of
unfamiliar concepts. But, marked by turn-initial apologies and disarmers, stu-
dents’ unprompted explananda were still constructed as unusual and extraordi-
nary. It took a few months for such openers to disappear almost completely. This
arguably marks a further step in the interactional practices of HMP classroom
talk towards a generally more symmetrical exchange structure for instructional
as well as regulative intex. What has to be kept in mind in this context is the
freedom students generally had in participating in classroom talk. With very
few exceptions, HMP teachers did not nominate individual students – except
for those bidding for the floor – but kept their invitation for participation open to
all students. As teachers indicated in interviews, this open-invitation policy was
experienced as a way of showing respect to the students’ personal preferences
and linguacultural predispositions (see Quote 7.11) and was reflected in the
spread of student participation witnessed in the lessons analysed here, with
some never participating in intex and others with varying frequency.93 In other
words, students were not forced to participate, but did so of their own free will:
a fact which supports the claim made above that the changes in intex behaviour

93. At the same time, it must not be forgotten that the 28 HMP students were present
in the twelve classes in different constellations, which is one of the reasons why the
present data set does not allow any well-founded conclusions on the intex behaviour
of individual students.
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can be interpreted as indicating the discursive process inherent in the developing
community of practice.

Quote 7.11. Interview (3rd sem, 2nd mth)
AKL: ich hab halt das Problem dass [manche Studenten] also auch von der Kultur

her nicht gern so outgoing sind und mitarbeiten und ich versuch sie halt da
trotzdem zu involvieren.
[I have the problem that [some students] also culturally influenced do not
want to appear outgoing and to participate actively but I try to involve them
nonetheless.]

The slowly developing discursive process just described is, furthermore, re-
flected in findings of intex of terms and expressions. Generally, when the
participants negotiated the appropriateness of lexical items, they displayed a
clear focus on the needs and requirements of their own small community. In-
ternal norms of language use seem to have been the baseline regarding English
expressions and their locally established referential meaning (see the use of tes-
timony in Austrian Law at T2), but also in respect of the use of German and its
slow integration into the HMP’s ‘language code’. While German was repeatedly
drawn on in explanatory endeavours throughout the HMP, it is, as expounded
on in 7.4.5.3, only during the third semester that individual German terms were
integrated into classroom talk without translation. This I submit is an indication
of a developing situated code integrating the language-scape of the surrounding
(cf. 2.3.1.3) and showing signs of the habitat factor (Pölzl and Seidlhofer 2006)
of German-speaking Austria influencing the communicational practice of the
HMP.

Apart from describing the developing patterns and conventions of the com-
munity’s shared repertoire, the analysis of interactive explaining has brought to
light another and, I woud argue, very central pattern, i.e. the principle of joint
forces.All 125 instances of intex analysed here show that once an explanandum
was realized, the endeavour to supply an appropriate and satisfactory explana-
tion forced teachers and students to collaborate, bringing into the exchange
whatever was interactionally necessary. If one explainer could not produce the
expected information, another participant would help out, irrespective of other-
wise clearly observed teacher or student roles. As discussed in detail in 7.4.4,
students were given, or took, the interactional space they needed to help each
other or the teachers in bringing a case of intex to fruition. Furthermore, the
data indicate that the joint-forces principle functions complementarily to the let-
it-pass principle previously established for ELF interaction in that the latter is
applied when explananda are phrased indirectly and/or the joint-forces principle
is not acted upon (7.4.3).
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With the principle of joint forces thus established, it is important to keep in
mind that its description rests on a very specific data set, for which, as far as
can be ascertained, comparable data collections or longitudinal studies are not
yet available. Without the possibilities of undertaking comparative research, the
wider implications for this finding can only be speculated upon at this stage. On
the one hand, there is the question whether this principle is inherent in all (class-
room) interaction or, as presupposed here, typical of ELF classrooms. Similarly
to the other principles established for ELF interactions, i.e. ‘let it pass’and ‘make
it normal’, the answer is most likely not a binary, but rather a gradual one. After
all, when considered at a more abstract level, communication in general relies
on all three principles. ‘Joint forces’ can be taken to describe that people are
willing to collaborate when communicating, which is what Paul Grice (1975)
formulated as the cooperative principle thirty-five years ago. ‘Let it pass’ can be
interpreted as describing the general tendency that interlocutors give each other
time in clarifying their contributions without immediate interference whenever
something seems unclear and, finally, ‘make it normal’is close to the widespread
characteristic of communication that interlocutors, as Howard Giles (e.g. Giles
and Coupland 1991) put it in his Speech Accommodation Theory, converge in
their language use. Therefore, on an abstract level, the three principles seem
to apply to communication in general. On the concrete level of unfolding in-
teraction, however, they have been singled out in ELF interactions, because I
submit it is precisely in these interactional settings that they are observable in
the turn-by-turn construction of talk. While the let-it-pass and make-it-normal
principles have been reconfirmed in various studies of ELF in different settings,
the joint-forces principle has been identified as such for the first time. Thus, fur-
ther studies are needed to reconfirm it as central to ELF explanatory interactions
in class, or perhaps even more widely to ELF classroom talk.

In conclusion, this chapter has demonstrated the viability of the construct of
interactive explaining for the analysis of classroom discourse. Furthermore, the
analysis has pointed out that intex was centrally relevant to the HMP and that
by extension it might also be relevant to other ELF educational settings because
it offers students and teachers the chance to bridge differences in the under-
standing of central concepts and ideas and to negotiate class-relevant knowledge
(structures) in a collaborative and highly flexible way, which is particularly
important in view of the linguacultural heterogeneity found in communities of
ELF practice.
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This applied linguistic study has investigated classroom interaction in English
as a lingua franca (ELF), i.e. English as the only language shared by multilingual
students and teachers. In line with the central research agenda of applied linguis-
tics, the object of study is a “real world problem[] in which language is a central
issue” (Brumfit 1997: 93) insofar as higher educational programmes in mainland
Europe are changing over to English as medium of instruction, thus increasingly
creating teaching and learning situations through an additional language. While
the socio-political and pedagogical implications of this development have at-
tracted some investigative attention (e.g. Airey 2009: 18–22; Dafouz Milne and
Núñez Perucha 2009: 101–103; Fortanet Gómez and Räisänen 2008b; Wilkin-
son and Zegers 2007a), the ‘real problem’ of teachers and students engaging in
classroom discourse in ELF has aroused comparatively little research interest
(but cf. e.g. Björkman 2009; Mauranen 2006b; Motz 2005a). The situation looks
even more dire if we bear in mind that a real classroom setting always entails
long-term social practices and interactional processes, which, I submit, call for
a corresponding research methodology. In view of the scarcity of such studies
on ELF or international higher education, I have undertaken what is, to the best
of my knowledge, the first ethnographically inspired longitudinal investigation
of ELF as classroom language. As study site I chose the HMP, a group of 28
international students (and their teachers) enrolled in an English-medium Hotel
Management Programme in Vienna, Austria.

While this chapter will offer a detailed discussion of the study and its mul-
tilayered discourse-pragmatic and ethnographic findings, it seems fitting at this
point to preface such a synthesis by sketching the main findings, pertaining to
the three levels of methodology, conceptualization and central findings.

Firstly, the research methodology (cf. 1.2, 1.3 and 3.2), innovative in apply-
ing ethnography and discourse pragmatics to investigate the HMP’s Classroom
Community of Practice (CCofP), has been successful in capturing the changing
and developing ELF practices in their social embeddedness and interactional
dynamics. By giving full recognition to the intimacy of the classroom and the
continuity of classroom talk within a specific community, such a methodology
offers insights into the dynamics of classroom communication, which largely
remain hidden from the more wide-spread cross-sectional studies of classroom
as well as ELF discourse.

Secondly, this community-based, longitudinal methodology of a discourse-
pragmatic ethnography has given rise to a detailed investigative frame (Figure 2.2
in chapter 2.4), including a new conceptualization of ELF as a social language
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underlining the intricate interplay of the three dimensions communicating,
individual repertoire and established practice (Figure 2.1 in 2.3.1.5).

Thirdly, the study has resulted in novel and revealing findings. By virtue of
the longitudinal and emic methodology, it has been possible for the first time to
describe long-term interactional processes and patterns. Most centrally, prob-
lems of intelligibility could be identified as temporary and relative in discursive
prominence to the status of familiarity between the ELF interactants. Further-
more, the analyses have provided ample evidence of two interactional principles
characteristic of the CCofP – the principle of explicitness and the principle of
joint forces – and how these principles guide ELF classroom discourse over
time. In brief, the principle of explicitness captures the developing communica-
tive convention in the Classroom Community of Practice to ‘say what you mean
and mean what you say’and the principle of joint forces refers to the increasingly
enacted upon readiness of all participants to contribute to the exchange whatever
is perceived as interactionally and transactionally necessary to make classroom
talk work. In connection with these principles, the study suggests a layered con-
ceptualization of expertise contingent on ELF as classroom language: expertise
in the relevant discipline and subject matters – content expertise – has been
shown to be only loosely linked to expertise in talking about the content – lan-
guage expertise. In a nutshell, content expertise is taken up by individuals and
shapes their social roles, while language expertise is largely experienced as a
joint enterprise of all community members.

With the most important insights sketched, we shall now turn to an inte-
grative discussion of the study and its findings in relation to the original re-
search motivation, orientation and interests as well as the relevant theoretical
and methodological considerations. This will be done in four steps, the first of
which summarizes the study approach and perspective in general (8.1). Next in
line are the classroom interactional findings as they pertain to the community of
practice under investigation here – the HMP’s Classroom Community of Prac-
tice or CCofP (8.2). On the basis of this summative representation, the results,
findings and insights will be explored in some detail with regard to the three
overall research interests that have guided this study (cf. 1.4): interactional pro-
cesses and patterns in ELF as classroom language (8.3), the impact of time on
the dynamic developments in ELF talk in the Classroom Community of Practice
(8.4), and the implications of using ELF in tertiary education (8.5).
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8.1 On investigating the HMP

As postulated in the Introduction (chapter 1) and expanded on throughout
the book, this discourse-pragmatic ethnography has yielded a qualitative, ap-
plied linguistic description of the classroom interactional practices of an edu-
cational community of practice, engaged in an English-medium, two-year post-
secondary Hotel Management Programme (HMP). Since the HMP was set in
Vienna and was designed for, and attended by students from many parts of
the world, English functioned not only as classroom language, but also as the
participants’ only common language or their lingua franca. Although higher
education in Europe has undergone a process of internationalization with an
increasing number of educational programmes resorting to the use of English
as the participants’ lingua franca, this is the first in-depth and longitudinal study
of ELF as classroom language.

As discussed in detail in chapter 2, this research undertaking has profited
considerably from, on the one hand, the well established research literature on
classroom discourse, in particular in multilingual settings (see 2.2), and, on the
other hand, the recent, but burgeoning investigative efforts on the use of English
as a lingua franca (see 2.3). The former describes classroom interactions as in-
stitutionalized oral practices (Hall 1993), revealing their own patterns and struc-
tures (2.2.1). Of the many multilingual educational settings extant at present,
the specificities of the HMP facilitate elite multilingualism that is enabled by
individually mobile students who act as sojourners, i.e. temporary residents, in
the location of the educational programme of their choice. By definition the stu-
dents have diverse biographies of English language learning and using, and form
a multilingual community whose communicational practices depend on English
as the only shared language. When combining this complex linguistic situation
with the generally acknowledged centrality of classroom discourse for the teach-
ing and learning processes, I have argued that such educational programmes can
be expected to undergo some form of integrated content and language learning
(ICL) (2.2.2), even if the classroom language is acknowledged and functions as
the respective community’s lingua franca. In view of the partly opaque and/or
diverse interpretations of English as a lingua franca found in the recent liter-
ature, chapter 2.3.1 has taken pains to demarcate this concept as used in the
present investigation. As synthesized in chapter 2.3.1.6, ELF is understood here
as “refer[ring] to the use of English amongst multilingual interlocutors whose
common language is English and who [usually] communicate in a country or
area in which English is not used in daily life” (Smit 2005: 67). More precisely,
the use of English is seen as relying centrally on the social practice of com-
municating in a fully situated way (cf. Figure 2.1 in 2.3.1.5), realized for and
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by the respective multilingual community members, whose diverse (English)
language learning and using biographies will come to bear on the ELF inter-
actions, as will the language-scape of the respective setting. In combining the
two research areas, multilingual classroom discourse and English as a lingua
franca, the present study suggests a conceptual frame of investigating ELF as
classroom language (chapter 2.4) that consists of the five complex and interre-
lated components multilingual sojourners, oral ELF practice, institutionalized
purposes, classroom ELF talk and motivation and orientation (visualized as a
5-point star in Figure 8.1).

The novelty of the research endeavour into ELF as classroom language is
also reflected in the research methodology and study design adopted here (see
chapter 3). Based on the understanding of the HMP as a community of practice
(see chapter 1.3), the investigation fits well into applied linguistic research in
that it approaches its object of investigation in a qualitative way (e.g. Davies
2007: 29–41; Seidlhofer, Breiteneder and Pitzl 2006: 21). This has materialized
in an ethnographically inspired research perspective, which, as suggested by
Rampton et al. (2002: 382), is “synthesized” with detailed discourse-pragmatic
analyses of classroom talk. As explicated in chapter 1.2, discourse pragmatics
is understood as “integrating insights from pragmatics, discourse analysis and
socio-cultural research” (Nikula 2005: 29) in an endeavour to analyse specific
language functions and features in their sociocultural and contextual embedded-
ness. In other words, the present study is applied linguistic in that it focuses on
a language issue in the real world – interactions in ELF as classroom language –
and qualitative because it is based on an insider or emic perspective nurtured by
the community members’ opinions, evaluations and ideas. This implies further
that the study is clearly contextualized, naturalistic, long-term and longitudinal
and, just like all qualitative research, aims at methodological and analytical cred-
ibility, dependable findings and insights with high transferability to comparable
educational settings (cf. 3.2). Reflecting this comprehensive approach, the find-
ings and insights are based on diverse kinds of data, the most important of which
are 33 audio-taped and transcribed lessons, 49 semi-structured interviews with
teachers and students and two student questionnaires, covering all four semesters
of the HMP. In view of this strong qualitative element, the study not only fea-
tures a detailed discussion of the research methodology (3.2) and study design
including the pilot phase (3.3), but also a complete chapter dedicated to an ethno-
graphic account of the study site (chapter 4) with special emphasis on the HMP’s
Classroom Community of Practice (CCofP). This account allows for a detailed
emic description of the specificities and complex dynamics of the CCofP during
its four semesters. Additionally, it helps to identify three crucial communica-
tive functions, i.e. co-constructing understanding, co-directing talk and players,
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and co-explaining knowledge, which are analysed discourse-pragmatically in
chapters 5, 6 and 7 (for a summary of the findings see 8.2).

The underlying structure of this study, and the internal connections between
its chapters and subchapters, are visualized in Figure 8.1 (based on Figure 1.1
in chapter 1). The study focuses on the interactional practices of the CCofP
(grey cylinder), embedded in the HMP (triangular prism and rounded rectangu-
lar label). The actual qualitative, applied linguistic (AL) study (dotted 5-point
star, cf. Figure 2.2 in chapter 2.4) is informed by literature-based discussions of
community of practice, multilingual classroom talk and ELF (oval labels) and
consists of the ethnographic account and discourse-pragmatic analyses (rectan-
gular labels).

subjects

teachers students

HMP’s 
classroom 

community of 
practice 
(CCofP) 
(ch. 1.3)

multilingual 
classroom talk 

and English as a 
lingua franca  

(ch. 2) 

qualitative AL 
study (chs. 1.1, 

1.2 and 3) 

discourse pragmatic analyses: 
co-constructing understanding (ch. 5) 
co-directing content and social players 

(ch. 6) 
co-explaining knowledge (ch. 7) 

ethnographic account of 
CCofP 

(chs. 4.3, 4.4) 
description of HMP, 

semester 1-4  
(ch. 4.2) 

Figure 8.1. Research setting and analytical steps

In view of the investigative focus on what Rampton (2006: 15) so fittingly
calls “the lived texture of situated experience”, the following section turns to
the HMP’s Classroom Community of Practice, combining and synthesizing the
main emic and interactional findings.
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8.2 On the HMP’s Classroom Community of Practice (CCofP)

As mentioned above (and discussed in chapter 1.3), the aggregate of people
investigated here has been conceptualized as a community of practice; a consid-
eration partly inspired by the rich literature on ELF, which convincingly argues
that communicating in the lingua franca amounts to the respective community’s
central practice (e.g. House 2003a). More importantly, the ethnographic account
(chapter 4.4) has shown that this conceptual appropriateness extends beyond the
researcher’s viewpoint. In describing and evaluating their shared undertakings,
the students and teachers themselves used the very conceptual dimensions iden-
tified as defining communities of practice (e.g. Corder and Meyerhoff 2007;
Wenger 1998):

– a ‘joint negotiated enterprise’in co-constructing objects of learning (Marton,
Runesson and Tsui 2004) during the whole course of studies,

– ‘mutual engagement’ inside and outside the classroom, with classroom talk
being considered particularly important in the joint negotiation process, and

– a ‘shared repertoire’, first and foremost based on English as the only common
language, but continuously developing over time.

The common and developing ground was further put into relief by what could
be described as negative evidence: the potentially divisive interactional practice
of resorting to first and second languages other than English. As commented
on by many participants in partly emotionally laden ways during the initial
phases of the HMP, languages other than English and, in particular, German as
language of the environment, were not only used regularly by those competent
in them, but also partly experienced as exclusive by the others. Since, however,
these interactional practices did not play a central role in classroom interaction
itself, they were decreasingly perceived as relevant to the CCofP. This implies,
firstly, that the time factor played a crucial role in the dynamic processes of
CCofP developments and, secondly, that the community members themselves
placed decisive emphasis on their shared repertoire with which they engaged in
the joint, negotiated enterprise of teaching and learning the varied subjects of
their Hotel Management Programme. In other words, the CCofP has emerged as
intrinsically intertwined with classroom interaction and, thus, ELF as classroom
language (see also 8.3 and 8.4).

Apart from establishing the CCofP as an emic reality, the participants’ de-
scriptions and evaluations have helped to identify, as crucial ingredients of their
classroom talk, co-constructing understanding (cf. 5.5), co-directing talk and
people (cf. 6.5) and co-explaining knowledge (cf. 7.5), each of which has been
dealt with in a detailed discourse-pragmatic analysis. The following summaries
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will sketch the central findings as the basis of argument for the ensuing discus-
sions.

8.2.1 Co-constructing understanding

Like all studies on communicational (mis)understanding (e.g. Bremer et al.
1996; Tzanne 1999; Stati 2004), the present one had to deal with the potential
trap of trying to uncover the undiscoverable in the shape of latent non- or misun-
derstandings (Dannerer 2004; Linell 1995). What is interactionally invisible can
hardly be unearthed by interactional analysis. It can thus be assumed that at least
some latent non/miscommunication remains unresolved, especially in the insti-
tutionalized oral practice in question. More specific insights could be gained by
means of the ethnographic account since students and teachers commented quite
freely on their (lack of) success in understanding others and making themselves
understood, revealing also longitudinal developments. While the evaluations
of the level of understanding achieved were generally positive, some students
reported on intelligibility and comprehensibility problems they had either ob-
served or encountered themselves. Interestingly, these reports decreased as the
HMP progressed.

These self-reports are also revealing in terms of the discourse-pragmatic
analysis of the interactionally salient co-constructions of understanding or, in
the conversation analytical terminology chosen in this analysis, of the interac-
tional repair of communicational trouble. The database of nine complete lessons
spread over the emically established three crucial phases, viz. T1 (introductory
two weeks), T2 (second half of semester 1) and T3 (semester 3), revealed the
overall high frequency with which repair was applied and how its use changed
with time. In combination with detailed qualitative analyses, insights could be
gained into what was repaired, i.e. the repairables, on the speakers’ roles in
repairing sequences and the textualizations employed. Furthermore, the time-
factor was important in tracing dynamic developments. In brief, the CCofP
members practically ignored aspects of linguistic form in their repair work. In-
stead, they focused on repairables that threatened the meaning-making process,
be they linguistic, interactional or factual in nature. The three most prominent
types of repairables, i.e. mishearings, lexis and instructional facts, revealed a
time-dependent inverse pattern, with mishearings as the major cause of repair
at T1, but the least relevant one at T3, and the other two steadily increasing in
relevance. Intelligibility problems thus lost their initial relevance with increas-
ing familiarity amongst the members; a finding which not only corresponds to
the community members’ self-reports but also points to their interpretation of
non-understanding as mainly revealing difficulties in intelligibility.
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As regards the patterns of interactions in repair exchanges, the analysis has
shown that the preferred repair trajectories, i.e. turn-by-turn repairing sequences,
were repairs initiated or performed by other, but not by self, i.e. the interlocu-
tor who had uttered the repairable. While other(-initiated) repair is a typically
pedagogical strategy of teachers helping learners along, the present study sug-
gests a different, intrinsically interactional function that allows the interactants
to make communication work. As can be expected from the dynamics in the
CCofP, the patterns of interaction changed with time. While teachers initiated
or performed most repairs at T1, students became more active at T2 and, by T3
at the latest, played the more active role in repairing.

Concerning the third analytical parameter, the verbalizations of repair, the
analysis has shown that, overall, most repairs were formulated directly and
carried out without modification. Arguably, this hints at a loose relationship,
if any, between face-threat and direct repairing, which in turn underlines the
conventions of appropriate communicational behaviour as situationally shaped
and potentially different from comparable oral practices in non-lingua franca
settings (e.g. Dalton-Puffer 2007; McHoul 1990; van Lier 1988).

8.2.2 Co-directing talk and social players

Based on a data set of nine lessons spread over subjects, teachers and the three
points in time, this analysis deals with one of the best established research areas
in classroom interaction – questions and control acts, i.e. directives aimed at
verbal and non-verbal responses (Halliday 2004; Trosborg 1994; Vine 2004).
Similarly to the situation in most other formal educational settings, “attempts to
get someone to do something” (see Figure 6.1 in 6.2.1) turned out to be the bread
and butter of CCofP interaction and, as the ‘doing something’ can be verbal or
non-verbal, a combined object of study including questions and control acts
has been suggested. This combination proved to be a rewarding one as it offers
interactional evidence of, on the one hand, textualizations of different types of
directives and, on the other, the clear functional split between questions and
control acts.

In their role as classroom managers teachers used control acts directing
students through the lesson stages, while all together employed questions in co-
directing the respective content. This functional split already hints at one of the
findings on patterns of participation. With less than a handful of student-initiated
directives for non-verbal acts, control acts are obviously intertwined with the
teacher’s role. The controlling considered necessary in the HMP largely focuses
on classroom managerial issues and, reflecting the age and kind of learners
involved, only a few disciplinary actions. Questions, on the other hand, are
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asked by both groups of participants, albeit in a proportion favouring teachers
by three to one. Relevant influencing factors on who asks what types of question
are the teaching style, the object of the question and the developmental stage of
the CCofP (i.e. T1, T2 or T3).

Generally speaking, the later in the HMP, the more actively students pose
questions. This tendency becomes more revealing when taking into considera-
tion the types of question regarding register (regulative and instructional), status
of knowledge (known or unknown to the questioner) and object of question (e.g.
facts, reasons, opinions). While at T1 teachers mostly raise display questions
asking for facts, the percentage of referential questions increases after the intro-
ductory phase. Apart from students only raising referential questions, what is
noteworthy about them is that they shift from predominantly factual questions
in the first semester to more questions for reasons and explanations a year later.
In combination with the detailed qualitative analysis, the question and response
sequences reveal that, at the beginning of the course, it is exclusively the teachers
who direct the development of the content as well as the lessons. Two months
later, however, individual students raise unprompted questions for facts, thus
becoming at least momentarily involved in content development. A year later,
this active participatory role in co-directing objects of learning is strengthened
considerably in that students ask not only questions for facts, but also for rea-
sons and explanations. In this context, questions for translations should also be
mentioned. Although they appear only occasionally, they are revealing of the
collaborative nature of CCofP discourse, especially when it comes to language
issues that need resolution.

An additional stimulus for active student participation in co-directing talk
and thus co-constructing knowledge materialized in the form of scenario-based
questions, which invite students to voice their opinions. Their employment is,
however, not linked to the developmental processes in the CCofP, but rather
depends on teaching style. While the latter is not the main focus of this study, the
data reveal that the one teacher who was self-reportedly interested in integrating
student ideas and views was also the one whose class features such questions
and, in response to them, already triggered extended student contributions in the
first semester (at T2).

When turning to the linguistic realizations used for the directives, the results
are reminiscent of the preceding analysis: despite obvious differences amongst
textualizations of more than 700 directives, they can all be characterized by a
high degree of directness with little modification. This is not only true of the
questions, where direct formulations (as interrogatives) are to be expected in an
educational setting, but also as regards the control acts, which is an unusually
clear finding, considering the diversity of (in)directness found in educational
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commanding elsewhere (e.g. Iedema 1996; Falsgraf and Majors 1995; Nikula
2002; see 6.2.2). In contrast to Dalton-Puffer’s (2005) comparable study which
identified control acts as (conventionally) indirect, the preferred construction
for control acts in the HMP is the imperative, followed by conventionalized
interrogatives (e.g. can you ... ?). This pattern furthermore gains in strength
towards the third semester. Modification is restricted to a small lexical range,
most prominently please. Questions come as interrogatives or declaratives with
rising intonation. The few indirect formulations are either communicatively un-
successful or functionally restricted, as is the case with a handful of negated
instructional questions which students raised to express their objection or dis-
belief.

8.2.3 Co-explaining knowledge

While explaining has been recognized as an educational discourse function (e.g.
Kidd 1996; Kiel 1999), the research focus chosen here, i.e. interactive explain-
ing or intex, is a novel concept. It has been identified as a viable concept in a
methodological as well as analytical way. Methodologically, the operationalized
definition suggested for intex (see Figure 7.2 in 7.2.2) allowed for a compar-
atively transparent identification of potential instances, which is particularly
relevant when dealing with a discourse function so integral to the oral practice
in question that it might seem hard to find exchanges not featuring it. Analyti-
cally, the concept has shown its worth as it offers a conceptual window on the
exchanges of interactive knowledge negotiation, which are so central to inte-
grating new concepts into already known ones, i.e. the learning process itself.

By definition, interactive explaining or intex consists of an explanandum
and explanantia or the explanation proper, which is also the strongly preferred
sequence found in the database of twelve lessons evenly spread over the three
time periods (T1, T2 and T3), subjects and teachers. While explananda are
rarely specified as such explicitly (e.g. by using explain/explanation), the HMP
teachers and students show a clear preference for direct textualizations by stating
the topic subject and marking the request for explanation as an interrogative
either syntactically or prosodically. In line with the preceding analyses, indirectly
formulated explananda tend to be communicatively unsuccessful and frequently
lead to miscommunication.The fact that such instances are rare can be attributed
in part to the teachers who largely enact their role as classroom managers and
verbalize topic development. The explanations vary in length and degree of
interactivity, but as regards logical relations they mainly rely on elaborations
(exposition, exemplification, clarification) and taxonomic relations (glossing,
translating). The way in which these logical relations are textualized depends
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on a number of factors, the most prominent of which is language proficiency.
Less proficient speakers produce syntactically simpler explanantia, relying more
on ellipses and deixis, which has turned out to be an, interactionally speaking,
constructive strategy as it invites and requires more interactivity, permitting the
interlocutors to interfere immediately when they consider further or different
explanations relevant to the meaning-making process.

Looked at from a different angle, teachers’ language proficiency correlates
with the frequency of intex in an inverse relationship: the less proficient the
teacher, the more interactional space is given to the students to participate in
interactive explaining. The other two factors that the analysis singled out as ben-
eficial for students gaining interactional space are less novel. These are teaching
style and the time-dependent dynamics of the CCofP.The influence of the former
again became apparent in comparing the majority of teachers with the Human
Resources Management teacher. By relying in general on students’ ideas and
opinions as central element of classroom discourse, OPP offers more interac-
tional space to the students, which is also visible in their intex activities. The
chronological development witnessed in the two preceding analyses is the third
beneficial factor as regards student involvement in intex. While the quantitative
analysis does not provide any statistically significant differences in frequencies,
the qualitative analyses underline more complex changes in the intex exchange
structures and the extent to which they reflect different kinds and degrees of
student participation at the three critical periods. As can be expected from the
educational setting (e.g. Edwards and Westgate 1994; Lemke 1990; Nassaji and
Wells 2000; van Lier 2001; Walsh 2006; Wegerif and Mercer 1999), triadic
dialogue (TD) of teacher-student-teacher sequences is wide-spread, amounting
to about half of all instances of intex, thus apparently confirming the abun-
dant literature on the I:R:F (initiation – response – feedback) sequence (see
7.2.3). When looked at chronologically, however, a process is observable that
reveals a dynamic development drawing on more complex structures. Already
at T2, intex exchange structures become complexified in that they increasingly
move from the I:R:F structure to a triadic frame filled by dyadic exchanges
(cf. Boulima 1999; Nikula 2007). By the third semester, the triadic structure
has lost ground to dyadic or mixed exchange patterns, revealing that student
contributions are increasingly relevant in co-constructing explanations.

What has not been touched upon so far in this brief summary are the topics
interactionally identified as in need of explanation. Here, the analysis showed
that regulative intex is rare, but interesting in terms of participation structure
as these are the only instances which were constructed in non-TD patterns right
from the start. Instructional intex, on the other hand, is widespread, focusing
mainly on entities + dispositions and lexical items. As the latter group is central
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for the conceptual integration of new or unknown lexical items into already
familiar structures, it is this one that a large part of the analysis focused on. In
this context, the most striking finding was that terms and expressions receive
different explanatory treatment depending on the status of the respective term
as regards the subject in question, resulting in a distinction between intex on
subject-specific vs. general lexical items. Basically, this distinction is contingent
on the locus of expertise. As regards all subject-specific lexis, expertise lies with
the teacher, who is thus in charge of explaining or sanctioning explanations. This
contrasts sharply with intex on general terms, which lacks any pre-established
guardian of correct language use and involves all participants in finding an
appropriate explanation, which they do by applying what has been suggested as
the principle of joint forces.

Finally, translation appears in intex only after the introductory phase and,
as with the findings on directives, of all the many languages available only
German is featured. It was argued, therefore, that German is increasingly used
as a linguistic fall-back option in the case of lexical gaps in CCofP discourse
and, to some extent, it enriches that community’s language code.

Based on these findings of how the HMP teachers and students co-construct
understanding, co-direct content and social players and co-explain knowledge in
their temporary and developing Classroom Community of Practice, the follow-
ing three sections will turn to the original research interests of this study and, in
the hope that these findings might be transferable to similar oral practices else-
where, present first the findings as they pertain to classroom interaction in ELF
(8.3), then as they indicate longitudinal developments typical of the Classroom
Community of Practice (8.4) and, finally, interpret these findings more generally
in terms of tertiary education in English as a lingua franca (8.5).

8.3 On classroom interaction in ELF

This section is concerned with the first of the three research interests specified
in the Introduction (cf. 1.4):

i) What does the use of ELF as classroom language mean for classroom talk,
class participation and culture?

In other words, the focus here is on the description and interpretation of the in-
teractional and emic findings in terms of the specificities of the HMP classroom
discourse. This will be carried out on the basis of all four analysis chapters
(chapters 4–7). Before synthesizing the different, but complementary results
and insights, however, let me clarify one important conceptual point: neither the
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research question nor the analyses have attempted to deal with the relationship
between ELF as classroom language and HMP classroom discourse in terms
of correlation or potential causation: mainly because both relationships presup-
pose a theoretical conceptualization of factors and variables which is foreign to a
social constructivist and primarily qualitative research methodology. Therefore,
instead of attempting to present the reader with neatly proven correlations (or
even causations) of what is ELF about the interactional findings, the following
explorations will strive for a careful reconstruction of the interactional speci-
ficities interwoven with and substantiated by the community members’ emic
views, opinions and ideas. The resulting account is intended to offer a credible
and dependable (Davis 1995) description of the HMP classroom discourse, seen
holistically; the internal time-dependent developments will be focused on in the
following section.

The etically established function of the classroom language as the partici-
pants’ lingua franca finds confirmation in the students’and teachers’emic views.
Despite different personal perspectives on teaching or studying in such an inter-
national hotel management educational programme, a broad consensus emerged
on the role and function of English as (a) the only shared language in the mul-
tilingual group, (b) the medium through which students became exposed to
and familiar with central areas of hotel management and (c) the main language
of the international hospitality profession in general. The participants also ex-
pressed clear views on the necessity of making communication work out for
the community and on their shared will to overcome communicative hurdles
and difficulties. The discourse-pragmatic analyses have provided interactional
evidence of the concerted efforts taken in this regard. This evidence will be
dealt with in the three steps indicated in research interest (i), i.e. according to
classroom talk, classroom participation and culture.

The three discourse-pragmatic aspects analysed in detail have been shown
to be central to classroom talk as all of them deal with ‘sorting out’ information
perceived as unsatisfactory by some participant(s), be it at the level of intelligi-
bility and comprehensibility (chapter 5), concerning classroom management or
the construction of objects of learning (chapter 6) or with regard to explaining
topics and thereby constructing knowledge (chapter 7). This concern with facts,
content and knowledge are in themselves certainly typical of transactionally mo-
tivated, formal tertiary education in general; in order to discover what might be
specific to the HMP about them, it is necessary to delve deeper into how these
interactional concerns have been verbalized. The repair work undertaken in
co-constructing understanding has been identified as a prominent interactional
need in the process of aligning speaker intention and listener interpretation,
which also explains why formal aspects of language, such as grammar or pro-
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nunciation, received attention only when relevant to the meaning negotiation
process. Additionally, the pedagogical function of other-initiated repair, report-
edly widespread in educational settings, is absent from the HMP data, arguably
because of the overarching relevance of the addressees, or other, in indicating
when a topic is in need of interactional specification or clarification. Finally, the
analysis yielded one more important finding, namely that direct formulations
of the repair or its initiation are the clearly preferred option, quantitatively as
well as qualitatively. This shows that directly and explicitly formulated contri-
butions to repair come bare of any potential face-threat in the HMP; a finding
which is interesting not only in comparison to other repair studies, but also –
and even more so as regards the present section – since it has found substantial
confirmation in the other two interactional analyses.

Of the many results that the detailed investigation yielded on how HMP
teachers and students use directives, i.e. questions and control acts, arguably
the most striking one is that explicitness turned out to be integral to the vast
majority of instances. While individuals revealed personal preferences for, for
instance, specific pre- and post-modifiers or downtoners, the many instances
of directives analysed substantiated the argument that the default form of an
HMP question is the interrogative and that of a control act the imperative. The
latter finding is surprising in that it has previously not been reported, but it pro-
vides further evidence of the claim that the default option for HMP talk is for
speakers’ intentions to be reflected in their propositions, i.e. that they interact
explicitly (e.g. Vine 2004: 67–70). This claim finds further substantiation in the
way indirectly formulated questions either led to confusion or carried the differ-
ent, but generally shared pragmatic meaning of raising objections to previous
contributions. Further supporting evidence of the interactional centrality of ex-
plicitness/directness comes from the third analysis into interactive explaining,
which also yielded a clear preference for unmodified, directly formulated con-
tributions. Even if these were rarely explicit in the sense of using the lexemes
explain/explanation, they drew heavily on direct formulations. Similar to ex-
pressing directives, the few instances of indirectly formulated explananda and
explanations resulted in vagueness or confusion.

As all three interactional analyses provide evidence of the relevance of di-
rect formulations, it thus seems justified to postulate a principle of explicitness
as guiding HMP classroom talk, which, as suggested in 6.5, stands for ‘saying
what you mean and meaning what you say’. Such a straight-forward descrip-
tion makes sense, I submit, for the underlying principle in view of the oral
practice at stake and its specificities. There is, firstly, the negative evidence of
the conversationally unsuccessful, indirectly formulated instances, which show
that ‘not directly saying what you mean’ is likely to miss the point. Secondly,
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there is the transcultural setting with the relatively limited shared background
which the participants are dealing with and are fully aware of. As experience
has shown, being explicit in such settings appeals to what is shared between
the participants, namely the language in its situatedness (cf. communicating
in Figure 2.1, chapter 2.3.1.5). This also finds support in the fact that indirectly
formulated directives (e.g. strong hints for control acts) are clearly understood
only when dealing with generally well established educational activities, such
as classroom management or student discipline. Thirdly, there are the transac-
tionally motivated purposes of teaching and learning that all participants have
subscribed to whole-heartedly. When considering these factors jointly, it be-
comes obvious why interactional and illocutionary explicitness is so crucial in
the joint endeavour to make classroom talk communicatively successful. How
the principle of explicitness is verbalized depends on the respective speech act
or function. The strategies recorded here include statements with, if applicable,
directly phrased negation for other-repair, imperatives for control acts, inter-
rogatives for questions, repair initiations and identification of explananda. All
of these have emerged as preferred strategies for all HMP members, irrespec-
tive of their linguacultural background, their hospitality-linked backgrounds or
their biographies in English language learning and use; it thus seems justified
to postulate the principle of explicitness as contingent on ELF classroom talk.

As far as classroom participation is concerned, the emic and interactional
data support the etic identification of the HMP theory lessons as overwhelm-
ingly traditional (Cazden 2001; chapter 2.2.1.1). This means that the generally
accepted prototypical roles of teacher and student meet with general acceptance
and are largely activated in class, such as the fact that teachers have and take
the almost exclusive right to formulate display questions and control acts. At
the same time, class participation undergoes changes over time, but this will be
dealt with in detail in the following section. Given the frame of traditional edu-
cational oral practice and the teachers as turn-allocators and main contributors
to classroom talk, it is interesting to note that the analyses provide substantial
evidence of the active role of the addressee, listener or other, be they teacher or
student. Firstly, it is mainly the other who identifies a contribution as in need of
repair; secondly, it is the listener whose (minimal) feedback plays a crucial role
in monitoring the level of understanding reached in directive-answer sequences
as well as in instances of interactive explaining.

The third finding that underlines the interactionally relevant role of the other
materialized mainly in the analysis of intex, but can also be traced in the other
two interactional analyses: a generally acted upon readiness to collaborate in
instances of clarifying, specifying or, most noticeably, explaining, with teachers
and students bringing to the respective exchange whatever seems interactionally
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necessary, irrespective of participant roles that are otherwise adhered to (chapter
7.5). As this readiness is also reflected in similar comments in the other analysis
chapters (e.g. in 6.5), it can justifiably be identified as principled interactive
behaviour contingent on the principle of joint forces. In combination with the
already established principles for ELF discourse, it should be stressed that the
joint-forces principle is seen as complementary to the let-it-pass principle in
that it applies when the latter is not acted upon, and vice versa (for a detailed
discussion see 7.5).

The principle of joint forces, stating that ‘whoever can, should bring to the
exchange whatever is interactionally necessary’, holds an important implication
for the HMP classroom discourse: its overarching interactive aim is to reach a
fully situated understanding that is locally appropriate to the respective com-
munity of practice; more far-reaching understanding, such as might be relevant
in wider discourse communities not defined by location, plays a minor com-
municative role, or none at all. This communicative goal becomes apparent in
numerous extracts, especially in those discussed in chapter 7: when dealing with
lexical items, the explanantia sought for were considered satisfactory when they
led to a fully situated explanation of the respective explanandum within its spe-
cific context. Considerations of appropriateness outside this specific situation
were rarely verbalized. This finding mirrors and supports the conceptualization
suggested for ELF in this study (see 2.3.1.5, 2.3.1.6). Inspired by James’s (2005,
2006) explications of social language, oral ELF practices are understood here
as relying centrally on the here and now of the dimension of communicating,
which stands in complex relations with two further dimensions: individual
repertoire and established practice.

The factor established practice adds to the here-and-now of commu-
nicating the potential relevance of discipline-specific language conventions,
norms and genres, integral to the relevant discourse community, i.e. the ex-
pert community of the discipline that informs the HMP subject in question.94

The ethnographic and interactional data collected in this study have repeatedly
pointed to the relevance of this dimension and also to the intricate ways in which
it interacts with communicating. In commenting on the ease with which they
could follow classroom talk, most of the students mentioned the relevance of
subject-specific vocabulary and concepts internalized beforehand, which is also
mirrored in the interactional analyses. A good part of all instances of directives
were formulated precisely to deal discursively with subject-specific linguistic

94. Following Widdowson (e.g. 1990: 8–9), areas of expertise and specialization are
referred to as disciplines. Subjects, on the other hand, offer education or training and
thus introduce learners to certain disciplines.
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or conceptual issues. The analysis of interactive explaining has led to similar
results. A case in point is the different participatory roles taken on by teachers
and students as regards subject-specific vs. non-specific or general terms. As ex-
pounded on in detail in chapter 7.5, the crucial feature is the locus of expertise.
As regards the subject-matter, expertise is generally identified with the teacher,
who, therefore, has the last and decisive word on what kind of information is to
be considered correct; an expertise that extends to subject-specific terms and ex-
pressions whose terminological and conceptual appropriateness is subject to the
teacher’s evaluation. This stands in contrast with the communicating dimen-
sion, reflected in the joint-forces principle, which vests interactional expertise
in the whole community. In other words, the two types of expertise argued for
in chapter 7.5 are the classroom discourse realizations of the interplay of the
two dimensions communicating and established practice and illustrate how
the overlap between ELF and ESP (English for specific purposes) is realized in
actual classroom talk.

The third dimension, individual repertoire, refers to the speech commu-
nities and linguacultures the teachers and students bring with them and leads
the discussion on to the third and final step in describing the HMP classroom
discourse, i.e. its cultural specificities. As argued in detail in 2.3.1.3, culture
is taken here in its “subjective sense [as] psychological in nature, involving
values, beliefs, and expectations” (Meier 2003: 187) and combines products
that participants bring with them as well as processes they undergo. The pro-
cess perspective will be at the forefront in the next section, while the following
considerations concentrate on culture as product as it pertains to the HMP.

The one type of culture that all participants shared from the outset is that of
formal education. This degree of familiarity, absent as regards all other kinds
of culture (e.g. national, professional), was reflected in classroom talk most
strikingly in relation to regulative interactions, i.e. the exchanges concerned
with classroom management (2.2.1). As all participants were well experienced
in educational oral practices, the HMP started off on common cultural ground in
this respect. Additionally, teachers and students reported on, and also displayed
in class, equal interest in sorting out classroom managerial points.A symmetrical
relationship was reflected in the students’ readiness to contribute to regulative
interactions independently throughout the HMP (cf. 5.4.3, 6.4.3, 7.4.2). At the
same time, different educational systems come with different cultures, aspects
of which have been highlighted in the ethnographic account. For instance, some
(mainly non-European) students were surprised at the ways others addressed
the teachers and/or engaged in side talk. Teachers, on the other hand, partly
attributed certain student behaviour, such as active participation in class, to
differing educational cultures and followed a policy of self selection to the
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communicational floor in that they invited student contributions without forcing
individuals to deliver.

While the educational cultures are obviously not the only ones to be consid-
ered, they illustrate the cultural mix of the HMP quite well in that they contain
diverse, partly overlapping ‘products’, but, at the same time, have a clear central
European slant. As influenced by the kind of word-of-mouth recruitment policy
applied by the HMP administrators (cf. 4.2.2), the dominant educational culture
revealed an Austrian or central European bias, as was apparent, for instance,
in the system of assessment. A similar influence can be observed as regards
the linguacultures present in the HMP. As the ethnographic account has shown,
amongst teachers as well as students the Austrian/central European section was
the strongest, which, supported by the language-scape (2.3.1.3) of the HMP,
materialized also in an overwhelming dominance of the Austrian linguaculture.
This became apparent not only in the detailed comments students and teachers
made on the ‘Austrian group’, but also in the anger expressed by some non-
German speakers when faced by colleagues sometimes using German even in
group work (see 4.3.1). In classroom interaction, the dominance of German
became visible in the occasional use of German in main talk, but as these in-
stances of code-switching represent a time-dependent development, they will
be discussed in more detail below.

In general terms, this study has shown that English as an etically established
and emically constructed lingua franca as classroom language is embedded in
a community fittingly characterized by a transculturality that integrates diverse
linguacultures, a locally rooted educational culture and aspirations to (a) pro-
fessional culture(s). Furthermore, ELF in the classroom has been described as
displaying the principles of explicitness and of joint forces. While not exclu-
sive to ELF communication, these principles arguably play a decisive role in
making successful classroom main talk possible in such an ELF educational
setting. The data suggest that the principles facilitate the discursive process of
constructing shared understanding, firstly, by favouring illocutionary and inter-
actionally transparent contributions and, secondly, by supporting interactional
actions from those interactants who either spot and/or clarify potential commu-
nicational difficulties.

8.4 On a developing Classroom Community of Practice

The preceding section has interpreted the ethnographic and interactional re-
sults of the HMP classroom discourse in respect of its specificities, arguably
influenced by the fact that the classroom language was the participants’ lingua
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franca. We will continue this discussion by enriching it through the longitudinal
perspective chosen in this investigation and thus put into relief the dynamic de-
velopments that the Classroom Community of Practice (CCofP) experienced for
the duration of its existence. In other words, this section will present the findings
as they pertain to the second research interest given in the Introduction (1.4):

ii) What impact does time have on using ELF as classroom language? What
dynamic developments are observable in the HMP classroom discourse?

Again, the discussion of the findings will focus on the HMP regarding the three
aspects classroom talk, class participation and HMP culture with the intention
of offering insights potentially transferable to other situations.

To begin with, the four analysis chapters have provided ample evidence
of classroom talk having changed and developed substantially during the four
semesters of the HMP. One aspect was so obvious to the participants themselves
that they commented on it: the highly welcome improvements experienced in
learning to understand each other (cf. Quotes 4.50 and 4.57). In view of the com-
plexity involved in the phenomenon ‘understanding’, it is interesting to find the
widely acknowledged relevance of intelligibility (chapters 5.1 and 5.2), also in
ELF situations (Jenkins 2000), reconfirmed in the present study. Mishearings,
i.e. acoustically based non-understandings, turned out to be a major cause of re-
pair exchanges, but, and this is the new and revealing insight, mishearings were
particularly rife during the first two weeks of the HMP. After a few days the
students and teachers already encountered significantly fewer problems of intel-
ligibility, and these had dwindled to an almost negligible number a year later. In
other words, intelligibility problems decreased markedly with increased famil-
iarity. While this might reflect our everyday experience that unfamiliar accents
are so much harder to understand than familiar ones, it is an important insight
for ELF research in that it underlines the relevance of the degree of familiarity
between interlocutors for discoursal processes.95 As regards classroom main
talk, this study has shown that in the HMP acoustic repairables were momentar-
ily dominant in the initial phase, but temporary in that they lost in relevance as
the CCofP got under way. In more general terms, what might be typical of ELF
exchanges at first encounters could turn out to be substantially different from
those in mid-term or long-term relationships (cf. also Ehrenreich 2010).

While the increasing levels of intelligibility were obviously an interactional
process close to the level of awareness, this was not the case with the principle

95. As such, this insight is not new, as for some time already social psychological research
has pointed out fundamental differences in communication based on the dimension
of familiarity (e.g. Giles and Robinson 1990).
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of explicitness (cf. 8.3). Students did comment on the importance of expressing
their intentions, but tended to associate this with using the respective terms and
expressions which they were exposed to during the HMP. Interestingly, these
were also the only linguistic aspects that were repeatedly identified as language
learning (for more discussion on language learning see the next section). In
addition, explicitness was commented on in the educational cultural sense re-
ferring to students expressing their ideas explicitly, which some students found
inappropriate to their understanding of the classroom behaviour, at least dur-
ing the introductory phase. Explicitness as an interactional principle underlying
HMP classroom talk, however, remained below the level of awareness: neither
teachers nor students referred to it in any of their contributions. But, as so often
in interactional processes, a lack of awareness does not mean reduced relevance.
On the contrary, all three analyses have pointed out that the teachers and students
acted on this principle with inceasing intensity:

– at T1, other-repair was undertaken without explicit negation, some teacher
control acts were phrased conventionally indirectly and students shied away
from initiating instructional intex;

– at T2, students initiated other-repair directly, control acts came as generally
unmodified imperatives and students started to ask questions and identify
explananda with the help of disarmers or apologies;

– at T3, students engaged in directly formulated other-repair, teachers and stu-
dents raised unmodified questions and added directly phrased contributions
to intex whenever more information was considered necessary.

Furthermore, the indirect use of student questions to express objections to
teacher claims increased over time, thus suggesting, firstly, that indirect speech
acts required some time to be recognized in their function and, secondly, that
direct questions became linked more strongly with requests for explanations.
In sum, these findings underline the increasing relevance of the principle of
explicitness to HMP classroom discourse.

The increasing use of direct formulations concerns not only classroom talk,
but also the changing patterns of class participation, with students and teachers
contributing to talk in changing ways. The dynamics inherent in ‘who speaks
when, what and how’have been analysed in detail, especially as they concern the
principle of joint forces. Before the discussion turns to the participatory patterns
themselves, however, it is worth noting that the participants revealed awareness
of that principle in that they commented on the importance of collaboration
for constructing successful communication. More precisely, they stressed the
heightened relevance they attributed to carrying out the interactions jointly,
precisely because of the multilinguality and transculturality of the community
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involved. With the caveat that the interviews and informal talks can only provide
glimpses on individual opinions and their changes during the HMP, it is still
reasonable to suggest that, with the progress of time, the effort invested in
classroom talk was perceived as less strenuous. It thus seems that acting upon the
principle of joint forces was experienced as having become easier, most probably
reflecting the increasingly shared repertoire that the CCofP was building up.

What reportedly increased at the same time was the degree of awareness of
the complex nature of expertise and its relevance in the HMP. Many students
went into the programme with a rather monolithic understanding of expertise,
including the specific subject area as well as the respective English language
proficiency. After some weeks in the HMP, with its diversity of languages and
English language proficiency levels, the ethnographic account has shown that the
participants had learnt to regard expertise as a complex construct and to accept
English language expertise as a relative notion, judging everybody’s English as
appropriate for what was needed (e.g. Quotes 4.40 and 4.41). The emic data
thus point to a different handling of expertise, with subject matter expertise
having been taken in rather absolute terms (‘good in their fields’) and language
expertise in relative ones as pertaining to the communicative goal in question
(cf. 2.2.2.2).

As mentioned above, the interactional analyses have offered a detailed pic-
ture of the changing patterns of classroom participation that serves as a basis
for uncovering the workings of the principle of joint forces. While any brief
summary must lead to a somewhat reduced representation (but see 5.4, 6.5, 7.5
for detailed descriptions), it seems fair to describe the general process in student
contributions as having moved from students largely acting as respondents atT1,
to asking more questions and offering more (unprompted) contributions to the
teacher topics at T2, and additionally to introducing their own concerns at T3.
Furthermore, the detailed analyses and interpretations of the developments as re-
gards repair work, directives and interactive explaining have identified content
expertise and language expertise as interrelated and dynamically influencing
factors underlying these processes. In combining all three analyses, it is now
possible to trace the participatory dynamics in the HMP more comprehensively.
Clearly, content expertise and language expertise were both relevant in influenc-
ing classroom participation at all times and should also be interpreted as such,
even if the following description treats them consecutively for the sake of clar-
ity. A further explanatory note is necessary: despite the metaphorical language
use, the following explanations are not intended to imply that either teachers
or students decided consciously and knowingly on the participatory roles they
would play. While teachers in their role as classroom managers decided on next
speakers and, to a certain extent, turn length, and thus influenced the turn-by-turn
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developments, it is not assumed that they took conscious decisions on overall
patterns reflecting different types of expertise. Rather, the findings are seen as
reflecting underlying forces, acting below the level of consciousness. Finally, it
needs to be stressed that the following description of the interplay of content
expertise and language expertise is not intended to imply that these were the
only two influential factors; on the contrary, and as will also be pointed out
in the discussion, pedagogically relevant factors, such as teaching approach or
teaching style, must not be overlooked in any discussion of classroom discourse.

At the beginning of the HMP, classroom talk revealed that content expertise
was firmly placed in the teachers’ hands. It was they who structured topic de-
velopment, offered all important information and occasionally invited student
contributions. In this context it is important to specify content expertise as refer-
ring to expertise in instructional content only, i.e. the content to be taught, learnt
and eventually assessed. This specification is very important, as exchanges on
regulative content (i.e. classroom management) revealed different patterns of
teachers and students engaging in relatively unchanging and symmetrical ways
throughout the whole HMP (see 8.3). The latter finding is actually very helpful,
not only because it marks the regulative register as different from the instruc-
tional one, but also as it underlines the relevance of locus of expertise to class
participation: as the regulative register shows, HMP students acted as experts
in this regard right from the outset, which can be explained by their long and
successful histories as learners in formal education. Roughly two months later,
the situation already looked different in that students revealed more and more
independent interactional activities. While instructional content expertise (from
now on again referred to as ‘content expertise’) was still vested mainly in the
teachers as providers of almost all content, the students not only instigated more
directive or explanatory exchanges, but on request also offered some input to
the respective content; it thus seems fitting to describe the students as novices
in their CCofP. How active these novices were in strengthening their position as
fairly equal partners depended also on the teaching approach followed.96 The
year between T2 and T3 left noteworthy traces on class participation. While the
teachers still acted as default content experts, the students had advanced to what
could be referred to as peripheral members (Corder and Meyerhoff 2007; Lave
and Wenger 1991). Their interactionally and content-wise much more indepen-
dent activities reveal their different status, obviously influenced by the content

96. Note in this context the subjectHuman Resources Management, whose teacher invited
more, and more substantial student contributions, reflecting her idiosyncratic under-
standing of information pertaining to objects of learning (cf. 6.4.4.4 and 7.4.4.2).
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knowledge they had acquired during their first year of studies as well as the
relevant professional experience they had gained during the summer internship.

The mainly chronological developments associated with content knowledge
can be complemented by the more complex developments concerning language
expertise, i.e. the expertise assumed in handling language issues in the class-
room. As already argued in the preceding section, the joint enterprise of making
communication work depended on various factors. Instead of the time factor
so important to the students’ input to content expertise, their share in language
expertise depended largely on the interactional space they could and would
take, which in turn was influenced by pedagogical approaches, but also by the
teacher’s (self-reported) English language proficiency. As argued in all three
analysis chapters (see 5.4.3, 6.4.4.4, 7.4.4.2), the less proficient the teachers
considered themselves to be, the more interactional space was available to, and
taken by, the students.

While language expertise and content expertise have thus been shown to re-
flect time and other factors in differing degrees, they must not be considered as
separate interactional forces. On the contrary, these two types of expertise inter-
related in classroom talk, as visualized most pointedly in the discussion of inter-
active explaining of terms and expressions. In a nutshell, general lexical items
apparently associated with language expertise were explained collaboratively as
appropriate to the Classroom Community of Practice, while the explanations of
subject-specific terms required the teacher’s explicit acceptance, thus stressing
the close link between content expertise and content-specific vocabulary.

So far, this process-oriented discussion has described the interactional devel-
opments of the CCofP and the changing strategies used to realize the principles
of explicitness and joint forces as integral to ELF classroom talk. What still
remains is to elucidate the developing ‘HMP culture’. By definition, a commu-
nity of practice undergoes cultural processes in that its members are mutually
engaged in their joint enterprise (cf. 1.3). What these processes meant for the
community members has been described as four chronological phases in chap-
ter 4.3. As the final phase was evaluated differently by the participants and not
included in the interactional analyses, I will focus on the first three phases in
reconstructing the cultural processes of the CCofP:

T1. During the introductory phase, the participants got to know each other and,
across their linguacultural diversity, found common ground in their shared
educational interests and aims as well as aspects of shared youth culture.
Additionally, classroom talk was possible because of English as a common
language, the wide-spread readiness to accept communicational problems
and willingness to help each other in overcoming them.
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T2. The next phase amounted to developing the Classroom Community of Prac-
tice. In that period, the participants became familiar with what their joint
enterprise would entail for the various subjects. They furthermore found
their places in the community, and engaged increasingly in classroom talk,
thus developing their shared repertoire, which is also reflected in the in-
creasing realizations of the principles of explicitness and joint forces. Ad-
ditionally, this stage was marked by emotionally laden experiences of (not)
belonging to small linguacultural groups and, additionally, of having to deal
with the multiplicity of languages not necessarily part of one’s own reper-
toire. These languages were initially experienced as potentially at odds with
English as the basis of the CCofP’s shared repertoire; with time, however,
the co-existence of both smaller and larger communities found wide-spread
acceptance. The only language that caused disagreement was German. As
the language of the environment, in which, furthermore, a majority of the
HMP were proficient to a certain degree, it began to play a role that was
experienced as too dominant by those not proficient in it. The increasing
use of German seems to have been considered as potentially threatening
the shared repertoire of the CCofP, which at that stage relied exclusively on
English in classroom main talk.

T3. The third phase captured the Classroom Community of Practice starting
into its second year. After their internship, the students returned with a
broader base of shared work experience and more proficiency in German:
two factors which arguably played a role in weakening the smaller linguacul-
tural communities to the benefit of the CCofP. Regarding the community’s
shared repertoire this phase can be characterized not only by the strong
reliance on the two interactional principles (explicitness and joint forces),
but also by the use of specific German terms and expressions that had been
integrated into the CCofP code, thus revealing the language-scape of the
setting. Additionally, the interactional analyses have put into relief the de-
veloping interactive practices. With students taking a more active role in the
shared enterprise of knowledge construction, they enlarged their role in es-
tablishing joint language expertise by an admittedly small, but nonetheless
increasing share in content expertise.

Overall, the longitudinal research methodology has unveiled the time-dependent
developments and processes integral to forming such an educational community
and how they were dynamically interrelated with classroom talk, participatory
patterns and the community’s culture. Furthermore, these findings highlight the
specificities of using English as a lingua franca in one specific Classroom Com-
munity of Practice, which will be substantiated by relating the findings to the
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definition of ELF adopted in this study (chapter 2.3.1.6). The facts that the inter-
actional principles established here were acted upon throughout the HMP, and
that linguistic expertise was experienced as residing with the CCofP, support
the assumption that communicating in the lingua franca in relation to the lo-
cal, fully situated needs remained the central interactional goal for the CCofP
from beginning to end. At the same time, the professional world ‘out there’ also
played an important role. In other words, the respective discourse communities
and their semi-situated established practices impacted on classroom dis-
course as well, as has become apparent in the complex role of content expertise,
including subject-specific vocabulary. The third dimension, finally, also made
its mark. First, the individual repertoires consisted of the participants’ pre-
HMP biographies on language learning and using: in the course of the HMP the
individual repertoires developed through the shared discursive practices, as
reflected in the integration of Austrian notions, but also in the variously inter-
preted realizations of having accommodated to each other.

In conclusion, the ethnographic and interactional analyses taken together
have not only yielded a detailed description of what this specific ELF classroom
discourse looked like and how it developed, but they have also pointed out the
methodological relevance of a longitudinal point of view in throwing light on
and describing the long-term effects of using ELF as classroom language.

8.5 On tertiary education in ELF

With the main findings on HMP classroom discourse and its longitudinal devel-
opments summarized and interpreted, what still remains to be considered is the
third and final research interest of this study (chapter 1.4):

iii) What implications might the use of ELF as classroom language have for
the teaching and learning processes in class? If any, what kinds of influence
can be detected?

The hedged formulation chosen for these questions, as well as their position as
third research interest, are not accidental, but underline the fact that the concerns
dealt with are, although central to classroom discourse analysis, at a level once
removed from the present investigation. As the study has not focused on learn-
ing processes themselves, respective claims can only be based on interpretations
and must thus be regarded as tentative. Since, however, the interpretations pre-
sented below have been reached not only by the observer-analyst, but also the
participants, they can reasonably be regarded as credible (chapter 3.2). On the
other hand, how dependable they are remains open to discussion. More research
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focused on the learning processes in ELF higher education would definitely be
helpful in this regard.

On this cautionary note, this section will attempt to offer a credible account
of what the present investigation offers in terms of potential implications for
the use of ELF as classroom language in higher (hospitality) education. For the
sake of clarity, these implications must be understood as intricately linked and
related to the investigative frame: based on the concepts of English as a lingua
franca, community of practice and classroom discourse (cf. Figure 8.1; chapters
1.3, 2.4), at stake here are

a. multilingual sojourners in a
b. transcultural setting
c. mutually engaging in their
d. joint educational enterprise through
e. classroom oral practices in their
f. shared and developing repertoire based on
g. English as their lingua franca.

As the preceding analyses have shown, classroom ELF discourse reflects ELF
talk more generally in that the overarching and most prominent communicational
endeavour remains to achieve subjectively perceived, successful exchanges and
to overcome potential problems of communication.The longitudinal perspective
has thrown more light on this commonly accepted finding in that it has specified
that subjectively perceived communication problems change with time. Prob-
lems of intelligibility, while rife in the initial phase, dissipate with time, thus
identifying pronunciation as a temporary communicational hurdle.The predom-
inant goal of making communication work remains, however, as the discussions
of the increasing relevance of the principles of explicitness and joint forces
have clarified. The communicational strategies resulting from acting on those
two principles have been argued to reflect, firstly, community-specific appropri-
ateness, used here in lieu of linguistic politeness (cf. Meier 1995; chapter 6.2)
in direct verbalizations of speech acts and interactional functions. Secondly,
at stake here is also interactional symmetry in otherwise typically asymmet-
ric classroom main talk when dealing with referential gaps, viz. difficulties in
verbalizations. Thus linguistic expertise is identified as shared practice of the
classroom community. Apart from specifying the community’s shared reper-
toire, these classroom discoursal findings show that expertise is handled in a
differentiated way by all community members. In contrast to the joint handling
of linguistic expertise, content expertise, considered crucially relevant for direct-
ing the joint educational enterprise remains associated with the primary knowers,
i.e. largely the teachers, but occasionally and increasingly also the students.
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The latter point directly addresses the question at stake here, namely the im-
pact that ELF as classroom language might have on the teaching and learning
processes. In this context it is important to remember that the present study has
focused on traditional lessons largely consisting of teacher-directed whole class
interactions developing the respective new information, which is mainly selected
by the teacher alone as object of learning. The resulting traditional institutional-
ized setting and transactional purposes are thus prototypically teacher-centred
and generally well documented; the differentiated handling of expertise is not. In
contrast to the well established assumption that teachers (but occasionally also
students) as primary knowers represent their subject or respective topic com-
prehensively, i.e. in terms of established knowledge as well as its discourse, the
employment of a lingua franca clearly splits these two sides of what might often
be considered one coin into two discipline- and subject-dependent practices that
often coincide, but do not necessarily have to. Reflecting their English language
biographies, teachers span a range of English (and other) language proficien-
cies, skills and abilities, concerning general communicational purposes, those
relevant to their disciplines as well as to teaching them as school subjects. By
using an additional language, it is conceivable and, as the analyses have shown,
also sometimes the case that some disciplinary experts might have to rely on
an English language proficiency with some limitations in order to enact discur-
sively their content expertise and/or to mediate their disciplinary knowledge to
learners. Such differentiated language abilities have become visible in the par-
ticipants’ self- and other-evaluations, the interactional patterns they engaged in,
but also in the interactional space given, and taken up by students in developing
and explaining objects of learning. In general, the teachers whose English was
less proficient were also the ones in whose lessons students engaged in more
other-(initiated) repair, raised more questions and contributed more indepen-
dently to instances of interactive explaining.

While these considerations clearly focus mainly on the teachers, students’di-
verse English language abilities are also a relevant factor in classroom discourse
and thus knowledge construction; with the one major difference that their status
as learners specifies the process they are meant to undergo in terms of enacted
objects of learning as well as (discursive) access to the respective subjects. So,
while teachers act as experts from the first day of the educational programme,
students are meant to acquire a certain expertise in due course. Furthermore,
there are many students, but only one teacher per lesson who, additionally, has
a distinct and leading classroom managerial role to fulfil. It is thus understand-
able that the teacher’s input to classroom talk plays a much more important role
proportionally than that of the students’. This contrasts sharply with situations
of testing or assessment, where the students are required to play the more active
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role. Interestingly, written tests in the HMP were consciously structured in a way
that minimized the students’ linguistic input and thus accommodated all levels
of (written) language proficiency (Smit 2007b; see also Quote 4.36 in 4.3.2.1).

As regards the research interest at stake here, the important issue surely is
what impact (if any) such different interactional behaviour related to levels of
(teacher) language proficiency might have on the learning process. Potentially,
the impact could be large and detrimental, especially if the content experts’ En-
glish language abilities were so limited that no interactive support offered by
students would help unravel the particular topics; or, on the other hand, if the
students’ English language skills thwarted their endeavours to access the dis-
cursive construction of knowledge. Fortunately for the HMP, however, such an
extreme situation was neither observed nor reported. Rather – and this is also a
much more likely situation to encounter in fee-carrying higher educational pro-
grammes – the students were screened for English language proficiency and the
teachers’ English was considered to be good enough for their instructional and
interactional needs. As an attribute, good enough acknowledges the relevance
of various factors, such as the subject matter, the group of learners as well as
the pedagogical aims and approaches pursued: a complexity, which was also ev-
ident in the interactional analyses. The analysis of semantic relations employed
in explanations (chapter 7.4.3) revealed that limited proficiency coincided with
semantico-syntactically restricted realizations, but that the latter sufficed for
classroom talk on concrete topics, such as discussing the ins and outs in a pro-
fessional kitchen. Additionally, not only did HMP teachers help the students,
but they could also rely on full student support. Reflecting the maturity of the
HMP students, they expressed their willingness to make classroom discourse
work, which was also deducible from their readiness to fill the interactional
space available in respective lessons by, for instance, initiating or performing
other-repair or asking more, and more detailed questions for facts and explana-
tions. In sum then, the interactional analyses arguably confirm the participants’
evaluations of language abilities being appropriate to the respective needs and
requirements.

This generally reassuring interpretation of using English as a lingua franca
for further education must be relativized somewhat, in relation to the findings
on explaining subject-specific terms and expressions. As discussed previously
(see 7.4.5 and 8.4), general lexical items received linguistic-expertise treatment
in the sense that the jointly constructed explanations were established as fully
situated. Intex on subject-specific lexical items, on the other hand, reflected con-
tent expertise in that the explanations established required the teacher’s approval.
While motivated by the teacher’s expert role, this claim to English language pro-
ficiency for discipline-specific purposes was also observed in cases where the
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specific terms suggested quite obviously do not correlate with the established
terminology. As illustrated, for instance, in the introduction of testimony as a
legal term denoting the agent rather than the target (cf. 7.4.5.1), teachers relying
on an additional language which is not (one of) their professional languages
might mistake their communicating in English within the Classroom Com-
munity of Practice for the established practice of the respective discourse
community. Since students fully accept the teacher’s expertise, it is to be ex-
pected that they take over their teachers’ suggestions for subject-specific terms
and expressions. If employed outside the CCofP, this might lead to potentially
confusing situations in subject-related conversations elsewhere, thus revealing
one potential danger inherent in using ELF as classroom language. Its narrow
focus on the community of practice in question can result in a degree of situat-
edness in classroom talk that has the potential of leading to misinterpretations,
mistaking English in the local context for its established practice in a wider
discourse community.

As regards content learning, the admittedly limited findings seem to support
the participants’ evaluations that generally the HMP participants “got on [well]
in class” (Quote 4.38 in 4.3.2.2). With the help of using English as their lingua
franca, teachers and students managed to develop their shared repertoire and,
overall, reached satisfactory levels of understanding in their joint enterprise
of meeting the educational aims of the HMP. While this might have resulted
in locally focused, highly situated communicational conventions with a few
misguided normative expectations, it has allowed the Classroom Community
of Practice mutually to engage in the teaching and learning practices and bring
them to fruition with all students passing the final exams. To put this differently,
the content side of the institutionalized oral practice seems to have worked well,
as far as this is discernable from the classroom talk, grades and participants’
comments.

Given that content learning implicates language learning (see chapter
2.2.2.2), what kind(s) of language learning could be detected in the CCofP?
Based on the emic perspectives, English language proficiency levels and changes
therein played a constant role, although, reflecting the generally shared under-
standing of the classroom language as lingua franca, they were not considered
a central concern. More precisely, English language learning was explicitly de-
nied as happening in HMP lessons in general. Instead, students and teachers
agreed on the interpretation of learning being restricted to the English language
classes in the first year of studies and the many subject-specific terms and ex-
pressions required for the various subjects. Language learning was thus seen
as a separate undertaking from content learning, as happening exclusively in
the classes reserved for that endeavour and/or as relating to lists of necessary
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vocabulary. So from an emic perspective, the HMP did not function as a site of
integrating content and language (ICL). This understanding has also surfaced
in classroom interactions. Whenever the interaction turned to a language issue,
it concerned the introduction or explanation of mainly subject-specific terms or
expressions. Other aspects of language use were not topicalized in any of the 33
lessons analysed in detail, or, if identified as an issue at all, were relegated to the
English language classes. At the same time, however, the participants acknowl-
edged developments in using English in the HMP. There was the strongly held
belief that community members developed linguistically towards each other,
which finds support in some of the interactional findings, such as the increase in
intelligibility after the first weeks, the slow, but shared, integration of German
into the CCofP repertoire in the second year of studies, or the increased use
of communicational strategies realizing the principles of explicitness and joint
forces throughout the HMP. Interestingly, these classroom-based interactional
processes were not identified as signs of language learning, but of developing
the CCofP shared repertoire. At an individual level, most students and also some
teachers reported on their own English proficiency as having changed with the
unfolding of the HMP, albeit in different ways. Depending on their personal
English language biographies, the two years of the ELF educational programme
were experienced as having had a positive or negative influence, either towards
more fluency or some (stylistic) limitations.

In sum then, the oral ELF practice of the HMP (cf. 2.4) seems to have
had a strong and definitive impact on the perceptions of language learning or
development: language learning can be equated with the semi-situated estab-
lished practices associated with the English for specific purposes (ESP) of
the respective discourse communities; self-assessed proficiency improvements
or deterioration is understood to refer to the individual multilingual English
speaker’s (MuES) individual repertoires; and language development cov-
ers the long-term implications for communicating in English as the CCofP’s
shared repertoire and, more generally, the lingua franca of the HMP. This com-
plex practice of language learning and/or using underlines the assumption made
earlier in this study (cf. 2.2.2.2) that the HMP integrates content and language
learning, but depicts specific characteristics because of the classroom language
functioning as the participants’ lingua franca. While all higher educational pro-
grammes and specifically those involving MuESs imply that content learning
involves language learning as well, it has been argued on the basis of the ethno-
graphic and interactional analyses that the complexity involved in lingua franca
usage finds its reflection in complex language developmental processes, involv-
ing the development of the community’s repertoire, learning specific language
use and also changing individual repertoires.
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To bring this investigation to a close, this extensive synthesis has argued that
the research methodology employed has made it possible to breach uncharted
territory in ELF investigations in that it has allowed for a longitudinal, qualita-
tive, applied linguistic investigation of English as a lingua franca as the class-
room language in a specific higher educational programme, offering detailed,
ethnographic insights into the teachers’ and students’ opinions and evaluations
of their Hotel Management Programme as well as multi-layered and complex
discourse-pragmatic findings on the interactional dynamics in the temporary
Classroom Community of Practice.

As intrinsic to all, especially novel, investigative areas, many more research
questions can and should be attended to. There are, firstly, those that would fall
within the limits of the present study, such as the role and function of writing
in the HMP (cf. Smit 2007b for initial considerations) or the developments in
language use and learning for specific individual students. More widely and
varied are the second type of ensuing research questions, namely those that
fall outside the present study. Here, comparative research would be more than
welcome in that it would allow for comparisons between different educational
settings in ELF or between the present study and other longitudinal ELF studies.
It would be highly gratifying if the present study were to motivate one or the
other investigation along such lines.





Appendix A. Transcription conventions

based on the transcription system version 0.2, April 2003 of VOICE, the Vienna
Oxford International Corpus of English (http://www.univie.ac.at/voice/)

(.) pause shorter than a second
(2) pauses, timed in seconds
<1> </1>, etc overlapping speech
text=

=text
latching utterances

<GERMAN> or <FRENCH>
Text </GERMAN> or

</FRENCH><translation>

German of French words or expressions with English
translation

<SOFT> text</SOFT> text spoken in a soft voice
<HIGH> text </HIGH> text spoken in a high voice
<SLOW> text </SLOW> comparatively slower speech
<QUOTATIVE> text </QUO-

TATIVE>
speaker quoting somebody else

exte:nsion noticeable extension of a syllable or sound
cut off wo- cut off word or truncated speech
(text) unclear speech
(xxx) inaudible speech, ‘x’ stands for approximately one

syllable
CAPITALS stressed syllables, words
. / ? / , falling / rising / level intonation
@ laughter
<@> text </@> speaking with laughter
<text> added explanations
[. . . ] deletion of text
[text] anonymised reference to person, place or institution
[text] (in Quotes) English translation from German original
text (in Excerpts) material which is currently under discussion

Speakers:
3-letter pseudonyms for teachers (all in capitals)
4-letter pseudonyms for identified students (start with a capital)
US: observer-analyst
SX: unidentified student
SX-f: unidentified female student
SX-m: unidentified male student
SS: group of students



Appendix B. Questionnaires and guidelines
for interviews

1st questionnaire (abridged); handed out on the first day of classes

Dear HMP-student,
As part of my research project on classroom interaction, I would need to learn
now, at the beginning of the course, a little bit about you and your motivations for
coming here. I will treat the information you give me as strictly confidential.
This means that neither your teachers nor any other people will get access to
these questionnaires, and whenever I use some of the data, I will anonymise
them by changing your names and other details that could reveal your identity.
So, please:

– feel free to answer every question as honestly as possible,
– try to answer all the questions in English, but if you should have dif-

ficulties expressing yourself, you can, of course, use another language, too;
and,

– if you have any questions, ask me for help!

Many thanks in advance for your co-operation, Ute Smit

Personal information:
Name (first name and surname); male / female; age; nationality
Place and country of birth:
Places where I’ve stayed for longer periods (i.e. a few months or more):
Educational background (highest educational level achieved and when):
Work experience: temporary and permanent jobs (specify what, when, for how

long and where)
Home language(s):
Language proficiency (please indicate G for good, A for average, or P for poor

with regard to ‘understand’, ‘read’, ‘speak’ and ‘write)
Why have you decided to start a hotel management course?
And why the HMP?
What do you expect to be able to do after finishing the HMP?
What do you expect from the course itself?
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2nd questionnaire (abridged); handed out in the last month of classes

Dear HMP student,
Just as on your first day when I asked you to fill in a questionnaire for me (which
all of you were so friendly to do!), I would like to get some input from you now,
at the end of the course. Most of the topics are the ones I’ve already talked about
with you before – your evaluations of your own English, your future and the
course in general. The final point – some personal information on your parents –
most likely comes fairly unexpectedly. With it I don’t want to probe too deeply
into your personal backgrounds. My aim is rather to find out more about the
different kinds of “internationality” found in your group and see in how far that
goes back to your parents already.

As before, I will treat the information you give me as strictly confidential.
This means that neither your teachers nor any other people will get access to
these questionnaires, and whenever I use some of the data, I will anonymise
them by changing your names and other details that could reveal your identity.
So, please, feel free to answer every question as honestly as possible!
Many thanks in advance for your co-operation, Ute (Smit)

Your English: After two years of learning about hotel management (and all the
other subjects) in English, do you think that your own English has improved?
yes/no
Or would you say it has changed? yes/no; Why? Please explain:
How do you feel about your English at present?

Your future: What are your work-related expectations and plans for the coming
months and years?

The HMP: Now that you have almost finished HMP, what has the course prepared
you for?
If you could go two years back in time, would you do HMP again? yes/no;
Why? Please, explain:

Some personal information on your parents:
[If the information you give is true for only one parent, please indicate that
with ‘M’ or ‘F’]
Nationality/-ies; country/-ies of birth; places where your parents stayed for
longer periods (i.e. one or more years); educational background (highest
educational levels achieved); occupational background (most important pro-
fessions or jobs held); home language(s); other language(s):
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Guidelines for one-on-one interviews

conducted in the semesters 1–2 (with students) and 2–3 (with teachers)

General assumptions (summarised by the interviewer)

The HMP is offered in English and it is also meant to, and does, attract students
from all over the world. As almost none of the participants are, therefore, L1
speakers of English, it is unlikely that the English used in class is mother-
tongue English; rather, it is English in its function as world language or (global)
lingua franca. For any educational course, it is obviously very important which
medium of instruction (or learning and teaching) is chosen because it makes a
big difference for the learners (but also the teachers) whether they can learn in
their L1s or in another language. So far, so good.

What we don’t know is in how far using a lingua franca (i.e. L2 to all)
influences teaching and learning. What we do know, though, is that, at least
in previous years, lecturers as well as students quite often questioned whether
the English used by the participants was actually ‘good enough’; we hear that
they can’t express themselves or make themselves understood. Such evaluations
show that the people involved have quite clear ideas of what is acceptable and/or
necessary.

And I think we need to push these opinions and ideas to the front, if we want
to know more about what actually happens in such ELF classrooms and how
the participants handle it.

Aim of interview

In this interview I would like to get your ideas about English as classroom
language of the HMP, the participants’ English and how they’re getting on. In
other words, it is your ideas, opinions and experience that I would like to learn
from.

So, you are the expert fully in charge of what is said. I’ll be the interviewer
who’ll give the exchange its structure.
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Questions for students Questions for teachers

General information
Your (language) background:

General information
Your (language) background; What do you teach ?

Subtopic 1: lecturers’ English
What’s the lecturers’ English like?

How do they get on in class?
(differences, changes)

What are the reasons for difference
X or problem Y?

How do you experience the lectur-
ers’ English?

Subtopic 1: the students’ English
What’s the students’ English like? How do you see

it? (examples where possible); in general, in
class, out of class

differences: spoken-written, personality types, cul-
tural background, changes in the course of stud-
ies, in terms of success

What are the reasons for the difference X or prob-
lem Y?

How do you experience the students’ English?

Subtopic 2: students’ English
What’s the students’ English like?

How do they get on in class?
(differences, changes)

What are the reasons for difference
X or problem Y?

How well do the students cope in
class?

Subtheme 2: lecturer’s teaching style
How would you describe your way of teaching at

the HMP?
in general; differences between classes; relation

topic/subject – language; multicultural student
body

Why have you adopted this teaching style?
changes past – present – future

How do you evaluate your teaching style?
Which alternative approaches do you see for the

future?

Subtopic 3: your English
What’s your English like? How

do you see it? (differences,
changes)

What are the reasons for difference
X or problem Y?

How well do you cope in class?
How do you feel about your
English? (reasons, changes)

How well do you feel about using
English as medium of instruc-
tion?

If necessary, what could be
changed / could you change?

Subtheme 3: classroom interaction
Could you describe what the interaction in your

classes looks like? (examples)
Who speaks when, how much, how often; draw

links to teaching approach and/or kinds of ac-
tivities

Please describe how you experience this interac-
tion?

What are the reasons for interaction pattern X? (ex-
amples)

How do you evaluate the interactional patterns you
find in your classes?

What could be changed about the present interac-
tion? What would make such a different ap-
proach (im)possible?
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Guidelines for small-group interviews

conducted in the first month of the 4th semester (with groups of 3–4 students)

General assumption:

You know that my concern with your group has been the use of English as
medium of instruction in this international setting. I asked you questions on that
topic right at the beginning (in the questionnaire I handed out) and in one-on-one
interviews I was so lucky to do with each of you. Quite some time has gone
passed since then and, quite clearly, things have changed: you’ve successfully
done 3 of the 4 semesters of the course; you’ve done your internship last summer,
maybe you’ve gained more work experience during the semesters, too. And at
the moment you’re most likely getting prepared for the time after HMP (work
or further studies). This means that your insights into the programme, but also
into the hospitality industry have grown rapidly, which most likely means that
some of your ideas, evaluations and opinions have developed since I last spoke
with you.

Aim of interview

It is for this reason that I’m asking you now for some more of your time to get
your present opinions about and evaluations of 2 issues [either A and B or A and
C] linked to English as medium of instruction (and learning). In other words, it
is your experience and expertise that I would like to benefit from. So, similar to
the interviews last year, you are the experts fully in charge of what is said. I’ll
be the interviewer who’ll give the structure to the exchange.

For each topic, I first summarise what you (i.e. the whole group) said a year
ago, and I’ll ask you then how you see the matter nowadays.
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A) Improving one’s English
A year ago: In describing your expecta-
tions of the HMP, the following points were
raised: preparation for a good job; gain-
ing new and interesting insights into the
field; learning relevant skills, incl. improv-
ing one’s own English.
Questions:
Do you think your and/or other students’

English has improved or changed?
Could you describe the present situation?

(explain reasons, express evaluations,
indicate changes)

A) Improving one’s English
A year ago: In describing your expecta-
tions of the HMP, the following points were
raised: preparation for a good job; gain-
ing new and interesting insights into the
field; learning relevant skills, incl. improv-
ing one’s own English.
Questions:
Do you think your and/or other students’

English has improved or changed?
Could you describe the present situation?

(explain reasons, express evaluations,
indicate changes)

B) English as medium of instruction
A year ago: All students valued English as
medium of instruction very highly, either
because that’s what they were used to or
because they wanted to experience it once.
At the same time, many of you felt that
doing a course in English made studying
harder and more time-consuming.
Questions:
In which ways is English, or aspects of

it, talked about in class (by teachers
and/or students)?

Do you think having English as medium
of instruction has become easier since
then?

Could you describe the present situation
please? (explain reasons, express eval-
uations, indicate changes)

C) Language use in class
A year ago: The multicultural character of
the HMP was mentioned repeatedly and
judged as relevant. Generally, it was seen
as an asset, something valued positively. It
was also observed that:
(a) the class was split up in language-based

subgroups;
(b) German proficiency split the class in

two groups; and
(c) English was usually, but not always

used as only common language.
Questions:
Are these three points still true or, if at all,

what has changed since then?
Could you describe the present situation

please? (explain reasons, express eval-
uations, indicate changes)



Appendix C. Overview of transcribed lessons

Table C.1. Lessons of phase T1 (first two weeks of HMP)

Subject Abbrev.* Teacher Mins Turns T turns Words T words
Financial 1fin1 TON 49 369 164 5146 4060

Management 1fin2 39 199 90 4408 4011
Hotel 1hop1 OUL 49 424 200 4933 4040

Operations 1hop2 47 439 199 6532 5758
Front Office 1fom1 AKL 47 266 126 5432 5027

Management 1fom2 41 204 96 7022 6456
Hotel 1hom1 LER 50 153 65 7017 6538

Management 1hom2 47 387 164 8669 5077
Marketing 1mar1 NER 50 406 173 8919 8133

1mar2 47 576 239 10306 9078
Austrian Law 1law1 XEN 43 202 96 5855 5546

1law2 45 379 184 6064 5362
Total T1 554 4004 1796 80303 69086

* abbreviations consist of: ‘1’ for T1, abbreviation of subject, number of lesson

Table C.2. Lessons of phase T2 (well into the first semester)

Subject Abbrev.* Teacher Mins Turns T turns Words T words
Financial 2fin1 TON 43 372 140 6575 4900

Management 2fin2 41 452 188 5610 4430
Hotel

Management
2hom1 LER 46 288 108 8160 5533

Austrian Law 2law1 XEN 45 401 192 5985 4728
2law2 49 258 122 6963 6098

Cooking 2cook1 RER 41 564 253 6500 5260
2cook2 42 726 346 7423 5827

Service 2serv1 FER 40 370 150 5340 4300
Human 2hr1 OPP 48 241 108 7856 5619

Resources 2hr2 41 381 168 7728 4441
Total T2 436 4053 1775 68140 51136

* abbreviations consist of: ‘2’ for T2, abbreviation of subject, number of lesson
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Table C.3. Lessons of phase T3 (third semester)

Subject Abbrev.* Teacher Mins Turns T turns Words T words
Financial 3fin1 TON 45 365 146 5991 4151

Management 3fin2 39 246 107 6015 4561
Hotel 3hom1 LER 45 148 57 7550 4658

Management 3hom2 45 93 36 6823 5885
F&B 3fbm1 AKL 44 349 143 5935 4700

Management 3fbm2 34 313 128 6622 4516
Marketing 3mar1 NER 37 141 66 8108 7789

3mar2 45 52 25 6993 6940
Service 3serv1 FER 40 196 89 6910 6130
Public 3pr1 MER 50 370 160 9347 7709

Relations 3pr2 45 240 107 8928 7956
Total T3 469 2513 1064 79222 64995

* abbreviations consist of: ‘3’ for T3, abbreviation of subject, number of lesson
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